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For my Dad, who taught me how to enjoy music
(Jim Morrell, 1930-2017)
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“First and above all, an explanation must do justice to the thing that is to
be explained, must not devaluate it, interpret it away, belittle it, or
garble it, in order to make it easier to understand.”
Schelling, Philosophie der Mythologie

“Ah, music,” he said, wiping his eyes. “A magic beyond all we do here!”
J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

“Any working composer or painter or sculptor will tell you that inspiration
comes at the eighth hour of labour rather than as a bolt out of the blue.”
John Williams

“Music and all art is only about communication. That is the aim.”
Barrington Pheloung

“If you don’t fully understand music, you end up working for the
technology instead of the technology working for you. When I was
studying composing with Nadia Boulanger in Paris, she would joke that
jazz musicians were always the hardest to teach because we shack up with
music before we marry it, but she would say: ‘There are only 12 notes. And
until there is a 13th, learn everything that everyone has done with those
12’. And that is exactly what I did. To this day, there isn’t any type of
musical genre or musical experiment that gives me pause. I don’t care if
you’re a musician, arranger, composer, engineer, music supervisor on a
film or a producer; if you want to be a master at your craft, you should
endeavour to know everything that has been done with those 12 notes.”
Quincy Jones
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DISCLAIMER
I do not claim any copyright ownership with regard to the film music cues transcribed. Copyright rests with the
composers of the music and / or their publishers. All composers are credited. All transcriptions are my own work
unless otherwise stated. These examples are rendered in accordance with the dictates of ‘fair use’: In America this
is governed by the United States Copyright Act (section 107). In the UK ‘fair dealing’ is governed by Sections 29
and 30 of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, which outlines two instances relevant to my own
transcriptions:



If the use is for the purposes of research or private study;
If it is used for the purposes of criticism, review or quotation;

Only the portions of cues which are relevant and subject to analysis have been transcribed. I assert my claim to
copyright over all text, unless otherwise stated.
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INTRODUCTION

Congas

Kit …………..

drums maintain rock feel with kit and congas, phrasing w/brass
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For the purposes of continuity and consistency, I am going to presume you’ve already read my first three books
(How Film and TV Music Communicate – volumes 1-3). However, by way of re-examining some of the themes
in those books, chapter one of this book - ‘What Film Music Does To Us’ - will revisit some of the ideas, theories
and concepts discussed in my previous books, along with some new approaches, ideas and areas for discussion.
Chapter 1 also contains elements of my recent PhD. It will therefore be a lot heavier than most of the other
chapters. If you suffer from insomnia, chapter 1 will do the trick.
I wrote my first book in 2013 (How Film and TV Music Communicate) and it became too big almost immediately;
I just could not stop listening, transcribing and analysing. So one book became two books. These were published
online and, contrary to what I thought would happen, they were downloaded in large numbers. I received (and
still receive) many emails from students and professionals from many different parts of the world, who liked the
way I had tried to demystify film music. Even though my books were by no means easy to read, many said I had
made film music more accessible, more understandable and more achievable. This spurred me on to write a third
book (How Film and TV Music Communicate, Vol III) which was published in 2015.
Four years have passed since the last book was written and published. To date there have been nearly 40,000
downloads. Since I wrote the last book I have written an honours degree programme in Film Music, of which I
am head. Also I have completed a PhD based on my books and a wider study of meaning and emotion in film
music. Now this is complete I feel the need to write another series of books as I think there is more to be said.
When I planned this book I realised there was too much material for one volume, so this is Volume 1 of what I
hope will be three volumes. I will see what happens. A book, like music and like life itself, takes on a journey of
its own and develops its own dynamic as it evolves. It will decide.
My dad passed away three years ago and I have dedicated this book to him; he was a musician and he had a great
love of music, which he gave to me. I can still remember him playing TV themes on our upright piano. I remember
him particularly playing the themes from Man in a Suitcase and The Persuaders, popular British detective series
in the 1970s. I was completely mesmerised by these themes and many others he played. He encouraged me to
play piano; I played from the age of 4 and when I was a teenager he suggested I took up the trombone and learned
to read music. From the age of 13 right through to when I went to college five years later, I remember my dad
taking me to hundreds of rehearsals and gigs with various bands, Big Bands and orchestras. Trombonists usually
sit in the middle of a Big Band and it was this unique position that made me notice the sounds going on around
me. Because I have ‘absolute pitch’ I could hear the notes and intervals. I still remember being mesmerised about
how music worked. This lead to me becoming an arranger, orchestrator and eventually a composer of TV music.
All roads lead back to my dad, and I think about him every day.
Back to the book: there are a small handful of occasions where I have revisited films or television shows which
were already analysed in one of my previous books. Generally, I do not like to dwell on a subject or go back and
rewrite or reissue old books. They are what they are, and if we are forever to go back rectifying older work then
we live in a world with no past and no future, just an eternal present. That said, the reasons for revisiting films or
TV already analysed is either due to analysing different cues or if there is something genuinely new to say.
This book will, like the last three, examine film music; what it is, why it works and how it works. But its remit is
more philosophical this time, hence the title ‘Hearing Is Believing - Film Music and What It Does to Us’. More
attention is given this time to how and why music creates emotion, feeling and even meaning. Chapter 1 – ‘What
Film Music Does to Us’ is particularly heavy-duty in terms of philosophical theorising. Also, as I said earlier, it
also acts to revisit aspects of the first three books, just to make sure everyone’s on the same page. There is a wide
variety of titles and genres featured. Perhaps the broadest chapter, the one with the widest breadth of sub-genres
within one chapter, is chapter 2, ‘Film Drama’. This includes films which vary greatly in terms of the style and
type of films featured; everything from the contemporary and moody electronic textures of Cliff Martinez’s
Arbitrage through to the traditional and folk-influenced orchestral textures of John Cameron’s Kes, and from
Danny Elfman’s Good Will Hunting through to Eddie Vedder’s music to Into the Wild. Despite the rich and diverse
films featured in this book, there are only ever really three questions for anyone wanting to know about film
music: What is it doing, why is it doing it, and how is it doing it? I hope to answer those questions in a wide,
accessible and enlightening way for every film cue featured. As ever, the two prerequisites you will need to enjoy
and understand this book is a love of film music and a strong knowledge of music theory. Reading music gives us
the tools to be able to truly understand it. We can gain a lot of understanding just from listening to music, but to
be able to read it as well is to have a visual referencing system; hearing and reading a piece of music brings it to
life, almost as it the music was in an intellectual and emotional equivalent of 3D.
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One or two people have asked me over the years whether composers understand and agree with all the various
harmonic detail and analysis that exists in my books, especially the kind of really, really nerdy stuff about
intervallic recognition and stuff like that. I guess their point is, if composers don’t think this way, then why should
we? Having spoken to many great film score composers, I can honestly say that some do and some don’t. James
Horner did; he understood harmony from back to front and inside out. Jerry Goldsmith did too, and lots of others
too. But just to be clear, I am not for a moment saying that composers have looked at harmony in this kind of
analytical way during their compositional process and that this is why they’ve written what they’ve written; I am
saying that it doesn’t matter. I do not theorise in the way I do because I think that composers necessarily go
through the same analytical process when they’re composing, or that they could or should. I analyse to inform
people about why and how the music works. I say to readers, irrespective of who did what, this is what the music
is doing, this is what it has achieved and this is why it works. In all my years of writing books on film music, not
a single composer has ever debated or questioned my conclusions.
Most of the composers I have spoken to tell me a big part of their own learning involved looking at transcriptions
of existing music, either stuff they’d been given or material they’d transcribed themselves. Most of the great
composers understand harmony and a lot of their early studies involved pouring over written scores and writing
transcriptions of their own. Titans like Williams and Goldsmith and Horner and Shore understand harmony in a
way few others do, which is why they hit the target every time. Their knowledge of harmony and orchestration
and colour and emotion is fabulously detailed, and the regularity with which they ‘nail it’ points to a lifelong love
and understanding of how and why music works; this is impossible without studying music’s central nervous
system – harmony – and it is equally impossible to fully understand harmony without reading music.
But some composers come to ideas not via a technical process but via a process of emotional judgment and
performance. If they come across something which works brilliantly, it doesn’t really matter how they got there.
But as time goes on and they do more work, it will matter that they are able to understand what they did and how
they got there. Time is often too short to sit there scratching your chin, musing wistfully and thinking, “Mm,
maybe I’ll do this…or maybe that.” A few years ago I contributed a chapter towards a book on pop music ‘onehit wonders’. There were various theories as to why some artists have just one hit, followed perhaps by a
succession of failures or perhaps even by nothing at all. Some related this to social issues, or cultural barriers,
demographic changes, music industry dynamics, etc. My chapter – which didn’t appear in the final book –
proposed the theory that, if you didn’t know how you’d hit the target with the ‘hit’ – if you didn’t understand the
music, what it did, what it meant – it would be hard to understand why it succeeded. Many of the ones who didn’t
succeed after the initial ‘hit’ did try, and they either produced songs which were identical to the first one, or were
so radically different that it implied they were simply ‘pissing in the wind’. The point is, if you are going to
succeed and then carry on succeeding, you need to know what you did, how you did it, and why it worked. Being
able to read music allows you to understand how it works. Few composers use theory when they are ‘in the
moment’, conceptualising and trying out ideas. But many use it subsequently, to see it and structure it properly
and arrange the instrumentation, all of which brings a person closer to their music.
The great film composers are driven by emotional intelligence which is intellectually underwritten by a vast, headfull of practical musical knowledge and understanding. The reason I single out Williams and the others specifically
is that there is simply no way on earth they would have achieved what they did, so consistently and in the time
they had, unless they had a head full of harmonic knowledge to support and underpin their technical and emotional
decisions.
Irrespective of what composers do or don’t think, either during the composing process or retrospectively, I try to
unearth what’s going on and the reasons why their music works. I undertake analysis to get to the truth of why
music is the way it is, and to understand why it works and to say that ultimately, irrespective of what composers
do or don’t think, these are the reasons their music works. I’m never trying to second-guess a composer’s process,
because unless I’d spoken to them, how would I know? But regardless of process I’m trying to explain the
conclusion - what the result was. What I have always tried to do is to demystify film music and prove that
ultimately everything can be explained. Ironically, in trying to demystify music I have had to delve into often
incredibly complex technical, aesthetic and emotional areas of study. Demystifying something doesn’t, alas, mean
making it simpler to understand. It means jettisoning the plethora of emotive terms which often shroud music,
like ‘brilliant’ or ‘genius’ or ‘art’. These are nice words but they are meaningless because they are opinions, not
facts. At best they are metaphors for how a listener feels when they hear something, but they exist mainly to fill
the vacuum which exists when listeners are unable to articulate their thoughts in a more precise way. If I use these
words occasionally, I will support them with reasoned analysis and conclusions. Analysis is, ultimately, the search
for the truth, and the truth isn’t always easy; the truth takes time. But it is, as the saying goes, out there. This book
will be hard, but it will be worth it.
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If our ears were only as sensitive as our eyes, we would hear slightly less than an octave. We hear much, much
more than this and our musical analytical abilities are profound.
Often the deciding factor on whether a film is enjoyable or feels authentic or believable is the music that frames
it. Hearing is believing
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CHAPTER 1: WHAT FILM MUSIC DOES TO US
“We do not go to the cinema to hear music. We require
it to deepen and prolong in us the screen’s visual
impressions.”
(Gorbman, 1987: 3)

Can music ever be ‘great’?
The Harry Potter and John Williams quotes are interesting. The message behind the Harry Potter quote is simple:
music is magical; it is created by unfathomable geniuses whose work we cannot even begin to understand; it is
alchemy. One of the other quotes, from someone who is regularly referred to as a genius but who is never
comfortable with the accolade, presents the notion that inspiration, and with it, ‘greatness’ (when it is robbed of
all the glorification and veneration) is, at its core, the product of immense skill and hard, hard work. In Williams’
case it is most definitely the product of an almost unbelievable level of skill, supreme and masterful ability and
an innate knowledge of music and emotion. I say ‘almost unbelievable’ because Williams himself proves that it
can be believed. For the record, my own personal opinion is that I believe history will record John Williams as
the most prolific film score composer the world has ever known. I simply cannot conceive of a situation where
anyone will ever surpass his achievements. But whether anyone’s music can ever be said to be ‘great’ is
questionable, because although film music itself needn’t be as subjective as music, the notion of ‘greatness’
definitely is subjective. It is a personal opinion based on personal tastes, usually made by people who are reacting
instinctively to music they enjoy.
How shall we talk about music?
The other quote at the beginning of this book, by Schelling from Philosophie der Mythologie, is my personal
guiding principle in my pursuit to bring the meaning and emotion of music to life through analysis. What it says
to me is, do not always try and make an explanation or an analysis fit in with existing philosophies, and whatever
you do, don’t ever strive to make something more accessible or digestible at the expense of the truth; dumbing
something down is the worst kind of deception – like cheating at Scrabble - and it happens far, far too often in
music to placate the temperament of people who haven’t got the time, patience or aptitude to learn properly.
When we listen to music, what do we hear and what do we think?
Because most people do not understand harmony - much less possess the skill to distill music in a harmonically
literal way or have the absolute pitch with which to identify and categorise harmony immediately - most music,
including film music, exists, for most people at least, in the abstract. “Both thought and language require objects
outside themselves.” So said Bertrand Russell in his 1945 book A History of Western Philosophy. When people
think of music they’re listening to, most cannot name the chords in real time when they listen (and even if they
could, what does this say about what the music means); this lack of literal, grammatical, and intellectual
understanding of music theory is why people find it hard to talk about music’s central nervous system – harmony
– so instead talk not about what music is but about what it means to them. What it does to them is something they
can at least try to rationalise. When people talk about music, discussion normally centres around how it makes
them feel and how it affects them, rather than any specific commentary on the music itself, over and above stuff
like texture and vague notions of melodic shapes. Even when talking to fellow music specialists, when we move
away from descriptive context - instrumentation, texture and how the music affects them as individuals - and into
discussion about why or how or when the music manages to create emotion, what the emotion actually is and how
it is communicated relative to the harmonies being employed, conversations can become quite stilted very quickly.
But as I have alluded to elsewhere, it would be a big mistake to presume that an inability to literalise a listening
experience on the spot equals an inability to analyse music or ‘know’ many of the things that make music what it
is. It’s not necessarily an inability to analyse music that is the problem, it’s more the case that most people simply
do not consciously think in these terms in the first place. They have become accustomed to contextualising music
peripherally. Even people who have studied music all their lives, done degrees or worked all their life in the music
industry, often don’t discuss music analytically except on a superficial, descriptive, textural basis.
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Renowned musicologist Philip Tagg said that it wasn’t people’s inability to experience meaning or emotion in
music that was at fault, it was the limitations of language itself that prevents them from properly articulating their
feelings in words. Not a limitation of music’s language but a general failing in language itself. This is a big deal,
because presumably he meant any country’s language. People ‘feel things’ in music but don’t usually have the
ability to convert these feelings into tangible language to be thought of or understood verbally. What I am saying
is that although a lack of literal music knowledge prevents a person from knowing the technical stuff of what
they’re listening to, people can still possess an unconscious, embodied knowledge of music. And anyway, let’s
not knock the idea of contextualising music in terms of how it makes you feel; understanding how music makes
people feel is a great way to understand music. If you think about it logically, music theory will happily tell you
what was going on at any given moment in a score. It will describe an event but it won’t analyse it for you. We
have to do that because we have to apply human rationale and emotional judgment. I have met people with huge
technical musical skills who are no closer to understanding the relevance of what they’re listening to than people
with no musical ability.
I know people who understand harmony like the back of their hand and possess absolute pitch but still do not
make that final leap to join the intellectual, aesthetic, technical and emotional dots to try and figure out why music
is the way it is, and why it does the things it does and why it makes us feel the way we feel. Many who possess
fabulous technical skills sometimes lack the creative spirit to dare to try and explain what it all means. They
become hostage to music theory and the descriptive context it offers. They are so immersed in how something
works that they never bothered trying to find out why. There is more on this area in the chapter entitled ‘Music
and Us’ and throughout the book.
Music as an abstract experience
Even though film music exists in the abstract for most people, and although it is wholly more complex in nature
than many other forms of commercial music, ironically it is sometimes easier to quantify because it is judged
primarily on how it works with a film; there is a visual dimension on which to hang the discussion of film music
and any emotion it generates. The reason for the existence of the music is a convenient vehicle to talk intelligently
about the music itself. Films can be understood in a much more literal way than music; therefore, film music can
sometimes be gauged and distilled in a slightly more practical way than, say, symphonies, which are inevitably
discussed primarily in a descriptive way. People may not be able to understand film music harmonically literally
and grammatically, but they can understand what it achieves and how it enhances a film.
The compelling power of uncertainty
Ironically, especially with underscore music, one of the great things it can bring to a film is a kind of fuzzy, subtle
uncertainty. Claudia Gorbman put it differently in her at-the-time ground-breaking 1987 book Unheard Melodies,
when she said, “Music supplies a perceptual psychological human ‘depth’ which augments the literal immediacy
of the pictorial illusion of reality.” (Gorbman, 1987. 67). In context of a wider discussion about probability and
expectation in music, Leonard Meyer (in his 1967 book Music, The Arts and Ideas) talks about “the importance
of uncertainty” in music (Meyer, 1967. 5). Because film music is heard and assimilated in the abstract, there is
personal and individual flexibility in the way it is digested emotionally, which means that each person’s experience
of music will be very subtly different. Our experience of film music is indelibly associated with the affect it has
on us. It is a product not of what it is, but what it does. When we are affected by something we don’t fully
understand, this can and does create a very intense and personal emotional experience.
People have often wondered why films that aim to be realistic, have, in order to make them realistic, to include
the one thing that wouldn’t be there if we were experiencing actual reality. If, in real life, we saw someone on a
train journey who looked anxious and furtive, we wouldn’t need music to heighten the experience. If a soundtrack
were to suddenly appear it would be absurd. And yet, if we saw a film that included a scene of a person on a train
looking anxious and furtive, the scene would be heightened by music. Music is therefore needed to help us believe
and accept that something we’re watching is actually real, even though we know it’s not. Music helps sell us the
fundamental lie at the heart of fiction; that it is not real. Music makes us kid ourselves that what we’re watching
is real. Without music, most films are quite dry and lifeless, even though they are relatively easy to understand
because they involve pictures we can see and understand and dialogue we can hear and understand; it is the
inclusion of something we can’t literally understand that softens the certainty of pictures and dialogue and turns
them into a something more malleable which is easier to swallow.
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Films communicate because music offers an abstract emotional experience which (if done right) attaches itself to
the comparative certainty of the pictures, and in doing so creates more of an emotional, personalised experience.
So, perhaps the ultimate irony is that often it is the inclusion of the music in film which actually makes the film
feel more solid, plausible and believable; it is the slightly woolly emotional experience music creates which acts
as a glue which binds the film and makes it seem as if it is personal to you.
Claudia Gorbman again:
“Let us imagine for a moment that the commercial narrative cinema had
developed a bit differently. Let us imagine movies having no background
music. Raised on this hypothetical tradition, we are thoroughly accustomed
to a cinematic world in which in which sounds seems to issue solely from the
depicted narrative space.”
(Gorbman, 1987: 1)
This bizarre world that Gorbman hypothesises isn’t actually that bizarre. Given that films are supposed to convince
people that something which is not real, is real, it would seem daft to place alongside the film the one thing
listeners/viewers knew for a fact wouldn’t have been there – music. We must try and remember that whenever we
are talking about film music, we are talking about something which communicates emotion, first and foremost.
The reason people accept it and believe it and go along with it, is because music generates within them, at a very
deep level, the emotion which helps them understand the film. This is obviously not its only job, but it is one of
its primary functions. Gorbman asks, “Why do we tend not to consciously hear music in film?” (Gorbman, 1987:
2). She’s not talking about the obvious thematic, in-your-face or bombastic stuff, which tends to dramatise the
moment rather than emotionally underpins it, but even if she was, even those experiences (which are arguably less
abstract and more musical) are primarily about providing additional supportive emotion.
So next time anyone doubts the use of music in film, ask them how ridiculous films would be without a layer of
emotion that acts as a bridge between them and the movie. Ask them why they believe what the film tells them.
Ask them why they so readily enter into the fiction of film. Ask them why they are so ready to disappear under
the spell of the story. A big part of it will be the extra layer of emotion that music offers, whether this emotion is
simply one to put them in the right frame of mind, or whether it’s ‘edit music’ (something to make them forget
that the film has just hyperlinked two years into the future of its story and to a different country, for example);
irrespective, it is still essentially an emotional means of communication. This is not to say that sometimes the use
of music can be a lot more obvious and straightforward; when it is simply mimicking the on-screen action or when
it is deliberately offering the musical whiff of a cultural setting appropriate to what’s on the screen. But, again,
even then, the extra experience music offers film viewers is essentially emotional.
Sometimes films are able to generate enough emotion without music, 1 but usually, we need music in films. Also,
the reason why people can usually never remember the music in films (hence the oft-used mantra ‘if you don’t
notice it, it’s doing its job’) is because they experience it as emotion, not chiefly as music.
Daniel Goldmark points out in his 2007 book Beyond the Soundtrack:
“You sit in a cinema, facing one way. Suspended above your sightline is
a large rectangle of light formed by a screen onto which are projected
moving images. Your peripheral vision – integral to your everyday act
of focussing in a three-dimensional reality – has been dislocated.”
(Goldmark, 2007: 136)
But this strange environment, if anything, makes you more susceptible and pliable to the notion of an extra layer
of emotion (i.e. music) accompanying film. Gorbman refers to “the psychological power of music in dramatic
films.” (Gorbman, 1987: 1). If something has psychological power then it must affect, even guide, your emotions.
If music accompanied you in a narrative way in real life it would be completely absurd and very unsettling; you
don’t need an extra layer of emotion because you’re actually living your own life.
1
I can remember offering the Ken Loach film I, Daniel Blake to students without realising that the film simply didn’t need music. The
powerful narrative and the sheer bleak, tragic ordinariness of the narrative was powerful enough. It didn’t need the emotion of music.
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But in this weird cinema setting, where we are willing to believe the lie of fiction, our norms have already been
altered; what we are willing to accept has already been changed. So an extra level of emotion is absolutely fine.
What is film music?
I want to look now at the whole area of what film music is, what it ‘means’, and how it creates emotion. If we ask
ourselves the rhetorical question ‘what is film music’, it is perhaps interesting, for a bit of philosophical context,
to see what it was, in the past, and equally what it might be in the future. In the distant past film music was there
purely to drown out the sound of a movie projector. That was how and why film music was first used, as detailed
in the first of my earlier books (Morrell, 2013.325). It was purely functional, and the function was often crude.
Despite its growth and success, film music is still, at its heart, functional; but it has grown to be much more of an
emotional constituent of the story and of the film. Gone are the days when music’s only function is simply to copy
the on-screen action; the functionality of music can now be varied and subtler. But it is still functional. Or is it?
The dawn of the anti-score?
Some have blamed the growth of the heavy-handed homogenised film score for what many now see as a reaction
to bloated, repetitive, self-important and increasingly bombastic scores; some say that this overuse and misuse of
music in film has caused people to question its inclusion, or at least question the very idea of music being
functional, as if it is functionality that has made it homogenised. This has led to what has become known popularly
as the ‘anti-score’. Some contemporary film scores have created debates within film music circles which
essentially centre on the functionality of film music. Given that functionality is at the very core of why and how
film music works and why we accept its inclusion in film at all, this is worth pursuing. Hans Zimmer’s 2017 score
for Dunkirk and Mica Levi’s Jackie (2016) were both referenced in recent debates about the purpose and
functionality of film music. The essence of film music is that it provides an aesthetic and intellectual function, but
some modern film music sometimes tends toward deliberately being ‘non-functional’ (where the music has no
narrative purpose) or ‘single-function film music’, where the music has only one purpose throughout.
Website birthmoviesdeath.com refers to this as “the dawning of the age of the anti-score”. But is this fair? Is it
fair to say that music which doesn’t seem to serve a traditional emotional or visual function is automatically ‘anti’
or ‘bad’? After all, it’s not as if the abandonment of narrative functions in film music is a wholly new thing. The
Cell, a 2000 film with music by Howard Shore, occasionally abandons the traditional functionality of film music
for some parts of the film. In her excellent book Ubiquitous Listening: Affect, Attention, and Distributed
Subjectivity, Kassabian says, referring to one cue in particular, “This is neither music nor not music, but rather a
textural use of sound that disregards most, if not all, the ‘laws’ of classical Hollywood film scoring technique.”
(Kassabian, 2013.38). Digesting comments in birthmoviesdeath, we’re left with the feeling that in the past any
abandonment of structure was cool and abstract and arty and edgy, whereas now it’s just an excuse for people to
be different; in other words, chaos was great before, but not now because now there’s no structure to the chaos.
But music can still be ‘weird’ whilst retaining the basic idea of traditional narrative function. It is precisely because
people can’t literalise their experience of music that most people accept it in its strangest form as long as it’s to a
film. People will happily flood into The Tate Modern in London to look at some extremely strange stuff, but if we
were to open a musical version of that, few people would come to listen. 2 And yet we accept it in films. The fact
that we accept ‘strange music’ in films but are not quite as keen on it outside of a film experience, is something
that rattles electroacousticians. If you suggest to an electroacoustic composer (as I did once) that their music would
sound great in a film, most are hostile to this suggestion. 3
Goldsmith’s Planet of the Apes was musically ground-breaking because it was the first time anyone had written
serial music for a film score and made it commercially and critically successful. But even then the music, strange
though it was to many ears, did not really challenge the function it fulfilled. That’s the key thing.
2

A friend once told me how much he’d loved a particular piece of music in 2001: A Space Odyssey. When I realised which bit he meant I
told him that Gyorgy Ligetti’s Requiem for Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, 2 Mixed Choirs and Orchestra was on the following week and did he
want to come. He just looked at me as if I was mad and said, “No, of course not.”

3
There is a stunning parallel between how electroacoustic composers view their music and how many people perceive classical music. Many
classical composers hate film music; they see its subordination to film as the ultimate betrayal of the notion of musical composition. They see
its narrative functionality as a crude debasement of music’s supposed originality and freedom. Many loath orchestral music in films and see
it as the ultimate bastardisation of romantic orchestral music in pursuit of a commercial agenda.
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If the function remains solid, the music can be anything, as long as it works. But if the function is challenged then
the whole basis of why and how and when we have music in films is basically over. The whole relationship falls
down. Or it becomes something different.
We refer to ‘mickey-mousing’ when we hear music that is totally subordinate to the image. Years ago most film
music was written and placed to picture to mimic in musical terms what was going on, on-screen. But now we
live in an era when emotional support is more prevalent in music. Often that can come when music offers
something different to what’s happening on screen. It can refer to emotions which juxtapose scenes in ways that
generate a more intense relationship between the viewer and the story. So, if one is being honest, maybe the antiscore is simply a stepping stone to a different type of approach to placing music in film which we’re not yet used
to. Placing this debate in context is helpful here: In Mervyn Cooke’s The Film Music Reader, Thomas Newman,
when asked about his use of electronic sounds, said, “The orchestra has become a ludicrous ritual.” He was
referring to some of the reasons he often likes using electronics; because they have no past, no tradition, no preset opinion. You start with a blank slate. In the interview, which I will reference later in this book, he talks about
how sometimes he tires of directors being so obsessed by the power of the orchestra (Cooke, 2010: 248).
Using electronic sounds was how Newman tried to get rid of textural associations and assumptions of the
orchestra. That said, new though his sounds were, harmonically the chords were traditionally voiced, and the
function they provided was itself traditional. The reason Jerry Goldsmith’s Planet of the Apes was so loved, is
because its role was similar to the role of other music in other films but the music was different. If they think your
music is great, what most people are saying is that the way it was used was great. Ask the thousands of people
who loved the music to Planet of the Apes how many stuck it on at home over dinner. Context is everything.
Before the ‘anti-score’ became a debate, the general rule of thumb was that above all else, film music must
‘function’, i.e. it must represent something (i.e. something within the film or the story or the subtext or relative to
it) in order to be of any use. As I have stated before, music itself exists in the abstract for most people; it cannot
be quantified literally in musical grammatical terms for most people, so its chief method of communication is
when it causes us to feel emotion, which, when mixed with the film itself, creates a bigger bond between viewer
and film. Music is not called the emotional language for nothing. After all, it was acclaimed musicologist
Laurence Kramer who said “To make anything more itself, or more anything, just add music.” (Kramer, 2002:
3). If emotions can be said to have sound, that sound is music. In film, music must remind the viewer/listener of
emotions that solidify the scene or the larger story. Or, in some situations, you might want the complete opposite.
The point is that it must provide a service to the film. It must fulfill a role, it must highlight or italicise something
that, without music, would have been either lost or left without emphasis. This does not mean music has to be
either simple or complicated. It does not mean it has to work brilliantly well as music. It does not mean it has to
entertain as music. Above all, it must serve. If you write music that works with the film, then regardless of what
genre or style or approach you have adopted, it is film music.
Whenever you’re listening to or writing film music, always ask yourself:
•
•
•
•
•

How does the music work, i.e. what does it do?
Why is it there?
Specifically, what does it do that words and images alone can’t do?
How does it make you feel?
How does it bring the film closer to you?

Then ask yourself, how does it do all these things? Is it:
•
•
•
•
•

Texture?
Orchestration?
Harmony?
Production?
Melody?

•
•

Is the music duplicative?
Does it address the subtext?

Then ask yourself:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it acknowledge the feelings of the character or simply what they’re doing?
Does it confirm something on the screen?
Does it contradict something on the screen?
Does it shock?
Does it disturb?
Does it distill the emotion?

In other words, when trying to analyse film music, give yourself parameters. Give yourself a framework. Film
music doesn’t have to be great music; it has to merge with the film to create a great experience. Composer and
teacher Alain Mayrand summed it up perfectly when he said, “You don’t score the man running; you score why
he runs.” In reality, you may well score the man running, which would be literally duplicative music, or you can
score why he runs, which would be an emotional commentary. Mayrand was simply emphasising a point.
As film music has become more popular, has it regressed?
Some modern film music has tended more towards a purely duplicative approach; in other words, in aesthetic or
‘artistic’ terms it has become quite basic; given the loud, bombastic, repetitive cliché-ridden music that sometimes
passes as film music these days, some might say it has regressed to how it started out in the days when a pianist
pounded away in a pit as a silent black and white film played. In those days the music was supposed to drown out
the sound of the projector, but what is the music trying to drown out in 2020? The lack of emotional substance in
the story? Poor editing? Our ability to think deeply? The type of music I’m referring to is often not the fault of
the composer; it is more often the fault of the director and the exec producers, who, desperate for a hit, demands
the composer copy an existing formula. The problem with this is that it creates ever decreasing circles of
originality. Obviously, film music is a commercial art form so it has, together with the film, to entertain. But if
everyone copies everybody else then eventually nothing will mean anything, nothing will be in any way new and
nothing will be a surprise. Think of your favourite movies; chances are most of them were a subtle departure from
what had come before; they’d probably done something different. There were probably elements of originality.
Ultimately money corrupts everything, including films. The desperate desire for a hit at all costs creates stale
commodification. David Mamet said:
“..We’re mired in a period utilizing a ‘what you see is what you get’ approach.’
We’re living in an illiterate country. The mass media – commercial theatre
included – pander to the lowest of the low in human experience. They debase us
through the sheer weight of their mindlessness. Films have degenerated to their
original operation as a carnival amusement. They offer not drama but thrills...”
(Birthmoviesdeath.com)
Legendary film composer Jerry Goldsmith rarely wanted to simply score what was already shown on screen,
because, as he said, “it’s already there.” Goldsmith frequently voiced his frustration over directors who wanted
him to simply score what everybody was already seeing, or as he put it to me once, “they want me to paint the
film with music.” He wanted to compose music that tapped into the reasons, emotions, and hidden narratives
buried inside what we were seeing. He understood that that was the unique power music had over all other
cinematic ingredients. Birthmoviesdeath.com, again:
“..We are at the doorstep of a new trend in film music where scores are either
simply duplicating the pictures and giving the audience a musical version of
what they’re seeing, or where they are being pushed so far beyond their
functional limitations, they cease working in a traditional sense….
…….Oscar-nominated scores like Mica Levi’s Jackie (2016) rebuff the
psychological and technical functions of film music by rejecting the status quo
and establishing a brazen counter-culture that satisfies a craving to be different
and a craving to be heard…..
(birthmoviesdeath.com)
If we were discussing music, and not film music, then the creation of a “brazen counter-culture that satisfies a
craving to be different and a craving to be heard” might not be such a bad thing. Everything needs to change, to
evolve, and music is no different. Indeed some might say that popular music is in dire need of a ‘brazen counter-
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culture’. 4 But the thing about film music is that it is not actually the music itself that creates the success, it is the
emotion it provides and the function it fulfills. So when we talk of film music “being pushed far beyond its
functional limitations”, we go to the very essence of why film music exists in the first place. When people criticise
Dunkirk and Jackie they’re actually not really criticising the music; they’re criticising what they see as the
abandonment of the functionality of the music. In both cases, the composers and directors wanted to provoke the
audience, and in both cases, they did, but perhaps not entirely in the way they’d intended. Dunkirk and its score
will be discussed in the Film Noir chapter in Vol.2 and Jackie and its score will be discussed in the Political
Drama chapter in Vol.2.
Will film music eat itself?
David Quantick was the author of the original quote that ‘pop will eat itself’. Is it right to ask, has film music
eaten itself? Has film music become tired? Has it become constipated? Is it needlessly duplicative? Is it needlessly
bombastic? Is it there simply to create a sense of shock and awe? Is that its sole purpose; in other words, does it
now provide a very crude, singular function, in much the same way silent film pianist did a hundred years ago?
What a terrible shame it would be if, after a hundred years of movie music history (which has seen its inclusion
become an aesthetic and emotional necessity, often used subtly and beautifully) we arrived back at the beginning
where the function of movie music is utterly crude and basic and essentially nothing that a pianist can’t provide.
The issue is not necessarily that composers copy each other, because all composers do that, and have done for
hundreds of years. Everybody copies. Conscious or subconscious copying of other composers’ work is not only
happening; it is completely forgivable. Everyone does it. Beethoven did it, Mozart did it, John Williams does it,
Hans Zimmer does it. James Horner did it; in fact, James Horner copied himself probably more than most
composers. We all stand on the shoulders of others; not necessarily because they’re better but because their music
can often be a framing device for our music. The existence and success of music, the way it has been absorbed
into the lives of everyone, is a testament to the fact that in some small way it all sounds a bit the same.
Our creative impulses are born out of our abilities, our intellect, our experiences and our musical diet. Music never
comes from nowhere. Being influenced is not only forgivable, it is necessary. It also ensures that the public
continues to enjoy music, because the music they listen to is a combination of things they remember and stuff that
is new. If it were all brand new, the public would react badly. If it were all generic copying, they would get bored.
Copying only becomes unhealthy and uncool when it becomes the centre of gravity for everything you do; in
other words, when it becomes laughably obvious. 5 The very essence of the public’s relationship with music
presupposes that it contains the old and the new.
Where film music may indeed end up ‘eating itself’ is within the realm of the soundtrack album. I discussed this
at length in a chapter entitled Songs, Soundtracks and Library Music in my third book (Morrell, 2015.290). Many
believe the soundtrack album challenges the integrity of film music. Firstly, it sometimes presents different
versions of the tracks, rearranged and restructured for public consumption as music. The problem here is that this
creates an entirely separate narrative and dynamic; a separate kind of music that is simply based on film music. It
risks turning film music into music that has to exist outside the film. Many films record separate versions of the
music for a soundtrack release, but what if the budget for this doesn’t exist? What then? What goes onto the film?
The narratively correct version or the versions as you would wish them to be if they were being listened to on
their own? The answer is the narratively correct version; but then directors will, as some are doing now, ask
composers for more tuneful and digestible music for the film itself, which then can be transported to the soundtrack
album to make money.
But let us not assume this problem is purely a new thing. Strangely one of the reasons for the development of the
soundtrack album and its eventual jettisoning of authenticity, its decline into parody and its gradual transformation
into a kind of audio freak show, was the godfather of film scoring himself – Max Steiner. He thought that recording
the entire score for Gone with The Wind would be impractical and difficult. He explained that some of the melodies
occur in incomplete form and they appear regularly throughout the film, which wouldn’t work on a soundtrack
album. As Daniel Goldmark points out, the objective was to create a “longer, permanent memento of the original
film music which would stand on its own and present a substantial work.” (Goldmark, 2007.18).
4

The ‘song’ has been around for over a hundred years, and although styles and genres come and go, a song still essentially functions in the
same way it did. It is still a similar length as it was a hundred years ago and it consists of the same structures.
5

Sometimes it is obvious what the film was temped with, because the resultant music is too similar to it.
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So, even back then the idea as far as some were concerned was that the soundtrack album presented a
fundamentally different version of the music to what’s in the film. This desire to take film music away from its
functional narrative purpose in order to present a different, more palatable version of itself may seem, at face
value, not a problem. But I would suggest that this matters because the endgame is a world where composers have
to write music which has a dual purpose; music that works as a stand-alone product on an album and one which
works narratively within a film. Since the two are incompatible, we may end up with generic, homogenised music
which tries desperately to tick both boxes.
Film music on tour
There are now concerts almost every week in cities across the world where audiences experience film music
repertoire and in some cases hear film music played live with an orchestra, accompanying a showing of the film.
Both experiences are exciting events and attract large audiences, but both also pose questions regarding the
continuing autonomy and authenticity of film music: concerts of film music play edited, re-arranged versions of
themes, presenting them in a different way. This may lead to audiences and even directors wanting more simplified
music to accompany films.
One experience which is becoming more popular, as I alluded to, is one where large audiences watch a film
accompanied by the relevant music, played live. This is perhaps an example of film music coming full circle, but
instead of a piano player accompanying a silent film, full orchestras accompany the film. The problem here is that
music is traditionally seen as being secondary to the film. Music is subordinate to film. If we show films with a
live orchestra, we could be reversing this dynamic into one where the film, essentially fulfills the role of an
accompaniment to the music. The problem with this is that the only kind of concerts which would be commercially
viable would be the big orchestral ones; the blockbusters. This may lead to directors with big budgets
automatically opting for a full orchestra because they have their eye on the exposure gained by the inevitable
concerts that follow. That said, as things stand, many directors with big budgets nevertheless deliberately choose
electronic scores, often to great effect. It is important that the choice of music for a film is completely and totally
driven by narrative concerns and not on whether it will tour well.
If film composers are trying to turn film music into high art by touring it, they are attempting to turn it into a
modern version of classical music. Film music is not considered ‘classical’ at all in many quarters, as Goldmark
says: “They [film scores] were romantically decadently symphonic, drawing on later constructions of the
symphonic experience that were always edging into the popular arena. These film scores were consumer products
and accordingly vilified by idealistic critics.” (Goldmark, 2007.15). Ouch. When I see Hans Zimmer touring the
world with film music I am in two minds; firstly, I think it is great that film music is becoming so popular, but I
also worry that the only kind of film music that can survive in this arena is music which works as a stand-alone
entity; something which is tuneful and exciting. I then worry that this is the only kind of film music which will be
commissioned. If we turn film music into a public spectacle then essentially we pluck it out of its functional
environment and turn it into some weird kind of ‘decadent, romantic’, sanitised, and disinfected version of film
music. Will film music be industrialised to death?
Algorithmisation
Journalist and former Labour spin doctor Alistair Campbell - who was so brilliantly recreated as Malcolm Tucker
in the superb TV show The Thick of It – coined the phrase ‘Algorithmisation’. In an article titled ‘Algorithmisation
and the hall of mirrors’ Campbell talks about the ‘algorithmisation’ of life, which means that we are constantly
confronted with our own reinforcing opinions. He was referring to social media but the same applies to
commercial art forms such as songs and films and film music. Campbell talks about a new campaign designed to
make us reach out to people we disagree with, rather than stay within the ‘hall of mirrors’ that social media offers
us. Some might say film music is evermore living in a hall of mirrors. Could a type of ‘algorithmisation’ affect
creativity and our ability to conceptualise, as composers? Can we become so besotted with one composer or one
method or ‘one way’ that it stifles out genuine creative thinking?
Looking into this deeper, we might ask:
•
•
•

What creates a desire to aggressively emulate?
Do we want to short-circuit the creative process?
Are we just lazy?
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There are subtler examples of short-circuiting the creative process. As an orchestrator, when I used pen and paper
I would think and conceptualise more than I do when I use a program such as Sibelius. Doing something
methodically makes you question everything; every crotchet, every voicing. One happy result of this is that in
orchestration terms you would rarely score the second 8 bar phrase the same as the first one, even if the melody
was identical. Look in any symphony or great film score and the orchestration will always evolve. Repetition is a
funny thing, though, because there is literally no such thing as true repetition. Repetition is a funny thing, though,
because there is literally no such thing as true repetition. See what I did, there? I deliberately repeated a phrase to
prove a point. And to check if you’re still awake. When we hear something for the first time it generates a specific
response in the mind of the listener. If you hear the same thing again, your response will be slightly different
because you’ve already heard it before; you won’t listen as carefully or as critically because you don’t need to what’s the point? As an orchestrator, if you were to repeat 16 or 32 bars exactly and completely, you would slightly
lose some people. A director listening might not know what you’d done, but he or she would know something
wasn’t right; something wasn’t authentic. One of the wonderful things about orchestration is that it is primarily
about presenting the music as you would wish it be heard, texturally, harmonically and structurally and it’s also a
way of making it interesting; it is a way to embellish, elaborate, enhance and embroider. Often this can be overt
but more often it is done subtly. As an example, if the piece compositionally repeats a long stretch (say 16 bars)
then the orchestrator will grow the piece, evolve it or subtly change it in some way the 2nd time round. This simple
thing becomes part of the fabric of what music is. So it’s usually unthinkable that you would simply repeat a
phrase totally and completely. This was never a problem before because the sheer fact of doing it by hand made
you think like an orchestrator. The problem with notation software is that it distorts the intellectual and aesthetic
dynamic because it alters the mental processes you go through when you conceptualise the textural subtleties of
a piece of music.
With software such as Sibelius, we can cut and paste the last 16 bars. And we will tell ourselves it is purely a
labour saving device and that we will go back and alter bits here and there to make it sound authentic. But you
won’t, because you will become punch-drunk on the speed of technology. And even if you do ‘go back’ and revisit
sections of the orchestration, the revisiting will be out of context and you will not be ‘in the moment’. Eventually
the aesthetic integrity and the authenticity of the orchestration will suffer. It won’t sound wholly orchestral
anymore.
And anyway, why on earth do we want to short circuit the creative process in the first place? What, other than the
technology existing to facilitate it, has made us want to do things faster and quicker?
The desire to short-circuit the learning process
An article which is both interesting and alarming, appeared in the Guardian, entitled ‘Music education is out of
tune with how people learn’ (https://www.theguardian.com/culture-professionals-network/2015/oct/01/musiceducation-how-young-people-learn-exams) talks about education:
“The established music education sector remains fixated on formal
learning (an area that draws an alarmingly narrow demographic) and in
doing so fails to reflect the diversity of young people. Those who wish to
follow the formal exam route should be encouraged and welcomed, but
so too should the child who wants to play in a band, sing in a choir or
learn an instrument just for the hell of it.”
Sarah Derbyshire, Musical Routes: A Landscape for Music Education
She goes on to tell us that almost half the children who currently play an instrument don’t have lessons, before
saying “that’s a large slice of our musical youth who are choosing non-formal routes”. No shit, Sherlock. 10 out
of 10 for observation. One of the biggest inhibitors to young people accessing musical education is money; now
more than 50% of schools in the UK do not teach music at all so in order to learn an instrument you will need
money. This risks turning musical ability back into something that only rich people can afford. But what if the
next great pop song, or symphony, or film score is trapped inside the mind of someone who can’t afford to be
educated?
But Sarah Derbyshire’s article is not really talking about those issues; she’s making the entirely valid point that
many children are deliberately not engaging with music education, but the inference is that music education isn’t
really geared for today’s children. Bizarrely, she infers that music tuition itself is to blame.
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She says, “The key to lifelong engagement in music is enjoyment.” So, above all else what matters is enjoyment.
Music must always be fun. Speaking personally and on behalf of many practitioners I have spoken to about this,
we don’t particularly remember every aspect of music education being ‘fun’. Some of it wasn’t even ‘enjoyable’
at the time. It was fulfilling and gratifying and rewarding, but…fun? No, not most of the time. Enjoyment came
later, when you could play properly. If you’re after fun, go to Disneyland. If you want to play an instrument
properly, be ready for hard work.
If Derbyshire is right and many children are put off formal music education for the reasons she suggests, we ask
ourselves, are people impatient to learn music? Most of what young people do these days can be done quickly;
sometimes instantly. As a society, we are punch-drunk on the endless, instantly accessible, and
enjoyable/gratifying things we can do in the blink of an eye. Unfortunately learning a musical skill is not one of
them. Standing in front of your telly with Guitar Hero might be great fun, but to learn a guitar properly is hard.
There is no plug-in to learn how to read music. There is no download that will turn you into a great player
overnight. Music requires the one thing that many people seemingly don’t have the time for – patience. And it
takes the one thing patience requires – time. Often the rush for instant gratification and for an instant ‘result’,
coupled with the A-Level mentality of teaching students to pass exams rather than to actually learn, can foster a
‘right or wrong’, ‘true or false’, ‘black or white’ version of what music can be. Certainly teachers at HE level see
this all the time; students will come to you with a John Williams CD and say ‘I want to be able to write like this,
this year’.
I was stopped in the corridor a few years ago by someone who wanted to learn how to orchestrate but couldn’t yet
read music. Before I had a chance to explain, he said “Just tell me which book to buy and I’ll have it nailed in a
week.” If this ‘right or wrong’, ‘true or false’ or ‘black or white’ approach to music leaked onto how people
actually create music (composers), or how people contextualise and rationalise music (for the sake of argument,
directors), this could be - and arguably already is – devastating for film music because it consigns subtlety and
restraint, delicacy and refinement and introspection, to history.
What music means
Films with music create something in the mind of the viewer/listener which is over and above what they create
individually. Collectively the dynamic created by film and music create something infinitely greater than the sum
of their parts. When music is put to picture, the result is not ‘music to picture, but a combination of the two, which
represents a different experience than either film on its own or music on its own. As I have intimated before, for
most listeners/viewers, film music is contextualised in a metaphorical way. Music doesn’t communicate literally;
this is the great conundrum of its existence; it’s rarely heard for what it actually is, but instead for what it does;
what it implies and what it infers – emotionally. What film music ‘is’ doesn’t communicate; what it ‘means’ is
what communicates to people. Inevitably the public distills music’s communicative qualities not literally but via
a myriad of metaphors. People do not walk out of a film theatre saying, “that Gm with a major 7th worked great.”
They remember music only in context of what it meant to them, not what it literally, actually, is. What music
means, therefore, is everything. So, what you ‘mean’ when you write it in the first place, is everything, too.
Whatever you meant to say must be said. As a composer what went through your head emotionally when you saw
the movie and wrote the music to it, has to be roughly what ends up going through the heads of the people who
end up watching the film and listening to what you’ve written. Therefore, you need to know what it is you want
to say before you figure out how to say it, because what you want to say (the ‘message’) is what will communicate.
The message is indeed the medium. It may help here to categorise: on the left, we have a list of aspirations, and
on the right we split these into their core components:
What do you want to say? ………………………………………Emotion, sentiment, feeling, message, reaction
How do you say it, musically……………………………………………..Melody, harmony, texture, production
Where do you say it, narratively, architecturally?...............................................Placement, structure, delivery
Will it communicate to its audience? ………………………………...Only if all of the previous considerations
conspire to collectively create a message
or a feeling in the mind of the viewer / listener
What do you want to say, per scene and/or collectively? ………………….What are the specific emotions for
each scene or each section?
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What is the overall flavour of the music going to be? ……………………What does the overall emotional arc
feel like and look like?
Does the film have an overall musical voice?.............................Will the overall specific and/or overall melody,
harmony, texture, production create a distinct
enough voice for it to of any use to the film
and for it to create a memory in the
mind of the viewer?
When you watch a film and listen to its music, whether it is someone else’s or yours, the over-arching question
will be ‘what did it intend to say?’ Ask yourself how much of the meaning of a film is literal from the film itself,
or the story, the narrative, and how much is dependent on the emotions created by the music.
Looking briefly at what film music might be in fifty years, it might be good to conceptualise how film music
might be classified. Music classification has always been suspect, not least because classifications are normally
created by people who are themselves not involved in creating the music. Zbigniew Preisner makes an interesting
point:
“When Strauss was writing his music, it was dance music. Now it’s classical
music. So how can you tell that in 50 years’ time film music will not turn out to
be classical music?”
Zbigniew Preisner
Another enlightening perspective comes from the great Barrington Pheloung, who said:
“In my humble opinion, if Mozart and Bach and Haydn all my other heroes were alive
today, they would not only be writing film music and television music, they would also
be doing interactive games, and Mozart would be right out there at the forefront.”
Barrington Pheloung
Do film composers always write to picture?
Elmer Bernstein said, “I’ll get hold of a film and look at it until it tells me what to do”. Again, this is an interesting
observation because it makes the point that ultimately everything you do as a film composer is based on what you
see in the film or the script or a result of conversations with the director. So we might be seduced into thinking
that this will always be the case. After all, if you’re writing film music, you’ve got to see the film, right? Well,
no, not always; we have a romantic notion of a film composer sat watching a film and pontificating and
conceptualising about what the film’s musical voice might be. But not only is this approach not always the case,
there have been many great film scores that were written by someone who didn’t see the film before they wrote
the music. A modern way of operating seems to increasingly be whereby directors commission composers to react
to an idea of a story, long before a script is written or a movie is shot.
Thinking outside the Picture
When 20th Century classical composer John Taverner wrote his excellent score for the film Children of Men, he
was reacting to the idea, the concept. He delivered a 15-minute ‘spiritual response’ to the story. In a memorable
scene, 29 minutes in, Clive Owen’s character slumps down by a tree, suddenly grasping the enormity of his
situation. Taverner’s beautiful piece, Fragments of a Prayer, comes in. If a film score composer had been given
that scene, it is doubtful he or she would have written the kind of music written by Taverner. At first the music
seems a little dislocated from the scene, until we realise the music is commenting on the state of the world which
has left this character completely emotionally drained. The lack of pictures enabled the composer to think outside
the picture and subsequently write a commentary on the perilous state world was in. The same applies in the
ending scene which sees Clive Owen’s character in a rowing boat, shortly before he dies. The music is absolutely
stunning; it is beautiful and it is tragic. And it is also unlike anything a film composer would write, confronted
with that scene. I’m not saying that if you want a great score, don’t go to a film composer but to a classical
composer, and then don’t let them see the film. I’m simply saying that there are some wonderful examples where
the music has worked in a unique way because it was conceived differently.
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The music for the Christopher Nolan film Interstellar was written by Hans Zimmer, who, similarly, did not score
the music initially to the film at all, but instead to an idea; a concept. Various musical ideas were then placed over
the film. The result is easily one of Zimmer’s best ‘film scores’, almost operatic in its musical beauty and emotion.
The music is subtle yet intense. It is a deeply emotional score. And he never saw the movie while he was writing
most of it. Perhaps a better way of responding to an intensely emotional picture is to free yourself from the slavish
adherence to the picture and instead comment on the message. The trouble is, how is it going to fit the scenes
which definitely need bespoke music to accompany a specific scene? How are the hits going to be acknowledged?
Perhaps the future is where film scores are scored firstly as an emotional commentary with later specific scenes
achieved later, done the traditional way. I suspect this dual approach would work with deeply emotional films but
probably not with all films. I can’t imagine Raiders or Star Wars working if a majority of the music was not
written specifically to the film but created as an emotional commentary.
M.Night Shyamalan’s film Signs benefits from one of James Newton Howard’s best – if not the best – scores he
has ever written. Again, elements were written outside the film. What he created was a deeply emotional score,
which was the creation of imagination allowed to conceptualise based on a story, freed from the need to initially
sync it to a film. That said, if all music for film ended up being scored outside the movie, we may end up with
generic ‘background music’, a kind of low-grade music which is generic and designed to fit into a multitude of
dramatic situations. This is similar to much of the music in documentaries.
A lot of music in documentaries should act as a warning to films. Much of the music is ‘library music’ (or
‘production music’) which is chosen and applied by directors, editors and producers who know little about music.
We sometimes end up with melodramatic, pulsating, bombastic music being applied to documentaries in the same
way you would apply undercoat paint to a wall; without much regard. If a documentary director is, for example,
making a film about space exploration, and then goes to a library company and picks out a bunch of tracks labelled
‘space exploration’ then he or she is literally duplicating sonically what they have done with pictures. Worse still,
the music has not even been sculptured or placed properly; frequently it’s just thrown at the film. So many
documentaries we watch nowadays just have an incessant, permanent track which runs all the way through and is
crudely ‘dipped’ when anyone talks. So many use music which sounds at best uncomfortable and at worst,
preposterous. These kinds of films have debased music, as does the reality of ‘Library Music’.
What follows in this introductory chapter is a more detailed and academic discussion about music, meaning, and
emotion. Also, it seeks to place my own work (specifically the last three books – How Film and TV Music
Communicate, volumes 1-3) in context of other texts on film music and books about the wider issues of music
and meaning. The rest of this chapter therefore acts as a preface to the new book, placing my own work in context,
before the reader then (hopefully) ploughs on to the dense terrain of volume 1 of Hearing Is Believing - Film
Music and what it does to us.
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The Issue of Meaning and Emotion in Music
Immediately we stray down the path of contextualizing emotion or meaning in music, we are confronted with
historical figures of great importance, many of whom deny that any such meaning can even exist: None other than
Stravinsky, in his 1936 book Chronicle of my Life, says:
“I consider that music is, by its very nature, powerless to express anything
at all, whether a feeling, an attitude of mind, a psychological mood, a
phenomenon of nature.”
(Stravinsky, 1936: 91)
Kassabian makes regular reference to this issue in her marvelous 2001 book Hearing Film, when she says:
“Baroque and pre-Baroque notions that, for example, specific scales or
phrases might have specific meanings have been denounced since the
enlightenment…. Communication of meaning came to be considered
outside the realm of music’s tasks”
(Kassabian, 2001: 15)
The debate about the capacity of music to express non-musical ideas and thoughts (e.g. emotions or feelings,
which was at its zenith in the latter part of the nineteenth century, not least through towering figures such as
Brahms and Wagner) was written about very articulately by Eduard Hanslick in his book Vom MusikalischSchönen (The Beautiful in Music, 1854). The book questions the very idea that music can express or embody
emotion. But the very first words in chapter one cast doubt not so much on the existence of emotions created by
music, but more on the notion that we should even be discussing such things in the first place:
“The course hitherto pursued in musical aesthetics has nearly always been
hampered by the false assumption that the object was not so much to enquire
into what is beautiful in music, but to describe the feelings which music
awakens.”
(Hanslick, 1885: 15)
He goes on to talk about systems of aesthetics that consider ‘the beautiful’ (i.e. music) solely about the sensations
it arouses, saying:
“Such systems are not only unphilosophical, but they assume an
almost sentimental character…..they afford but little enlightenment for the
student.”
(Hanslick, 1885: 15)
Although he appears to decry the pursuit of understanding emotion created by music, and although this pursuit
figures heavily in my own research, I would actually be inclined to agree with much of what Hanslick says. For a
start he is not denying that emotion exists; he is saying the notion is unworthy of pursuit. I would agree with this
assumption if the basis of discussing emotion in music was based purely on some kind of vacuous narcissist
pursuit which did nothing but discuss our human emotional reactions to music. But analysis such as my own,
which seeks to explain why and how and when music creates emotion and further explain what those emotions are
and how they benefit a film, is not only valid, but crucial to our understanding of film music. In my own research
and my own books, I always seek to qualify any notion of emotion with observations and analysis which support
my opinions. The sentiments of Stravinsky, taken at face value, seem to suggest that any perceived sense of
meaning or emotion contained within the mind of the listener is coincidental, but this itself seems to contradict
quite powerful and similar emotions felt by listeners of film music.
My previous books on film music and how they compare and contrast with similar texts
Regarding my own research and my previous three books, I wanted to look mainly at modern, post-1980s film
music, as I felt these had been overlooked in much of the prevailing literature and discourse. I wanted my books
to be fresh, enlightening and accessible;
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books that analysed music in more detail but which were practical in the way their content could be digested and
applied. I wanted research to be informed and enlightened, not just to see scores but to analyse harmony in detail
and also look at the emotional impact of music by ascertaining how the film music communicated with its
audience. Many notable and excellent books on music through the ages, including books on film music, sometimes
contained what I would respectfully refer to as descriptive analysis. By ‘descriptive’ I mean that although notation
was referenced and harmony discussed, its existence within a text was mainly there for display purposes.
Sometimes very little by way of actual analysis of the harmony or orchestration via a considered study notation,
happens.
I have read, digested, and enjoyed virtually every practical and academic book on film music, including (but not
limited to) books such as Composing for the Films (Adorno, 1947), Inside Film Music (Des Jardins, 1977), Twenty
Four Frames Under (Lack, 1997), The Art of Film Music (Burt, 1995), Hearing Film (Kassabian, 2001), On the
Track (Wright, 2004), Film Music; A Neglected Art (Prendergast, 1992), Score (Schrader, 2017), Film Music
(Cooke, 2016), Complete Guide to Film Scoring (Davis, 1999), The Emerging Film Composer (Bellis, 2006),
Settling the Score (Kalinak, 1992), Reading Film Music (Brown, 1994), The Oxford Handbook of Film Music
Studies (Neumeyer, 2015) and I would heartily recommend any film music student or scholar to read all these
books. Nevertheless, I realised, over time, that many books and journals seemed to suffer from some drawbacks
which made me believe there was a genuine commercial and intellectual ‘gap in the market’ into which a new
approach would fit; as I intimated earlier, firstly many did not seem to articulate or explain analytically how film
music was actually constructed and what characteristics within the music enabled it to communicate to listeners
and viewers.
If film music, together with the film itself, creates emotion, and even meaning, in the mind of the listener and
viewer, how much is the music responsible for this? Stephen Spielberg makes an interesting comment about his
relationship with John Williams which contextualises this.
“I’ve always felt that Johnny was my musical re-write artist. He’d come in, see
my movie and musically rewrite the whole thing. He makes it much better. He
can take a moment and uplift it. He can take a tear that’s just forming in your
eye and make it fall.”
Steven Spielberg
So if we ask ourselves how much of the emotion in a film is down to the music, the answer as far as Steven
Spielberg is concerned is that the music can change everything. If the music is distilled and converted into ‘feeling’
in the mind of the listener, is this tantamount to the music creating a sense of ‘meaning’ within the listener; and if
so, why and how does this happen? As I said earlier, many existing books did not often analyse film music in
great detail, in terms of compositional form, harmony and orchestration and certainly did not adequately draw
conclusions about how and why these areas may have provoked responses in the mind of the listener. Earlier I
spoke of ‘descriptive’ writing, as opposed to genuinely evaluative or analytical analysis. This is often the case in
books about musical composition in general; as Sloboda remarked in his 1985 book The Musical Mind:
“There is a vast body of literature on musical compositions which
figure prominently in our art culture but most of this deals with the
product of composition, not the process.”
(Sloboda, 1985: 102).
In other words, because books that cover musical composition tend to deal with the ‘outcome’ of composition and
not the journey, this is perhaps one reason why they sidestep the issue of what kinds of emotions may have been
achieved by composers, what devices composers use to elicit emotional responses and ultimately if and how this
process works. Referring to research into the meanings music might have, and taking a swipe at the postenlightenment view of music as being autonomous and separate from any notion or possibility that it might create
specific emotion or meaning, Kramer in his book Musical Meaning (2002) suggests:
“Something is fundamentally wrong with the core assumption that
musical autonomy equals absence of meaning”
(Kramer, 2002: 13).
In order to find any kind of analysis of what ‘emotion’ film music may have or how it communicates to the
listener, we have to usually venture outside the realm of books on film music and into texts which analyse music.
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This is potentially problematic but also intellectually enticing for anyone wanting to study how music creates
emotion in a film environment, because they are left to essentially ‘join the dots’ and distill the research between
two different fields of study.
Firstly, with regard to books on Film Music, texts such as George Burt’s The Art of Film Music (1995) and Anahid
Kassabian’s Hearing Film (2001) definitely informs understanding of film music, but if one is being honest there
is minimal detailed visual analysis of scores, with the extra context such study brings. Commentary on the
emotional impact of music on film in these books is usually more general in application and, beneficial though it
is, it is rarely harmonically specific or forensic insofar it doesn’t often discuss relationships between harmony and
any perceived resultant emotion or sense of meaning, much less draw conclusions.
One of many examples in Hearing Film is:
“In large part the film is a Ben-Hur epic soundalike, which suggests
that there is a style of music we might call spectacle or epic in its
own right (see example 7)..”
(Kassabian, 2001: 106)
‘Example 7’ provides a 3-stave notated transcription of six bars of music but nowhere is there any analysis of this
specific cue to describe which harmonic characteristics would qualify as ‘epic’ or ‘spectacle’ and how this would
be achieved. In other words, the music exists to support what the text implies, not what it explains. The transcribed
example accompanies the text, but it is supportive and descriptive and we are left to our own devices to determine
its complete relevance.
Any scholar of film music cannot escape the towering, albeit irritating, figure of Theodore Adorno and specifically
his landmark 1947 book (for all the wrong reasons) Composing for the Films. In contemporary academic circles
Adorno is often the butt of jokes, as I have just proved. People openly refer to his attitudes, research, and especially
his conclusions as dated and irrelevant. Personally, although I have criticised Adorno in the past, I do not subscribe
to the chorus of disapproval which tends to overshadow everything he has ever said or written about film music.
He and his colleague Hans Eisler have made many interesting comments about what the purpose of film music is,
and also how it is used and how it functions. This area of study is more relevant now than ever before. One of
Adorno’s big things was that he thought that the use of music in film somehow debased music. A quote from
Kassabian’s book Hearing Film (below) is useful here because it highlights Adorno’s infamous and legendary
reluctance to see music in anything other than its purest form.
“Adorno calls music a ‘language without concepts’. He and Eisler
dismiss standardisation with the film music industry as if languages
of any sort were not sets of conventions. By understanding music as
an art rather than as meaning-making practice, Eisler and Adorno
contain it within the realm of the universal and the aesthetic and
remove perceivers even as part of the evaluative process of film music.
(Kassabian, 2001: 39)
It can be argued that Adorno’s is a limiting philosophy and arguably a futile approach, especially when analysing
film music, the primary function of which is as part of a greater, commercially-driven artistic context. Adorno
refuses to conceive of music as in any sense subservient or even equal to a concurrent but separate commercial
creative pursuit. This belief seems to be a 20th century version of the post-Enlightenment view that music is, first
and foremost, an autonomous art. Philip Tagg discusses Adorno in less than flattering terms in his 2012 book
Music’s Meanings.
“The most striking trait (sic) in Adorno’s writing (sic) on popular
music is (sic): ignorance on the music on which he passes judgment.
(Tagg, 2012: 105)
In his book Composing for the Films Adorno spends time discussing not literally how people compose for the
films, as the title suggests, but tends instead to display, once again, his own feelings about how problematic the
very concept of film music is in the first place. For example, talking about unobtrusiveness, he says:
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“In practice, the requirement of unobtrusiveness is generally met
not by an approximation of non-musical sounds but by the use of
banal music. Accordingly, the music is supposed to be
inconspicuous in the same sense as are selections from La Boheme
played in a restaurant.”
(Adorno, 1947: 10)
Adorno, possibly mischievously, misses the point completely, which is that film music is rarely supposed to
function purely ‘as music’ when it appears in a film context. Film music is a functional and ultimately subservient
art form; it exists often for quite practical and pragmatic narrative reasons and rarely purely for its own musical
sake. In many ways it is a ‘practical’ and ‘functional’ creative art; one of its many roles is to add emotion,
especially if the director deems that a scene needs emotional underpinning. In my own experience, the best kind
of emotional underpinning is when there is no dialogue and a fairly open, static scene, because this means music
is chiefly responsible for the emotion in the scene. In my own books, which primarily deal with film music firstly
and the film itself secondarily, I analysed hundreds of moments in films where the music could be said to be
chiefly responsible for the emotion; in other words, mostly sections where the narrative or the story is relatively
inert, where the music contextualises the moment.
Some film music books do delve into serious and commendable harmonic analysis; William H. Ropar’s chapter
in Film Music: Critical Approaches (Donnely, 2001: 105) compares a cue from Bernard Herrmann’s score to
Citizen Kane (1941) to a Rachmaninov Symphonic Poem, drawing some interesting and relevant contextual
conclusions. Similarly, S. Royal Brown’s 1994 book Undertones and Overtones, although primarily fascinated,
as many are, with the so-called ‘golden age’ of film score writing, contains some interesting harmonic analysis
where he talks in a detailed and enlightening way about a cue from composer Michel Legrand, in which Legrand
is able to “stress the more effective element of harmony over a more rational element of melody.” (Brown, 1994:
190). He makes a point that I make many times in my books, which is that composers are often able to deliver
often quite abstract harmonies wrapped around quite simple melodies; John Williams’ score to the 1982 film E.T.
contains many examples where a simple, pure melodic line is accompanied often by deceptively intense and dense
harmonic and textural terrain (specifically in the case of E.T., cluster voicing containing tightly packed major
7ths). The point I make in my own books goes further in that I suggest a logic as to why Williams does this; I
suggest that it is the inclusion of abstract harmonies that actually makes the themes seem so colourful in the first
place; I make the point that if most of Williams’ music was as simple as the themes sometimes seem to imply, the
themes would not transport emotionally as well as they do. It is the juxtaposition of simple melody over abstract
harmony that sometimes creates the tension which shrouds and so defines much of Williams’ output. As described
in my second book, scores such as Star Wars (Morrell, 2013: 346), Superman (Morrell, 2013: 344), and Raiders
of the Lost Ark (Morrell, 2013: 345) are a testament to this. Luckily Williams’ orchestrator was able to confirm
this when I was fortunate enough to talk to him some years ago (telephone interview, August 1987).
Another book that was very practical and more toward my own style, was Rayburn Wright’s book On the Track
(2004). This included practical advice and numerous notated examples, although the focus of the book was
different from mine insofar as the examples were given mainly to add substance to the points being made and
were not scrutinised or analysed in as much detail as I subsequently undertook in my own books in respect of how
and why the music ‘worked’. Wright’s book was excellent but ultimately mainly descriptive in tone. Another,
much newer book, is Andy Hill’s Hill’s Scoring the Screen (2017) which is much more in the style of my own
work and offers genuine harmonic commentary. Having communicated with the author, he has read my books
and, like me, is contributing to this renaissance in critical analysis of contemporary film scores.
The Issue of Celebration and Veneration v Analysis
An example of one of the many books which venerate the golden-age of film scoring is Kathryn Kalinak’s 1992
book, Settling the Score. There are similarities here between this book and Kassabian’s Hearing Film, in that
analysis of notation in order to make points about the way in which the music might communicate to the listener
doesn’t really get above surface level. As an example in Settling the Score Kalinak analyses a Korngold cue from
the film Peter Blood (Kalinak, 1992: 105) where she makes some interesting deductions regarding what she calls
the “heroic motif”. Here she explains why the music seems to work in conjunction with the film, in terms of the
use of specific texture, but crucially does not go on to explain how the specific harmonies work to create the
emotion needed in the film and delivered by the cue.
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The Limitations of Descriptive and Supplementary uses of Notation
George Burt’s The Art of Film Music (1995) features much notation in various transcriptions in his book. When
one first sees the amount of scoring featured one imagines it will generate a corresponding amount of actual
harmonic or orchestration analysis, and in some ways it does, but the context is often descriptive rather than
evaluative or analytical: it states facts about what harmonies are being played and presents propositions about, for
example, where the key centres are and where the tonality lies. This is very interesting but the final piece of the
jigsaw would be to propose ideas and thoughts as to how all these facts create mood and emotion, i.e. why they
work relative to the scenes under discussion. Although it does touch on this, analysis is quite light; the reader gets
an incredibly in-depth description of the notes, the harmonies and the tonality but very little resultant deduction
or context on why it matters, much less what the effect of all this might be on the emotions of the listener. As with
Kassabian’s Hearing Film, transcribed examples are in the main supplementary and we are left to our own devices
to determine any deeper relevance. In my books, wrapped around most transcriptions is detailed harmonic
analysis, sometimes with supposition as to specific mood or emotion created by the music, whereas in Burt’s The
Art of Film Music we tend to get an excessive description of the film and the scene and the story but when it comes
to describing and analysing the music via the notated score which accompanies a scene he is discussing, the detail
is sometimes light. An example is where Burt is talking about the ‘Apartment Scene’ from the film Laura (1944).
“Muted brass in ascending major triads over a Bb pedal
introduce an atmosphere of uncertainty…”
(Burt, 1995: 173)
How such a musical device achieves uncertainty is – no pun intended – itself uncertain. It isn’t really revealed. Is
it the textures or the harmony? A little later Burt says:
“Descending triads in parallel motion played by woodwinds
follows him as he
moves toward, then gazes at, Laura’s
portrait…”
(Burt, 1995: 174)
Again, why and how these musical devices work is not fully explained. How do they provide an aesthetic function
in the film? They must surely work because their role - functional as ever - ultimately, is to create tension or elicit
some kind of response or provoke a reaction within the listener and viewer, which, together with the pictures,
deliver the mood required; and yet this is not discussed. The kind of approach I have detailed is typical of many
of the books which feature notated transcriptions, and given that most books on film music feature little by way
of transcriptions in the first place, more inquisitive readers might remain oblivious to the explicit detail about what
elements or devices give the music its character and subsequently why, how and when the music creates a specific
emotion in the mind of the listener which fosters a greater connection with the pictures and the story. At the
college I teach at, one of the founding principles the film music team instills in students is that any discourse
which seeks to explain film music has to be analytical and evaluative and not merely descriptive, factual and
reverential. And yet this is one of the issues we find with some books on film music.
My own thoughts here are that the descriptive approach to analyzing notation, to which I refer, whereby authors
comment on the actuality of the harmonies but not the resultant emotion, follows a much more general and
engrained trend similar to when one is being taught how to read music. For me, being taught how to read music
had but one purpose; to create the musician. It certainly wasn’t to enlighten me about what the music might
suggest, from an emotional perspective, much less what it might ‘mean’. Looking back now, with the benefit and
context of recent studies, I tend to revaluate my formative education; and in doing so I realise I was emphatically
being taught to respect the great composers, venerate their greatness, worship at the altar of their repertoire and
learn the language of music mainly in order to perform the great works. When I first started playing in the local
jazz orchestra, sometimes rehearsals clashed with classical orchestras I played in. I was told on one occasion that
if I missed any more classical rehearsals, the leader would, “see to it that I never got into College”.
On another occasion when I told my class teacher that I was going to rehearse with the National Youth Jazz
Orchestra, he said “Jazz is the dirty sister of music” and walked off. These episodes scarred me but now I see
them in a different context; not one which forgives the behaviour but one which contextualises it.
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The Comparative Lack of Modern Context in Film Music Literature
Since the majority of books of film music are concerned with the pre-nineteen eighties repertoire, very little of
substance tends to be written about nineteen eighties or post-nineteen eighties film music, which means that the
next generation of budding film music composers have little access to understanding the compositional and
emotional processes involved in contemporary film music. There seems to be veneration of history and almost a
fetishizing of older film scores and old or deceased film composers in books and journals; perhaps an unconscious
presumption that age equals success and thus death itself is the final arbiter of eternal greatness. One major issue
about the repertoire of books about film music, is that the likes of contemporary 20th Century composers such as
John Williams, James Horner and James Newton Howard are hardly analysed, with the notable exceptions of
Rayburn Wright’s On the Track (2004) and Andy Hill’s Scoring the Screen (2017).
When Composers Speak
When composers are interviewed for books whose very purpose is for ‘composers to speak (such as Michael
Schelle’s 2000 book The Score, Matt Schrader’s 2017 book Score: The Interviews and Christian DesJardins’ 1977
book Inside Film Music: Composers Speak) discussion is frequently accessible enough that almost anyone could
understand it, and this could be seen, ironically, as their greatest drawback; the ‘rule of thumb’ seems to be to
simplify the discussion to an extent where little of the dense, difficult and important material gets included. The
problem here is that given that the creation of film music can be a highly specialized and often abstract creative
pursuit, the very fact that discussion is designed for any skill level means it will not often be specific, forensic or
precise enough in key areas for it to be of great use when trying to understand key questions and areas, such as
composition, orchestration and how, why and where the music connects, or communicates emotionally with the
film and the audience. For me the link between emotion and composition is key, but this is hardly ever spoken
about in detail in published interviews.
Readers of interviews can revel in the presence of great composers, but never fully understand why their music is
so successful, except on a peripheral, surface level. Listening to famous film composers talk is good in terms of
enthusing a new generation of film composers, but if, by omission of detail, they are lead to believe that the
process is simpler than it is, we may end up with many disenfranchised and bewildered students struggling to
write music and win commissions. Worse still, we may encourage an increasingly narrow, formulaic and
homogenized approach to film composition by virtue of the dearth of information around to support a wider
understanding of the art form. We risk infantilizing the context surrounding film music if there is pitifully little
out there by way of real context for young composers. If they see and read interviews by film score composers
who tour the world like rock stars, they assume it’s all about all about the glitz and glamour and technology.
An example of infantile writing, and coming almost seventy years almost to the day since Adorno’s 1947 book
Composing for the Films, is Matt Schrader’s book to accompany the TV documentary Score (2016), which
according to its publicity is where:
“..the world’s finest film composers uncover the secrets behind film
music, from crafting emotions and making it in Hollywood, to the tricks
of giving an audience goosebumps”
(Shrader, 2016: back cover).
If you search for this book in a library you should find it in the ‘comedy’ section; through reading the book it is
obvious that although film music has changed in the seventy years between Shrader’s book and Adorno’s, it could
be argued that genuine advancement in terms of understanding how music is created, crafted and structured is as
depressingly hard to come by now as it ever was. The language composers use when interviewed, whilst being
interesting from an anecdotal and historical perspective and from the perspective of understanding the life of a
composer, is not specific or detailed enough in terms of composition. In contrast, when I have interviewed film
composers, as soon as they realise we share an understanding the language of music, they will happily go into
very specific detail about their processes and methodologies.
James Newton Howard, (whom I spoke to in 2005), Zimmer (whom I spoke to in 2006) and many more speak in
great detail and have attested to the fact that the majority of interviews they do for books and journals do not want
to know the detail. “They only want the razzmatazz”, said James Horner, in a phone conversation with me in
February 2008.
This from Hans Zimmer, courtesy of Matt Schrader’s book:
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“Great film music can elevate the movie, and I think that’s what you
should aim for. You should try to elevate everything that is there; the
story, the acting, the camerawork, the director’s vision. I think we get
to tell the story (Hans Zimmer)
Schrader (2017: 95)
The previous quote is potentially enlightening and interesting but there is no subsequent substance whatsoever.
How might a composer ‘elevate’ a movie with music? How might music help contextualize the story or the acting
or the camerawork or the director’s vision? How does the composer get to tell the story? The style and approach
of the book will definitely excite and encourage young composers, but anyone wanting to learn anything in depth
about composition will not find it in these kinds of interviews. Once the initial excitement of seeing Hans’ words
written down has dissipated, some may see it as irrelevant and even vacuous. It doesn’t offer anyone any insight
into how to craft music to picture. It keeps scholars, students and budding film score composers at a safe distance.
To be unequivocal, I do not blame Hans for this; I blame the way the book is framed and presented and the kinds
of words selected for print. Another example from the same book of interviews:
“…In other words, why does ‘Driving Miss Daisy’ not sound like
Dark Knight? It’s obvious; I’m ‘on story’. But yes, I do have a musical
ambition and a musical aesthetic, and the game is, how can I go and
get as many of my cool notes that I want to go and play and still
elevate the movie (Hans Zimmer)
Schrader (2017: 97)
Again the selection of Zimmer’s words that are chosen are exciting but lacking in concrete or detailed advice on
composing. When I spoke to Zimmer years ago he became intensely musically and theoretically specific, so he is
capable and willing to impart the dense, difficult information, but seemingly is not encouraged to do so by the
majority of interviewers he encounters. The overarching worry is this: many directors and composers I have
spoken to publically and off-the-record suggest that film music is becoming homogenized and overly formulaic.
An over-reliance on technology and an over-reliance by film directors on the ‘Temp Track’ are generally offered
as the reasons for this decline. But it can be argued that the third reason is that journalists encourage film
composers to behave like rock stars, something which infantilizes the discourse, encourages mediocrity and offers
a fundamentally skewed perspective of the industry.
The college where I teach, which has one of the few undergraduate courses in Film Music in the UK, is
increasingly the recipient of young, eager students who want to study film music composition but occasionally
don’t want to learn the language of music in order to achieve this. They have been fed a myth by journalists and
even film composers themselves, that musical literacy isn’t required. Overall, when one contextualizes the various
books and journals on film music, it can be argued that readers might be awestruck and enthused, but in many
ways remain essentially intellectually undernourished in terms of understanding how film music is written and
why it works. If budding film music composers were relying solely on available books and journals on film music
to advance their knowledge, they might understand lots about the history and development of the art form but
learn little about how it is crafted or why it communicates to the audience. Because of all these things it could be
argued that there is, in a very real sense, a fundamental disconnect between, on the one hand the reality of film
score composing (and the wider truth about why music connects and communicates so well with the audience,
understood by the composers and directors) and on the other hand the way it is chronicled and contextualised.
The reasons I have detailed not just the positive points of surrounding literature but also the less positive points,
is not to criticise such books but to explain and contextualise the reasoning behind my decision to write my own
books and explain where I think my books ‘sit’ in the wider context of available literature. The reasons for the
disconnect between what film music is and what is written about it, maybe many and varied. It may be quite
simply because film composers are too busy writing film music and therefore don’t have time to write books
explaining why and how their music works. But it may also be because authors and publishers are still approaching
the understanding of film music from a quasi-post-enlightenment perspective where the tendency is to celebrate
the greatness of the composer first and foremost, because this is what people want to read about, rather than a
more sedate, reasoned examination of the emotional function of music in a film music environment. That said,
my own books have been downloaded over forty thousand times, and although there is an option to download for
free, the number of downloads possibly dispels the myth that simplicity is always ‘what they want’.
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My overarching great love of, and concern about, film music and my worry that surrounding academic and
commercial discourse is largely dominated by what might be referred to as a kind of ‘pseudo-knowledge’ and an
urge to focus on the greatness of the composer rather than the effectiveness of the music, worries me.
Education, education, education.
Back to Sarah Derbyshire and the article I referenced earlier. She says in the same article:
“It may come as a surprise that almost half the children who currently play
an instrument presently don’t have lessons. That’s a large slice of our
musical youth who are choosing non-formal routes”.
Sarah Derbyshire
(https://www.theguardian.com/culture-professionals-network/2015/oct/01/
music-education-how-young-people-learn-exams)
There are many reasons why some will choose formal learning and others will not, but what is worrying is the
presumption that the reason many do not is wholly because formal learning isn’t fun. Derbyshire says “The key
to lifelong engagement in music is enjoyment.” The problem with this philosophy is that there is an assumption
that music has to be permanently and absolutely nothing but fun and enjoyment. This means that teaching people
music theory, or indeed anything challenging, is more difficult because it is not immediately, or in some cases,
ever, enjoyable. I recently spoke to a group of my ex-students who are either in Hollywood presently, scoring for
films, or have been there in the past five years. I asked them what they got from lectures I’d done on subjects like
orchestration, harmony and composition. They were kind in their comments but when I asked them “was it always
fun, and/or enjoyable?” There was a distinct and uncomfortable hesitation. They didn’t really expect to be asked
such a question. I explained the context and they happily told me that no, generally speaking they couldn’t really
ever describe lectures on harmony, orchestration and composition “fun”. They used words like ‘satisfying’ and
‘enlightening’; they said lectures and 121 sessions had made film music more accessible and understandable. They
said sessions were “hard” and “always rewarding”. But what we see more recently in student behaviour is a
desire to short circuit the depth and level of knowledge needed to function and succeed as a film music composer.
Much of their daily lives now involve technology which can sometimes give people a sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment at the touch of a button.
There is a sense of immediacy to life now and sometimes people just find it genuinely difficult to learn the things
they need to learn to succeed, or grasp the necessity and complexity of things which need to be understood. For
the avoidance of doubt, I do not blame students for this imbalance between what they presume they need to know
versus the actuality of what they need to know; I blame a society that has made people believe that everything is
achievable easily as a result of nothing but desire.
The Importance of Books Outside the Context of Film Music
Sometimes in order to find any kind of deep analysis of how emotion is generated through music one usually has
to go outside the realm of books on film music. Musical Communication (Miell, 2005) is an extremely interesting
source of information and context with regard to how music might communicate: The book debates, through
different contributors, for example, whether music is simply, “auditory cheesecake, a human faculty that pretends
to communicate but is more or less parasitic on many of the abilities that underlie language” (Miell, 2005: 29).
Further, it asserts, for example, that music, “enabled humans, individually and in groups, to communicate useful
and accurate information” and subsequently that “music can be conceived of as a communicative medium.”
(Miell, 2005: 28). Later on, there are numerous areas of interest and discussion which work well in helping to
contextualise some of the points I discuss in my own work. Referring to the difficulties and controversies
surrounding discussions about if and how music can generate emotion or meaning, Kramer, in his 2002 book
Musical Meanings, says:
“The problem of meaning stands at the forefront of recent thinking about
music…the relationship of musical meaning to individual subjectivity,
social life and cultural context – these questions have inspired strong
feelings and sharp debate.”
(Kramer, 2002: 1)
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The ‘problem’ Kramer refers to essentially seems to stem from the post-enlightenment reaction to music, which I
contextualised earlier, and which in a very real sense discouraged analysis into musical emotion or meaning.
Kramer again, referencing the post-enlightenment perspective:
“In its modern form the problem of meaning arose with the development of
European music as something to be listened to ‘for itself’ as art or
entertainment”.
(Kramer, 2002: 1)
It can be argued that the reason many books which cover film music composition seem to avoid reference to how,
or if, music creates emotion is because they are contextualising the subject through a prism which still, albeit
subconsciously, views music as a “unitary concept” (Kramer, 2002: 1), one which “projects autonomy,
universality and self-presence” (Kramer, 2002: 2). Kramer’s book addresses many areas and issues connected to
the debate about whether, and to what degree, music is capable of extending a sense of emotion or even meaning.
When referring to how various types of art can communicate to their audience, he says:
“As the art of the ear more than the eye, music collapses the sense of
distance associated with visuality….the resulting sense of immediacy tends
to feel like bodily self-presence, the intimacy of oneself.”
(Kramer, 2002: 2)
As Kramer alludes to many times in the course of his book, the implication that music is above and independent
from everything which surrounds or accompanies it only ‘stacks up’ if you accept that music itself creates no
emotions or meanings in the mind of the listener. I am careful to ensure that I never seek to imply or suggest that
emotion generated in the mind of the listener for a specific scene comes wholly from the music, unless of course
it does: This is from my first volume:
“The film is part of your music and your music is part of the film. Most
composers are open to the concept of their music bringing new colour,
artistry and emotion to film; they are generally less able to engage with the
notion that moving pictures and the existence of a story or narrative will
bring emotion to their music.”
(Morrell, 2013: 11)
Another text which provides interesting and enlightening perspectives that relate to my own research, is Musical
Perceptions, by Rita Aiello (1994). For example, one section openly debates the relevance of musical scores and
their usefulness (or not) in trying to analyse music. Since my books use transcriptions to articulate many of my
points, this is important to me. The author talks about the “vociferous insistence that the proper object of musical
study is the sound of music, not the written score”, before then appearing to doubt that the claim is true. (Aiello,
1994: 79). The book debates whether people ‘hear musical structure’ and discusses to what degree a failure to
hear tonal structure would result in an “apparent failure of communication between composer and listener”
(Aiello, 1994: 70). In the later Analysis section of this chapter I examine in detail my own proposition that most
people hear, categorise and contextualise musical harmony, despite a lack of musical literacy. But Aiello’s words
also relate to some of my own thoughts, particularly whether emotional communication can be said to have
happened with music unless ‘everyone’ experiences it, not just a few. In other words, how reliable is the very
concept of communication if it doesn’t apply to all? This is not a question I specifically pose in my books, but I
do touch the edges of this debate by suggesting regularly that the concept of emotional communication through
music in any kind of group situation is valid, irrespective of the precise number of people. In other words, in a
group of twenty people, if, for example, ten people experienced similar or identical emotions from a given piece
of music played, this validates a theory of some kind of musical communication. I regularly carry out such
‘experiments’ in class. In my role as Principal Lecturer and head of Film Music I regularly ask groups of students
questions such as ‘which bars speak to you’ or ‘which bars seem to communicate a specific emotion’.
Invariably there are always a group of students for whom the same bars ‘communicate’ and usually this correlates
with my own findings, which I reveal after they have given me their feedback. The fact that I was able to ‘predict’
their thoughts amuses and surprises them, after which I explain in minute detail why these sections have
communicated what amounts to a fairly concrete emotion
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Kramer said that music had:
“…a potentiality for bearing ascribed meanings, meanings grounded in
shared, socially mediated experiences…no music, however pure, can
escape this potentiality”
(Kramer, 2002:4).
One style of analysis which I found in some ways to be similar to my own, even though at the time of writing my
own books I had not experienced it, was the work of Schenker, and in particular the concept of ‘Schenkerian
analysis’. The Schenker Guide (2008) by Tom Pankhurst is of particular interest. The similarities between my
analysis and the work of Schenker lie in the fact that he would deconstruct compositional form to highlight and
expose the ‘bare bones’ of a piece; in other words, where he surmises it began its life in terms of conceptualisation.
He contrasts these elements to what he refers to as the ‘elaboration’ (the eventual harmonic context which helps
complete the composition) which comes later:
“Among other things he analyses how tonal compositions can be seen
as the elaboration of a small number of basic patterns; it is by
understanding these patterns that we can begin to identify what is
distinctive about a given piece.”
(Pankhurst, 2008: 4)
This is an interesting form of analysis because it helps us recognise structural and harmonic similarities which
might otherwise be missed if we were to focus purely on the ‘finished product’. In my own books although I do
not use the precise method of compositional ‘deconstruction’, I make reference to specific, small moments within
a piece or a phrase which are key to the way in which the piece communicates a sense of identity and emotion. I
often refer to a piece of music having a ‘centre of gravity’ around which the rest of the piece essentially exists,
not least in chapter six of my first book, when discussing the Thomas Newman’s score for the 1999 film American
Beauty (Morrell, 2013: 122). Pankhurst says:
“The moment we move beyond an unreflective, moment-by-moment
apprehension of music, whether as performers or listeners, we have
entered the realms of analysis.”
(Pankhurst, 2008: 3)
Examination of scores effectively allowed Schenker to see the underlying structure of music (and by extension
similarities between pieces which might appear similar in terms of their auditory characteristics). In my own books
I often isolate specific simple structural devices within the body of larger compositions, but I often go further by
hypothesizing and applying emotion to such devices. In other words, I try to isolate which elements within a piece
were truly responsible for it communicating, and thus responsible for its usefulness within context of the film. In
doing this inevitably I find major similarities deep within the bodies of several pieces which create identical
emotional responses in listeners. This is what cemented my mistrust in the post-enlightenment approach, which
has never really gone away and which may be the product of a ‘perfect storm’ of a lack of understanding and
knowledge of music by many people and a parallel deep human desire to idolise and venerate the work of
composers, who’s ability, to most, is seemingly unfathomable. These twin dynamics create a situation whereby
each piece is often seen as an individual work, created wholly and completely by one person.
Some composers are almost embarrassed by adulation they feel is misplaced. James Horner said to me:
“I did not invent the note of Bb or the chord of Gm or the concept of the
inversion or the concept of the cluster chord or the concept of polytonality. I
simply use them. I place them. I am an architect; an arranger. That’s what
composition really is. It’s not about creating something new; it’s about
manipulating what music offers us to give the illusion of something new.”
(Horner, in conversation with the author, February 2008).
Schenker’s basic assertion that most music can be whittled down to very simplistic structural and harmonic
sequences (with the rest being mere ‘elaboration’) is something I believe passionately.
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Pankhurst says:
“Schenkerian theory suggests that there is always a simpler idea lurking under the
surface of tonal music, even when it is not explicit” and goes on to say “Schenker
shows that although tonal music is richly complex, it can be understood as the
elaboration of simple structures that lie beneath the surface”
(Pankhurst, 2008: 5).
One of many classic Schenkieran analyses is contained on page eleven, where an enormously elaborated version
of ‘God Save the Queen’ is transcribed (Pankhurst, 2008: 11) and there are numerous others. Obviously because
of when Heinrich Schenker lived (1868-1935) he never got to tackle film music, but arguably even if he had,
although he might have whittled down some of the famous pieces to their most basic level musically, he may not
have gone the extra mile and turned descriptive context into evaluative emotional analysis, discussing how and
why they communicate to their audience. And even if he had done that, he may have baulked because, as I have
alluded to earlier, any emotion we draw from the music is inextricably tied together with the narrative function of
the film itself and so cannot be entirely dislocated from a larger emotional experience.
My approach (which I believe ties in with Henkjan Honing’s thinking, laid out in his 2009 book Musical
Cognition) is that we are all capable of a basic level of musical analysis; analysing is part of what makes listening
such an interesting experience. That we are able to remember, classify and categorise music means we have, to
some degree, distilled some of the characteristics that makes it unique. For example, we are able to recognise
‘cover versions’ or fundamentally different arrangements of famous instrumental music not just because of
similarities in texture but by recognising harmonic and melodic shapes. This is analysis. Even if listeners do not
read music or play an instrument, it could be argued that they possess an ‘unconscious’ or ‘embodied
understanding’ of harmony, born out of years of exposure to music and it’s various structures and traditions; if
listeners respond to and recognise specific chord shapes or sequences, the fact that they don’t know the names of
such chords does not invalidate the experience or preclude them from the kind of deep enjoyment which comes
alongside any level of basic analysis: as Honing says, when talking about what he calls ‘superficial listening’:
“I and a number of others have undertaken to seriously question the claim that
young ‘illiterate’ listeners listen superficially. While it is true they still lack a
lot of explicit knowledge about music, does this mean they cannot ‘experience’
music, in the same way as one might say that an illiterate person cannot enjoy
a book unless it’s recorded.”
(Honing, 2009: 19)
Given that the enjoyment of listening to music is an act of interpretation, Pankhurst’s comment that “Analysis,
like performance, is ultimately an interpretative act” (Pankhurst, 2008: 4) would seem to agree that the act of
consciously listening to music is an act of analysis. In this respect Manfred Clynes’ book Music, Mind and Brain
(1982) is a particularly interesting addition to the debate. He says:
“To understand any Art we must look below its surface into the
psychological detail of its creation and absorption” before later commenting
that “Music makes things in our minds”
(Clynes, 1982: 3).
The argument therefore is that the “things music makes in our minds” are a combination of thoughts and emotions
and that these are a direct consequence of music, or in the case of film music a consequence of music and image.
Obviously one charge that’s open to anyone trying to study the emotional effect of music in film is that it is
difficult to dissect our emotions sufficiently to ascertain what elements of emotion come from the pictures and the
story, and what came from the music. Fortunately, in my role as leader of a Film Music degree I have been able
to access hours of TV and Film drama which comes with everything included except the music. We have thousands
of hours of TV series including Broadchurch, Sherlock, Hannibal, Game of Thrones, Dr Who, Torchwood and
some films, including Gravity. It is a strange experience indeed seeing such everyday TV dramas without music.
They are completely different experiences. A few years ago I sat watching Dr. Who with my partner and we both
realised something was wrong. It took a while to realise and initially I just thought it was an uncharacteristically
bad episode. We eventually realised, after about fifteen minutes, that the BBC had accidentally broadcast an
episode without music.
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In summary of this section discussing existing books on music and film music, I would add that I believe my own
books merge the ideas and theories contained in the books I have referenced, and expand on them. As I said earlier,
much of the interesting debate specifically surrounding musical communication occurs in the non-film music
books I have referenced but not so much in the purely film music books. My books combine these areas and
evolve the concepts. Inevitably the principle difficultly is in trying to gauge the communicative qualities of music
when in fact we cannot disassociate the music from whatever emotional qualities the film itself exudes. I go to
considerable lengths therefore to point out that although we are focussing on the music’s emotional qualities and
how these are created and crafted compositionally, ultimately it is a combination of the music and the effect of
the visual image (and the wider story) which is responsible for the overall emotional effect of the film. For the
reasons I cited earlier, I firmly believe the music plays a major, defining role in generating emotion and therefore
creating the success, transferability and effectiveness of the film experience.
If one wants a comparison between the anecdote-lead approach and a more thorough analysis of film music, this
might be found between, on the one hand, John Burlingame’s The Music of James Bond, (Burlingame, 2012) and
the chapter ‘The Name’s Bond – James Bond’, which features in my third book (Morrell, 2015: 75). Burlingame’s
work is very entertaining and very much about the anecdotes, the history of the franchise and the personal stories
behind the scoring sessions. To be clear, this book, like all books I have featured, is a good, solidly interesting
text, but, in terms of what it offers to any budding film music composer, it is very light. My own offering on the
music for James Bond covers nowhere near as much in terms of anecdotes, context and history, but is extremely
explicit and forensic in terms of describing how the compositions work, how the textures and harmonic sequences
create a sense of emotion which befits the franchise and in particular how the arrangements and orchestrations of
some of the key themes ‘work’. Another comparison, this time between a purely academic text and my own, more
practical work, is between Kalinak’s 2012 book Music in the Western, which looks at the film scores to ‘Westerns’.
According to the back cover the book looks at “core issues; their history, generic conventions and operation as
part of a narrative system.” (Kalinak, 2012). Because there are some sections where the notated transcriptions are
extremely well explained, even going as far as tying in specific harmonies and textures to film narratives, it is
even more surprising that the book omitted arguably the biggest and most obvious harmonic convention in
Western films (namely the perennial use of a music sequence which ends on two distinctive chords which navigate
back to the tonic chord in a distinctive manner); in the key of C, the last two chords of the phrase would be Bb
and G, before leading back to the tonic chord. In Eb the last two chords would be Db and Ab. This type of phrase
is used in seminal Westerns but subsequently finds its way into films and TV made decades later, such as JFK
(1991) The Day After Tomorrow (2004) The West Wing (1999-2006), Dallas (1978-1991) Back to the Future III
(1990) to name but a few.
This chord trick was used extensively throughout the domination of the ‘Western’ but outlived Cowboy movies
and became audibly, emotionally and aesthetically emblematic of the ideals connected with the wider social
context of the ‘Western’ when applied to numerous subsequent films. To discuss this in more detail, the next
section contextualises what, in my first books, I call the ‘cowboy chord trick’ and how this ties into a wider subject
area of ‘film music conventions’.
Listening with Prejudice - Film Music and Patriotism, Jingoism and Xenophobia.
This section examines how listeners’ minds tend to categorise, classify and ‘pigeonhole’ the music they listen to
and how they can create within themselves a sense of ‘prejudice’ through being manipulated by exposure to
historically or culturally specific harmonies. I will contextualise this eventually by analysing the music for early
‘Cowboy Films’, tying this to earlier overtly American composers such as Copeland, and identifying harmonic
chordal devices which have pervaded ‘Cowboy’ music and have been used in later films to cultivate a warm,
patriotic feeling in listeners. To do this I will reference various transcriptions from my earlier books and discuss
other relevant texts. But to begin, I will discuss the concept of music creating emotional feelings of patriotism.
This nothing new in film music; there are many films where the music manages to foster a sense of heroism,
might, power, through music. James Horner spoke to me about his score for Apollo 13 containing clear “hymnlike” harmonic sequences. “The director wanted a sense of religiosity to this intro so I created a hymn-like context
in the opening sequence.” (Horner in conversation with the author). This is discussed in my second book (Morrell,
2013: 204).
Film Music Conventions
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“Sometimes film music composers can create powerful conventions which
shape listeners’ perceptions of the world they live in and its history. Film
music styles and approaches (known as ‘conventions’) are not created by
accident. People craft such things in order to illicit specific emotions from
a film viewer, often by the power of suggestion or association.”
(Morrell, 2013: 61)
In my first book, I discuss the way conventions came into being. In many ways, they were a continuation of a
classical tradition of trying to associate specific musical ideas with specific times in history or even geographical
locations.
“Music taps into a collective power of association to attempt to create the time
and place represented in the image. Nowadays this is wholly more accurate
but half a century ago it wasn’t; open fourths and fifths, played by massed
armies of brass instruments were often used to represent ancient Rome. Such
assumptions are and were wildly speculative. This does not mean composers
were deliberately falsifying our interpretation of culture and ethnicity through
a distorted prism. Composers try to establish a musical identity with a certain
place, geographically or in time. At best their efforts were often horrendously
caricatured and exaggerated versions…”
(Morrell, 2013: 61)
Although in the book I refer make reference to conventions being wholly more accurate nowadays, this doesn’t
mitigate other, separate issues - the issue of music creating jingoism, tokenism, racial profiling and xenophobia.
For example, the 2012 film Zero Dark Thirty is a film which, on face value, has a reasonably culturally accurate
soundtrack, texturally and harmonically. Gone is the blatantly westernised lavish orchestral templates that typified
older films trying to portray a sense of specific location, such as, for example, Ben Hur (1959) and Lawrence of
Arabia (1962): Lawrence of Arabia featured a masterful score by Maurice Jarre which, as its main theme, featured
a melody built over a D to Cm6 chord sequence; this was considered at the time by many to be accurate in depicting
music from the geographic location in the film. But this was wildly speculative and the music, effective though it
was, was not culturally accurate; it created a fundamentally skewed, westernised version of history. The problem
which has replaced the harmonic and textural tokenism often found in the film music conventions that existed
decades ago is different now but in many ways, just as bad. Consider the track ‘Drive to the Embassy’ by
Alexander Desplat, which comes 00.09.45 into the movie. The transcription below (fig. 1) shows the careful
degree Desplat has gone to in order to create a harmonically and texturally accurate picture of the geographic
location in the film (Pakistan).
Figure: 01 Track: ‘Drive to the Embassy’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.45

Duduk

So far, so good, right? The Phrygian scale and the Duduk carefully capture the cultural and geographic location.
But the ethical problem here is that the use of overtly Middle Eastern style music comes straight after a scene
which portrays torture. There are numerous films where the appearance of middle-eastern style music is used to
convey something bad or threatening.
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In films, when needed, music was and is expertly crafted to cause panic or upset or anxiety. But in many situations
music used to portray badness now has a specific geographical location and a cultural origin to hang it on. Thus
we now have a situation where regularly in films we hear culturally specific music in a negative light; films
frequently demonise culturally specific music by virtue of its placement. Think of how many times you hear
middle-eastern music existing in a negative fictional narrative context. Then you might hear diegetic music in the
background on documentaries, Sky News or BBC News, perhaps when they are innocently covering a story which
references middle-eastern issues. As I say, the music might feature innocently in a diegetic context, but the feeling
we have when hearing such music, might be negative because of the films we watch.
The Cowboy Chord Sequence
If Aaron Copeland could be said to have been one of the principal architects of ‘American music’, then arguably
Elmer Bernstein must have been one of the first two great users of the now famous ‘cowboy chord trick’ by virtue
of his music for 1960’s The Magnificent Seven, along with Jerome Moross, who composed the score for 1958 film
The Big Country. In my first book in my introduction to the ‘Cowboy Chord Trick’ I give some historical context.
“The interesting thing is that the enduring iconic image of the ‘cowboy’, with
all its inherent absurdities and historical airbrushing, did not begin or end
with traditional ‘cowboy films’. Captain Kirk essentially functioned as John
Wayne in space. Indiana Jones (Raiders of the Lost Ark series), John McClane
(Die Hard series), Ethan Hunt (Mission Impossible series), are all reinvented
cowboys. Crucially to the issue of whether and how music conveys meaning,
the cowboy aesthetic is kept alive by the longevity of Jerome Moross and Elmer
Bernstein’s treatment of it via chord sequences which show up time after time
in different films. Bernstein and Moross cannot claim ownership on two or
three chords – especially a group so relatively ordinary, used thousands of
times in classical music. What they created is the context; the way the music
was used in a filmic context.
Morrell, 2013: 61
In defence of Adorno, he would often talk of Hollywood film music standardisation and codification and he is
right insofar as often the same chords are used over and over in films to garner a specific reaction. Adorno’s point
is that this is a bad thing, and much though others might scoff at his thoughts, we have to acknowledge that when
anything is standardised and codified to the degree that film music now is, there is going to be a corresponding
issue with regard to homogenisation.
One aesthetic element of the ‘Western’ which has outgrown the films from which it came, was a distinctive and
specific chord trick which is used to retain the feeling of heroism contained in such films. A way to ‘graft’ the
same aesthetic onto newer films in a way which perhaps isn’t as obvious but which nevertheless works, is via one
of the Western films’ greatest musical exports – its distinctive harmonies. The use of this specific chord trick is
used in newer films wanting to exploit hero connotations and emotions in the mind of the viewer/listener. In order
to explain and contextualise this issue, below (fig.2) the original Cowboy theme which contained the distinctive
chord sequence is notated, followed by several films that used the same convention. Below is the main theme
from The Big Country. Crucial here is the ‘turnaround’ in the middle of the phrase (i.e. the chords of Bb and G as
a way to navigate back to C). This chord trick deviates significantly outside the key centre by dropping to the Bb
chord, which constitutes a stark, dramatic, disorientating drop. Then the piece returns to the assured safety of the
tonic chord via the G chord. This manoeuvre sounds dramatic at first but once we hear the G chord we have a
feeling of knowing what’s coming and the return back to the tonic sounds inevitable, warm, inviting, and above
all else, reassuring.
Figure: 02 Film Cue Sync: 00.0.10
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In my books and in classes I help students see why the move from C to Bb is so stark and dramatic and even
daring by showing the chords in context of a modern version of the cycle of fifths, called the ‘chord bubble’.
Figure: 03

The concept of this (fig.3) particular
way of viewing harmony is
contextualized in my first book
(Morrell, 2013: 21) in a chapter entitled
‘Music Theory in Action’.

As we can see from figure 3 above, when key centres are displayed in this way (with the red perforated lines
denoting the key centre of C, the distance between the key centre of C and the Bb is visually obvious. Below
(fig.4) I have transcribed the main theme from Bernstein’s score to The Magnificent Seven
Figure: 04 Track: ‘The Magnificent Seven’ Audio timing: 0.27 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.27

Again, as with The Big
Country, we can see,
relative to the key, the
pivotal use of the Db to
return to the tonic chord,
via the Bb. This time the
turnaround comes at the
end of the phrase.

Below (fig.5) we have John Williams’ opening theme to the Oliver Stone 1992 biopic on John F Kennedy, entitled
JFK. Williams makes the usual patriotic use of the trumpet and snare drum to instill patriotism. But the warmth,
humanity, bravery and romance are retained more in the excellent contextual use of the ‘Cowboy’ chord trick,
which comes twice.
Figure: 05 Track: ‘JFK Audio timing: 0.13
The piece is in Eb and the ‘trick’
comes once between bar 13 and
14 (but minus the pivoting Bb
chord) and then once at the end
of the phrase in its full glory.
Below (fig 6) we see the
‘Cowboy chord trick’ being
crowbarred into the main title
theme to the 2004 movie The
Day After Tomorrow.
This transcription runs from
02.04 into the main theme and is
the only example whereby the
trick is used in a piece which is
otherwise n a minor key
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Below (fig 6) we see the ‘Cowboy chord trick’ being crowbarred into the main title theme to the 2004
movie The Day After Tomorrow. This transcription runs from 02.04 into the main theme and is the only
example whereby the trick is used in a piece which is otherwise n a minor key
Figure: 06 Track: ‘The Day After Tomorrow’ Audio timing: 2.03 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.17
This time although the piece is in
– and successfully returns to –
Dm, the trick employed is via the
chords of Bb and G, which are the
chords that would be used if the
piece was in Cmajor.

Another contemporary use of the Cowboy chord trick is by David Arnold and Nicholas Dodd, in the 1996 film
Independence Day. Again, as in all the examples I have shown, the chord trick installs a real and palpable feeling
of heroism, bravery and gallantry, and this is mostly because listeners benefit from an emotional context created
within themselves by the distinctive chord trick and its historical legacy, either by way of actual Cowboy films or
by films that have benefitted from the same chord trick.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘End Credits’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.24.50

The next section of this introduction is titled ‘Analysing the Analysis’ and itself falls into several sections; the
content is either supportive or directly relevant to my research and analysis. The first section is entitled ‘Music
Theory and How It Links to Music Analysis’; this includes discussions on the importance and relevance of
music theory in the analysis of music. I cover associated issues pertinent to the perceived benefit and usefulness
of music notation to explain my dependence on it and why it is such a crucial tool for understanding music. This
section also includes initial insights into how I utilise my own notated examples, highlighting and annotating
various sections to address the functionality of the harmony and how this creates emotion. These initial insights
constitute an introduction to my style and approach.
The second area, titled ‘Film Music as a Functional, Representational Art Form’ contains discussion which
addresses the more pragmatic, functional elements of film music in order to highlight similar points made in my
books, which attempt to demystify film music and present it as the practical, technical and functional element it
is.
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I cite some specific examples of the more pragmatic, realistic, editorial usages of music in film in order to
deliberately emphasise the fact that the vast majority of music’s use in film is not the product of rampant unbridled
creativity but rather the laborious, difficult and mostly technical job of trying to present the film’s key moments
in a way which supports and strengthens the story. Having written music to film over a long period myself I can
vouch that ninety percent of the time it is more technical than wholly creative. It is perceived as purely creative
only because people, in general, do not have an understanding of what film composition is, much less how it is
achieved.
The third area is entitled ‘Does Film Music Mean Anything?’ and is where we venture in detail into areas such
as meaning, metaphors, how people perceive music and what their experiences are. We examine what, if anything,
music represents in the mind of the listener and discuss whether music is capable of representing emotion. Within
this context we look at the concept of Hermeneutics and examine wider areas of interpretation and understanding.
The areas that follow on from this are closely connected and all broadly deal with meaning, emotion, and
perception. ‘Attaching Meaning to Specific Intervals’ talks at length about what emotions, feelings and
meanings can be attached to well-known film music harmonic intervals/extensions and how these work in practice.
The next section is entitled ‘Emotional Meaning, Categorisation and Musical Language’ and this follows on
with some of the same concepts and theories and how categorisation and classification plays a big part in how we
listen. In ‘The Myth of the Abstract, Non-Referential World of Music’ we tackle some of the myths and
misinterpretations which have affected how music is perceived and listened to, namely the idea that music is
incapable of referring to anything outside itself. This ties into perception and emotion and looks at how music can
affect us. ‘How Intervals, rather than notes, guide our perceptions’ addresses something that readers of my
last three books will be familiar with; the reality that intervals, rather than notes, are what listeners respond to.
Notes are transitory and can be attached to any interval the composer wishes, but it is the interval which ultimately
colours the music and determines the harmony. So often commentators will talk of the beauty of a particular note
but what lies behind the note is the intervallic space it occupies.
In ‘Harmony by Suggestion, not by Statement: The Power of Memory and Our Aural Past’ we take a look at
how we can suggest an interval without stating it. This is a powerful minimalistic approach to composition. When
listeners hear an implied note not in the music but in their heads, this brings them closer to the music; it almost
makes them part of it. ‘How Harmony Leads us into Temptation – The Insatiable Emotion of Musical
Expectation’ addresses the concept of expectation and how perception and expectation can fundamentally alter
the way we listen to music.
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Analysing the Analysis
I now aim to discuss and contextualise various aspects and areas of analysis covered in my previous books,
including style, approach and relevance
Music Theory and How It Links to Music Analysis
Just like the issue of meaning in music, the issue of music theory is itself something that produces much debate.
This perhaps underpins a general failing in the way in which music theory is addressed and delivered in schools
and colleges, in that it seems to many to exist almost solely to support and facilitate the performance of music,
rather than to facilitate any understanding as to the emotional effect of music on listeners.
Lawrence Zbikowski, in his 2005 book Conceptualising Music addresses what he sees as some of the general
failings of music theory:
…the music theory of the classroom appears to be little more than a ghost that
haunts the echoing halls of a crumbling cultural empire
(Zbikowski, 2002: 24)
Certainly from my own experiences, music theory was taught almost as mathematics, in near isolation of any
supporting music or meaningful wider context of how and why music sounds the way it does. This was a shame
because, delivered and contextualised another way, music theory would, as it did later through my own studies,
have forged a link between what I saw on the page and my everyday life of listening to music and feeling emotional
reactions. In my own experience and also what I believe to be typical of the experience of others, notation was
employed in textbooks but the context was descriptive rather than analytical; it was rarely there to help foster an
appreciation of any perceived emotional quality which might be tied to a specific section and which could be
explained through annotated notation.
A few notable exceptions appear nowadays, such as Psychological Connotations of Harmonic Musical Intervals
by Marco Costa, Pio Enrico Ricci Bitti and Luisa Bonfiglioli (2000) from the University of Bologna published by
the Society for Research in Psychology of Music and Music Education. Also, the book How Music Really Works
by Wayne Chase (2006) is informative concerning the emotion of musical intervals.
The issue of a comparative lack of discussion and literature about the emotional qualities of music, tied directly
to music theory, is something I cover many times in my books, not least of which in vol.1 (Morrell, 2013. 29).
My early experiences and issues with music notation are not with the limitations of music theory itself but with
how we tend to employ it purely to observe, classify and comment on structural context rather than understand
why a piece ‘works’ in a wider sense. I mention this because I believe the way I utilize music notation in the
furtherance of a better understanding of how and why the music communicates, is original in context of film music.
My desire to use music theory in a different, more productive and less reverential way in my books was paramount
when I began; I wanted music notation to be the link which enabled readers of the books to appreciate how, why,
where and when emotion is created. This is why it features so prominently in my books and this is why I have
chosen to reference these important facts in this introduction to my new book. To be clear and for the avoidance
of doubt I do not contend that music notation is the only method through which to distill and understand music’s
emotional qualities; simply that because it is a visual language and grammar-based discipline it is easier to identify
and classify salient points, quantify them and it is therefore easier to discuss which elements might create emotion.
With this in mind, notation is always going to be the primary tool by which we analyse and understand music.
Introduction to Notation-based Analysis
In order to contextualize how my own methods of attaching cognitive or emotional significance to specific
harmonic situations could not be achieved without embedding notation completely in the fabric of my approach,
below I have annotated a chord featured in a chapter from my second book entitled The Subtle Intricacies and
Exquisite Tensions of TV Music (Morrell, 2013: 77). This study addresses how listeners react to music and
references reactions and perceptions of what people hear and how they classify it. All these issues feed into how
we deal, emotionally, with what music is.
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Figure: 08

The chord to the left (fig.8) is taken from Harry Escot’s score to the
documentary film Deep Water (2006). In the original text I make the
point that one reason the featured chord transports so subtly despite
the chromatic tension is because it sounds like it has two possible
interpretations; the harmony has a hazy, blurred and inconclusive
quality, typical of many of the great impressionists of the early 20th
century. The chord could be ‘felt’ an F#m (with a min6th interval –
the D - clashing with the 5th - the C#) or it could be as I have written
it – Dmaj7/F#.

In the chapter I reference the concept of a ‘duality of harmonic interpretation’, meaning that the chord has at least
two different ways of being grammatically and theoretically described. Guitarist Ted Greene uses a term he calls
‘chord synonyms’ which is the action of taking one chord and applying a different tonic to create a new relationship
between the notes. His interpretation of this theory is used to help guitarists learn new phrases based on a
reinterpretation of the harmony. Ted Greene’s lessons are only available via third-party websites
(https://www.scribd.com/document/357965722/Ted-Greene-Guitar-Chords-Chord-Synonyms). My wider point
is that the duality of interpretation creates a duality of perception in the mind of the listener (Morrell, 2013.77).
The transitory incompleteness the sound of the chord possesses, is popular in television and film drama music,
but for me, the issue is how the composer achieves the vague, difficult and dissonant sound, through harmony and
how we can classify and contextualise this. The idea that the chord sounds like it has two possible interpretations
and that listeners might be affected by this, is possibly controversial because it implies that people can literally
recognise and classify harmony, but this is not what I assert in my books.
I discuss this issue in a chapter entitled ‘How Harmony Speaks’ (Morrell, 2013: 81) and in the chapter ‘The Deft
Touch of Subtlety’ (Morrell, 2013: 119). To help contextualise my point, David Huron, in his 2005 book Sweet
Anticipation argues that “the principal emotional content of music arises through the composers’ choreographing
of expectation.” (Huron, 2005: 2). It is not unreasonable to state that it is probably the accumulation of harmony
and the regularity and consistency of the various aural identifiers which exist within harmony, which creates this
‘choreographing of expectation’ Huron refers to and which helps people recognise reoccurring patterns. It can be
argued that there is a kind of ‘unconscious-identification’ which takes place, where people do not literally or
grammatically understand the harmonies or know the names of the chords, but they understand them ‘by ear’ well
enough to remember them when they are heard, and even to categorise and classify them for future context. Such
vast cognitive achievements are probably mostly unconscious, but they do exist. Otherwise, how would we gain
pleasure from the familiarity that similar approaches bring. If we find some chords ‘hazy’ or find that they have
the ‘transitory incompleteness’ I mentioned earlier, this can only happen if listeners were aware of what a properly
defined chord felt like, as opposed to a ‘hazy’ one.
It then follows that when they hear a chord such as in fig.8, they are wrong-footed because they hear a shape they
recognise but in a way which obscures or creates an alternate context. So although they would not in their minds
literally grapple with whether this chord should be described as a Dmaj7/F# or an F#m with an added minor 6th,
they would experience a chord which sounds difficult; one they recognise and remember but in a context they
don’t. Students who listened to this chord in class described it as “difficult” and “pained” (Olney, Josie. January
2017 and Stephenson, Jacob, January 2017). Three said they thought they recognised the “type of chord” but it
was a different version of it” (Paxton, Oliver; Barber, Emily; Stephenson, Jacob, March 2017). But is it literally
the music they remember and with which they become familiar, or the emotion it creates within them? Or a
combination of both? It can be argued that what they remember is a combination of music and an accompanying
emotional reaction. As Zwikowsk says:
“Almost everyone has had the experience of listening to an unusual
composition or an exotic repertoire and be able to make something of it. This
possibility has suggested to some a latent musicality in humans comparable
to the sort of competence for language proposed by Noam Chomsky.”
(Zbikowski, 2002: 4)
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One important way we automatically and subconsciously contextualise chords in a bigger cognitive and aural
context depends on what precedes that chord: context informs everything; as Wayne Chase remarks in his 2006
book How Music Really Works:
“…the emotional effects of the intervals listed below, like the emotional
effects of other musical elements, vary with the musical context—the
succession of preceding intervals, the prevailing chords and chord changes,
rhythmic variables, instrumental tone colours, and so forth.”
(Chase, 2006.221)
The chord in fig.8 appears again in bar two of the figure below (fig.9) but this time it is contextualised as an F#m
(with the added tension of the minor 6th) because it is framed aurally by the chord in bar one, which is a straight
F#m. Again, context is everything. By contrast, the chord from fig.8 is repeated again in bar five of fig 9 (below)
but this time it is written as a Dmaj7/F# because it ‘feels’ like it belongs to the Dmaj family (because a D/F#
precedes it). This time the strain between the C# and D is heard and felt as tension between the maj7 and octave
rather than a 5th and minor 6th.
Figure: 09

We call this an F#m largely
because it is framed by the
chord in bar 1

We call the self-same chord a
Dmaj7/F# largely because it is
framed by the chord in bar 4

I stress again that I am not saying that listeners are aware of names or specific musical contexts, but they are able
to identify and distinguish subtle differences in how a chord ‘feels’ partly because of how it is preceded, based on
previous listening experiences which guide their ‘unconscious understanding’ of harmony. The main point in the
Harry Escot chord from fig.1 is that the first time we hear it in the film (and read the score in my book – Morrell,
2013: 76) it appears without any previous bar of harmony to contextualise it - (fig.10, below) – only a solitary
note. What we are aware of in bar two of fig.10 is the raw tension (of the C# and D) and the feeling that the chord
is difficult and strained; there is a mild confusion and a kind of transitory incompleteness to the sound of the
chord. This context is notated below (fig.10).
Figure: 10 Track: ‘No One Likes to be Conned’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.21.00

A single note – this suggests a nothing
apart from the possibility and
expectation of a chord of A major

This could be ‘felt’ as either an
F#m with an added m6 or a
Dmaj7/F#. There is nothing to
guide us so all we feel is a sense of
tension
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is some G#m context leaking through
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To be clear and unambiguous, I do not mean to suggest or imply that emotional qualities in music cannot exist or
be felt by listeners without a knowledge of music theory and notation. My contention is that the ability to know
and understand music fully is achieved with the support of the visual dimension that notation brings. The ability
to categorize, catalogue, classify and compare and contrast music is something people are able to do in the abstract,
but to bring a visual context into our knowledge offers a much more literal and forensic understanding.
Manfred Clynes, in Music, Mind and Brain, says, “It is not in the printed score that music lives. The score
necessarily is merely a skeleton that needs to be fleshed out.” (Clynes, 1982.49). I would agree that of course
ultimately music needs musicians to realise the ideas on the page; but the trouble with Clynes’ assertion is that it
implies the score is less important than it is. Music is in the printed score. Whilst it takes musicians to bring it to
life, ultimately they are following to the note the intentions of the composer and orchestrator. They bring
performance techniques to bring the parts to life but let us not romantically overstate the case here. Clynes implies
that their interpretations are key, but these interpretations are 99% following the part. This is not the same as a
singer who deliberately pulls and pushes a melody to make it personal and individual; these are instrumentalists
whose great skill is their ability to interpret a part put before them; nothing more, nothing less. The music is in the
minutia and detail of the score; the performance is in the musician.
You will find arguments suggesting that music does not exist in the score mainly from music theory refuseniks,
for whom it is convenient to underplay something they perhaps don’t fully understand or appreciate, and overplay
something which many people can understand. Felix Salzer hints at music theory being unable to articulate the
vastness of music in his 1962 book Structural Hearing. Indeed, he almost suggests that music theory itself is at
fault, as if notation merely displays the harmonies without explaining the emotion and meaning created by the
music:
“…there are thousands upon thousands of eager young musicians as well
as disappointed older ones who will testify to the seemingly unbridgeable
gap between their theoretical studies and the living experience of music
itself.”
(Salzer, 1962: vii)
The ‘unbridgeable gap’ between theory and what he calls the ‘living experience of music’ only remains a gap if,
firstly, we do not realise that the ‘living experience of music’ is the emotion it creates within us, and secondly, we
do not apply the correct models of analysis to unearth the emotion. One model I use to analyse harmony is to look
at vertical harmony (i.e. chords) to see how many separate ‘harmonic events’ take place within the chord. This is
to try and identify how complex the chord might be and what emotions, if any, might be created in the mind of
the listener by virtue of the number or complexity of the events. This is discussed in detail in the second volume
of my book series in a chapter entitled ‘The Complexity of Harmony’ (Morrell, 2013: 111), where I talk about
chords composed by James Horner for the film The Pelican Brief (1993). I analyse and contextualise the same
chord in two different ways; the first way is more traditional, where intervals are contextualised in a root-centric
way. I make the point that traditional theory offers us methods of understanding intervals which are
understandably grounded on contextualising the intervals as they would appear logically in the chord, from bottom
to top (see fig.11)
Figure: 11

In fig 11, because this is a Cm9 chord, the first G note we see
at the bottom, is contextualised as a 5th. Using traditional
theory if we wanted to look at the significance of any note in
this chord, we would look at its relation with the root of the
chord; the Bb is the 7th because it lies seven notes from the
root.

m

Figure: 11a

G to C
4th

D to Eb
min2

C to D
maj2

Eb to G
maj3
C to Eb
min3

Bb to D
maj3
G to Bb
min3
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G to C
4th

In fig.11a I highlight every vertical
relationship; every harmonic event that takes
place within the chord. This is not simply
theory for the sake of theory; it serves a
purpose to illustrate the complexity of the
chord.

In the chapter entitled ‘The Complexity of
Harmony’ (Morrell, 2013: 111), I suggest an
emotional significance based on the
overwhelming number of events happening
vertically and simultaneously.
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I use the similar logic many times in my books, including when discussing a specific chord in the film Superman
(1978) in a chapter in my second book entitled ‘Excitement and The Grand Gesture’ (Morrell, 2013: 376). In that
example (fig.12, below) I look at the chord Fmaj9 (#11). If we look at the intervals in a root-centric way, we can
see the various intervals from bottom to top, culminating with the B note, which occupies the #11 interval.
However, part of the euphoric feeling this chord creates is more based in the way the intervals react with each
other, not their theoretical distance from the root which identifies their names (e.g. C note is the 5th, G note is the
9th, etc).
Regarding a more local intervallic relationship, we can observe that the top three notes equal a chord of Em, the
next four notes equal a Cmaj7 chord, and the bottom four equal an Fmaj7. The orchestrator Herbert Spencer,
whom I interviewed once, says the practice of offering different chords to different instrumental sections,
simultaneously, is entirely deliberate and designed to ‘heighten the listening experience by making it almost a
multi-chordal experience’. The point is that, although the listening public usually has no theory knowledge, much
less the absolute pitch needed to ‘hear’ and place these chords, they do benefit from the deliberate ‘multi-chordal’
experience Spencer talked of.
Figure: 12

In fig 12 we can observe that the
trumpets occupy Em, the horns
Cmaj7, the trombones Am and the
addition of the F contextualises it
all as an Fmaj9(#11).

Em

Cmaj7

Below (fig.13) I have transcribed
more of the Superman section, for
added context.

Am
F
Figure: 13 Track: ‘Prelude and Main Title’ Audio timing: 01.51
The F note – the one thing that
makes it into an F chord
Strings

Trumpets /
Woodwind

Listeners and their ability to understand and interpret music is something Salzer talks about regularly. Discussing
the limitations of understanding a language without the intellectual mental faculties to decode it emotionally, he
states:
“The student who masters such a system has indeed learned something about
music, but what he has learned is a nomenclature by which he can conduct
a well-described tour through a composition, pointing out each landmark”
(Salzer, 1962: vii)
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But ‘pointing out the landmarks’ is not enough if one wants to analyse to the extent of revealing and emotional
context to the music. ‘Pointing out landmarks’ tends to produce descriptive analysis (of the kind I have already
alluded to and also covered in my literature review) rather than the kind of evaluative analytical discussions that
might lead us to an understanding of the emotion. One of the reasons I wrote my books was to try and place
musical composition in a slightly more rational and reasoned context. I have discussed already how composition
and therefore composers tended to be revered and that sometimes this can prevent a more sobering analysis of the
skills involved in composing music.
When one writes about the creative process in a way that appears to downplay or sidestep the greatness of the
individual composer, people can often wonder, “well if it wasn’t the greatness of the composer, what else can it
have been?” This may be because we are conditioned to accept the ‘single bullet’ theory of creativity – that it is,
ultimately and purely a pursuit of creators. To suggest that some elements of music’s success may be the result of
less personal elements (such as existing structural tolerances or the repeated use of tried and trusted stylistic or
harmonic traditions) can tend to challenge the notion of music as a secretive and enigmatic personalised art form
that is purely the product of a singular composer. Composers themselves tend to be more realistic: I spoke to
James Horner about the perceived originality of elements of his score to the 1986 movie Aliens. He laughed aloud
and said “There is rarely anything original. It’s all borrowed and re-hashed. Let’s be honest; music is rarely truly
original.” (In conversation with the author). My books were meant to be an antidote to the glut of reverential
material that exists about music. I discuss the reverential attitude towards composers and composition, and the
way it can obscure genuine discourse, regularly. I discuss it in the introduction to book one in context of a wider
discussion about ‘The Myth of Genius’ (Morrell, 2013.17); I discuss it in context of a discussion about the link
between composition and improvisation in the same introduction to the first book (Morrell, 2013.20) and I discuss
it in terms of film music analysis in general in a chapter called ‘Music and Meaning’ in my first book (Morrell,
2013.68)
If we look at the so-called ‘sacralisation’ of music (where it is plucked out of its recreational and representational
context and elevated to something which should be worshipped for ‘itself’) we can see that this is where the idea
of the ‘Classical Canon’ developed. The important thing about Schenker is that if you accept the fundamental
premise of much of his analysis, that there was a central truth in most pieces and that the rest was illustration
(which I wholeheartedly do) it alters your perspective about how compositions are created without necessarily
affecting your core beliefs about any given composer. Schenker said, ultimately, that things were more knowable
than people thought they were, and this is exactly my own ethos and one which has guided my research and
conclusions in my books.
Music and the Social Connection
Lawrence Kramer makes one of many comments on the whole issue of meaning in music, making a distinction
between ‘meaning’ and music ‘being meaningful’. He also talks about music working as a medium for what he
calls ‘social connection’.
“Music may be ‘meaningful’ in the sense that people find it important or that
it expresses emotions of serves as a medium of social connection, but it does
all these things without assuming a concrete content. It bypasses language and
the systems of rational thought that depend on language…”
Kramer (2002: 11)
In various sections of my previous books and this book, I inadvertently tie together the points made by Kramer
which talk of a social connection created by music; the way in which music manages to forge social connections
has always interested me and this interest leaked into my lectures and later my books. With this in mind, the chord
below (fig.14) would create an instant recollection of a specific movie character. The chord permeates much of
the music in the franchise which accompanies the movie character, so in many ways this chord, like many famous
movie themes, is both culturally symbolic and representative and suggestive of something much greater than the
sum of its parts. The difference here is that we are talking about just one chord.
Figure: 14

If you played the chord using a lush, string sample, or a large orchestral brass
ensemble sample played sforzando piano, the effect would be immediate.
This chord, from the James Bond films and originally conceived by John Barry
but based ultimately on his love of Bernard Herrmann,1 is featured in the
chapter ‘Music Theory in Action’ from my first book (Morrell, 2013: 29) and
I also use this at Leeds College of Music ‘open days’ to show how the language
of music connects to people and contains emotion and even meaning.
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In this particular case the chord could be described as having several meanings: The first obvious one is that it
reminds us of the movie character James Bond, through the aural power of association and memory.
But more deeply it also exhibits emotional characteristics that transcend the film: on one ‘open day’ after I played
the chord - resulting in thirty students and parents instantly citing James Bond - one young Asian student put her
hand up and said “Who’s James Bond?”. Seizing the moment, I asked her what emotions she heard in the music,
and she said, “It reminds me of something surreptitious, secretive; something clandestine”. There was a surprised
look from some audience members, not least because she’d communicated the concept of James Bond more
articulately than someone who immediately heard and understood the reference and therefore sidestepped any
need to explain the meaning or emotion behind the music. To me, it simply proved that the characteristics in the
chord created a specific feeling which, when verbalised, was an uncannily accurate description of the character of
James Bond; the music created a metaphorical meaning in the mind of the listener. These metaphorical meanings
music create are, in general, undoubtedly partly a product of society and culture and therefore location and
geography. For example, it would be interesting to see if ‘secretive’ and ‘clandestine’ were the metaphors and
feelings that would be present in someone hearing the Bond chord but who was completely detached from western
culture. After all, Tagg says, quite rightly, that:
“Music is no more a universal language than language itself. Being a universal
phenomenon does not mean that the same sounds, musical or verbal, have the same
meaning in all cultures.”
(Tagg, 2012:80)
Following on from this, presumably when Kramer, referring to music’s ability to articulate and convey meaning,
said it had “potentiality for bearing ascribed meanings, meanings grounded in shared, socially mediated
experience” (Kramer, 2002:4) this was a culturally specific observation. If a single chord of film music fits this
description, it is the ‘Bond chord’, and yet, as we have established, this chord communicates emotions irrespective
of whether the original cultural and contextual usage is shared or not. Ultimately we will probably never know
quite how the ‘Bond chord’ works, stripped of its ascribed western musical meaning and cultural appropriations
unless we played it to a remote tribe of natives in deepest South America, untouched by western civilisation and
associated music.
The chord itself (transcribed above in fig.14), similar to the Superman Fmaj9 (#11) chord discussed earlier,
contains more than one chord. Look carefully and you will see that the top three notes of the chord constitute a
chord of B major. If we add the G below the B and leave it at that, we have a rather square and raw voicing of a
Gma7(#5) with no lower spacious voicing to mitigate the severity of the chord. With just four notes the chord has
a strange, cheap, overt low-budget 70s horror characteristic, cheapened as it is by the simplistic voicing. But if
we add the bottom two notes we then have the full orchestral version of the famous Bond chord of Em9(maj7).
Both the ‘Bond’ chord and the Superman chord can be described as ‘multi-chordal experiences’ but they produce
subtly different emotional contexts. The Superman chord is very much a ‘shock and awe’ chord and one which
the composer John Williams uses regularly. The exuberance is contained by the simultaneous experience of the
Em/C/F chords producing a lavishly and heavily scored Fmaj9(#11). Despite the three chords implied, the result
is not overtly dissonant or chromatic; it is the aural equivalent of being in several places at once; confusing,
overwhelming but exciting.
Horizontal Harmony
My third volume contains a chapter called ‘The Name’s Bond – James Bond’ in which I analyse a few of the
James Bond cues (Morrell, 2015:75). One small cue, which in film terms has become one of the most identifiable
sonic logos in cinema history, is analysed (Morrell, 2015.75) and again the method of its communication is tied
up in the ‘multi chordal experience’ Herbert Spencer spoke of. This time the chords are not exactly simultaneous
but follow each other very closely. In this case we are dealing with the concept of ‘horizontal harmony’, a method
that film score composers use all the time and which appears in my books regularly. Horizontal harmony can
sometimes engage the listener to a greater degree than normal vertical chordal harmony because notes that make
up chords are delivered and experienced gradually, not simultaneously. The act of understanding and
categorisation is not only a part of listening; it is part of the pleasure people get from listening. The emotions of
expectation and anticipation are part of that same sense of excitement and fulfillment. Huron, in one of numerous
comments which address how music communicates, says that “the principal emotional content of music arises
through the composers’ choreographing of expectation” (Huron, 2005:2).
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Perhaps a good example of this is our second ‘Bond’ excerpt, annotated in fig.15. In this piece, the listener is
confronted by a four-bar line of horizontal harmony. The whole phrase is split into four mini-phrases. The
horizontal harmony suggested at the culmination of the first mini-phrase implies an Em7; the culmination of the
second mini-phrase suggests a G7, the third suggests a Bm7 and the final one repeats the first phrase. In addition,
the physical and rhythmical distribution of the notes are themselves dramatic, with the second, third and fourth
phrases anticipated, effectively beginning before we would expect, creating a sense of anxiety (as detailed below).
As if this wasn’t enough, each mini phrase ends on a note which is held (circled in red) and collectively these
notes assume their own identity. Underlying the probabilistic nature of much music and referring to how people
listen and distill their musical environment, Temperley said: “In listening to a piece of music we draw conclusions
about the underlying structures that gave rise to those notes.” (Temperley, 2010: 3). So one of the reasons the
excerpt below works so well is because of the chords inferred by singular notes left hanging in the phrase – notes
which are part of a larger pattern that creates probabilities in the mind of the listener.
Figure: 15 Track: ‘White Knight Audio timing: 00.08 Film Cue Sync: 02.24.50
Phrase 3 features B,
D, A#, resting on the A

Remembering Temperley’s contextualisation of Leonard Meyer, when he said “music only conveys meaning and
expressive effect when expectations are violated in some way” (Temperley, 2007: 19), the piece above proves the
point to an extent because our expectations are violated by virtue of the pushed, anticipated phraseology, creating
just the right amount of anxiety.
Concluding the first section of the analysis part of this introduction, and with reference to the use of notation,
many of my undergraduate and postgraduate students have attested to the fact that they have learned in my classes
to ‘listen through their eyes’ and have as a result learned more about ‘what music is’. Also I regularly receive
emails from students who have read my books explaining how enlightening they have been. This level of
communication between author and reader would be impossible for me to achieve without utilising musical
notation as a language of communication.
Film Music as a Functional, Representational, Metaphorical Art Form
“The function of any film’s music is perhaps best expressed by composer
Bernard Herrmann when he suggests that music may be considered ‘the
communicating link between the screen and the audience.”
(Kalinak, 1998: 23)
In this section I will argue, ultimately, that it is mostly music’s practical and functional use in film that encourages
and helps it to create emotion and ‘meaning’ in the mind of the viewer / listener. I make this point in context of
this thesis primarily to balance the discourse that exists on music composition and even film music composition,
which can sometimes be personalised and reverential. By highlighting the functional aspects of film music we
tend to remember that, ultimately, film music cannot usually be artistically indulgent or governed by lofty notions
of inspiration and genius, but guided instead by the realisation that it is a subservient and pragmatic art form.
In his book, A Preface to Logic Cohen says “Anything acquires meaning if it is connected with, or indicates, or
refers to, something beyond itself”. (Cohen, 2015: 47). This seems to both a good description of film music and a
good place to start thinking specifically about the area of ‘meaning.
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The big problem with film music and ‘meaning’ is that perception of the music is contaminated by our perception
of factors outside the music, such as the film itself. One sees and hears both simultaneously, so whatever meaning
is created in the music is at least partly because of the context of its use. However, this doesn’t stop us from
understanding what emotions and meanings are created by the music, differentiating between the music and the
film, and how these emotions and meanings can fundamentally alter our ultimate perception and enjoyment of a
film. Philip Bohlman makes many interesting and relevant points in his chapter ‘Ontologies on Music’ in the book
Rethinking Music (ed. Cook, Nicholas and Everist, Mark, 1999). Referring to a tendency whereby people are
conditioned to music being a ‘thing’, or as Bohlman calls it, an object, he states:
“As an object, music can assume specific forms, which may be inscribed on
paper or magnetic tape and language systems can assign names to music and
its objective properties. By contrast music exists in the conditions of a process.
Because a process is always in flux, it never achieves fully objective status…it
is always becoming something else; as a process music is unbound and open.”
(Bohlmam, 1999: 18)
Few people outside the realm of musicians or composers experience any kind of music literally, as a language;
for most people music exists in the abstract. What most people experience is the emotion music creates. Film is a
great outlet for the emotional qualities music generates because listeners then have something visual that the music
is designed to work with, emotionally. One of film music’s roles is to mediate between the different, other more
solid and literal forms present in films, such as sets, actors, dialogue and pictures. This is music at its most
pragmatic, practical and helpful. But music is also there to encourage viewers to look beyond the pictures and into
the subtext or the real, hidden meaning of a film.
Some Examples of the Functionality of Film Music: Road to Perdition (2002)
One of music’s primary functions is to ‘paper over’ the cracks left by visual edits which would sometimes be hard
to digest, were it not for the contextual gloss music offers. One example is the Sam Mendez film Road to Perdition
(2002). The music is by Thomas Newman and is discussed at length in a chapter called ‘The Deft Touch of
Subtlety’ (Morrell, 2013: 118). The question in terms of this introduction is, if film music helps ‘bad edits’ seem
more natural and plausible, how is this achieved? In the scene in question, Tom Hanks’ character, having been
involved in a violent and bloody altercation, returns to a hotel where his son is waiting for him. They embrace but
shortly afterward we cut to a scene outside, in which Tom Hanks’ character is driving a car and his son is looking
out the window. The point is that the second scene is in a different place in time and location. Played without
music, the edit is abrupt. Students I teach were asked what ‘role’ the music fulfilled. A tactic I use a lot in education
is to get students to focus not on ‘how good the music is’ but instead on how it is useful to the film. Inevitably the
success of film music is almost purely about its effectiveness and suitability and function, not so much how good
it is as music. Some said the scene “is more complete with music”. Some said that “music mitigates the sense of
time”. In the case of this film in particular, whilst the scene itself changes, the music remains consistent. This is
typical of thousands of films in that it is the consistency of the music that mitigates the potential mental jolt created
by the visuals.
Gattaca (1997)
Similarly, my second book discusses the 1997 film Gattaca, music by Michael Nyman. The film’s music is
discussed at length in a chapter entitled ‘The Intricacy, Sophistication and Complexity of Film Music’ (Morrell,
2013. 289). Gattaca possesses what I refer to as a “strange, eerie and in some ways endearing lack of distinct time
and location” (Morrell, 2013. 290). Although the film is set in the future (civilians are traveling to the stars as a
matter of course) there are many visual aspects which allude to past times. The cars look distinctly 1970s, the sets
are often cold, pale and lacking in distinction. But by far the aspect which grounds the film in the present rather
than the future is the music, which is romantic, poignant, orchestral and sometimes minimalist. The music
functions as an emotional commentary on the concept of the story; inhumanity, tragedy, discrimination and
prejudice. It references the romantic protagonist who strives to overcome the odds at all costs. This is music at its
most functional.
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Ocean’s 11 (2001)
A chapter in my third book entitled ‘Film Music and the Classical Tradition’ (Morrell, 2015.304) discusses the
seemingly unusual choice of ‘Claire De La Lune’ by Debussy, for inclusion at the end of the film Ocean’s 11
(2001). Even when something as seemingly abstract as French Impressionist music is used in a 20th century
American crime film, the functionality of music is still at the heart of the process. In this case it is almost the
eschewing of traditional scoring techniques in favour of something which normally lives outside that world which
itself nevertheless provides a function by virtue of being different. As I say in my book when referring to the
piece’s functionality, “…we’re talking about a piece working because it’s so unlike anything a film composer
would come up with; therefore, it lacks the predictability and formula we are used to.” (Morrell, 2015: 305). I
then discuss how film music may have become too much of a ‘style’ or ‘type’ whose character is in danger of
becoming homogenised to the point of predictability. In context of the specific focus of the functionality of film
music, music is being functional whether it reinforces or challenges stereotyping.
There is music and then there is why and how music affects us; for me this is the biggest area of research and it
was the centre of gravity for my books. Indeed, I sometimes touch on wider issues, such as our observations of
reality, in order to better understand what I mean by ‘meaning’ in music. I often say that musical meaning does
not reside literally, physically in the music; I discuss my opinion that meaning and interpretation is personal but
also the result of societal factors (Morrell, 2015: 309). Discussing the meaning of reality. Hanslick says, “the
colour, the sound…are not related to our emotions, but only the meanings we ourselves attach to them.” (Hanslick,
1854: 40). Whatever beauty or emotion or feeling or meaning music may seem to have is something we attach to
it. By definition whatever emotion we attach to film music when it is heard within the body of a film experience,
is still something we attach to it but something which is the result of a bigger experience. Hanslick promotes the
notion that the problem with musical aesthetics and notions of meaning in music is precisely the fact that they
obsess over how music makes us feel without looking as heavily at why it makes us feel this way. This is an
extremely valid perspective and, ironically since his book was written in 1854 one which exposes social attitudes
especially prevalent today, namely the notion that everything is about us. This is why in my own books, to try and
widen and liberate the discourse, I focus heavily on why, e.g. which elements of music create certain emotions,
and why. How it makes ‘us’ feel, although important, is secondary.
Does Film Music Mean Anything? - Meaning and Metaphors
Hanslick states that “whatever there is in music that apparently pictures states of feeling, is symbolical”
(Hanslick, 1854: 39). But earlier he says “the ideas which a composer expresses are mainly and primarily of a
musical nature” (Hanslick, 1854: 36). Therefore, there is an important distinction between a feeling and an idea.
When composers write music, many have feelings and emotions which they convert into musical ideas. This itself
is also comparable to the way in which listeners, film-goers, film directors (in fact anyone not musically literate)
utilise metaphors when contextualising film music. People often refer to film composing as a solitary profession.
This is normally said because firstly few people understand its complexities and secondly it is normally composed
by one person, as opposed to songs, which are often written by duos or larger writing groups.
When is Music ‘Emotion’ and when is it really ‘Music’?
But music generally is also solitary in other ways; when one is contextualising film music one realises that music
is only music for a very brief part of its life; film music begins its life as a metaphor, which is a feeling from the
composer, driven by emotion and perspective, guided by either the film footage, a spotting session or a
conversation with a director (who will also be principally thinking emotionally and metaphorically too). Then the
composer creates actual real musical ideas, which are usually written down and performed. For the musicians, it
is music they play. They do not play emotion, they play music. But then the ‘music’ is listened to by the general
public, who hear the textures, instrumentation, rhythm and harmonies, but because they do not understand the
compositional structures; they interpret the music mainly emotionally, in terms of the feelings it creates and the
reactions and sensations it generates within us. So although we use the word ‘music’ to describe music written for
film, it is only understood and contextualised literally as music for a very short period of its life. David Byrne, in
his landmark book How Music Works, having described music as ‘ephemeral’, says, “You can’t touch music. It
exists only at the moment it is being apprehended.” (Byrne, 2013.11). The apprehension of music is a largely an
emotional process.
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Aaron Copland, in his 1939 book What To Listen For in Music, says “Music begins with a composer, passes
through the medium of an interpreter and ends up with you, the listener.” This brings us to the concept of
Hermeneutics, which is defined as the theory of interpretation and the art of understanding. It was, initially at
least, a text-based discipline. Music meant nothing. But how could it be interpreted if people did not understand
it? Why would people listen to music if they did not gain fulfillment? How could they gain fulfillment if music
did not, ultimately, mean something to them? Within this context, Kramer is adamant that music can only ‘speak’
to us if we understand the language being spoken.
“We need to understand music as music, as an autonomous language if
we want to grant it the power to speak of other things”.
(Kramer, 2002: 4)
This view would tend to rule out cinemagoers from deriving any emotion or meaning from the music contained
within films. Indeed, seems to question the notion that we can derive any kind of meaning from music when it is
applied to anything external, such as film:
“Music is simply not reducible to any other circumstances, whether cultural,
historical, biographical…any attempts to make it so has only a cartoonish
reality”.
(Kramer, 2002: 4)
But later Kramer appears, to a degree, to contradict this view when he says: “To make anything more itself, or
more anything, just add music.” (Kramer, 2002: 3). If music is to make anything ‘more itself’ then it must
exaggerate or heighten our experience of it. This is a textbook description of what many believe film music
achieves. But Kramer also says: “Music remains entirely unaffected by the things with which it mixes.” (Kramer,
2002: 4). Personally, I would take issue with this presumption, as I do in my first book when promoting the idea
that the film is just as much a part of your music as your music is a part of the film.
“Most composers are open to the concept of their music bringing new colour,
artistry and emotion to film; they are generally less able to engage with the notion
that moving pictures and the existence of a story or narrative will bring emotion
to their music. This is probably because music is a much more intensely personal
and solitary pursuit compared to some creative arts.”
(Morrell, 2013: 11)
When he talks of music’s ‘cartoonish reality’ Kramer seems to suggest that the effect of film music, when applied
to a specific scene or cue, will be infantile and unsatisfying and that, correspondingly it does not have the capacity
to carry or contextualise complex emotions or meanings. And yet we have already seen and heard, in this thesis
and possibly our own experiences, examples where music greatly enhanced a film situation in positive and
meaningful way. The functionality at the heart of film music’s existence does not preclude it from exuding
complex or subtle emotions or meanings; it simply means that few will understand the music literally and therefore
be able to draw reasoned conclusions about how and why such meanings are generated in the mind of the listener
when confronted with specific music.
“The essence of a metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing
in terms of another.”
(Lackoff & Johnson, 1980.3).
As we have established, music is frequently thought of and remembered in terms of things we might call emotional
metaphors by the public and by non-musical people involved with music, such as film directors. Music can create
within our feelings and emotions, so in a very real sense something (i.e. music) is creating something else (i.e.
emotion). Most conversations I have with directors tend to be frustrating because, understandably, they can never
literalise their thoughts musically; conversations are structured utilising not so much emotional metaphors, but
actual verbalised metaphors, which can sometimes be more confusing than the alternative, which is nothing.
Normally we can understand the words people use as metaphors, if not always the link between the metaphor and
what it is they are actually trying to say. Metaphors are usually quite vague and more than a little general. Indeed,
according to George Lackoff and Mark Johnson, in their excellent 1980 book Metaphors We Live By:
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“Metaphor is for most people a device of the poetic imagination and the rhetorical
flourish. Metaphor is typically viewed as characteristic of language alone, a
matter of words rather than thought or action”
(Lackoff & Johnson, 1980.3).
This means that although the metaphor is an important means of communication between people who understand
music fully and people who possess more of – as I have called it – an unconscious knowledge, it is, nevertheless,
unreliable because not only is it vague, it is also something which is purely about poetic imaginative words to
describe something, rather than something more real and tangible. This can, and does, become abstract sometimes
and ironically it can end up with the metaphor being as hard to understand for the composer as the musical version
of it was for the director. A director several years ago said to me he wanted the music to sound more purple (James
Smith, June 2008). Another one a few years before that said she wanted it to be more organic. (Penny Gould, Sky
TV 1999).
I discuss metaphors in my books, and an example of this is when I talk about “the wordless language of music”
(Morrell, 2015: 12). In context of the debate about what meaning can be derived from film music (which is tied
to the various methods people use to experience and understand music) we can sometimes presume that hearing
and contextualising music in terms of concepts, representations and metaphors make it an unreliable or inferior
experience or perhaps somehow invalid when compared to the person who hears, listens, literalises, analyses and
understands. But an inability to literalise one’s musical thoughts and analyse and distill the music we hear does
not invalidate the listening experience or the emotions derived therefrom. In fact, Zbikowski says:
“Concepts are often thought of as highly stable cognitive structures of
considerable complexity...there are now persuasive arguments that concepts are
quite fluid, that they are not irrevocably wedded to words or to concrete
representations, and that they are not even unique to our species…..in fact they
are very much like the concepts we use to structure our understanding of the
everyday world.”
(Zbikowski, 2002: 4)
In other words, we use metaphors and concepts, and representations in many of our daily and most important
cognitive functions. I discuss the issue of perception in the introduction to my first book (Morrell, 2013: 21) but
to take the idea of perception and the use of metaphors, Zbikowski is right when he states that we think about
music similarly to how we think about other things. So why, given this fact, would we mistrust our ability (as
some do) to gain some degree of representational meaning or emotional understanding of music simply because
most cannot understand the terminology or language?
Attaching Meaning to Specific Intervals - Comprehension, Recognition and Categorisation
“Tonality’s origin is found in the laws of sound. But there are other laws that music
obeys apart from these and the laws that result from the combination of time and
sound: namely, those governing the workings of our minds. This latter forces us to
find a particular kind of layout for those elements that make for cohesion – and to
make them come to the fore, often enough and with enough plasticity – so that in the
small amount of time granted us by the flow of events, we can recognise the musical
figures, grasp the way they hang together and comprehend their meaning.”
(Schoenberg, 1926: 259)
Schoenberg’s point was that comprehension begins with recognition. Recognition is possible when we’re dealing
with small horizontal musical ideas – i.e. basic melodic patterns. But recognition is also possible vertically, in that
we recognise specific types of chords and intervals. The fact that people cannot understand the language which
explains specific intervals does not mean that they do not benefit from the effect, nor that they can’t categorise it,
classify it and recognise it. By way of brief contextualisation, below I discuss the distinct flavour and contextual
use of two intervals.
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The distinct harmonic flavour of the ‘add2’
An example of the power of intervals is the ‘add2’ extension, which is generally regarded as a ‘soft’ extension
which slightly blurs the gap between the root and the major 3rd creating a feeling of contentment and emotional
warmth. In order to add substance to this, below I have transcribed the famous theme from the iconic television
show Twin Peaks (1990) composed by Angelo Badalmenti. The music, including the use of the add2, is featured
in my second book in a chapter entitled ‘The Subtleties, Intricacies and Exquisite Tensions of Television Music’
(Morrell, 2015.68). In the transcription below, of the main theme from Twin Peaks, I have highlighted in red the
add2 extensions.
An ‘add9’ is the same note (relative to the chord) as the ‘add2’ – but an octave higher. Distinguishing between
add2 and add9 can sometimes cause issues, not least because in many vertical chord voicings there will be more
than two octaves, creating the question ‘which is the add2 and which is the add9? In a multiple octave situation,
the add2 is deemed to be present in the main body of the chord with the add9 appearing vertically higher up the
scale. In context of this track, the initial Fadd2 creates the feeling of a warm, inviting emotion, with the subsequent
Dmadd2 in bar 2 creating an opposite, dark feeling, partly because of the minor chord but also because of the
clash between the 2nd and minor 3rd. This is clever writing from Badalmenti because this music is used as
introduction music for each episode, and the overwhelming narrative of the show constantly fluctuates between
light and dark; between hope and despair. The G note in the F chord is called a major 2nd interval because of the
root-centric description of intervals (i.e the distance between the root note and the interval). The add2 also sits a
maj 2nd away from the A note (the major 3rd of the chord) whereas the following bar the Dm features the add2 (the
E note) this time sitting a minor 2nd from the F above. So the add2 is different in a minor context; it produces a
darker, more sombre tone because of the more dissonant flavour of the intervals. The Dm (add2) chords are
highlighted in blue.
Figure: 16 Track: ‘Twin Peaks main theme’ Audio timing: 00.00

When we ask ‘what does an add2 mean?’ we are left with the eternal conundrum of what we mean by ‘meaning’.
As I have intimated elsewhere I suggest that music can, in some circumstances, infer or imply an emotional
meaning. These contentions underpin many areas of my books. I do not contend that such meaning is literally and
physically contained in the music itself, as some do. Just as words possess meaning not because of what they look
like or sound like but because of the collective consciousness and common understanding of those who interpret
them, I believe emotion is contained in our reaction and response to the music. As Tagg says when laying down
his benchmarks for what music is: “Music cannot exist unless it’s heard or registered by someone, whether out
loud or inside someone’s head” (Tagg, 2012.44). Any feeling created because of our interaction with music is
created by us. Any emotion felt is ours, not its. As we have discussed elsewhere the ‘meanings’ music imparts are
rarely apparent to just one individual. If they were, how would film composers be able to manipulate entire
audiences rather than simply one or two people? Composers can alter the way scenes are interpreted en mass
because music is, partly at least, experienced collectively and societally. As Kramer implies, the meaning in music
exists because it models and contextualises our experiences by way of a collective experience:
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“Music – and this is no different from more explicitly semantic modes such as
narration and visual description – means primarily not by what it says but by
the way it models the symbolization of experience.”
(Kramer, 2002: 4)
True, as I have intimated before, the meaning harmony imparts does not translate to most people with the
immediacy and succinctness inherent in the written or spoken word or the image, but that is simply because the
meanings in words and images have evolved in more of an absolute, complete and unequivocal way; we can all
convert words into meaning relatively quickly and concisely. But we can also convert our aural musical
experiences into emotions and feelings, if not into absolute concrete meanings.
In my first book I deal at length with my theories of why, for example, humans have a much more precise
understanding of colour but much less understanding of pitch (Morrell, 2013.21). Put simply, if we go back far
enough in human history, our lives depended on our ability to distinguish colours; eating the wrong coloured
berries might kill us. By comparison, although we needed a good sense of hearing in terms of texture, dangerous
animals were not in specific keys, so we never evolved such good knowledge of pitch. With film music any
emotions music generates in the mind of the listener do not actually have to be absolute in the first place, because
they are accompanying images which, together with the music, will create a more concrete meaning. Indeed if
both pictures and music generated absolute concrete meaning, there would be little need for both existing at the
same time. Film depends on its interaction with music for many of its messages to be translated; sometimes subtly.
According to Zbikowski, who is talking in context of our understanding of music, our ability to categorise is
something we may be unaware of.
“Our ability to categorise things is a cognitive process so basic and so
pervasive that it can easily escape your notice.”
(Zbikowski, 2002: 12)
The fact that we may be largely oblivious and unaware of the power of music is, again, one of the facts that make
it such a great emotional companion to film; if we were distracted by the conscious thought process involved with
attempting to understand what we hear, it would distract from the film. The thought processes do exist, but they
are often subliminal and instinctual. Music’s emotional impact, whilst occasionally being quite forensic in its
application, is subtle in its reception and comprehension. There are meanings, moods, emotions and feelings
created within us by music which are ultimately governed by our unified and collective reactions and responses
to specific harmonies, chords, intervals and other devices and situations. This means composers can deduce how,
why and in what circumstances certain harmonies, intervals, instrumental combinations or melodies continue to
affect people in fairly consistent, predictable and reasonably uniform ways.
Returning to the add2 and this time in context of its stylistic and cultural history (when used in a major chord
context) it can be found in countless Pop ballads, not least of which is the piece transcribed below. I have placed
a low voicing of an ‘add2’ chord in bar one to illustrate the type of chord I refer to, followed by a transcription of
a few bars of ‘Close to You’ famously performed by The Carpenters. When film score composers invoke rich,
lush voicings of the add2, they are simply creating a much more texturally and stylistically subtle version of some
of the chords in the transcription below. I am not suggesting that everyone specifically remembers ‘Close to You’
when they hear an add2, but there will be some unconscious and occasionally conscious associative link made in
the mind of the listener between different musical experiences which overlap due to similar use of extensions.
Figure: 17 Track: ‘Close To You’ Audio timing: 00.00
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In volume one of my book series, in a chapter entitled ‘The Harmonic Power of Music’ I cover the main theme
from the 2004 film The Day After Tomorrow (Morrell, 2013.170). Although the intro is sombre, the use of the
add2 in bar seven (which is bar two of the melody) creates a sense of warmth and contentment which in this
precise narrative context is symbolic of hope. The add2 is highlighted in red.
Figure: 18 Track: ‘The Day After Tomorrow’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.25

In a chapter in my first volume entitled ‘The Rich Culture and History of TV Music’ I cover the well-known, odd
and dramatically tongue-in-cheek theme from the 1989 ITV’s Poirot (Morrell, 2013: 249). The memorable theme
by Christopher Gunning makes repeated and excellent use of the add2 (this time over a minor chord) and the
precise emotion is different again from other examples I have given, principally due to the instrumentation (the
treated piano) and the rapid-fire delivery of the harmonies.
Figure: 19 Track: ‘Poirot’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

The distinctive harmonic flavour of the ‘#4’

Another example of the power and character of intervals, especially in context of film music, would be the allpowerful ‘sharp four’ interval (#4). For the avoidance of doubt, a ‘#4’ extension is the same note (relative to the
chord) as the ‘#11’ – but an octave lower. Distinguishing between #4 and #11 can sometimes cause issues, not
least because in many vertical chord voicings there will be more than two octaves, creating the question ‘which
is the #4 and which is the #11? In a multiple octave situation, the #4 is deemed to be present in the main body of
the chord with the #11 appearing vertically higher up the scale. The effect of this interval and its various usages
is heavily featured in all my books. I discuss in a wider context how people listen and ‘hear’ intervals in a chapter
in volume one entitled Music Theory in Action (Morrell, 2013: 29). The #4 interval is specific, peculiar and in
many ways unmistakable, but before we think that its effect is therefore consistent and stable, we have to
remember that textural and stylistic terrain is the ultimate arbiter of context.
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I talk about this many times, not least in volume two in a chapter called The Intricacy, Sophistication and
Complexity of Film Music (Morell, 2015: 303). By way of brief supportive examples to illustrate and contextualise
my point, I shall reference a few pieces which contain the distinctive #4/#11 intervals but where the exact defining
stylistic context is subtly different in each. If we look at the main title theme from the 2005 documentary series
Life in the Undergrowth (below, fig 20) we see the #11 (D#) is used in the penultimate bar. This, when played
alongside the visual introduction, creates a slightly mystical, magical end to the introduction title credits, which
prepares the viewer for the content and context of the show, which is to illustrate the beauty of nature and
evolution. More detail can be found in volume two (Morrell, 2013: 28).
Figure: 20 TV Show: Life in the Undergrowth’ Cue Sync: 00.00.01

In the piece below, 02.30 into a track entitled ‘Tape of Vincent’ from the 1999 film Sixth Sense, we see composer
James Newton Howard making great use of the #11. The specific effect of this interval in context of its musical
surroundings (texture, orchestration) and in context of its usage as the film intro music, is to create a distinctly
eerie and anxious feel, explained further in volume one (Morrell, 2013: 90)
Figure: 21 Track: ‘Tape of Vincent’ Audio timing: 02.30 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.54

Film: The Sixth Sense (00.00.00.54) Track ‘Tape of Vincent’ (02.30) James Newton Howard

Another track by James Newton Howard entitled ‘The Empire State Building’ from the 2005 Peter Jackson film
King Kong, makes use of the #4 interval throughout (a short segment transcribed below, fig.22). In this specific
context, coming 02.41.15 into the movie as King Kong scales the Empire State, the soft textures of the strings are
at odds with the visual terror and chaos which precedes the scene; all of which presents the creature in a different,
more sympathetic light than previous versions of the movie. The #4s (denoted with red arrows) create a subtle
emotion or feeling of wonderment but also apprehension. More context is covered in the first volume in a chapter
entitled ‘The Harmonic Power of Music’ (Morrell, 2013: 178).
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Figure: 22 Track: ‘Empire State Building’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.41.15

#

Compare this to the brash, exuberant and exciting music written by Danny Elfman for the introduction sequence
to the television show The Simpsons (1989+). The music and the show are covered in detail in a chapter in my
first volume entitled ‘The Rich Culture and History of TV Music’ (Morrell, 213: 211). The piece is lathered with
#4 intervals, which are used in abundance along with a comedic approach to orchestration (see below, figure 23).
In this specific context the #4 has a weird, clumsy comedic effect, rather than the ‘wonderment’ in fig.22.
Orchestration and context change everything but if one listens to most examples of a #4 in film music, there is an
emotional link. The #4 is symptomatic of things not of this world, or of a kind of mystical wonder, or often used
when we simply want to invoke confusion or bafflement.
Figure: 23 Track: ‘Main Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 TV Show sync: 00.00.00

Further analysis of themes which include the #4 / #11 as parts of their character is included in my books, not least
the well-known theme to the 2001 TV show Six Feet Under, by Thomas Newman, featured in volume one
(Morrell, 2013: 282) and transcribed below. Thomas Newman explained to me that the dynamic he wanted to
create in SFU was the relationship between the #4 (the A) and the dominant 7th (the Db) found at the start of the
melody line. These two notes together form the root and major 3rd of an A chord. This, played over an Eb chord,
is what lends the piece what he called the “far away” feel. This concept definitely underpins the theme.
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Figure: 24 Track: ‘Six Feet Under’ Audio timing: 00.00 TV show Sync: 00.00.00

Over and above the #4, there are an abundance of different intervals and extensions that can colour the sound of
music, often adding emotional effect either subtly or directly. I discuss this numerous times across all three
volumes, the first of which is in the introduction to volume one (Morrell, 2013: 14). My books often cite specific
emotional meanings generated by the use of specific intervals, but I am generally careful not to suggest that a
concrete emotional meaning is irretrievably associated with a specific type of interval or extension because
harmonic and filmic context changes everything.
Emotional Meaning, Categorisation and Musical Language
Seeing music helps us to understand how important and consistent structure and form are in the general assembly
of music. Many people can fall into the trap of contextualising structure and form as simply receptacles into which
a composer pours his or her uniqueness. Often, when we enjoy the extra dimension of knowledge and perspective
notation can bring, we realise just how much of the success, consistency and cohesiveness of music belong to
something that was there already and is not something created anew each time by the composer. Certainly, this is
my experience, and this knowledge has been liberating
Kramer, when talking about emotion in music, said, “The expression of feeling, for example, may be grounded in
concepts like form and structure” (Kramer, 2002: 2). Lawrence Zbikowski references music theory and cognition
and how our experiences relate to our understanding of music, and he says, in context of a wider discussion that
encompasses the role of theory:
“Anyone’s understanding of music draws on the same cognitive
processes that humans use to organize their understanding of the world
as a whole….. These processes create musical concepts…… The act of
conceptualizing music is the beginning of a whole chain of cognitive
events ….”
(Zbikowski, 2002:4)
So, according to Zbikowski and my own viewpoint, for anyone to properly process music and conceptualise its
effect and meaning, ultimately they need more than aural stimulation; they need the ability to categorise, classify
and catalogue what they hear - something with all the benefits a visual representation brings; the ability to
reference, compare and contrast. Expanding on Zbikowski’s comments about music being understood in the same
way humans organize their understanding of the world as a whole; if we examine how we actually organize our
knowledge and understanding of the world, we realise that inevitably much of the information we use to
understand the world is visual, i.e. pictures and images. It could be said that ultimately, although we use spoken
and written language to understand, distill, categorise and ultimately contextualise the pictures and images we see
and the things we experience, ultimately words generally serve the images and experiences. With music, it can be
argued that we use the visual representation and language of notation to understand something which is itself
neither visual nor literal, but aural in nature, for most people. Readers use the language of notation to make sense
of the music they hear; thus the language of notation plays a similar role as the language of words. They both
serve either visual or aural masters, but they remain our principal means of communication. Many popular music
scholars contend that the recording is the ‘text’, not the score.
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Possibly different people contextualise ‘text’ in different ways. This may be down to a generally acknowledged
lack of a universal description of ‘meaning’, something Kramer discusses regularly:
“The second flawed supposition, that music’s non-textural character bars it
from having text-like meaning is based on a confusion between the medium
and the message”
(Kramer, 2002: 15)
To embellish my point; in the same way words are themselves used to conceptualise and even create art, as in
the case of film or theatre, we use notation to conceptualise and create musical art. Indeed, as George Lackoff
and Mark Johnson state in their landmark book Metaphors We Live By:
“The Essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of
thing in terms of another”
(Lakoff/Johnson, 1980:5).
We enjoy music by listening to it, but in order to understand it, we experience it in terms of notation. In context
of these ideas, it is extremely improbable that anyone would gain a full and complete understanding of music
without being able to read and understand it, as well as aurally hear and appreciate it. Notation converts music
from the abstract to the literal. I would argue that it is only the heady mixture of sight and sound that makes music
truly knowable if by ‘know’ we mean ‘understand’. With this ontological position in mind, we can consider that
a full and proper understanding of music is only possible when we can see it as well as hear it. Certainly I could
not communicate the vastness of my analysis without notation.
Notation allows me to analyse music coherently and consistency and it means that I, as the author of the books,
can communicate concepts and ideas to readers of the books, who are mainly composers and/or teachers.
The Myth of the Abstract, Non-Reverential World of Music
It is surprising to me that various distinguished authors and composers have regularly commented on what they
often perceive as the abstract, non-representational world of music. Huron says “Musicians must create sadness
through abstract, non-representational sounds.” (Huron, 2007: 1). Many have said that music is powerless to
express anything at all because it does not represent anything. No lesser figure than Stravinsky was clear in his
thoughts about music and meaning when he said, “If music appears to express something, this is an illusion and
not reality” (Stravinsky, 1936: 91). But if music doesn’t mean anything or represent anything or express anything,
why are people moved by it and why is it used in film? It’s not just because it’s nice to listen to, it’s because it is
functional; it provides a service in pursuit of a greater achievement – to tell an interesting story in a compelling
and captivating way. If music was meaningless outside the literal language world only a few understand, it would
be of no use in film; in fact, it would confuse its audience. Kramer makes one of many comments on the whole
issue of meaning in music, making a distinction between ‘meaning’ and music ‘being meaningful’. He also talks
about music working as a medium for what he calls ‘social connection’.
Music may be ‘meaningful’ in the sense that people find it important or that
it expresses emotions of serves as a medium of social connection, but it
does all these things without assuming a concrete content.
(Kramer 2002: 11)
In my books I talk about music acting as a connective or cohesive force when it mediates between film and the
listener/viewer. Whenever I refer to music being a functional art form or being functional, as I do many times, I
am always trying to promote the rationale, sensible, view of film music and film composers, and to try and liberate
discourse on film music from its tendency in the past to obsess about the characters and personalities of the
composers, in much the same way books on classical music did, presenting composers as unfathomable geniuses
whose work was beyond comprehension. Kramer refers to the kind of practical and functional aspect of film music
I often refer to when he says “Music collapses the sense of distance associated with visuality” (Kramer, 2002: 3).
This is an interesting point; I make a similar point in the introduction to my first volume, when I say:
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“Music can be the emotional bond between you and the film; it can make you
understand and enjoy the film on a much more heightened level than pictures or
dialogue alone can achieve”
(Morrell, 2013: 12).
In my first book I refer to film music’s pragmatic functional use (Morrell, 2013: 325); in my second book I discuss
the fact that ultimately all music is ‘functional’ to varying degrees. I make the point that very little music is written
for no reason whatsoever (Morrell, 2013: 11). I refer to the functionality of John Williams’ masterful score to the
1994 film Jurassic Park (Morrell, 2013: 226). In my introduction to my third book I go further in tying music’s
functionality and structure to architecture, drawing what I believe are realistic comparisons between what are seen
as different, technical and artistic roles (Morrell, 2015: 3). I do not honestly believe that film music is discussed
in the sobering context of functionality as much as it ought to be. It is often seen as a purely artistic endeavour
whereas in fact many of the great themes we remember, we remember because of the experience that a
combination of the film and the music managed to create. Indeed, if film music were purely an indulgent artistic
endeavour, it is doubtful composers would manage to turn things around as fast as they do. Numerous composers
I have spoken to have spoken dismissively about lofty concepts such as inspiration, vision and creativity.
Referring to the extremely tight deadline James Horner faced when James Cameron overran the shoot of the 1986
film Alien, Horner said “If I had to rely on inspiration when I wrote Aliens in two weeks, nothing would get done.
I relied on existing formulas and ideas which I’ve usually had peculating around my head for months. Then you
finesse these for whatever project you’re working on” (in conversation with the author, Feb 2008). Also, referring
to his views on the composing process, Jerry Goldsmith said “Inspiration is spoken about in the most bullshit way
imaginable. Film composers are constantly thinking stuff up and it all lays dormant and then you get this twoweek deadline and you deliver and everyone thinks you’re a genius. Its bullshit” (In conversation with the author,
March 2001). I discuss the area of inspiration and associated concepts in great detail in the introduction to my first
book (Morrell, 2013: 18), when I say:
“When people listen to music they tap into unconscious or conscious
memories of existing structures in order to understand, classify and
rationalise what it is they’re listening to. But this is also how composers write
music. It’s the same process but undertaken by someone who has the mental
and emotional faculties to convert their knowledge into the creation of
musical ideas.”
(Morrell, 2013: 18)
The fact that film music is inherently a sobering, methodical and practical pursuit which makes use of many
harmonic tricks composers have up their sleeve, is the very reason it can be achieved in such a short time. This
fact does nothing at all to lessen the significance or skill involved in composing, but it places it in a more
enlightened and less hysterical perspective.
How Intervals, rather than notes, guide our perceptions
Hanslick talks about how potentially misleading it is to ascribe specific meaning to a specific type of chord before
eventually saying:
“…. aesthetically speaking, such primordial distinctive traits are non-existent
when viewed by the light of those wider laws to which they are subordinate”
(Hanslick, 1854.40).
The ‘wider laws’ Hanslick refers to are ultimately context; context is one of the major aesthetic arbiters of how
we perceive anything, not just music. Therefore it can be argued that many feelings, emotions or even meanings
are, ultimately transitory in nature because they depend on varying movable contexts. I would agree with Hanslick
in that chords do not always and universally generate only one type of feeling or meaning; as an example, if we
play the chord in bar one of figure 22, below (C7b10) we hear what many might refer to as a dark, dirty, rough
‘jazz’ sound. If you repeat the rhythm in bar two you would achieve something like a decent stylistic
contextualisation of the chord.
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If you play the same chord in bar three, the difference in octave, together with the fuller, more closed voicing,
loses the jazz sound. But if you contextualise the chord ala bar four, you achieve a kind of playful strangeness. If
you played it on a vibes sound it takes it into the realm of mystery. I can vouch for this; when I lived in London
in the late 1980s I would occasionally do jazz gigs in the evening and sessions on the BBCTV children’s show
‘Play School’ in the daytime where this brand of C7b10 was a regular choice. The same ‘chord’ achieves different
stylistic and emotional results based on the context of its delivery.
Figure: 25
(b10)

C7

(b10)

C7

F13

(b10)

C7

The same basic observations can be applied to many examples where we may at first be forgiven for presuming
that a certain chord has a specific, permanent and immovable stylistic home.
The complex relationship between the interval and the note it occupies
Another example of how a simple note can change its emotional or stylistic character can be found in how notes
relate to intervals they occupy. In my books a regular, reoccurring theme is the relationship between a sound we
hear, the note name we call it according to the frequency it generates, and the interval it occupies or temporarily
represents. A frequency is a scientific fact and a note name and interval are our way of representing the sound in
a coherent and understandable context. But these are all, ultimately, constructs we create to govern the world of
sound and music.
Notes are, in effect, singular pieces of theoretical random harmonic energy until they assume the sonic shape of
the interval they occupy. For example, the note of Eb is fairly meaningless until it begins to take the shape of an
interval and be surrounded by other notes which form a chord; it could be the min3 of a Cm chord, or the 5th of
an Eb chord, for example. Or it could be the b10 of the jazz chord we looked at earlier in this appendix. The point
of all this is that my overriding contention is that listeners can hear – and are aware of – intervallic movement just
as they are aware of the more obvious and physical movement of a note changing from a Bb to G, for example. It
is my contention that some of the most satisfying musical experiences happen when the relationship between the
note and the interval is brought into focus. If we hear the same physical note being repeated but representing
different intervals each time depending on its surrounding harmonic terrain, it can be argued that this forces us to
listen to the interval more than the note, which makes us engage on a deeper level. If the note itself was moving
physically, this is much easier to recognise, but when the note remains static but what it represents intervallically
moves, this is a deeper, more profound experience because it requires cognitive work on our part to recognise and
respond to the intervallic context. I talk about these issues in my books a lot, and in-class too because ultimately
it helps students understand harmony and particularly chord voicing in a much better way. Arrangers and
orchestrators spend a lot of their time ironing out voicing issues. If they minimise physical movement and ensure
intervallic movement, it helps the smoothness of voicing. This is because there is much less in terms of notes
lurching downward or upward
It is my belief, as I have alluded to elsewhere, that people who possess no formal musical knowledge or
understanding, are nevertheless able to classify, categorise and respond to intervallic movement. Key to this is the
assumption that people can discriminate between pitches and further that this suggests an ability to distinguish
and recognise that an interval has changed even if a pitch has remained the same. Bob Snyder, in a section of his
2000 book Music and Memory, entitled ‘pitch discrimination and memory’ states:
“The total number of different frequencies that a human being can
discriminate is large. Research suggests a person can perceive at least
1,400 different frequencies. The tuning system of western European
music makes use of about ninety different pitches”.
(Snyder, 2000: 127)
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At the risk of overdoing it (that ship sailed a long time ago, right?) the reason why harmony works at all, is because
people aren’t really listening to notes. Unless they have perfect pitch, note names are meaningless. But what they
are aware of (without realising it) are intervals. An interval is different from a note; a note is just harmonic energy
whereas the intervals are what give notes identity and emotion. Although people don’t know the names of the
intervals they’re hearing any more than they know the names of the notes, intervals are different in that the way a
chord sounds and feels emotionally, is a direct result of our reaction to intervals. This is why we find music so
attractive and why everyone loves it; because there is an emotional recognition of, and attachment to, intervals.
I have run tests in class to ascertain to what degree people recognise intervallic change, and my results have shown
that a very high percentage of students not only recognise intervallic change but also recognise that it creates a
reaction within them, which is subtler and different to the feeling of immediate recognition that accompanies pitch
change. We recognise pitch change, but an awareness of intervallic changes is a more emotional process. The
issue of the physical note remaining static whilst the interval moves within it, is contextualised below in a
transcription of chords featured in a chapter in my first book entitled ‘Music Theory in Action’ (Morrell, 2013:
42). As we can see (below, fig.26) the move from Am7 to Fmaj9/A is much smoother because only one note
changes physically (the E to the F). The rest stay where they are, but given the new context in bar two, they ‘mean’
something new i.e. they now represent something different, intervallically. This represents good voicing, because
there is minimal physical movement, and it also ensures listeners enjoy a much subtler experience than would
otherwise have been the case if more notes moved physically.
Figure: 26
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I use the figure above, along with others, in class, in order to engage students in the process of interval recognition,
and in particular the idea that we can change what a chord is, and what we call it, by changing just one note; the
chord of Am7 changes to become an Fadd9/A simply because the E note shifts up to the F. This is the only note
which changes physically, but the remaining notes, although remaining static, change their intervallic complexion.
So when I ask students to tell me which notes have ‘changed’ I am trying to illicit an acknowledgement of
intervallic change, not physical change. I am also trying to get them to realise that something which changes their
perception of a chord, what it is, what we call it, is based on an awareness of intervallic context, which is something
much subtler in terms of our perception of it. A similar idea is when we hear the same interval being repeated,
albeit attached to different notes, this is where the intervallic context is parallel, but not the notes. This concept is
nothing new; indeed, one of the first lessons I learned in harmony was avoiding parallel intervals. But a good
example of deliberate repetition of an interval to elicit a positive reaction created by that interval would be a
section of a track called ‘Now We Are Free’, by Hans Zimmer, from a 2000 film called Gladiator. This is covered
in detail in my first book (Morrell, 2013: 167) in context of a chapter entitled ‘The Harmonic Power of Music’.
In the transcription of the track below, I have annotated the melody and also the intervals represented by the
melody in ratio to the accompanying chords. The main point to be made in this piece lies in bar four, where we
have the A, G# and F# melody line, which correspond to the min3 and two maj3 intervals.
Figure: 27 Track: ‘Now We Are Free’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.22.12

In class before I bring attention to the use of three successive 3rd intervals (one minor and two major) I ask students
to tell me if there is any segment of the piece which speaks to them. Regularly students choose the section with
three successive 3rd intervals.
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I then talk to them about the richness of the 3rd interval; this is something I comment on regularly in my books. I
discuss the 3rd interval possessing a disproportionate warmth which radiates outwards from the chord, compared
to other intervals. I discuss this area of study numerous times, not least when discussing Michael Kamen’s music
for the 2001 television series Band of Brothers in my first book (Morrell, 2013: 285). I also discuss it in a chapter
called ‘The Deft Touch of Subtlety’ when talking about James Newton Howard’s main theme from the 2002 movie
Signs (Morrell, 2013: 146). I also discuss the same area when discussing Hans Zimmer’s music to the 2002 film
The Ring (Morrell, 2013: 137). Many composers have told me that they write to the interval, not the note.
“I write to the interval. The interval is king. You might need the add2, the
rich 3rd, the stark sus4, the exciting #5…the interval has the colour, not the
note”
(James Horner, in conversation with the author)
Kramer’s use of the word and sentence analogy is interesting, especially because he ties the analogy into the
argument about music possessing meaning.
“Music’s lack of word-and-sentence semantics does nothing to bar if from
having meaning….”
(Kramer, 2002: 15)
In a lecture I give at college which eventually tackles the chords contained in fig 23 and the cue ‘Now We Are
Free’, I begin the lecture by asking students to notice that the words ‘Chair’ and ‘Choir’ are identical, save for
one letter. The point is that one letter can completely change everything about how we perceive not just the word,
but what it means, despite the fact that the rest of the letters in the word remain intact. I use similar analogies and
eventually show students a section of a newspaper article about Prince Charles.
“His comments followed claims that the Prince has secretly seen Mrs
Parker-Bowles for more than a decade, and as often as once a week”
Birmingham Evening Post
I then show students the article as it actually appeared, which contained a one-letter error, but one which changes
the complexion of the article completely.
“His comments followed claims that the Prince has secretly been Mrs
Parker-Bowles for more than a decade, and as often as once a week”
Birmingham Evening Post
This kind of contextualisation helps students acclimatise to the concept of one, singular ‘thing’ (a note or a letter)
completely changing the way we perceive the surrounding terrain (i.e. the entire sentence or the entire chord).
This helps students see harmony as grammar and generally helps contextualise points well, especially potentially
difficult terrain such as the link between physical notes and the intervals they occupy.
Many observation of the dynamics contained within the note / interval relationship can be found in many chapters
of my books. Looking at three stylistically radically different pieces, we will first look at a track called ‘This is
going to hurt’ from Hans Zimmer’s score to the 2002 film The Ring. We can see that the lower note in the basses
and cellos goes from the D, where it supports the Dm chord, to the Db, where it now inverts the subsequent Bbm
chord. The point I make in the book, in much more detail, is that it is precisely the facts that the note goes down
(from D to Db) but the interval goes up (from the root to the first inversion) that creates the beauty and
effectiveness of this piece because there are two opposing forces (the note and the interval it represents) making
two different, opposite journeys. (Morrell, 2013: 137).
Figure: 28 Track: ‘This is Going to Hurt’ Audio timing: 00.00
For me this is not just a theoretical
point or technical observation; it
effects how people listen. Listeners,
I believe, are aware of interval
dynamics and benefit from the
tension and drama they bring, even
if they do not know the names or
terms involved.
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The second example concerns the theme tune from the 1992+ popular ITV drama series A Touch of Frost. The
theme (which comes at the beginning of the show in abbreviated form and in fuller form at the end) was composed
by John Hiseman and Barbara Thompson, and is transcribed below. The theme is featured in my first book
(Morrell, 2013: 310) and one of many points I make is the way the theme initially leads us into a false presumption
and perception of the key centre. Given the lack of supporting harmony, the collective effect of horizontal harmony
leads us into the presumption of a Dm / F major key centre at the start of the cue. Given the public’s ability to
remember, categorise and classify the different harmonies they hear through a kind of quasi understanding of
music theory I have alluded to elsewhere in my portfolio, they are lead to believe in the reality of a key centre of
Dm / F major.
When we arrive at bar six, we hear the Fm chord, which throws us and darkens the mood of the music and the
images it accompanies. The final surprise is that the theme finally begins in earnest in bar eight, at which point it
reveals itself to be in the key of Cm. The initial Dm presumption isn’t something which is felt literally by (except
those with ‘perfect pitch’ and a knowledge of harmony is used) in that they cannot locate and do not know the
literal name of the chord; but the effect of the denial of expectation created by the apparent Dm, together with the
surprise on hearing the Fm and then the Cm, is just as palpable regardless. One needs to read and understand
harmony literally to understand the events, but not to merely realise, be aware of and ultimately benefit from and
enjoy the result.
Figure: 29 Track: ‘Theme from Frost’ Audio timing: 02.32
Initial perception – Dm / F

Fm chord
appears (not
transcribed)

Another example of the dynamic between notes and the intervals they represent is not in the book, but is one I use
in lectures, and I have put it in this appendix for context: David Lowe’s distinctive music which accompanied the
rebranding of BBC News in 1999 to accompany the millennium was interesting and evocative. The way the feeling
of expectation and inevitability was harnessed and delivered expertly by exploiting the dynamic between the
interval and note was extremely successful. The melody note was meant to mimic immortalise the famous ‘Radio
4 pip’ which used to announce the news in bygone years. Lowe used the ‘pip’ sound (the Bb) as a static melody
note, which means that what people were really listening to wasn’t the note, but the interval; changing chordal
accompaniments altered our intervallic perception of the Bb ‘pip’ sound, ensuring the note would never become
as tedious and boring to listen to as it would have been had the Bb remained stating the same interval throughout.
Toward the end of the piece (featured below) the Bb note constitutes a maj3rd when it appears over the Gb chord,
then a 2nd (when it appears an octave higher over the Ab chord), and finally a 1st (when it appears over the Bb
tonic chord).
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Thus the melody line remains static, save for the octave jump, but the intervallic context goes from 3 to 2 to 1.
And it is this feeling of inevitability contained in the interval, not the note, which creates the sense of completion.
Figure 30, below, contains the transcription of the final few bars of the piece.
Figure: 30 Track: ‘BBC Roll’ Audio timing: 01.24

Figure 31 below, shows the sequence with accompanying TV pictures and graphics to show how the inevitability
generated by the clever use of intervals is locked into the equally clever use of the ‘clock’ to denote the arrival of
‘the hour’.
Figure: 31
Fig.31

A final word on the triumph of the interval over the note it accompanies, is contained in book one where I
discuss Debussy’s manipulation of intervals in his piece Claire De La Lune in a chapter entitled ‘The Deft
Touch of Subtlety’ (Morrell, 2013: 138). This is significant to this appendix because it explains the importance
of intervallic context in impressionist music.
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Harmony by Suggestion, not by Statement: The Power of Memory and Our Aural Past
An issue I mention regularly in my books is the concept of creating harmony by insinuation, suggestion or
inference. Zbikowski said:
“The act of conceptualising music is the beginning of a whole chain of
cognitive events that allow us to theorise about music and to analyse the
things that populate our aural past, present and future…”
(Zbikowski, 2002: 4)
The reference to ‘our aural past’ is interesting because this ties in with my general contention that everything we
listen to is remembered; everything is stored on a cognitive hard drive, ready to be consciously or subconsciously
accessed when we listen to music. So when Zbikowski refers to “our aural past” it can be argued that he is
referring to our memory of the thousands of experiences we have of music, and when he refers to “confronted
with musical sound”, this surely includes harmony. Part of the enjoyment we gain from listening to any music,
but particularly music set to film, is the subconscious challenge we face in understanding its relevance to the film
and gaining pleasure from it; after all, Kramer says: “Music forms the remainder of every experience it engages”
(Kramer, 2002: 4). My simple contention is that the level of engagement needed to enjoy music in the way we do,
and to gain satisfaction from the context it brings to a visual situation, would not be possible unless we had a deep
relationship with it, a deeper understanding of it, and a deeper awareness of it.
How do we Hear Things Which Aren’t There?
If we are able to understand harmony then we are able, to some degree, to locate the memory of something similar
with which to compare it. What Temperley says is interesting and relevant because it often refers to probability
in context of how music conveys and communicates.
When referring to Leonard Meyer, Temperley suggests “Meyer was the first to suggest that musical
communication could be viewed in probabilistic terms” (Temperley, 2007:19). It is my contention, as I have stated
elsewhere, that the public’s ‘unconscious understanding’ of harmony can guide them when categorising music.
But it can be argued that the same cognitive abilities also help them recreate a piece of harmony which is missing,
based on the fact that under similar situations, the piece of harmony under question would have been there.
I talk about these ideas in volume one in a chapter entitled ‘The Deft Touch of Subtlety’ in context of Hans
Zimmer’s score to the 2002 film The Ring (Morrell, 2013.135) and I discuss it in volume one in a chapter entitled
‘The Harmonic Power of Music, where I talk about a 1986 film called Defence of the Realm (Morrell, 2013.195).
But I discuss it many other times and in different contexts. In the chapter ‘The Harmonic Power of Music’ in
volume one, in context of the 2004 film The Day After Tomorrow (Morrell, 2013.169), I discuss the very opening
of the movie and the haunting vocal line which accompanies the strings (transcribed below).
Figure: 32 Track: ‘The Day After Tomorrow’ Audio timing: 00.23

The cue features an A note rising to the Bb, over a D bass but we ‘hear’ the piece in context of the feeling of a
minor harmonic accompaniment. Why is this? We all spend our lives listening to music, some of which will
involve simple melodies in minor keys. In such scenarios, the appearance of the min6th interval will be regular
and fairly standard. The appearance of the min6th would be much less prevalent if a piece was in a major key.
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Therefore, when we listen to the piece above, although there is no minor or major 3rd played, we fill in the missing
gaps and our minds create the aesthetic assumption of a minor chord; even though this is not what we hear, it is
what we remember. But if we are being fair we must also acknowledge that other contexts and events create the
feeling of a minor key, not just the Bb (min6th); the low strings play the D, which summon up feelings of anxiety
largely based on similar appearances of such textures, in a film context. Also the fact that we have deliberately
and knowingly gone to watch a film which we already know is about global environmental catastrophe. That said,
had we gone to see a vacuous ‘Rom Com’ and been confronted with an A to Bb haunting vocal melody over a
low D octaved strings, we would probably have still been lead to the feeling of a minor accompaniment – but
perhaps not quite as emphatically as was the case with The Day After Tomorrow. Thus in the case of The Day
After Tomorrow, the music was essentially providing a functional and duplicative role.
The movie Halloween (1978) has a distinctive musical soundtrack, which is so specific that it functions almost
as a sonic logo for the franchise, forty years after it was first shown.
Figure: 33 Track: ‘Halloween Main Title’

The music is featured in my second book in a
chapter called ‘The Complexity of Harmony’
(Morrell, 2013: 114)

Essentially the aesthetic assumption we create to accompany this supposedly ‘unaccompanied’ melody we hear
creates a silent chordal accompaniment of F#m. We ‘hear’ the F#m because other minor chord experiences we
remember will have had melodies that included the minor 6th interval. So when we listen to Halloween, our brains
happily fill in the missing harmonic context. When I was in the industry we would refer to such melodies (which
imply their own chordal accompaniment) as ‘bullet-proof melody lines’. Many composers eschew the notion of
‘unaccompanied melody’, especially film composers; because they know, perhaps more than most, that often best
harmonic accompaniment happens in the mind of the listener. James Horner said, “Unaccompanied melodies are
nothing of the sort; you create your harmonies by guiding the listener down the road you want to go down” (phone
conversation in 2008 with James Horner).
I featured the music to Halloween in much more detail in my second book:
“The D note is not found in the major scale of F# but it is found in the open and
harmonic minor scale of F#. So despite implicitly avoiding the minor 3rd, it speaks
via the power of conjecture, probability and association. Sometimes you don’t
need notes to actually be there. They just need to seem to be there. The
overwhelming majority of listeners will be unaware of the history and heritage of
harmonic presumption and how it directs them. They don’t need to understand or
read music to be beneficiaries of the power it exerts.”
(Morrell, 2013: 115)
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How Harmony Leads us into Temptation – The Insatiable Emotion of Musical Expectation
This section addresses the issue of one of the reasons how and why music is such an attractive, aesthetic and
functional addition to film, by virtue of how it subconsciously entices audiences to believe, accept and expect a
particular chordal experience, only to enjoy the wonderful experience that the element of surprise brings.
Film Music and Memory
A book I have already referenced which skirts the edges of how music might communicate is David Temperley’s
2007 book Music and Probability. By way of context, in my own books I regularly discuss how film music often
creates attention by doing something different to what is probable, e.g. what we subconsciously expected.
Subheadings such as ‘how harmony leads us into temptation’ (Morrell, 2013: 128) and phrases such as “people
listen in predictable ways because music is structured in consistent predictable ways to accommodate our
expectations” (Morrell, 2013: 12) are typical of many of my observations and these are concurrent with
Temperly’s suggestions. He observed that because “we are constantly confronted with uncertainty as to what will
occur next, we form expectations”, but crucially he then says, talking once again of Meyer, “in Meyer’s view
music only conveys meaning and expressive effect when expectations are violated in some way” (Temperley,
2007:19). There is a symmetry between Temperley’s thoughts and my own; in my own book I state:
“….in general, composers either bow to the weight of expectation … or they
subtly distort or dislocate our expectations and create something which, whilst not
qualifying as groundbreaking, is nevertheless ‘new’ or ‘original’ in its application
or context”
(Morrell, 2013: 23).
As to what listeners expect and why they expect it (and why, therefore, music which denies expectation can often
grab people’s attention) we return to Sloboda and The Musical Mind (1985) in which he states, “The reason that
most of us take part in musical activity is that music is capable of arousing in us deep and significant emotions”
before later saying “most of our responses to music are learned” (Sloboda, 1985:1). This is an important point
because it corresponds to Temperley’s thoughts and my own in underscoring the weight and power of tradition
and habit in terms of how we digest what we are ‘used to’ and therefore what we ‘expect’.
Below I will chronicle some of the many examples I have uncovered which show how and why music which in
some small way denies or confounds our expectations can be so effective. In order to show a good cross-section
of TV series and films, both historically and aesthetically, I will deliberately use examples from radically different
contexts which nevertheless prove the same point. The first example is from the 2001 film Pearl Harbour, with
music by Hans Zimmer. We examine a track called ‘I Will Come Back’. We join the track 00.29 in, and examine
the way Zimmer sets up an expectation for something which doesn’t happen. This is featured in more detail in
book one (Morrell, 2013: 128). In class I play students the section below and ask them to hypothesise where the
piece will go, post-bar four of the phrase.
Figure: 34 Track: ‘I Will Come Back’ Audio timing: 00.30

Inevitably students tend towards safety and choose Gm. Some observe the key signature and try and think outside
the box, and choose chords such as Eb or Bb, or even G major. If we examine the fuller version, below, we can
see Zimmer goes from D to Dm. This is a classic case whereby the chord change is not necessarily shocking, only
mildly surprising. It is not even the music which makes this surprising; only the context of the expectation we
have programmed into us when we listen.
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Further, it is the crossover from the D to Dm chord which acts as the centre of gravity of the piece. Alone, the first
four bars are uneventful, as is the music from bar five onwards. It can be argued, as I do in my books regularly,
that the emotion of music is normally felt in the cracks - between the bars when we experience the transition from
one chord to another.
Figure: 35

Zimmer does something similar in the same film score during the main title theme, titled ‘Tennessee’ (Morrell,
2013: 182). Again, at the end of bar eight of figure 36 Zimmer sets the audience up for a return to bar one.
Figure: 36 Track: ‘Tennessee’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

Bar nine onwards of the same piece (figure 37, below) reveals that Zimmer deviates from the path many might
presume he would take (Morrell, 2013: 183).
Figure: 37

The following cue, examined in book one (Morrell, 2013: 130) is titled ‘Des Dies Mercuri Martius’ and is from
the opening sequence to the 2003 film The Da Vinci Code. There are many surprises in this intro: firstly, the initial
chord of Dm is skewed by having a 2nd sandwiched in the voicing and by virtue of being inverted over the A.
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These additions Zimmer has added manage to blur the identity of the chord and thus create a feeling of drama and
mystery because they represent something based on – but different from – what they know. In addition, the second
and third bassline entries (bars seven / eight and eleven / twelve) land and subsequently settle on non-root intervals,
which distort and dramatise.
Figure: 38 Track: ‘Dies Mercuri’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.04
(add2)
Dm/A

Dm

Dm/C

A little later (Morrell, 2013: 131) in the same cue, the basses and cellos slide dramatically down and land on the
D. There is a natural and enormous assumption here that the piece is culminating in Dm, but the D turns out to
be a 3rd of the subsequent Bb chord.
Figure: 39

This is pertinent because this is a specific and precise trick that Zimmer repeats in many films, even retaining the
same key. The following cue is called ‘Hummel Gets the Rockets’ is from a 1996 film The Rock. We can see in
bars seven and eight that Zimmer sets us a presumption of a return to Dm, only to take the piece to Bb – the same
thing he did in The Da Vinci Code. (Morrell, 2013: 133)
Figure: 40 Track: ‘Hummel Gets The Rockets’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.36
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And he does exactly the same thing again (bars nine and ten) in the 1995 film Crimson Tide in a cue called ‘Roll
Tide’ (Morrell, 2013: 133)
Figure: 41 Track: ‘Roll Tide’ Audio timing: 00.00

I would like to turn finally to the issue of single notes and how we perceive them, intervallically. When we looked
at the score to The Day After Tomorrow and how the A and Bb notes signified Dm by virtue of the use of the min
6th, we were looking at how intervals can lead our perceptions of silent chords, and further how the slightest use
of intervals can have a ‘butterfly effect’ on our perception implied harmony. But what do humans do when they
hear only one note, with no other harmonic context to guide them? It is reasonable to assume that they would
contextualise the note as a root. Thus, if we hear a lone D note, we assume it to be the root of a D-based chord,
such as D major or minor. This is certainly what composers think, because they have utilised this very idea in film
music. If we look at the 2010 film Monsters, this film’s prologue music (composed by John Hopkins) begins with
a single note of G. Because there is a silent, subconscious expectation of a specific interval, when the interval is
finally applied to the chord the feeling of gentle surprise is extremely effective. This would not be the case unless
we felt intervals (Morrell, 2015: 144)
Figure: 42 Track: ‘Prologue’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.20

Conclusion to this introductory chapter
My books were written in part as an antidote to what I saw as a large number of works, described more fully
earlier, which, although professing to analyse music, usually did so in a mainly descriptive way, which did not
always answer the big questions, such as how or why film music functioned in certain situations, much less how
such music created feelings of emotion. Looking back, I think it can be argued that this lack of detail, context and
clarity is for three reasons; firstly, as I found out myself when writing this commentary, a more thorough and
detailed approach requires not just research on film music, but also context into meaning and emotion in music
generally, which is to be found only by researching fundamentally different texts and theories. Secondly, given
the lack of music theory and notation in many film music and music text books, it is reasonable to presume that a
strong reliance on music theory would alienate swathes of potential readership to a point that would make books
economically unviable.
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The third reason is more complex in that it involves a general desire in some books (detailed earlier) to romanticise
the creative arts, including music composition, to venerate composers and concentrate on the spectacle that music
has become, rather than the reality of what it actually is and more importantly how it is achieved. When
composition is discussed in over-glorified and sometimes shallow terms and when composers are viewed almost
as magicians or alchemists, ironically it can do them a disservice in that it can infantilise the discussion and gloss
over the very real and hard-earned skills achieved and the tremendous ability involved.
If we really, truly and honestly think that the legendary John Williams employs magic to create his scores then
we need locking up. Even if we refer to him as a genius we need locking up, because by using that one word we
have revealed that we can’t think of numerous other words or ways there to adequately honour the great man’s
skills, abilities and emotional awareness. I have written thousands of words on Williams alone, in my various
books; I have hopefully distilled many of the skills and abilities he has and how this informs his work. I avoid
using Genius because the word is a cop-out. It means you can’t think beyond one simple word. If we think
Williams’ abilities are beyond belief then we do him a tremendous disservice because we stop looking for the
truth. We almost buy into the notion that it’s all done by magic or some kind of alchemy. Also, trust me on this –
the truth is actually much, much better than simply believing in magic. The truth is so rewarding to know. It’s
much better than simply saying ‘genius’ and closing the conversation. When I analysed ET and Jurassic Park it
was life-changing. For me to realise the full, complex enormity of what he’d done and, more importantly, how
he’d done it, and to think that for him they were just gigs, was just unbelievable. It's times like that when you
realise that describing him as a genius just doesn’t cut it. Every time you think of describing anybody as a genius
just imagine I’m going to leap out from behind a parked car, take you away and lock you up until you’ve figured
out something worth saying. John Williams does not have a magic wand. He possesses skills and abilities which
are fantastic but they are real. This is not The X Files - this is really happening. He really is that good. He does
not wear a cape or carry a wand. He doesn’t live on Krypton; he lives in an unassuming bungalow outside Los
Angeles. What he does is real. And when he’s not here anymore people will wish they’d spent the time adequately
and properly honouring his supreme skill without resorting to crude media stereotypes and obsessing over the
‘spectacle’ music has become.
Guy Debord covers the idea that we are taken in by the spectacle of what something is rather than the reality, in
much more general terms, outside the area of music, in his 1994 book Society of the Spectacle, but his sentiments
can still be applied to this discussion. He says:
“In the present age, which prefers … representation to reality,
appearance to essence, truth is considered profane and only illusion
is sacred.”
(Debord, 1994: 6)
He wasn’t talking about Matt Schrader’s The Score but he might as well have been. He later says that the
‘spectacle’ is the pursuit of “an official language of universal separation” (Debord, 1994: 7). What he’s referring
to is a separation from the truth in favour of a more exciting or digestible reality; the Disney version of reality,
perhaps. John Locke was an English philosopher and physician. He rejected the idea of humans being born with
innate knowledge. He said we all belong with a clean slate. Locke maintained that knowledge is gained via two
methods, called ‘sensation’ and ‘reflection’. Sensation refers to the human senses and how they experience the
world they see and hear, but reflection is what gives rise to ideas. Reflection is important and if, as Debord
suggests, we prefer the enjoyment of spectacle, this will wean us off the ability to reflect; to think. Another book,
which could not be more different from Debord’s, but which makes the same point in a different way, is a 2018
book by David Hepworth called Nothing is Real, which says, when referring to the legacy of The Beatles:
“In the course of our forty-five-year love affair with the Beatles,
something important was lost; their craft became obscured by their
artistry, their artistry disappeared into their significance and their
significance was eventually folded inside their legend. The result is that
they are underrated for the work they did and overrated, if anything,
for what it meant.”
(Hepworth, 2018: 3)
Hepworth’s point was that by overcooking the reverence and concentrating far too much on the legacy and ‘what
it all meant’, we actually risk not knowing or understanding what it was that they actually did. We prefer to
romanticise and idolise, and by so doing we risk exaggerating the story to the point where it becomes pure
veneration and subjective opinion.
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Earlier I referred to the disconnect between film music and what is written about it; whilst Debord’s and
Hepworth’s points are much more general, and whilst I am not wishing to disparage any of the many valuable and
informative books I have read on film music, it can be argued that some of them (either by nature of their
preoccupation with purely descriptive writing or their obsession with simple, romanticised easy-to-digest
narratives of how film music is composed – let us not forget Horner’s comment, “They only want the razzmatazz”
- along with a reluctance to utilise music theory, much less analyse film music harmony to suggest or hypothesise
meaning), offer little in terms of how film music is actually composed, why it is composed, how it works
functionally and pragmatically, and what, if any, emotions or meanings can be derived.
In order to tie-up any loose ends, I am drawn inevitably back to the issue of meaning:
“Music may be what we think it is; it may not be. Music may be feeling
or sensuality but it may also have nothing to do with emotion or
physical sensation. In some cultures there are complex categories for
thinking about music; in others there seems to be no need whatsoever
to contemplate music. What music is remains open to question at all
times and in all places.”
(Bohlman, 1999: 17)
My contention, as I have alluded to in my earlier books and this introduction, is that meaning and emotion
experienced as a result of anything, but in this case, music, is something we create and generate; it is not, as some
might assume, something which resides in the music. Music has to be heard and listened to by us; only when we
interpret and experience it does emotion, much less meaning, occur; whatever emotions and meanings may happen
are personal to us, but because of the way we, as humans, are wired, whatever emotional experience one person
has, is likely shared by others. Lerdahl and Jackendoff say in their 1983 book A Generative Theory of Music:
“It is evident that a listener perceives music as more than a mere
sequence of notes with different pitches and durations; one hears
music in organised patterns.”
(Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983: x)
Equally, Charles Nussbaum, in his 2007 book The Musical Representation, says: “Musical events are physically
capable of performing representational functions” and further, maybe in a nod towards film music, states
“musical events are representational and are used to represent by their producers and consumers”. (Nussbaum,
2007: 22).
What Does Music Represent in the Mind of the Listener?
If we are to tackle the issue of ‘meaning in music’ and look at what music represents in the minds of listeners and
viewers, we need to examine some of the academic and intellectual dynamics within this area of study. Is music
capable of representing a definite emotion? Hanslick says:
“…a certain class of ideas, however, is quite susceptible of being
adequately expressed by means which unquestionably belong to the
sphere of music proper.”
(Hanslick, 1854: 39).
In order to try and understand the issue of meaning in music, we must also tackle the assumption built into the
phrase; if we say ‘meaning in music’ we inadvertently imply that whatever meaning we experience resides literally
in the music. As I have already alluded to, I contend that it is both single and group human interaction with music
that enables us to gain emotion and meaning from music, not that the emotion or meaning was always there, in
the music, somehow waiting to be found.
Different people could listen to the same piece of music and gain broadly similar but subtly different emotional
experiences, so whatever emotions or meanings music has are ours, not its. Many emotions and feelings we distill
from the film music we experience tend to produce similar emotions in different people because it has been
designed deliberately with this in mind. This is why film music is such a great vehicle to study how music affects
us, emotionally; that, after all, is the point of it.
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If film music was incapable of creating emotion, generating feelings and generating often quite specific emotions
which are shared by the many, not just the few, it would not have lasted the hundred years it has. MGM producer
Irving Thalberg said, “Without music there wouldn’t have been a film industry at all” (Morrell, 2013: 15). Lerdhal
and Jackenhoff refer to “the musical intuitions of the experienced listener” who they say “need never have studied
music” but may possess a “largely unconscious knowledge” (Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983:3). The effect of film
music in the one hundred years of its existence proves this and supports my theory that listeners possess a ‘quasi’
understanding of harmony, expressed several times in this commentary. Talking about film music’s specific ability
in film to pre-empt or foreshadow events, Powell states:
“Psychological tests in this area have shown that music helps you
understand what’s going on and makes it easier for you to forecast what
sort of thing is going to happen next.”
(Powell, 2016: 92)
Unconscious Knowledge, ‘Air Analysis’ and music as an emotional language
As I have alluded to elsewhere, the fact that many listeners often experience broadly the same kinds of emotional
experiences from listening to the same piece does not imply that whatever emotion it suggests literally lies in the
music. If it did, then Rupert (my cat) would enjoy the same emotional experience I do from listening to film music.
Whatever experience we have is something we generate; something we create as a response to the stimuli of music;
if music has any meaning then we are it.
It is thought that feelings are often verbalised in the mind whereas emotions are mostly internal abstract mental
experiences that are wordless and not distilled into language in one’s mind. So if music really is the ultimate
emotional language it would explain why many people are powerless to explain or verbalise their thoughts on the
music they have heard; it is because music communicates emotionally and emotion is something our brains do
not verbalise. Ask most people what they think after listening to music and they will talk not about the music but
about what it does to them. Their description becomes personalised, internal and more about their experience.
This is perhaps why it remains abstract and sometimes unquantified; because the real language of music is
emotion, not the grammar of harmony. The reason film music is so successful is because listeners get broadly the
same emotional experience when listening to any carefully cultivated piece of film music, and this is because
people decode and distill music in much the same way they do many things in life; i.e. broadly the same way as
each other. We are all connected and we live our lives and live out our experiences in broadly similar ways. In
this chapter I referred to a kind of ‘quasi understanding’ of harmony; how people build up vast deposits of
information about harmony, along with supportive emotional context on how and in what way harmony is used;
all this without the theoretical knowledge or tools to understand music ‘properly’. But how do we know without
knowing? How is it possible to understand without understanding? I would argue that a quasi-understanding is
not just possible but probable; although people lack the theoretical knowledge of harmony and musical grammar,
they understand the emotional language that music ultimately is. Arnie Cox talks about mimetic comprehension
– the idea of remembering by mimicking, in his 2017 book Music – Embodied Cognition. The ability to recognise
pitch is ingrained within us, he says.
“Our ability as infants to detect (perceive) differences in timbre, pitch,
contour and rhythm likely has an innate foundation…..infants also imitate
contour, timbre and rhythm as early as six weeks of age”
(Cox, 2017: 18)
He talks about the well-known concept of ‘air guitar’ (Cox, 2017: 19). But it can be argued that this basic concept
can be applied to people building up databases of knowledge centred around remembering specific intervals,
harmonies and their likely usage, guided by music’s universal language - emotion; a kind of air analysis or air
harmonic recognition?
I would argue that the concept of analysis and need to learn and evolve is within us from very early on; humanity
has to find a reason for things; things do not amount to much unless we can attach context or meaning to them.
With music, conscious or unconscious analysing and categorising is part of the enjoyment of music, all guided by
the emotional connection music creates for everyone. After all, why do we all analyse and categorise if not with
the central intent of finding enjoyment, emotional fulfilment, or even ‘meaning’?
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As Philip Ball rightly points out in his 2010 book The Music Instinct:
“Music is a whole brain activity. You need logic and reason. You need
unconscious mechanical processes for sorting pitch and classifying rhythm
and metre, as well as bits of the mind that govern language of movement.”
(Ball, 2010: 410).
But the lack of a universal description of ‘meaning’ has always been problematic, something Kramer observes:
“The …. flawed supposition, that music’s non-textural character bars it from
having text-like meaning is based on a confusion between the medium and
the message.”
(Kramer, 2002: 15)
Powell refers to another one of many experiments he cites, this time undertaken with an audience watching clips
from the 1985 film Witness (music by Maurice Jarre).
“Participants were shown the one-minute long clip with one of five
soundtracks: silence, speech only, sound effects, a combination of speech,
sound effects and music, or the original ‘music only’ version. The viewers
found that ‘music alone’ was even more effective than dialogue in getting the
desired message across.”
(Powell, 2016: 92)
Given the results of these and other studies, we can say with some certainty that in many situations emotions
generated within us by the wordless, ‘illiteral’ language of film music can be remarkably accurate in conveying
mood and emotion and sometimes as good, if not better, than actual words to convey meaning. Perhaps the worst
aspect of Stravinsky’s formalist position, his relentless proposition that any notion of meaning in music outside
formal music structure was impossible, which we discussed earlier, is the inherent snobbery engrained in the
opinion that you need to be an expert in music in order to appreciate it at all. As Ball says, this “leads to an arid
brand of music appreciation that banishes any emotion aside from a lofty sense of formal beauty” (Ball, 2010:
386). Deryck Cooke, in his 1959 book The Language of Music, famously, and perhaps unwisely, attempted to
decode the language of music, translating specific types of chords or sequences into literal equivalents. He was
derided by many, but one must remember that what he was trying to do was offer an antidote to the direction he
perceived many of his contemporaries were going in the late 1950s, which was to decry and dismiss the notion
that music might actually mean something. Fearing that such talk inevitably leads to pure subjectivity in the
analysis of music, many were happy to fall in line with Stravinsky’s view that analysis of music ‘must limit itself
to the question of form’ (Ball, 2010: 383). Whatever the misgivings about Cooke’s motives or the precision (or
not) of his findings, he was right that analysis limited purely to a discussion about form made music a ‘mere
decorative art’, as opposed to how he saw music, which was as ‘an exploration of the human condition’. (Ball,
2010: 383). In a bid to uncover what is meant by ‘meaning’ and referencing the widely held view that it is not
music’s inability to create meaning which is at fault, rather the inability of conventional language to enable us to
properly articulate it, we are reminded of Jack Westrup (professor of music at Oxford during the mid-20th Century)
who said:
“Strictly speaking you cannot write about music; music expresses what
it has to say in its own terms and you cannot translate these into
language.”
(Ball, 2010: 382).
To focus for a moment on whether meaning is a result of our experience and interpretation of what music sounds
like or what it implies or suggests, it’s interesting to read Alan Stephen’s 2015 book Why We Think The Things
We Think, which refers to whether words have meanings when it states:
“Philosophical attempts to ascertain whether words have meanings have centred
on the idea that the definition of words (and hence their meaning) comes about
from the interplay between the sign and the object to which they refer”.
(Stephen, 2015.42)
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The key moment in that sentence is the assumption that definition equals meaning. Therefore, we could argue, the
meaning of music resides in its definition. But who defines what a person listens to other than the person? And
let us not forget Aaron Copeland, who said music ‘expresses a state of meaning for which there exists no adequate
words in any language’ (Ball, 2010: 383). The ability to say precisely what is ‘meant’ by anything, reminds us of
poet Walter Pater’s famous claim that ‘all art constantly aspires toward the condition of music’ (Ball, 2010: 382).
It seems that nobody truly knows what music ‘means’, but of one thing we can be sure; it definitely means
something. If anything proves this, film music does. Otherwise, what’s all the fuss about?
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CHAPTER 2: IN THE BEGINNING
Film Company music logos

“This whole problem can be stated quite simply by asking
‘is there a meaning to music?’. My answer to that would
be ‘Yes.’ And, can you state in so many words what that
meaning is? My answer to that would be ‘No.’ Therein
lies the difficulty.”
(Copland, 1939:9)

At the beginning of most film experiences, we see and hear a film company logo, proudly announcing the arrival
of a new film. This chapter analyses these pieces. Most are extremely filmic in style, but they are tiny micro
versions instead of the bigger, longer version that might appear within the film. Basically, it’s film music in a
bottle. Such music has one thing in common; it communicates a sense of emotion dramatically and emphatically,
very quickly. Time isn’t something it has; it needs to say what it has to say, and quickly. We will examine and
evaluate the success of these kinds of pieces which possess a sense of immediate urgency and obvious drama.
This needn’t and doesn’t mean that all the music analysed is necessarily ‘loud’ or ‘bombastic’ (although a majority
of it is); just that it communicates in a way which is distilled quickly
In 1997 Jerry Goldsmith composed a new theme to accompany the Universal Studios opening logo – a piece
which has by definition been heard hundreds of thousands of times at the opening of hundreds of thousands of
Universal films all over the world. The fanfare theme, although short in duration, manages to capture a real and
tangible sense of drama and create a grandiose and stately feeling, whilst also encompassing euphoria, jubilation
and exhilaration. It succeeds in ‘preparing’ an audience perfectly for an impending film experience. Composer
Brian Tyler slightly rearranged it for the 100-year anniversary, and he said of it: “It’s pretty incredible. It cues you
in and says, okay, put away the phone, stop eating your popcorn for a split second – pay attention.” Never a truer
word was spoken.
When we think of ‘event’ music we tend to think of the classical tradition (perhaps ‘Music for the Royal
Fireworks’, ‘Water Music’ or the ‘Christmas Oratorio’). But in a modern context there are few better examples
of ‘event music’ (or perhaps a better term is ‘preparation music’) than film company logo music. Take Alfred
Newman’s iconic, distinctive and instantly recognisable opening theme for 20th Century Fox, which has graced
the opening for hundreds of thousands of film showings. But just like film directors, film companies and film
distribution companies wouldn’t go to the trouble of adding music unless it fulfilled a function. These short
musical logos we experience frame the way we interpret cinema as an experience. That is their function;
cinemagoers are the ultimate captive audience, so, unlike the film’s marketing and publicity, the music for these
logos isn’t designed to get us into the cinema, its designed to excite us and prepare us, once the lights go down.
Given that these musical logos have to accompany films which may be vastly different in style and genre, the
music has to convey emotions which are generalised and not too specific. Many films in recent years have
dispensed with logo music, such was their worry that the music was inappropriate or misleading. They probably
have a point in some situations; Alfred Newman’s 20th Century Fox fanfare had its first outing fronting the comedy
The Bowery in 1933 but the self-same music was meant to introduce 12 Years a Slave, a film of an altogether
different order. Given that music for film introductions fulfil two roles – creating interest and framing excitement
in the upcoming film, and also advertising the company that made it – it’s perhaps too generalised to be able to
always fulfil every aspect of its brief.
In recent years, producers for some films have decided not to use the official film company logo music, but simply
the logo visuals, accompanied by music from the film itself. In such films, the music for the intro is not designed
to accompany the company logo, but instead reflects the film itself. Personally I would argue that hearing music
designed for a horror film, alongside the Universal spinning globe or the Paramount statue or the 20th Century
Fox logo is aesthetically confusing and blurs the distinction between the film and the preparation that comes
before it. That said, still many films use the specially composed distinctive micro-themes, which usually succeed
not so much in setting the scene for the film itself but preparing the cinemagoer for the experience; the occasion.
These two things are different. Frank Lehman sums it up in his excellent book Hollywood Harmony, thus:
“Employing in miniature many of the same expressive and technical resources of
movie scoring at large, these ‘pre-show entertainments’ make up the first stage in
the inherently musical experience of film-going.”
Lehman, 2018.1
One thing is certain; by the time the 20th Century Fox or the Universal Pictures or other film companies’ ‘sonic
logos’ have finished, filmgoers are ready and waiting in anticipation. The questions are, how and why?
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What elements are contained in a film company’s music logo that so whets the appetite of cinemagoers, sometimes
stunning them into silence? We will spend the next few pages examining various prominent film music logos. I
have placed the visuals above, as I do when analysing film music. These are, after all, tunes designed explicitly
to function in a film environment.
Before we do any of that, I want to revisit a transcription I placed randomly,
without explanation, in the introduction to this book. I don’t know how many
of you recognised it, but for those that didn’t, its name is Asteroid and it was
composed by Pete Moore (left), an arranger who worked with numerous
famous artists over the years (Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, Frankie
Laine, Connie Francis) to name but a few. In 1968 he composed Asteroid,
which was to become one of the most instantly recognisable pieces of music
ever written.
Pete Moore died in 2013, aged 89, as unknown to most people as he had been in life, despite being someone
whose music was pivotal and instrumental in giving cinemagoers a great and memorable experience. It was written
for a British company, Pearl & Dean who are different to the film companies, whose logos we will look at later,
in that rather than being a film company, they advertise space on British cinema screens. The company was
founded by Charles and Ernie Pearl, and Robert Dean in 1953. Cinemagoers would get the following treatment in
the cinema: after an amount of time waiting, the lights go down and the Pearl & Dean logo and music come on.
This is followed by advertising and trailers and finally the film company’s visual and musical logos; then, finally,
the film itself. But one cannot ever know completely what the cumulative effect of music has on people’s habits,
behaviours, thoughts and emotions, and although Asteroid was designed to set the audience up favourably for the
adverts, it also generated a preliminary tier of emotion and excitement about the film experience to come. Over
the years it became loved by audiences, who saw it not merely as a prelude to the adverts and trailers before the
film, but as a fundamental part of the experience of watching a film. In more recent times Pearl & Dean released
a re-recorded, longer version for download.
Composer Pete Moore said when talking to The Guardian, “Who’d have thought back in 1968 that we’d be rerecording the Pearl & Dean theme tune almost 40 years later for fans to download it?” The music was meant to
describe ‘the future’ and, as Julia Day says, “The original screen titles featured distinctive graphics that tried to
emulate advertising panels flashing past as if the viewer were being sucked into the screen.” (Julia Day, The
Guardian, Wednesday 28th June 2006)
Dylan Jones, from The Independent, wrote an article in May 2010 entitled, ‘The Pearl & Dean theme tune became
ironic decades before irony was commodified.’ This underpins an important fact about music and how we interact
with it, emotionally; whatever the original function and purpose of film music or advertising music, it has a habit
of becoming lodged in people’s memories in its own right, outside the context of its function and not merely as a
trigger for remembering what it was originally associated with. Because music, for most, is an abstract experience
which communicates emotionally rather than literally or grammatically, it can and does end up occupying different
aesthetic meaning as it grows within our minds. Music cannot be controlled; it is ‘off the leash’ from the moment
you hear it. Although film score composers have to possess the ability to determine broadly which emotions we
will feel when we listen to music, such emotional attachments are designed to be contained within the film
experience. If the music becomes successful outside of the film or the occasion for which it was written, then it
can end up meaning different things to different people. Its emotional association with the film will always be
there, but it may stray from the film and offer pleasure in different ways, for example purely as a musical listening
experience. Such things happen when famous film or television music rises to the top of the Pop Charts. I’m not
talking about songs from films – which is more understandable and happens more often - but instrumental music,
i.e. no lyrics.1
Getting back to Pete Moore’ Asteroid, as I mentioned earlier, originally, over 40 years ago, the piece was meant
to portray ‘the future’, but now, as Dylan Jones from The Independent reminds us, the tune became ironic decades
before irony was commodified. Trying to envisage music ‘from the future’ is dodgy terrain;

1

In 1973 Eye Level, the instrumental theme from a popular TV show Van Der Valk, topped to the UK charts for 4 weeks. In April 1981 Chi
Mia, the instrumental theme or a TV show called The Life and Times of David Lloyd George, rose to number 2 in the UK charts. In May 1982
the single release, Chariots of Fire, from the film of the same name, rose to the top of the American Billboard, and Vangelis remains the only
Greek artist to make the top spot. Mike Post’s excellent theme from Hill Street Blues made it to 25, Simon May’s Howard’s Way made it to
number 21. The X Files theme, by Mark Snow, peaked at number 2. The theme from Hawaii-Five-O made it to number 4
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composers who have tried to do this are often ridiculed when the future they were portraying arrives and includes
nothing like what was envisioned. Dylan Jones again:
“The sound of the future has been imagined many times, so many times in fact that
it always tends to sound the same. Through attrition, repetition, and – one suspects
– laziness, the future always sounds accelerated, robotic, metallic and otherworldly. And not a little computer-generated. Which is obviously how we like it.
Walter Carlos has imagined it (he wrote much of the incidental music for A
Clockwork Orange), as have Giorgio Moroder, John Barry and Kraftwerk. But no
one imagined the future quite like the British composer Pete Moore, the man who
wrote ‘Asteroid’, or, as most of us will know it, the ‘Pearl & Dean’ theme. ‘Pearl &
Dean’ has been around for 57 years, and for many the theme tune which announced
generic ads for Indian restaurants and soft drinks became an ironic institution,
decades before irony was commodified. We somehow knew that it was trying to
punch above its weight, that its very portentousness was its saving grace.”
Dylan Jones
The Independent, May 15th, 2010
Obvious though this may sound, the thing about trying to envisage the future, whether it is visually or musically,
is that ‘the future’ technically doesn’t exist. By the time we’ve reached ‘the future’ it is ‘the present’. So when we
envisage the future, we’re doing it for an audience based in the present. Trying to establish whether a piece of
music is or isn’t futuristic is based on what we currently imagine the future would be. Pete Moore’s piece sounds
dated now but in the 1960s it sounded new, vibrant and fresh. But it was ultimately a combination of the music
and pictures which made audiences perceive it as futuristic.
Figure: 00 ‘Asteroid’ (Pearl & Dean)

These images repeat until bar 9

The piece begins with a chord that’s so brief, it hardly
registers consciously; but the space after it, which only
features the woodwinds and congas, is what allows us
to reflect. The chord is as crucial as it is brilliant; it is
based on the idea of a minor chord with a maj7,
something which was used around the same time by
John Barry in the Bond films. There is something about
the kind of skewed emotion that this chord generates (it’s
basically a C chord over an Fm, which means it’s a polychord)
which creates a sense of anxiety, intrigue and even fear, in this
context. When used in Bond films it is done slowly and with more
deliberation, which is why it tends to create emotions of intrigue,
which in the Bond context turns into feelings of the clandestine
and feelings of surreptitiousness. Pete Moore’s version has the
Fm built over a slash Bb bass, which gives the chord another
dynamic dramatic edge. The physicality of the flute trill of course
is extremely instrumental in creating the feeling of excitement.
The drum fill is, again, superb; because the congas hit the
downbeat and the kit plays the rest of the fill – some of which is
syncopated – and because there’s no beat count in the bars before
the fill - it’s hard to feel where ‘one’ is. But this doesn’t cause
chaos, it just gives it the extra splash of drama.

Congas

Kit …………..

drums maintain rock feel with kit and congas, phrasing w/brass
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Bar 5 onwards sets us up for the apex of this piece – the famous pa pah pa pah pa pah pa pah pa pa pah section where we hear the 3 male voices so
distinctively (bar 9 onwards). The first chord in bars 5, 6, 7 and 8 is on the beat, whereas the others are all anticipated; this rhythmic mixture of straight
and anticipated (which is replicated by the rhythm and brass, is countered by a quaver line on strings and woods, giving the piece a real driving sense of
excitement and momentum, as if the piece is thrusting forward into the future. It’s no accident that the apex of the string / woodwind quaver line comes
on an anticipated beat, which helps to bolster the other anticipations. Basically, despite containing lots of anticipation, the piece is structurally solid
because everyone (except the voices) are either playing the rhythmical chordal lines or the string lines, i.e. there are only two dominant things going on.
The third, less dominant aspect is the voices, who are heard loud and clear in the arrangement, playing minims. This helps the piece and stops it becoming
too rhythmic. The voices act like a gel, existing between two dominant devices (the rhythm section / brass and the strings / woodwind). It’s also important
to look at the chords in this section (between bars 5 and 8) because, although rhythmically tied to the rhythm section and brass idea, they have their own
harmonic narrative; their own journey, which runs parallel to the rest.
The pictures change quite quickly throughout the piece and
increase slightly in pace from bar 9, but they are never
absolutely synced to the rhythm or the structure of musical
the phrasing; this slight disjointedness is hardly noticeable
given the frantic pace of everything. Personally I would say
the lack of precise syncing is beneficial.

The pictures which accompany
the music are very psychedelic
and trippy, which is socially inkeeping with time

Onto the section from bar 9 to the end, or the ‘MacArthur Park’ section, as some have called it; the sheer relentlessness of this rhythm and the sheer weight
of the sound of every instrument and texture stating it, is a very powerful musical device; this is something which is exciting but also one which creates an
insatiable feeling of inevitability, with the tension mounting. The penultimate chord is a work of inspiration; obviously Moore didn’t invent the chord and
isn’t responsible for the emotional effect it produces, but then every composer falls into that group. None of us are inventors of the harmonies we use and nor
do we dictate what the emotional effect will be. Composers are architects. They are designers. They place notes in a specific vertical and horizontal order
because they perceive that it works, that it generates a desired effect. Above all else, composing is about decisions, judgement and placement.
Being an arranger, Moore would know years before he used it here, what the effect of a 13th chord with a sharpened 11th would be. We know by now how a
#11 functions; that it brings a feeling of wonder to a situation, if used properly. Film music is littered with thousands of examples of how this works, many
of which have been covered in my books. The first bar of the figure below has a #4 chord. The second bar is a 6th chord with a #4 included. As you will hear,
this is a step up from the #4 in that this now sounds almost polyphonic, which is because it contains a 1st and 3rd from a Bb chord and above it a 3rd and 5th
from a C chord.

Figure: II

The
top
two
intervals through
the lens of a C
chord
5th
3rd

The
top
two
intervals through
the lens of a Bb
chord
6th
#4th
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Looking at bar 3 (left) we can see that the chord’s
vertical origins are an octave lower, so we consider
the Bb note as ‘1’ – the root. Correspondingly we
call the E a #11 (not a #4 – same note, different
octave) and we call the G a 13th, not a 6th. But the
big difference to this harmonic dynamic is that the
chord actually has a 3rd level of colour in it – the
7th (the Ab). Because we’ve taken out the 5th
(common when scoring #11 chords as the 5th can
clash with the #11) this means that the only
primary intervals remaining are the root and the
3rd. The rest are all extensions (7th, #11th and 13th).
Below we’ll look at the way the chord was voiced
in Asteroid.
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Figure: III
5th

The figure to the right contains the last two bars of the piece.
Obviously with the chord now expanding vertically to cover the
octave above the G we called the 13th and the Bb below that
which we called the root, we will duplicate the names of such
intervals, meaning the intervallic spectrum will only span two
octaves before duplication of intervallic names occurs. The
intervallic spectrum will not go beyond the 13th. So if a 7th
appears an octave higher, it will still be called a 7th, not a 14th
(i.e. the two Gs in the woodwind, although an octave apart, are
both referred to as a 13th, not as a 13th and a 20th and both Ab
notes in the brass, although an octave apart, are both a 7th.

13th
13th
7th
1st
13th
#11th
9th
7th
#11th
7th
1st

(#11)

Looking now at the colourful monster chord that the Bb13
becomes when we see and hear it in context, it’s easy to see
where all that tension came from at the end of Asteroid. The
primary intervals are in black and all the extensions are in red,
so we can see straight away that this chord is very, very
extension-heavy, with just enough primary intervals for the
chord to still feel like its origin is Bb. If we look at the
orchestration, the 13th – which has tension all of its own due to
it rubbing against the 7th - is mentioned no less than 6 times,
spanning 3 octaves. The #11, which is principally responsible
for the ‘out of this world’ and futuristic feel, is mentioned 3
times, spanning 2 octaves. There are only 2 maj3rd intervals,
both in the same octave; what this means is the chord is not as
lathered in richness as it would be if there were more 3rd intervals
in the orchestration, so the tensions will still have room to
breathe.
There are also elements hinting at polyharmony; the top 3 notes
of the trumpets state a C triad. The Ab (trumpet) and E (1st
trombone) together form a 2 parts of a major triad of E. These
are not just random theoretical irrelevances; these kinds of tiny
micro dynamics are part of how harmony works. The male
vocals have been singing the last few bars of the melody in
octaves, and they continue this on the penultimate chord, where
one of the Gs (13th) is actually below the middle C, so it is
referred to as a 6th.

3rd
1st
5th
10th
8th
5th
10th
5th
1st

13th
6th

5th

13th
13th

5th
5th

10th
1st

3rd
1st

13th
11th
10th
7th

5th
10th
1st

1st
1st

1st
1st

1st

1st

The eagle-eyed amongst you will realise that the G in question (6th) is actually an octave lower than the 7th (Ab) stated in the trumpets, which is back-to
front but is a product of the vocals singing in octaves.
In green I have highlighted the many harmonic tensions which exist in this chord. They are many, and this also explains why this chord has an exciting
sound which generates a feeling of heightened tension in the listener. The final destination chord is, by comparison, tame; there are no extensions, just the
primary intervals, so it leaves people feeling satisfied and ready for the rest of the film experience.
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20TH CENTURY FOX Fanfare Alfred Newman
20th Century Fox has been through many different
names and changes in its time; it was known from 1914
to 1931 as Fox Film; from 1933 to 1935 as 20th
Century Pictures; from 1935 to 1985 and beyond 1985
as Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. The
famous musical fanfare was composed by Alfred
Newman - head of the Newman dynasty of film
composers, which include David, Randy and Thomas
– in 1933. Newman was the head of Fox’s music
department from 1940 to 1960.

We have George Lucas and Star Wars to thank for the fact that the visual and music logo is still used today; by
the mid-1970s the visual and musical logos were not in use as much, but George Lucas insisted both be used for
the Star Wars films. It was back, and has remained ever since. When John Williams composed the music for the
first Star Wars film, his first move was to score the iconic opening in the same key as the 20th Century Fox theme.
In an obvious sense we can draw simple analogies from the opening military-sounding snare and bass drum, which
are suggestive of might, power, splendour, valour and courage. This is then augmented by the distinctive and
iconic brass fanfare (or ‘salute’) which suggests pomp, gallantry and occasion. But the use of brass in and of itself,
even with the distinctive taut and clipped rhythmic phrasing, is not completely responsible for the entertainment
and even filmic qualities inherent in the phrase. For these we have to look at the harmonies.
Before we come to fig.1 let’s look at the sequence in fig.1a (overleaf); the first chord sequence is between Bb and
Ebm; this is a definite and unequivocal sequence. But the last two chords - Bb to Cm7 (b5) represents a softer,
subtler version of the first two chords, mainly due to the last chord being slightly less absolute and less ‘square’;
the last chord contains what is, in effect, a combination between Ebm and Cm7. The addition of the C note softens
the chord. This is the sequence embedded in the 20th Century Fox (below, fig.1).

Figure: 01 ‘20th Century Fox fanfare’
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Figure: 01a

Normal

Romantic

(b5)
As stated earlier, the Bb and Cm7 are the two chords which interchange in the
opening section of the brass fanfare (also the last two chords of fig.1a). The Bb
chord is ‘normal’ but the Cm7(b5) chord is a romantic chord, with colour and
emotion. It is the unique colourful harmonic interplay between these chords,
together with the brass textures and the bullets-out-of-a-gun style of the delivery,
which make the statement so effective. Because the two chords are so fast, the
unconscious analyst within us has to concentrate to distil the information, which
excites us.

(b5)

Bars six and seven of the original transcription (fig.1) feature the chords Cm7, Cm7 and F7 (written below as
crotchets, (fig.1b)
Figure: 01b
The notes of C and Eb remain in the three chords; in order to
enjoy the evolution of the sequence we tend to focus on the ones
which move, particularly the G (5th of the Cm) evolving to the
Gb (b5) and finally to the F note.

The reason we are so engaged in this particular manoeuvre is probably the sense of resolution (conclusion, relief,
satisfaction) created by the descending notes Gb to F. I say this in order to prove that, even with a piece whose
textural architecture is so obviously derived from colourful instrumentation and rhythm, the harmonies are what
sculpture the colour.
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UNIVERSAL James Horner, 1990
Universal Pictures is one of the biggest film
companies in the world; it was founded in 1912 and is
the oldest surviving film company in America.
Between 1927 and 1936 the logo consisted of a globe
with an aeroplane flying round it. From 1936-46 it
enjoyed its first musical accompaniment, which was
akin to a brass band march, but contained the first
reference to the now famous root-to-5th motif (on
trumpets). From 1946 to 1963 it had a musical logo
which sounded like something from a 50s sci-fi film.

Universal came into 1990 commemorating the 75th anniversary of the company, and accordingly, their fifth logo
came in the same year. It and was composed by James Horner.
Frank Lehman again, when talking about Horner’s Universal theme:
“The message conveyed by Horner’s musical miniature is at once both bluntly
informative and artificially suggestive. It serves as a sonic brand, celebratorily
proclaiming the company that is responsible for bringing a film to its audience. But
it also fulfils an equally important, if somewhat covert, symbolic function. This logo
and others like it prepares spectators to surrender fully to worlds soon to be
conjured on screen.”
Lehman, 2018.1
Figure: 02 ‘20th Universal Pictures theme’
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As Lehman says, the music acts both for the company and for the film; not the film, but the
idea of a film. Given this weird dual role, where music has to provide two different functions
– one advertising and one aesthetic and informative – how can music do both? Is there a
common theme when advertising a film company and framing a film? Yes: wonderment.
Wonderment is a good go-too emotion which covers a multitude of secondary emotions. It
makes things seem larger-than-life. It makes everything associated with the initial music seem
positive. The theme – the first few notes of
which are a little reminiscent of George
Benson’s On Broadway – is a grand,
sweeping and arcing theme which covers a
lot of vertical ground. The line begins on a
5th-to-octave interval, which always ‘does
the trick’ if we want a big opening (think Star
Wars, Superman, etc). The biggest nod to
‘wonderment’ though – you know what I’m
going to say – is the Lydian flavour, thanks
to the #4. Horner uses this a lot in his films,
as many others do. The opening to Deep
Impact – to name just one – uses it
beautifully. The reason it doesn’t feel as
obvious as other times it is used, is because
the #4 doesn’t technically exist in the music;
Horner uses the chords of G and A/G
repeatedly in the first few bars, and it is the
A chord’s C# note which gives the harmony
a whiff of the #4. Therefore, what Horner
does very cleverly is to offer us the #4 (C#)
flavour by using it as the major 3rd of the A
chord, which he then inverts over the G,
which makes it feel like ‘kind of a G chord’.

On bar 5 Horner modulates up a major 3rd to the key of B and from bar 6 uses the chords B and C#/B alternating.
As such he gets the same result; this time it’s more obvious because he has the French Horns playing the root and
maj3rd of the B and C# chords respectively. The rapid alternation between ‘normal chord’ and chord that sounds
a bit Lydian is entrancing, almost hypnotic. It sets you up for the movie by relaxing you and therefore making you
suggestable. Clever stuff. What really helps here is the mid-deep richly-voiced chords on brass and strings, giving
us all that wonderful warmth. The juxtaposition of the cotton-wool orchestration and the excitement and
incongruity of the #4 feeling delivers wonderment.
Although Horner’s Universal theme is still used today, another one appeared in 1996, penned by Jerry Goldsmith,
which we’ll examine next.
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Figure: 03 ‘20th Universal Pictures theme’
Musically everything within this piece is subservient to
the horn fanfare itself - resplendent and peppered,
Superman-like, by root and 5th intervals - which exude a
sense of authority. When listened to its not easy to place
where the horn beats fall rhythmically; the frantic and
repetitive demisemiquaver triplets have the effect of
sounding like a static chord shimmering or shaking. They
offer no solid ‘beat’ framework.

Instead we are transfixed by the sheer power and might of the
root and 5th interval message, not the confounding intricacy
of its rhythmic context and delivery.

For example, there’s nothing to tell us,
audibly, that the second note of bar 2 is
anticipated, so we presume it’s on the 3rd beat.
This slight denial of expectation – which rights
itself eventually in the mind of the listener –
might even not be consciously something that
people register, but it is definitely a factor in
how we perceive the piece. It takes effort to
figure it out, and this creates interest and
excitement.
Possibly
without
such
confounding intricacy we wouldn’t be as
enamoured by the fanfare; one serves the
other.
In context of its role as ‘event music’ and
‘preparation music’, a fanfare alone would not
explain the curious sense of anticipation, of
excitement and drama created by Goldsmith’s
music. Above all, how it ‘finishes’ is crucial. It
needs to create excitement, drama,
anticipation and then finish strong. As
listeners we need to be engaged; it needs to
make us work, to titillate our senses and
challenge our expectation then deliver us to the
end of the piece and the off we go to the film.
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With this in mind, examine how bar 6 blurs our expectations and anticipation. A simple Cb to Db harmonic sequence would have been far too
simple and obvious (see the ‘wrong’ version, fig3.b, below). Of all the chords used in the climactic section (bar 6 of the of the original fig.3
onwards - Db/Cb, Cb, Db and Eb) the passing ‘slash chord’ of Db/Cb is the crucial one. It alludes to the Cb but creates a great and brief sense
of real drama and anticipation. It does this is by virtue of the pedal note of Cb (remaining through the chords of Db/Cb and Cb); we hear the Cb
bass note in two contexts, firstly as the inverted 7th note of the Db chord – which is incredibly dramatic - and then as the root note of the
subsequent Cb chord. This brief exchange and intervallic interplay creates a momentary dramatic harmonic deviation.
Figure: 03a ‘20th Universal Pictures theme’ (ending)
To the left we have the last few
bars of the piece – the climax.
There is a serious and captivating
harmonic and emotional event
used here, as mentioned before,
the use of the slash chord – Db/Cb
as a stepping chord onto the Db
and ultimately the Eb. But when
we hit the penultimate chord of
Db, we know exactly where this
piece is heading, and this sudden
confirmation of expectation is
electric. There is an exquisite
sense of inevitability now. So we
have gone from being challenged
to being satisfied in the space of
one bar.

Figure: 03b ‘20th Universal Pictures theme’
To the left I have imagined how
this would have panned out if the
composer had gone for the
obvious dramatic route back to the
tonic, which, on paper, isn’t that
dissimilar. It just goes Cb, Db and
Eb. The sense of inevitability is
sooner, so it is a much simpler
sequence to digest.
The slash chord used in the real
version not only gives it a real
harmonic kick, for all the reasons
I’ve already explained, it also adds
horizontal movement; using the
crotchets rather than minims
allows for a melodic shape to
germinate, which is more
powerful than simply a few chords
going upwards.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES Suzanne Ciani
The CBS Film Sales Corporation was founded in 1918
and it adopted the Columbia Pictures name in 1924. A
few years later the branding was complete when they
began using the well-known image of the Columbia, the
female personification of America. Columbia was an
historical name applied to the Americas and to the ‘New
World’. The name has since graced many places,
objects, institutions and corporations, although the
Statue of Liberty, built in 1886, replaced the symbol of
Columbia as the female symbol of the USA.
The distinctive music was written in 1976 by Suzanne Ciani, an American session musician and composer. The
woodwinds and strings play fast and frantic semiquavers - which at 130 bpm is fast – in reality all we really hear
is the start, the top and the end of the woodwinds and strings, if that. The rest of the run is largely implied. The
reason arrangers don’t just write the notes people will hear, i.e. the first, the apex and the last, is that it would lack
the physicality that the actual notes generate; even though we don’t hear all the notes, we hear the effort they took,
and the effort they took defines how the notes we can hear, sound. These are underpinned by a strong down-beat
on bar 1, which is followed by a crotchet-based melody, shared by the brass and piano. Rhythmically the piece is
uneventful, but it is the colours of the intervals stated which generates interest. It’s the Lydian thing again. The
intervals of the rhythmically simple line are 2 maj3 #4 5; maj3, #4, 5, 6; #4, 5, 6, maj7, or to put it another way:
2,

maj3,
maj3,

# 4, 5
# 4, 5, 6
# 4, 5, 6,

maj7

Although rhythmically and structurally the repeated crotchets are uninspiring, the intervals are far from
uninspiring. Remember, notes are simply vehicles for the intervals which occupy them; intervals
represent what a note feels like. The melody begins on the 2nd but when the phrase returns it starts on the
maj3rd but then when it appears again it begins on the #4. This generates a real palpable momentum.

Figure: 04 ‘Columbia Pictures theme’

What all this means is that the #4 appears quite a few times, so we have a constant feeling of excitement and, you guessed it, wonderment. The
line is played in octaves, which strengthens it.
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When the sequence of crotchets if over, we arrive at a slight rall,
during which there is a brief woodwind flourish, before we modulate
a major 3rd up to the key of E, which is a really fresh, exciting and
invigorating change. This is also the same modulation Horner used
in his Universal theme.
After this there is the obligatory Horn statement (5th to 5th then root
to 5th, naturally), and the piece ends with a strong tonic chord,
accompanied by some frantic woodwinds, which, once again, hits the
#4 in its sequence every bar.
This is an excellent piece which works well behind the evolving
pictures; when we finally hit the last chord (E) this syncs with the
word Columbia appearing on the accompanying picture. The piece
has a great sense of evolution, mystery, tensions and releases.
There is one more interesting thing about the Lydian aspect we
looked at (the sequence of crotchets in the first few bars). If you place
the same notes over a chord a tone up, it appears to slightly normalise
the sequence – it becomes more obvious, more predictable, more
scalic. So what the composer did has the effect of a ‘normal’ scale
being played up a tone, which is why it keeps hitting #4s. I have
written the two scales out below.
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Maj3rd intervals are warm; they are sometimes called ‘defining intervals’ or ‘descriptive intervals’ because they
determine if chords are major or minor. If they are absent, they are conspicuous by their absence, as discussed
elsewhere. #4 intervals are colourful, exciting, and in the right context their Lydian incongruity can cause feelings
of wonderment. Both sequences have maj3rd intervals but only the top one has repeated #4s – so it has a
combination of warmth and wonderment.

C
Figure: 04a

Figure: 04b
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DREAMWORKS John Williams
DreamWorks was founded in 1994 as a film studio by Steven
Spielberg, Jeffrey Katzenberg and David Geffen (SKG). In 2005 it
was sold to Viacom, the parent company of Paramount Pictures, but
in 2008 it ended its partnership and became an independent entity
again. The music is written by John Williams and is a great logo; it
speaks of innocence initially via the warm chords and melodic
acoustic guitar theme, but it becomes briefly serious when the horns
– and especially the trumpets – come in. it takes us on a journey,
which, although only lasting a few seconds, somehow feels like
longer because of its warmth, humanity and brief drama.

Figure: 05 ‘DreamWorks theme’

It’s really two stories compressed
into one small piece, and it departs
from traditional logos in that it isn’t
triumphant or bombastic or overtly
colourful, except for the brief brass
section. It speaks warmth and
innocence.

First we hear the warm, comforting sounds of the strings, playing the close-voiced add2 chord. We’ve talked
about the add2 and what its stylistic and emotional properties are. This precise setting, with the animated deep
blue pictures of clouds and the moon, is, with the music, very warm, innocent and inviting.
The string chords are interesting from bar 2-5 because they undulate slowly from the safe warmth of the Gadd2
to the slightly more complex double-sus chord. Williams has used the double sus chord on plenty of occasions.
It’s a great chord which slightly hides the identity of the chord and makes it neither major nor minor. It replaces
the 3rd with the 2nd and the 4th which gives it an unfinished feel. He uses it to spectacular effect during the light
piano version of the theme in Jurassic Park, at the end of the film as what’s left of the group are seen in the
helicopter (Morrell, 2013.223). In the DreamWorks music the changes between the Gadd2 and the double sus
chord are barely detectible. In bar 4 we get a sudden, quite loud burst from the top strings, which play an answer
to the guitar’s question, which is both musically great but also works as a bridge to the superb brass harmonies
that come next. If they had appeared out of nowhere following the soft dulcet tones of the guitar, but the strings
work to bridge that difference.

In bars 6-9 we have the bit that absolutely nails it, and the bit which is so John Williams. The combination of complex harmonies, often using
clustered voicings, is sublime. It’s as if there is a simple message in there but it’s been abstracted and stretch into something which has some really
exquisite tension and emotion, which makes us sit up and listen. I will discuss the brass writing on the next page.
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The piece returns back to the soft guitar textures for the last two bars;
there is a slight rall before the last bar and to a very slight degree the
guitar sounds a little uncomfortable; but this is a minor point.
To return to the fabulous brass writing, I have once again transcribed
a version of this which is simpler, to try and contrast it with the John
Williams version. As a composer and orchestrator Williams is without
equal, and will probably remain so for the rest of time. In later years
he will be someone we compare with Beethoven, Mozart or Bach,
given his creative ability, technical skills, emotional awareness and
sheer volume of output. Don’t forget what Williams, and other great
composers, manage to do constantly is understand the emotion
required and provide it through music. For them, they are interpreting
emotion through music, but the listener interprets it as emotion.
Williams is never writing to impress; he’s only ever writing for the
picture. I mention this because whenever we examine any music to
film, we’re analysing the emotion it brings; the emotional layer it
places underneath or behind the story, and secondly we’re examining
how it achieves this musically. So when we examine the brass,
alongside looking at the approach, musically, we must also figure out
what the emotional result is. Williams did not write that section as he
did simply because he felt like it – there was an emotional imperative
which fired up a creative, musical response.
Below I have transcribed an alternate version of the bars 6-9, which is
simple and straightforward; it uses the melodic line and broadly similar
chords but without any of the tensions in the Williams version.
Figure: 05a Brass section, bars 6‐9 alternate

The version to the left is a deliberately dumbeddown effort. Strings are in there, which is nice,
but the effect would be to soak up some of the
brass textures so the brass now don’t sound as
crisp and exposed. Also, gone are the inversions
and extensions of the real version. This piece
functions purely as music; it fills a void that
would otherwise be silence, and that’s about all
that can be said for it. If it was played over the
DreamWorks pictures it would simply fill some
empty bars to ensure the pictures weren’t
playing to silence. What I have provided here is
a simple melodic message with the
orchestration merely ‘being in attendance’
rather than affecting the melody in an emotional
way. This hopefully proves that the lack of any
imagination in the orchestration robs the piece
of what orchestration can bring. Orchestration
and instrumentation is not just about textural
colour; it’s about flushing out some vertical
harmonic tension with extensions or specific
voicing.

Figure: 05b Brass section, bars 6‐9 original
Figure: 05b Brass section, bars 6‐9 alternate

Williams’ version (fig.05b) obscures the
absolute identity of the harmony via voicings
and extensions, enough for it to cause emotional
tension in the mind of the listener. Most
listeners have a head full of musical memory
and knowledge which percolates, distils and
categorises what it experiences, for later
retrieval and comparison to new experiences.
Most music contains similarities to other music,
and this helps us understand it and enjoy it. But
part of enjoying music is also the challenge of
new experiences.
If new music is completely unlike anything they’ve had before and impossible to contextualise, people will usually simply stop analysing and ignore it. But if music
contains tensions which stretch their imagination and strains their listening ability, this can cause excitement. That’s exactly what’s going on here. As I said earlier,
it’s as if there is a simple message which has been abstracted. For starters, Williams dispenses with the strings, which means the brass textures and the extension,
inversion and cluster have a rawness.
The initial C chord in bar 6 of the original transcription (bar 1, above) has been obscured firstly by the cluster in the middle but also by the inverted E, which loosens
the identity enough for it to sound slightly strange; the reason for it sounding strange is because people aren’t able to recognise and classify quite as easily as they
normally do. Although it is technically a Cadd2/E, the cluster and the inversion results in the chord slightly losing its C-ness, making it feel like a kind of hybrid
between a C chord and an Em.
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The next chord has a maj6 and a 9th in it, which is nice (6/9 chords are used a lot in jazz / easy listening
arrangements; a 6th / 9th combo works quite well). What creates the tension here is the addition of the major 7th
into the equation and the inversion. It’s not common to see maj6 and maj7 in the same chord as they perform
different stylistic tasks, much less side by side. Normally if maj6 and maj7 extensions are used, they are separated
in different octaves in vertically more expansive voicings. Perhaps the reason they work side by side here is
because, as with the last chord, it is a C/E in name only; the actual feel of the chord floats somewhere between a
C6/9/E (with an added major 7) and an Em7 (add11). The brass is again tightly packed into a fairly close voicing,
which makes them have definite intensity. The next chord is the first one whose identity is fairly stable, but there
is still the tension created by the maj7 and octave (F# and G) together, plus the addition of the inversion gives it
an element of drama. The brilliance of John Williams’ composing, and in particular his arranging, is that the
balance between abstraction and normality is so well balanced and judged. If we were to have bar after bar of
complex voicing, it would become disorientating. Although bar 6 of the original transcription is quite a handful,
harmonically for all the reasons I’ve given, bar 7 of the original transcription - bar 2, above - is, comparatively, a
walk in the park, consisting as it does of a Cmaj9 and a Cmaj7.
Bar 3 (of fig.05b) is superb; I have scored both chords from this bar out
again (fig.5c – right). The bar consists firstly of an Ebmaj7/Bb, and the
rawness and razor-sharpness of the textures is partly to do with the range
of some of the trumpets but actually mostly because of the where Williams
puts the maj7. Traditionally maj7 extensions would sit on top of the chord
or they might be clustered in the middle of a voicing; in this version we
have an Eb chord on trumpets which is vertically bookended by the 3rd,
giving it a richness. There is no maj7 in the trumpet voicing – the maj7 is
lower down and is a product of the French horns. A combination of the
tightness of the horn voicing (maj7 next to the 8) and the fact that there is
an Eb note (trumpets) above the maj7 (horns) is what gives this chord a
real bite. The same thing happens on the next voicing (beat 3, bar 3) where
the trumpets play a Eb/Bb which is vertically bookended by the 5th, and it
is the horns below which contain the friction of the Eb directly against the
D (maj7).

Figure: 05c
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This an important point because it is these types of approach - where Williams places a maj7 (D) in the middle of a chord
and an octave higher places the Eb (8th) – which often give his music such an impact. It is a mistake to presume that these
kinds of often physical and visceral sounds are purely a result of texture, or even the purely the result of a chord type and
textures; they are the result of all those things but mostly voicing. How you voice a chord can often change its character
and emotion.
If we now turn to the last bar of fig.5b (bar 9 on the original full transcription, fig.5). Again, Williams has done this kind
of thing many times in his work: the chords go from F to D and eventually, in the original transcription, back to G. If you
read my earlier books you will be familiar with what I called the ‘Cowboy chord sequence’ (Morrell, 2013.61) which
related to a chord sequence that – if in the key of C, for example – went Bb, G7, C. In the key of F it would go Eb, C7, F
– you get the picture. It’s a curious and quite stylistically and culturally specific sequence which was used by Jerome
Moross, Elmer Bernstein and other composers of the early Westerns. It is used even now, when trying to instil a heroic
feel to any piece. Williams himself used it in the title track to the movie JFK. Back to this piece; the piece starts in G and
then modulates briefly to Eb; the turnaround that gets Williams back to G is via the Cowboy chord trick. This kind of
chord manoeuvre is quite overt but what gives this example here an even brighter sound than normal is that the chords are
played by trumpets (two of which are quite high) and horns; no strings, so it maintains that physicality that harmonised
trumpets and horns bring.
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LIONSGATE FILMS Danny Elfman
Lionsgate Films was formed in 1997. The first of its music logos was
composed by Danny Elfman, legendary composer of Edward
Scissorhands and Batman / Batman Returns. He has a particularly
identifiable style and approach to harmony, texture and arrangement
and his work with orchestrator Steve Bartek has been amongst the
most successful film music ever written.

Figure: 06 ‘Lionsgate Films’’

The music instantly conjures up emotions of mystery
thanks to the 3/4 time, the crotchet flute chords but
mostly the triplet piano. We have a feeling of
momentum and drama. The fanfare French horn
motif works well, using as it does, the root and 5th;
this is then answered by the trumpet, with another
similar fanfare. There is so much energy in this piece
and yet most of it motivic or rhythmical, rather than
harmonic, initially. This goes well with the pictures,
which are of gears moving and machinery churning
away.

The high string chords leave ample sonic room for the piano lines and woodwind lines to be heard. It’s often
interesting to isolate the chord changes to see the overall direction of a piece; this piece goes from Am to F and
then to Bb before coming down to G, which would set the piece up nicely for a move to C or back to Am. But on
bar 9 it modulates up a tone to A (then G, then A to finish). What this means in real emotive terms is that, from
bar 6/7 onwards the piece never settles and is constantly surprising us. That might not mean that we actually feel
consciously ‘surprised’, but subconsciously, at the part of our minds which distils these things and categorises
them, it will be surprising. That may simply have the effect of making us feel excited.
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In 2013 Lionsgate commissioned a revamp of their musical / visual logos for a rebrand. The music was composed
by Billy Mallery and orchestrated by Jason Jones, and is of an altogether different order.
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I am grateful to Jason Jones sending me the orchestration in full for this one, without which I don’t think I would
have got even close, such is its complexity. The harmonies are absolutely stunning, as is the way the various
chords remain mostly suspended and deliciously unclear, where we sometimes have two simultaneously
competing harmonic presumptions, both being hinted at. An example is bar 2 where the trumpet line implies a
chord of D underneath, whereas actually the slightly dominating harmonic colour is of Asus with a 7th and 9th.
There is no 3rd in this chord but there is a load of extensions, which, again, gives it a slightly unclear feel. We
have looked at these kinds of chords in much slower and sedate pandiatonic music, but rarely have we seen this
is something so overtly dramatic structurally and rhythmically. There is also more than a whiff of George Fenton,
if you listen to the 80s and 90s BBC news themes which were orchestral, abstract and very powerful, texturally,
harmonically and emotionally. In bar 3 the string semiquavers could easily be placed above a D chord or an A
chord, such is their transparency. The woodwind is stating an A7(minus the 3rd) not vertically but horizontally.
There is a glorious moment when bar 5 suddenly reveals a slight harmonic clarity, thanks to the trumpet line
repeatedly stating the 3rd. The harmonic vitality and sheer power in this piece is exciting and most definitely
commands you to sit and be quiet and be in awe of the spectacle to come.
Listeners hear this music emotionally, and it is raw, bewildering, abstract and exciting – again, as a I said earlier,
very similar to how Fenton’s music made you sit up and watch the news. His music delivered you perfectly into
the dramatic daily diet of bad news that the news invariably brings, most of the time. This is the same – it grabs
you and holds your attention absolutely.
Figure: 06a ‘Lionsgate Films 2013’
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The ‘second half’ of
the piece starts on bar
6 and this is where
things become less
harmonically abstract
and more definite. We
hear the power of the
ascending low brass
(and
descending
strings, creating some
great
physical
contrary motion) and
we get the slight whiff
of the #4 in beat 2,
thanks to the C/Bb
chord (2nd chord of bar
6). If we look at bars
6-8 we can also hear a
little of Goldsmith’s
Universal Opening,
i.e. the Bb, C to D
chords.
The
wonderful thing about
these chords is that by
the time you’re into
bar 7, you can feel
what’s coming; there
is a delicious sense of
the inevitable – of
your
presumptions
being satisfied.

Given that this is such a masterpiece of orchestration, it’s interesting to look at what is often called the ‘takedown’
version, or the ‘mock-up’ version; this is what the composer gives to the orchestrator and what the orchestrator
uses as the basis for the final version. This is interesting because it shows us a typical example of what the
differences are between the composer’s original visual conceptualisation / arrangement and the eventual textural
and harmonic realisation. For example, the ‘winds’ on bar 4 of the original version are down an octave from where
they eventually end up. In the original version they would have blended too much into the textural undergrowth.
The rest of the eventual orchestration adds considerable and crucial textural depth / variation and harmonic colour;
for example, the Lydian touch in the final bar where we hear the Horns (supported by the woodwinds) play the
maj3rd, #4th and 5th.
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Figure: 06b ‘Lionsgate Films 2013’ (Mock‐up)
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New Line Cinema 2001 Michael Kamen
New Line Cinema was set up in 1967 by 27 year-old Robert Shaye, who
ran the company from his apartment in New York, specialising in
providing art films and foreign language films to colleges and
universities. The music was written by the late, great, Michael Kamen.

Figure: 07 ‘New Line Cinema logo

Violins

This is a great piece of
music by the brilliant and
sadly missed Michael
Kamen. It begins with the
held G note, which is great
because in absence of any
context we have an
automatic presumption of
it being a root. By bar 2,
when we hear this lovely
run down on strings, we
perceive the implied C
chord. Although listeners
don’t think ‘well now,
that’s interesting because I
heard the G as a root and all
along it was actually the 5th
of a C chord’, there is
nevertheless a surprise
element when we hear the
implied C chord. This is
how music works; by
creating
tiny
micro
dynamics within pieces
where we subconsciously
expect one thing, but
instead get the other thing.
Reaction, surprise, having
our preconceptions tested,
etc, is all part of the thing
that music is. As I have said
before, if we all enjoyed an
instant literal, grammatical
understanding of music,
these surprises wouldn’t be
as emotionally effective as
they are.

Violins /Violas
Violas / Cellos

The descending string line is extremely effective, especially as it evolves through the textural terrain of the
different stringed instruments (violins, violas, cellos and basses); there is a great feeling of momentum in this
phrase, and the way it ends up on the gorgeously rich Fadd2 is wonderful, but in contrast the last two bars are
actually quite stark, harmonically and emotionally. There are no 3rds, which leaves the piece finishing in quite an
open-ended way; almost mysterious, but definitely questioning.
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Regency Danny Elfman
Embassy Pictures was founded originally by Arnon Milchan and
underwent a name-change, rebranding itself as Regency in 1991. The
music was composed by Danny Elfman and was based on the main
title theme from the 1993 film, Summersby, which Elfman scored and
which was a Regency film.

Figure: 08 ‘Regency Films logo’

We feel the Bb as a min 6 because we still
hear same bass note from bar 1, even
though it’s occupying a different interval.
(

)

This is a very interesting theme and one which migrates and navigates between subtly different emotions; we
begin with a D (with no 3rd) which migrates quickly to the Bb/D (omit5). In film music the move from a minor
chord to a 1st inversion major chord a maj 3rd down, is popular and dramatic (i.e. Cm to Ab/C – Twin Peaks or
Bbm to Gb/Bb – Batman and Batman Returns). When this chord change happens the reorientation of the initial
bass note from 1st to maj3rd is one of the reasons we feel a sense of drama. But the other reason is that when the
5th of the first chord (‘A’ in the case of the Regency cue) rises to the Bb note in the subsequent chord, we also feel
it partly as a min6th of the previous chord, particularly because both chords have the same sounding bass note.
This is even more prominent here because of the omission of the F note (3rd and 5th respectively) in both chords.
The Shakuhachi flute motif is extremely effective over the Dm chord, sounding incongruous and stark, but the
real ‘money chord’ (or two chords, I should say) comes when we hear the Bb chord in bar 5, with its lovely Horn
line (with the warm add9), closely followed by a harmonic diversion we absolutely didn’t see coming (the famous
‘sci-fi chord trick’) which takes us to Fm; as if that wasn’t enough, it then uses the Fm as a stepping stone to the
Db, which is where it ends. In 13 seconds this cue takes us on an emotional ride that many pieces much, much
longer don’t usually manage. This is an absolute masterpiece of microcomposing. The journey feels longer
emotionally than it actually is in reality, which is why it is so compelling.
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Studio Canal Alexandre Desplat
Studio Canal was founded in 1988 as an arm of Canal+, a pay-tv
network. Originally the idea was to focus mainly on French and
European films, but later it strayed into international deals and
produced film such as the sci-fi blockbuster Terminator and the
excellent Oliver Stone Kennedy assassination conspiracy thriller, JFK.
This rebrand music was composed by Alexandre Desplat.

Figure: 09 ‘Studiocanal theme’

This piece has a magical / mystery Scissorhands / Harry Potter feel to it at the start; the sense of innocence is fuelled by the majestic
and lilting contours of the Celeste (and of course its textural connotations). The innocence is also referenced, in this context at least,
by the plucked violin motif. In addition to this, adding to the vivacious bubbly feel is the 3/4 time and the bass line, which is on the
move most of the time.
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The piece develops melodically thanks to the flute line, particularly the D-G-D line (bar 9), which is attractive and has a slight Pastoral
whiff. The mystery / magical / innocent feel has a shelf life in these situations; by this point we are accustomed to it and the pieces now
has more of a conversational feel to it. In truth the whole sequence, including music and graphics, is probably too long, which is why
we begin to feel perhaps too accustomed by bar 7 onwards. Luckily this is about to change….

9th

10th

6th

maj7th

2nd

3rd

6th

maj7th

9th

10th

6th

maj7th

2nd

3rd

6th

maj7th

Low 2nd

Low 3rd

Low 6th
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Low maj7th

In bar 13 we have
the addition of the
flute / piccolo runs,
together with the
rising brass / string
line, which adds a
real
sense
of
journey and of
momentum.
The
ascent, which is
stated over three
octaves, enjoys a
physical contour as
well as creating
harmonic
colour
(rising from 2nd / 9th
to 3rd / 10th, to 6th
then maj7th).
The depth of the
low cello line (2nd,
3rd, 6th, maj7th)
really gives the line
some sonic depth;
this all leads to an
eventual pause on a
G n.c. which has,
similar to other
logos we’ve looked
at, a starkness,
leaving audiences
slightly
pensive,
ready for the film.
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Warner Bros Herman Hupfeld
Warner Brothers is one of the most established and long-running film
companies in the world. It has had many incarnations of its brand over
the years but the basic WB design has been around for a number of
years. It has had many different musical accompaniments but one
which stands out is the arrangement of As Time Goes By which brings
with it a huge slice of nostalgia.

Figure: 10 ‘Warner Bros’

The piece begins with a piano solo version of As Time Goes By, by Herman Hupfeld. Before we go into
arrangement and orchestration, what’s interesting firstly is the subtle, delicate, but crucial alterations to the chords
in this version; for convenience, I have transcribed a section of the song (below) and highlighted how this is
interpreted in the Warner Brothers film logo (above).

In the original version (the single-stave transcription) the accompanying chords for bars 6-7 are much less
dramatic than the ones used in the Warner Brother logo; the use of Bb6, E/B in bar two allow for contrary motion
between the chords and melody and are much more illuminating. This shows how important arrangement is in
how a melody is contextualised and distilled emotionally. In the film logo version, the orchestra comes in with a
great big pedal note on beat 2 of bar 3, which sets up the remainder of the piece, which has more than a touch of
grandeur and nostalgia – not just because of the memories the tune evokes, but the lavish Golden Age of Film
context of the chords in the penultimate bar (Fm/Ab, Dbmaj7, F) where we go briefly - via the transitory chord of
Fm - to the completely different key centre of Db, which then pivots us dramatically back to F. This brief, mildly
disorientating, but ultimately dramatic min-tour of key centres, together with the orchestra textures, is typical of
the types of yesteryear lavish chord manoeuvres which generate instant nostalgia.
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Warner Bros Home Video Unknown
Figure: 11 ‘Warner Bros Home Video’

This is an interesting and quite brief musical logo. Stylistically has a lot in common with Michael Kamen’s New
Line theme (fig.7), in that it begins with an arpeggiated gradually descending line –this time on piano. This alone
would not make it as captivating as it is; underneath the piano, there is a really interesting chord played on a soft,
warm, analogue synth pad. Harmonically it is a multi-extension chord featuring the add2, 7th, 9th and 11th, and the
combination of this and the dreamy textures make it quite vague. This combination of the precision of fast
arpeggiated piano, offset by vague textural accompaniment, makes it a strange and incongruous combination,
which in this context would have the effect of being pleasant but also a little questioning. The end is quite odd in
that there is no final actual chord; moreover, it ends on the piano playing low Ab octaves accompanied by the
reverb tail of the accompanying synth chord. As we have seen with many of the logos, it ends emotionally
unfinished and leaves you wanting, or expecting.
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Castle Rock Marc Shaiman
Castle Rock Entertainment is an American film company founded in
1987 by Martin Shafer, film director Rob Reiner, Andrew Steinmann,
Glenn Padnick and Alan Horn. The name Castle Rock is in honour of
the town in Maine which acts as a setting for several movies.

Figure: 12 ‘Castle Rock Entertainment’

Like a few we’ve looked at, it has an arpegiated motif which – again like a few others – accelerates
slightly. This is accompanied by a really lovely high, shimmering string chord featuring the 1st, min3rd
and 4th, which is texturally and harmonically a little vague; it’s best to see these various components
(not just in this piece but in every logo) not as different musical devices, but as different emotional
devices. Like a few we’ve looked at, it has an arpegiated motif, which – again like a few others accelerates slightly. This is
accompanied by a really
beautiful high, shimmering
string chord featuring the 1st,
min3rd and 4th, which is
texturally and harmonically a
little vague; it’s best to see
these various components (not
just in this piece but in every
logo) not as different musical
devices, but as different
emotional devices. If we’re
talking emotion, the initial
piano is soft but hesitant, and
the vague string chord
italicises and highlights the
vagueness, which makes us
slightly pensive. But at the end
of bar 3 we get the strong line
played by octave strings and
French
horns,
which
eventually take us to the final
bar. Harmonically this is quite
simple at surface level,
overall, with various versions
of the F#m chord; beyond
surface level, however, the
extensions – in the first three
bars at least – create a hazy
lack of clarity, which is
cleared up by the strength and
simplicity of the final two
bars.

Like so many pieces we’ve looked at, it’s about an emotional journey, created by tensions and releases, or in some
situations incongruity and vagueness answered by strength and certainty. What makes these pieces all the more
brilliant is that all these emotions are squashed into a tiny amount of time, time which somehow doesn’t seem to
pass as quickly as it does. Film music can sometimes mess with people’s perception of time – this is, after all, one
of the main reasons for its usefulness in movies. It can make difficult visual edits plausible or jumps in time or
location smooth; people can watch a film which spans decades without batting an eyelid, thanks to well-written
film music and other filmmaking devices. It therefore ought not to come as a great surprise to us that its use in
logo music is so instrumental (no pun intended).
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Paramount Pictures Michael Giacchino
Paramount Pictures is an American film company; it is the fifth oldest
film company in the world and the second oldest in America. It is the
only group of the ‘big five’ film companies to still be based in L.A. Like
many of the older film companies, it has enjoyed many different musical
pieces to accompany the iconic image of the mountain and the stars.
Of all the film companies, Paramount is the only one to have retained the
original symbol on which it was founded. The two main symbols depict
a mountain and stars above it. According to many, Ben Lomond, a
mountain in Utah, is the basis for the idea. One of my American students
also told me the same story, so it must be true! It was based on the
childhood memories of the founder of Paramount Pictures in 1912 –
William Wadsworth Hodkinson. The 24 stars allegedly stand in
testament to the first 24 actors who signed with the film studio in 1914.
The great advantage it has over many film company logos is that it can
change its colour palette to suite the aesthetic needs of the film it precedes
Figure: 13 ‘Paramount Pictures’

It begins with low octave Cs on basses accompanied by a harp line
which gives us the horizontal chord of Cadd2. The next few bars
repeat the chords of C and C diminished. This is handy because
the F# from the Cdim chord doubles as a Lydian influence –
something which is used heavily in film and which can generate
emotional feelings of wonder.

So we have the combined effect and benefit of the theatricality and traditional drama of the diminished chord and the implied Lydian
feel, something prevalent in film music. These are all washed down by a strong, repetitive 5-note motif (C, C, G, E, F#).
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On bar 6 we progress from the C / Cdim trick to Cm7 which is coloured even more by a
darker, more dramatic and powerful minor variation of the same melodic motif, which this
time begins on the min3rd– to-7th of the Cm7 before ending up on the three dramatic octaved
trumpets (A, Bb, C – maj3rd, 4th and 5th of the F chord). This is its most dramatic moment;
this is because of the palpable evolution of the melodic line, which has remained
rhythmically identical but which has evolved in terms of intervallic context.
The piece culminates with a variation on the ‘the Jerry Goldsmith’ Universal ending, which
this time goes Eb, F and G. And like the Goldsmith piece, the three last chords are made
less obvious by the use of inversions (Eb/Bb, E/G, F/C) before settling on the G.
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Hollywood Pictures Danny Elfman
Hollywood Pictures was an American film production label. It was
a division of Walt Disney and was meant to capture more of mature
audience, similar to Touchstone and Miramax. It’s most important
and pivotal film was The Sixth Sense, by writer / director M. Night
Shyamalan.

Figure: 14 ‘Hollywood Pictures’

This is another quite short piece, beginning again with a nod to the Lydian, thanks
to the horn fanfare (bar 2). Anyone wondering why the chord on beats 2/3 of bar 2
wasn’t called C/Bb; this is because, unusually, the horn notes of C and E (clearly
creating their own C chord) actually sit on top of a full Bb chord, not just the pedal
Bb note.

The horn fanfare is, in effect, like most fanfares, essentially an announcement. This ‘announcement’ is answered
by a softer but higher and more expansive version of the same motif, which has the emotional effect of a sense of
evolution and momentum. The piece, like many logos, ends with a dramatic and unforeseen modulation upward
to an unrelated key. In fact, with this in mind, it’s also interesting to look purely at the evolution of the chords to
see how they take us on a dramatic, surprising and emotional journey. In many cases of logo music can start in
one key centre and often migrate through one (or sometimes even more) key centre before finally coming to rest.
This piece goes from Bb, to Ab, up to C. None of these are what we might consider usual or traditional, everyday
changes.
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Constantin Films Unknown
Constantin Film AG is a German film company, which belongs to Highlight
Communications AG. It is a large independent German film maker and
distributor of productions in the entire field of audio-visual fiction and nonfiction.

Figure: 15 ‘Constantin Pictures’

Musically this piece is short, fast and dramatic; normally such a combination of characteristics would emotionally
tend to imply feelings of strength, importance and urgency. Don’t go anywhere; the film is about to start. The
melodic duties are effectively shared between two separate but complementary pieces of counterpoint – firstly the
horn / trombone line, which ascend gradually (bars 1-2) and secondly the dramatic triplet string line, which also
ascend gradually, but at a different rate. The chords have an overall upward journey too (Ebm, Gb, Bbm, Db, F).
That final chord shift from Db to F is dramatic and exciting but another great thing about this piece is that the first
three bars are 12/8, apart from the penultimate one, which is 9/8; this has the effect of the last chord change
appearing to be quicker than expected; a surprise. The chord change is already a surprise so now we get two
surprises for the price of one – both at the same time.
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THX James A. Moorer
I want to spend a little bit of time as we come to the end of this chapter
discussing a couple of other logos which contain sounds which differ
markedly to what we’re used to. The first one is the logo music written to
accompany the THX logo. THX was founded in 1983 by George Lucas, the
man perhaps best known for creating and directing Star Wars. THX is best
known for developing high quality audio / visual reproduction standards in
cinemas.
This incredibly exciting and evocative piece of music was the creation of James A. Moorer, and goes by the great
name of Deep Note. the music consists of 30 voices, over seven bars, singing in a narrow range of 1 octave before
arriving at their destination, which is the final chord, spread over 5 octaves. In the final chord the highest pitch is
slightly detuned, which explains why the chord sounds and feels like a Dm but is written with an F# on the top.
This is the only note of the final chord which plays anything other and a 1st or 5th, which is one of the reasons the
final chord sounds so sterile and machine-like. Also the other big reason the final chord has that strange,
incongruous sound is because of the synth textures used.
Figure: 16 ‘THX’

By far the best bit of this fabulous piece of music is the bit just prior to, and including, the final chord (i.e. bars 34); this is where we go from notes which are genuinely impossible to hear in terms of pitch, toward the point
where they are able to be heard rationally as harmony. This crucial crossover section is almost primeval in its
effect. The first section is interesting and the final chord has a textural and harmonic bleakness which is excellent,
but this last bit, like all music, to be fed properly. We need to be prepared for it. We are used to fairly bland and
uninventive harmonies and textures in our normal lives, so film music is usually a more imaginative and
challenging environment for listeners; one where the vast majority will hear music but listen to - and distil – the
emotion it generates.2 Into this dynamic comes a piece like the above, which will disorientate, bewilder and
perplex them. It will create anxiety before delivering them back into the world of near-normality with the final
chord.
Whenever people hear anything detuned, this has a particular and specifically disorientating effect. Just because
most people can’t name the notes they hear, doesn’t mean that they don’t recognise them. People had listened to
the note of F for hundreds of years, so when Mac computers used a slightly detuned chord of F on boot-up, people
knew the sound was distinct, distracting and definitely more noticeable than a chord ought to be, but few realised
why. The detuned nature of some parts of the THX logo, along with other aspects, really help make this into a
terrific logo theme.

2

A lack of musical skills and the absolute pitch needed to listen to music grammatically and literally usually rules most people out when it
comes to digesting and interpreting music as music. So the vast majority of people listen emotionally. This is often not something people are
even aware of, but as we have established before, if you ask people to discuss why a piece of music affects them or moves them, they will
discuss not what it is, or was, but how it made them feel; what it did to them.
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I thought I would give the last word to the
famous MGM lion. It is worth noting that
not all logos are accompanied by music, as
I mentioned earlier. Also some have sound,
rather than music. This brings me onto
MGM, which has spent over a hundred
years preparing audiences for films with
the sound (and image) of a lion’s roar.
Gone With The Wind, Ben Hur and 2001:
A Space Odyssey are just some of the
thousands of films that followed the lion’s
roar. The famous lion roared for the first
time nearly a hundred years ago on July
31st 1928.

‘Leo’ – as he has often been referred to – was not one lion, but several, spanning decades. ‘Slats’ was the first;
his run was from 1917 to 1928. ‘Jackie’ was born in 1915 and was the second lion to get the gig. The roar was
recorded separately and then synced to film of Jackie roaring. It’s Jackie’s roar we hear before The Wizard of Oz
in 1939, and he also appeared in over a hundred films, including several Tarzan movies.
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CHAPTER 3: DRAMA
A MAN AND A WOMAN Francis Lia

“You really have to bring something emotionally to
the picture that’s not there. Otherwise the music is
redundant.”
Gerry Goldsmith
interviewed by Mervyn Cooke
(Cooke, 2010.24)

A Man and A Woman, a French film made in 1966,
was one of the most popular international hits of its
time. It won several awards, including the Palme
d’Or at the 1966 Cannes Film Festival,
two Golden Globe Awards and two Academy
Awards. A Man and Woman is a classic romantic
story, one renowned more for its stunning
photography and soundtrack than for its script or
indeed the story itself. Written by directors
Lelouch and Pierre Uytterhoeven, the film is
about a young widow and widower who meet by
chance and whose relationship is complicated by
the memories of their deceased spouses. Much of
the meaning of the film is unsaid and unstated;
much of the context is implied and inferred
through pictures and music. The music was
recorded prior to filming, and director Lelouch
played the music on the set to inspire the actors.
The only track we are going to examine from this
film is its beautiful, mesmerising and enchanting
main theme.
The performance of the track has a beautiful looseness, similar in style, phrasing and articulation to the Jobim
recordings of the 1960s. Also there is a real inner beauty in terms of the harmony and voicings; again, similar to
the Jobim recordings. There is also an exquisite and unmistakable romantic French flavour to the piece, which is
mostly due to a combination of the chord extensions, the textures and the simple, loose rhythmic accompaniment.
The piece comes at the beginning of the film but that is a different arrangement from the one that came at the end
of the film and was subsequently released and became embedded in the international psyche of most who listened
to it. This is truly a case where the music cultivated a life of its own, outside the film, as is the case with many of
the great film soundtracks. Since the track serves no other narrative purpose other than to book-end the film and
play the movie out at the end, what we are examining here is the piece itself and what made it the 1960s universal
melody of love.
Figure: 01 Track: ‘A Man and a Woman’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.36.12

There is a delightful and delicious quirkiness embedded in the phrases (the first one of which is from bar 3 to 6)
caused by the use of two 4/4 bars followed by a 2/4 bar. As this approach happens repeatedly, the quirkiness
becomes the norm. Regardless, its effect is to make the piece more pronounced and to make whatever music is
contained within the body of the unique phrasing structure more acute.
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With reference to the vertical interval between the F# and C#; normally a 5th interval is quite stark, but although
there is still a squareness in the interval, there is a richness too because the intervals the notes occupy within the
chord are the maj7 and maj3, both rich, colourful and descriptive intervals. The piano performance, and its
interpretation of the chords, is sparse and colourful, both in terms of the stop-start nature of the performance and
in context of the chord voicings, in which we find multiple 3rds and maj7ths.
The voicing in bar 7 features a low 3rd (E#) underpinning the 2nd (D#) an octave higher; above this we have a 5th
(G#), the 7th (B) and finally a high 3rd (E#). The chord is voiced beautifully, allowing for an abundance of
colourful extensions. Chords are always more striking if they contain other chords within them; this can create
the feeling of polyharmony. Even though most people wouldn’t recognise names of notes or intervals, there is an
emotional awareness – a feeling generated – which is the result of this occurrence. In my first book I referred to
this concept as a ‘duality of perception (Morrell, 2013. 70, 80, 137, 157, 167). In context of this piece I refer to
the existence of an inverted G#m which occupies the middle of the chord (i.e. all notes except the bottom and top
note. You can test this concept yourself by playing firstly the middle notes I refer to (the G#m/D#), depress the
sustain pedal and then gently add the bottom and top notes. You will experience an exaggerated version of what
I’m talking about because you will hear and feel the G#m only to experience those same notes mean something
else once we add the bottom and top notes.
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

The lack of the 5th in the Cmaj7 in bar 10 gives extra disproportionate power to the other notes, notably the two
3rds and two maj7s. Whenever you miss out an important component of a chord, extra weight is added to what
actually is there; the remaining notes enjoy disproportionality.
The piano voicing in bar 12 is, again, striking; the voicing rests on a chord of A (i.e. the A, C# and E). On top of
that we have a stark and bare B, E and B. There is no F#; no root. The voicing is quite ‘extension heavy’ (i.e. from
bottom to top the intervals are 3rd, 5th, 7th, 11th, 7th and 11th. Again, the beauty of the chord lies in the specific
choice of notes the arranger or performer decides. The existence of mainly extensions, rather than primary
intervals, creates a real sense of colour. We discuss this issue in my third book (Morrell, 2015. 245).
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.
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There is a wonderful, warm, lovable, almost gently comedic and clumsy effect in the frantic triplet piano notes
which lead to the dead stop on bar 16. Some of the notes are almost ghosted. This is beautiful piano playing and
fantastic arranging.
The following section, which is essentially a repeat of the first section, this time includes male and female voices.
Complementing the aforementioned squareness of the organ melody notes being vertically a 5th apart, we have
the gorgeous spectacle of the low and muddy range in which the male vocal appears. There is warmth but also
mild dissonance created by the low male voice, particularly when it hits the maj7 (which dominates the phrase,
melodically). The maj7 being stated so low creates a subtle but palpable tension. In this melody (as with the first
time it appeared) the melody line is slightly mesmerising; this is because it hits (on this occasion) the C#
(functioning as a maj7) followed by another C# (this time functioning as the octave).
The change in intervallic value is
what makes the repetitive C#s
mesmerising and not monotonous

A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

The arrangement continues to be striking, but in a subtle way; the voices and organ all unite behind the 11th (B)
of the F#m7 chord (bar 27). With this is a three-octave piano statement of the 7th (E).
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

23

The three-octave piano statement moves to the D# on bar 28, (the same note becomes the maj7 on bar 29) before
resting on the C# (the 6th) on bar 30.
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Rhythmically and feel-wise the piece changes on bar 32. A subtle and very European ‘swing’ style is adopted by
the piano but – and this is brilliant – not reciprocated by the drums, which carry on pretty much as they were. The
syncopated piano rhythm, juxtaposed with the drums, who ‘play it straight’ gives the piece more of a soft shuffle
feel than outright swing. This kind of approach can be found in other French jazz music. In addition, the piano
voicings are, once again, key here. The Dm9 voicing is vertically bookended by the 2nd and 9th. The tension created
by the E and F notes creates a harmonic (and therefore emotional) tightness, which is italicised by the syncopated
rhythm it is attached to.
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

28

Delicate and subtle harmony and counterpoint are a feature of this
piece, such as the descending bass line, particularly the passing note
of F in the bass, linking the G chord to the eventual destination chord
of Em via the link chord of G/F. This lends the phrase an inexorable
sense of inevitability

There are other tiny, almost inaudible harmonic inflections which help generate a delicious vagueness in the
harmony, such as bar 35 when we hear the extension-heavy chord of Am11. If you look at the piano part, the chord
being played, if one is being literal, is an Em7/D, but when contextualised over an A bass this becomes an Am11
with the 7, 9th and 11th stacked on top of each other to create a ‘poly’ feel.
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

35
35

Bar 38 is also beautiful in its construction and delivery; normally a 6/9 chord has an unmistakable and quite
palpable jazziness. But bar 38 adds the #11 into the equation, creating a really intoxicating abstraction into this
passing chord.
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Indeed, the reason why we notice it is because the ‘passing’ chord lasts an entire bar, giving us ample time to
digest the effect of the combination of 6, 9 and #11 – notes which, independently generate a chord of D. Again
it’s the concept of subtle polytonality.
The next bit of subtle harmonic interplay could easily be passed off as a ‘mistake’; an oversight by the arranger
or composer. Whether it is a mistake or not does not alter the effect; bar 41 contains the B7(b9) which is ‘fed’ and
‘framed’ by the preceding F#m7. The curious thing here is that, although the b9 is stated by the C, articulated by
the piano in the syncopated accompaniment, the voices state a C#, i.e. the 9th. Nobody would ever deliberately
place a 9 next to a b9 in a chord; it just wouldn’t happen; it’s not cool, it’s a billion miles past the tolerance level
of dissonance; it’s just plain wrong. But in this case the dissonance is brief and the clash is not because of two
notes next to each other in a chord but because a melody line note briefly contradicts the chord which accompanies
it.
A Man and a Woman main title / cont.

40

44

Exactly the same thing happens again in
bar 45, where the melody line hits B
(the 9th), accompanied by the pianist
who is busy faithfully reading the chart
and giving us a flattened 9th.
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The liner notes for a later release of the original soundtrack album said, “Is there a person anywhere in the world
who was around in the 1960s and 1970s who could not instantly recognize the theme from A Man and a Woman?
Doubtful, unless you were living under a rock in a cave in Siberia, and even then you’d probably have heard it…in
fact, it became one of the most beloved movie themes ever written almost instantly…. The soundtrack recording
was as popular as the film, so popular, in fact, that a second soundtrack album was released with the lyrics in
English (sung by the same singers as the original French). The film was fresh, unique, and beguiling, and so was
its score by Francis Lai. It was the perfect marriage of image and music.”
In terms of a film being remembered by its soundtrack, this puts A Man and a Woman up there with Star Wars,
Jaws, E.T. and the rest of the greats. When memories of the film or the story or the characters or the location have
long since faded, our memories of the music are still there. It is strange how music, something which does not
communicate with the same immediacy or literacy as words or images, somehow has the power to be remembered
with more clarity than any other aspect of the film. So, when people ‘remember’ this theme and are subsequently
so emotionally moved when they rehear it years later, what exactly are they remembering? In Beyond the
soundtrack, Daniel Goldmark refers to “What kind of life the music embodies, and how the life of the film as a
whole is altered by it.” (Goldmark, 2007.3). Film music is not really to be judged on whether it is any good as
music, because an opinion either way would be subjective. So instead we judge it on its effect on the film, and in
this respect the soundtrack to A Man and a Woman is one of the most pivotal scores of all time. There is a unilateral
inner beauty to it, but unlike most music, this beauty takes on a visual and physical form because of its association
with the film.
Goldmark also says, “To represent music in film is to represent what the music represents. Film music depends
on a representational value that music outside film has often been wrongly denied to have.” (Goldmark, 2007.6).
this implies that music has to have an inner life of its own which, when put to the film, benefits both. But what is
that ‘inner life’, and when Goldmark says music represents something, he must surely mean feelings and emotion.
Unlike music itself, when emotion is generated in the mind of the listener, this can then include the triggering of
past memories or other feelings which are then representative in that the emotion we feel has been applied to
something more tangible than the music itself was. These issues occupied the mind of Rita Aiello in her book
Musical Perceptions, when she said that “The central meaning in music is to be found in the structural interplay
of its elements and forms rather than in association to non-musical events.” (Aiello, 1994. 3). So one would
assume she’s talking about how music initially affects us, before we then begin to apply the emotions to event or
pictures or memories in our mind.
Whatever the truth may be about meaning in music and the inherent difficulties and contradictions the concept
offers us, one thing is sure; music definitely means something. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the public’s
reaction to this soundtrack. And its composer, Francis Lia, went on to compose the score for the other great
contemporary love story of 20th century cinema – Love Story (1970), the music to which, again, is arguably more
famous than the film it accompanies.
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ARBITRAGE Cliff Martinez
Robert Miller, played by Richard Gere, is a New York
hedge fund manager approaching his 60th birthday. What
nobody knows is that Miller is also a fraudster and is
desperately trying to sell his empire to a big bank before
the truth is uncovered. Bad judgement following a car
accident which claims the life of his mistress, creates an
atmosphere where Miller’s crimes slowly unravel, due in
part to the suspicious detective played by Tim Roth.
Miller’s wife Ellen is played brilliantly by Susan
Sarandon with daughter Brooke played equally
convincingly by Brit Marling. Cliff Martinez’s
soundscape-esque score is broody and dark in places and
helps cultivate a sombre mood which contextualises the
dark reality of Miller’s situation and also the murky
underbelly of his world. According to the Director, Cliff
Martinez succeeded in capturing lead character Robert
Miller “as a guy who exists in a frightening place, filled
with avaricious players of finance’s deadliest game, with
cutthroat rivals lurking at every turn”. Some of the tracks
used in the film were written with collaborators, namely
Mac Quayle and the Gregory Tripi.
The music is electronic and in many places the textures
are deep and multi-layered. Because of this a small
number of the harmonies (particularly the voicings)
featured in the transcriptions may be approximations.

00.01.02 into the film comes track one on the album, entitled ‘All Business’, which comes after an unusual and
almost documentary-esque opening in which we hear Gere’s character, Robert Miller, being interviewed for TV.
This is an interesting and clever intro because the very first words we hear, from the interviewer are “…But you
took a huge bet on the housing crisis in the middle of the biggest boom in housing anybody has ever seen…why?”.
Given that this dialogue begins to a black screen before we see the interview in progress, the dialogue, and
especially the significance of its content - given what we later find out about his corrupt business practice –
replaces what music’s role might have been in this intro, which would have been to frame the film and perhaps to
foreshadow its events. The decision to leave music out until 00.01.02 is clever because dialogue is used almost as
music; certainly there is a poetry to it. The meaning behind the words Miller speaks are profound, given what
comes later and what, as a film watcher, we will probably already know. Although we hear his spoken words, we
don’t see any pictures until 00.00.27. At 00.00.35 we see a side-shot of Susan Sarandon’s character, watching the
interview. At 00.00.38 we see the interviewer’s face but it is not until forty seconds that we finally see the suave,
confident image of Miller, who by this point has explained his poor upbringing and his philosophy that “bad
things always happen.”. Finally, when he finishes talking, the black screen returns and the first track comes in.
Shortly after the track starts we cut to the outside of Miller’s private jet, high up in the clouds.
On a practical, pragmatic and functional level, the music fills the black space and makes the edit of time and space
(we go from the interview to black screen, then high in the sky, outside a private jet, in which, inevitably, we find
Miller). This link bridges time (the interview was then, this is now) and space (the interview was on the ground
in an office and now we’re at 39,000 feet). This is an important point because a big part of the success of most
music in film is the job it does. If we heard this music outside of the film, whilst it is still interesting, the main
ingredient of its success would be missing. The main ingredient for its success is what happens to it and how it
helps us understand the film. We like the music subconsciously because we like what it does for the film and what
it does to our understanding of the film. Still staying practical; the piece begins with a long octaved note of D but
the ‘Richard Gere’ card hits the screen to sync with the first appearance of actual chords. On less of a practical
level and more of an aesthetic level, the music does something else for the film and the story and the character:
the modern synth sounds lend the film a contemporary feel whereas the soft, serene textures offer a feeling of
calmness and tranquillity, matched by the shot of the clouds.
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Equally the slight vagueness of the initial chord (the top synth, delivered in crotches, is voiced Am/D, which is a
little square, bare and imprecise whereas the synth underneath is a Dm. The apparent difference in voicing helps
to flush out each texture and make sure it penetrates the mix.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘All Business’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.02

The title card appears
over the F chord, which
represents a resolution

When this phrase repeats with textural embellishments, we see the first external shot of the front end of the plane.
These timings, soft hit points and other devices are designed to maximise the benefit of the music to the pictures
it supports. In total they offer a calm, reassuring picture of Miller, when we finally see him in the plane. A modern,
self-assured businessman at the top of his game. The music, therefore, essentially, is playing it straight. It is
supporting the character. It is not music designed to foreshadow the terrible things to come. The chance for music
to be that was right at the beginning when they chose dialogue instead. The music is Miller’s friend right now; the
music makes you believe in him. And we happily enter into this charade because the music reassures us.
At 00.07.17 we come to track two from the soundtrack, entitled ‘Mistress’. This enters with a soft textured low
Eb drone / synth sound which we hear as Miller’s wife, Ellen, sees her husband walk out of their apartment. The
slightly ‘knowing’ and resigned look on her face, together with the music, tells the viewer she knows something
is wrong. As viewers, we don’t know exactly what’s going on but we soon will. Again on a purely practical level
the music helps us cope with the edit; we start in their apartment, then we move forward in time and location to
see Miller in the back of a cab, then we arrive at his destination, his lover’s apartment. What would take ten
minutes in reality takes 15 seconds in relative film time, and this strange jump forward in time is made possible
because of the cohesiveness of the music. Again, practically there are several small, almost unnoticeable hit points;
the chord changes from an omit chord to a full chord (of Eb) as the camera shows a back view of Ellen; the
rhythmic elements (including the 4 crotchet chords each bar, similar in style to the first track) come in as we
experience the taxi ride.
From the perspective of how harmony can subtly colour a scene, we have the initial, quite bare-sounding Eb
‘omit3’ chord which briefly gives way to a full, much warmer Eb chord as we see Miller’s wife say goodbye to
her husband.
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An incomplete chord (this time a C omit3) comes in, with rhythm, as we cut to the inside of Miller’s cab. The key
thing here is the great way the composer suggests and implies a Cm chord without stating it; the Comit3 on bar 3
is heard very much as a Cm because we mentally ‘carry across’ the Eb from the previous bars, even though it
technically isn’t there: the memory of it is still there. As is the case with most films, tracks get repeated at various
points. This track, for example, reappears in a slightly different form at 00.38.10 as Miller’s financial world begins
to unravel, following a meeting with his daughter, who asks her father to examine records which appear to show
$ 400m dollars missing from an investment fund.
The next important chord is the Cm7(omit3) in bar 7 which evolves and develops the sequence in a pensive,
unsettling way. The combination of something integral being missing (i.e. no 3rd) combined with the added colour
of an extension (in this case, the 7th) can create a strange, hybrid harmonic experience. This is because the usual
prerequisites aren’t there; when we hear a 7th (or 9th for example) the 3rd is nearly always there. Part of the dynamic
of a 7th or maj7th or 9th or maj9th depends on vertical interaction with the colourful 3rd (or min 3rd) interval. The
lack of a 3rd can create a strangeness. People often talk about how the absence of something can be more
conspicuous than its presence; this is such a moment. Of course as always there is the caveat that everything in
music depends on specific context. At bar 11 when we see Miller get out of the taxi, there is an affirming change
to Ab, which brings a more definite air to the sequence. Then finally, on bar 14, as we see Miller’s face through
the screen of the video monitor we have strange distraction of the guitar line, which leaps a 10th back and forth
from the 5th (G below middle C) to the 7th (Bb above middle C). What helps the line is the syncopated nature of
their delivery.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘Slow Mistress’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.24

At 00.11.31 into the film, track 4 on the album, entitled ‘Not My Problem’ comes in. This comes at the end of the
scene where Miller argues with a fellow investor who is threatening to pull out his money out of Miller’s
investment firm. Again, in terms of functionality, the music creeps in as we can sense that the conversation is
beginning to end and the scene is about to change.
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Here the music begins on another one of Martinez’s ‘omit’ chords as Miller stands up and says “Are we done
here?” The chord lays underneath the remainder of the dialogue, in which the investor says “Friday morning, I
take my money out.” Miller turns and the two men argue. The volume of the chord raises to signify the relevance
of this situation and various light rhythmical and textural synth textures (bar 5/6) are used to help convey a sense
of momentum and drama in the music. But the real turning point comes after Miller says, “What if they check
again? What am I supposed to do?” to which the other man says “Not my problem.” The camera turns to Miller’s
face and at this point the chord changes to an inversion; a classic trick to highlight, dramatise or italicise
something.1
Figure: 04 Track: ‘Not my problem’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.11.31

“Are we done here?”

“Friday morning I take
my money back”

“What if they check again?”

“Not my problem, is it?”

The E11(omit3/sus4) is another great dynamic, dramatic and
transitory chord. In this clip it is used to evolve the scene, coming
exactly as the camera shows Miller outside a few minutes after his
argument. Once again music bridges the time, softens the edit and
essentially squeezes and converts real time into film time

1

As we established in my previous books, an inversion fulfils basic functions in music (Morrell, 2013. p70 & p90) which are achievable with
varying degrees of drama depending on the textures employed. In fig 3 the textures remain solidly in the electronic area and the benefit of the
inversion (bar 10) is purely for dramatic effect; when the ‘normal’ (e.g. root position) orientation of harmony is skewed it basically weights
the chord differently, which dramatizes and italicises it. There is usually something melodramatic or theatrical about an inversion’ although
the specific effect can change subtly according to textural surroundings and general context.
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At 00.32.51 into the film we come to track five, ‘Involuntary Manslaughter’. By this point Miller’s mistress has
been killed in a car accident. Miller was a passenger in the car and, injured, he flees the scene. Later he returns
home and, in bed with his wife, traumatised by his experience and his guilt, he seeks reassurance from his wife
by asking her if she still loves him. She is half asleep but answers “Course I do.” The section I want to focus on
is right at the start of the track and only lasts a few seconds, but it is typical of Martinez’s style.
Figure: 05 Track: ‘Involuntary Manslaughter’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.32.51

The chord begins as we see a top shot of Miller and his wife in bed, and plays through the edit to a shot of a park,
seen from above. There is a beautiful symmetry between the shot from above the bed and the shot from above the
park, and the music cements this relationship by virtue of a really effective chord. The chord, as transcribed above,
is, as I said earlier, typical of Martinez’s style. Sometimes when critics or journalists discuss music they tend to
obsess over textures. This is probably because they lack the kind of precise knowledge required to comment on
the harmony. Because of this, many people who have commented on Martinez’s work put the reason for his
particular style and subsequent success purely down to the electronic textures. They often make the same mistake
with Olufar Arnalds, who we will discuss separately in this book. It is understandable but unfortunate that people
make such presumptions because very rarely will it be the case that texture alone or, for that matter harmony alone
is solely responsible.
In the case of Arbitrage, as with other Martinez music, the harmony is absolutely key. The first chord is,
essentially, a few chords rolled into one, which makes it have a slightly alienating feel. The strangeness of the
harmonies is mitigated by the softness of the textures, which is why it is such a good combination. Looking at the
first chord in fig 4, (above), going from the top down; if we take the top five notes it adds to an Em (add2/4),
which is a wonderful cluster chord. Rarely do chords feature an added 2 and 4 in the same chord. The bottom six
notes together form a Cmaj7 (add 2/#4). This chord alone has three extensions of its own (the add2, the #4 and
the major7). Although the ‘bottom’ chord, played on its own, does sound like a Cmaj7, the other two extensions
offer it a whiff of polytonality (the D and the F# create two thirds of a D chord and the G and B create two thirds
of a G chord). Below I have scored out the top half of the chord in bar one, the bottom half in bar two and the
actual full chord in bar three.
Figure: 05a
Top five notes

Bottom six notes

Whole chord

The ‘top half’ has two extensions and three
primary intervals (1/3/5); the bottom half has
three extensions and three primary intervals
(1/3/5).
The cumulative chord has four extensions
(five if you treat the #4 and #11 as separate –
they aren’t really because they represent the
same colour) and three primary intervals (six
if you count the octave duplications).

The bottom line, therefore, is that the cumulative chord (the one in bar three of fig 5 and the opening chord in fig
4) features four extensions and five primary intervals. This means it is what we call ‘extension heavy’. We cover
this concept in my first book (Morrell, 2013. 111; 123; 234; 267; 290), my second book, (Morrell, 2013. 98; 320)
and my third book (Morrell, 2015. 102; 119; 146).
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Additions and extensions to chords are designed to add colour, so in the natural order of music we normally have
three primary intervals (1,3,5) and sometimes one, maybe at a push two, extensions. These might be, typically, a
6th, 7th, maj, 7th, 9th, 2nd, 4th, #4, #5, b9, b10. Double extensions (where there are two extensions in the same chord)
might be a combination of 7 and 9, 7 and b9, maj7 and 9, 6 and 9 or (rarer) #4 and major 7. I have written these
out below for reference.
Double extensions rely on the relationship between
themselves and how they both relate to the rest of the chord,
for their identity. So, the Cmaj9 has a nice rich sound
because the interval between the two extensions is itself a
minor 3rd. The C9 has a Bb and D as extensions, which are
a maj 3rd apart, so they also create a nice, rich sound. The
6/9 chord has a slightly brighter sound because the distance
between the two extensions is a 4th or 5th interval (which are
both quite stark and bare) depending on how you voice the
chord. The maj7/#4 chord is a little strange because a) the
interval between the two extensions is a stark 4th and b) the
distance between the root of the chord and the #4 is,
obviously, a #4, which is a strange interval.

Figure: 06

Getting back, finally, to the first chord we hear in fig. 4 which accompanies the overhead bed shot linking to the
park scene: if we use a disproportionate amount of extensions in relation to the primary intervals, we can skew
the reality of a chord to a point where it becomes unrecognisable. There is a fine point between making a chord
sound ‘ethereal’ or ‘out of this world’ and just abstract and meaningless. The best kinds of ‘out of this world’
chords are ones where, although the main harmonic identity of the chord is vague, fuzzy and unclear, nevertheless
there is still a semblance of logic and tradition and normality by virtue of all the extensions sitting within the
normal 1st, 3rd and 5th. As with most music, it is the relationship between what we expect and what we get that
often makes music work, and the same applies to chords where the identity has been skewed; if you skew it too
much you don’t give the listener anything to work with. The chord Martinez uses at the beginning is quick to
morph, move and evolve by virtue of the bass note changing as the phrase piece plays through. Whenever a
different bass not appears, this re-orientates how we perceive the notes in the chord in terms of the intervals they
occupy. Also the bass enters and other rhythmic elements give the piece a real momentum.
It seems like we’ve spent a lot of time on one cue, but the importance of these kinds of small cues cannot be
overstated; it is in these kinds of situations – these tiny moments of transition from one scene to the next; one
situation to the next - where a director wants a scene to simply have more meaning and more relevance and more
emotion – that film score composers really earn their money. As I have mention numerous times in my other
books, if we’d actually been there, in that room, living this story – if we’d been Miller – we wouldn’t need music
to make things any more dramatic or pronounced or scary. But when we see a crude, two-dimensional moving
image with people we know are actors in a story we know is heavily fictionalised, we need something to bring the
story to us; something to make us believe. Martinez’s music definitely works well in this respect. Most composers
can knock a tune out; writing melodies is not as hard as people think. The hard parts are when you’re trying to
conceive and design music which puts the viewer in exactly the right frame, mentally and emotionally, for a
specific scene. It is hard because it takes way more than just musical skills. It means you have to understand the
emotion of the scene, the wider story and the point of the film.
For anyone who is interested, a track in his score for Solaris (‘Is this what everybody wants’) is very similar to
the last cue in style and approach, and despite the wide gulf between Solaris and Arbitrage, the music fulfills a
similar emotional role. I cover the film and Martinez’s score in my third book (Morrell, 2015. 249). The piece is
transcribed below.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘Is that way everybody wants’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.40
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At 00.54.14 into the film, we arrive at approximately 0.17 into track twelve, ‘I need a serious favour’.2 It starts
when the detective investigating Miller, says “Yeah, I need a serious fucking favour…”. At which point the track
starts.
Figure: 08 Track: ‘I need a serious favour’ Film Cue Sync: 00.54.14

“Yeah, I need a serious
fucking favour.”

“Brooke’s waiting for you...” “We had a meeting?” “No, but she looked upset.”
“Sweetie, you okay?”

The way Martinez’s music subtly grows and evolves through this brief scene really does show the importance of
underscore music. This scene would be infinitely lighter and duller without his music. First we have the low Fs
as the detective opens his phone to speak to someone. The Fm7 chord drifts in, as does the 9th when a happy and
confident Miller strides down the corridor. The 9th is italicised because there is no 7th directly underneath, so the
note is isolated and quite stark. The add2 (Bb) drifts into the mix in bar three just to add some colour and to stop
this sequence being purely about texture. In bar four, which sits behind the exchange of words between Miller and
his secretary, the dramatic min6 (Db) comes in as he says “we had a meeting?” The min6 adds a slight tinge of
dramatic energy into the chord and this is added to by the high, isolated Eb, which seems to almost freeze-frame
the chord in mid-air for a second as he enters his office to find his daughter, Brooke, with her back to him, sat
facing the window which looks out onto the New York skyline and Central Park. But by far the most impressive
bit is where - when he says “Sweetie?” – she stiffens and sits upright, after which the chord changes to the Cm/E.
Usually this kind of chord shift (i.e. a minor chord I moving to a 1st inversion minor chord V) creates feelings of
relief or release. In this context, given that we know now that she has probably stumbled on the truth of her father’s
business dealings, the chord shift signifies regret, unhappiness and sorrow.
Make no mistake, this is the bread & butter of film score writing. These seemingly innocuous chords and
extensions are key to the scenes communicating as dramatically as they do to the audience. This is skilful and
emotionally aware writing. This is the composer sharing the storytelling duties with the writer and director.
Directors often talk of creating ‘composite characters’ – made-up characters who help tell a certain part of the
story. That is one way of seeing film music; as an emotional metaphor or a composite presence which helps us
understand the rest of the film and the story.
Raffi Asdourian interviewed Cliff Martinez in 2012 for the website thefilmstage.com, where they spoke briefly
about Arbitrage. Cliff was asked if he had any kind of preconceived discussion about the score before beginning.
Cliff said, “A lot of times directors really communicate what they like through the temp music.” Luckily the temp
music they’d used was from two of Cliff’s other films, Traffic and The Lincoln Lawyer.

2

On this soundtrack album quite a lot of the tracks are cut to different lengths than appear in the film. The tracks are often longer whereas
when you match them to the film, the version in the film has often be recut. So in the instance of this track (‘I need a serious favour’) the
transcription is from the film version, which is also why the key in my transcription is a semitone higher than the album version.
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Cliff says:
“It was a good experience. It was a good film. And what I really liked about it was that it
was a film about a rather alien landscape of high finance and his [the director’s] parents
happen to be in the financial trade. His mom and dad are stock traders. He was actually
steeped in the subject matter. So I think that was what was special and unique about the
film. And I haven’t seen Richard Gere in a while and he was just… to get up every day and
just watch him. I think he really pulled the whole thing together.”
https://thefilmstage.com/features/sundance-interview-composer-cliff-martinez-talks-drive-arbitrage-andcontagion/
The comment about the ‘alien landscape’ of high finance is interesting because it was his music which ultimately
gave the film that really intense sense of alienation and detachment from any kind of normal reality. So his initial
observations about the story were converted into music which then is contextualised almost exactly as per his
initial thoughts.
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BREACH Mychael Danna
Breach, directed by Billy Ray, tells
the true story of Robert Hanssen,
career FBI and the most prolific and
dangerous mole ever employed by the
American government. Eric O'Neill,
is a young FBI employee assigned to
work undercover as a clerk to Robert
Hanssen, played superbly by Chris
Cooper. O’Neill is initially told that
Hanssen is suspected of being a sexual
deviant but eventually his handler
explains the reality; that Hanssen is
suspected of being a spy.
Eventually, after an initially frosty and hostile relationship, Hanssen befriends O'Neill. The FBI already has
enough evidence to arrest Hanssen but in order to force him to confess and cooperate, they need to catch him in
the act of making a drop to his handler, something they need O’Neill for. Although Hanssen is suspicious and
paranoid, he never fully realises the deception being used against him until the very end, when he is caught. The
music, by Mychael Danna, works extremely well as a thriller score whilst managing, for the most part, to avoid
falling into textural or harmonic cliché. His choice of simple piano melodies lends the narrative a deeper sense of
humanity than would have been the case had the score been wall-to-wall atypical thriller music. If anything his
minimal approach, reminiscent of the likes of Nyman and Glass, create a strange hybrid of sensitivity and tension.
Just like Arbitrage, this starts not with music accompanying the pictures, but with pictures and dialogue only. The
very first pictures we see are of actual real historical footage from a news conference where the authorities (John
Ashcroft, the then Attorney General) reveal the arrest of Robert Hannsen, for espionage. The first track, entitled
‘Dangerous World’ comes in whilst Ashcroft is still talking at the podium to journalists, talking about how the
US is “an international target in a dangerous world”. The word ‘world’ is the hit point which brings in the first
piano chord. The previous four bars, with the solitary arpeggiated minor chord harp line, offer the musical
foundations which create an emotionally sombre feel behind Ashcroft’s words. Harmonically there are two
challenges to listeners’ natural expectations. When we hear three bars of Gm, psychologically we confidently
expect a fourth. In fact, the fourth bar turns out to be a slight deviation i.e. the Dm/F, and this is followed by a
bigger deviation; the C/E – bigger because we are now outside the key centre of Gm. The bass line descends
slowly thanks to the inverted Dm and C chords, and this adds to the consistency of the musical ‘journey’, but
more importantly it definitely has an emotional content which benefits the scene. The presence of the C/E creates
almost an emotion of surprise, which, when mixed with the sombre textures and overall mood of the scene, serves
to make the listener think about the substance of Ashcroft’s words by skewing their sense of expectation.
Figure: 09 Track: ‘Dangerous World’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.22

“Our society is an international
target in a dangerous world.”
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The surprises keep coming with the D/F# and Eb/G, both unexpected. This keeps us on our toes, makes us alert
and ultimately draws us into the music. Had the music merely been a series of sombre sounding chords, this may
well have ‘worked’ but only as backing music. This does much more; through the subtle skewing of expectation,
it gains our attention and makes us see the pictures, words and music as one experience. The music does what all
great film music does; it clarifies and dramatizes the moment, making it more alive. Following the ‘two months
earlier’ on-screen cue card, at bar 9 the shot moves to show Hanssen sat.
The camera comes around the side of him and at bar 11, when we realise he is praying in a church, the strings
come in. Much as we might consider this to be just ordinary bread-and-butter scoring, the link to the strings as we
realise he’s praying is totally symptomatic of what can be achieved with music; the bare, solitary monochromic
textures of the piano and harp give way to the simultaneous passion and sadness of the strings. The strings also
diversify the piece texturally and allow for a continuation of the same type of chords. The chord trick of G, D/F#,
C/E and Ebmaj7 is a sequence which slowly becomes emblematic not just of the intro but of the composer’s
overall harmonic language for the film.
At bar 15 the higher strings appear, and the lovely contrary motion between the 1st violins and the wider chord
works beautifully in terms of the authenticity of the string section. There is a really effective deviation from
expectation yet again on bar 17 when we hear the high 6th (the ‘A’ note) over the C/E. This is partly because the
6th, usually a happy and even cheesy extension, generates different emotions this time because of the nature and
context of its usage. It sounds ‘out of sorts’ and this is brought into focus by the fact that the octave A’s are quite
apart from the main chord. The next bar, bar 18, features what could be described as the first proper mild
dissonance of the octave Bb’s occupying the #5 extension. This creates a mildly pained experience, which
perfectly mirrors the scene and the wider story.
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At bar 22 Hanssen’s eyes, already open again after praying, open fully and stare forward, syncing perfectly with
the Gm chord. This chord is briefer in length which allows for the slightest of hesitations at the end of bar 22,
which syncs perfectly with a change in shot to show a tape recorder, illicitly taping the voice of Hanssen, which
we hear.
This entire scene, starting with the real-life footage of Ashcroft cutting to Hanssen then cutting to the tape recorder,
shows how well music can support what would otherwise be a quite difficult sequence of edits. Daniel Goldmark
remarked, in his book Beyond the Soundtrack, “The music of a film follows a narrative track, like the events of a
story, but it also tends to have a life or identity of its own, like the discourse that frames the story.” (Goldmark,
2007.3). There is definitely an independent sense of musical evolution in this piece, and the growth and evolution
of it is as much a factor in its success as the individual bars or chords contained within. During the music’s journey
in those first moments of the film, its textural and harmonic growth and the subtle inflections created by the
various textural and harmonic techniques, create a compelling emotional prism through which to view the
unfolding scene, which manages to impart quite a lot of important information in a short amount of time. The
overall identity of this film is one of pain, sorrow, regret, remorse and guilt. These emotions manage to float to
the surface of the film at least partly because of the way in which the music contextualises the story.
One interesting aspect of this film is the way it manages to incorporate the ordinariness of Hanssen the man and
his career, prior to his notoriety. Manohla Dargis wrote in the New York Times on 16th February 2007:
“One of the strengths of Breach, a thriller that manages to excite and unnerve despite our
knowing the ending, is how well it captures the utter banality of this man and his world.
Unlike Kim Philby, an aristocratic figure who swanned across the world while passing
classified British and American information to the Soviets, Mr. Hanssen, comes across
as a middle manager type, a drone in a suit. The real double agent practiced his tradecraft
in Washington and New York, not Cairo and Istanbul, and delivered the goods — more
than 6,000 pages — in garbage bags secured with tape. With his weekend casuals and
Ford Taurus, he might have been just another suburban dad bagging leaves.”
My point is that the music is one of the things that really helps foster this banality; not because the music itself is
banal, but because it so carefully manicures this image of respectability which runs parallel to the film’s other
story, which is the story of how they caught him. The music almost makes you feel sorry for the man by creating
a traditional and sorrowful score which envelopes this man and the tragedy of what he became.
Our next track is called ‘An agent named Robert Hanssen’ and comes 00.04.48 into the film in a scene which,
again, if you didn’t know the context of the story, you would think was unimaginably unimportant and dull. It
shows Hanssen walking toward his car in an underground car park. He looks around with a strange mixture of
quiet suspicion, mild apprehension but also self-assured arrogance. But this time the dramatic roles are reversed
in that Hanssen definitely looks ill at ease whereas the music creates more of a sorrowful, tired and sad emotion.
This is a great mixture because it means that as a viewer, sometimes you don’t quite know how to feel. More
surreptitious and furtive music would have completely re-contextualised the scene and played it as expected. But
the music here is still playing the bland ordinariness of the character’s life, even though he isn’t. The same types
of chords are used again, but this time entirely on piano. This piece reminds me slightly of some of Michael
Giacchino’s wonderful piano music for the TV series Lost (which we covered in my second book). Giacchino’s
music went in and out of harmonic focus thanks to the hangover of one chord and the subsequent ‘ghost’ it offered
to the next chord. (Morrell, 2013.55). In the following cue from Breach, that’s particularly obvious in the link
between the chords in bar 4 and 5 – the D(#5)/F# to the D(add4/11)/F#. The #5 was already quite dissonant but
the G notes in bar 5 are a real stretch to acclimatise to. Because the Bb ghost over into the next bar, it joins with
the G and the two form their own partial Gm chord over an inverted D chord, which is why this isn’t just
dissonance, but polyharmonic dissonance. It helps show the distorted and skewed reality of Hanssen’s doublelife.
Figure: 10 Track: ‘An Agent named Robert Hanssen’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.48
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The following track is entitled ‘Morning Mass’ and comes 00.29.24 into the film, as we see Hanssen and his
young assistant Eric O'Neill. They leave a church bookshop and, at Hanssen’s instigation, go into the church to
pray. The hit points are subtle, as is the music. The soft piano textures deliver a simple melodic phrase which has
been used a few times in the film. The first statement comes as we see the pair in the bookshop and the second
phrase comes as Hanssen opens the door into the church. The third hit point is bar 7, where the music lands on
the C/G chord as we see the shot of the full splendour of the church.
Figure: 11 Track: ‘Morning Mass’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.29.24

Strings add to the piano textures at bar 8 as the pair sit down
at a pew. The section from bar 7 right through to the end of
the phrase, has no dialogue so the strings are alone in
contextualising the quietness and serenity of the scene.
This section, with strings, has no dialogue
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There are some lovely touches, such as the last three bars of the transcription, where we go from a low voiced C/E
chord on strings, to a gorgeous Cadd2/E, which eventually resolves back to the C/E. The second of those two
chords, brief though it is, is key; part of the beauty of this chord lay in the fact that it has two theoretical chord
names: if we look at the notes literally we would call it an Em7 (omit5). The 7th is voiced really low and lumpy,
which adds to the aural ambiguity. We call it a Cadd2/E even though there is actually no C in it, because the C is
implied by virtue of the preceding chord. What I’m saying is that we hear and feel it as some kind of altered C/E
because of the memory of the previous chord. This is not just some baffling theoretical point; it is key to our
discussion, because if there are two ways of describing and naming a chord, then there are two ways of aurally
contextualising it. I do not mean that people suddenly stop and say “Well goodness me, that can be thought of as
two subtly different chords..” – of course not. People who do not understand the theoretical or literal or
grammatical reason for a chord sounding as it does (in this case, distant and vague) are nevertheless beneficiaries
of the fact. This issue is covered in my first book (Morrell, 2013. 81). This chord sequence is a beautiful way to
tail-off the music in this scene as Hanssen begins to talk.
As is the case with many soundtrack albums these days, the album versions are often different arrangements or
mixes from the film. Album makers, instead of staying loyal to the music as it appears in the film, try and
commercialise it to make it appealing to an audience. This means that the accuracy of cues can never be taken for
granted. This presents headaches when trying to match audio tracks to sync points in the film. As an example the
last cue on the album, which is called ‘The why don’t mean a thing’ is taken from the film, not the audio track.
This scene is post-capture and arrest. The young rookie, Eric O’Neill, having participated in one of the biggest
cases in history, has decided to leave the Bureau. This cue enters toward the end of his conversation with his
handler, played brilliantly throughout the film by Laura Linney.
Figure: 12 Track: ‘The why don’t mean a thing’ Film Cue Sync: 01.38.55

The same type of add2 chord (bar 8) - albeit in a different
key and minus the inverted bass - as the one which
comes at the end of the church cue, finishes this section
of this cue. This time a solitary piano chord finishes the
phrase. This music plays as O’Neill walks toward the lift
and out of his career. The surprise is when the lift doors
open and he comes face-to-face with Hanssen, who is in
the lift, flanked by security guards. Hanssen says, “Pray
for me” to which O’Neill replies, “I will.”
The lift doors close and, we fade to black and that is the end of the film, save for the end credits, which begin with
the inevitable cards telling us succinctly what Hanssen did and what became of him and the aftermath to this case.
This begins with the same piece of music again, but this time it evolves very cleverly into the end credit sequence.
As with the last cue, this transcription is from the film and in fact isn’t on the album. The various information
cards are usually synced very near to the beginning of specific bars. The first card comes right at the beginning,
accompanied by the soft piano tones playing a motif which is heard several times in the film.
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Figure: 13 Film Cue Sync: 01.38.55

The initial softness of the music juxtaposes the information contained on the cards, especially the second one, at
bar 6, which references the people thought to have been killed as a direct result of Hanssen’s betrayal. The music
therefore underpins, in a dignified way, the real human tragedy and meaningless suffering because of the actions
of one man. Around bar 9 the cards begin to tie up the information; the last two statements reference that the full
extent of the damage caused by Hanssen’s betrayal remains classified. The final card before the credit roll, refers
to O’Neill, and what became of him, post-Hanssen. This is excellent scoring; the strings and the beautiful Fbmaj6
chord underpin and contextualise the information about O’Neill; it is a contented chord with strings scored openly
and richly (root, 5th, high 3rd) before resolving to the Dbm in a way which is an appropriate textural and harmonic
tribute.
But this isn’t the end; bar 15 sees two ‘power chords’ (i.e. omit3 chords) – an Ab and Bb, which raise the music
literally and the tension with it, as we cut to a dramatic, rhythmic, Zimmer-esque cue featuring the inevitable
string quavers over a minor chord. Twenty quid says this was temped with The Dark Knight. Thankfully it does
gain its own character in that it goes from an Ebm to F/A, which is a striking chord change.
Normally a move from minor to a major chord a tone above (e.g. Cm to D or Gm to A, or
in our case Ebm to F) will be dramatic and uplifting. The decision to sprinkle some extra
drama over it by inverting it, was inspired.
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DAMAGE Zbigniew Preisner
In this strange, intoxicating but ultimately superb film of
the equally brilliant best-seller by the late Josephine Hart,
a powerful but gaunt British politician, Dr Stephen
Flemming, played brilliantly by Jeremy Irons, becomes
infatuated by his son’s girlfriend, Anna, played by Juliet
Binoche. At first the whole premise of this story seems
utterly mad, but ultimately that is probably part of the
fascination; that a famous politician, clearly destined for
the very top, should suddenly behave so incredibly badly,
and in a way which will obviously ruin him, seems
ridiculous. Perhaps it is meant to show us all by which
slender threads our lives are held together. Ultimately their
affair has tragic consequences, destroying the politician’s
family, his career and killing his son. When his son dies
the film becomes almost unbearable to watch, such is the
realism created by the director and actors. Viewing it
seems almost voyeuristic, as if we have front row seats at
the worst tragedy we could imagine.
But Damage is not about romance; it is about obsession,
on the part of the older man, and about complex and
hidden feelings on the part of the young woman.
Renowned reviewer Roger Egbert described it thus:
“When she was young she suffered a traumatic loss, and
she describes herself as ‘damaged’. She would not hurt
him, not by an overt act, but her presence will eventually
lead to harm. Watching this movie is like watching an
emotional traffic accident as it unfolds.”
In his 2007 book Beyond the soundtrack, Daniel Goldmark says, “Music has traditionally been regarded as a
subordinate element in the standard film genres. The film music literature has tended to accept without serious
challenge the status hierarchy that puts music on the bottom and treats film as above all a visual medium. But this
assumption has little to support it, historically, however commonsensical it may seem.” (Goldmark, 2007.2). The
music to the film Damage, like many other superb scores, acts to support Goldmark’s comments. Most of the
music I analyse is not subordinate, however incidental it may seem to the film. The music we have looked at thus
far in the chapter show what an important and crucial role music plays, and Preisner’s score is emblematic of this.
The first track we’re going to look at comes 16 seconds into the movie. The film begins with darkly lit scene of a
lobby and staircase in the House of Commons. All we hear initially is the distant, muffled and indecipherable
sound of people talking. The scene is dark, grand and with an air of religiosity, but somehow also austere. There
is the smell of tradition and power but also a sense of sadness. The title card ‘Damage’ comes on the screen and
this is where the track comes in.
Figure: 14 Track: ‘Introduction’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.16

“..I’m sorry, I didn’t
mean to hurry you...”
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Sometimes in music there is nothing more beautiful, solitary and haunting than a solo instrument. Composers
don’t make use of this as often as they should.3
Bar 16 is where Flemming meets the Prime Minister and it is also where this cue begins to
develop traction, momentum and consistency, thanks to the arpeggiated acoustic guitar. There is
a feeling when we watch this scene that this moment is where the film really begins, and this is
thanks primarily to the sense of purpose in the music. The question then is, what function did the
initial solo clarinet fill? It didn’t really support the character or anything specific in the scene;
was there to inject a portentous air to the story before it had even begun.

“..I owe you a debt of gratitude, from what I’m told...”

The dialogue from bar 18 onwards, although conversational, has a much
more importance role in the film than the dialogue in bar 9. This time is
pertinent to Flemming’s career, which, as is obvious in this scene, is in
the ascendancy. The melody at this point is just alternate bars of
semibreves. The arpeggiated guitar and harp is essentially background.

The Prime Minister says “You saw of this backbench rebellion over the finance bill” and this appears over the
two diminished chords in bars 22 and 23, which works nicely by gently raising the sense of drama very subtly
before returning back to the tonic chord. We then come away from that conversation and go forward maybe half
an hour into the future, and to a different place (the inside of Flemming’s government car) where we see him
looking important and assured. No dialogue means an equally determined melodic passage can be used. This is
the first time we’ve heard the combination of the arpeggiated guitar and harp and a definite melody that’s more
than just semibreves.
3

Composers are all-to-often obsessed with playing as many notes at once as is possible. Often music is sometimes just overfull. It is sometimes
just too colourful and too full of notes and instruments. The key thing that makes music work at all is the reaction between notes and empty
space. Vertically the thing that gives an interval its character is the space that separates the notes. Melodically often what gives a melody a
sense of character and humanity is the space between the notes; the gaps.
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From bar 26 the viewer really does get a sense
of quiet energy; determination. This is where
the piece starts properly, i.e. this is what the last
two sections alluded to; this is what they
prepared us for. If we’d stayed silent for all this
time and the first music we’d heard had been
the arpeggiated guitar, it would have been a bit
too ‘on the nose’. All sections of a piece music
have to be fed. The way we frame the piece and
set the listener up for what is about to come is
key to whole basis of music structure. At the
beginning of a piece of film music there is
usually a narrative imperative which
necessitates it.

Further along a piece of film music, the structure, phrasing, texture and harmony choices are ultimately guided by
the needs of the film and the needs of the music. This is a very roundabout way of saying that the reason the
arpeggiated guitar section works so well in conjunction with the move to inside the car, is because it was set up
correctly. It feels natural, not because it automatically achieved that naturalness, but because it was prefabricated
to make it seem inevitable. The cue lasts until the MP is dropped off by his chauffer at his plush London residence.
Thus, the music has assisted in the way the film frames and delivers the main character to its audience. It’s about
one minute and fifty seconds from the start of the film before Flemming arrives home and already we have a
complex and detailed idea of who he is. Much of that knowledge is gently delivered by our subconscious reaction
to the music.
Preisner’s clarinet line offers a beautiful, haunting perspective this opening scene, making us straight away see
the scene through the prism of a kind of melancholic sadness; a kind of distant sense of regret that we cannot
understand but slightly feel. But how does that happen? Legendary commentator on music psychology, John
Sloboda, said in his landmark 2010 book The Handbook of Music and Emotion, “Music is not the kind of thing
that can express emotion, because it is not sentient.” (Sloboda, 2010. 2). He also said “Music sounds sad but it
doesn’t make people feel sad because if it did people would not want to listen to it. It can reduce them to tears
and yet they come back for more.”
Therefore, what can we say about emotions generated through music? Are we saying they aren’t real emotions;
that they are appropriated emotions, second-hand emotions? When we’re in the zone, watching and believing a
fictional story on film, then perhaps we are susceptible to ‘fictional emotion’? Sloboda said, “When listeners are
saddened by the music’s sadness, apparently they lack the beliefs that normally underpin such a reaction; for
example, they do not think the music suffers or that the music’s expressiveness is unfortunate or regrettable”
(Sloboda, 2010. 21). He is right of course, which means that when we say we feel anything emotionally from
music, we are experiencing a fictional version of that emotion. What makes film music all the more believable,
emotionally, is that you have something on which to hang your emotions. The music creates within you a sense
of ‘fictional emotion’ which then becomes slightly more real when it is applied to ‘real people’ (even though these
are simply actors, acting) and ‘real events’ (even though these are made up). Although we know what we’re
watching didn’t really happen, it involves people and places and events, so we can then project the sadness of the
music onto the film, which helps it become slightly more real than the aforementioned ‘fictional emotion’.
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In the case of this first scene, the solo clarinet makes us feel a distinct uneasiness; a vague melancholic sense of
sadness and regret, although the events as portrayed in the scene at that moment are not remotely sad or
melancholic. What makes them so? In short, the music knows more about this story than the person being
portrayed in this scene, and so do we, because we are being fed by a combination of the music and our own
knowledge about the general outline of the story, which we inevitably know prior to watching the film.
Rita Aiello’s 1994 book, Musical Perceptions, which deals with perception and meaning in music, is more than
enlightening for students of film music and how its effect can be largely subconscious. She says that “Suspense
is essentially a product of ignorance as to the future course of events.” (Aiello, 1994. 25). One very small but
subtle way music can create suspense, therefore, is to alter what listeners subconsciously think they’re going to
get. Let’s take another look at that clarinet line from bar 26, when the melody starts to get a bit busy.
Figure: 15 Track: ‘Introduction’ Audio Timing: 1.13 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.25

?

?

?

Three bar phrase

Three bar phrase

Three bar phrase

Subconsciously we did not expect three successive 3-bar phrases. With the three bar phrase it sounds like the
second phrase either comes too soon or not soon enough. We are accustomed to music existing in 4 and 8 bar
chunks. The phrase above keeps us alert and interested because we need slightly more human emotional CPU to
deal with this. This is something most people will be oblivious to, but it is affecting their listening experience.
Two versions of what we expected from this theme is set out below.
a)

The second phrase comes when
we expect it

The third phrase comes when we
expect it

By this point we almost know
what’s coming….

The fourth phrase comes when we
expect it

….We totally know what’s
coming

b)
4 bar sequence; exactly what we’re used to

4 bar sequence; exactly what we’re used to

4 bar sequence; exactly what we’re used to

4 bar sequence; exactly what we’re used to

“The mental activity in the perception and response to music need not be conscious”, says Rita Aiello, followed
by “Mental activity tends to become conscious when reflection and deliberation are involved in the completion
of the response pattern” (Aiello, 1994. 27). Translated, that means that we think more about the version of this
tune Priesner composed, because it requires slightly more subconscious analytical activity. Analysis is part of how
and why we enjoy anything, and listening to music is no different. A large number of activities the brain performs
we are blissfully unaware of on a conscious level, but they are important because they are why we love music.
At approximately 00.02.40 into the film, Flemming is dropped off by his driver. He enters the house and greets
various people. His wife is on the phone to their son Stephen; we can hear the hesitant and jarring sound of one
of the children practicing piano in the background. Eventually he walks into the drawing room and eventually
ends up standing by the fireplace. He stares into empty space and we hear, alongside the diegetic piano music, a
lone high string note. This is perhaps the first time we sense a feeling of unease in Flemming. He looks forlorn,
lost and unhappy, and this is italicised and acknowledged by the film music; the music we can hear but he cannot.
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The next track is called ‘Stephen’ and comes 00.05.27 into the film; This is the first scene where Flemming meets
Anna. They are both independently attending an event and when Flemming first glances Anna he has no idea who
she is, until she comes over and introduces herself. The conversation is stilted and at one point the two look at
each other for about 6 seconds. It is obvious Flemming is both stunned and attracted by Anna. Eventually a
colleague of Flemming breaks tenseness and appears. At this point Anna walks off. He watches Anna for the next
few moments, not listening to the words of his colleague next to him at all. The dialogue track drops slightly in
volume and the following track starts. It bleeds into the next scene as we eventually cut to Flemming’s house,
several days later.
Again, as we have seen before, music is used here for several functional and aesthetic purposes; the music is eerie
and unnerving to underpin the strange, fixated reaction of both Anna and Flemming in meeting each other. It also
glosses over the jump in time for we now see Flemming and his wife in their house, Flemming no longer in the
suit he was wearing when he met Anna, but instead dressed casually in a sweater. Without music to gloss over
such edits, they would not transport as well to the viewer. There would be perhaps slight or mild brief confusion,
but music, along with the scene shift, somehow soaks in the confusion and even suggests or infers the time shift.
When we see Flemming dressed differently we know this is a different time but music helps us understand this in
more of a natural way.
The eerie music continues to play as we see Flemming’s wife sat on the sofa reading the newspaper. This is quite
an interesting aspect to the music’s placement because art this point the eerie music is accompanying a scene
which is dull, normal and relaxed. We feel almost as if music is an intruder and what it offers is portentous and
threatening. The fact that (being non-diegetic) they cannot hear but we can, makes it seem voyeuristic, as if we
are somehow stalking the characters.

Figure: 16 Track: ‘Stephen’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.27

Cello
These notes played
deliberately out of tune

These notes played
deliberately out of tune

The piece has beauty but not in an obvious sense. There is always something mildly odd about unaccompanied
melody. In a very real sense technically there is no such thing as truly unaccompanied melody. When we hear
unaccompanied melody our minds try and fill the gaps where the chords would have been. It’s our way of trying
to make sense of what we hear. As I have said before, the act of conscious or even subconscious listening is also
an act of analysis. This is why we find music so interesting; because it is something to try to understand. I talk
about the way in which we try to internally provide the missing harmonies for unaccompanied melody in my first
book (Morrell, 2013. 23). This piece is difficult to attribute chords to which is another factor in its eerie quality.
The piece sounds somehow lost and lonely; if you were lost and you could hear people searching for you but you
had no way to shout out, this is perhaps a musical version of how you would feel. The wonderful juxtaposition
between this scene which shows the tranquil, upper-class realty of Flemming’s life, and the music which supports
it, is stark and unsettling. The music on its own sounds rather odd and a little stark but when you place it
deliberately against this scene, you realise the huge cinematic value of juxtapositional writing.
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The next track is titled ‘At the Beginning’ and comes 00.07.19 into the film when Martin, Stephen’s son, brings
Anna to meet his parents. Although Stephen has met Anna previously, inexplicably neither of them mention this.
This is their first lie. Eventually everyone moves outside for the well-known English institution, the inevitable
‘walk around the garden’. During that time Marin’s mother looks nervously back at Anna (this is where the
following cue starts) before saying to her son, worriedly, “..Is she alright…she hasn’t said anything..”. As with
the last cue, this music does not ‘fit’ the scene in the classic duplicative sense of film scoring technique; rather, it
plays a deep and dark subtext of the story; the music is telling us something; it is warning us that darkness is
coming. If we heard this cue separate from the film we might even assume it was from a horror or sci-fi film, such
is its visceral intensity.
Figure: 17 Track: ‘At the Beginning’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.19

8va

“Is she alright? She hasn’t said anything”

At the end of bar 7 Martin’s younger sister looks on as Anna and Martin
leaves. From her reaction she seems to be mildly unnerved by the visit; or is
the music simply projecting this opinion onto the viewer? That is, after all,
its job.

Bars 9 and 10 we see Stephen, looking on as Anna and Martin leave the house. A combination of this ‘look’ and
the music which accompanies it, together offer the viewer a very disconcerting and unnerving perspective.
Stephen and Anna begin an illicit and intense relationship. Following a meal at a restaurant with the family and
Anna, to celebrate Martin gaining promotion in his job, Martin drops Anna off at home. Meanwhile Stephen
makes an excuse and drives to Anna’s flat, waiting for his son to drive off before joining Anna. As Flemming’s
Range Rover pulls up, Stephen sees Martin dropping his girlfriend off. This is where the next cue begins.
The cluster chord of strings, together with the plucked lower basses / cellos, lends the piece the kind of clandestine
feeling we would normally find in music of European spy thrillers, such as Alberto Iglesias’ score to Tinker Tailor
Soldier Spy, which was covered in my second book, (Morrell, 2013. 257). The style employed by Preisner makes
the pictures feel clandestine, secretive and surreptitious. But more than that, they create an emotional climate of
fear. What is going on in the story goes way beyond a secret affair. Flemming has put at risk his marriage, his
son’s welfare, Anna’s welfare and his career. The music really helps foster the feeling that, above anything else,
this situation is toxic and something to feared greatly. The clandestine feel is helped by the slow growth of the
mid/low strings which go from the root, flourishing to become s cluster chord. The difficulty in digesting these
harmonies, together with the physicality of their growth helps create a slightly alienating textural and harmonic
landscape
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Figure: 18 Track: ‘Intimacy’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.58

A (n/c)

(add2)
A (n/c)

(add2)
Am (no3)

(add2)
Am

The bass line follows one of the lower string lines in stating the ascending
minor scale, hitting the root, 2nd, 3rd and 5th, along with the

The top 8va string line is particularly eerie, partly
because of the peculiar texture of the very high
strings but also because of the polyharmonic feel
contained in the line being played, which has a Dm
feel due to the Fs and the Ds, being played over
what is essentially an Am chord with an added 2nd.

“…We’ve got to find a structure for this...”

One of the key narratives in this
film is that Stephen Flemming
treats himself like a victim; a
victim of a force that he doesn’t
understand and is powerless to
stop. A combination of fear and
the ‘politician within’ comes to
the surface when (in bar 13) he
says to Anna, “We’ve got to find a
structure for this.” Hardly a
romantic gesture towards his new
love. But therein lies the truth.
This is not love; this is a
dangerous obsession which Anna
either agrees to or is similarly
unable to control.

“…Who are you...”
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Throughout the rest of the film Stephen’s obsession with Anna deepens. His dangerous and apparently
uncontrollable infatuation with her has reached a point where discusses leaving his wife and family to be with her.
Anna convinces him that this is a bad idea, assuring him that as long as she is with Martin he will always have
access to her. She further tells Stephen that she could not marry Martin without being with him. Around 01.27.58
Martin walks in on Anna and Stephen having sex. Stunned, he accidentally falls backward over a stairway railing
and plunges several flights to his death. Stephen rushes downstairs and clutches Martin’s body while Anna silently
leaves the scene. Eventually Stephen’s affair becomes public and he is pursued by the media. Now publicly
disgraced, Stephen resigns from the government and as an MP. He withdraws himself from public life and, leaving
his wife and daughter, retires to a ramshackle room in an unspecified town in Europe.
The narration in the final scene of the film he reveals that Anna now has a child with her former lover, Peter. As
he returns back from buying food, the same kind of beautiful, haunting and deliberately out of tune cello we saw
in fig. 16 (‘Stephen’) comes back and plays as we survey his new life. In his room he stares at a photo Martin
gave him of himself with Anna and Martin, blown up to life size and hanging on his wall. At 01.43.00 the ending
theme comes in; we hear B notes in octaves, high on strings as Stephen says “I saw her once more only; I saw
her by accident, at an airport changing planes…..she didn’t see me; she was with Peter. She was holding a child.
She was no different from anyone else…” The main ending theme then starts properly.
Figure: 19 Track: ‘End titles’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.43.00
The high B octaves play as we see the shot of Stephen looking at the picture on his wall.
As the picture of Anna comes into shot the harp motif comes in, which is absolutely
beautiful. Initially the harp melody over the string chords is quite ghostly, mainly thanks
to the high voicings.

The high voicings have pockets of slight and mild passing dissonance, such as the B note in bar 3, which clashes ever-so-slightly,
almost imperceptibly, with the A#. The chords seem to be a step in-front the melody insofar as don’t ‘expect’ an Em chord on the
second two beats of bar 4, with the melody still on the F#; we expect it on bar 5 when the melody hits the E, but by then we’ve got
the G diminished.

The general interplay between melody and chords doesn’t ‘sit right’ but this is deliberate and adds to the tenseness at the beginning.

Bar 7 is where the phrase comes to an end, briefly. And then we slowly zoom in on the picture of
Anna, at which point the piece becomes this absolutely beautifully crafted, overtly melodramatic
piece.

The pace and even the speed seems to ebb and flow in conjunction with the main melody on octave strings,
which is one of the more alluring characteristics and gives it more than a whiff of the Slavonic Eastern
European tradition.
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The melody is developed and bars 12 and 13
contain a beautiful embellishment by virtue of the
wonderful semiquaver triplets which add to the
sense of melodrama and tragedy.
The piece ends musically abruptly on a V chord
(the F#) without resolving at 01.44.02. As we go
blackout and credit roll, the film is beautifully
bookended with the introduction theme (fig.14,
page 15).

Amazon reviewer Elizabeth Morrison says, “The melodies fill you with the sadness and despair that the
characters portray on the screen. Rarely do you find a movie where the music is just as powerful as the acting.
Louis Malle definitely chose the right composer to bring everything together so brilliantly.” Never a truer word.
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GOOD WILL HUNTING Danny Elfman
Gus Van Sant’s excellent directing together with the
screenplay by Matt Damon and Ben Affleck (who both
star in the film) really bring this story to life. When you
add in the wonderfully talented and sadly late Robin
Williams, this becomes an absolutely brilliant film. Good
Will Hunting is a beautiful story of one man’s journey to
find out who he is and what his place in the world is. Matt
Damon plays Will Hunting, a man with a brilliant mind
but a troubled life. With the help of a psychologist, played
brilliantly by Williams, Will ultimately ‘finds himself’
and realizes his potential and value in the world.
This Oscar-winning drama is a genuinely uplifting and
inspiring story, and it is no small way thanks to the
evocative music of Danny Elfman. The initial opening
theme has an overt Irish tinge thanks to the use of
pennywhistle.
The first track to examine is the opening title music,
which is wonderfully evocative of so many emotions and
thoughts and feelings. If anybody ever suggests to you
that music doesn’t have meaning or can’t suggest or cause
an emotional state, this tune is one of the many reasons
they’re wrong.

The overall flavour of this intro, of which I have transcribed only about 25 seconds, is one of quiet wonderment.
We get the gentle sense of awe, or perhaps bewilderment but this gives way to a warm, inviting sense of calmness.
These emotions and feelings are intoxicating and set you up perfectly for this film. The music makes you want to
watch this story. And it will eventually make you believe what you see.
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Figure: 20 Track: ‘Main titles’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.00.00

Right from the off, even before we hit
the first scene or even any
establishing shots, the visuals are
built around the music. If you watch
the intro and how various shots of the
moving Miramax logo are exquisitely
timed to coincide with specific
musical events, you will realise the
effort put into syncing.

The opening image of the partial word ‘Miramax’
comes with the single E note to accompany it. The
wonderful thing about writing less is the
effectiveness gained simply by the physical act of
adding stuff. The last ‘M’ turns blue to the single
harp note of B, and the subsequent ‘glow’ syncs to
the F#(sus4) chord. The word ‘F I L M S’ appears
beneath ‘Miramax’ when we hit the G# diminished
chord and then we see the bigger ‘M’ come into
focus when we hit the D7 chord. None of this is
accidental.
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Someone once said to me, after I’d pointed out the way the music was synced to the graphics at the start of this
film, that they were “unaware of it so what did it matter.” The thing is, you’re not supposed to overtly aware of
something like this. I asked my friend what he thought of the intro and the graphics. He thought they were
impressive and said that there was a coolness to them. Inadvertently he answered his own question; the whole
point of music in film is that it subtly sells us the story. It is the ultimate real-time, evolving marketing device,
because it makes things look and feel better or more convincing, sometimes without us even being aware. The
great thing about writing to a graphic intro, before the actual pictures come in and the audience have to concentrate
on processing complex moving pictures or dialogue, is that you have space to be more musical. You are not
competing with moving pictures or actors; this is your chance to give the story a musical voice before people
watch it. This is you telling people what the film is like, but with music. That is why Elfman’s evocative musical
ideas (which I previously described as ‘quiet wonderment’, ‘gentle awe’ and ‘bewilderment’ before ‘giving way
to a warm, inviting sense of calmness’ is so crucial. There are big similarities here between the way Elfman framed
this film and the way Thomas Newman dealt with the intro to the landmark Six Feet Under. The music for this
show is discussed in my first book (Morrell, 2013. 282). Newman created a sense of weird, skewed wonderment,
chiefly because in context of SFU, the show itself, at a fundamental level, was bizarre. The subject of Good Will
Hunting is not ‘bizarre’, but at a fundamental level Will is a remarkable, wonderful creature and the story, as well
as being heart-warming, is also extremely rare, which is what necessitates the strangeness and incongruity of the
music.
The other good thing about this music being initially set to graphics and not people or events or dialogue, is that
we can indulge and discuss almost exclusively the way the music generates emotion on its own. The greatness of
this music lay in its use of texture and harmony. There is the strange but beautiful use of the more brittle sounds,
such as the harp and piano, which are used sparsely, to expose the textures and intervals / extensions stated. There
is a transitory vagueness to the harmonies used; this is due to occasional broken chords, fractured harmony and
the mixture of slightly different chords being played at the same time (poly-harmony). This creates music which
has the aural appearance of going in and out of focus. There are also sometimes different but texturally similar
instruments laid on top of one another which sometimes gives the piece an overall textural / sonic gloss and lack
of chordal clarity which made it quite hard to transcribe in places. For example, there are two overlaid Penny
Whistles, plus a synth version of one too. There is a piano and harp and occasionally it is difficult to distinguish
who’s playing what. But my description of these characteristics is not meant to imply criticism; if anything the
lack of textural and harmonic clarity is endearing. There is also occasionally a corresponding lack of rhythmic or
structural clarity, i.e. trying to locate where the bar lines and tempo lay.
The Separate but Parallel Emotional Grammar of Music
But by far the real powerhouse in this music is the chords. There are some chords where the identity is vague or
polytonal; where there is no precise absolute identity, or where there are different ways of interpreting the
harmony, which means of course that there are different ways of hearing it, or feeling it. This concept is discussed
in all my previous books, notably (Morrell, 2013. 117) and (Morrell, 2013. 139). I also dealt a little with the
concept of a group of vertical notes (i.e. a chord) having more than one way of being referred to on page 32 of
chapter one, What Film Music Does to Us, when I talked about Harry Escot’s score to Deep Water and how a
chord can ‘feel’ or ‘seem’ different (and therefore have a different name?) depending on how it is framed. I’m not
talking about pointless theorising for the sake of it, e.g. imposing different theoretical chord names onto a chord
just because technically you can. I’m talking about referring to a given chord with two possible different names
based on how the chord ‘feels’ and how it’s framed and contextualise, emotionally and cognitively, by its
surroundings. Listeners ‘feel’ chords as belonging to a particular group or family of similar chords. Because most
people do not read music, this ‘emotional recognition’ of a chord is largely not addressed. It’s only when someone
who reads and understands chord symbol language that they are able to sometimes see an occasional slight
difference between the literal grammatical name of a chord symbol and the name it would have it we were listening
to how it connected musically, aesthetically and emotionally with a preceding chord or in context of a larger group
of chords. The person who does not read or understand music still ‘frames’ a chord in a certain way, emotionally.
They still categorise chords; they just don’t understand the literal language of music.
Chord symbols exist to chronicle and, literally, symbolise the harmony. So I have had to write the symbols which
the notes suggest at that moment in the music. But what is not written is what some of a chord might occasionally
infer, suggest, allude to or imply, because of its close proximity to another chord which affects how we ‘hear’
and ‘feel’ the said chord. The way we chronicle a vertical group of notes has to be a literal explanation of what
we see at any given time. Chord symbols, for example, are not collective; they don’t seek to explain three chords
in a row.
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Before we re-examine the transcription with reference to my points about different ways of describing chords,
let’s first look at the transcription below, which contains a sequence of chords scored for strings. The ‘normal’
chord sequence is written, as is usually the case, at the top. The ‘possible alternate chords’ are written underneath,
in-between the treble and bass clef staves. All the chords feature 3-part harmony, which is fine when dealing with
‘normal’ chords which consist of root, 3rd and 5th. But the moment you add extensions, by definition if using 3part harmony, you will generate ‘omit’ chords. Some of these ‘omit’ chords will still ‘feel’ (i.e. retain the
emotional characteristics of the chord despite a quarter of it being absent) like the chord they are called, but some
will start to ‘feel’ different to their official name.

Technically, literally and
grammatically this is the
right name and it feels
like a major 7th chord,
despite the 5th being
absent

Technically,
literally and
grammatically this
is the right name…

Technically,
literally and
grammatically this
is the right name…

Figure: 21

Technically,
literally and
grammatically
these chords have
the right names…

With the Dbmaj7
chord from earlier
in the bar still
ringing in our
minds, we feel this
chord as another
major chord – the
Gb6

We hear and feel
the chord as
slightly different to
the previous maj7
chord, but from the
same emotional
family. We feel it as
being a Gb6. The
warm, Gb identity
comes through
even though, if we
view it as this, the
5th is missing

With the Db6 chord
from earlier in the bar
still ringing in our
minds, and given that
by this point there have
been a string of
successive rich and
warm major chords, we
feel this chord as
another major chord –
the Abadd2/C even
though there is no root

With the Gb6
chord from the
previous bar still
ringing in our
minds, we feel
this chord as an
inverted major
chord; it then
marries together
with the
subsequent chord,
the Db/F

With the successive
string of major
chords (Dbmaj7,
Db6, Abadd2/C,
Ab/C) still ringing in
our minds, we feel
this chord as another
major chord – the
Gbadd2/Bb even
though there is no
root
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Technically, literally and
grammatically these are
the right names for these
chords

These two are different in
that if you were to ‘feel’ the
first chord as a Cbadd2/Eb,
this would take your
perception outside the key
centre, which is a stretch,
cognitively. So we ‘feel’ it as
it is written at the top – an
Ebm7. Correspondingly we
‘feel’ the next chord as it is
written at the top, i.e. the
Ebm6
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To be clear and unequivocal, when I say that people ‘feel’ chords as belonging to a particular group or family of
similar chords, only a tiny minority would understand, because, lacking music theory awareness, they wouldn’t
even realise that some chords had the possibility of having two literal identities. But – and this is the important
point – a lack of understanding or awareness that something is a fact, doesn’t stop it being real and doesn’t stop
people experiencing a particular sensation or ‘feel’.
To return to the film and specifically the way some chords have a literal context and an alternate ‘felt’ context,
let’s look again at the transcription. Resting instruments have been cropped to save space.
Figure: 22 Track: ‘Main titles’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.00.00
The first proper chord is the F#sus4
in bar 2. But because of the harp B
note jumping a 5th down to the E, we
rationalise that E as a root, which
means the combined chord of the
piano and harp actually feels like an
upside down Eadd2 (omit3).

Because we felt
the F#sus4 chord
more
as
an
Eadd2(omit3), we
‘feel’ the G#
diminished more
as an E7.

The F# and E here technically function three-fold: on their
own they represent the root and 7th of an F#7 (omit3/5)
chord. They play underneath the piano, which is playing an
inverted B chord, so technically in context of the B/D#
symbol the F# is the 5th and the E represents an 11th. But
don’t forget the E note on the harp in bar 2 which, when
partnered with the piano notes underneath we decided
functions as the octave of an Eadd2 (omit 3) chord.

The Penny Whistle is the only instrument stating the 3rd in bar 7. The rest are all omitting the 3rd, which italicises the texture of the
solo instrument even more. Notice the harp and piano acknowledging the 2nd (F#) too, to accentuate the colour of the extension.

Also note the E-B-D#-B line in bar
9 and 11; major 7 extensions can
sound different depending on how
you frame them. Surrounded by a
whole chord they can sound quite
traditional and jazzy but when the
surrounding terrain contains no rich
3rd in the middle, the maj7 extension
has a starker feel.

It is precisely this lack of harmonic clarity (on the one hand) and the rich, almost abstract poly-harmony (on the
other hand) which gives this piece part of its identity. The piece is happy and positive but also quirky and strange,
which works well with the story and film.
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INDECENT PROPOSAL John Barry
Indecent Proposal is a 1993 American romantic drama
film in which a married couple (played by Demi Moore
and Woody Harrelson) have their relationship tested by
a stranger’s offer of a million dollars for her to spend
the night with him. Released in 1993, it was an instant
success, becoming the sixth highest grossing film of the
year. It also became an intense conversation piece
about money, sex, amorality and the eternal question,
what would you do?
The movie is ingenious in that it makes what is a crass
premise seem interesting because of the beautiful
scenery, and, of course, music. Music is one of the
things that turns this film into something that has
meaning; it is one of the components of the film that
forces you to look deep within yourself. This is because
without the beautiful opening title track, which also
closes the movie, the film is sleazy and preposterous.
The music makes you feel empathy for the couple. The
theme which opens the movie is superb and is typical
of John Barry’s lush, rich and wholesome writing.
There are real and tangible parallels between this theme
and his equally stunning into for Chaplin, which begins
with beautiful and rich open strings. There is also as
whiff of the kind of orchestration you get in Born Free
and Out of Africa.
David and Diana are a typical successful American couple, until the economic downturn leaves them broke. David
suggests taking their last $5,000 and going to Vegas, hoping to win enough money to survive their situation. This
doesn’t work, but they meet billionaire John Gage, who offers Diane a million dollars to spend the night. The
movie ends when Diane returns to the pier where David proposed seven years earlier, and he is there. She sits on
the opposite side of him, and they hold hands. The same style of music that opened the film comes in, but with
slightly different chords and melody; thus it is the textures and orchestration which remind us, not the melody.
Unfortunately despite doing well at the box office, Indecent Proposal was nominated for seven Razzie awards in
1994 including Worst Actor (Robert Redford), Worst Actress (Demi Moore), Worst Director. Eventually it won
Worst Picture, Worst Supporting Actor (Woody Harrelson) and Worst Screenplay. This is probably based on the
rather vacuous premise the movie would have us believe. Regardless, what the film does brilliantly allows the
audience to be voyeurs. The film is artificial and manipulative; in the real world this sort of thing would never
happen in this way, but who said movies had to be real?
So, the first time we hear this wonderful theme is 46 seconds into the movie. Before the music comes in we hear
subtle, soft sounds of the sea. This accompanies the first few actor names on screen, and then the music starts as
we see the tail-end of the word ‘Indecent’ appear as it comes into focus. The very first ‘scene’ is where we see
David at the end of the pier; he eventually begins narrating the story.
There are, as ever with John Barry, a million things you could say, but I will limit my points to a few which I
think define the piece and its effectiveness in the film. Firstly, let’s start with the technical stuff; the orchestrations
are warm and inviting. This is primarily down to the movement and the voicing. The first C chord on strings is
voiced (from the bottom, up) root, 5th, 3rd, 5th and octave. The vertical space here between the root and 5th and
high 3rd is what allows the notes the sonic space to resonate. The horns follow this model and are even sparser,
following a 4-part (and on bar 2, 3-part) voicing. The piano follows suit and arpegiates the root, 5th and high 3rd
notes. This creates a sense of warmth and richness, onto which Barry parachutes a piano melody, written an octave
above the rest. The string voicings are interesting in that the 1st violins stay on C for three bars, allowing the 2nd
violins to move from G to E and then to C (unison). Two viola lines and a cello and bass line are able to move
gently and softly and subtly. This is a more important point than at first it seems, because, as I mentioned a million
times in my previous books if the physical movement is minimal but the intervallic value moves (by virtue of the
bass changing and thus the chord changing), the listener ‘works this out’ by being aware that, whilst the physical
note itself has not changed, what it represents and what it means has changed.
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This is the kind of minimal physical movement juxtaposed with maximum intervallic movement that creates more
of a cognitive engagement from the listener, albeit subconsciously.
Figure: 23 Track: ‘Main titles’ Audio Timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.46

Rich arpeggiated root, 5th & 3rd (10th) on piano

1
3

5

3
5
Top two notes of horns / trombones carried

You will find the same rich approach to orchestration,
where parts have lots of vertical space to breath,
embedded in most dramatic scores by Barry. This is just
good voicing and whilst there is nothing about this
technique that Barry owns, this approach, spread equally
over strings, horns and arpeggiated piano, has becomes
somewhat of a calling card. See Out of Africa (Morrell,
2013. 191) and Chaplin (Morrell, 2013. 185)
Coming to the melody in this piece, which so ignited the
emotions of the audience and so benefited the film, we
can see that the initial melodic leap is the 6th, so beloved
of romantic films through the ages; Francis Lia’s Love
Story starts on a 6th interval, as does Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s Music of the Night from Phantom of the Opera

However, there are other nuggets of beauty and emotion that affect this piece; we spoke earlier about the notion
of expectation: Sometimes composers can elicit an emotional reaction by doing something that nobody expected
or conversely by not doing something that everybody expected. I do not mean to suggest that people are
consciously aware of expecting anything, musically. Perception and in particular, expectation, is something hardwired into us, buried deep in our subconscious. I discussed this many times in my first book, (Morrell, 2013. 12,
28, 76), my second book, (Morrell, 2013. 13, 73, 105) and my third book, (Morrell, 2015. 3, 11, 28, 55).
In terms of this piece, let’s look again at the melody John Barry wrote (below, fig. 23a)
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Despite the melody clearly alluding to a subsequent note following last G quaver in bar 1 and the last G quaver
in bar 3, the note is conspicuous by its absence.

Figure: 23a

The version below is ‘normalised’, where I have painted in the
missing note in.
Figure: 23b

The trouble with my new ‘Grade 2 Piano’ version, is that there
are no surprises. By changing just one note it has become a
‘chocolate box’ version which is ‘nice’ and ‘sweet’ but will not
engage an audience like the original did.
At 01.45.35 a similar piece comes in as Diana returns to the pier where David proposed to her, years ago.
Unfortunately, this piece is not on the soundtrack album, so I have transcribed it from the film, which is why it
appears a semitone higher.
Figure: 24 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.45.35
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Again we see the arpeggiated piano line and the lushly voiced strings. A beautiful and haunting melody is in from
the start, vaguely reminiscent of the opening theme; the similar textural terrain reminds us of the opening theme
but this melody is different. But it reminds us of the original one. I do not know if this is a deliberate reference to
the main characters now being in a different relationship and situation which is vaguely reminiscent of their former
relationship, but the analogy works.
With most of my commentaries regarding how and why and where music works in a film and what emotion it
gives to the film, I am nearly one hundred percent sure I am right. In some cases, I have spoken to the composer
or the director. But, alas, I was never fortunate enough to talk to John Barry, so I am unsure about my last point.
I do not know if this is a deliberate reference to the main characters now being in a different relationship and
situation which is vaguely reminiscent of their former relationship, but the analogy works. With most of my
commentaries regarding how and why and where music works in a film and what emotion it gives to the film, I
am nearly one hundred percent sure I am right. In some cases, I have spoken to the composer or the director. But,
alas, I was never fortunate enough to talk to John Barry, so I am unsure about my last point.
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INTO THE WILD Eddie Vedder
Into the Wild is an uplifting but ultimately tragic story,
co-produced, and directed by Sean Penn. It is an
adaptation of Jon Krakauer's seminal 1996 book of the
same name. The film sensitively chronicles the
experiences and adventures of Christopher
McCandless
during
his
time across North
America and his experiences in the Alaskan
wilderness in the early 1990s. The film stars Emile
Hirsch as
McCandless,
and Marcia
Gay
Harden and William Hurt as his parents.
The film opened outside Fairbanks, Alaska on
September 21, 2007. It was nominated for two Golden
Globes and won the award for Best Original Song,
Guaranteed. Vedder provided music for much the
film. He and Penn had worked together on Dead Man
Walking a few years back. After three days of working
on the music Vedder gave Penn some material to work
with. Penn placed these in the film. Vedder said that
Penn “gave me a lot of freedom,”, adding “the biggest
thing was trust.” So many of the really good film
scores we looked at in my previous three books were
where the composer had freedom and had the trust of
the director. Eddie Vedder said that having to write
songs based on a narrative made things easier, as a
songwriter. He said, “The story was there and the
scenes were there.” (Gilchrist, Todd. 2007 – Interview
with Sean Penn and Eddie Veder).

The main piece we’re going to have a look at is Guaranteed, which comes 00.01.15 into the film. Although the
song has beautiful lyrics, the first instance of its usage is with Vedder simply humming the theme, so what we’re
chiefly looking at is how the musicality and emotional content of the piece benefit the film. But just prior to the
song coming in, there is another piece right at the beginning which doesn’t appear on the album and isn’t credited
in the film. It comes at 00.00.27 and accompanies a piece of onscreen text.
Figure: 25 Track: ‘Unknown’ Film Cue Sync: 00.00.27

Toward the end of the piece, for the briefest moment we see Christopher’s
blurred face and we hear a ghostly reverbed voice, from Christopher, saying
“Ma…Ma…..help me.” Then we see his mother waking up in bed from a
dream, distressed because she had heard the voice of her son, who, we are left
to assume, at this point is still missing. The combination of the Byron quote
and the music sets the tone of the story and the film beautifully; one feeds the
other, emotionally.

Violin
Cello

“Ma…Ma…help me...”
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The wonderful thing about unaccompanied melody, especially on texturally evocative instruments such as violin
or cello, is that, as we have said before, although such melodies are technically unaccompanied, the human mind
searches for meaning in the music by adding the missing harmonies and attaching an unconscious accompaniment
of its own. The chord symbols I have transcribed are placed at the point in the music where I believe the mind
figures out which chord applies. Horizontal harmony is at work here. This concept, where the melody is
descriptive enough to suggest the kind of harmony that would have accompanied it, is discussed numerous times
in book 1 (Morrell, 2013. 23, 86, 128, 140, 228); in book 2 (Morrell, 2013. 13, 28, 48, 136, 141, 149,180, 217)
and in book 3 (Morrell, 2015. 20, 26, 59, 86, 155, 160, 248, 280, 281).

Figure: 26 Track: ‘Guaranteed’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.12

Blurred shot
syncs with bar 2,
slowly focusing
to shot of the
ground from a
train window

Black screen syncs to bar 1

An upward
shot of the
treeline and
sky syncs to
bar 6

Clear shot of side of
a moving train syncs
with bar 5 and the
destination chord of
C

Clear shot of the
other side of the
moving train
completes the
sequence

The rest of the song plays out over various shots of the train journey, culminating in shots of Fairbanks as Christopher’s postcardesque writing appears on the screen. Bar 17 – the start of the third time round the sequence, syncs to the words ‘Welcome to
Fairbanks’.
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Right from the start of this piece, the descending bass gives the chords a feeling of inevitability; by bar 3 we know
where this is headed, and bar 5 (chord of C) is a halfway point. The inexorable and inescapable feeling of
inevitability is what makes the music feel like a journey rather than a composition. The link between G and D/F#
is not surprising for the listener and therefore creates a feeling of familiarity and tradition. The transition between
Bm/F# and G/F is more of a deviation. This transition sounds melancholic and somehow sorrowful, with the F
being outside the key centre and italicised by being at the bottom of the chord (inverted).
The soothing yet gruff voice of Vedder really lights this piece up when it enters on bar 9; not at this point by the
use of lyrics but by using the voice as an instrument through the wordless sound and texture it creates. The reason
strings are so widely used in film music is because they are the instrument that so closely resembles the human
voice; what better accompaniment then than an actual voice. Words at this point would have compromised the
beauty of the landscape being filmed by detracting from the harmony and textures of the voice and guitar that so
beautifully envelopes this scene.
Despite being a tragic story, the film is strangely uplifting. Truly it celebrates the wonderful life of Christopher
McCandless rather than dwelling on the tragedy of his death. This piece, right at the outset, frames the melancholic
and plaintive story
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KES John Cameron
“The sound of a long-lost childhood...the
smell of a damp school cloakroom, from an
age when comics were still printed on
newsprint...But this is more than just
another product of the nostalgia industry put on this album & immediately you'll be
soaring through the air, free of your earthly
shackles: for this is the sound of a human
soul in flight. A beautiful daydream antidote
to an all too real South Yorkshire
nightmare.” So said Sheffield’s own Jarvis
Cocker, about John Cameron’s score to Kes,
possibly one of the most widely referenced
portraits of Northern England. Ken Loach’s
Kes holds a special place in British 20th
century culture.

Based on the Barry Hines novel A Kestrel for a Knave it is about a character called Billy Casper, who lived in a
northern coal-mining community. Like many kids Billy hated school and used to get into trouble. The film was
sadly all too typical of thousands of households in South Yorkshire in the 1970s. For many young kids, life offered
nothing to look forward to; many young boys simply ‘went down the pit.’ It was a depressed and depressing social
landscape. But then Billy finds a Kestrel, learns to train it and gradually comes to love it; this gives Billy not only
a purpose but also an ability to communicate he’d never experienced before. Simon Hatterstone wrote in The
Guardian
“None of us had kestrels, but we all related to the film. Most fictional kids we'd seen on the
telly were posh and public-school, like Tom Brown. But Kes wasn't about privilege – just
the opposite. Working-class boys speaking in working-class accents, and sometimes
muttering so much that you couldn't make out what they were saying. The language was
colloquial, the film was lit like the real world, the actors didn't look like actors.”
Hatterstone, Fri 2 Dec 2011
The music is composed and arranged by one of the legends of British library music composing in the 70s, 80s and
90s – John Cameron. Cameron is a superb composer who, like many of the greats, is a chameleon when it comes
to composing – equally at home whether doing classical, pop, jazz or folk. The first track we’ll look at is called
‘Front titles’ and comes 00.02.40 into the film as Billy gets out of bed, gets dressed and goes out. This follows an
argument with his older brother who has just told Billy that he (Billy) will end up going “going down the pit” like
many young boys did. Billy has other ideas and maintains that he has no intention of following his brother by
working at the colliery.
Figure: 27 Track: ‘Front titles’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.40

Cameron’s music manages to be both hopeful and optimistic, but more than anything else the solo flute is symptomatic
of a free spirit. Think back to Jarvis Cocker and his comment that the music represented “…the sound of a human
soul in flight…” This then is a musical and emotional embodiment of the hopes and aspirations of the young and naïve
Billy Casper.
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For the purposes of notation and sync points I have written this pieces out ‘as is’. Whether there were 7/4 bars on the
original or whether the piece was played more freely I do not know. The production on this track is extremely poor
and the track’s audio almost brakes up on occasion. The acoustic guitar joins in with a few chords from bar 13. The
performance here is quite scrappy and haphazard and if one is being brutally honest this, along with the poor sonic
quality, makes the track sound rough round the edges and unconvincing, sonically. Fortunately, this isn’t as apparent
in the film itself, surrounded as it is by the natural ambient sound from the film track.
I cannot stress enough that these comments about sonic quality and production have nothing to
do with the composition itself, which is beautiful. Bar 24 sees the introduction of the string
section (and later, woodwind), as we see Billy getting dressed. The strings, and more
specifically, the chords being played, offer the scene more of a melancholic feel at this point.

The main flute theme returns as we see Billy look out the
window of his bedroom. The music, complete with string and
woodwind accompaniment, follows Billy out of his house as he
runs around his local community and eventually to the shop from
where he does his daily paper round.
The next track accompanies a scene thirteen minutes in which
shows an old man walking in the woods. At 00.13.07 Billy
Casper comes into shot. The piece features flute, oboe, harp and
strings and soft harmonies, which together conjure up exactly the
right feel for the scene. The music is warm, inviting and
innocent, reflecting the scene itself. Texturally light with nothing
in the lower bass register, the beauty is created by the soft
harmonic ‘bed’ created by the harp, onto which the strings and
woodwind counterpoint create a feeling of momentum and a
sense of journey.
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Figure: 28 Track: ‘Dawn’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.12.59
Even in beautifully crafted music such as this track, there are sometimes moments of intentional
dissonance, designed (in this case) to briefly inject alternate colours into the piece and ensure it doesn’t
degenerate into ‘chocolate box’ music. The piece modulates into Bb at bar 9 and then manages to
make an Ebmaj7 with an E-to-A melody sound okay, if a little strange. In 99% of cases the
combination of #4, maj7 and b9 would be unbearable. The #4 and b9 create a vertical interval of a
5th, which is square and bare. Similarly, the combination of #4 and maj7 and creates a 4th interval.
But these are not delivered at exactly the same time. This is horizontal harmony, delivered gradually,
not instantly. This avoids the kind of sonic collision that would have happened if all these extensions
had been played simultaneously.

(b9)
(#4)
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The next transcription comes 2.19 into the same track (‘Dawn’) as Billy watches a Kestrel. The great thing about
the music in this scene is that there is no dialogue of sound effects to deal with; just the sight of a captivated Billy
Casper looking upwards at the Kestrel in flight.
Figure: 29 Track: ‘Dawn’ Audio timing: 2.19 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.12

This section of the cue (which I have transcribed from 2,19 of the track) is beautifully crafted
and works brilliantly well with the pictures of the Kestrel in flight. The harp is still playing at
bar 1 of this transcription but stops shortly afterwards, having established the Ebmaj7, which is
a conclusion we wouldn’t have arrived at if this was unaccompanied from the start.

The Ebmaj7 vibe disappears on bar 6 when it crosses into a Dm feel, with the
E being the 2nd and the D being the root. But this is short-lived and we are
back in Eb in the next bar. This harmonic semitone shift is interesting because
it plays a bigger part later on when the piece has accompaniment.

As I said earlier, there is a tendency in Cameron’s writing to inject colour
and tension, even into something as light and airy and beautiful as this. This
fluctuation between the Ebmaj7 feel and the Dm ‘feel’ is typical of the way
he stops the piece just becoming nothing but ‘lovely, polite’ background
music. These pockets of tension keep the piece alive and maintains our
interest in it. Notice also how (00.15.45) the appearance of the high strings
syncs to the shot of Billy looking longingly, quizzically and forlornly up at
the Kestrel.
8va

At 00.16.00 the camera is back to Billy, who has now
stopped looking upwards but is still obviously
thinking about the Kestrel. At this point the harp
returns to the phrasing from 00.2.19 (bar 1), over
which we have the flute.

At bar 16 Cameron does the
thing he did at bar 10 of fig.26;
he creates some effective
tensions, this time by the
overhang of the A note into bar
17 (where it encounters an
Abmaj7 chord.

Loco
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There is also slight tension even in the way Cameron has voiced the maj7 chords. Look closely at the strings in
bar 12-16 with empty space between the Bb and the A above. ‘Normally’ a maj7 would be voiced a little more
sympathetically to avoid the slight tension created by the empty space of a maj7. Also the harp is simply stating
the F, A and top D, which independently create an inverted Dm. This may sound like meaningless theory but there
is a point to it: if we have a major7 chord being stated (especially one which is thinly voiced in the middle) and
elsewhere we have three notes of that chord (F, A and D) which, on their own, would sound like a minor chord,
this does have the effect of slightly dramatizing and italicising the chord, overall. Cameron continues with these
voicings, which drop from the Bbmaj7 to the Abmaj7 and finally to the Gmaj7, which give the scene a great
feeling of closure and conclusion as dialogue returns.

John Cameron said:
‘Kes’ was my first film score as a composer and after thirty years of Symphony Orchestras
and Rock ’n’ Roll bands, an Academy nomination, a Drama Desk award, opening nights,
Razzmatazz, Les Miserables et al., there’s something that draws me inexorably back to
‘Kes’. Perhaps it's the plaintive simplicity of Harold McNair’s solo flute, perhaps it's
because the film itself is such a beautiful work, I know I get as much satisfaction from this
score as from anything else I’ve ever written.”
John Cameron
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MARGIN CALL Nathan Larson
Margin Call is a 2011 drama film written and
directed by J. C. Chandor. The film is a supposedly
fictitious account which tells the wider story of the
financial crisis of 2008. Unusually the entire movie
takes place over a 24-hour period at an unnamed
Wall Street investment firm. The film benefits from
great performances from Kevin Spacey, Zachary
Quinto, Paul Bettany and Jeremy Irons, not to
mention Stanley Tucci and Demi Moore. Although
the story itself has a narrow narrative, its main pull
is the fact that it shines a light on many
contemporary ethical issues. It highlights the cutthroat, profit-driven, consumerist culture in society
generally and focusses specifically on the
behaviour of top executives within a firm who
hided the presence of toxic assets to preserve the
marketing position of their company and to
maximize its profits.
In so doing the movie reveals the wider culture in
society and business which lead to the entire
financial basis of western civilisation coming close
to total collapse; something which has happened
before and, it is said, will happen again.
The film tells the story of a firm that has - supposedly unwittingly since no one actually owns up to realising the
gravity of the situation until it’s pointed out to them by a newcomer to the firm - concocted schemes to hide from
the public and investors that fact that the company owns toxic assets, the size of which is so big that technically
the firm could be insolvent and bankrupt at any moment, and has been close to it on several occasions. This fact
is uncovered by a newcomer, played brilliantly by Zachary Quinto.
The film joins this story on a day when many staff are being ‘let go’ by management. This is done brutally and
swiftly by an outside sourced company that specialises in firing people on behalf of others. A group of people
enter the company’s offices, round up a group of thirty-or-so employees, give them the bad news and then have
them escorted from the company immediately. One of those, Eric Dale (played by Stanley Tucci), a man who’s
worked at the firm for many years, gives one of his risk analysts, Peter Sullivan (played by Zachary Quinto) a
memory stick with sensitive information on it, telling him to “be careful.” Over the next hour, while everyone else
has left, he works on the information, finally realising how serious the situation is. He calls his boss, who in-turn
call his boss, and then most of the action takes place within the offices of the company during the next 24 hours,
during which the company is aiming to offload its toxic assets to an unsuspecting market before being found out
(known as a ‘fire sale’).
The film is actually very scary, even though no one person or one scene or one fact is itself scary; the totality and
sheer magnitude of what has happened, and what the firm intends to do to solve the problem, is so unbelievable
and staggering in terms of the ramifications, that it is almost unbelievable. What this story says about life, people,
corporate attitudes and the culture we all live within in the early 21st century, needs saying, and this film does a
great job of informing, enlightening, educating and entertaining people.
The first section we’re going to examine is the intro. Just like Arbitrage, there is an abundance of money, power
and riches on display in this film, both seen and implied, but also a paucity of morality and an inner coldness and
darkness; not physically but metaphorically. And just like Arbitrage the music is a fundamental part of the success
of the film. The music is written by Nathan Larson and is essentially the same kind of electronic approach that
Martinez used in Arbitrage. Just as the orchestra is capable of an abundance of diverse textures, so is electronic
music. People have become fond of presuming that electronic scores are one-dimensional and incapable of
variation in texture, harmony and style. But you only have to examine the many great electronic film scores to
realise there is great depth and variety in electronic music.
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Since there is no officially released soundtrack to this film, the first transcription is taken from a 4-minute track
on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rvuguqk1K5g from the opening of the film.
The opening begins with a mixture of crowd sounds and music, which helps suggest an atmosphere of hustle and
bustle and busyness. There are two main synth textures; one states the general chords and one exists as a separate
line; so I have transcribed them as such; the general synth / sample sound occupies two staves and the ‘themes’,
such as they are, are transcribed on the top staves. Following the sound of hustle and bustle and subsequently the
soft synth / samples sounds of the Bm, halfway through bar 2 and synced with the first onscreen credit over the
picture of a dark Manhattan skyline, we have the added E, midrange on the bass stave.
Figure: 30 Track: ‘Opening titles’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.12

There is an oddity to this interval in this context. Add4
extensions are normally subtler than this. This is not
dissonance but there is an uncomfortableness to it and
mixed as it is with the visuals, it sets the scene and frames
our initial response to this film. The Bm, much like the
paper on which words of a book are printed, or the canvass
on which artists paint, becomes almost like the silence onto
which the music was recorded. It has a strange, hypnotic
effect on the listener.

Just before bar 8, following a time-lapse view of New York’s skyline, we see daylight just as we see Jeremy
Irons’ name onscreen (00.00.38). This is when we hear what could be described as a melody. The percussive,
bell-like sound hits the D (min3) and then the E (add2) before resolving to the root. The texture here is a real
surprise; the crystal-like percussiveness of the sound really penetrates the mix.

4th

4th

Another important thing that’s going on in this piece is something we covered numerous times in the previous
books; a note, harmonically, has two characteristics which define it: what the note is, i.e. the pitch (what it sounds
like) and what the note represents, i.e. the interval it occupies. Since a note without an interval is simply random
unadulterated harmonic energy, it is, ultimately the interval that defines the note. It determines its place in the
wider scheme of things (the chord). How the note ‘feels’ to the viewer and listener is, ultimately, a product of the
interval it represents; something we referred to as the ‘intervallic context’ or the ‘representational context’.
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This issue, as I said, is covered in all my previous books, so I am not going to belabour the point here, suffice to
say that once again that concept plays a part in this piece; from the start one of the synth parts plays a B note and
a D note. These function as root and min3 of the Bm chord they are part of. On bar 12, because of different notes
elsewhere, the self-same B and D now represent the maj3 and 5th of a G chord. The point is, the physical note
hasn’t changed, just what it means. And the wider point, and why I keep banging on about it, is that this kind of
transition (because it involves not the note changing but the meaning of the note changing) requires more mental
energy so it represents a deeper experience.4
On bar 20 we get the title card, and this is accompanied by a subtle but great harmonic shift
which introduces a (barely audible) F note (dominant 7) into the equation. Given that we’ve
been hearing Bm chords, which include the F#, this dominant 7 chord, with its F note, skews
the piece slightly, bang on when the title card comes in, which of course subtly and almost
subconsciously aids our enjoyment of the film.

Bar 24 sees the piece introduce other rhythmic and harmonic dynamics which continue throughout the intro.

The intro is sleek and effective, thanks to the music but obviously the striking and wonderful cinematography of
the Manhattan skyline, which immerses us in the simultaneously soulless, tragic but exciting universe where these
financial dramas played out.

4

We listen to this kind of thing all the time and for us it is an entirely subconscious experience, but when we ourselves respond and realise
that the same note now means something else, harmonically, it brings us closer to it. For arrangers and orchestrators this is a fundamental
characteristic of their work; this is often how and why chordal movement sounds so smooth and convincing. If all of the note movement we
ever heard were physical it would make music sound clinical and parallel and ultimately very square sounding. Further reading on this can be
found in my first book (Morrell, 2013. 37, 44, 51, 75, 83, 103, 124, 141, 151, 180, 242, 294, 301); my second book, (Morrell, 2013. 15, 29,
33, 62, 83, 128, 141, 192, 197, 261, 302, 358) and my third book (Morrell, 2015. 30, 66, 102, 144, 207, 249, 307, 312).
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Following the brutal sacking of many of his workers,
Sam Rogers, the floor manager (played by Spacey),
is to be found sobbing in his office. But he’s not upset
about the sackings; his grief is about his dog, who is
dying (00.11.00).
According to some his dying dog, who we see during
the film, is used as a device to portray his empathy;
the death of the dog reflects his lost moral sense.

The dog’s portrayal in the film was the subject of a great article in a magazine called Bark, The Dog Culture
Magazine. Lisa Wogan, in an article called ‘The Unexpected Dog’, writes:
“At the centre of the story is Sam Rogers, a life-long Wall Streeter played by Kevin
Spacey. Early in the film, we see Sam resting his head on the neck of his chocolate
Labrador, who sleeps on a veterinarian’s gurney. We know the dog has cancer. It is a
sad, human and completely unexpected moment in a film about ambition, greed and
overreaching. For the majority of the story, Sam’s relationship with his dog is one of the
few personal facts we know about him (or anyone), and it is the only expression of
authentic affection and empathy in the picture. It communicates Sam’s capacity for love.
At the same time, he is not at the bedside of a child or a wife, nor is anyone with him when
he visits the dog. So we also know, he is down to a last chip or two in terms of his loving
connections.”
Lisa Wogan, The Unexpected Dog
Bark, the Dog Culture Magazine
Despite the sympathy he has for his dog, he nevertheless goes out to the main floor to give a rallying speech,
motivating the people still employed following the earlier dismissals.
At 00.13.47 we see a shot an outside shot of neighbouring buildings taken from a high window of the firm. This
we realise when the shot reverses back through the glass of the window where we see Rogers lying on a ledge. At
00.13.51 the following cue comes in. Notice it has the same use of the add4 as we saw in the intro music (fig. 27).
In most films you will find repeating motifs which can signify characters or situations. This is interesting because
now we see the add4 being used again (once in the intro titles and here again as we see the shot of city outside
moving to Rogers, laid flat on a bench. The add 4 is comparatively rare. If the min3 had been used, or the maj3
or the 5th, the effect would not have been the same. So what, exactly, does the 4th signify? The thing about intervals
and extensions and what they may or may not ‘signify’, is that any ‘meaning’ is a product of the music and its
relationship with the film and the narrative and specific scene. In this specific context I would say it is symptomatic
of something ‘being wrong’. As I said earlier there is an uncomfortableness to the extension and how it is used.
This is not dissonance and it does not possess the immediately noticeable character of a #4 or #5. It is, in this
context, quite dull and lifeless. The textures make it easier on the ear, but above all else you can sense something
is ‘wrong’ when you hear this extension in this specific context, in this scene, in this film. This cue does not
feature on any soundtrack album so I have written it out from the film, which means it is written a semitone higher
than it was, in reality, recorded.
One of the more interesting and slightly abstract things about this piece is that right at the beginning I can hear
what I assume are car horns from down below on the street. This sound is so well know and instantly creates that
feeling of busyness; people rushing around, car horns, etc. But they have a pitch which seems to be too obvious
not to be deliberate, so I have painted them into the cue. Whether the car horns are actually car horns or ‘music’ I
am not sure, but to me they are music.
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Figure: 31 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.13.45

There is a scene, around 15 minutes, where we see Quinto’s character say goodnight to his co-workers as he stays
late, sat at his desk, to look at the memory stick Eric Dale had given him. As he prepares to look at the contents
of the stick, with no idea of the magnitude of what he was to find.5 He puts his headphones on and turns the music
on. We are then inside his head listening to the same music, which is a track called Wolves written by Matthew
Houck and performed by ‘Phosphorescent.’ On a metaphorical level the track’s lyrics resonate heavily with the
film’s narrative. The song helps greatly in the edit sequence which takes us away from the office to the inside of
Rogers car as he drives, deep in thought, and then back the office to see Quinto’s character trying to make sense
of the data on the memory stick. Briefly the song mixes with Larsson’s ghostly underscore. This is a great scene
and one in which the music, a highbred between song and underscore, really helps the scene communicate.
At 00.16.31 we see Quinto’s character begin to realise the importance of what he’s looking at. The music is quite
minimal and sparse. The first chord (Cm) is incomplete with just the octave and 3rd playing. Bar 2 again we have
the mid-range add4; by now this is reoccurring harmonic feature in this score, for all the narrative and emotional
reasons I mentioned before. The music is inviting and compelling, texturally and harmonically, whilst retaining a
definite coldness.
Figure: 32 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.16.30

Soft, bell-like sound

5

What he finds is that because of excessive leverage, if the firm’s assets decrease by 25%, the loss will be greater than the value of the firm
itself and the firm will go bankrupt. The firm has been in this situation several times, he finds, which means that, if known to the authorities,
the firm will go under. This is what leads eventually to the decision to offload all the company’s toxic assets without telling the buyers the
nature of the assets they were purchasing.
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Briefly at 00.16.50 on bar 7 we see Rogers at the vet, stroking
the head of his beloved recently deceased dog. This is an
enormously touching scene and one where the music, again,
plays a big role; at bar 7 the music becomes warmer to show
empathy with Rogers over the death of his dog.

By far one of the defining moments is when Peter Sullivan, having digested the information on the memory stick
and made some calculations of his own on paper, realises fully the enormity of what he’s uncovered. The music,
essentially a continuation of the last cue (above), is transcribed below (fig.30). Once again we have wonderfully
vague and anaemic textural shades of Larsson’s electronic sounds morphing into something sonically a lot deeper
and fuller. This time it’s a Cm chord with the ticking clock of the Eb pounding away on the Eb, accompanied by
a chord on the top stave which phases in and out of identity. Once again the 4th is here, on bar 3, but by far the
best thing is the sliding low F glissing up to the Ab at exactly the same time we see Sullivan finally realise. It
causes the piece to phase in and out of identity.
Figure: 33 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.17.23

This has to be one of the best, most
dramatic but also subtle, examples of music
accompanying a ‘realisation’ scene. It
almost turns the movie from a dramatic
thriller into a horror movie.
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The New Republic said:
“It [Margin Call] examines the thoughts and motivations of individuals, resisting the easy
narrative shortcut of lumping everyone responsible for the disaster into some monolithic,
single-minded group. By doing so, Margin Call manages to do what almost no book, blog,
newscast or Senate hearing has adequately done for the American people: to explain not
just how the financial crisis happened (which financial giants failed in what order, which
government entities bailed them out, etc.), but rather, to explain why it happened.
This is true. The movie chronicles not just when and where and how, but, through its portrayal of the
toxic, detached and dissociative attitude of the characters, it accurately displays why the financial crisis
happened, and more worryingly, why it could happen again. The music helps the subtlety of the script
and the wonderful photography really achieve reality in the mind of the viewer.
Roger Ebert wrote:
“I think the movie is about how its characters are concerned only by the welfare of their
corporations. There is no larger sense of the public good. Corporations are amoral, and exist
to survive and succeed, at whatever human cost. This is what the Occupy Wall
Street protesters are angry about: They are not against capitalism, but about Wall Street
dishonesty and greed. [...] [The cast] reflects the enormity of what is happening: Their
company and their lives are being rendered meaningless.”
A.O. Scott, from the New York Times, wrote: “Margin Call is a thriller, moving through ambient shadows to
the anxious tempo of Nathan Larson’s hushed, anxious score.” Never a truer word.
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MIDNIGHT COWBOY John Barry and Fred Neil
Midnight Cowboy is a 1969 drama film, based on the 1965 novel of
the same name by James Leo Herlihy. New York City is the setting
for the film, in which an unlikely friendship begins between
prostitute Joe Buck, played by John Voight, and a sick conman
Ratso Rizzo, played by Dustin Hoffman. The original author is
alleged to have used his friendship with Tennessee Williams as a
source for his story. Director John Schlesinger is credited with
bringing a sense of realism to the story. Both the main actors in the
film effectively and sensitively portray characters whose lives are
essentially broken. Much of the story takes place behind the urban
backdrop of the New York slums of the 1960s. The film won three
Academy Awards and to this day it remains the only ‘18’ film to
win ‘best picture’.
Midnight Cowboy was one of the first films to make use of pop
songs within the film. This is something which had been fiercely
resisted by many film score composers, who saw it cheapening the
use of music in film. Some saw it as directors simply wanting to
capitalize on the popularity of songs. Sometimes directors saw what
they said was the need for more modern soundtracks that resonated
with a more youthful audience. The need for more modern scores is
one of the reasons Hitchcock and Hermann fell out.

John Barry supervised the music for the film and composed the underscore, winning a Grammy for Best
Instrumental Theme. He said, “That movie is still shown at the cinema school at UCLA as the epitome of how
songs should be used in the movies. We only brought in a couple of songs – Everybody’s Talkin’, sung by Harry
Nilsson, and a John Lennon song, and for the rest we got young songwriters to score the scenes with songs. The
songs work because they were written for the movie.” This is important but it implies that the only reason songs
will ever work is if they are purposefully written for the film. By far the most successful and memorable song
from Midnight Cowboy was the one which wasn’t written for it – Everybody’s Talkin. Existing songs inevitably
bring their own narrative baggage and their own past to a film, which is why most composers don’t like using
them. But you can use the same argument against the use of source music in films. Kubrick was criticised for
throwing out Alex North’s score for 2001 – A Space Odyssey and replacing it with music which existed long
before the film and therefore had no obvious and deliberate link to the narrative. But the reality is that the music
worked brilliantly well, as did William Friedkin’s use of source material in The Exorcist. The issue of songs and
source material are dealt with at length in two chapters in my third book; Songs, Soundtracks and Library Music
(Morrell, 2015. 290) and Film Music and the Classical Tradition (Morrell, 2015. 296). With regard to the use of
existing songs in films that bring their own narrative to the film, the presumption that this is always a bad thing is
flawed; one only has to look at the way Michael Moore used What a Wonderful World in Bowling for Columbine.
If a song is used in film then it exists as part of the film score experience. That is why for Midnight Cowboy we’re
going to examine the film score and the song ‘Everybody’s Talkin’ written by Fred Neil, arranged by George
Tipton and sung by Harry Nilsson. The piece comes in at 00.01.17 as Joe Buck prepares to leave his world behind
and head for New York. Before this point, we see various characters from Joe’s life shouting “Where’s Joe
Buck…where’s Joe Buck.” One of them is someone in a café looking over a pile of dishes. Meanwhile we see Joe
in his own room, getting showered and dressed. The manager of the café then says, to camera, “You’re due here
at four o’clock.” We then see Joe, fully dressed, talk straight to the camera, saying “You know what you can do
with those dishes.” At that point the piece starts. The song manages to tap into the feel, emotion and even the dark
side of the film. There is something carefree, blithe and hippy and yet there is also something melancholic and
sad about not just the lyrics but the harmonies and textures too. The song was originally recorded by its composer
but it was Nilsson’s version, with George Tipton’s arrangement, Nilsson’s rich voice, and some beautiful scatting,
that was chosen by John Barry to be included in the film. The song has a real sense of hope but also sorrow. The
lyrics speak of vulnerability and suffering, i.e. “Everybody’s talking at me, I don’t hear a word they say. Only the
echoes of my mind,” then, “People stop and stare, I can’t see their faces. Only the shadows of their eyes.” The
song can be seen to be about the solitary world of an individual in a crowded city as portrayed in the film.
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Many songs used in films can become ‘auditory icons’ in the sense that they are associated with specific images
through their use in film. The lyrics of the song make sense out of the subtext of Midnight Cowboy, referencing
the futile dreams of two misfits juxtaposed with the grim reality of their existence. In film the song comes in at
00.01.07
Figure: 34 Track: ‘Everybody’s Talkin’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.17

We see the reason for the odd 3 bar
phrase is that the sync points (Buck
staring at the camera and then Buck
striking a match for his cigarette) only
allows for 3 bars.

“You know what you can do with those dishes.”

The intro on acoustic guitar features horizontal harmony which
implies the two chords of E and Emaj7. This gives the song a happy,
positive feel. The maj7 is generally and usually a relaxing chord.
Usually in song, structural niceties are observed. The lyrics can be
challenging but usually the music is relatively easy to digest.

The third sync point is where we see
the door open and Buck walk stride
out (bar 8)

The addition of drums and the high string note in
bar 8 give the song a real sense of direction, of
journey. In the film bar 6/7 is synced to John
Voight’s character looking in the mirror before we
see him leaving with his suitcase, synced to bar 8.
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In this song straight away we’re away from
convention by virtue of the 3-bar pre-introduction,
which leads to another 4-bar intro featuring 2
acoustic guitars playing complementing phrases.
At this point the music is happy and carefree.
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The first credit comes on the screen
over a shot of Joe Buck leaving with
his suitcase. This is where the vocals
come in

The song meanders between E and Emaj7 without the customary resolution.
Traditionally a sequence might go from E, Emaj7, E7 and then A. if you play
those chords you will hear the maj7 and the 7th as questions, to which A is the
answer. The thing about the chords in this song is that they regularly ‘get stuck’
and don’t resolve when you expect.

The song meanders around E and Emaj7, and finally hits the dominant 7 chord (the E7) but then maintains its meandering and mesmerising
feel by playing the E7 and E6 back and forth. The only ‘resolution’ comes on bar 16 when the F#m and B7 turnaround links traditionally
back to the tonic chord. The repeated use of E and Emaj7, then E7 and E6 makes the piece seem mesmerising and hypnotic. The high B on
strings throughout this section helps that sense of being mesmerised and hypnotised. The song simply doesn’t resolve as much as you would
expect, so in many ways it functions as film music. The denial of expectation goes way over anything you find in most songs, and the bouncy
jovial rhythm section juxtaposes this beautifully.
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What mitigates this sense of strangeness and incongruity is the fact that
structurally, in terms of number of bars within a phrase, the song plays it
straight.

The piece develops at bar 24 when it goes from F#m, B7, E, E7. At this point you might expect a move to A, (following on from the E7) but it doesn’t
do that; it moves back to the F#m. The move from E7 back to F#m is unexpected. The point is, often in music the devices we’re manipulated by don’t
feel like devices and it doesn’t feel like manipulation. In the mind of the listener everything is subsumed into the single notion that this is a great song
which for some reason catches the imagination. I am simply explaining what I believe to be the some of the real reasons for people liking the song.
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The scatting that Nilsson does in the second verse is brilliant and the result of this is that it lets us concentrate on
the music. It lets us be seduced by the emotion of the music whilst reminiscing the context of the words and
percolating the whole thing in our minds.
The next cue I want to look at is written by John Barry. At around 00.34.31 Buck is in the bath in his hotel room,
watching an inane and mindless television show. The phrase ‘lonely people’ is said by someone on the television,
and Joe, distracted and sad, reflects on his own life. At 00.34.31 we see a scene of a young child sitting watching
television. The camera then moves to a woman meant to be his grandmother, who is about to leave the house to
go out (leaving the child, who we realise is a young Joe, home alone and neglected).
Figure: 35 Track: ‘Midnight Cowboy’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
The camera returns to the present, where we see Joe staring at the TV,
lost, melancholic and alone. This is when the cue begins. The cue plays
over this scene and the following montage of New York’s nightlife as Joe
walks the streets of the Big Apple.

The cue has a lazy, tired, reflective and melancholic feel. It begins with harmonica line, which ends up being the main hook of the
piece. Eventually the rest of the rhythm section come in. The repetitive harmonic line has a meandering, circuitous feel and the arc
of the melody and chords is mainly downward, which makes the piece have an almost resigned sense of inevitability, which reflects
the film as it plays over the montage.
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The only obvious sync point is where we drop to the Abmaj7 on bar 11.
This is the first time the piece has deviated from its C – Bb sequence, and
this is synced to a blurred, almost impressionist film of cars on the street
of New York.

The same piece comes a few more times during the film, notably during another montage at 01.07.31 and near
the end when Joe’s friend Ratzo Rizzo dies on the bus as they approach Miami.
The final cue I want to look at comes 00.39.35 into the film during a controversial scene (at the time) which sees
Joe in a cinema watching a science fiction film with a male companion. Joe is uneasy about his companion, who
puts his arms around Joe and performs a sex act on him.
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The reason I cover this isn’t in relation to it being, at one point, a ‘controversial’ scene, but in relation to how the
music cue is used. This is a case of the music having two functions. It functions diegetically as the music from the
film the two men are watching in the cinema. But given Joe’s obvious unease at his situation, the ‘scary’ music
also functions non-diegetically for the cinema scene itself. Bar one is synced to a back shot of Joe and his
companion. Bar two is synced to the man putting his arm around Joe. In bar three we see a side shot and on bar
four Joe’s companion looks at Joe. The music is dissonant and difficult and expertly plays both scenes for different
reasons. It underscores the anxiety and feat in Joe’s companion and Joe himself, and plays the black and white
film they’re both watching too. The reason we know its primary function is the men, is because it is synced to
their movements and not the film they’re watching.
Figure: 36 Track: ‘Science Fiction’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.39.35

Bar 1 sees the music playing the
film being watched at the cinema

The camera pans out to show
a back shot of the two men
watching the film

Companion looks at Joe

Back shot as the companion
looks slowly toward Joe

The transcription is taken from the
album version; in the film some of
the finer subtleties are hard to hear,
but in terms of the overarching
harmony of the cue, this is a
masterpiece. The first bar, featuring
a clustered Cm2 chord and sounding
dissonant,
difficult
and
claustrophobic, is synced to the film
being watched.
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Back shot as the companion
puts his arm round Joe

Side shot

The first bar, featuring a clustered Cm2 chord and
sounding dissonant, difficult and claustrophobic, is
synced to the film being watched. So we hear science
fiction music and dialogue coming from the ‘on-screen’
scene. Bar two sees the Bbm (maj7) as the camera pans
back to reveal Joe and the other man. The low basses /
tuba / timps hit the overtly dramatic inverted Db just as
Joe’s companion glances slightly toward him. The
clustered Cm2 in bar 3 sees the man out his arm round
Joe. The music makes this whole scene less a romantic
scene and gives it more of a dark, clandestine feel. The
next bar features another Bbm (maj7) with the same
manoeuvre from root to 1st inversion; this accompanies a
long, side-shot of the two men. They appear to be looking
at the film but the film music by this point is all about
them and what they are going to do. Bar 5 sees the
companion turn to look at Joe. The look is a mixture of
longing, sexual tension, fear and apprehension, and these
complex feelings are accompanied by music which
crystalizes the visuals, turning the sequence into one
which italicises the extreme tension and anxiety. The
chord is more complex and dissonant (featuring a
fabulous cluster chord featuring clashes between the
maj7, octave and 9th (top stave) and the maj7/octave
(bottom stave) which makes the man’s sideways glance
very creepy.
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The music for this scene is beautifully crafted and synced. The writing is very much in the style of some of the
horror scoring from Pino Donaggio (perhaps, for example, the porn shop scene in The Howling, covered in my
third book (Morrell, 2015. 148). The comparison is down to similarities in the closeness of the harmonies and
voicings and the real and tangible feeling of claustrophobia the music generates.
In Midnight Cowboy archaic and absurd notions of masculinity collide with the reality of the modern world as it
then was in 1960s New York, with its hedonism and squalor. It manages to provide a dark, difficult but also at
times, tender telling of an interesting story about two tragic down-and-out anti-hero drifters who become bonded
together. The music is absolutely key to the success of the film in the way it contextualises several scenes. The
music helps the dark image of New York enjoy an emotional dimension. Music illicit emotions within us by the
power of the relationships we all have with it. It can and does crystalize some of the undoubted emotional darkness
in this film, as well as creating some tender and poignant melancholic moments, as is the case with figure 35,
‘Midnight Cowboy’ which plays numerous times in the film, and at the end as we see Joe put his arm round his
dead friend on the bus.
Controversial at the time for its portrayal of New York, complete with homosexual prostitutes on 42nd Street,
many went to see the film misunderstanding the film’s title, thinking it was a Western. Ultimately, Midnight
Cowboy was a sensitive portrait of two unfortunate and tragic people, alone and forgotten in a harsh city, both of
whom finally find someone who cares.
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RAIN MAN Hans Zimmer
“One night, about eleven
o’clock, there was a knock on the
door.” So begins one of Hans
Zimmer’s interviews.
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=GGs_NT4iL2c
Zimmer goes on to explain that
the man was Barry Levinson,
who proceeded to ask Zimmer if
he’d consider coming to
Hollywood to score a new film
he was making with Dustin
Hoffman and Tom Cruise.
The film turned out to be Rain Man, which is a landmark and seminal film. In the YouTube video Hans admits to
being “very, very nervous.” In another video, he says “Barry and I decided we were going to only have two
rules…no jangly guitars and no big string section because, you see a road movie and you get jangly guitars and
string sections.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8V0SEPux68
Zimmer later talks about how he contextualised Dustin’s character. “He [Raymond] doesn’t know where he is…he
might as well be on Mars; I can be as foreign as I want to be.” This was Zimmer’s justification for using what he
called “this African, Cuban, electronica hotchpotch.” I mention this only in passing because it displays the way
composers sometimes arrive at quite specific textural or harmonic references. In this case Zimmer’s choices were
seemingly not guided by the scenery, narrative context or cultural / geographic contexts, but by a simple decision
to play Hoffman’s profound autism, which freed him to use styles he may have not decided upon if he was looking
purely and only at the story and the pictures. That said, the choices Zimmer made wold not have fallen out of the
sky, fully formed and ready to be synced. He had to make it work. In fact this is a lesson in itself in the dynamic
processes of scoring; first you find the voice (i.e. the textures and harmonies) and then you have to make it fit. I
can remember watching Rain Man and thinking I couldn’t place what Zimmer was referencing with the style of
music, but I can remember thinking how cool it was and how well it worked. Having arrived at a textural /
harmonic decision, Zimmer then had to make it fit the movie. Interestingly he said, “It [the Rain Man score] had
a tune which never really added up to anything” before saying “You take the whole of the score to Rain Man and
stick it all together, you get the completion of the tune.” This is an interesting comment because it underscores
the often deliberately ‘unfinished’ nature of film music cues and it also highlights the fact that frequently, although
sounding different to the naked ear, cues often belong to the same ‘family’, stylistically; sometimes this stylistic
sameness, or adherence, can be textural, and sometimes it can be harmonic.
Rain Man is over 30 years’ old. It was the first film to look at autism. Opinion is split on whether the film was a
benefit or hindrance to a wider understanding of the condition. Psychiatrist Dr Darold Treffert said “Rain Man
was the best thing that ever happened to autism,” adding “no gigantic public education or PR effort could have
produced the sensational awareness that ‘Rain Man’ brought to the national and international radar screen.”
(Guardian, Dec 13, 2018). Treffert is an expert on autism and ‘savant syndrome’ and he worked as a script
consultant on the film. Rain Man was released in 1988 and became the highest grossing movies of the year,
winning four Oscars, one of which was for Dustin Hoffman, who played the autistic character Raymond Babbit.
Raymond’s brother, the self-centred and selfish Charlie Babbitt, is played by Tom Cruise. Charlie is told his
estranged father has died. He expects to benefit from his late father’s considerable estate, estimated to be around
$3m. Charlie eventually learns he has only inherited a car and that his father’s fortune is being held in trust for a
brother (Raymond) that Charlie never knew he had. In a cynical move to claim the fortune, Charlie takes Raymond
from the institution where he lives, hoping to use his him as leverage to claim half the fortune. Raymond joins
Charlie on a cross-country journey, during which Charlie is forced to accommodate Raymond’s autism. The first
track we’re going to look at is track one on the album; ‘Drive to the Country’ and comes 00.08.21 into the movie.
At 00.08.15 we see Charlie at the funeral of his father. He’s about to drive to his father’s house to meet the
executor of the will. At this point he doesn’t know he’s not going to inherit his father’s fortune.
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Figure: 37 Track: ‘Drive to the Country’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08.21
The music here features classic 80s synth textures; at the time these were sounds which encapsulated
contemporary youth culture. They were to be found in pop songs of the time and in shows such as Miami
Vice, to name but one. Whether they have aged well, or whether that even matter, is something we’ll
look at later

Like many underscores for slow and developing opening scenes
such as this, the music cue grows and evolves; it begins with
octave E notes which develop into an Em chord. The main
development comes at bar 9 when the car leaves. This is where
the Xylophone / synth line enters, to signify movement and
momentum and evolution.

The chords of Em and Am/E,
together with the soft analogue
synth string textures and narrative
at that time (i.e. the aftermath of
the funeral) paint a vaguely
sorrowful air.

Musically this is simple but superb; there are tiny little subtleties which drive the propulsion of the piece, but in a way which is filmic, rather
than totally obvious; notice the Xylophone line, which when we first hear it we presume to be more syncopated than it actually is. It is the
excellent bass line, particularly the syncopated nature of it, which pushes the piece along because it mixes with the xylophone / synth line,
which is ‘straight’ i.e. unsyncopated. It is not any one line which defines or identifies this piece but, as is always the case with inspired
counterpoint, the mixture of both together. As I have said many times, the primary function of music here is to establish a textural and
harmonic voice and get us from one scene to the next. The car leaves the graveyard and in our time almost instantly arrives at Charlie’s
deceased father’s house; notice how the top string line returns on bar 13 to italicise the end of the journey and subtly dodge the difficult issue
of how we apparently jumped several minutes in time. The string line is an evolution of the music which serves a narrative function too.
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The next scene is when Charlie’s girlfriend finds him in the empty swimming pool. By this time, he has been
made aware that his inheritance is virtually nothing. This scene includes some soft, melancholic and sad music
which then glides into the same style as the previous cue.
Figure: 38 Track: ‘Drive to the Bank and Wallbrook’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.58
The music begins to accompany a scene where a thoughtful and stressed
Charlie is contemplating his meagre inheritance. The electric piano melody
is soft and slow enough to safely accommodate dialogue. Generally, you
would never write a complex or fast line over important dialogue, but this is
neither and it works beautifully in giving us a musical – and therefore
emotional – picture of Charlie’s thoughts.

“I was looking for you…how did it go?”

“I got what I expected.”

And then, in a heartbeat, we cut to the next day when Charlies is off to seek advice on his lost inheritance. Visually this is just film of a
car on a road, but the music tells us this is an important journey. The music has a sense of determination and propulsion, created by the
use of syncopated synth, bass and percussion. Musically this is an evolution of the previous track, which, again, gives the film a
consistent emotional musicality.

There is clever visual and
narrative trick in that the first
car we see we presume contains
Charlie and his girlfriend….

…whereas they are
actually in the classic
car
Charlie
has
inherited, which comes
into view in bar 6

Again we see how music aids the editing process. We cut several minutes into the future as we see Charlie and
his girlfriend enter a bank (where Charlie is to seek advice on inheritance). Bar 9 is thus synced with a scene
showing him walking through a door with the bank’s name on it. This is how we can establish so much information
purely visually with the narrative aid of music.
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Musically there is a great extra layer of syncopated counterpoint on bar 9 to signify
a development in the plot, i.e. Charlie arriving at the bank. This music is synced to
last exactly 8 bars and deliver us to a non-melodic group of chords (bar 17) to
accommodate the inclusion of dialogue

The top line synth at this point is very skilfully cultivated to extract as much rhythmic colour and energy as
possible without becoming distracting. The line (transcribed separately below) really develops the piece brilliantly
well. The syncopation gives the piece an edgy, sexy vibe. Phrases are ‘clipped at the end’, italicising the great
rhythmic, dynamic and narrative value of this kind of writing for this kind of scene. On another level there is that
great Zimmerism present; by which I mean when either does something we don’t expect, or, conversely, doesn’t
do something that we did expect. We cover this widely in my previous books, where I talk a lot about ‘expecting
the unexpected’ with Zimmer.
But in this particular phrase I’m referring to him not doing something we would have subconsciously expected;
bar 10 of the cue (bar 2 of the phrase below) has a phrase, over the Bbm, that we would have expected to be
‘completed’ (I have done a complete version of it below). By ‘completed’ I mean that it had the final note (the
Eb) which, from a jazz/pop syncopation standpoint, would usually be there.
Figure: 39

The fact that this tiny fragment of syncopation is missing, is what really gives the phrase the final touch. We
subconsciously wait for the phrase and it is conspicuous by its absence. This subtly raises the emotional
temperature of the piece. This may seem like an incredibly minute and inconsequential point to reference but in
music nothing is without consequence. The tiniest most seemingly obscure thing may affect listeners.
The final cue we’ll look at comes at the end of the film, when Charlie says goodbye to his brother Raymond, who,
through the course of the film, he has come to care for deeply. This is one of the subtly saddest scenes ever to
grace a film.
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Charlie is clearly emotional but Raymond, as ever, is concentrating on different, seemingly superficial things that
occupy his mind almost permanently. To watch this scene is to understand how and why Dustin Hoffman won the
Best Actor Academy Award. As he gets on the train Charlie asks his brother how long it will be before they are
together again, to which Raymond replies “Fourteen days” but then, when prompted, tells Charlie the length of
time in hours, minutes, and seconds. At 02.03.15 Charlie shouts after Raymond, who’s walked off down the train
carriage to get a seat without saying goodbye. On bar 2, Raymond comes back and we hear the delicate theme
begin. Zimmer syncs the piece well because there is a gap melodically on bar 3 during the held A note, during
which we see Charlie’s face as he says “I’ll see you soon.” The next few moments of music are beautifully crafted
to the scene.
Figure: 40 Track: ‘Train Station Goodbye’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.03.19

“Ray?....Ray?”

“I’ll see you soon.”
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As we hit bar 16 where we hear the music resolve from a sus chord to a major
chord, we see Charlie’s face, clearly emotional

Problem with using 80s synths

The Rain Man story is one which has several complementing strands, characteristics and meanings. Clearly it is
a story of an autistic savant with unbelievable skills. And it is also the story of his brother, initially a scheming,
abrasive wheeler-dealer. But ultimately it is a road movie and a voyage of discovery for both characters. It is a
beautiful and seminal film, one where the music helps describe the feelings and emotions. Charlie in particular
has changed from the person he was at the beginning, and music has chronicled the changes by offering the
audience the emotionally communicative language of music as a prism through which to contextualise the film.
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SHATTERED GLASS Mychael Danna
On a surface level Shattered Glass is the story Stephen Glass,
a reporter famous for all the wrong reasons. Formerly a
journalist with the highly respected magazine The New
Republic, a publication once referred to as ‘the Clinton-era
in-flight magazine of Air Force One’. During his time at the
magazine Glass made a name for himself for writing
colourful, often sensational stories. The film which
chronicles his downfall is written and directed by Billy Ray
and deals with the many articles Glass was discovered to
have faked and fabricated over a long period.
As the New York Tines observed, “The movie is a serious,
well-observed examination of the practice of journalism, and
if it takes note of the vanity and obsessiveness that are among
the vices of the profession, it also acknowledges (and
perhaps romanticizes) the hard work and idealism that are
among its virtues.” (A. O. Scott, New York Times, Oct. 31,
2003). The film is a well-written and surprisingly wellbalanced drama which deals with the ethics of magazine
writing (or in this case, the lack of them) with sensitivity. It
portrays the dynamics and personal character failings which
lead Glass to knowingly falsify stories on an industrial scale.
Despite his obvious deceit and dishonesty, not to mention his complete betrayal of the most basic principle of
journalism, the film does make you feel empathy for Glass. Perhaps because the distinction, renown and
prominence he craved from his peers is something we all identify with. His simple, basic desire to be liked and
respected became perverted into a terrible weapon which ultimately destroyed his career. Glass, clearly motivated
by a hunger for glory, fabricates exciting stories to make himself look like his own version of the intrepid,
insightful journalist he clearly isn’t. And like many people afflicted with an all-consuming desire for celebrity, he
simply goes too far and is, ultimately, found out. One of the film’s strengths is that the uncovering of Glass’s
deceit takes up a relatively large portion of the story. Instead of his fabrications being made obvious to the viewer
but not to his on-screen co-workers, we too are left to presume he’s telling the truth. We become suspicious around
the same time his colleagues become suspicious and it eventually becomes obvious to us around the same time it
becomes to his boss. The truly heart-breaking and compelling - and at the same time excruciating – characteristic
of the film is that everyone initially defends him. This simply cannot be true. But it was. Glass had a desperate
need for the esteem and affection of his colleagues. The New York Times again: “His moments of greatest triumph
seem to come not when the magazine publishes his fanciful articles - but when he pitches them at editorial
meetings, working his audience like an anxious nightclub comedian. He feeds on the laughter and amazement,
and his showboating is accompanied by displays of childlike insecurity.” (A. O. Scott, New York Times, Oct. 31,
2003). This sums it up perfectly; above all else, this is a tragic story about insecurity. The film never seems like
it is simply using him to make a compelling film. The film is a documentary in all but name.
This is the second film score by Mychael Danna we’ve looked at; the first one being Breach. The score for
Shattered Glass also enjoys some of the harmonic, textural and aesthetic subtleties to be found in Breach (after
all, they both deal with the concept of betrayal) but stylistically they are different, not least because the films
themselves are obviously different. This underpins the central issue about film score writing; composers have to
be chameleons. Whilst you might have a certain approach in terms of how you use instrumentation and textures
and how you approach orchestration, ultimately what you write has to work with the film. If you corner yourself
into a specific and immediately identifiable style, whilst you might attract directors who have a project which
lends itself to your style, you’re not as versatile as film composers usually are. If you listened to the scores to
Harry Potter and The Philosopher’s Stone and Catch Me If You Can, you would be forgiven for presuming they
were the product of fundamentally different composers. But they are actually the product of the ultimate
chameleon – John Williams. James Horner was likewise a chameleon, as is James Newton Howard.
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One-dimensional composers who have very specific and immediately identifiable styles and who end up writing
film scores, are essentially composers first and foremost, and only film composers by virtue of the fact that their
music ends up in films.6 Jonathan Parry from soundtrack.net, was absolutely right when he wrote “[‘Shattered
Glass’] does not demonize any of the real characters but tries, as a journalist would, to present the facts and let
its audience decide for itself. Shattered Glass does not demand a big, fanfare-driven score. Shattered
Glass demands a quiet, unobtrusive score that pushes the right buttons and doesn't overstate.” (Parry,
Soundtrack.net. May 19th, 2005).
The first cue we will examine comes right at the start. Its album title is ‘A little bit humble’. As with most film
music cues, what precedes the cue is crucial in how the cue itself is framed. In this case what precedes the cue is
silence and a selection of successive black screen cards, giving a brief history of the New Republic magazine. The
final one references the median age of writer / editors at the New Republic was 26 years; the final paragraph states
that “The youngest among them was Stephen Glass.” At that point the next cue comes in as we see a slow-mo
scene of Glass, played superbly throughout by Hayden Christensen, walking amongst people, with his voice
narrating over the scene, stating, “There are so many show-offs in journalism…so many braggarts and
jerks…they’re always selling, always working the room, always trying to make themselves look hotter than they
are. The good news is, reporters like that make it easy to distinguish yourself, if you’re even a little bit humble.”
It continues in this vein as we see Glass look around in wonderment. The whole scene is a little abstract but the
music adds a dimension of childlike innocence and naivety because it has the harmonic and textural qualities of a
child’s music box.
Figure: 41 Track: ‘A little bit humble’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 0O.00.39
The single line intro in the first two bars, making harmony in the
mind of the listener via the use of horizontal harmony, adds to the
childlike context of the Celeste.

The beginnings of certain sections / phrases of the piece are synced
to specific words in the narration, which helps give those phrases /
words more emphasis. Bar 9 is one such example.

“The good news is, reporters like
that make it easy to distinguish
yourself, if you’re even a little bit
humble.”

.

6

These types of composers are in the ascendancy at the moment. Olufar Arnalds is a great composer and his music for Broadchurch (which
we will examine in detail later in this book) defined the series. The reason he will never do Star Trek is because he simply does not possess
the breadth or variety of styles within his skillset. By contrast, and as an example, when Michael Giacchino wrote his minimalist and strikingly
imaginative score to Lost, it would have seemed fanciful for him to end up doing Star Trek, but he did; he did this because like all great
traditional film score composers, he is a chameleon; he writes in a style required by the film.
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“You remember birthdays.”

Similarly bar 13, when Glass mentions
birthdays, syncs with the introduction
of soft string textures

Much subtler is the harmony on bars 19 and 20, which coincides with Glass’s wistful recollection of Woodward
and Bernstein, where the Pulitzer is referenced. The harmony in bar 20 is key here: The low octave F#s with the
octave melody note of C# would, in context of the surrounding terrain, be creating an F#m chord. It is merely the
cellos on the D (middle line of the bass clef) which completely alters this presumption of what it is, i.e. the
Dmaj7/F#. The fact that what could have been the 5th (the C#) becomes the maj7, is what adds to the tension. Just
one note being responsible for the specific, inverted, and maj7 identity of the chord, is what gives it tension. Try
playing the phrase and then play the Dmaj7 chord as a root-based chord. Gone is the tension and tightness of the
chord. For a chord to be so close to one harmonic context (F#m) and for another, different context / chord to be
created by virtue of just one note is what gives the chord an almost beautiful sense of tension, pressure and strain.
The most important thing here is that this is not just a theoretical point; if it were purely a theoretical thing I would
not be talking about it. My point here is to try and explain why this chord is so good and sounds so compelling in
that specific moment, when Glass talks about the Pulitzer Prize. These things are easier to hear and feel than they
are to explain. The wonderful thing about this chord trick is that in spite of all I have mentioned, it seems effortless
and sublime. This is partly because of the deftness of its delivery, both texturally with the rich strings and
harmonically with the employment of contrary motion at the top and bottom of the chord.

“Even Woodward and Bernstein
went out for a burger once in a
while…and they won a Pulitzer.”

The next cue, entitled ‘TNR’ comes 00.03.57 into the film and straight after a scene which sees Stephen visit a
class at the school he used to attend. His fawning teacher introduces Glass, parading him as a virtuous and honest
investigative journalist and an example of what can be achieved, as she puts it, “when greatness is demanded of
you.” A moment later she says “Now he’s at the New Republic” after which he says, “And now I’m at The New
Republic.” Then we go straight to the credit roll intro to the movie, accompanied by the piece below; an exciting,
rhythmical piece featuring Fender Rhodes piano, bass, strings and tuned percussion. Although I have written the
tuned percussion part as it is heard, there is an element of delay during each bar of the recording, so some of the
rhythms I have written out may actually be delay on the track.
The piece itself functions extremely well for the intro of the film. Once we cut from the classroom we see a
montage of various city shots, interspersed with various shots of magazine covers and off-screen sounds of the
magazine being discussed on news shows and other prestigious contexts. The piece is texturally compelling and
colourful, it is rhythmical, syncopated and feels / suggests movement, journey, progress, advancement.
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In some ways, it very subtly implies the role of journalism, but this is mitigated by the occasional deliberately
skewed and awkward harmonies, particularly on the Rhodes.
Figure: 42 Track: ‘TNR’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 0O.03.57
The rapid fluctuation between E, Em and Em6 is typical of how the harmony ‘throws’ the listener; put
simply, we don’t expect an Em following an E major, much less in the same bar. Rhythmically they
are syncopated too, which accentuates the oddity of the sequence. The existence of the Em6 element
gives it a vague whiff of James Bond, but this is faint.

The piano starts off with an arpeggiated line which references the maj3rd (G#), the minor 3rd (G), the maj6 (C#) and the F# (the 2nd). As I said
earlier, this gives it a faint whiff of Bond; opaque Bond, perhaps, minus the cool, sleek style generated by luxurious strings and swaggering
brass. Nevertheless, there is a relentless, persistence to this piece which greatly, although subtly, helps the images and the overarching narrative
communicate to its audience.

maj3rd

min3rd 7th

maj6th

maj2nd

Certain key images or pictures are synced to the start of specific
points in the music; usually the beginning of a bar, such as bar 11.
Other harmonic tensions enter the piece as it grows and evolves,
such as bar 10 where we see tensions between the D#s on the
Rhodes and the Es in the tuned percussion.
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The next cue is called ‘Kelly’s Goodbye’ and comes 00.22.11 into the film. The editor is overheard by his
journalists and subeditors having a telephone argument with the paper’s owner, during which he is heard
vigorously defending his staff, saying, “I’d resign before I’d let you bully them like that again.” He comes back
into the room to talk to the staff, at which point the cue comes in.
Figure: 43 Track: ‘Kelly’s Goodbye’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.22.01
Parts of the film’s narrative is delivered via narration from Glass as he talks to the class
at his former school. In this scene we move from the editor Michael Kelly, talking to his
staff, which includes Glass’s reaction (one of admiration) to his boss, until bar 6, when
we move to Glass, once again talking at his former school, reflecting on Kelly’s loyalty
and his subsequent firing.

“…ah, the great comma debate is history…so we can all go
back to work...”

Before we comment on the music
and the way it so beautifully
distils the narrative in this scene,
have a look at how the music
physically wraps itself around the
spoken words.

First of all, the crotchet piano line (bar 3) lands on a long note (bar
4) to accommodate Michael Kelly’s lines. Then the crotchet line in
bar 5 rests again on a long note to accommodate Glass’s “there are
good editors and bad editors” line. Although there is musical
movement, the music is sculptured around the dialogue. This is how
and why music is contextualised by the audience as literally part of
the film.

“…there are good editors; there are
bad editors…you’ll have both…”
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Music is woven into the fabric of the dialogue in such a way that it becomes part of the emotional experience of the film, and not a separate
distractive thing, clumsily bolted onto the film.

“…a great editor defends his writers...
against anyone....

…he stands up and
“…Michael Kelly was that kind of
fights for you..”
editor……he had that kind of courage...”

From bar 11 Glass’s words are
even more important because
they tell of Kelly’s loyalty, his
devotion to his staff, but
ultimately of his downfall. There
are 27 words spoken in the space
of 5 bars, so fittingly there is no
melody line at all in bars 12-15.
The melody comes in in bar 16,
rests on bar 17 where it
accommodates another 5 words,
then takes off again on bar 18.

“…and that’s
what hung
him…”

From a musical perspective, the manoeuvre from the chord of C (bar 1), to Abmaj7, to F is interesting; it has a
starting chord of C and a ‘destination’ chord of F, but the transitory Ab is the one which takes the piece of out of
the comfort zone of its key centre. It is also the chord which creates a sense of musical journey, as if there is an
emotional point being made by the music and not just a musical gesture; the Ab is the unexpected one, and it
ensures the piece has your attention
The melody, which comes in on bar 2, is interesting and also crucial in that the memory of the E note (bar 2, the
major 3rd) clashes faintly with the subsequent Ab chord (bar 3). This trick serves to imply an ever-so-slightly,
faintly skewed reality, which is definitely confirmed when, on bar 11, we hear the jarring sound of the E note
against the Ab chord. This mild dissonance serves to reference the skewed and absurd reality of Glass discussing
the politics of loyalty and journalism when one reflects on his later actions in the story. Danna has created an
alternate universe in which the dulcet rich textures and soft harmonies are juxtaposed by the skewed harmonies.
The chord on the first beat of bar 19 is interesting, being an F with a dual extension of the 4th and 6th. This gives
the chord the whiff of being almost but not quite a Bb/F, prevented only by F-C-F voicing in the lower stave. This
gives the chord a light, airy, abstract feel, which is slight and temporary before the bar settles on the Fm. The
slight skewed reality is there again via the relationship between the C chord (and E melody note) in bar 20 and
the subsequent Ab chord in 21. The Ab chord is itself interesting and more than a little colourful by virtue of the
6th and maj7th appearing side by side in the same chord. It is quite rare to see a 6th and maj7th together as
emotionally and from a perspective of colour, they offer slightly different flavour. Merging them is not something
that will always work because it can confuse the emotions they both create. Some extensions work well together,
like the 6th and 9th for example, but that’s because largely they occupy the same emotional terrain. 6th and maj7th
can sound a little odd and skewed, but if that’s what you want, as is the case with this cue, then it can work well.
Ultimately all harmonies are a product of the texture that delivers them and the scenes they accompany.
The next cue is called ‘There’s a state called Nevada’ and comes 00.32.40 into the film. The New Republic
publishes an entertaining story authored by Glass, which ultimately proves to be completely fabricated. The article
is titled ‘Hack Heaven’ and purports to be about Ian Restil, a teenage hacker who was given a lucrative job at
software company Jukt Micronics after hacking into its computer system. Glass’s totally bogus story was likely
based loosely on fictional movie narratives he had remembered and generalised romantic notions of hackers being
subsequently employed by the firms they had hacked. After the article is published a Forbes Digital reporter
begins researching the story in order to discover how Glass gained an ‘exclusive’.
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The reporter is unable to find any supportive of corroborating evidence for Glass’s story. The following cue comes
in when two Forbes reporters are discussing Glass’s ‘story’. The reporter tells his boss, “This New Republic
piece…..is a fucking sieve.” The cue then enters as the reporter describes his suspicions.
Figure: 44 Track: ‘There’s a state called Nevada’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.32.40
The music creates a sense of intrigue and suspense. There is nothing clandestine about the
pictures or even the nature of the discussion; it is the music which gives the scene an almost
surreptitious sense of secrecy.

“I started with the check on Jukt Micronics…”

The texture and rhythm of the initial syncopated bass riff creates a contemporary
feel for the piece, and the addition of the C and Bb (tuned percussion) creates a
difficult, mild dissonance. The dark root / 5th strings on bar 5 complete the
picture.

The strings on bar 5 are important because although they do not state a Cm, the 7th (Bb) the previous bar on tuned
percussion means we hear the string chord as a minor chord.7 Stating the dominant 7th over a bare chord with no
minor 3rd, suggests the 3rd because the two intervals are normally closely associated. There is no dominant 7th in
a major scale but there is one in a natural minor scale. People don’t walk around knowingly having harmonic
information in their heads, and they almost certainly wouldn’t be able to verbalise the knowledge, but they do,
nevertheless, possess such knowledge. The brain stores hundreds of thousands of musical experiences and builds
up an involuntary and subconscious database of information which helps us make sense of what we hear. So, in
this case, stating the 7th in bar 4 makes us imagine that the bare ‘3rd-less’ chord in bar 5 feels more like a minor
than a major chord. The deep and low strings only support that feeling. As always, context is the final arbiter of
everything. The strings on bar 6 are interesting because we have a mildly difficult interval between the root and
6th. Normally a 6th interval is not remotely difficult, except when it is low down.

7

The issue of how music can infer and suggest intervals that are not present is an interesting one. We can imply or suggest the existence of
an interval that isn’t there by stating intervals that are normally associated with the ‘silent’ interval. This is discussed numerous times in my
previous books, notably my first book (Morrell, 2013. 135 & 195) and my third book (Morrell, 2015. 193).
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The next cue is called ‘Stop Pitching’ and comes 01.16.55 into the film. At about 01.14.30 Glass finally admits
that some elements of the Jukt Micronics story are false, but still maintains that some aspects were true. At
01.15.00 Glass’s editor, Chuck, finally loses patience and fires him. Glass continues speaking to Chuck and
pathetically tries to elicit sympathy by pretending to be suicidal, which Chuck does not believe, saying “Stop
pitching Steve, it’s over.” The cue plays as Steve collects his things and leaves. The softness of the textures is
tempered by the subtle drama created by the inversion in bar 2. The F# in the bass stave on bar 1 lives inside the
root interval but the self-same note becomes the 3rd in bar 2. This is a device we have discussed numerous times
before so I will not belabour the point again, except to say that when the interval changes but not the note,
especially where the voicing is sparse, the interval change is something which is felt, rather than the note because
the physical note remains static. This feeling is frequently deeper and more profound than a ‘physical change’
because more effort is required to process it.
Figure: 45 Track: ‘Stop Pitching’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.16.55
We all know that music affects the scenes it accompanies. But the less acknowledged or understood fact is
that films affect the music. This simple fact is sometimes lost on people who listen to film music
independent of the film and find it sounding somehow different to how they remembered it. The piano
motif sounds different in the film obviously because the narrative affects our memory of the music.

It is a sign of a really good film score composer that their music is porous enough for us
to be able to concentrate on the film and the music. Although many cinemagoers will
state that they ‘don’t remember the music’, this is usually because the music and film
become one experience. This is precisely what happens in this cue; the music leaves out
more than it states, both texturally and harmonically. The film enters these spaces and
we hear / see it as one experience, which is why the music is simple but melancholic.
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The initial motif from bar 1 and 2 repeats in bar 5 but this time we have the Dadd9/F#, which is embellished by
light strings. This is exceptionally clever writing. If we look at bar 6, nothing in the bar says it is a Dadd9/F# until
a passing note of D later in the bar. So why did I call it a Dadd9/F# rather than an F#m7? As I discussed on page
31 in chapter 1 of this book (and in my earlier books too) chord symbols are given their names usually based on
their explicit make-up in the precise moment of their delivery. Chord names are not given based on how the chord
in the bar before might frame the chord in question, in terms of ‘how it feels’. But. if we want to name a chord
based on how it ‘feels’ and ‘sounds’ rather than on an explicit and immovable purely theoretical explanation, we
can occasionally come to different explanations and descriptions about chords. One might be a literal explanation
of what a chord technically is, whereas the other explanation might be based on how a chord feels.
Typically, this normally only happens when the two chords are nearly physically identical but can generate two
different ‘feels’ depending on the preceding harmonic context which frames the chord a certain way. Because the
initial phrase on bar 1 and 2 goes from F#m to D/F#, when it reappears again in bar 5 and 6, there is feeling that
the chord (which physically and theoretically is an F#m7) ‘feels’ like it is an inverted D with an added 9, even
though there actually is no D in it! It has that unmistakable whiff of the major chord 1st inversion with the extra
colour of the 9. The fact that these two chords are just one note apart from each other anyway, means that in certain
situations the chord can be called one thing but feel like something different. People would understandably think
that the name I gave the chord in bar 6 was madness. But I am writing a symbol according to how it feels.
On bar 7 the slightly surprising Em is followed (bar 8) by a C/E, giving the piece a definite and overt dramatic
feel (Em to C/E is, after all, the iconic sequence of the James Bond theme). By bars 9 and 10 the piano is out and
the full string voicings articulate two successive inversions (the D/F# and C/E). This section beautifully coincides,
or syncs, with the narrative shifting back to Steven’s memory of his visit to his school.
Figure: 46 Track: ‘If you remain silent’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.24.23
The next cue is called ‘If you remain silent’ and comes 01.24.23 into the film; Steven and his
lawyer are in a room with his former editor, who is trying to ascertain which of Stephen Glass’
stories were false. Because he refuses to officially state which were fake, the editor asks him to
remain silent if the authenticity of the story is in doubt. He then goes through a list of stories
written by Glass.

This simple nursery rhyme-like
piece speaks of childlike innocence
and perfectly juxtaposes the serious
and life-changing events which lead
to this final meeting to establish the
gravity of Glass’s actions

Strings come in on bar 10 to coincide with pictures
depicting Glass daydreaming. The strings also underscore,
ultimately, the sadness and tragedy of this story. Although
it is almost impossible to feel any real sadness for Glass’s
predicament, music bridges even this, by making us all
think – is there a little bit of Stephen Glass in all of us.
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The piece rises in intensity as Glass talks
about his connection to real people, including
his remark, “I find out what moves them; what
scares them, and I write that down. That way
they’re the ones telling the story. And you
know what…those kinds of pieces can win
Pulitzers too.”

The scene of Glass daydreaming and off-screen
narrating his own thoughts about journalism,
bookends the film, and on bar 16 the strings take
over the melody.

There is a connection between Danna’s music for Shattered Glass, Breach and The Time Traveller’s Wife, and
that connection is the humanity within the music. As I have stated elsewhere, his music is lacking in any kind of
musical ego or deliberate stylistic motive other than that which serves the picture. He chooses his films well
because they all needed sensitive scores which merge absolutely and totally with the films they served. He also
has one of the greatest orchestrators in the world working for him – Nicholas Dodd.
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THE EAST Harry Gregson William and Halli Cauthery
“The East is an anti-corporate espionage thriller
that stars Brit Marling as Sarah, a spy infiltrating
the eponymous eco-terrorist cell. The East pull jams
– criminal stunts such as poisoning a big pharma
company’s board with their own dangerous drug.”
(Henry H Barnes, The Guardian - 27th June 2013).
The East is the name given to the eco-terrorist cell
depicted in the film of the same name. In the film,
co-written by its principal star Brit Marling, Sarah,
a spy from a private security firm, is sent into the
very centre of The East, to infiltrate and ultimately
destroy it. Eventually she ends up at an abandoned
house in the woods where members of The East live
and begins to participate in their activities.
Inevitably, given the ethical agenda of the film,
Sarah gradually questions the moral underpinnings
of her undercover mission and begins to see the
work of The East in a slightly different light. This is
not the ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ but still there is an
element of moral awakening in Sarah’s character as
her awareness of the issues becomes clearer and as
her relationship with one of the group’s leaders
intensifies. The soundtrack is composed by Harry
Gregson Williams and Halli Cauthery and is similar
in style to Gregson Williams’ score to Unstoppable.
Our first cue comes 00.07.08 into the movie, when we see Sarah at the airport, about to embark on her mission to
infiltrate the movement. Her husband, unaware of where Sarah is going, takes her to the airport, thinking she’s
going abroad. In fact she simply walks into the airport and until her husband has left, then walks out of it.8
Figure: 47 Track: ‘Spy on us and we’ll spy on you’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.08

Sarah walks away from the car and as she looks back at her partner in the
car, the music starts. It begins with an exciting, distracting and apprehensive
single note mixed with a detuned version of the same note, after which
rhythmic elements enter to give the music a sense of journey, of
determination and even adventure. The two semiquaver-quaver riff adds a
real sense of propulsion, as does the relentless quaver bass line. The
‘melody’ line moves from G# to F# (the 7th)….
…this makes the sense of musicality seem less absolute and more dislodged and apprehensive; the 7th is not a primary interval and
the fact that it lingers adds a sense of confusion and disquiet, in this context.

8

The music for the following cue is contained in the track ‘Spy on us and we’ll spy on you’ from the album, but the transcription below is
based on the film version of the cue, which is significantly different.
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A good hit point is the moment Sarah looks back suddenly, checking she is alone. This is bang-on bar 9 where the
middle stave Rhodes sound plays the chord. The piece now seems more complete and whole. The riff in the 7/8
bars is superb; the sense of syncopation is intoxicating, offering the scene a sense of drama, urgency and rugged
modernity. The 7/8 feel makes each bar sound rushed, early and edgy and the employment of the flattened 5th
adds the coolness by offering us sporadic ‘blue’ notes.
The first 7/8 bar is synced to a scene edit where the shot
is behind Sarah’s head as she heads for the exit.

There are two almost identical phrases in each 7/8 bar, with the second phase appearing to be rushed or
‘chopped’. This adds to the sense of urgency. On bar 17 we move away from the blue note syncopation;
the relentless bass line and high synth cluster accompanies another edit, where we see an establishing
shot of a motel, inside which we will shortly see Sarah. Once again the music glosses over the jump in
time and location.

There is an excellent piano
riff in bar 19 which
accompanies Sarah inside
the motel as she begins to
transform her identity in
preparation
for
her
infiltration into The East.

From bar 19 we jump from Sarah inside the motel changing her appearance in preparation for her mission, to her
boss, elsewhere, discussing aspects of security with clients in the opulent surroundings of luxurious surroundings.
The edits back and forth between the sleek descriptions being given by Sarah’s boss to new clients and the reality
of one of her operatives (Sarah) busily changing appearance in a shoddy motel room, is aided by the music.
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In our next scene (00.16.58) we see Sarah’s boss attempting to communicate with her via a mobile phone, with
Sarah listening via a Bluetooth earpiece. She cannot talk because she is with someone who doesn’t know she’s
undercover. He looks directly at Sarah; we hear her boss talking and so does she, but the onlooker doesn’t. We
see her boss, realising she can’t talk, and see and hear her say “Alright, I’ll talk and you can listen.” A moment
later we see Sarah, uncomfortable, fearing she’s about to be found out, and we hear her boss say “You don’t have
to say anything if you don’t want to.”
00.16.58

“Alright I’ll talk and you
can listen.”

Figure: 48 Film Cue Sync: 00.17.13

00.17.23

00.17.02

“You don’t have to say
anything if you don’t want to.”

Finally, the man Sarah is with grabs her phone,
breaks it into pieces and flushes it down the
toilet. At 00.17.13 we see her boss close her
phone and put it on a table which contains
several phones with names of operatives next to
each. This is when the next cue begins.

A ‘ticking’ percussive sample starts the cue (accompanied by a similar
textured note to the previous figure) as we see the back of Sarah’s boss’s
head. The ticking has the narrative effect of a ticking clock, injecting
urgency into the already tense scene. The strings join in on or about bar 5,
forming a dark, empty, bare 5th. This bleeds into the next bar where we get
a Dsus2 with no 3rd as the strings intensify in volume.

00.17.27

The 2/4 bar breaks any semblance of
expectancy and as the picture cuts to a
car speeding along a road, we reach
the beginning of a phrase which helps
us see the significance of the car; i.e.
that Sarah is in it.

The phrase is almost exactly the same as the phrase in bar 19 of figure 47, and again the oddity of the phrase – the
elongated melodic leaps, serve to accentuate the situation and bring extra emotion and drama to the scene.
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Later in the story Sarah is now at the compound run by The East. At an elaborate dinner with the group, Sarah
participates in a kind of initiation ceremony.
Figure: 49 Film Cue Sync: 00.24.15

All the members sit round a dining table, all in straitjackets. In front of each
person sits an empty bowl and a wooden spoon with a larger central bowl in
the middle containing food. Sarah is invited to try and figure out how they
are to eat if all are in straitjackets. She tries by placing the wooden spoon in
her mouth and scooping food from the communal bowl into her own. The
leader of the group says “That’s the wrong way.” The next cue starts at this
point. Sarah tries to eat from her own bowl without the aid of her hands
during the first 7 bars.

The music offers a light, minimal but tense accompaniment, almost as if this is a precursor to something
inevitable, musically and narratively. The minor 3rd on strings on bar 3 coincides with the piano figure - the
G# and D#, which unilaterally constitutes two thirds of a G# chord but in context of the strings, contextualises
itself as the 5th and 9th of the C#m chord. Later the strings play Bs and C#s together, with the resultant maj2
interval, creating sparse, minimal texture, harmonically.

The next part of the cue arrives at the point where they all demonstrate how they
eat as a group. They scoop food up into the spoon (which they grip in their mouths)
and then turn to their left and feed the person next to them. This is accompanied
by much fuller, wholesome textures and harmony. Sarah’s expression as she
realises that this is how they eat is accompanied by music which seems, when
compared to what came before, as if it is sighing, or ‘breathing out’.

The first thing to say is that this time the melody is more obvious. The C#, E, D# B motif (bar 8 onwards) was
actually present in the first part of this cue but virtually indistinguishable as a melody. When we hear the melody
properly it is almost as if a part of us recalls the earlier version, realising how we’d been framed and readied for
this fuller version. There are some really nice touches to this bit: firstly, we have the overarching descending bass
line (thanks to some well-placed inversions) which, as we have seen so many times, offers the piece a palpable
sense of direction, motivation and emotional propulsion. Although we hear the melody, our minds soak in the
descending bass line as part of the same musical narrative; secondly we have some nice extensions coming
through, starting with the F’ (9th) over an F#/A# chord. This is only one note away from being an A#m7 and this
closeness to another, different, chord makes the chord have a transitory feel. But the best bits – the bit where
orchestration and harmony alone can inject just the right flavour of subtle tension which stops the soft textures
disappearing into a jar of treacle, are in bars 11 and 12.
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As detailed elsewhere in my previous books, extensions sometimes have quite specific identities. Doubleextension chords are created when we have two different extensions in the same chord. There are extensions that
‘go together’ like the 6th and 9th, or the 7th and 9th or the 7th and flat10 or the 9th and #11th. There are also some
combinations which, whilst not creating outright dissonance, are not often found in the same chord, unless, of
course, you’re after a specific sound. For example, you wouldn’t normally place the b9 and the b10 together; they
each have a specific harmonic effect on a chord, and those effects are different. Also they’re right next to each
other so a chord featuring a b9 and b10 would sound odd and overfull.
The maj6th extension has a subtly similar effect to the maj7th extension. They are to be found in the same genres
of music; they are both pleasant to the ear and they are both colourful, traditional and have a ‘poppy’ sound. But
because they are next to each other vertically, they tend to cancel each other out or cause emotional and harmonic
confusion. Chords with either of the extensions are clean, but chords with both the maj6th and maj7th tend to sound
too full. But there are some times in music when we deliberately want something out of the ordinary or something
which will create tension. In my books I have covered hundreds of examples which defy convention and tradition
in order to elicit tension.
Back to bars 11 and 12 of fig.49, which I have written again, separately below in fig.49a and fig 49b. They both
show different successful examples of the placement of two different extensions within the same chord,
deliberately to create tension.
Figure: 49a

Figure: 49b

To the left (fig 49a) we have an Amaj6/maj7 chord, but the ‘bad’ tensions one
would normally find when the 6th and maj7th are together aren’t there because
the extensions aren’t a tone apart, but a 7th apart because one is down the octave
and not where it normally would be. The maj7 is embedded deep in the middle,
with the 6th being a 7th higher. This produces not the usual obvious tension, but
instead a different, slightly dramatic chord, which has the effect of drawing
attention to itself. It is used here to slightly dramatise not the melody but the
surrounding harmonic terrain. This is what you might do if you want the music
to have a purpose other than subtle textural accompaniment. This is what to do
if you want to embed a sense of subtle drama. The same happens on the next
chord (the A6) which has the 6th buried deep and the 5th an octave above, i.e.
back to front, or inside out.
To the left (fig 49b) we have a much more overt example of tension. This time
the melody moves from octave (C#) to 10th (E) but underneath the add2 (D#)
is present, creating friction and drama. The lesser friction is created first,
between the D# (2nd) and the C# above, which creates a vertical interval
between the two of a 7th, but the greater friction is between the lower D# (2nd)
and the higher E (10th) which creates a vertical interval of a flattened 9th.

The interesting thing here is that this last example (fig. 49b - the D# underneath the E an octave higher) creates a
vertical interval of a flattened 9th, and most readers will not associate that interval with anything this dissonant.
This proves, once again, something we have found repeatedly when we analyse harmony; that the ultimate arbiter
of anything, including how extensions behave, is context.
Figure: 49c

A flattened 9th is usually used to create warm, romantic feelings of tradition. But this tradition
presupposes that the lower note of the flattened 9th chord is the root of a chord (as left, fig
49c). In the case of The East, the lower note of the flattened 9th interval is itself the 2nd of a
chord. This changes everything.
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The next clip comes 01.01.10 into the movie. Sarah is now successfully working undercover within The East but
in the next clip she is back home with her partner watching television. On the screen a news story is covering the
issue of whether a specific antibiotic can cause severe mental difficulties. There is a tie-in to The East; Sarah
realises this and watches the story avidly and in a rising state of panic. As the camera goes from front to side of
Sarah, basses and synths play low Ab in octaves, deep down in the lower registers. At the same time, high up we
here Eb and Ab on strings. Harmonically at this point this isn’t particularly odd; what is odd is the vast chasm of
vertical space left unused. At 00.00.32 the woman says “It’s hard to communicate what it feels like to have your
body taken hostage.” She qualifies this a moment later with “And I don’t just mean my body; I mean my mind”,
and this is when the harmony begins.
Figure: 50 Film Cue Sync: 01.01.10

“It’s hard to communicate what it
feels like to have your body taken
hostage” (spoken by the woman on
the television).

“And I don’t just mean my body; I mean
my mind”.

The chord change above (bars 5 to 6) is a well-trodden film chord sequence, used by many contemporary
composers such as James Newton Howard, and, of course, Harry Gregson Williams (as we can see here). What
makes a minor chord moving to a major chord a tone above (but retaining the pedal note from the previous chord)
so spooky? If you played a major chord, moving to a chord a tone above but retaining the pedal note from the
original chord, you would get a fairly dramatic sequence which is sometimes used in pop songs as well as films,
but the overall effect wouldn’t sound as horror as the one in fig.50. The difference between the two is in the
harmonic context they offer. The ‘pop’ version goes from major chord to major chord (over a 7th pedal) so there
is a dramatic but positive (‘major’) emotional effect from the chord; whereas the horror version (for want of a
better description) starts on a minor chord, which is darker, and goes to a major chord a tone above, inverted over
its 7th. Because of the effect of the original minor chord, the overall transition retains the dramatic effect minus
the positivity but plus the darkness.
At 01.01.08 as Sarah rushes out of the house leaving behind a confused partner in her wake, the same chords
appear again, to great effect.
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WISH YOU WERE HERE Stanley Myers
Wish You Were Here stars Emily Lloyd as 16-year old
Lynda, who dresses provocatively and generally
behaves badly. The film is set in the 1950s in a British
seaside town where most of the adults are shocked by
Lynda’s behaviour. Despite her promiscuity and
generally bad behaviour there is an underlying sadness
to her life; her mother is dead and her father has given
up trying to bring her up. Thus the title Wish You Were
Here is a reference to her late mother. The film is a
comedy with a serious side. It is a film about a girl
with a free spirit who lives in a time when sexism,
misogyny and tradition conspired to break the spirit of
anyone who didn’t conform. Ultimately the film is a
sad commentary on post-war Britain’s social attitudes.
Lynda’s abusive and uncaring father finally disowns
her after she falls pregnant by one of her father’s
middle aged friends. She tries to seek an illegal
abortion but in the end decides to have the baby. One
reviewer accused the director David Leland of
“cluttering the film with grotesque characters who
give this small British town a surrealistic circus
quality” but this is, I think, an unfair comment from
someone who doesn’t get the film and the points it
tried to address.
As another reviewer put it, the film “doesn’t know whether to laugh or cry; we see a girl whistling on her way to
possible tragedy.” Although the connection is never made in the film, Wish You Were Here is based on stories
famous brothel-keeper Cynthia Payne told director Leland about her childhood, when sex was something nobody
talked about and sexual initiation was accompanied by ignorance, fear and psychic trauma. Ultimately Wish You
Were Here tells the story of an adolescent girl but who has few ways to express herself, set against the bleak and
stifling traditions of 1950s Britain. The original score is written by film music legend Stanley Myers, whose
famous theme to The Deer Hunter we will look at later in this book. We are going to look at one cue, which comes
00.09.16 into the film when we see Lynda smacked by her father before being sent upstairs to bed. As she sits on
the bed this beautiful and haunting piece comes in.
Figure: 51 Track: ‘Wish you were here Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 0O.09.16
As the beautifully haunting piano piece plays, the camera moves around Lynda. The music
has a wonderful mixture of wistfulness and melancholic sadness about it, which mirrors
Lynda’s inner thoughts beautifully. At 00.09.40 (synced to bar 9) the picture is gradually
over-exposed to a white screen and at 00.09.44 we see a different Lynda, still sat in the same
position, head bowed, but in a different room and dressed in adult attire.

Musically this piece adds to the daydream state of mind Lynda is in. The fluctuation (in bar 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15) from Fm6 to Fm7 and from Fm
to Fm6 instantly create a hypnotic, mesmerising, almost trance-like feeling. Fm6 and Fm7 are different chords; the extensions generate different
emotional states.
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The Fm6 (don’t forget the 6th here is major, on top of a minor chord) is an enchanting, slightly mysterious chord, whereas
the Fm7 is a more relaxing chord. A constant movement between the two thus creates a confused, airy, distant feel. Like
anything, whether words or chords, if the same one (or in this case, two) chords are repeated, they begin to very slightly
lose their original meaning and identity and blur into each other. The same thing happens on bar 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
and 16 but this time the chords are Fm to Fm6. Underneath the piano voicings the strings support the chords. The bottom
two string notes are static but the top note moves between maj6/7 and 5/6.
Another important point in this piece is the simple and minimal melody. A melody this slow makes us focus on two
things; firstly, the surrounding harmonic terrain and secondly the intervals being stated by the melody. Normally
melodies which are ‘on the move’ do not always arouse much intervallic interest from listeners. But melodies such as
this are designed to prick our interest in the chords and in the intervals / extensions being generated by the melody;
which is why, when we look at the line, it frequently hits colourful extensions.

Bar 17 the same sequence begins again but this time with the
Bb pedal note, which is a beautiful addition, adding an extra
layer of harmonic interest, ‘grounding’ the piece somewhat,
adding another element of context.
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Although on the album the piece carries on, in the film it is stopped, like the needle coming off a record suddenly,
at bar 20, as an older woman walks into the original version of Lynda’s room to comfort her. This works
beautifully because it confirms that the music we heard represented her thoughts. Normally the divide between
diegetic and non-diegetic is clear. But the music stopping so abruptly implies that the music was for her, not the
audience. Or perhaps for her and the audience, but not for the other characters in the film, hence why it suddenly
stops so abruptly when someone other than her and us, walks in the room.
This is wonderful piece of music for a film which is both depressing and uplifting. The music, too, manages to be
in two places at once.
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10 RILLINGTON PLACE Johnny Dankworth
“Rather than being weakened by many viewers’
familiarity with the story, the film, 10 Rillington
Place, feeds off it, building on the sense of
inevitability to create fear and suspense.
Richard Attenborough [who played Christie in
the film] famously said that he disliked playing
Christie but never felt so fully immersed in any
other character.”
So said Jennie Kermode, in the website ‘Eye for Film’
(18th June 2013). She is, of course, right; knowing this
story gives us an inescapable sense of foreboding when
watching the film. But this frees us from having to
follow the plot, and leaves us more room than is
normally the case to watch the film unfold and
appreciate the depravity and evil portrayed and the
crucial importance of the discovery of the truth.
Attenborough portrays perfectly the socially incapable
man that Christie was and the monster he had become.
He was a man uncomfortable in his own skin;
outwardly polite to most who met him but a man with
full knowledge and understanding of what he’d done.
The film begins in 1944 when John Christie murders
an acquaintance, Muriel Eady. Inviting her into his
flat inside 10 Rillington Place and promising to cure
her bronchitis, he incapacitates her, strangles her and
has sex with her corpse.
He buries her in the communal garden. Then, five years later, the Evans family move into the top floor flat in the
same London house occupied by Christie. Tim is played by John Hurt; his character is illiterate and someone with
learning difficulties. His wife is Beryl, and they have a young daughter. When Beryl finds out she is pregnant again,
she panics; Christie offers to perform an illegal termination. Beryl has a violent reaction to the gas Evans gives her,
and Christie punches her, knocking her out, before then strangling and sexually assaulting her. Christie tells Evans
to leave London, telling him he will be an ‘accessory before the fact’. He tells Tim he will make sure he and
Beryl’s daughter is placed with a childless couple. After Tim has gone, Christie then murders the young baby.
Sometime later, after he can cope no longer with the guilt of his knowledge, Tim confesses to police about what
he knows. A search of 10 Rillington Place eventually uncovers the bodies of Beryl and the baby in the washroom,
where Christie hid them. Tim is brought back to London and charged with the murders of his wife and daughter.
In shock, he confesses to both crimes, though he is guilty of neither. At his trial, Christie is a key witness for the
prosecution, which helps secure the death penalty for Evans. He is subsequently hanged. Eventually, Christie
would go on to murder two more women. Eventually, he leaves the house and new tenants peel the wallpaper
from the wall after smelling something bad. There they find three of Christie’s victims. Soon afterwards, Christie
is found and arrested. The film ends by explaining that Christie was hanged and Timothy Evans was posthumously
pardoned. The story was written about famously in Ludovic Kennedy’s ground breaking book about the murders.
But it is not just a book about murders and wrongful conviction; it is a book which confronts head-on the reasons
Kennedy asserts played a part. He discusses the social injustices which damned women in Beryl’s situation,
leaving them to suffer. He also damned a world where Timothy Evans was so uneducated and isolated that he was
incapable of articulating his innocence, and where Christie is believed because of his perceived social standing.
The case, and Kennedy’s book about it, would eventually cause major changes to the law.
The music was written by famous jazz musician and composer Johnny Dankworth. The music is sparingly
deployed but enhances the dark, depressing and claustrophobic feel of the film. It is vaguely reminiscent, not
necessarily in style but in feel and emotion, to some of David Shire’s dissonant music we look at elsewhere. It
feels almost in pain; the music seems to symbolise a sense of depression, darkness, apprehension and fear.
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The first scene we’ll look at is right at the start of the film. The music begins with the sound of an air-raid siren,
which plays a Bb and Db. Curiously, because of the way the siren begins, much lower with an upward gliss
(roughly two beat duration) we ‘feel’ the two notes as 3rd and 5th of a Gb, not as root and 3rd of a Bbm chord.
This opening piece presents a dark and difficult textural, harmonic and emotional feel. At the heart of most
carefully manicured dissonance, or tension, is a feeling of ‘consonance gone wrong’ – a kind of twisted reality; a
broken or skewed perspective. Bar two maintains the Gb major feel but adds a #5. Normally #5s replace ‘normal
5s’, but this one joins it. The really strange thing is this: there is a melody of Bb and Db (bar 2-3) supported by a
lower Bb, Db (and the dissonant D natural). So why do we continue to feel this as a Gb chord, when there is, and
never will be, a Gb note anywhere? The answer is simpler than we might think; if we felt this as a Bbm chord, the
D natural would represent the maj3rd, which is a tough one to feel, because it would clash painfully with the min
3rd, which is a primary and descriptive interval. In terms of 3rds, we normally have one or the other, or neither;
but rarely both at the same time. So it is easier to hear and feel the D as a #5; it’s more believable. Ultimately we
‘feel’ harmony in the way which is most coherent to us. Most of the time this is exactly as the composer wanted.
But sometimes the composer deliberately displaces our sense of perspective, as is the case here.
Figure: 52 Film Cue Sync: 01.36.12

The piece begins properly on bar 2, with the Gb/Bb. On bar 5 the
tension is stronger and more dissonant. The woodwinds state two
minor 2nd intervals (A-Bb and Db-D). We hear the |Ab as a 9th but
there is also (if we look at the bottom A and refer to the Db as a C#)
a faint whiff of an A chord in there too. The main clash is between
the bottom A and the Ab above, and there is a parallel clash in the
next chord between the C at the bottom and the Cb at the top. The
key emotional characteristic in this music is one of palpable
disfigurement. This isn’t just tension; it is full of cold and gloom.
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To the left (fig.53) we have a brief excerpt of another dissonant piece.
Christie - having murdered Muriel Eady, Beryl and his own wife and
having given the damning fictitious evidence against Evans which sent
the man to the gallows - is seen sat in a café talking to a woman. The
woman suffers from chronic pain. He offers to give her pain relief, but
then we cut to a scene in his flat; the camera points at the wall and then
we see Christie pasting wallpaper, ready to place on the wall, behind
which he has hidden the body of the woman he met only hours ago in the
café.

Figure: 53 Film Cue Sync: 01.39.18

Oboe

(add9)

The first chord – a Gm - is relatively normal, but, once again, it is missing
its root note. For the audience it is not so much about tension but more
about the harmony being incomplete, or fractured. This is what makes it
sound slightly disjointed. At the end of the first bar, the real dissonance
comes in when we hear F# to Gb on the bottom and F# to A on the top.
Enharmonically the bottom two quavers equal two thirds of a Gb chord.
it is this combination of the hint of a Gb chord and the hint of a Gm
elsewhere which generates this distorted, cold and ‘broken’ sound.

Clarinets /
Bassoons

The next and final scene is where we see Christie selling his furniture before he walks away from his flat for the
last time. Moments later we cut to a shelter for down-and-outs, where Christie now lives. The solitary piece below
comes in after receives the cash for his furniture and looks round the empty house. When we listen to the piece
below, it sounds dissonant – almost atonal – and we could be forgiven for thinking that it is beyond normal
harmony. But the great thing about harmony is that its effect is cumulative; something you write in bar 3 is
ultimately heard and felt in a wider context; for example, the first two bars do not really suggest a chord at all, but
imply dissonance and tension. Look at bar 3 and, if you contextualise the E as an Fb you have a Dbm chord. The
next chord is an Eb, but we don’t really hear either of those two chords as I have just suggested, because they are
being rationalised in context of a greater, tension which envelopes and subsumes even the ‘normal bits’.
Figure: 54 Film Cue Sync: 01.40.32

The piece works well for the scene of Christie having one last look around his former home
before being seen walking away. The music plays desolate and fractured mind of Christie and
horrors he has left behind. The music, once again, sounds disfigured and dislocated from reality.
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CHAPTER 4: HISTORICAL DRAMA
“Music expresses many moods in a numberless variety of subtle shadings and
differences. It may even express a state of meaning for which there exists no
adequate word in any language. In that case, musicians often like to say that it
has only a purely musical meaning. They sometimes go further and say that all
music has only a purely musical meaning. What they really mean is that no
appropriate word can be found to express the music’s meaning.”
(Copland, 1939:10)

BORN FREE John Barry

Born Free is one of the most successful British films of the 1960s. It won numerous accolades and an Academy
Award for its composer John Barry.
In Kenya, following an attack by Lions on a gamekeeper, game warden George Adamson kills the lions but brings
three orphaned cubs home to his wife Joy. The couple raises the cubs but eventually the older two are sent to a
zoo with the Adamsons choosing to keep the youngest, whom they have called Elsa. They plan to train her to live
like a wild animal so that they can release her into her natural habitat eventually. The film is based on Joy
Adamson’s own book, and, for its time, is poignant and emotional. Vincent Canby, writing in The New York
Times, said, “Almost from the opening shot – a vast expanse of corn-coloured African plain where lions feed on
the carcass of a freshly killed zebra – one knows that Joy Adamson’s best-selling book Born Free has been
entrusted to honest, intelligent filmmakers. Without minimising the facts of animal life or overly sentimentalising
them, this film casts an enchantment that is just about irresistible.” Elsa’s journey from domestication to the wild
is not without incident. Joy and George Adamson leave Elsa in the bush for at least a week and change the location
of their camp so that Elsa can become more independent, but she is injured. The Adamson’s persevere with their
plans and Elsa eventually starts leaving for days at a time and eventually makes several kills. Eventually Elsa
manages to fight a wild lioness and is accepted into a Pride.
Guardian journalist Sam Wallaston revisited the film in an article, where he said, “It said something about
attachment and detachment, not just about the Adamsons and lions, but about Britain and Kenya, colonisation
and independence. And it had a message about conservation before conservation became fashionable.” But then
he pours an uncomfortable truth behind the story that generated Adamson’s book and the later film, when he
reports “It was, in many ways a big fat lie. Far from living in lovely liony bliss, the Adamsons were miserable in
their marriage. George needed a large whisky following every encounter with his wife, who was clearly a
nightmare. More seriously, the production didn’t live up to the movie’s own environmental message or ecological
soul. After filming was completed, everything was sold off – the props, Virginia’s clothes, the vehicles, and the
lions (there were about 20 of them in the cast); to zoos.” (Sam Wallaston, The Guardian, Monday 24th October
2016). From John Barry’s Academy Award-winning score we examine the main theme, which comes in 00.00.30
into the film following the introduction, and 30 seconds into the main title track. We see a moving image of a lion
alongside the title card Born Free.
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stately context onto the opening pictures of Elsa. The
melody is simple and the rhythmic structure of bars 1
and 2 is repeated in bars 4 and 5, creating an immediate
Figure: 01 Track: ‘Born Free Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.30 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.30
bond between music and listener.

The octave-to-5th melody (bar 1) resonates power and authority whereas the 3rd – root (bar 3) has a warmer, more romantic feel. The strings
slide up from the Bb to the E (bar 4 to 5) accords the piece feeling of warmth and humanity.

The accompaniment is rich, texturally, with the strings offering simple chords with the added structural momentum offered by the basses. The
woodwinds have a simple counterpoint line which supports the piece, with the tuned percussion, quite low in the mix, adding some textural and
rhythmical spice

The same melody re-enters on bar 9, this time in octaves, which offers the piece even more of a sense of sweeping majesty. The piece is loosely
synced to shots of the Africa landscape but the chief benefit of this wonderful piece is the context it offers to the story and the film. From the
start we see and hear that this film is principally about the beauty, majesty and simplicity of the animal kingdom.

The rhythmic structure of the melodic line stays consistent throughout, but on bar 17 we move to a Gm. As we have learned numerous times,
music is only as good as what frames it, i.e. what prepares us for it. Copland said, “It is insufficient merely to hear music in terms of the
separate moments at which it exists. You must be able to relate what you hear at any given moment to what has just happened before and what
is about to come.” (Copland, 1939:5). The Gm is framed by the C chord, which also comes after it, and the sequence C-Gm (or Gm to C), or
in this case C-Gm-C represents the famous sci-fi chord trick, which we looked at numerous times in my first book (Morrell, 2013. 37, 44, 84);
book 2 (Morrell, 2013. 30, 61, 154, 203, 298); book 3 (Morrell, 2015. 92, 178, 204).
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previous books, this is because the Gm, in context of the key centre of C, does lay outside of the key centre and thus produces a faraway
sound. it aolso works because the minor chord in question is one that would be more commonly used as a major (i.e. C to G). So the ‘minorness’, subconsciously, takes us slightly by surprise; it is something we don’t expect.

(b5)

The movement of the Dm7 navigating to the Dbmaj7 is particularly effective. The F and C notes are common to both chords. There is an air of
anxiety in the flat5 chord and this is assuaged by the subsequent strong and richly voiced maj7 chord.

John Barry’s score for Born Free is deserving of its awards and accolades because on a basic, almost primordial
level, the music resonates with the story and with us; it creates a bond between the viewer and the story and it
enhances the story immeasurably. There is a sense of warmth and humanity in Barry’s writing which is rare
amongst others; it connects to people. Part of this lies in the crisp, rich, resonant orchestration. Similar approaches
are to be found in his scores to the Bond movies, a small section of which were covered in my third book, in the
chapter The Name’s Bond – James Bond, and, for example, his beautiful scores for Chaplin and Out of Africa,
featured in my first book in a chapter titled The Harmonic Power of Music (Morrell, 2013. 166)
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BRAVEHEART James Horner
Braveheart is an historical film, released in 1995, directed by and
starring Mel Gibson. Loosely based on the story of 13th-century
Scottish leader William Wallace, the movie won 5 Academy
Awards, including ‘best picture’. When he was a young boy,
William Wallace’s father and brother, along with many others, lost
their lives trying to free Scotland. As an adult Wallace marries his
childhood sweetheart, and when English soldiers try to rape her,
she is saved by Wallace. However, soldiers return and she is
captured and later executed. Wallace, who had already lost
members of his family to the English, leads his clan in slaughtering
the English as he fights to expel them from Scotland.
Braveheart was an incredibly successful film whose timing was
perfect, coming as it did at the beginning of a new wave of
sentiment in favour of Scottish independence. Perhaps inveitably
there were some who doubted its historical accuracy. Journalist
Alex Von Tunzelmann said, “Seemingly intended as a piece of
anti-English propaganda, Braveheart offers an even greater insult
to Scotland by making a total pig’s ear of its heritage.” (Alex Von
Tunzelmann, July 31st, 2008, The Guardian).
Regardless of its specific historical veracity, Braveheart tells a broadly true story and was an extremely successful
film. The first of two cues we’re going to look at comes at the start of the film. There is a section of music (not
transcribed) that leads us from the corporate logos into the beginning of the film proper, where we see clouds and
then the word ‘Braveheart’. The cue below then begins.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.50

This is typically beautiful string writing from Horner.
The delicate dissonances, the subtle and tiny pockets of
suspensions and the mesmerising vagueness of the
harmonies are all trademark Horner characteristics.
There is a broad aesthetic similarity between this and
his opening to Patriot Games, which we look at
elsewhere.

What is so beautiful is the way he dances around the beginning with incomplete and broken
chords, and how this then crystalises into consonant form when we hit bar 5, as the camera
reveals the magnificent shot of the mountain. The first chord in bar 1 denies us the 3rd that
would colour it, but to this tapestry Horner adds the 7th (the C). Whenever we hear a 7th, usually
we hear a full chord around it. On its own it presents a stark, unsure tension. This tension then
gives way to another one (the F over the G – last crotchet of bar 1). These are all designed to
‘throw us’ and create a vague, melancholic picture. Bar 2 begins with a stark (i.e. no 3rd or 5th
in the voicing) maj7. Perhaps the starkest and most dissonant interval is the min 2nd, which is
used twice in bar 3 (A and Bb). That these things all happen in high strings makes the colours
more exquisite and vivid. The implied harmonic narrative / flavour in the first few bars is
Dm, which makes it all the more exciting when, to accompay the appearance of the mountain,
the key of D is established via the Bagpipes hitting the F# (bar 5).
(add9)

Much of the Bagpipe melody is accompanied by a bare D chord, so when the Bagpipe
hits the F# (3rd) or the top E (9), it presents a very colourful and fresh sound. the melody
also hints at other chords; in bar 7 the appearance of the B note gently suggests a G
chord. Then we get the gorgeous and romantic add9 thanks to the voicing of the strings.
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Another interesting aspect is the way the bottom of the
string voicing descends downwards from the B to the A
(bar 9), the A to the G (bar 10) and finally the resolution
from the G to the F# (3rd). All these various aspects I
have mentioned, the way they glide between dissonance
and consonance, create a vivid, colourful and emotive
piece which works wonderfully over the initial images
of the film.

The final cue from Braveheart is called ‘A Gift of a Thistle’ and comes 00.11.07 into the film when a young girl
gives a young William Wallace a thistle at the funeral of his father and brother, who were both recently killed
when King Edward invaded and conquered Scotland.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘A Gift of a Thistle’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.11.07

Not strictly in time

The piece begins with soft strings playing
harmonies cascading from an initial A
note; one A is held whilst, at the same time,
we hear the G, F, D, E and low A
underneath. This has the emotional effect
of the piece ‘waking up’ or ‘coming to life’
or simply unravelling. The subsequent flute
melody has a beautiful, mesmerising and
almost modal-sounbding traditional feel.
Because it is unacompanied the melody
creates a feel of the chords it generates,
rather than a textural or harmonic reality.

The initial strings in bar 1 are loosely synced to the young William as
he stands by the graveside. Halfway through bar 3 as we hear the flute,
this is loosely synced to the image of the young girl picking the thistle
which she later gives William.
On bar 8 the harp arpeggio offers a sense of structure
and momentum, which is synced to the little girl
holding up a thistle as a kind and gentle gesture to the
young William Wallace. The harp arpeggio fills 3 bars
before the melody finally arrives again – this time on
bagpipes on bar 11 as the girl gives Wallace the thistle.
People tend to accord melodies
more importance in the pecking
order of musical structure than
they do harmonies; this is
because they are easy to digest
and therefore assume a higher
importance…..

…but if we look at the rising
chords which support the melody
in bars 11-13 there is an
inevitability, a certainty to them,
which helps the melody line
function and achieve context.

What gives the melody warmth is the use of the rich,
descriptive 3rd interval which helps italicise and sentimentalise
the moment. A slight tension is created when the melody hits
the 7th on bar 13, rather than the octave we all expected.
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On bar 18 the strings return, this time strengthened by the octave unisons used. This is clever writing
because although the supportive chords underneath are bare (i.e. no 3rds), the melody at the top of
bar 19, as the string portion of the melody begins, hits the 3rd loud and clear. The bareness of the
strings underneath gives a rugged, bare, folky modal feel to the lower harmonies and this prevents
the accompaniment from becoming too sweet.

The lack of 3rds in the supportive
harmony to instil a rough, rugged
feeling of ancient history was a
device which was also copied in
Last of the Mohicans.

The rushed feel in the melodic line in bar 21 with the quaver
followed by the dotted crotchet, is a device which works well
in such historical epics. It conjures up a feeling of both
rugged tradition and drama. An identical rhythmic device
was used at the beginning of Last of the Mohicans (Morrell,
2015.205)
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CHANGELING Clint Eastwood
Changeling is a 2008 American mystery crime
drama film directed by Clint Eastwood. The story is
based on the 1928 ‘Wineville Chicken Coop’
Murders in Mira Loma, California. The director
spent a year researching the story and almost all of
the film’s script was drawn from thousands of pages
of documentation. Typical of some of Eastwood’s
films, Changeling digs deep into the subtext,
looking at historical issues through a contemporary
prism; the film explores child endangerment,
misogyny, female disempowerment, corruption and
mistreatment of mental health patients.
The film stars Angelina Jolie, whose son Walter is
missing. Police find the boy and mother and son are
united. The mother realises the boy is not her
missing son. When she explains this to the police
she is vilified as delusional, labelled as an unfit
mother, and confined to a psychiatric ward.
In common with many of Eastwood’s films, the
director himself wrote the score. The cue we’re
going to look at and listen to comes right at the
beginning of the movie as we scroll through the
various corporate logos and credits. It isn’t until bar
12 that we see the title card and word ‘Changeling’
on a black static screen, followed on bar 14 with ‘A
True Story’
Figure: 04 Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.10

Musically and texturally the piece begins on acoustic guitar playing arpeggios until bar 5.
Purely a personal opinion but the acoustic guitar seems stylistically out of place to me. The
performance also seems a little stilted and hesitant, almost as if you’ve written this great piece
and then got a grade 2 infant guitarist to riff at the beginning. A piano intro might have
introduced the strings better, too. But all is forgiven when we hear the beautiful and texturally
distinct sound of the harmon-muted trumpet and the lush accompaniment of the string section.
But of course it’s not all about the textures; when the trumpet enters it hits the #4 of the Gb chord, which creates a real tangible feel of dramatic
tension. Sharp 4s are synonymous with sci-fi and/or feelings of wonderment, but as I have said numerous times before, context is everything.
Played on the muted trumpet and shrouded in the rich string textures, this is not remotely sci-fi or wonderment; and yet the extension does still
create dramatic tension – just a different brand of it, altered by context and texture. I know I’m always banging on about string voicings as if they
are the beginning and end of everything, but here, once again, we see that the strings are pivotal not just because of what textures they pour into
the piece, but what voicings frame how we hear those textures: what I’m on about primarily is the middle and low characteristics of the voicings.

There is a low maj7th in bar 5, octaved with the maj7th an octave above. There are two important points: the octaved maj7ths help strengthen
and italicise the extension and the depth of the lower maj7 creates a lumpy, dense feeling which makes the strings more intense, dramatic
and penetrative and perhaps less purely ‘lovely and sweet’. The strings help with physical momentum too, with bars like 6, 8, 10 where the
minim is followed by two different voiced crotchets, which gently, almost imperceptibly, smooths a path for the melody and creates some
nice tension in the bargain.
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As the main piano melody begins we cut to a roving aerial
shot of Los Angeles dated March 1928, which is where the
story begins. This is musically where we shift from the sultry
textural tones of the muted trumpet and onto to the softness of
the piano with strings.

The final trumpet phrase is almost
a Capella (we can hear the ghost
of the Fm7 chord) which is a
really nice touch as we transition
from muted trumpet to piano for
the melody.

I will discuss the beautiful musicality of this section on the
next page when the transcription ends.

As we move to the interior of the house and first see Angelina
Jolie’s character asleep in bed, the piano melody drops an octave
(bar 25). The final bar and the final resolution to Db coincides
with Jolie’s character hearing the alarm and waking up.
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The piano / strings idea (beginning at the end of bar 16) is stunningly beautiful. It generates within us, sadness,
hope and gloom equally and simultaneously. There is therefore a kind of forlorn, tired beauty to the piece. As we
established at the outset of this book, it is almost impossible to put into words what emotions are generated when
we hear music. Trying to fit ideas about how we feel into a language simply not built for such expression, we
sometimes feel contradictory emotions being generated.
I transcribed this piece, as is always the case, as I heard it. I have placed 3/4 and 4/4 bars to give an idea of the
timing, but the reality is probably that this was recorded without a click with many pushes and pulls along the
way. I wanted to be more precise with the transcribed version so I could more easily reference specific bars.
The first piano line entry at the end of bar 16 sounds vaguely reminiscent of a song written over a hundred years
ago called I Wish You Love, (music Leo Chauliac), which has the same four notes of the piano line; also in both
cases it is underpinned fourth note of the melody occupies the 9th interval. Irrespective, the melody landing on the
9th is a key thing with this piece because it takes it straight to a bygone era when such melodies were fashionable.
Also the way the tune occupies the 9th (bar 17) then the 5th (bar 18) and finally the 1st (bar 20) gives the melody,
from an intervallic perspective, a feeling of inevitability; a great feeling of ‘coming home’, a sense of belonging.
These are the terrifically romantic building blocks which help create romantic music, which is why they ended up
in songs in the early 20th century and why, mostly without even realising, revisit such devices in film music. There
is such nostalgia and inner beauty in this piece. The left hand piano helps create a warm sense of counterpoint;
the lower lines never get in the way or overtly ‘clog up’ the space around the right-hand melody. Indeed if you
look at the piano part as a whole and follow the contour I have written in, you can see that the counterpoint stuff
people sometimes think is of lesser importance, is crucial to how this piece sounds, what it is and what emotional
it generates within us; if something is to be emotional, it must exist on a bed of counterpoint which allows it to be
heard in the best possible way. To my eyes, this is just one enormous melody. Our minds helpfully filter the
counterpoint into another category for us, but the counterpoint is just as important and what we perceive as the
melody.
Several actors campaigned for the leading role of Christine Collins but ultimately director Eastwood decided that
Jolie’s face would suit the 1920s period setting better than anyone else. She plays the role exceptionally well.
Around 12 minutes into the film when her son Walter goes missing she calls the police. The police are dismissive
and when they initially refuse to do anything, she says “Please” after which the officer says “Look, there’s nothing
I can do. I’ll take your name and your information but that’s all I can do until tomorrow at the earliest…I’m sure
he’ll show up; they always do.” Collins is tearful and at this point the following cue (not on the album) comes in.
The music is sorrowful and mournful version of the main theme, and functions partly as an emotional commentary
on Collins’ situation. Bernard Herrmann, in an interview that later turned up in Mervyn Cooke’s excellent 2010
book The Film Music Reader, said “Remember also, whenever speaking of music in the cinema, that the ear
deludes the eye as to what it is seeing. It changes time values. What you think is long may be only four seconds.”
(Cooke, 2010. 211). We mustn’t lose sight of the fact that the principal functionality of the music in this clip is
indeed the fact that it gets us from the late afternoon, through the night and into the next day in a matter of seconds.
The following cue begins at 00.12.38 and plays in real-time as the officer says “I’m sure he’ll show up; they
always do.” But at 00.12.54 (back end of bar 5) the recognisable main theme is restated by low strings. It takes
four seconds until the end of bar 6, and by that point (in the film) it is the next day. The music helps us accept
without question that the film has now jumped forward 18 hours by helping us to concentrate on emotion, which
can be a timeless sense or feeling. Since the first section is by cello alone, the chord symbols I have listed are the ones the mind creates, based
Figure: 05 Film Cue Sync: 00.12.38
“I’m sure he’ll show up; they always do.”

on the available information, for an inaudible mental accompaniment. The first line creates the feeling of Gm
(or perhaps C7). Bar 5 suggests inconclusive harmony, which is one of the nice things about this cue: its lack
of harmonic clarity is endearing. The fact that we can internally rationalise this as an Am or an F/A is one of
the things that makes it appealing.

Cello

The tune begins at the end of bar 5 and is recognisable instantly as the melody from the main title theme. The
accompaniment is low, dense, muddy and lumpy; it has to be as the voicing is underneath the melody. Normally
this kind of voicing is difficult and sometimes doesn’t work. It works this time because the emotions it generates
are of more importance than the difficulties the dense harmonies present. Also the melody and movement in
general is slow and mournful, which helps the lower, dense harmonies ‘sit’ and soak in better.
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Towards the end of the movie (02.02.53) a woman whose son also disappeared telephones Christine to say
“They’ve found a boy.” The woman tells Christine they’re leaving right now, to go to the police station. A little
later Christine talks to the same woman at the station; the woman tells her excitedly that the boy police found was
her son; her son has been found. Both women then listen in to a conversation the son is having with detectives in
the next room, looking through the glass partition. This is a key scene because although it doesn’t result in
Christine’s son being found, it proves he was alive; the boy being interviewed remembered him. The boy tells his
story, which involves himself and other boys being kept against their will at a ranch. The film flits between the
present-day interview and recollections and memories from the boy. At 02.03.40 the detective says, “so they asked
you for help finding a dog? After you got in the truck, what happened next?” (the cue below starts at this point).
The boy says, “…then we ended up at this ranch.” Talking of the ranch, the detective says “were there other boys
there?” to which the boy replies “yeah, I think. But it was a long time ago.” We then flit back to the boy’s memory
of the arrival of other kidnapped boys. The detective says “did you speak to him”. The boy nods and the detective
asks “do you remember any names?” the boy says “Yeah. Two of them were brothers. I think their last name
was…Winslow.” Then the boy says, “and Walter.” The detective asks if he remembers the boy’s last name, and
the boy hesitates before saying “Collins.”. The music wrapped around this scene is superb in that it turns a visually
ordinary scene and teases out the real drama. This is an important point about music; the real drama itself is in the
words and the portrayal by the young boy, and had we actually been in the room hearing this for real, we would
need no music. The music puts us in the room because it injects us with an emotional state which then dramatises
what we see and hear to the point it would have been had we been there. When we listen to film music in situ, the
music affects us on a surface level, but on a much deeper level the emotion the music generates within us is what
affects us.
Figure: 06 Film Cue Sync: 02.03.44

“Then we ended up at this
ranch.”

“Were there other boys there? –
Yeah.”

“You speak to em’?”
(Boy nods)

The cue begins with a solitary note of F# which runs through the first bar of this important dialogue
before it eventually becomes harmony. The 6th in particular is an emotive and emotional interval. The
6th becomes the 4th then the maj 3rd. When the detective says (referring to the other boys) “you speak
to em?” and the boy nods, the chord changes to a dark and difficult diminished chord.

The question, “you remember any
of their names?” and the response
“Yeah” come over the dissonant
bare maj7.

The boy names a few names (over
the G#omit3 and G#7omit3 chords)
and eventually says “And Walter.”

The reaction to the name ‘Walter’ comes at the end of bar 11 and beginning of bar 12, where we have the first fully voiced proper chord, which
soaks up the both the significance of the statement and the three separate reactions, i.e. the boy, the detective and the Walter’s mother. Then in
the middle and end of bar 13 the detective asks if the boy knew Walter’s second name. He hesitates and then says “Collins?”…

“Do you remember
Walter’s last name?”

When he says ‘Collins’ the camera
moves from his reaction to a pictorial
memory of Walter, both over a semidissonant maj7 chord (omit3/5) to a
reaction from his mother over the flat9
chord (much more dissonant, again due
the bareness of the voicing / lack of the
3/5)

“Collins?”

We can see here the simple power of held notes and very carefully chosen intervals. There is no melody here, just a series of meandering chords of
varying degrees of dissonance. Tellingly the phrase grows and evolves and doesn’t just start with dissonance. The dissonance is eventual; the piece
alludes to it, evolves to it, as the intensity and relevance of the dialogue evolves.
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The score overall is jazz / be-bop influenced in parts. The addition of instruments like the harmon-muted trumpet,
for example, which oozes a dark sensual texture, has its roots in film noir and plays to the film’s setting in a
clichéd American west coast city controlled by corrupt police.
Clint Eastwood has dabbled in composing music for his films for many years, but it wasn’t until Mystic River that
he wrote an entire score. In a 2008 CD review of the Changeling soundtrack for Film Music Magazine, Daniel
Schweiger refers to Eastwood’s abilities as “the sound of a memorable tune being well told with the fewest notes
possible” and that his writing “benefited from knowing the best way to get into the audiences’ heart.” The
implication here is that the best way is always the simplest, but whilst I would agree that sometimes simplicity is
desirable, it’s not always dramatically suitable because prolonged ‘nice tune-ness’ can distract an audience from
subtle plot lines or simply present the film as a story accompanied by music. Schweiger says, “Eastwood’s musical
approach may not have been in the leagues the composers who accompanied him like Ennio Morricone or Lalo
Schifrin, yet all knew what it took to create a memorable theme.” If anything he is underplaying Eastwood’s
ability here. Opening main themes are massively powerful devices in film music. They are the composer’s chance
to indelibly affect the emotion of a film and how we perceive its story. It is a composer’s big chance to create the
big statement, which musically and aesthetically determines how the opening of the film and the film in general
terms are framed. In this respect, and in this theme, Eastwood has done something which easily rivals what a
professional film score composer might do. There isn’t some ‘perfect way to score the film’ out there waiting for
someone to compose. If Ennio Morricone or Maurice Jarre or James Newton Howard or John Williams had done
the intro to Changeling I’m sure they would have been different, but just as good musically - whatever that means
- and more importantly just as good for the film. The point here is to rid the debate of personalities and concentrate
on the music and the film; what Eastwood did in that opening theme was produce a stunningly effective and
mesmerizing and beautiful piece of music, which stylistically, texturally, harmonically worked well as the grand
opener.
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CHARTLOTTE GRAY Stephen Warbeck
During World War II, Charlotte Gray
travels from Scotland to London, where
she meets Peter, a pilot on leave, and they
fall in love. The affair is halted when Peter
is called back into service. Charlotte
learns that his plane has been shot down
over France. Charlotte travels to France;
as a speaker of fluent French, she is
recruited as a secret agent, working to
support the French Resistance. She
accepts this dangerous mission behind
enemy lines, keeping secret her real
reason for going; to find her missing lover.
The first cue we’re going to look at is called ‘The Train’. Once again, as is becoming more common, the film
version has been edited from the longer album version. I have written it in the key of the album version (Dm) but
structurally it adheres to the film version. This is a book about film music, not music specially altered, edited,
lengthened, or shortened, to sell a soundtrack.
This comes right at the beginning of the film during the credits, which initially roll over a black screen until just
before bar 12, when we see aerial pictures of the countryside. Some of the credit shots are lightly synced with the
music, the first of which is when we see Cate Blanchet’s name.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘The Train’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.10
The lead up to bar 12 is interesting and evocative. The first Dm, played by crotchet string chords, gives way
in bar 3 to one of the great chords – the double suspension. We dealt with this (Morrell, 2013. 223) in my
second book when discussing John Williams’ light, melancholic and wistful piano version of Jurassic Park
at the end of the film. This version isn’t exactly the same emotionally because the chords are delivered via
quite harsh string chords. But the slightly detached and inconclusive nature of the chord creates a light
tension, tightness and drama.

We rarely hear double suspensions; the sus2 and
sus4 are quite specific in what they achieve.
Individually they create tension; together the chord
begins to lose its identity. The sus4 sounds as if it is
going to resolve to a major chord. The sus2 also feels
like it is transitory, about to resolve. But the double
suspension doesn’t feel like it alludes to something
conclusive or resolved. It is an abstraction which
is not dissonant but which is not chromatic either. It
contains the 1st, 2nd and 4th notes of the scale, which
would together create a light, airy non-specific feel.

Music is, ultimately, about relationships and reactions between chords.
Therefore, the success of this chord is the fluctuation between it and the minor
chords which sit either side. Chords give something to the chords which follow,
and the preceding minor chord slightly normalises the subsequent double sus
chord and likewise the double sus chord slightly alters our perception of the
subsequent minor chord. Music may seem like it is about specific moments,
flashes of brilliance, etc, but the dull reality is that mostly it is about relationships
and how we frame them.
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The tremolo ‘A’ in bar 8, over the Dm, frames the sequence and prepares us for something. The something is the
colourful Bb6/D, which is the first chord in the long build-up to the melody; the Bb6/D resolves to Dm (the
inversion makes the transition smooth) which in turn moves to the Dadd2 (omit3), the Dm11 and the Dsus4
(omit3/5) before returning to the Dm prior to the melody appearing. By the time the melody comes, it has been
framed perfectly and we have been prepared equally successfully.

When the melody finally arrives, it accompanies the gradual appearance of the title card, which appears distorted
before finally coming into focus. The melodic line is enchanting and also a little morose. The textures of the solo
violin are lacking in the usual delicacy of the soft ‘string sound’. It sounds grainy, intimate and forlorn and the
3/4 maximises this context. The melody has a good sense of momentum and the move to the 7th over the 7 chord
minus the 3rd is a masterstroke; it creates growth and evolution, emotionally and stops the piece being atypical
and predictable. The 7th is the thing that subconsciously makes the audience think. These occasional droplets of
incongruity are what sometimes keep us focussed. Music is an emotional language which sometimes bypasses
consciousness and goes straight to the subconscious, framing us emotionally for what we see. The 7th melody,
over the 7th chord (omit3), is vaguely in sync with the ‘Charlotte Gray’ title card coming into focus.
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CRY FREEDOM George Fenton / Jonas Gwangwa
Cry Freedom is the story of Steven Biko, a South
African black activist, and his friendship with white
journalist Donald Woods. The film was directed by
Richard Attenborough and operates as a biopic on Biko
for the first half of the film, until he is meets his death
at the hands of white police. At that point the story
shifts entirely to Woods and his investigation into
Biko’s death. Harassed by the South African
government as a result of his enquiries, Woods is
placed under house arrest. He manages to escape and
risks his life in order to bring the true story of Biko’s
death to the world.

DUNKIRK Hans Zimmer

The film was a sensitive but also dramatic recreation of
the life and subsequent brutal and tragic death of Steven
Biko, a man who, by many, had been earmarked to be
a future leader. The film also chronicles the
transformation of journalist Woods into an active antiApartheid campaigner. Director Attenborough’s film
captures the toxic political climate during what was an
extremely fraught period in South African history. The
last third of the film deals with the escape of the Woods
family. The film initially only had limited cinematic
release; reactions were mixed amongst critics and
public alike, but it was nominated for multiple awards,
winning, amongst others, an Academy Award and a
Bafta for composers George Fenton and Jonas
Gwangwa.

The first cue we’re going to look at is called ‘Black Township’ and comes 00.22.52 into the film. By this time in
the life of Biko, he had been officially banned by the South African government from leaving the area of King
William’s Town. Biko, played by Denzel Washington, invites Woods, played by Kevin Kline, to visit the area to
experience first-hand the impoverished conditions and to witness the effect of the government-imposed
restrictions, which help make up the apartheid system. The music begins just after Biko speaks, when he says,
referring to the young children brought up in this situation:
“…if you do run fast enough, if you do survive, you grow up in these streets, these houses.
Your parents try but in the end you only get the education the white men will give you. Then
you go to the city, you see their streets, their cars, their houses and you begin to feel that
there’ something not quite right about yourself…about your…humanity; something to do with
your blackness. Because no matter how dumb or smart a white child is, he’s born into that
world. But you, a black child…smart or dumb, you’re born into this.”
This is an incredibly poignant moment in the film, but far from Biko appearing angry, as one might expect, there
is calmness in Biko’s delivery; indeed, he even smiles when he makes some of his points, which actually serves
to make them more effective and him more plausible to Woods. The music which accompanies this scene is soft,
serene and mildly sorrowful. It doesn’t sound ‘sad’ as such, but sounds tired and wistful. The combination of
Biko’s words and the music make this scene compelling. Biko’s words are quietly devastating. Although there
are ‘African’ textural components in terms of a male vocal element which enters briefly in most of the phrases,
the piece isn’t overtly ethnic in its harmonic or textural make-up. Other elements of the score have very definite
African influences, but the underscoring we’re looking at in this chapter, in the main communicates not necessarily
because of an ethnic connection to the narrative, but because the music helps tell a dramatic story.
Musically there is a sense of incompleteness to the chords in the first bar, contrasted with a sense of resolution in
bar 2. The sense of slight unease and incompleteness in bar one is partly down to two consecutive slash chords
being employed. Slash chords are normally transitory chords; finding two side by side is fairly rare, especially in
slow, texturally soft pieces like this, where their character is more obvious and exposed.
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One of the things that give the slash chord its sense of incompleteness is that to the naked ear it is neither a major
or minor; from the bottom up there are three consecutive 4ths stacked on top of each one another which gives it a
slight squareness. In bar 3 the chords are not as much of a surprise but at bar 5 we have the wonderful chord of
Dbadd2/F. We have come across this type of chord before; it is only one note from being an Fm7, which makes
its identity very close to something else, not just theoretically but actually in reality.1
Figure: 08 Track: ‘Black Township’ Audio timing: 00.30 Film Cue Sync: 00.22.52
The textures compliment the harmonies in this piece. They are
peaceful and calming to the ear. A combination of textures and
harmonies creates a thoughtful, reflective and contemplative feel.
The voices on the top line are helpful too, creating a soothing feel.
This works over the scene; it makes it poignant rather than sad. It
makes the viewer reflect.

“…if you do run
fast enough, if you
do survive…”

“…you go to the city, you see
their streets, their cars...”

The words Biko speaks are devastating and shocking but the casual, conversational, nonaggressive manner of their delivery, along with the soothing music, actually makes us
concentrate more on the words. There are some other nice textural touches in the strings
in bars 5/7 and 14/15; the manoeuvre from Db6 to Ab/C is warm not least because of
the spacious open voicing in the lower strings.

“…something not quite right about
yourself…about your…humanity;
something to do with your blackness…”

“…Smart or dumb
you die in it...”

1

Chords which are nearly something else by definition aren’t quite themselves either. That’s part of their charm. Sometimes when we have
come across chords like this, the add2 element is octaved to accentuate the colour of the extension. This adds to the incongruity of the chord.
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Around 01.26.00, following Steve Biko’s murder in police custody and Woods’ gradual enlightenment from his
time with Biko, while they are at the beach, Woods announces to his wife that he has been approached to write a
book about Biko’s life and death. Because the authorities will see the book as treasonous, Woods tells his wife
they will have to leave the country. His wife does not take the news well and the couple argues. As their daughter
looks on, the following cue begins over shots of the beach, before we see the couple again, this time a little calmer,
sat on the beach (01.28.31). The music, therefore, is designed to do two jobs; firstly, it is background music that
fills in the time between the first argument and the couple subsequently sitting on the beach, reflecting on their
argument. It also fulfills an emotional role in that it helps us distill the predicament Woods and his wife find
themselves in; they have a moral and ethical obligation to tell the truth about Steve’s death, but if they do they
will be driven out of their country, their lives and jobs, with five children and no money.
Figure: 09 Track: ‘At the Beach’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.28.07
The syncing is loose and not exact; the cue starts
when we see the shot of the daughter looking
on. By bar 4 we see the expansive shot of the
beach, where we observe Woods walking to join
his wife at the water’s edge.

6/9

Eb

Pieces where a melodic line starts on an off-beat can be very effective
because represent a surprise, so they make us take interest; when we hear
any one note we are intellectually predisposed to think of it harmonically
as the tonic and structurally as ‘1’ (i.e. the first beat of a bar). Our natural
predisposition to analysis is embedded in the listening and enjoyment
process which music offers.

Bar 10 is roughly synced to side-shot of Woods
and his wife; this coincides musically with the
move from the inexorable and mesmerising
tension of the Eb9 (omit3) to the comparative
relief / release of the Ab9.
13

The initial piano line (bar 1) turns out to
have been the maj6th of an Ebm chord (we
realise this when we hear the chord appear
on bar 3). Our original preconception of the
C being the tonic is wrong and the maj6 is
thus a surprise, which engages us.
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Woods continues to press his case for writing a
book about Steve Biko, saying that if he doesn’t, no
one will; at which point his wife turns to him and
says “Who do you think you are? God?” This syncs
again with the release chord of Ab9 on bar 23.

The sparse piano voicing and general
articulation is light and airy, creating
a contemplative emotional feel in the
music. The strings, which come in on
bar 4, are quite dense in number but
open in terms of voicing. The key
notes here which add to the character
of this cue are the C (the maj6th) and
the F (the 9th). The chord is made
more evocative by virtue of the
relative squareness and starkness of
the voicings created by the use of
bare vertical intervals: from the
bottom upwards, there is a 5th
between the root and 5th and a 4th
between the C and the F, a 4th
between the F and the Bb. This very
open
and
transparent
chord
nevertheless contains two extensions
which create colour. Traditionally
chords which encompass two
colourful extensions would be more
densely packed, creating warmth.
The starkness of this chord (which
runs for several bars) means the 6th
and 9th are more obvious, making for
a brittleness to the harmony.

“Who do you think you are? God?”

1

The chord changes to Ab9 on bar 10, but none of the string
notes change physically. They all remain static as notes, but
of course the intervals the notes occupy change. We have
looked at this dozens of times in the first three books. When
a note changes its intervallic context due to the overall chord
changing around it, this can represent an interesting listening
experience. This is nothing bold or new; this concept lies at
the centre of arranging and orchestrating. Rarely to notes
move in a parallel fashion when chords change. Some will
move physically but some will remain the same but taking on
a different intervallic context in the new chord. What is
slightly odd about this instance is that every note in the string
voicing of the Ebm6/9 chord is carried over to the Ab9 chord.
On bar 10 the piano lands on the C and crucially for the entire
chord, the bass lands on the Ab, which then determines how
we hear the chord. What had been an Ebm chord now
becomes an Ab chord principally because of the dominance
and harmonic importance of the Ab bass in articulating the
chord complexion. The change of intervallic context is
shown separately in fig.8

Figure: 10

dc5th
dc8th
c5th

9th
6th
5th
1st

c9th

13th
10th
9th
5th

‘c’ stands for ‘compound’ i.e. the extension is the same
number but an octave higher
‘dc’ stands for ‘double compound’ i.e. the extension is the
same number but two octaves higher
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The next cue, entitled ‘The Frontier’ comes just before the 2-hour mark. By this time the Woods have decided to
leave, and this is the moment of Woods’ wife’s departure from her house. She stands in the kitchen and says
“Goodbye Evelyn” to the maid, who continues doing housework, unaware that she will never see her employer
again. The dog looks on too, obviously unaware. This is quite a poignant moment. Immediately Woods walks
toward the car, the following cue enters. Again the cue manages to swallow time; we see Woods turn to leave,
then half a second later we see her reversing the car down the drive. Musically this is a more dramatic version of
the previous cue – ‘At the Beach’.
Figure: 11 Track: ‘The Frontier’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.59.32

The sombre and serious atmosphere
surrounding the departure is engrained in the
music. Similar to the earlier cue where Woods
and his wife were at the beach, this time the
octave low piano Ebs suggest a more serious
and perilous situation. The combination of the
7th (piano) with the 6th (synth) creates a nice
dramatic tension

“Goodbye Evelyn”

Normally you wouldn’t get a 7th and maj6
in the same chord because generally
speaking they convey different emotions,
feelings and suggestions. But this mixture
of the two successfully conveys both
melancholic resignation and the feeling of
danger and trepidation.

On bars 5/6, before she drives off, Woods stares through the windscreen to
the front of her, before turning to her daughter in the passenger seat. As the
camera looks at the daughter, with tears streaming down her face, we go
from the Ebm to the Ab. Once again that chord sequence, particularly the
resolving Ab chord, has real emotional significance.

HORN

PIANO

STRINGS

This time this section of the cue ends as the car drives off. A series
of Bb chords with no 3rd are heard as the car drives off. In the
foreground the camera shows a man stood in the street talking into
a receiver; clearly the family are under surveillance. As the cue
continues (not transcribed) the scene cuts to Donald Woods at the
frontier, disguised as a Minister, who is about to try and cross the
border.
The film fluctuates between Woods attempting to make his escape
across the border and his wife and family, who are attempting to
leave the country for ‘a holiday’. The next cue, entitled ‘Soweto &
Vocal Reprise’ starts 02.12.03 into the film and plays behind
Woods’ wife and family attempting to escape South Africa. As
they leave a passport control office they realise the authorities are
becoming wise to their plan. The situation becomes more urgent
by the minute. At 02.11.56 a security guard stamps their passports
and says “have a good holiday” At 02.12.00 one of the guards is
seen and heard by Woods’ daughter. The guard is looking
quizzically at a telex, confused about its content. He says “they’re
trying to tell us something.” The following cue comes in.
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Figure: 12 Track: ‘Soweto & Vocal Reprise’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.12.03
The sense of urgency in the music works brilliantly well for this scene. Because viewers never see
such scenes without music they never appreciate how much of the emotion created by the music
becomes embedded in our perception of the scene. Chances are, if you asked people what they thought
of the music for this scene, the familiar refrain would come, i.e. “we didn’t hear it.” That’s because
the music’s job is to create an emotional feeling which mimics and supports the scene. The music is
so successful at this that the viewer simply perceives this emotional attachment as ‘the film’.

The 12/8 arpeggiated line on cellos really works in conjuring up a feeling of movement and urgency. It is the narrative itself that
adds the extra anxiety. This is typical of great film composing; the composing compliments the pictures but doesn’t literally duplicate
it or stifle it. The muted trumpet is particularly good here; the texture gives the piece the slightest whiff of the clandestine; the
furtive. Melodically, it recapitulates the melody from the last cue but this time with the drama of the low Eb octaves every bar and
the arpeggiated cellos, which add colour by virtue of hitting the 2nd (F) on the way up and down. Putting in extensions in an
arpeggiated run is a well-known trick to make what is a fairly buried texture penetrate the mix.

On bar 6 the main theme is taken by octave strings, high up, and on bar 8 we have, once again, the beautiful
transition from the Ebm to Ab9.
A little later in the same cue (00.52 into the same track – ‘Soweto & Vocal Reprise’ / 02.12.52 into the movie)
Fenton provides some superb music which beautifully reprises the music heard in Fig 8 – ‘Black Township’. This
is the point in the film when Woods’ wife and family are at the border. She says her emotional goodbyes to her
mother and father, who must remain in South Africa and who she knows will never see her again. As she and her
children cross the border, the following section of the cue is heard.
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Figure: 13 Track: ‘Soweto & Vocal Reprise’ Audio timing: 00.52 Film Cue Sync: 02.12.52

02.13.02

There is something wonderful about reprising the same music which accompanied Woods first being shown
around the township. This time there is a triumphalism about the music, especially prevalent in the inclusion of
the trumpets. We have a memory of the chords as they were in the township theme and we naturally associate
this more dynamic version as being symptomatic not just of the Woods’ escape but also what that will bring in
terms of Woods now being free to write his expose on Biko’s death.
Bars 5 onwards, which roughly syncs with the shot of the parents waving goodbye, feature the other great chord
sequence from the township cue, namely the Gb/Db to Ab/Eb. Again, the reprise of this idea takes us straight
back to the township scene, Biko, and all he stood for. This retains the sombre melancholic feel from before but
this time there is a determination and propulsion in the music, thanks to the arpeggiated piano.
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Once again we find the use of inversions and slash chords is pivotal in
relaying the drama of the scene. Gradually this section increases in textural
intensity; eventually on bar 15 the strings play the melody in octaves, which
opens the piece out, emotionally and physically.
02.13.16

On bar 19 we hear an unmistakable triumphant fanfare, played by French
Horns; the three quaver motif on bar 21 syncs with Woods placing one foot
over the border. The triumphalism is unmistakable. Meanwhile the strings
and piano continue the arpeggiation, giving the piece a sense of momentum
and propulsion.
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The final resolution to the tonic chord syncs with Woods looking back, safely
over the border. The final resolution to the tonic chord syncs with Woods looking
back, safely over the border.

George Fenton scored another great
biographical epic - Gandhi in 1982 also
directed
by
Richard
Attenborough. Fenton shared the
scoring of Cry Freedom with Jonas
Gwangwa, a South African jazz
musician. One reason why the music
is so distinctive is that it blends the
kind of heavily orchestral music
we’re used to with Fenton (fans like
me will remember the intensely
vivid and orchestral music he wrote
for the various BBC News themes
through the 80s and 90s, along with
the theme from BBC’s Newsnight)
with softer, richer, more romantic
flavours.

Jonathan Broxton says, in his review of the soundtrack:
“As good as Cry Freedom is, it still strikes me that its Oscar recognition came
as a result of its attachment to a worthy and acclaimed film, rather than it being
outstanding music in its own right. As I’ve mentioned several times, Fenton and
Gwangwa’s music is nothing less than 100% authentic, and it packs an
emotional punch in context, but there’s nothing inherently outstanding about it
in terms of composition; it’s not amongst Fenton’s 10 best career scores, and
from my point of view it’s nowhere close to being in the Top 10 of 1987, let alone
a potential number one. Still, anyone who enjoys scores with an African flavour,
especially ones with extensive vocal work, will find plenty to entertain them
here.”
Broxton, 2017, moviemusicuk.us
https://moviemusicuk.us/2017/11/09/cry-freedom-george-fenton-and-jonas-gwangwa/
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DEATH ON THE NILE Nino Rota
Death on the Nile is a British film made in 1978, based on the 1937 novel
by Agatha Christie, and featuring the famous Belgian detective, Hercule
Poirot. The film takes place mostly in Egypt on a paddle steamer on the
River Nile, and features many of the great sights, such as the Great
Pyramids, the Sphinx and the temple at Karnak. The story is one of the
greatest ‘who-dunnit’ mysteries ever written and the film is an equally
impressive achievement, boasting an all-star cast. Jacqueline de
Bellefort asks Linnet Ridgeway, her fried and wealthy socialite, to hire
Linnet’s fiancé, Simon Doyle, who is unemployed. But Linnet and
Simon begin a romance and eventually marry, leaving Jackie apparently
angry and bitter. The newly-wed couple are continually hounded by
Jackie and in an attempt to get away from her they embark on a trip down
the Nile in the S.S. Karnak. But Jackie follows, and one night Jackie
confronts Simon in a drunken rage and shoots him in the leg. The next
morning, his wife Linnet is found dead from a gunshot wound to the
head. Eventually, as is the case with many Christie stories, Poirot gathers
everyone together and dramatically reveals what nobody had expected that Simon himself is responsible for Linnet’s murder, with Jackie as his
accomplice.
Here we’re looking at the intro theme, written by Nino Rota. The interesting thing about this theme is that for
most of it, it simply accompanies moving pictures of the water on a river, with a credit roll superimposed on top,
which is lightly synced with the music (the first bar of the theme is synced with the appearance of the star actor’s
name – Peter Ustinov – and bar 17 is synced with the title card). Rota created a wonderfully evocative feeling of
motion and momentum, right from the start, to symbolise the paddlewheels of steamships, even though there are
none to see in the intro sequence. The great thing is that a feeling of propulsion and momentum is created purely
by the symbolism of the music and pictures of the water. If you gave the footage to a composer who was unfamiliar
with the film and where it was set, they almost certainly wouldn’t do what Rota did, because Rota was not writing
to picture – he was writing about where the film was set. The film was mostly set on the paddle steamer in Egypt,
and the music reflects both those realities.
Figure: 13a Track: ‘Death On The Nile Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01
The bulk of the music initially revolves around
a large, heavy bass presence on beat one and 3
with beats 2 and 4 answering the basses with
full chords. This simple device is absolutely
crucial in setting the right emotional feel for
the film, because as well as creating a feeling
of mementum and movement, it is also very
dramatic, musically and emotionally, creating
a feeling of great power
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From bar 6 to 7 we go from a C
chord to an Ab/C, which is a
great dramatic device used in
different narrative environments
when dramatic gestures are
required. The same applied to the
subsequenjt move from bars 7-8,
i.e. Ab/C to F/C. I will talk more
about these later.
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on brass isISmajestic
and FILM
powerful;
theAND
root-5
-octave
notes
emotions
of stability,
and majesty, which is why
we find them in films like Superman. But the second bar of each phrase in bars 3-6 ends on a semiquaver leading to a dotted quaver. There is
a similarity here between this and Trevor Jones’ score to Last of the Mohicans (Morrell, 2015.205) which has a similarly clipped and dramatic
edge to it by using a similar device.

Another aspect of this cue – one that is very nearly sonically undetectable – but which subtly contributes towards the great feeling of emotion - are
the use of demisemiquaver triplets in the woodwind, leading up to the 2nd beat chord and equally the downward demisemiquaver triplets which lead
to the bass note (bars 1 - 11). This is a great way to create the feeling of motion, given that most of the rest of the orchestra are stating either beats
1 and 3 or 2 and 4.
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Bars 14-16 contains the G7 chord underneath the semiquaver-to-dotted quaver riff, and the combined total
of these devices creates a degree of anticipation, which is rewarded on bar 17 when the tremendous lift
from G7 to to Ab is synced with the title card. Bar 18 – 23 is where we get a real flavour of how composers
used to interpret and contextualise Middle East countries, musically. Think of films like Lawrence of
Arabia (which uses the distinctive D to Cm6 change) and the way composers tended to romanticise faraway
countries rather than feature music which was genuinely indicative of the location. This ‘westernisation’
of other cultures through music was widespread. This is discussed in more detail (page 25 of chapter 1:
Listening with Prejudice).
The Abm chord (bar 18+) features a string melody which goes from 5th to 9th, and then a sequence of crotchet triplets featuring other extensions.
Devices like this create a traditional (and now quite dated) sense of intrigue and mystery and were frequently used on films which portrayed
warm, faraway countries. These powerful, albeit entirely invented constructs, worked well through the power of association that musical
memories generate

5 9

5 9

8

9 8 9

8 9 8

8

7 8 7

7 #11

10

9 10 9 8 9 8

#11 10 #11 10

7

9

There is something vaguely exotic about the use of 9ths
in this context (whether it’s the Bb over the Abm or the
F# over the E chord). Also the enharmonic manouvre
from Abm to E7/G# is effective in maintaining the
feeling of mysery. This a great chord change because
n(apart from the 7th in the E chord) only one note
actually changes physically (the Eb becomes an E); the
rest are percieved as intervallic changes – the Ab
becomes G#; the Cb becomes B - something which is
distilled on a deeper level.

Earlier I spoke briefly about the chordal manouvre from bars 6-7 and 7-8 (the C going to the Ab/C and the Ab/C moving to the F/C). What
makes these interesting and dramatic is firstly that in both cases the destination chord is outside the key centre of the initial chord (i.e. C to
Ab/C and Ab/C to F/C) and secondly that all chords apart from the first one are inversions. Inversions are powerful dramatic tools. Thirdly,
that the changes retain one not common to both chords (in both cases the C note is the common note, and in two of those cases the C note is
the inverted note). FIncally – and this is something we have discussed numerous times – when we hear the C in all chords, it’s intervallic
context is different, not the note itself; in an Ab/C, the C states the inverted 3rd, and in the F/C the C states the inverted 5th. So we have a parallel
feeling of the note remaining but what it means changing. This, coupled with the inverted nature of the the C note in all but the first chord,
really gives the changes a great dramatic intensity and seriousness.
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Below is a seemingy unconnected piece – this is a piece which fronted the Sky News introduction on UK Television for years in the early
2000s, and as you will notice, it uses the same type of chord changes. On surface level this piece couldn’t be more different to the main title
from Death On The Nile, and yet the drama and intensity comes from exactly the same harmonic device we looked at earlier. In music we have
to often look beneath the surface level to find the truth. These kinds of chord changes are not things which anyone would normally realise,
much less be something that listeners would be able to articulate and comment on; but they are things which are felt and absorbed.

Figure: 13c Track: ‘Sky News Bed Music’ (i.e. music played on repeat before the news)
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KURSK – THE LAST MISSION Alexandre Desplat
Kursk – The Last Mission – is an excellent and also sensitive
recreation of the 2000 disaster in which 118 men died. Like
the film Deepwater Horizon, (2016) which tells the story of
a disaster on an oil drilling platform at sea, the narrative of
Kursk deals with a terrible human tragedy but also seeks to
hold the feet of those accountable to the fire. In Deepwater
Horizon it was the callous corporate indifference of BP
which had a light shone against it; in Kursk it’s the
inhumane pride of the Russian military and their crass
determination not to seek international help which is the
subtext. During Russian military exercises, equipment
malfunctions which sets in motion a series of explosions
which rip through the submarine, killing the majority of the
crew and sending the rest down to the bottom of the Barents
Sea. A small group of submariners remain contained in one
compartment, awaiting rescue. But there were
complications: first, there was a 16-hour wait for the
Russian authorities to even find the submarine. When
located there were further problems with the rescue sub
being able to connect to the Kursk properly.
The film was based on Robert Moore’s brilliantly authoritative bestseller A Time to Die. The film tells the stories
of the men on the submarine and their panicked families on land, but also draws into sharp focus the bureaucratic
idiocy that ended up sealing the fate of the men on the submarine. Director Vinterberg plays with the screen ratio,
only widening it out when the Kursk is submerged. Intimate camerawork, a sensitive script and music are all
deployed in the scenes between the men above and below sea level. Perhaps inevitably a big part of the story
involves British Naval Commander David Russell, whose attempts to help the rescue mission were rejected by
the Russians initially and only accepted grudgingly and when it was too late. If this film is about any one thing, it
is about betrayal. Kursk is a difficult, tragic and heartbreaking film about men whose lives were cruelly
deprioritised by uncaring authorities. Like the 2019 TV series Chernobyl, ultimately this film is less about
technology failing and more about human failure. The first section we’re looking at comes 11 minutes into the
film following the weddings of one of Kursk’s sailors just prior to the submarine’s departure on its ill-fated
voyage. There is no official soundtrack album and the YouTube collection of tracks has the problem that the
following cue is arranged and structured differently. This, therefore, is a transcription straight from the film;
another reason why it is in such an obviously daft key.
Figure: 14 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.57

The arpeggiated acoustic guitar comes in at 00.10.57 as the wedding crowd shout their encouragement as the married couple kiss. A
well-known tactic of slightly reducing the sound design and dialogue and raising the music helps the music do its emotional job. The
music is written in an obviously culturally and stylistically appropriate way, both in compositional terms with the lilting 3/4 feel and
in textural terms by virtue of the Balalaika, which transforms us straight to Eastern Europe. The piece is simple, straightforward and
has a sense of innocence. We see the crowd having a great time, we know how this will end, and the music sits somewhere between
those two contexts.

If this were really just a simple tale of some people celebrating a wedding, the music would simply be only culturally and stylistically
appropriate; because we know the outcome, the simplicity of the music carries with it a sense of sorrow. The characters don’t know
what will happen but we do and so does the music. This is the strange dynamic at the heart of any film score; it can either ‘plead
ignorance’ and simply accompany the film, or it can reveal what it knows about the context of the film, and in so doing, not just
entertain the viewers but inform them and empower them.
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Texturally and harmonically the piece is simple and to the point, until the second time around the melody, where
the romanticism comes in via the introduction of the celli line, which goes from 5th, 6th, 7th, octave (5th over the
C#m chord), 9th, octave, 7th and 5th. Not only do we have the really nice addition of a celli counterpoint, with its
own sense of journey and momentum, we also have the colour of the extensions being used, particularly the
romantic tension of the 9th. Lines like this work well because by the time of the third note in the sequence we feel
what’s coming next, which helps us become part of the piece.

Cellos

The next cue is a different
arrangement of the last cue. It
has all the simplicity but this
time instead of a guitar and
Balalaika, we have a choir
consisting of young children
and men. Initially this
arrangement
comes
at
00.06.55 into the film, during
the wedding ceremony, but
the usage we’re examining
here is when it is heard again,
accompanying the Kursk’s
departure.
It is a beautiful cue which contains all the symbolism of religiosity; it contains the angel-like voices of young
children singing simple choral music, juxtaposed with the more deeply devout sound of the male voice choir. Like
the first cue we looked at in this film, it is simple and to the point, communicating colourfully and instantly in
terms of its cultural significance and its religious symbolism. In the church scene we expected a religious approach
but this cue is different; this is Kursk leaving dock and being watched by running children as it disappears into
the ocean on what they think will be a short trip.
The piece comes in just as we see the pilot pitch the throttle forward, which engages the blades of the huge
propeller at the back of the Kursk. As this happens we see the console shake and vibrate as the engines fire up.
This is when the cue starts.
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Figure: 15 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.23
The physical might and majestic beauty of Kursk is brought into sharp focus
when its departure is set to the beginning of this cue, featuring a children’s
choir singing a single solitary line. There is an air of innocence embedded in
this intro but this is soon replaced by more of a sombre, religious feeling when
the male harmonies come later. Look and listen closely and you will see this
is a reworked version of the opening theme (fig.15).
Implied

The interesting thing to an unaccompanied line, is that it implies chords by virtue of the notes it states. This is how we can
write minimally but suggest something bigger. We all have a knowledge of harmony which is created by years of soaking
in the harmonies we hear every day. So when a melody appears which is heavily suggestive of supporting harmony without
stating it, our subconscious knowledge kicks in and provides the context. This is normally not something we are consciously
aware of, so it is not something we know we know. Creating harmony through suggestion, innuendo and inference can be
very effective. There is more information about this in book 1 (Morrell, 2013. 23, 70, 140); book 2 (Morrell, 2013. 13, 103,
151) and book 3 (Morrell, 2015. 160, 244, 247). The chords I have written in the first few bars are the ones we create based
on information given. This is why I refer to them as ‘implied’. In bar 4 I have suggested two chords; the lower one is a
simple explanation and the higher one is something we might feel if our harmonic ‘chops’ were more refined. Even then,
we wouldn’t know the chords we felt unless we read music and had ‘absolute pitch’.

There is real depth, texturally and symbolically, when we hear the adult male-voice choir coming in on bar 8. The children’s
choir and the male voice choir alternate, like Q&A.

From bar 16-22 you will see I have written grammatically appropriate chords; the first
chord (bar 16) has a Bb and D, so grammatically it constitutes two thirds of a Bb chord.
The point is, even though technically this is a Bb chord, because of what has come before,
we ‘hear’ it as another Gm chord.

There is something quite sombre and even
portentous about the male-voice choir and
when we see the kids running up the incline
to catch a glimpse of the great ship as it
moves out of port, it is quite a powerful
moment.
(omit3)

(omit3)

The development section at bar 32 is quite a poignant moment too; the voices here, especially the first chord of
Eb, are quite high, making the normally childlike innocence of the children’s choir give way to a rawer texture,
which plays over a picture of children running through the development which houses many of the sailors’
families.
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At 00.23.21 two sailors are talking to each other about the instability of the missiles; as they are about to test the
missiles one says to the other “Say your prayers.” His colleague is in process of saying “I’m not a religious man”
when the first of two explosions happen. By 00.26.00 the nuclear bombs on the Kursk have exploded, killing most
of the crew. At 00.26.50 a crew member from compartment seven is trying to raise the rest of the crew on the
walkie-talkie. “Compartment five, this is compartment seven, come in,” he says, until finally someone answers
him. When the other man is asked what his status is, he replies, “The reactor is melting down.” When he is
encouraged to leave, the man replies, “We can’t, or it’s Chernobyl.” At this point, over the conversation and the
chaos, the following cue comes in, which is not written strictly in tempo.
The low synth C# creates a strange, almost primeval, rasping
texture. The octave 5th (G#s) move down to the F#s (4th). The
lack of supportive harmony makes the cue texturally and
harmonically quite disorientating. Unlike some cues where the
inner harmonies are missing, these chords do not automatically
suggest an accompanying chord, so a listener will grapple
placing the notes in a traditional context

Figure: 16 Film Cue Sync: 00.27.00

After the first harmonically disorientating section (bars 1 and 2) there
is another, more directly harmonically dissonant but textually less
obvious due to the range; namely the clashing Ds and C##s.

“We can’t leave, or it’s Chernobyl.” (00.27.00)

In bar 6, 7 and 8 the same sequence comes again, this time accompanied by the
sailor in compartment 5 (not in shot) saying to his colleague in compartment 7
(in shot) “Tell my wife I love her.” This is one of those scenes which
communicates hugely because of the subtext of the words. The man then says
goodbye to his colleague. The enormity of this gesture is huge.

“Tell my wife I love her.” (00.27.16)
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At 00.27.33 the cue continues as the two men in compartment 7 vacate the compartment,
walking over dead bodies, stopping to feel for a pulse on one man as they leave. This is
accompanied by a more dramatic chord sequence (C# nc to C#omit3 to A/C#). The 1st
inversion is a well-known chord, used widely in dramatic scenes in films. We came across
quite a few instances in the last books where chord tricks utilising the 1st inversion were
popular (Cm to Ab/C, Am to F/A). In this particular case we go from a C# (nc) to
C#(omit3) to A/C#.
Whenever we hear this kind of chord trick being
used, the effect is always dramatic and reason
for the effect is usually consistent: it is the
intervallic reorientation of the root note of the
initial chord being recontextualised as the
inverted 3rd of the subsequent chord.

The next cue comes around 00.36.00 into the film. One of the sailors is trying to convince a younger, panicking
colleague that they will all be rescued, saying, “Listen to me…Imagine you are on the surface and all your friends
are trapped down here…you would move heaven and earth to save them.” Anyone who knows anything about
this tragedy knows the irony of this statement; people were not moving heaven and earth to save them. Paralysed
by indecision and blind reluctance to ask for international help until it was too late, the authorities were culpable
in the subsequent deaths of the men on the Kursk. The music knew this too, for it played a soft, haunting, evocative
and lingering line, delivered over a constant pedal bass note. The texture of the melody line consists of vocals,
enhanced with samples.
Figure: 17 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.00

The melody comes in when we see a moving underwater view. By bar 3 and 4 we know it to be from an underwater vessel the Russians have
sent down to locate the Kursk (and to ascertain if they can hear any sign of life) because we see the pilot’s hands.

Figure: 18 (segment of fig.14)

If we look again at an
abbreviated version of fig.14
(printed again as fig.18, to the
left) we can see that the
sombre and solemn music in
fig.18 is simply a sloweddown version of the main
theme

Fig.17 is beautiful and haunting; normally music either plays the scene or the context, but this cue manages to
touch both. The haunting reverbed voices work well with a scene underwater, but the music, as I said earlier,
knows something the crew don’t. When we walk into a film theatre we escape reality; we accept without question
that what we’re seeing is real and that it actually happened.
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With a film like this, which is based on a true story, we know what’s coming and we know it is true. If this was
fiction, although the viewers might know (from reading a review) what was about to unfold, the music’s job is to
act as if they don’t know, and forewarn them; prepare them; help them navigate through the story’ plug them into
the film’s journey. With this story the film knows that you know it's portraying real events, so music’s job is to
intensify emotions you will already feel, a bit like a documentary. If the music’s function in fig.14 was to subtly
forewarn you that all is not well, then it wouldn’t be wholly needed because we know how it ended. Music’s job
in this cue is to qualify and confirm how tragic this is, not with bombastic music, but with music designed to go
straight to your heart. At 00.47.00 the mini-sub hears the knocking of the men on the Kursk (the men had been
knocking on the sub walls to alert the authorities that they were still alive). Naturally everyone is excited by the
news that the rescue sub has heard proof of life coming from the Kursk, so as we see the news travel, we are
reunited with the original theme, this time in its original form.
The next cue comes nearly an hour into the film, by which time the Russians are launching their rescue submarine.
This is designed to attach itself to the Kursk and effect a rescue. Unfortunately, the sub does not have enough
battery power to stay down long enough and even when it eventually does, the suction equipment to form a seal
between the rescue sub and the Kursk is inadequate.
Figure: 19 Film Cue Sync: 00.59.34

On bar 1 we see the rescue sub being winched off the ship, ready to go down to the
Kursk. This is accompanied by a 12/8 triplet quaver synth motif which phases in
and out, penetrating the mix but then disappearing back into the sonic terrain again.
This is supported and bolstered texturally and harmonically by the C# drone in the
middle stave. But in any case this is just background to the main event, which is
the appearance in bar 7 onwards of a really interesting, evocative and dramatic top
synth line, which begins on the C# but slides down to the C natural.

But the real harshness comes because we are being exposed,
albeit briefly, to notes (on the way down, between C# and C)
that we never hear. Although most people do not have
‘absolute pitch’, most certainly they know when they hear
notes outside the normal Western context. There is a whole
world of pain that exists between C# and C natural.

The timing of the first dissonant move from C# to C
accompanies a shot of the inside of the rescue sub
(bar 7). There is something enormously unsettling
about the C# sliding down to the C. The effect
wouldn’t have been half as good where it not for the
glissando. The C note is dissonant when placed
against the C# bass; the maj7 interval, robbed of its
usual 3/5 contextualising components, is harsh.

The timing of the second dissonant move from C# to C
accompanies a shot of two Russian military commanders
watching from a nearby ship (bar 12) which succeeds in
making this particular entry quite sinister.
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The slide is from G# (5th) to F# (4th) on bar 16 as we see an underwater shot as the rescue sub enters
the water. The brief dissonance isn’t quite as extreme as the last two entries because the notes glide
from the 5th to the 4th, which aren’t as sensitive as the octave-to-maj7 slide.

The next transcription is actually a continuation of the previous cue. The transcription starts 01.00.58 into the
film, where we see a sailor on the Kursk processing the extra oxygen the crew needs to stay alive (which is stored
in containers which need handling properly; dropping one could cause a potentially devastating explosion). This
scene is a narrative device to introduce us to the concept of the oxygen containers. One of the senior crewmen
sees the younger colleague handling the oxygen; the man seems nervous, so the more experienced sailor rushes
across to explain how to handle the container. This is relevant because an explosion happens shortly afterward
which is caused through one of the containers being dropped.
Figure: 20 Film Cue Sync: 01.00.58
This section is less dissonant and a little softer. It is difficult and problematic to sustain the kinds
of dissonance being used indefinitely; it can be troublesome and irritating and worse still, it can
lose its effectiveness. Here Desplat employs subtle and open voicing in the C#m chord (bar 1,
below) and in bar 3 he goes all James Bond and uses the octaved maj6 (A#) over the C#m chord.
The voicing is crucial here; the chord consists of root, maj6th, high 3rd and the high maj6th again.
There is no 5th which would have potentially compromised the rush of warmth and the slight
‘diminishedness’ we get when we hear what is a Cm6 without its 5th.
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In this section, where the two men have an anxious conversation about
the bottled oxygen, we hear the same chords again but this time we
venture from the maj6th to the maj7th, which injects real traditional
musically filmic drama into the scene.

“Have you done this in training? “In theory.”

In the final act of Kursk, the fictional protagonist Mikhail Kalekov, facing certain death, and having left behind
his pregnant wife and three-year old son, asks a fellow shipmate (who was fatherless when he was aged three)
“What do you remember of your father?” to which his companion says, “Nothing.” It is a touching and deeply
symbolic moment, underpinning the tremendous and almost incalculable loss incurred by the families of the men,
along with knowledge of the painful death they must have endured as they ran out of oxygen.
Figure: 21 Film Cue Sync: 01.37.00

The next cue plays over the scene which sees the British rescue team go down to the Kursk, having
finally been invited to help by the Russians. This is a sombre and solemn scene where the rescuers
eventually confirm that the Kursk is totally full of water and that there are no survivors. The cue
follows the team down to the sub and in so doing, once again, manages to bend time so that a scene
in which implies one length, actually takes only a fraction. Music is great in creating the illusion of
‘film time’. Without music it would be very hard to watch ‘film time’. The chords here are crucial.
A fractured chord of G# with no 3rd or 5th but with a 4th and high 9th, plays throughout. This chord is
hypnotic and trancelike due to the large amount of vertical space between the notes in the chord and
the fact that this is the ultimate extension-heavy chord, in that it is mostly extensions, leaving the
main intervals to be implied and not stated.

Textures play a big part obviously; such a delicate chord wouldn’t sound the same if it were three bassoons, for examples. Textures generally
always guide harmony. Even in the conceptual stages of music, it is rare to think of harmony without thinking of a vehicle for such harmony.
Talking of textures, the use of cellos here is crucial. They have a unique and very emotional sound played in this low-central range. The melody
of course a different and more melancholic version of the main theme. Harmonically the melody is important because it makes the fractured
supporting chord sound more ‘whole’ when it hits the 5th.
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We see various shots of divers heading toward the
Kursk and we know we are approaching the
moment they will reveal that the men inside have
perished. There is something almost lullaby-like
about this theme when used in this way, with these
textures, against these pictures, and with the
extension-heavy chords for accompaniment.

Our last cue comes at the end of the film (01.46.13). At 01.45.58 we see a shot of the sea, from land, and we hear
the sound of wind and waves. There is no music and this is important. We must always remember that music is
the replacement of silence with something more interesting. Anyone who doubts that silence can be interesting
ought to remember the words of poet Marianne Moore, who said “The deepest feeling always shows itself in
silence.” (Marianne Moore, ‘Silence’).
At the end of the film (01.46.04) we go to a black screen and the words, “The Men of the Kursk left behind 71
children.” Then the following cue begins. This piece would be ‘at home’ played on a Fairground Organ and would
work equally well if the piece was achieved using a ‘music box’ sound. Harmonically and structurally it fits into
those contexts as easily as it works for the ending of this film. The Harp texture is what gives the piece more of a
solitary, lamenting feel. For the most part, this is two-part harmony and counterpoint all the way, except for a few
bars. The wonderful thing about the two-part counterpoint is that it focuses the mind on what is available. We
hear the different parts with more clarity. With that in mind, there are some really effective tensions, such as bar
3 when it hits the #5. The interesting thing here is the dynamic between the major7th, 6th (bar 2) and the #5 (bar
3). You can really sense the connection between three notes. The connection is the polytonality they create; the
G, F and E would work perfectly well over a C chord; in fact, they work more comfortably over that. But that they
‘don’t work’ as well over the Ab is what gives the piece a kind of distorted sense of pain.
Figure: 22 Film Cue Sync: 01.46.13
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There aren’t any more senses of polytonality after bar 3 but there are other parts where chromaticism, juxtaposed
with the effortless delivery and the simple innocent texture, gives it a sense of unreality. The piece pauses on bar
25 but then the outro proper comes in, which is a reprise of the intro music, this time with expanded, warm
orchestration.

26

The acoustic guitar gives us the warm, ‘folky’ sense of simplicity, harmonically and texturally. The Balalaika comes
in on bar 34, simply playing one per bar, as do the plucked basses and Arco cellos. This section is quite bare, but is
suspect deliberately so, to counter what lovely string textures which eventually come on bar 42.

34

42
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ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA Ennio Morricone

This discussion features supportive context © 2020 Stefan Gordon

Dom Nero said in Esquire Magazine: “American-born
filmmakers have long devoted themselves to capturing the
essence of our nation on film. Classics like On the
Waterfront or The Last Picture Show are iconic for their
honest, nuanced portrayal of a country that is as broken as
it is proud. But sometimes it takes an outsider to expose the
truth of a place, and no film has encapsulated the glorious,
menacing tragedy of our country quite as ravishingly as
Sergio Leone in Once Upon a Time in America.” (Esquire
Magazine, July 3 2018). Once Upon a Time in America is a
1984 crime drama film directed by Italian filmmaker Sergio
Leone. It starred Robert De Niro and James Woods as
Jewish immigrants-turned-mob bosses. Told in a sequence
of unchronological fragments, the film presents the
emotional passage of the two men. Once Upon a Time in
America charts their rise from the Jewish ghettos of turn-ofthe-century New York City to a life of lavish excess,
corruption, misogyny, and betrayal as stilted grown men. If
Sergio Leone’s final film (and some would say his greatest)
is about anything other than history, it is about the grand
illusion of the American Dream. What distinguishes
Leone’s epic from the other great American films is its
startling dedication to the portraying reality of America.
Many fine books have been written about the Once Upon a
Time in America and my aim in this book, therefore, is to
offer an analysis of three pieces of music from the film.
Film Director and respected Academic Stefan Gordon offers general insight into the film before analysing the first
scene we’re going to focus on:
“Once Upon a Time in America (1984) sees Director Sergio Leone reassemble the same
creative team behind his 1968 film Once Upon A Time in the West for one last time. Sergio
Leone’s swan song has Cinematographer Tonino Deli Colli, Editor Nino Baragli and
Composer Ennio Morricone all creatively contributing to that unique cinematic vision that
can be seen in many, if not all, Sergio Leone films.
In the same way that Leone attempted to deconstruct the Western genre in ‘Once Upon a
Time in the West’, sixteen years later Sergio Leone reshapes the gangster movie when he
creates a film narrative that examines the life of David ‘Noodles’ Aaronson in ‘Once Upon
a Time in America’. In what could almost be a direct response to the glamorous characters
presented in Coppola’s take on the ‘American Dream’ in the first two ‘Godfather’ films, a
decade earlier, Leone attempts to demonstrate the harsh realities of organized crime and
appears to dismantle both the gangster film genre and the American dream within every shot
of the film.
As Mark Cousins argued in his landmark 2011 book ‘The Story of Film’, ‘a master Italian
filmmaker had stolen America’s two indigenous film genres, enlarged them stylistically,
made explicit the masculine brutality of each, and filtered them through his pessimistic view
of life’ (Cousins, 2011: 288). In Once Upon a Time in America Sergio Leone presents the
viewer with a character and a world that is not only in decline but is actually physically
crumbling before their eyes.
When the viewer observes Noodles returning to the place of his youth, in the early part of the
film, they watch him reflecting upon the Jewish cemetery being demolished and this is just one
of many negative visual motifs that can be seen throughout the film. This kind of symbolism is
arguably Leone examining the real truth behind the American gangster narrative.
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The central motif of a world in decline points to how despicable the male characters are in
‘Once Upon a Time in America’ and again the film attempts to deconstruct the American
Dream, in sharp contrast to the figure of Michael Corleone in ‘The Godfather’. The stylistic
use of the camera, the editing, the production design and the emotional construction of the
music puts forward a very bleak version of what we know as a classic American gangster film.
The film is fragmented with regular flashbacks and the viewer consistently sees the world
through the eyes of Noodles. The way Leone and Cinematographer Tonino DeliColli use the
camera we can perhaps see the Director making a comment on the genre itself, in the exact
same way he did in Once Upon a Time in the West. This Leone style of cinematic storytelling
makes its presence felt very early on in the film. For example, at 00.12.47 into the film we see
a medium close up shot of Noodles looking through a window and it could be said that Leone
is creating story structure signposts via a music cue as the camera tracks into a close up of
Noodles’ face. We cut to what he is looking at and we see a bar that is closed with no customers
and all the chairs on the table. There’s a gentle camera pan across the room as the music takes
hold of the scene and the viewer gets the opportunity to reflect on what they are seeing. It cuts
back to a close up of Noodles as he too appears to be reflecting on something, before we cut
to a wide shot of a run-down street. The camera follows Noodles as he attempts to avoid being
seen, in order to out-smart a member of an opposing gang who has his friend Fat Moe hostage.
Whilst the sequence is part of the film’s plot, within the Mise en Scene you arguably have Leone
symbolically suggesting that time has been called on the traditional gangster film, a genre that
established itself during the era of the Hollywood Studio System. Through the eyes of Noodles
the viewer sees an empty bar and a run-down street suggesting that perhaps something has
come to an end. The emotional content of the music influences the viewer to think about what
they are seeing onscreen and Leone’s central theme of reflecting upon all that was wrong in a
previous life is evident in both the music and the cinematography.”
Stefan Gordon
Morricone’s music works brilliantly well in the scene Gordon refers to but it does so sometimes not by offering a
musical depiction of the scene, but by locking on to the emotion and the subtext. This is why so many think it is
so beautiful and why it helps the film become such a seminal cinematic achievement; it distills the emotions of
the films and finds a musical place for them. Gordon referred to “the emotional construction of the music”. He
also says that the emotional content of the music “influences the viewer to think about what they see onscreen”.
He says that Leone’s central theme of characters reflecting on all that was wrong in a previous life is specifically
“evident in the music.” Let’s look firstly then at the track in question, called ‘Poverty’, which is a distinctive piece
used several times in the film; notably at 00.12.47. As Noodles looks through the window we hear the low strings
on the E note. As we look into the bar with the chairs on the tables the distinctive piece begins properly with the
culturally and texturally characteristic ‘Honky Tonk’ piano sound. The sound is actually called a ‘tack piano’,
also known as a harpsipiano, jangle piano, and a junk piano. The sound is created when an ordinary piano is
‘treated’ with objects such as nails, which are placed on the felt-padded hammers at the point where the hammers
hit the strings, giving the piano more of a percussive, tinny sound. This process is used when we want to evoke
the ‘honky tonk’ sound of the out-of-tune piano, so synonymous with Ragtime and American Westerns.
Figure: 23 Track: Poverty’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.12.47
What makes the use of this sound so incongruous
is the dark, minor key context of its use. We hear
the slow strings come in and we feel the anxiety of
the music creeping up on us. To hear the ‘Honky
Tonk’ sound being used in this unique, dark way,
at odds with its traditional usage, gives it a twisted
reality.
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of the ‘Honky Tonk’ sound being
used out of cultural context is very effective and the harmonic tensions slowly build up; the melody line moves, arc-like up from B, E, F#, A, G, F#
before resting on the G. The chords Am/E and F#m(omit5)/E create light tension. The 3/4 rhythm gives the piece a kind of twisted ‘fairground’ carousel
feel.

The appearance of the maj7 over the minor chord (bar 11) and the maj6 over the minor chord (bar 12) works well; these are both dramatic, colourful
and mild anxiety-inducing. Both are well-known Bond chords and this would be more obvious were it not for the specific textures and context of this
film.

As Noodles walks round the side of the building, we hear the soft, reassuring Gmaj7
and Cmaj7, before the tension returns with the F#7(b9). A sense of expectation is
created in bars 19 and 20, building up to the leading chord of B7 as Noodles walks
towards a door.

The theme returns again as Noodles prepares to open the door, with
the melody copied in a lower register by the distinct textures of the
Balalaika, giving the piece a more percussive, European feel. This
adds to the darkness and incongruity of the piece.
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Slash chords and inversions lends the piece a distinct dramatic edge in bars 34 to 35. As I have said before, there is no such thing as a ‘great chord’ because
all chords need feeding; they need framing by what precedes them. In a general sense, music is about relationships and reactions, which in turn cause
various levels of emotional engagement and interest from listeners. Music always exists in the cracks between the chords and the notes; what defines a
chord vertically is the relationships between the notes we hear; weirdly it is the space between the notes which determines the character of a chord. Equally
it is the relationship between one chord and the next which defines how good they both sound. So in bar 33 we have Am, followed in bar 34 by the B/A.
Slash chords are dramatic but in this case the drama is aided by the fact that we hear the A in a different intervallic context in bar 34, i.e. we hear it now
as a 7th. The following bar (35) features an Em over the G (the 3rd). Added to this is the contrary motion created by the melody line going up and the bass
going down. There is a delicious sense of inevitability with these kinds of movements.

Now we come to another track which is used several times in the film to great effect, entitled ‘Once Upon a Time
in America’. The bit we’re looking is at 00.25.01. Stefan Gordon says:
“At twenty-five minutes into the film we see a shot of what we assume is the same bar in another
moment where Leone revisits the film’s central theme. The Leone trademark crane shot is used
and as the camera goes high, as we see the last customer being led to the door, it quickly comes
back down to frame Noodles in a phone box talking on the phone. No dialogue can be heard, only
Morricone’s music cue, and as the camera tracks into a close-up of Noodles we see a vulnerable
and almost tearful protagonist, as he appears to be reflecting on days gone by.”
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Figure: 24 Track: Once Upon A Time in America’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.25.00
The first few chords are sweet to the ear; the maj7 followed by the A6/E, complete with the initial
melody note stating the rich, descriptive maj3rd which creates warmth. This works beautifully
with the shot as the camera goes. The music generates a feeling of warmth and familiarity as wee
the bartender show the last customer reluctantly out onto the street. There is a relaxed air to the
music which matches the ‘end of the working day’ feel to the scene as the bartender closes down
for the night and the camera rises.

The music becomes more intense as we hit the 2nd inversion in bar 7. On bar 8 the camera begins to come
back down and we see Noodles in the phone box. This is accompanied the D6, which signifies a notable
dramatic shift, which drops chromatically to the C#9 and eventually the tension filled flattened 9th chord
followed by the C# over the B. This accompanies the shot where De Niro’s eyes move shiftily and, for a
moment appear to glance close to the camera. This is an absolutely beautiful marriage of cinematography,
storytelling and music. The tension in the music is intensified by the 5th interval relationship / reaction
between the #5 and b10 of the C# chord (the D and A notes) which create a kind of parallel D chord over
the C# chord.
(#5)

A combination of the
drama,
intensity
and
colourful romantic writing
embedded in the sequence
of chords between bars 9
and 15 is stunning.

This is what I meant when I talked about chords being fed and framed. If we take
the D chord in bar 9 as our starting point of this dramatic rise in tension, the D
lurches dramatically and chromatically down to the C#, then to the extra colour of
the #5/b9; then the bass lowers to give us the dramatic C#/B, which in turn goes to
the relative soft respite of the Amaj7, then to the drama of the unexpected
D#m7(b5) to the relatively expected G#m, C#m7, F#m, A6/B, B9 and Emaj7. This
section is a tour-de-force of romantic writing, which takes us from drama to respite
to unexpected drama and finally to the safe haven of what we probably expected.
This is romantic writing at its absolute pinnacle.

It also proves that in order to create drama what you need is not just endless bars of dramatic music, but a variation of chords and lines that generate a
variation of emotions which take us on a ride before bringing us gently down to earth with a few relatively predictable chords. This musical sequence,
like many other in the film’s soundtrack, lock onto the what they film is saying rather than what it is necessarily doing; the scene which accompanies
this music (if I can put it that way) doesn’t – on face value – warrant such an emotional such musical attention, unless of course you realise that
Morricone is writing to what the film is about, rather than what it is.
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The next track is entitled ‘Deborah’s Theme’ and comes 00.33.10 into the film as an older Noodles reflects on
life through the prism of a selection of photographs which trigger memories and recollections. Once again this
features stunning music from Morricone. This time there is more of an obvious relationship between the pictures
and the music; this scene is not as reliant on subtext, because what is going on in the film is more obvious, as is
the relevance of the style and characteristic of the music.
Stefan Gordon again:
“The symbolism of old photographs is quite an obvious technique for a filmmaker when exploring
the emotions of a character that is troubled by their past, and Leone is no different in the use of
cutaways in ‘Once Upon a Time in America’. As the music cue starts at thirty-three minutes into
the film the viewer again witnesses Noodles reflecting on the past as he becomes almost hypnotized
by old photos of himself and his friends on the wall in the room at Moe’s place. The music cue
again supports the film’s central theme but whilst the technique seems standard the camera pans
across and moves up to a tight close-up of Noodles. He stares at the photo of Deborah and the
background to the shot is in complete darkness. What the viewer sees is a Leone style close up but
the strong key light on Noodles’ face, with no background, suggests that Noodles will forever be
in isolation as he cannot make amends for the horrific things that he did in the past. The character
is now vulnerable but as a young man he was strong but he only ever considered himself and
created misery for all those around him. Noodles is looking at the past whilst attempting to face
the negative reality of what this means for him in the present. This again is another opportunity to
debate how Leone is clear about cinema's past but wants to move forward with a genre that might
struggle to free itself from its roots.”

Figure: 25 Track: ‘Deborah’s Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.33.10
It begins with the low octave Bs, which gives the piece a slight sense of anxiety, mystery and foreboding.
The two-part counterpoint between the violins is beautiful. When they land on bar 3 they are vertically a
6th apart. This is a well-worn device for instilling romance, as we have learned from my previous books
(Morrell, 2015.63, 107, 157). It is traditional method for instilling warmth; many famous romantic songs
have begun on this interval. This time the interval is not melodic but buried in the arrangement. The twopart violin line accentuates the beauty of the 6th interval, which is used throughout this piece. Also, there
is what seems like a pause on the low Bs between the first few phrases, which intensifies their effect.

As we see the woman’s
picture the phrase hits
the warm and romantic
add9 (bar 7)

The phrase pauses on
the B(omit3) as the
camera moves and rests
on Noodles’ face as he
contemplates; the add9
comes again when
Noodles’ head turns.
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The first beat features a chord
which has several modifications; when chords are modified by extensions, inversions or other harmonic devices, they become more colourful and
complex. But sometimes they slightly lose some of their original basic identity because there is more extra colour for listeners to concentrate on.
The chord on beat one of bar 11 originates from an E chord. This has been inverted over its 3rd. But on beat 2 the E has moved to the D# (maj7)
which means that that chord in isolation is technically a G#m. The reason I have called it an Emaj7/G# (even though it has no E anywhere) is
because the chord which preceded it has lent the subsequent chord some of its context. Normally there is no discrepancy between what a chord is
called and how it sounds (i.e. the two amount to the same thing) but sometimes the line is crossed where what the chord feels like is so dependent
on how it was framed, that it ‘feels’ like something else. The reason this is important is because when we shave some of the absoluteness from
music, it can become more of an intensely emotional experience. experience.

Beats two and three of bar 11 we hear the unmistakable melancholic beauty of the traditional and heavily romantic b9 chord but on bar 12 this goes
even further; we have an Amaj7 moving to the A6 via the flat6 (F); this then moves to the heavily dramatic inverted chord which follows, which
navigates us back to the safe waters of probability inherent in the move to the B chord. Bar 16 onwards, as Noodles walks into the room, features
the solo voice, which lends the piece an added dramatic and romantic textural context.
As before the phrases are interrupted by what
seem like pauses on the low Bs, which accentuate
the melody even more. On bar 9 we see Noodles
walk across to another door, which has specific
significance.

The biggest musical harmonic gesture is saved for the significance of the room Noodles
subsequently walks into. In this specific textural and filmic context, the combination of the
9th and #11 are an enormously romantic gesture. These are repeated in bar 22 and from then
on the music remains musically and emotionally intense with a series of inversions and
other devices.
(9/#11)

The long C#m chord in bar 25 accompanies a shot of Noodles looking through a small gap in the wall. Although the chord lasts an eternity,
the innards move and undulate within; the counterpoint moves from 10th (E) to 9th, 8th, 7th, 6th, min6th and 5th extending the chord a slightly
and subtly different character on each beat.
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The move from C#m to Am/C is
wonderful; the descending bass moves
from C# to C with the corresponding
intervallic context moving from root to
min3rd. This move sets up perfectly
what comes next; it feels inevitable.

As the piece ends we see
the gaunt, morose face of
Noodles looking through
the gap.

Stefan Gordon sums up Once Upon a Time in America thus:
“Mark Cousins compares Sergio Leone’s work to Jean-Luc Godard’s masterpiece ‘A Bout De
Souffle’ (1960) when he states that his first ‘Once Upon a Time’ film in 1968 ‘was about films
themselves, the pleasure of watching them for their own sake and the beauty of their familiar
scenes (Cousins, 2011: 288). Like all genuine Auteur filmmakers Leone is an expert at exposing
cinematic mechanisms but at the same time he is also a master filmmaker when it comes to
recreating an old idea in his own image. Whilst ‘Once Upon a Time in America’ was Leone’s last
film it was also first the American gangster movie in a new era of cinema.”
Max Richter, evocative composer of many memorable film scores, says this about Morricone’s music:
“It has an emotional directness which I love. I really like music to nail its colours to the mast and
be very plain-spoken in what it's talking about.”
This is an interesting comment which goes to the heart of current debates about film music. Richter is right;
Morricone’s music has always had a directness about it. His themes are not immersed in ambiguity or opacity.
Their emotional message transports with immediacy. His main theme from Fractured, which we look at elsewhere
in this book, is a good example. His music is very honest; it does not hide behind or underneath orchestration and
it is not dripping in production; it does not attempt to baffle us with unnecessary complexity or abstraction. It
speaks to the emotional heart of the story with immediacy. Much of the music in Once Upon a Time in America
doesn’t always ‘fit’ to the picture. Although some of the music is culturally appropriate, much of it speaks directly
to the emotion and subtext in the story. Morricone provides often heartbreakingly romantic music to accompany
scenes which are not, physically and visually on a surface level at least, equally romantic or heartbreaking. But
what lies beneath the pictures (the context and the subtext) is extremely emotional, and our connection to this
world is through the music. Morricone’s music speaks to the wider sadness and tragedies of the story, which the
music manages to tease out of the story for the benefit of the viewer.
Max Richter says:
“Morricone’s score truly populates its world. I think the music is very simple; beautifully
simple tunes, that are beautifully orchestrated and paced throughout the film. For me,
that’s one of the things I really enjoy in music- when things appear to be simple. Indeed
they may actually not be simple underneath but they still come across in a very direct way.
I love how Morricone can make things seem inevitable and obvious to the point where it’s
sometimes hard to remember that before he wrote these pieces they didn’t exist.”
Indeed, if there is such a thing as great music – if we can really quantify it in those emotive terms - surely the
hallmark, as I have said before, is that it seems as if it had always been there. Great film music feels as if it was
born at the same time as the story.
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Great film music does not have the feeling of being something separate which was ‘parachuted’ into the movie at
the last minute. In this respect film music does is frequently something we perceive emotionally as part of the
film, rather than something we hear and digest separately. It is to Morricone’s credit that he manages to write
music which feels like it has always been there, even though sometimes it does not fit visually with the images.
Ennio Morricone was telling the same emotional story as Sergeo Leone, but musically. The two work together
because, despite the music being at odds with the visuals at times, they speak emotionally as one. With Once
Upon a time in America we see a ‘film’ but we benefit from a separate, parallel emotional story, told by the subtext
and the music.
Of course the thing that really marks Morricone out from the rest is the restrained orchestration which encapsulates
his music. Richter says:
“There’s not a huge amount going on, it’s not that hypercoloured Hollywood
orchestration that has become so prevalent, it’s all quite muted, quite restrained.”
This is true. Morricone does his own orchestrations so he has a very personal and private relationship with his
music. Unlike many film scores, his orchestrations do not sound as if they are written by a committee of
orchestrators, producers, mix engineers and others, all attempting to create the ultimate sonic experience. They
just sound as if they naturally belong with the music. The great problem with sonically perfectly sounding
orchestras is that they do not mimic reality. The recorded orchestra is now a different thing entirely to the actual
orchestra. Modern production and mixing techniques and the merging of real orchestras with samples (even
though they are rendered from real recordings) have created an unrealistic hybrid, kind of like CGI has done with
the distortion of visual reality.
Richter again:
“I think one of the things that was so fortuitous about Once Upon a Time in America is that it
comes from an era of cinema where filmmakers were happy for music to be music. There was
an expectation that the music would have some sort of musical grammar, which made sense in
and of itself. Now we have moved, over the last few years towards music as an enlarged
category of sounds, where you have a reduced expressive range within the music, pushing very
much towards ambience and texture, which is interesting but I do feel it’s like trying to drive
a car with one hand behind your back- it's underselling what music can actually do, because
music is a great expressive story telling medium.”
You can read the rest of Richter’s illuminating interview with James Hammond in VF Magazine on July 13th 2017
here: https://thevinylfactory.com/features/max-richter-soundtrack-ennio-morricone/
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THE DEER HUNTER Stanley Myers
The Deer Hunter is a 1978 American film about a
trio of steelworkers (played by Robert De Niro,
Christopher Walken and John Savage), whose lives
are changed forever after they fight in the Vietnam
War. The film takes place in a small working class
town in the USA and the Monongahela River in in
Vietnam. The film won public and critical acclaim,
being nominated for 9 Academy Awards, winning 5.
It is widely considered to be one of the best films
ever made. In 1968, Michael (Robert De Niro), Nick
(Christopher Walken) and Steven (John Savage),
who are all lifelong friends, join the American effort
in the war in Vietnam, but once there, their ideas of
the romance of war and their dreams of military
honour are quickly shattered by the inhumanities of
war. Those who survive are haunted by the
experience. The evocative theme music is called
‘Cavatina’ and this is the piece we are going to look
at. It was written by the late, great, Stanley Myers. It
was originally written for piano but at the invitation
of guitarist John Williams, was rewritten for guitar
and expanded by Myers. It was then used in a 1970
film The Walking Stick, before being chosen as the
theme tune for The Deer Hunter. Following the
release of The Deer Hunter in 1978, the guitar
version became a UK Top 20 hit. Unfortunately, as
is sometimes the case with immensely successful
instrumental pieces, various new and occasionally
unremarkable versions popped up to capitalize on it,
including one by The Shadows; an experience I’ll
forget for the rest of my life.
Of the film itself, Mark Fraser, writing in top10films.co.uk in September 2015, said:
“At its heart The Deer Hunter is a poetically ambitious, albeit significantly flawed,
treatise on the horrors of war (in this case Vietnam circa the late 1960s until the fall of
Saigon in 1975) and how it impacts the lives of those who are, either directly or
indirectly, touched by it. The film, however, is driven by a strange naive sensibility that
initially saw charges of racism, sexism, misogyny and serious historical distortion
brought against it by some prominent members of the American movie reviewing
community. Furthermore, it managed to irk a few others (such as the Russians, whose
communist authorities deemed it a “scandalous, racist and militarist work) for pretty
much the same reasons.”
Fraser, 2015, top10films.co.uk
https://www.top10films.co.uk/30981-the-deer-hunter-remains-an-adult-fairy-tale/
Michael Cimino’s film was brutal but also contemplative and to date it is one of the outstanding and memorable
films about the Vietnam War. The piece itself – Cavatina – is a work of art. The absolute, unadulterated, and yet
restrained beauty of Stanley Myers’ composition is what lingers in the mind of those that watch The Deer Hunter.
One of the reasons the movie has such a following after so many years is that it is attached to such a monumentally
superb and emotionally moving piece of music. Although the piece wasn’t written for the film, its usage defined
the film and the music itself. Despite the best efforts of Hank Marvin’s and Cleo Laine’s covers, this piece will
be remembered for the right reasons. That is not to say it is without fault; although the music itself is unsurpassed,
the recording of the whole piece (the 3.45’ ‘single’ which entered the charts) featured as the first track on the
soundtrack album, had major production issues; the ending is a desperately scrappy affair where the guitar and
the string section appear to have different ideas about where the chords are supposed to be.
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I don’t know if this was a post-recording editing issue or a product of the session itself, but the strings and the
guitar sound as if they are being recorded in different cities where the conductor of each session is synchronising
through two tin cans connected only by an enormously long piece of string. Fortunately the soundtrack album also
contains, as the last track on the album, a version as used in the film (at the beginning and end of the movie) which
is a different edit. The version I have transcribed for this book is the one used in the film but, just to confuse you,
I will occasionally comment on the version released successfully as a ‘single’ as well. The strings are beautiful;
the soft, restrained textures complement the guitar brilliantly. There is a beautiful and sublime inevitability to the
melody; like all great tunes, it sounds like it has always existed. The chords fall effortlessly into place around the
melody; I am reminded again about Max Richter and what was said about Ennio Morricone, and I think the same
applies to Stanley Myers in Cavatina (also the cue we looked at earlier from Wish You Were Here). The emotion
created is instant and striking because the harmonies and textures are unadulterated, unambiguous and
unmistakable. Although there is a slight ‘Hollywood gloss’ on the strings, this is not cluttered with other cliched
counterpoint, perrhaps with the exception of the woodwind toward the end of the track, which tend to sound a
little overdone. The first use of the piece in the film comes right at the beginning but the one we will concentrate
on is the version at the end of the film, which comes as the group of friends toast their fallen colleague, Nick. The
frame is frozen and Cavatina begins.
Figure: 26 Track: ‘Cavatina – end titles’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 02.56.23
People familiar with the piece as it is usually structured will know already that the end titles
version of this piece starts not at the beginning of the piece but 43 seconds into it at what would
be considered the ‘development section’. There is therefore a delightful and endearing oddity to
the music in that it doesn’t start structurally on a chord which turns out to be the tonic. Instead it
starts on the relative minor (C#m).This seemingly irrelevant point is actually very pertinent
because it lends the piece a really gorgeous, enadearing and palpable oddity.

“Here’s to Nick.”

The manouvre from B to F#m (the dramatic sci-fi chord change we’ve looked at dozens of times in previous books) appears in bars 5-6; whilst
this is clearly not a sci-fi piece, the drama of that chord change works well. Also the E7 in bar 9 is really effective because, once again, the
piece tells you where it’s going and how it’s going to resolve. In fact one of the great things about this piece, as it unfolds, is the way it flits
between surprise and beautiful predictability. If offers the safe haven and comfort of predictability and ocasionally some things which demand
our attention.

An example of the more demanding aspects would be the way it navigates from Amaj7 (bar 10) through Dmaj7, Gmaj7 and Cmaj7 before
navigating its way back via F#m7 and F#m7/B to E.
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The subtly lilting arpeggiated 6/8 feel is gently juxtaposed ocassionally by the ‘across the beat’ straight chrotchets, as seen in bar 15, as we
come to the end of the first phrase. The guitar line in bar 16 is effective too, striking more odd notes than primary ones (i.e the 4th, 2nd, maj7th).
This gently creates tension and interest, subconsciously keeping the listener occupied.
The next bit (bar 18+) is a kind of ‘false ending’. As I said earlier this film version effectively started midway through the song and therefore
reaches ‘the end’ prematurely. Once at the end it goes back to ‘real’ beginning of the song (bar 21).

The guitar works beautifully in articulating the melody. The arpeggiated counterpoint gives the piece a gentle sense of momentum and the
chords (bars 23-25) have a feeling of inevitability. The strings come in again shortly; half the battle in writing convincing string arrangements
is voicing, and arguably the other half is to do with placement. When you do something is as important as how you do it.

In the film version (the one we’re analysing) we
have already had the strings in earlier, but the
original, ‘single’ version, which was released and
sold as a 45 inch single, ‘begins’ at bar 23 of this
version. This means that the next string entry (bar
30) is the first time people hear strings in the
‘single’ version. In the ‘single’ version 8 bars of
solo guitar precede the string entry, which means
listeners are ready and waiting for some textural
development.
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String voicing might seem like a mundane topic, but it goes to the heart of how music communicates to its audience. Observing simple traditions
such as contrary motion, makes the strings sound authentic. Voicing doesn’t always adopt the contrary motion tradition, because it if it did, like
anything, it would be overkill. In arranging and voicing, variety makes the music sound more alive; more human.
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The section from bar 57 is the most dramatic part of the piece; the succesion of slash chords and inversion, together with the contrary motion, is all
aided by the gradual move away from any sense of key centre. But the really special moment is the deep emotion felt in the enharmonic crossover
from Abm to E when the B note appears on bar 63 contextualised as the 5th of an E chord. This is beautiful because although unexpected and
restrained, the manouvre from the E/G# to the B/F# creates a quietly emotional moment; almost as if the piece was ‘breathing out’.
bar

From bar 73 woodwinds (mainly flute) are added. Sometimes the textures of acoustic guitar and woodwinds don’t always gel together, and
I fear this is the case here; they sound light and airy, quite pastoral in their effect, which doesn’t work as well as the warmer strings
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From bar 81 the strings return, but this time featuring a counterpoint, which, like to woodwinds earlier, doesn’t work as well as when the
strings are simply stating chords. It tends to get in the way of the existing guitar movement.
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THE IMMITATION GAME Alexander Desplatt
The Imitation Game is an historical drama
starring Benedict Cumberbatch as British wartime
analyst and cryptographer Alan Turing, whose efforts
decrypting German intelligence messages for the British
government during World War II were instrumental in
winning the war. Some criticised the film for what they
saw as its inaccurate portrayal of historical events and for
downplaying Turing’s homosexuality, but America’s
biggest civil rights organization working towards
achieving lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer
equality – ‘The Human Rights Group’ – honoured the
film for bringing Turing’s legacy to a wider audience.
Following an unhappy childhood suffering bullying at
boarding school, Turing develops an interest in
cryptography. Years later he travels to Bletchley Park and
joins the cryptography team, which is trying to analyse
the Enigma machine, which the Nazis use to send coded
messages. In the 1950s, during an era when
homosexuality was still illegal, Alan Turing was
convicted of ‘gross indecency’, and instead of a jail
sentence, he undergoes chemical castration so he can
continue his work. A friend visits him and bears witness
to his physical and mental deterioration. She tries to
comfort him by reminding that his wartime work saved
millions of lives.

The final scene shows an on screen message saying, “After a year of government-mandated hormonal therapy,
Turing committed suicide on June 7th, 1954. He was 41 years old. Between 1885 and 1967, approximately 49,000
homosexual men were convicted of gross indecency under British law. In 2013 Queen Elizabeth II granted Turing
a posthumous Royal Pardon, honouring his unprecedented achievements.” In this chapter we’re going to look at
several cues, the first of which bookend the film. This cue, like others in the film, features piano. Desplat uses
continuous piano arpeggios to represent the whirring of Alan Turing’s thinking mind and the workings of a
mechanical machine, both of which feature heavily in the story.
Figure: 27 Track: ‘Alan’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.37 and 01.49.46
As the film starts we see the words ‘based on a true story’ appear on the screen as the
following cue begins. The music is distinctive, energetic with a very definite identity, as
is the case with most music by Alexandre Desplat. The cue is relentless and gives the
start of the film a tremendous feeling of movement, propulsion and purpose. The heavy
use of arpeggios and the relentless semiquaver feel can easily distract us from realising
that the piece hides within it a strange structure; in 4/4 the phrases are a bar and a half
long before they repeat, which means that it consists of a 4/4 bar plus a 2/4 bar. This is
what alleviates any feeling of repetitiveness. It stops the phrase being easily decoded,
understood, dismissed and forgotten as the scene progresses. It ensures the piece remains
a big part of how we contextualise the opening of the film.

The emphasis points are the top Ds, to which it gravitates in the second beat of every other bar. Thanks to the left hand figure in the first half of the
odd bars (i.e. 1,3,5 etc) and specifically the E and F notes, the music just seems as if it’s a blur of semiquavers. But inside the blur lurks the E note I
just mentioned, which is the 9th of the Dm chord which is being implied here via horizontal harmony. The 9th, along with the 7th (the C) which comes
just after, gives the piece a slight whiff of a C chord, alongside the Dm already being implied. Mixed with this is the last two beats of the odd bars
and the first two beats of the even bars, which contain the arpeggiated L.H. notes of A, F, A, Bb, D, F, A, Bb (repeated twice); this gives us a feeling
of the Bbmaj7, which blurs the picture even more; thus the piece is harmonically a little blurred but rhythmically essentially a group of ordered
semiquavers. If we freeze-frame a bar of this cue and distil the notes into the chord they actually imply, we have an impressionist chord (see fig. 23)
delivered like bullets out of a gun.
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One reason the semiquavers form a blurred reality,
kind of like a static chord which is bubbling along, is
so we can accommodate the off-screen monologue
which comes at 00.01.16.

We hear the D octaves in the bass register to
signify the first time we see the forlorn figure of
Turing on bar 4. The camera moves around him
and eventually we see another man enter what
seems to be an interview room. The man throws
a file onto the table and we realise this is a police
interview.

Figure: 28 (Composite chord)
Am

Bb

Dm

The chord we hear whenever we listen to this cue is transcribed in fig.28. It is a Dm/A, but it contains a
9th (E) and a 7th (C) which, as I said earlier, give us the whiff of a C chord. It contains an A note, which,
with the C and E, create an Am chord. It also contains a Bb which, with the D and F, give the chord a
simultaneous whiff of Bb.
To throw yet another curved ball into this equation, fractionally before the cue starts we hear the sound
of a machine. To my ears it sounds like a Morse Code machine, but given the context, it is probably some
kind of code machine. The note it spits out is an unmistakable G, which works beautifully with the
carefully woven sonic world created by Desplat’s horizontal harmonies.

At 00.01.16 we hear the voice of Alan Turing say:
“Are you paying attention? Good. If you’re not listening carefully, you will miss
things. Important things. I will not pause, I will not repeat myself, and you will not
interrupt me. You think that because you’re sitting where you are, and I am sitting
where I am, that you are in control of what is about to happen. You are mistaken. I
am in control, because I know things that you do not know. What I need from you
now is a commitment. You will listen closely and you will not judge me until I am
finished. If you cannot commit to this, then please leave the room, but if you choose
to stay, remember that you chose to be here. What happens from this moment
forward is not my responsibility. It’s yours. Pay attention.”
This introductory cue is extremely effective; although it is texturally quite light in terms of instrumentation at the
beginning, the blurred harmony conveys a slightly mysterious, even anxious air. The combination of different
chords being alluded to makes for a pleasant but also slightly unsettling experience. The combination of this and
the pictures complete the experience.
A few minutes later (but slightly earlier in the story) the police, having received a report that Turing’s Manchester
house has been burgled, visit him. After receiving a somewhat frosty reception from Turing, who is arrogant and
dismissive towards the men, they chat outside. The detective says to the constable, “Tell me you don’t think this
is suspicious…a mysterious Professor who won’t admit he’s had something stolen from his house…I think Alan
Turin’s hiding something.” The main Imitation Game theme then starts, and accompanies This is probably the
most widely known track from the film, and, again, as before, it features the frantic arpeggiation as a central part
of the cue. As with the first cue we looked at, the arpeggiation signifies mechanical movement, which alludes to
the machine Alan works on.
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But whereas the opening cue was quite harmonically ambiguous and hazy, encompassing as it did a Dm, C and
Bb, the next cue emphatically points towards an Fm.
Figure: 29 Track: ‘The Imitation Game’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.08

“I think Alan Turing’s hiding something.”

The music starts directly after the detective has spoken and the drama and intensity of the
music converts into something dramatic, mysterious and perhaps dangerous.

This piano maintains a relentless four-note motif, each one moving from the 3rd (Ab) down through the 2nd and the root, ending on the 5th
(C). It is supported in bar 3 by the harp an octave up, repeating 4-note motifs which start on the C (5th) moving to the Bb, the Ab and the F.

The synth line moves from the 2nd (G) up through the 3rd, 4th and 5th before repeating the phrase in rhythmic conjunction with the other
arpeggiations. The Celeste joins in on the action, copying the Harp phrase.

This is clever writing from Desplat; Turing’s machinery is contextualised musically with the relentless semiquaver motif, where the overarching harmonic flavour is that of an Fm(add2). The implied chord is strong, colourful, consistent and dramatic, and because the
arpeggiations come downward and upward, there isn’t a sense of duplication; this literally sounds like a relentless Fm(add2), churning
away; a machine of many facets and many colours. Texturally the arpeggiations feature a whole family of tuned percussive instruments,
including Piano, Harp, Celeste and Synth. This movement is grounded, complimented and made more filmic thanks to the octave unison
accompaniment of the strings, horns and woodwind, which state various notes from the Fm scale, this time slower and more dramatic
than the semiquavers.

The title card (‘The Imitation Game’) comes halfway through bar 3, before the pictures move to the railway station and the inevitable
shot of the boy selling newspapers which talk about the war. This is a great device to explain the geography and era of the film, one which
the music helps in raising the dramatic tension and the sense of urgency.
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The only shot which is directly
synced in this early sequence is
where we see the word ‘London’,
which is directly synced to bar 9.

The two early cues, which both represent introductions to this film, set the textural and harmonic tone of the
beginning of the film. The frantic arpeggiations speak to the machinery and to the urgent and dramatic story on
which the film is based.
Around 9 minutes into the film Turing visits Bletchly Park to offer his services. His interview with the Commander
in charge doesn’t go well until at 00.10.45, when Commander Denniston, irritated by Turing, says “Have a
pleasant trip back to Cambridge, Professor”, after which Turing, desperate, blurts out “Enigma.” Denniston
hesitates then looks at Turing, who continues, “That’s what you’re doing here; the top secret programme at
Bletchley…you’re trying to break the German Enigma Machine.” Denniston replies, “What makes you think
that?” after which Turing replies, “It’s the greatest encryption device in history and the Germans use it for all
communications…if the allies broke Enigma…well, it would turn into a very short war indeed.” This is the turning
point; this is where Turing begins to be taken seriously. The cue that sits behind this exchange, coming in when
Turin blurts out “Enigma” is featured below.
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Figure: 30 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.45
Desplat uses a great film scoring technique here, one I have noticed a few times in contemporary drama
music. Usually there is a pedal bass note which runs throughout, onto which is dropped two separate 2-part
piano motifs, one of which is in-key and the second of which is at odds with the perceived ket centre. In the
case below Desplat has used a 3-note cluster voicing of a C#m with an added 2nd in between the 1st and 3rd,
but with no 5th. This drone runs throughout as a bed of harmony onto which the piano motif is then dropped.
The motif is the 1st and minor 3rd of the C#m chord followed by the 1st and maj3rd of an F chord. This polite
and deftly delivered dissonance is stunningly effective in this scene because, mixed with the context of the
scene it creates an emotional feeling of incongruity, strangeness, disblief and mystery.

“Enigma.”

,,,and the Germans use it for all
communications…if the allies
broke Enigma……

“That’s what you’re doing here;
the top secret programme at
Bletchley…you’re trying to break
the German Enigma Machine.”

…well, it would turn into
a very short war indeed.”

“What
makes you
think
that?”

“It’s the greatest encryption
device in history ….

The chords that follow are
similar in that the second of
the two chords are always at
odds with the first.

Around 40 minutes into the film, by which time Alan is working for the government effort to decrypt the Enigma
machine, Alan has created a machine which he hopes will eventually decrypt the German messages. But the
machine is not yet working and Alan’s colleagues are growing tired of his obsession over his machine. At one
point, as Alan is looking facing his machine, from behind an angry colleague shouts, “Damn you and your useless
machine.” Alan replies, “My machine is how we’re going to win..”, to which his colleague says, “Really?” before
throwing a glass toward Alan and his machine, where it smashes. There follows a tense discussion where Alan’s
colleagues accuse him of sidetracking the effort with his obsession with his machine. That evening, in desperation,
to prove his machine will work, Alan smuggles documents out to confer with a colleague. As he fills his case with
documents, the following cue comes in, which generates a real furtiveness and makes his behaviour seem
clandestine.
Figure: 31 Track: ‘Night Research’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.41.00

The cue begins with two chords, the first one lasting 17 seconds and the next
one shorter. The E7(b9) is built over the 3rd (G#) which takes some of the
soot-based strength out of the chord and makes it sound like a G#diminished.
The thing that stops it being simply a diminished is the E in the middle of the
chord, which of course also clashes with the F. This all makes for a slightly
hazy but ultimately anxious chord. Simply a diminished would be too
colourful and simply an E7(b9) too traditional. Desplat finds a hybrid which
works well in creating a furtuve, dangerous feel for the scene.
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THE MISSION Ennio Morricone
The Mission is a British made in 1986,
written by Robert Bolt and directed
by Roland Joffé. The film stars Robert De
Niro, Jeremy Irons and Liam Neeson and is
set in 18th century South America. It is a
compelling, powerful and uplifting film,
shot entirely on location in Colombia, South
America. The Mission won the Golden
Palm (Best Film) Award at the 1986 Cannes
Film Festival. In the 1740s.
‘Spanish Jesuit priest Father Gabriel enters
the northeastern Argentina and eastern
Paraguayan jungle to build a mission
station and convert a Guaraní community
to Christianity. The local people are not
initially receptive to Christianity or
outsiders in general, and tie a priest to a
wooden cross and send him over the Iguazu
Falls’ (Wikipedia).
The soundtrack was composed by Ennio Morricone, and has achieved a following almost as great as the film
itself. The first cue we’re going to examine is Gabriel’s Oboe. This is played when Father Gabriel travels to the
Iguazu Falls, climbs to the top, and plays his oboe. The local people, captivated by the music, lead him away but
allow him to live.
Figure: 32 Track: ‘Gabriel’s Oboe Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.15
This cue is typical ‘Grade A’ romantic Morricone; it is beautifully crafted, structurally,
harmonically and texturally. Used in this context the Oboe is as hauntingly beautiful;
almost mesmerising. The theme is far from simple and as with many such melodies, we
hear it all but listen and remember only the broad outline. If one is being true the
surrounding textural and harmonic terrain are the reason we remember it at all. The chords
have a tremendous sense of inevitability, rising as they do from D through Em, D/F# and
G. From bar 3 the start their descent via A/G, F/F#, G/F# and Em before resting on A prior
to the second part of the theme, which begins on bar 6.
To begin with the structure: a great many lasting romantic themes sometimes have something odd structurally to make them stand out in
the first place. Sometimes if we just layer on all the romantic harmonies listeners can be overwhelmed by sweetness, so composers can
create odd phrasing, which acts to make the section slightly less obvious, which means we don’t then ‘zone out’ through complacency or
boredom. The first phrase is 5 bars long. This is caused subtly by the A note in bar 2 lasting until well into bar 3, which distorts our normal
sense of the structural expectation which guides us through music. The elongated ‘A’ note is itself caused by the barrage of semiquavers
which precede it, which require a longer note at the end. All this manages to subtly distort our structural awareness so we accept and invite
the 5 bar phrase. But it is enough to retain our absolute attention.

1

5

The romantic gestures are many, and are applied with a trowel; firstly we have the Em7 falling to the Em6 – the 5th omitted to allow the
maj6th to shine through. Secondly the add2 appears on the melody in bar 2. Thirdly the A/G descending to the D/F# while the melody rises
to the D creates drama which then sets us up nicely for the gorgeous and strained G/F#, with the rich and warm maj3rd resonating through.

The G/F# would normally not be around as long as whole bar; its tension is beautiful but usually temporary. In this piece, however, it lasts a
whole, long bar, which really ramps up the tension. The G/F# (or any major chord built over its maj7th) is a classic pandiatonic-soudin chord,
meaning that itc tonal centre is obscured.
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As the piece hits bar 6, the locals begin to examine Father Gabriel’s belongings. Bar 6 is where
the melody reaches climactic maj3rd, which, even by itself in this context, sounds beautiful.
But Morricone makes it even more exquisite by once again using the ‘major chord built over a
maj7th’ trick. The wonderful thing about this trick is that invariably because of the harmonic
nature of what it is, it is used as a transitory chord, in sequences where the bass is ‘passing’,
descending downward, so you have the really effective combination of a ‘tension chord’ being
used in a way which also creates a delicious feeling of inevitability.

The other effective thing happens in bar 8, where we have the melody on the rich and colourful maj3rd with the
counterpoint underneath running beautifully from the 10th (last beat of bar 7) to the 9th, octave and maj7th. This is
the thing; Morricone’s counterpoint always has that feeling of ‘journey’. This is continued in bar 9 where the
basses go from octave (D) downward to maj 7t, 6th and 5th before ending on the root of the next chord (G), giving
lovely sense of completion; of contentment.
The final cue we will examine is the main theme from the film, On Earth as it is in Heaven, which comes after
some off-screen dialogue and as the following caption appears on the screen.
The Indians of South America are still in a struggle to defend their land and their culture.
Many of the Priests who, inspired by faith and love, continue to support the rights of the
Indians for justice, do so with their lives.
The following Bible quotation from John, Chapter 1, verse 5, appears onscreen in bar 3:‘The light shines in the
darkness and the darkness has not overcome it.’ You will notice that it is very similar to Gabriel’s Oboe in terms
of chord structure, which works because effectively Gabriel’s Oboe and Earth as it is in Heaven bookend the
film, musically and emotionally.
Figure: 33 Track: ‘On Earth As it is in Heaven Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.56.13
In the beginning we have the lone ‘A’ note, which briefly we automatially and subconsciousy
contextualise as a root, before the subsequent and additional B and C# confirm this. The expectation
is spread over an entire bar (bar 2). This leads to bar 3 where the melody begins. Like all choral
works and anything vaguely hymn-like, the piece is as much a product of its harmony as it is melody.
The melody is slow, deliberate and ponderous. The choir offers the sense of relgiosity, the strings
offer an element of warmth that isn’t always present in traditional choral works, which helps make
it work well in the film, and the harmonies provide some beautiful emotional colours.
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Because it shares roughly the same chords as Gabriel’s Oboe, this too has a tremendous sense of structure, of
journey, of momentum, of inevitability created by the rising chords from bar 3, where we get the D, Em7 and
D/F#. The Em7 and Em6 are crucial here; the chords are a product of the counterpoint D and C# notes in bar 3
but the lack of the 5th in each chord is no accident; this is a tool that enables the 7th and 6th to shine through and
penetrate the chord more vividly than would otherwise be the case. We really feel the colour of the 7th and maj6th
extensions, which adds to the drama. Just like Gabriel’s Oboe the chords create a feeling of rising and falling
from bar 3-6. The A/G to the D/F# creates the downward harmonic / emotional arc of the rising / falling musical
narrative in bars 5 and 6. The melodic line (D to C#) at the end of bar 5 is stated by the strings and choir, which
really brings the counterpoint to life.

The absolutely mesmerizing and electric bit is in bars 8 and 9, when the line goes from the D up to the F# via the
A, as the chords go downward (D, D/C#, Bm, F#m/A). The leap up from the A to the F# is made more vivid
because of the choral textures, but this is only a precursor to the emotion felt by the octave melodic leap at the
end of bar 9 going into bar 10. The A at the beginning of bar 10 represents the add9, a beautiful, romantic and
impassioned extension in this specific context because it accompanies the chord underneath moving effortlessly,
predictably but emphatically to the G chord as the line moves from 9th (A) to the octave (G) and to the maj7th (F#).
Morricone’s music for The Mission is typical of his approach in writing grand, iconic and memorable themes
which function wonderfully as stand-alone pieces but, ironically, don’t always work with the pictures. The end
credit music does obviously work because it distills the narrative of the film wonderfully well through the prism
of musical emotion and more than a whiff of religiosity. But Gabriel’s Oboe, whilst being a stunning ‘piece of
music’, isn’t the kind of music one would normally see accompanying a scene of someone being lead through a
forest. His music, as is nearly always the case with Morricone, is a separate experience which is more wedded to
the story and the subtext rather than the actual film people are watching. We see this in this film, in Once Upon a
Time in America, in Mission to Mars, in Wolf and many of his other films. The Mission is one of only fifteen films
listed in the category ‘Religion’ on the Vatican’s film list, which I think says it all; the film is compelling and
convincing and much of the credit goes to the score, which works as a separate but parallel emotional experience,
guiding us from the outset to the end.
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THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING Johann Johansson
The Theory of Everything is a 2014 biographical drama set
at Cambridge University, detailing the life of theoretical
physicist Stephen Hawking. Based on the book Travelling to
Infinity: My Life with Stephen Hawking by Jane Hawking,
dealing with her relationship with her ex-husband, the film
starred Eddie Redmayne as Hawking.
While studying at Cambridge, Hawking receives the
devastating news that he has motor neurone disease, which
doctors say will kill him within two years. Stephen carries on
his research into ‘black holes’, producing his thesis, which
argues that a black hole created the universe, which will end
in what he calls ‘the big crunch’. Defying initial medical
prognosis Stephen Hawking lived a long and fruitful life,
living until the age of 76. During his life he developed further
theories and became a world-renowned physicist.
The film won critical and commercial praise, gaining
five Academy Award nominations, including for the much
lauded score by Johann Johannsson, which won Best Original
Score for Jóhannsson at the Bafta awards.

Figure: 34 Track: ‘Cambridge’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.33
This opening piece is beautiful, playful and very emotionally suggestive; almost cheeky. The
relentless and hypnotic piano motif is extremely addictive. The repetitiveness only adds to its
character. It is suggestive of momentum, of something or someone in a hurry. But there is an impish
element to the character of the piece, caused by the innocence of the piano and the speed of its
delivery; you almost picture a young child practicing piano. Also the motif is self-descriptive
harmonically; horizontal harmony implies the Bb we don’t have to actually state physically.

The motif begins on the maj3rd, which, as we have established numerous
times in my previous books, is an interval that radiates warmth, and in
this specific context, a sense of happy, playful cordiality. The first three
notes represent the 3rd, 4th and 5th and it would be natural for the next three
to be D, F and Bb (3rd, 5th and octave); therefore, the bit of bar one that
creates the real interest is when Jóhannsson goes from D, to Eb to Bb (3rd,
4th and Bb). The Eb (4) is the odd one here, which really gives the piece
a quirky identity and juxtaposes the first three, much more ordinary,
notes. This may sound like a bold assertion but the combination of
expectation and surprise is what really makes the first bar come alive. Bar
2 is simple a simple F to Bb (5th to octave) motif which allows the
combination of bar one and two to be so effective. Surprise needs to
surrounding terrain of ordinariness for it to work.
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As is often the case,
narrative changes (in this
case the blurred overhead
shot of a group of people,
which include Hawking in a
wheelchair) are mirrored by
textural growth; in bar 13 the
lower
instrumentation
moves from a simple pedal
to a chord, which, with the
arpeggiated line included,
state a Bb6.
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The slightly more tension-filled chord of F/Bb accompanies the blurred front shot of the same group
of people, where a young child runs from the group toward the camera. Overall this first piece of
music, with the cinematography and overarching narrative we know is being represented, is
extremely instrumental in contextualizing the film and its approach to telling the story of Stephen
Hawking.

The next cue comes 00.22.15 into the film when Stephen is working out complicated equations on the chalkboard,
supported and encouraged by his eager tutor. It is also where we see Stephen having problems with the muscles
within his arms and hands.
Figure: 35 Track: ‘Chalkboard’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.22.15

“Keep going…develop the mathematics.”

The quaver Harp line and string line every other bar, help to
give the piece a sense of momentum. The higher string, which
sounds almost ghostly, helps inject a sense of anxiety and even
mystery into the equation, which adds some drama to the
scene. As the scene develops and moves forward minutes at a
time, depicting different parts of the Stephen’s process, the
music becomes faster and more nervous and hurried.

The piece accompanies Stephen’s actions
and thought process as he gradually begins to
work out a complex mathematical sequence
on the chalkboard. The initial Harp line and
added double speed lower string motif help
in depicting the mental processes at work in
Stephen’s head.
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The string chords offer a
sense of structure as the
process becomes more
heightened. On bar 14
we see Stephen’s hand
shake as he continues to
scribble feverishly onto
the chalkboard.

The frantic, almost chaotic RH
piano chords in bar 15/16 together
with the evolutionary and
expectant feel of the E/G# (which
has evolved from the Em/G) lead to
a scene which shows Stephen
running through the college
grounds. The scene culminates in
Stephen tripping and falling as the
music stops. This is a pivotal
moment in the story as it leads to
the eventual devastating diagnosis.

The next cue comes 00.36.40 into the film when Stephen and Jane marry.
Figure: 36 Track: ‘The Wedding’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.40
The piece which accompanies the suitably sepia-coated pictures of their wedding is beautiful. There are
some absolutely gorgeous touches; although harmonically it is quite simple (i.e. Bbmaj7 to Cm to Cm/F)
the LH piano voicings bring some beautiful subtle tensions, thanks to the semitone which separates the A
(low maj7) to the Bb. Even bar 3 is not a simple as is implied by the sound or the general feel: the LH
voicing of the Cm(add4) chord is lovely; the 5th at the bottom underpins the 3rd and 4th at the top of the
voicing. There are much simpler, cleaner, less intrusive ways of voicing even a minor chord with an added
4th, but Jóhannsson is having none of it; the large gap between the G and Eb exists in contrast to the tone
gap between the Eb and F. It is this dynamic (not just the appearance of the 4th itself) which gives the chord
real colour.
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The next cue comes 01.34.34 into the film as Stephen and his nurse are together alone. She giggles after they are
accidentally interrupted by Stephen’s colleague. Stephen looks at the woman, who looks back, asking “What?”
He looks longingly into her eyes and we realise that he is attracted to her. The music here, even by the standards
of Jóhannsson, is stunning in its beauty and functionality. The scene moves to a scene inside Stephen and Jane’s
bedroom which shows Stephen in his chair typing the words of the title of the book which would make him famous
around the world, which starts ‘A History of Time’ before he adds the word ‘brief’.
Figure: 37 Track: ‘A Brief History of Time’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.34.34
Johannsson’s use of harmony here is simply superb; the RH piano is simple enough with an A, B, A, B
crotchet line, supported with the F#, D, E, D quavers underneath, which create a D and Em vibe, but the
LH chords underneath suggest firstly the Dadd2 feel (even though there is no D) and then the D2/6 (again
even though there is no D). Underneath all this there is a synth chord which, taken on face value does not
add up to a Dadd2, but taken in context of what is suggested and implied in terms of ‘feel’ of the piano
and synth, does, just, create a distant Dadd2. The lightness of touch here is incredible. The romanticism
of the add2 is generated in subtlest of ways. We hear a cluster of notes and textures which, although
technically they may suggest a different Esus2/4 type chord, feel like an add2.

This lightness I mentioned earlier, is really effective. We find with chords which are less than certain or which
fall short of absoluteness, that they can create an almost hypnotic state. The textures here are soft too, which helps
the music truly convey the happiness Hawking feels. Music does not come any better than this. Johannsson’s work
is famous for getting inside the cracks of music and creating genuinely new harmonic and textural experiences
(which we will see when we examine Arrival in the next volume) but this is just stunning.
The next cue comes 00.40.40 into the film when Stephen tells Jane that he has been invited to America to accept
an award, and will be taking Elaine (his nurse) with him. Jane faces the realisation that her and Stephen’s marriage
is over, telling him (before the cue below comes in), “I have loved you” and, “I did my best” when we hit bar 3.
Figure: 38 Track: ‘A Model of the Universe’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.40.00
The scene is incredibly poignant
and very sad, especially when we
see the tears in Jane and Stephen’s
eyes.
“I have loved you.”

“I did my best.”

Musically the piano line is built on
perhaps the oldest intervallic romantic
gesture; the 6th interval. We have
discussed the romantic connotations of
the 6th interval elsewhere in my books;
there are many famous love songs
which use this particulart melodic
device (for example, ‘My Way’).

In this particular piece what might otherwise be quite a repetitive quaver line is eased by two factors, the first of which is the reliance of the 6th interval (what we’re
listening to here are not notes but the gap which separates them); secondly the phrase in interupted, i.e. it floats between 4/4 and 2/4, lessening the potential for us
to get too used to it. In addition the performance hesitates ever-so-slightly at the end of the each 2/4 bar before the nesxt chord / phrase.
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The next cue comes 01.45.17 into the film, in an incredibly poignant and beautiful scene that sees Hawking
delivering a lecture. One of the audience asks him “Professor Hawing, you have said you don’t believe in God.”
At this moment Hawking sees a young student on the front row drop her pen on the floor. We see this in slow
motion, which signifies that Hawking is starting to daydream. The questioner continues, “You have a philosophy
on life that helps?” The cue begins whilst Hawking daydreams, imagining getting up out of the chair and walking
to the girl to return her dropped pen; this reminds Hawking of how his disease has affected him. The cue below
accompanies this daydream. On bar 14 we return to reality and to the moment where the man had asked the
question, which we hear again. At bar 25 we hear Hawking’s philosophical and uplifting response, delivered
through his computer.
Figure: 39 Track: ‘London, 1988’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.45.14

Woman on front row drops
pen – cue begins

In his daydream, Alan can feel
his legs move

Alan begins to daydream
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First things first: the piano motif is virtually the same as the opening of the film but this time in a minor key and
wholly more melancholic. The high strings come in on bar 1 with Eb/G adding to the Cm piano chord. Bar 2 is
interesting; the RH implies Gm on top of a Cm piano LH chord, giving us the Cm9, but this is added to by the
D/F on strings, which gives us the 9th and 11th. This makes the chord quite ‘extension heavy’, colourful but also a
little indistinct.
Bar 7+ sees more defined chords in the Fm7
rising to the Gm. Although this still contains
the familiar piano motif, the chords create a
more definite feel with an air of finality and
direction.

In his daydream, Alan walks toward
the girl who had dropped her pen

On bar 13 strings hold the C and G as Alan, still daydreaming, bends down to pick the dropped pen up. The held C and G notes, which create a musical
suspension, work along with the silence on-screen to produce a memorable moment. A moment later the music slowly seems to come into focus with
a major chord as Alan retrieves the pen.

The chord of Cmaj7/D is another one of Johasson’s chord choices that really does the trick
and nails the moment in the mind of the listener / viewer. As usual it’s all in the voicing; the
top four notes of the bar 4 are (from the top, down) G (5th) B (maj7) E (3rd) and C (root).
This clear but highly voiced chord is then supported with a G (5th) but then a D (2nd). Once
again, as before, this slightly obscures the chord. This chord fluctuates with a C a Cadd9,
and since the strings are trilling throughout, the result is a slightly blurred but ultimately
positive and uplifting listening experience which benefits the scene enormously.
After Hawking returns to realitty we go back to whe he first heard the question, “You have said you don’t believe in God”
followed with, “You have a philosophy on life that helps?” By now we are at bar 21 when we see Hawking as he is,
accompanied by the Horn line and accompanying woodwind. He appears to try and speak and then he smiles. This is truly
a magical cinematic/musical moment.

“You have said you don’t believe in God.
You have a philosophy on life that helps?”
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As we come toward the end of this section of this most ethereal and
wonderful cue (left) we hit bar 25 just as we hear Hawking’s
computerized voice reply: “It is clear we are just an advanced
breed of primates on a minor planet around a very average star in
the outer suburbs of one among a hundred billon galaxies…but
ever since the dawn of civilization people have craved for an
understanding of the underlying order of the world...”
Rarely are we privileged to see such a wonderful marriage of music
and film.

The final scene takes place when Stephen invites Jane to meet Queen Elizabeth II with him to receive his ‘Order
of the Companion of Honour’; they share a happy day together with their children. Just before the cue begins
Stephen says to Jane, “Look what we made.” The music that plays over that final scene of Hawking and his family
in the garden and the reverse-flashback of his life is a track called The Arrival of the Birds composed and played
by ‘The Cinematic Orchestra’.
Figure: 40 Track: ‘Arrival of the Birds’ Audio timing: 00.17 Film Cue Sync: 01.50.29

The piece has a lovely sense of evolution and ‘journey’ thanks to the lilting nature of the 3/4 time
together with the arpeggiated piano line and the wonderful sense of inevitability created by the
descending chords as they unravel. Although the piece is not written by Johansson, it sounds as
if it is, such is its similarity to other cues in the film, texturally and structurally. It builds texturally,
starting with harp and piano but evolving with busier piano parts and eventually strings.
Throughout it all the piece has a wonderful sense of delicious inevitability, such are the chord
sequences. This is a perfect consummation of a simple chord structure, embellished by delightful
arpeggiated motifs, washed down with complimentary orchestration.

A really nice acknowledgement point is bar 13, toward the end of the
phrase, where the strings enter to italicize Jane touching Stephen’s arm.
The warmth of the music directly impacts that specific moment in the film.
Another nice thing about this piece is how the horizontal harmony
generated by the various arpeggiations occasionally blur (such as bar 11
where the piano generates an Ebm/Ab but the harp generates a Gbmaj7
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CHAPTER 5: TV DRAMA
“From Plato down to the most recent discussions of
aesthetics and the meaning of music, philosophers
and critics have, with few exceptions, affirmed their
belief in the ability of music to evoke emotional
responses in listeners.”
(Aiello, 1994.10)

A CONFESSION Niall Byrne
A Confession is a first-class ITV Crime Drama which tells the true story
of the murders of Sian O’Callaghan and Becky Godden, who were both
murdered by Christopher Halliwell. The TV portrayal of events is
though-provoking. It asks searching questions of us, including to what
lengths we will go to secure a confession. There are, of course, strong
rules around the validity of confessions, for good reason. But this
drama shines a light on the morality and validity of laws designed to
prevent the abuse of suspects being used as a weapon against police
officers faced with difficult decisions in the line of duty.
The fact that this TV drama does not only deal with two terrible
murders, but seeks a wider context and perspective, is to its credit. This
is a suspenseful but sensitive and truthful retelling of events,
chronicling an investigator determined to bring a killer to justice –
whatever the cost.
In 2011, following a night out, 22-year-old Sian O’Callaghan disappears. Her boyfriend reports her missing and
Detective Superintendent Steve Fulcher (played by Martin Freeman) begins to investigate. The belief that Sian
was still alive and being held against her will contextualises how Fulcher ultimately deals with the case. Fulcher
and his team discover CCTV footage of Sian in the High Street which leads to local taxi driver Christopher
Halliwell becoming – rightly as it turned out - a suspect. Although they keep Halliwell under surveillance for a
while, eventually, when they believe lives are in danger, they arrest him on suspicion of murder. Fulcher believes
Sian is still alive and realises that once at the station sitting alongside a lawyer, Halliwell may well remain silent,
meaning Sian will die. Because of this Fulcher takes Halliwell to a remote location where he believes Sian may
be and asks Halliwell where Sian is. But Fulcher should have taken Halliwell straight to the station. During a
bizarre conversation, Halliwell admits to the killing and tells Fulcher where the body is. Had the conversation
stopped there, Fulcher should have re-arrested Halliwell for murder and taken him down to the station for
questioning. But Halliwell then confesses to another murder, that of Becky Godden. He agrees to take Fulcher to
the location where he buried the body. But the fact that Fulcher ignored PACE (the Police and Criminal Evidence
Act) protocol has compromised the validity of the confessions. A Confession brings into question how we want
our police to behave when confronted with such a situation. Should Fulcher be praised as a courageous officer
fighting for the life of a missing woman or punished for riding roughshod over the law? Lucy Mangan, writing in
the Guardian, says:
“Martin Freeman plays the real-life police officer who destroyed his career to catch a killer in a
drama that ignores manly heroism and focuses on the victims. Instead, Jeff Pope has written
something so much more shaded and satisfying. A Confession foregrounds and fleshes out the
missing and their families, while Fulcher and his team’s painstaking police work gradually
assembles the horror that will soon consume them all. By the end of the opening episode, we do
not know that there has been a murder at all. But we know everything about the ratcheting up of
fear and dread in a family when a loved one goes missing. It is a sad, ruthless dramatisation of
ruthlessly sad events that asks – especially in later episodes – profound questions about how we
want to – and how we should – obtain justice for the murdered and missing. But they have their
presence, too, and this is how it surely should be.”
Lucy Mangan, The Guardian, September 2019
The music is thoughtful, sensitive and a perfect fit for this TV drama. It is woven effortlessly into the story with
real skill. Truthfully, as I have said before, audiences do not really hear film music as music much of the time; it
is something they absorb as part of a wider experience. This is why often viewers will say they ‘can’t remember
the music’. Chances are that few people would be able to hum much of the underscore music for most TV dramas.
But that doesn’t mean viewers aren’t absorbing the music and benefitting emotionally from it.
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The music for A Confession is so well conceptualised and crafted that the film relies on it to tell the story properly
and sensitively. It also relies on it for emotional underpinning and subtext. Although some of the music is
descriptive (meaning that it ‘goes’ with the pictures) a lot of it is designed to make us think, not always about the
scene we’re watching but about the wider story. The music is written by Niall Byrne. Niall studied piano and
composition at the Royal Irish Academy of Music. He has provided excellent scores for some high profile TV
dramas including Cilla and Little Boy Blue. He also composed the music for the ITV dramas White House
Farm and Manhunt, which we examine later in this chapter. I am indebted to Niall for sharing the audio files with
me. These are not available commercially.
The first cue to examine is titled ‘The Forest’. This starts during the initial black screen intro, which features
words that state, ‘What follows is a dramatisation based on extensive research, interviews and published
accounts’. The cue begins and plays underneath overhead moving pictures of a forest, interspersed with credits
on a black screen. The cue ends as the final black screen appears with the words ‘Saturday, 5.07’.
Because this music plays over the intro, with only music and pictures of a forest to guide our perception, the music
plays a key role in guiding our emotional preparation for the story which is about to unfold. In today’s world few
people watch something like this type of true-life drama without being familiar with the original story or its
outcome, so to a degree, we already know what we are in for. In such cases the music can sometimes be more
introspective, more reflective and subtler than perhaps it would be if this was fiction and our audience knew
nothing of the story. Music has to paint an emotional picture with harmony and textures, which helps us digest
the story emotionally. It does not tell us how to feel, but it does suggest. So, what does this intro music suggest
to us?
Figure: 01 Track: ‘1M01 ‐ The Forest’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.16

Saturday, 5.07

It opens with a bare D chord, played on a soft, warm, analogue string synth sound, minus the distinctive, colourful and descriptive
3rd. Heavier, lower sounds come on bar 2, which fill the lower register. The lack of colour, clarity and warmth in the harmonies
due to the lack of the 3rd, coupled with the context of what the film is about and the aerial pictures of the forest, create a subtle but
stark sense of foreboding. An outright minor chord would have overcooked the scene. Even when the beautifully haunting and
rugged textures of the Violin come in on bar 3, it states the 5th, 7th and octave, studiously avoiding the clarity the 3rd would bring.
The 3rd waits until bar 7 to appear. Despite this, the melody weaves a beautiful and hypnotic melody which hits the 5th, 7th, octave,
9th and 11th. This gives it a stark, rugged, folky and bare feel, harmonically; lacking in the warmth and colour that the perception
of a key centre would bring. The comparative lack of identity caused by the lack of the 3rd adds to the sense of mystique but also
foreboding.
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The next cue comes at 00.08.02 (Episode 1); we see the mother of Becky Godden coming out of her house and
getting into her car. Seconds later we see the mother of Sian O’Callaghan pulling up to a house nearby. On surface
level the scene is quite simple but the music teases out the emotional subtext; Becky Godden’s daughter has been
missing for a few years but her mother still lives in hope, whereas at the point of this scene, Sian O’Callaghan’s
mother doesn’t even know her daughter is missing. The two mothers live only a few doors from each other, and
they are different stages in the process of losing their children, but they will be eventually connected in grief. They
are also, at this early stage in the drama, connected by music too, which unifies them.
Figure: 01a Track: ‘1M02 ‐ Two Mothers’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08,02
I don’t know if this cue was temped with Thomas Newman’s Paper Bag theme from American Beauty, but there is
definitely a flavour of that piece in this cue. It begins with the mid string / synth chord playing a bare D chord, minus
its 3rd. As always, the lack of colour creates a kind of suspension of emotion, into which composers can pour whatever
colours they think work. In this case the heavily reverbed piano comes in with open, spacious voicings (which help
generate an almost hypnotic quality, maximising the emotional impact). The first chord is Dm but this is followed by
a G chord. So in addition to the hypnotic textural qualities, we now have a chord on piano and a chord underneath on
synths / strings / pad. The clever thing here is that the total harmonies involve create a Gadd9/D but we feel it as almost
a very subtle polyharmony (a perfectly formed G chord, 1st inversion) on top of a bare D chord. This harmonic blurring
functions as a kind of impressionism, and helps viewers engage emotionally with the scene, seeing it for the tragedy
that it is; two mothers united in grief.

The chords underneath evolve in vertical depth and harmonic colour. The chord on the second
beat or bar 4, which hangs in the air, could easily be described as I have annotated it (Gadd9/D)
or a Dm6 with an added 11th. This is not just a theoretical point. It goes to the heart of why
music like this works as well as it does; the music creates two subtle realities and two subtle
shades, which combine to create a dreamy, hypnotic and mesmerising emotion, which in turn
helps us identify with the characters. This is important because the dramatic retelling of events
is shared by the pictures and the music. The pictures are quite ordinary but the music tells the
truth.

The next cue comes 00.32.01 into episode 2. The pictures flit between two different evolving scenes, happening
at the same time of night as each other. Firstly, we have police officers watching the home of Christopher
Halliwell. The detective in charge still believes Halliwell may be holding Sian O’Callaghan hostage, so needs to
watch him and hope Halliwell will lead police to where he is keeping Sian. Because of this he is reluctant to arrest.
As police watch the house, a separate scene takes place in the home of Sian, which sees her mother, unable to
sleep, go into the room of her youngest son, who also cannot sleep, to comfort him.
The cue is designed to work in two ways. Firstly, the beginning of the cue, with its distinctive bare D chord (minus
the 3rd) creates a sense of subtle anxiety and heightened awareness. The lack of indefinite harmonic clarity creates
a kind of colourless music which generates a kind of intrigue in the analytical mind of the listener.
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Onto this chord comes a piano line similar to the one in the last cue, only instead of going from Dm to Gadd9/D
we go, if you look at all the sounds, from Dm (bar 2, beat 1) to a spaciously voiced Asus4/D (beat 2). Again, as
before, there is a faint whiff of polytonality with the piano chord on the 2nd beat (unilaterally an A7/E with no 3rd)
existing alongside the strings / synths / pads playing a D chord minus its 3rd. This is a situation whereby different
textures state subtly different chords. The chord symbols I have written are multilateral and refer to the combined
total of the harmony, but this sometimes hides the fact that what makes this kind of music work is the unilateralism
of the different harmonies interweaving, and the emotional colour this creates in the mind of the listener.
Figure: 01b Track: ‘2M17 ‐ Elaine’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.32.00
The great thing about
chords such as the one
on beat 2 of bar 2, is
that because of their
impressionist nature,
they can work with
different
narrative
situations
simultaneously.

The music weaves itself
effortlessly behind the
dialogue; we hear Elaine
say to her son “Can’t
sleep?” just before the
phrase in bar 8 appears.

The first part of the
scene features the police
staking out Halliwell’s
house in the early hours
of the morning, whereas
at bar 5 we flit to the
inside of O’Callaghan’s
house where we see
Sian’s mother, in bed,
unable to sleep

Elaine
can’t
before
comes
3.

then says “I
either” just
the phrase
again in bar

The music is neither happy
nor sad; it is neither positive
nor negative. It is designed to
sit underneath an evolving
narrative situation, and is
designed, ultimately, to
engage us emotionally with
the pictures. This cue works
as well outside Halliwell’s
house as it does inside
O’Callaghan’s house.

The son, referring to his missing sister, says, “Will
they find her” just prior to perhaps the most colourful
and sad chord entry of the cue, as it migrates to Gm.
Again, the narrative statement is followed by the
musical answer. This enables a more emotional
reaction to the scene because viewers are not just
responding to pictures, but to music as well, which
heightens our awareness.

Our final cue comes 00.041.43 into episode 6, towards the end of the episode and the series. The original detective
in charge of the investigation into Sian and Becky’s murder – Steve Fulcher – had been forced out of the police
due to a perceived mishandling of evidence and the breaking of police interview guidelines. Nevertheless, it was
evidence uncovered by Fulcher and his dogged determination in the early stages of the inquiry into Sian’s death
which also lead directly to the uncovering of the murder of Becky Godden. This final cue runs underneath two
statements given to the press following the conviction of Halliwell – already convicted for the murder of Sian
O’Callaghan - for the murder of Becky Godden. One statement is given by the Chief of Police; it focusses on
more recent police successes and includes a swipe at former detective Fulcher, but the other statement (which, in
the film happen at the same time at different locations outside the court) given by Becky’s mother, praises Steve
Fulcher and references the way he was driven out of the police force.
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Figure: 01c Track: ‘6M22 Statements’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.41.43

“I don’t’ need your notes; I
know what I’m going to
say.”

The chief of
police and Becky
Godden’s mother
occupy
two
different realities
and perspectives
regarding
the
process which
led
to
the
conviction
of
Halliwell
for
Becky’s murder

The music has no discernible melody line, which is good because
this section is very dialogue-heavy. However, harmonies speak
louder than notes and the evolution of this group of chords is
interesting in the way it perfectly underscores the two different and
heavily contradictory statements given to the press; the first few
chords are essentially variants of Dm with the sparse piano chords
drifting in and out of harmonic clarity and consonance, thanks to
the alternating minor and omit3 chords.

“I want to place on record my thanks
for the team lead by Detective
Superintendent Sean Memory.”

“We have waited for over five
years for this moment.”

“This has been an extremely painful journey.”

(add2 / #4 / #11)

D=8
A=5
D=1

(add2 / #4)

D = 10th
A = maj7
D = 3rd

Note how the piece modulates to the comparatively warm and inviting harmonic terrain of the Bb chord as we hear Becky Godden’s mother say
“We have waited over five years…”. Whilst the statement by the chief of police is clinical and detached, by contrast Becky’s mum’s statement is
from the heart; it is more compelling, probably because we sympathise with her situation. But the arrival at the Bb chord is warm and sounds as if
the music is almost ‘coming home’. The other great thing about this cue is the economy of movement in the internal harmonies and the way the
central notes of D, A and D stay almost throughout, being recontextualised as the bass and other harmonies reorientate the chord. In addition the
extra warm harmonic extensions (the add2) and the dramatic extensions (#4 / #11) give the piece some real colour, both when they appear as part
of a cluster and also as one of the piano notes.
Again, as earlier, the move to
the comparative warmth of the
Bb chord is loosely synced to
Becky’s mother’s words.
“Sean and his team where left with virtually nothing
to go on when evidence collected by Steve Fulcher
had to be thrown out virtually in its entirety.”

“I want to thank from the bottom
of my heart, Steve Fulcher.”
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“I will always be indebted to him
for bringing my little girl home.”

“They worked tirelessly with the
Crown Prosecution Service to
uncover new evidence.”
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As the cue and the speeches reach
their climax, we hear the Zimmeresque semiquavers in the bass
“But Steve should never have
which underscore Becky’s mum’s
suffered the terrible consequences,
most poignant moment, referring
the loss of his reputation, the loss of
to the treatment of Fulcher by the
his career just for doing the right
thing.”
Police

Niall Byrne’s opening theme book-ends the film by appearing at the end, over aerial pictures of a forest but this
time with audio of a re-enacted and enormously sobering radio interview of Fulcher, which acts to crystallise the
debate provoked by this film and its contents. Music plays over the first part of this conversation but stops as
Fulcher responds. This is interesting in that the question is dramatised emotionally by the evocative music, but
Fulcher’s answer is heard in silence. Perhaps because it needs no dramatising.
Radio Interviewer: “Steve Fulcher, this has been a landmark case in many ways and I know it’s been a difficult
journey for you personally, but how do you respond to those who say you cannot have the police riding roughshod
over the rights of a suspect, as if it were the 70s again?”
Steve Fulcher: “I agree, but what if next time it’s your daughter who’s gone missing, and if another police officer
finds himself in the position I was in. what does he do. Now, after what’s happened to me, he would be perfectly
entitled to give up on her; to take his suspect back to the police station and let a lawyer advise him to go ‘no
comment’. Now, if she was still alive, your daughter would then, inevitably die. And the police’s official position
on this seems to be ‘so be it.”
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APPROPRIATE ADULT Dan Jones
Appropriate Adult is a TV drama based on
the the true story of serial killer Fred West
and his wife Rosemary. It portrays
accurately and sensitively the events
between the couple’s arrests in 1994 and
Fred West’s eventual suicide on New
Year's Day 1995 and it does so mainly
through the lens of West’s ‘appropriate
adult’, Janet Leach, played by Emily
Watson. At that time Leach worked as an
‘appropriate adult’ for children or
vulnerable adults being interviewed by
police. The reason this particular story is
important is not just because of the gravity
of West’s crimes, but because of the
peculiarity of the ‘appropriate adult’ role,
which means they cannot share
conversations with police.

Fred privately tells Janet there were more victims, something Leach has to convince West to share with police.
The TV drama also covers Leach’s difficult home life; she has a family to support, including a profoundly bipolar
husband. As the drama unfolds Fred tells Janet more information which ends up being crucial to sealing his guilt
and eventually that of his wife, too. Fred hangs himself in prison, avoiding a trial and prison and hoping to spare
his wife prison for her culpability in their crimes. But as Leach’s duty of confidence no longer applies, she recounts
everything Fred told her. Things become more complicated when, at their home, Janet’s husband Mike catches
Janet preparing to swallow pills. She confesses to him that she misses feeling needed and important. This is a
complex, difficult and sensitive portrayal of a dark and difficult case and it focuses as much on Leach’s role and
personal issues as it does on the crimes committed by Fred and Rose West. Eventually in court, Janet testifies that
Fred described Rose as sadistic and murderous. Rose is found guilty.
Figure: 02 Film Cue Sync: 00.16.23

The first scene we see is as Leach returns home (00.16.23) following a session
with West and the police. As she closes her front door and before anyone
knows she’s home, she stands and listens to the sounds of her own family life
in the house, hearing the sound of children talking. She stares forlornly
forward, looking exhausted, emotional and detached, no doubt reflecting on
the enormity of her new role and juxtaposing it with the dull normality of
family life. The following cue begins.

The first clip we’re going to look at comes 00.55.33 into the
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There is a serenity to the cue; it is soft, tranquil and peaceful
but it is also forlorn and lonely. Quite a lot of the chords are
inverted, which in this context have the effect of making the
chords ever-so-slightly less obvious. Root positioned chords
with this melody would sounded a little basic and square;
inversions give the chords a touch of the dramatic. The
section (bar 4) where it moves from Cb/Eb to Ebm/Db and
then Cbmaj7 has a kind of warmth to it, which comes from
the chord sequence appearing to conclude, or ‘come home’
harmonically speaking. The piano and clarinet are great
film
textural companions and together with the harmonies and of
course the images, they generate a kind of soft desolation.
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Also the time signature and phrasing manage to prevent the cue from becoming too obvious or
predictable. Even though the piece is calm and peaceful, the lack of a predictable phrasing
structure gives it an edge. The forlorn, melancholic and tired emotions the music generates work
perfectly with the character arriving home and standing in the hallway. Also because the melodic
lines are slow and ponderous, they manage to work with the other sounds and dialogue. The same
cue comes in later (around 00.56.00) when Leach is sat in a hospital room (left) exhausted; her
husband has had to be admitted to hospital and she is sat with him as he sleeps. A doctor enters
the room and talks to Janet about her husband’s condition. A few moments later after speaking
to the doctor, she leaves for the police station and more interviews with Fred West. Fred West
was, by now, trying to keep his wife out of trouble by assuming all responsibility for what the
police have uncovered.

As the interview progresses, the female detective leading the case says to West, “We’re all having difficulty
understanding this…especially how…these things can have gone on without Rose’s knowledge.” West replies,
incredulously, “Rose was out.” When the detective displays disbelief by saying Rose must do an awful lot of
shopping, Fred replies, with obvious and distasteful black humour, “It’s a fair old walk to Tesco.” This is typical
of a few other scenes where the sheer gravity and enormity of his crimes is eclipsed by his callous disregard, lack
of remorse and casual, even mocking, demeanour. In the film this is juxtaposed by some desperately dark
moments, sometimes accompanied by music. One such moment comes just after the Tesco comment when we
hear the following cue come in, accompanied by the following cue. Following the Tesco comment we see Janet
looking suitably disgusted, followed by the detective laying out pictures of the people she suspects West of killing,
naming each one as she goes. After three victims have been named Leach comes back into shot, looking suitably
shell-shocked. The detective’s reverbed voice fades as the music comes more into focus and we concentrate on
Leach’s reaction to the conversation, recorded by a tape-recorder which we also see.
Figure: 02a Film Cue Sync: 00.57.25

(#5)

D

The arrows tie the shots to the chords, but these are loose syncs, not accurate or
‘on the nose’ hit points. Given the context of the scene, the initial D (omit3) chord
and the synth sounds used create a dark, menacing tone which works to
underscore the pictures being laid out in front of West. The addition of the Bb
(bar 3) feels like a min6 on top but the subsequent F# turns the chord into a D
major chord with the Bb assuming the identity of the #5. The point is not just a
theoretical one; this change in the identity and character of the chord creates a
sense of insecurity and in this context, anxiety.

Midway through the cue the voice of the police officer is heavily reverbed, and this is matched and complimented really effectively by the
dreamy textures in the synths and pianos used. From bar 4 onwards the overarching harmonic identity is that of a D chord with the #5 coming
in and out of focus.
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The next scene comes just before 01.02.52, when one of the detectives informs Janet that her services are no
longer required. What the detective doesn’t know is that Fred has just confided to Janet that Rose is as guilty as
he is. He explains that they entered a pact whereby he would take the blame and the prison time and keep her ‘out
of it’. He also says that there a lots more victims than the police know about. Following this bombshell, which
Janet is legally forbidden from sharing with the police, they decide to dispense with her services. Janet replies that
they cannot just dispense with her services “without any explanation”, to which the detective says, “yes we can”,
to which Janet replies, “No you can’t…not now.”
Figure: 03 Film Cue Sync: 01.02.52
There is an incongruity to the music here: the ghostly reverbed piano works brilliantly and
there is almost a nod towards atonality. The initial Bb(omit3) chord gives way to the Ebm/Bb
and then the F/Bb, which tends to allude to an eventual resting place of Bbm, which it hits on
the last chord of bar 3. Bar 4 we hear an Ebm but following it is not the F/Bb from bar 3, but
a Bbmaj7, thanks to the inclusion of the D. Maj7s sound strange in this mysterious, Elfmanesque environment. Equally strange is the move back to the Bbm straight away on bar 5. This
collection of chords do not ‘fit’ and this is the point; this is meant to make us feel
uncomfortable and ill-at-ease.

The next scene comes just before the credit roll at the end of part one of the drama at around 01.03.40. This scene
may have been temped with Thomas Newman because the changes are very much in his style, particularly the
surprise manoeuvre from the F6 to the G7 and the beautifully ‘plodding’ simplistic piano style. Newman’s music
has ‘curved ball’ sequences which will stray outside what is expected and these are often preceded by simple
piano motifs, as is the case here. Also his piano ideas are frequently shrouded inside luscious, reverbed string
sections, as is the case here from bar 3, to great effect.
Figure: 04 Film Cue Sync: 01.03.40

The final cue we’re going to look at comes twice; once when Janet goes to the hospital to take her husband home
with her and the final time at the end of the film as we see Janet in the park wither family reunited, just prior to
the poignant end credits title sequence where we see pictures of the victims of Fred and Rose West.
This piece is faintly reminiscent of the Stanley Myers cue we looked at from the film Wish You Were Here. It has
the same airy, spatial, reverbed piano and approach to harmony and the use of this piece is similar to the use of
Myers’ cue in Wish You Were Here insofar both offer a melancholy emotion, which benefits the story greatly.
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Figure: 05 Film Cue Sync: 01.22.49

The use of piano here is sublime. The left-hand line which omits down beat on each 2/4 bar, works wonderfully because it implies rather than
states. It does so with the harmony too, insofar as bar 3 and 7 have the single Ab note followed by the Eb and F together, a tone apart, creating
slight tension. The whole chord is not stated; elements of it are left out, leaving the chord feeling a sense of emptiness.

At bar 17 the strings arrive and between 17 and 19 we hear the familiar refrain of the well-known ‘sci-fi chord
change’ (in this case, Bb to Fm), which often produces a slightly mystical, emotional or dramatic feel. I discussed
this concept at length in book 1 (Morrell, 2013. 37, 44, 84), book 2 (Morrell, 2013. 154, 168, 187, 203, 298, 324)
and book 3 (Morrell, 2015. 92, 123).
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COALITION Samuel Sim
Coalition is a 2015 TV drama which
follows
events
surrounding the
formation of
the 2010
coalition
government between the Conservatives
and Liberal Democrats, following the
general election of the same year. It
starred Bertie Carvel as Nick Clegg, Ian
Grieve as Gordon Brown, and Mark
Dexter as David Cameron. The film was a
critical success. The 2010 general election
resulted in a hung parliament. As the party
with the most seats, David Cameron’s
Conservatives were given the first choice
to form a government, which will either be
a minority government or a coalition with
the Liberal Democrats.
Liberal MPs are against a coalition with the Conservatives and Conservative peers and some MPs are against a
coalition with the Liberals. Nobody wants to work with Labour for fear of being accused of propping up an
unpopular Prime Minister who has, after all, lost the election. There follows a tense five-day period during which
sees the Conservatives negotiate with the Liberals, a move unpopular in the eyes of many in their parties.
Meanwhile the Liberals are also negotiating with Labour.
The music for this TV drama was composed by Samuel Sim. There are some wonderful and memorable cues
which serve to bring this drama to life. It is notoriously difficult to make political dramas exciting or compelling,
but the music for this TV drama did just that. Some clips are given an air of slight tongue-in-cheek whilst others
are given the full cinematic treatment with music which would easily have graced a much bigger, international
blockbuster.
One cue which plays several times in the film, at various points and with
Figure: 06 Film Cue Sync: 00.11.00
subtly different arrangements, begins with an eerie quaver synth motif
featuring the notes D, G#, F# and G#, which repeat. On its own, horizontally,
this generates the feel of a D chord with a sharpened 5th. This gives the cue
a slight oddness; an mysteriousness; there is an incongruous feel to it. This
is added to by the low Bs on strings, which straight away orientate the motif
in context of a Bm. Added to this are the mid strings, which play an
accompanying semiquaver motif, generating a sense of anxiety and drama.
“Remember, it’s a hung parliament, Nick” says Paddy Ashdown in a phone conversation with Nick Clegg the
morning after the election. Clegg is downcast because of the result but Ashdown says, “Our voice can still be
heard.” The music drifts in at this point, as Nick says “Yeah, you’re right” and hangs up. We focus on his
expression, now one of determination as the music intensifies.
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As the music intensifies and grows, leading to the cut to the shot of the Millennium Wheel, the semiquavers
become louder, leading to the end of bar 7 where they rise up the octave. Bar 8 syncs with the outside shot, and
the Em chord resolves to a Cmaj chord but with a flat 10 on the top, giving some real drama and tension. This
distinctive musical approach will be used later on in the film during a particularly tense moment to great effect.

Figure: 07 Film Cue Sync: 00.22.14

A little later Nick Clegg begins to realise how his natural plan to do a deal with the
Conservatives is coming under fire from within. In a meeting with Paddy Ashdown
tensions becomes clear as Ashdown says, “Let’s not forget our natural ally is Labour.
We’re a centre-left party.” “Yes I hear that” says Nick, adding, “But to do the
numbers work?” After a short pause, Ashdown says, pointedly, “It’s the only option
our members will accept. And we’ve got to get it past them.”. Danny Alexander, Nick’s
right-hand man, texts Peter Mandelson, a senior Labour negotiator, to reassure him the
Liberals are still open to negotiate with Labour. The situation is becoming ever-more
difficult almost by the hour, due to internal party loyalties. The following cue, a
derivative of the last one, plays through this sequence. It does what great film music
does in this kind of scene: it raises the temperature of the drama and the scene to make
it ‘more itself’ and more intense.

On page 2 of this transcription, below, again we see the piece intensify with the use of inversions. On bar 6 (above)
the implied Bm6 (generated by the synth line) was built over the C#, which made for a quite dramatic and tense
sound. Below this chord has become voiced in a fuller way and has thus changed to an F#m/C#, the inverted bass
making it less abstract, clearer and more definite and dramatic. Around bar 8/9 one of Labour’s negotiators,
watching the television to catch any developments, says “Shit, Cameron’s about to speak.” At that point we go
to Cameron, who is waiting outside the room he will enter to speak to the nation. In bar 11 we hear the F#m/C#
to accompany the shot of Cameron’s back as he waits, which on bar 13 gives way to the Bm6 as we see a full face
shot of Cameron, looking pensive as he waits. At one point he glances up to a portrait of Churchill, at which point
we rest on the final F#m of the transcription.
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F#m/C#

Later, during difficult negotiations between the Liberals and Conservatives, which is still being eyed with
suspicion by party elders on both sides, Nick is trying to convince former leader Paddy Ashdown that he has to
jettison key party pledges in order to secure coalition government with the Conservatives. Ashdown becomes
argumentative, to which an exasperated Clegg shouts, “Read the report, Paddy. There IS NO money.” A tense
silence is filled with the low, almost horror-esque Ds on basses. A high Dm on synths and a haunting choir synth
sound, comes in as we focus on Clegg’s face and as cut to the dawning of a new day – ‘day 3’. This is almost
scary movie-esque. We hear the voice of a reporter, saying “As we enter a third day of negotiations between the
political parties, little sign of an agreement…”. At that point we move from the Dm to the Bbm, which is scary
movie territory because that’s the same chord shift that was used in the main theme to the original Nightmare on
Elm Street. True story.
Figure: 08 Film Cue Sync: 00.34.00

Around 00.41.00 we cut to a late-night conversation between Clegg and two of his closest advisors, as they weighup their options as negotiations drag painfully on. Clegg states that “Labour are finished” but that he can work
with the Tories. But Clegg has to get the Tories to believe that the Liberals might end up working with Labour,
so he has to force the issue with the party he has no intention of working with, in order to secure a good enough
deal with the Tories – one he can sell his party. At one point someone says, “But how do we convince the Tories
that Labour are a credible option for us? No one believes you can work with Brown.” At this point the haunting
high synth line from the next cue comes in to emphasise the quasi-clandestine nature of the scene.
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This is history in the making, or political skulduggery, depending on your opinion. This is the point when Clegg
decided to chuck Gordon Brown under a bus, politically speaking. He says, as the music accompanies him, “What
if their leader wasn’t Brown.” At this point we are nearly on bar 3. We hit bar 3 as we see the image of Clegg
through the reflection of the window. Then he says, “It’s the only way to make a real difference…Brown’s a dead
man walking. They’ll replace him anyway, sooner or later…he lost, for Christ’s sake.” A few moments later, to
clarify what he means – and this comes exactly halfway through bar 6, as the string line begins - Clegg says “If
the Labour Party can’t topple its own leader….we’ll have to bloody well do it for them.” This is a key moment
and like the other handful of key moments in this drama, the music is spellbinding.
Figure: 09 Film Cue Sync: 00.42.06

The string line (bar 6) moves from the D and E to land on the F# (2nd), where it creates a kind of soft, sleek, almost
romantic Bond-esque feel, containing mild tension. Then it moves up to the 3rd and then to the #5 of the C chord
in the next bar, which absolutely nails this cue to the screen. The writing is beautifully sculptured around Clegg’s
dialogue so that when he says “If the Labour party can’t topple its leader” and then hesitates for effect, into that
moment’s hesitation comes the killer musical line, which lands on the #5 before Clegg resumes talking. The #5,
a wonderfully dramatic and electric interval, creates a real and palpable piece of TV drama. The picture and
dialogue are obviously crucially important but the #5 injects this kind of abstract, unquantifiable piece of extreme
emotion into the film. A great note is nothing without a great journey; what makes the #5 work so well is that it
ends up on the 6th. It is the manoeuvre from the #5 to 6 (G# to A) and the huge difference these intervals have in
relation to the chord they accompany; the #5 creates huge and, in this context, villain-esque drama, and the 6th is
much softer and soaks up the drama of the previous note, not extinguishing the memory of it but offering an
antidote to it to allow us, the audience, to be brought safely back down to earth after such a momentous exchange.
Finally, the transcription ends on the octave bass notes (in this case Bs) which is perhaps how a cue like this
should always end – in mid-air, pensive; unresolved.
The next cue is, believe or not, even better in the way it captures and embraces the moment of extreme high
political drama and makes it inti a theatrical event. This is wonderful writing. At around 00.54.00 David Cameron
is trying to sell a deal with the Liberals to his own backbenchers in a stormy, difficult meeting. At the heart of the
Liberals demands is voting reform. The current first-past-the-post system doesn’t offer minority parties any hope
and instead favours the big parties. At one point Cameron reiterates something he says he has heard; that Labour
are offering [voting] reform without a referendum. He is then questioned specifically on this point by a senior
party member, who says, “Are you saying that you are certain that Labour have offered reform without a
referendum?” Cameron looks up at him and says “Yes.” This is an important point because it probably helped
seal the Tories willingness to enter a deal with the Liberals with the offer of a referendum. No one is certain if
Cameron had heard such a pledge from Labour, but regardless it probably swung it and enabled Cameron to
become Prime Minister of Britain’s first coalition government in nearly a century.
Musically this is superb writing because it sandwiches an extraordinary amount of emotion via just four bars.
Although technically there is a melody line, it is slow and ultimately it is the harmonies that speak to us.
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And again, like the last cue, it creates a huge and momentous feeling of drama. There is something pivotal and
magnificent about this cue and the effect it has on the scene.
Figure: 10 Film Cue Sync: 00.54.24

“Are you saying that you are certain that
Labour have offered reform without a
referendum?”

When Cameron says “Yes” and
points his finger, we hear the dark,
mysterious characteristics of the #4
coming in (the A# over the Em) rising
to the 5th, then to the maj7 and octave
and then to the flat 10th over the C
chord, which seems to rest for an
eternity before resolving to the 10th
(E).

“Yes.”

This sequence, together with the
dramatic scene, is electric. Musically
there are the obvious things like the
tremendous physicality of the cue in
terms of the contrary motion between
the top note and the bottom note, but
in addition there is the magnificent,
climactic sense of inevitability in the
sequence:
As I said earlier, in the first bar we feel the rise from the #4 to the 5, which gives us our first glimpse into the
direction of travel. In the next bar the rise from the C# to the D is almost inevitable, and the final rise from the Eb
to the E is most definitely inevitable. Who would have thought that a simple A#, B, C#, D, Eb, E could be so
effective? As ever it is not just the notes but the intervals they occupy; the #4 sounds different here to other pieces
we’ve looked at with the same interval. The reason is that the vast majority of famous #4s are built on major
chords, not minor chords. Even within the major fraternity of #4 examples, there is considerable variation on the
effect, dependent on context, instrumentation, etc. But the #4 on top of a root and min 3rd produces a subtly
different, darker result. When we first hear the #4 on top of a root and min 3rd what we’re hearing is a diminished
chord which resolves to a full minor chord when the #4 rises to the 5th. When we hear the top line rising in bar 2,
along with the bass line dropping, there is a delicious inevitability about the rest of the phrase. But still there is
still considerable tension when the flat 10th takes an eternity to resolve.
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CODE OF A KILLER Glenn Gregory
Code of a Killer is a British police drama television
series, based on the true story of the hunt for serial rapist
and murderer Colin Pitchfork. The case is notable note
least because of its ground-breaking use of the
pioneering technique of DNA fingerprinting. Scientist
Alec Jeffreys uncovered a brand new method of reading
a person’s unique DNA fingerprint, and, convinced the
murderer was local, DCS David Baker, the detective
leading the enquiry, approached Jefferys and utlised his
scientific technique as a way to solve the murders. The
first ever manhunt to undertake mass blood testing of the
local community was getting nowhere until police
eventually realised one man had a friend stand in for him
during the blood test. He was tested and proved to be the
killer.
The music is by Glenn Gregory and is an excellent
example of how music can aid storytelling and
filmmaking. There are many scenes where the music
provides or supplements drama and emotion. The music
is mostly descriptive but there are times when it is subtle,
artistic and addresses what the characters are thinking.
The music manages to embed itself so deeply in the
story, that like many great scores, we don’t really
experience is as music, more as an extension of the story
and the film.
If we watch this film and are emotionally moved by it, or are scared by it, or are shocked by it, there is a good
chance the reason we feel as compelled as we do is down to the music. We don’t tend to watch something like
this and immediately say “Wow, the music was great.” This is not Star Wars or ET or some other experience
where the music exists almost separately, outside the film. But this does not mean that the music for a film like
this, or Coalition, or Appropriate Adult, or Inspector Morse, or any of the others, is not hugely responsible for the
success of the film and the reason why it was so compelling or so believing or so enlightening or so entertaining.
The first scene to examine comes right at the top of the film, 20 seconds in. We see a young woman – Lynda
Mann - walking home in the darkness through a modern housing estate. The camera follows her. We see a car
pass in front of her, which is blaring out Boy George’s 80s hit Karma Chameleon. This is the hit point where the
underscore – cleverly written in the key of the song, to merge in as the song fades out as the car drives past. The
first underscore chord we hear is the G (omit3) which is articulated on a dark, analogue Roland D50-esque, warm
fat string synth sound. As Lynda crosses the road and walks on, the chord morphs as we hear an E7 come in. The
D from the original chord carries over to become the low 7th of the new chord, which is articulated using a slightly
more abrasive sound.
Figure: 11 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.20
The lack of the 3rd makes the lower synth strings sound ominous immediately. Any more
than this and it will over-cook the film. The E7 chord is from outside the key centre of Gm
so this is a surprise, but it is subtly done, texturally and harmonically, so what it manages to
represent is an evolution in the story. The young woman is unaware what is about to happen,
but the music is. The music tells us something is wrong, even though visually things appear
fine – we have even had the customary cultural reference of the hit song, to tell us when we
are.
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This intro is simple but extremely effective; it accentuates, again, the importance of playing the film; playing the
story, no indulging musically or creatively. The film must get what the film needs; no more, no less. The hard job
isn’t writing the music; it’s figuring out what the film needs. With something like this film, which is trying to tell
an interesting historical story and in doing, recalling tragic events, the music needs more to create the scene rather
than attempt to tell the story. Although this is a TV drama, it is based solidly on facts, so the music does not need
to convince anyone that these things happened; it needs to provide a suitable emotional and musical palette on
which the film sits without being sensationalised or exploited.
The next section of the same cue comes a little later at 00.01.08 as we see Lynda disappearing down a shrub-lined
alley which runs at the back of a row of houses in-between the houses and a park. Shortly after, the title card
appears, which is cleverly designed to emulate a DNA image either side of the title. This is where we leave the
woman, as she disappears down the alleyway, the clear implication being that this is where she will meet her
death.
Figure: 12 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.08

As we come to the end of this cue, we hear a minor
the 3rd of a minor chord, followed by the entire
chord, on strings and synths. What makes this chord
‘not just another scary minor chord’ is the way the
harmony is slightly dislocated by the adding of the
low 4th. This interrupts the normal traditional
harmonic flow and presents a mildly disturbing
element.
Strings

The next section comes shortly after at 00.02.51, by which time Lynda Mann has not returned home. Her parents
return from a night out to find their other daughter outside the house, worried because Lynda is not yet home. The
following cue, which has constant, throbbing synth octaves running through it, actually started in the scene before
where we saw Alec Jeffreys in his lab, conducting DNA experiments. The same music continues into the scene
outside Lynda’s house. After talking to her daughter, Lynda’s father goes looking for her as the cue continues.
Figure: 13 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.51
The low D appears in low synths / strings, alongside a constant, throbbing
octave D motif which signifies the urgency of the situation. As the walks
toward them to explain further, we hear a high C. This lack of the 3rd in the
chord itself accentuates the high C; extensions are always made more acute
and italicised more with the absence of major components of the chord itself.
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The 9th is added as
we see the father
begin to walk down
the
same
path
Lynda had walked
earlier.

The sus4 appears as the father
turns to walk away to try and find
his daughter. This tiny, almost
imperceptible device, slowly and
subtly builds the tension. As a rule
tension for an evolving scene like
this is better delivered slowly and
slightly.

The next cue comes on Christmas Eve, sometime after the first murder, after we see the detective visit Lynda’s
parents. At one point the detective says “I just thought you’d want to know how the investigation is going” only
to be cut off with the reply, “Please, just get the bastard.” A baby upstairs begins crying and the detective nods
solemnly before getting up to leave. The cue below begins at this point and plays through the remaining seconds
of the house scene and through the cut into the next scene, which sees the detective walking down the same alley
Lynda had.
This is a good example of how a
simple emotional statement can
really make the scene work. Once
again, as ever, one of the most
important jobs the music does is
to get us safely outside the house,
i.e. safely from one scene to
another. The music continuing
between the two scenes has a
huge practical benefit as it
prevents the scene from
‘stopping’.

Figure: 14 Film Cue Sync: 00.20.30

But it’s good to not
overlook the clear
emotional benefits too:
the music is carried
into the next scene
which means while we
see the man walking
down the path, we
remember the emotion
from the last scene.

Music enables us to retain an emotional memory of a scene, especially if the same cue carries on outside the scene.
Music is a way of helping people emotionally navigate a film.
We begin, as is so often the case in scenes like this, where the music follows a poignant statement (in this case,
“Get the bastard” from Lynda’s mother) we begin with a single note (in this case the Eb). Inevitably (as we cut
from the detective’s expression to a shot of the whole room) the music opens up to reveal a soft Ebm chord. As I
have said on numerous occasions, it’s often good with emotional scenes not to move an entire chord, but instead
to move one element. the Ebm is good but if we stay on it too long we risk sentimentalising the scene. The
composer moves the 3rd down to the 2nd in bar 3, which is a nice manoeuvre and the next bar is even more effective
when the bass moves up to the Gb to give us the subtle drama of the inversion; it is no accident that this inverted
chord is loosely synced to the shot of the detective walking down the path.
The next cue we will examine comes at a particularly poignant point in the film. Another young woman goes
missing, police go and see the parents and begin searching for their daughter. After two days of searching the
media begin to speculate that the new disappearance could be another murder. At 00.42.28 the detective gets the
call he dreaded and goes to look at the body of the second murder victim, Dawn Ashworth.
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This scene, like the film, is sensitively handled. At no point do you see something meant to be a body; we simply
observe various reactions of shock and sadness as people react to seeing the body. The entire sequence where the
detective visits the body as it was found in the field is done in slow motion with no dialogue. The music is
particularly good here; knowing what to write for a scene like this is difficult. The worry of overcooking the scene
is paramount in a composer’s mind. The slo-mo film is helpful because it needs a particularly texturally and
harmonically dreamy musical sequence.
Figure: 15 Film Cue Sync: 00.42.38

Again we have the single note introducing the piece; this is played as the camera (representing the detective as he
walks toward the crime scene) moves in slo-mo from the path to the gap in the trees which leads to the park where
the body is. In keeping with other scenes in this TV drama and other films with emotional scenes such as this, the
syncs are loose; the G#(omit3) ‘chord’ comes on bar 4 when we see the detective’s assistant turn and look at his
boss, shaking his head, signifying that the woman is dead. The whole chord comes in when we see our first front
shot of the detective and the relative major (the Badd2) comes when, again from the detective’s perspective, we
see two police officers coming away from the crime scene, visibly upset at what they have seen. We have observed
this manoeuvre (minor to relative major) several times (Morrell, 2013.184) and (Morrell, 2015.285). Normally
this sequence is used to create an uplifting emotion, so at first glance, this might seem an odd choice. But there
are some dramatic situations where the kind of positivity this chordal manoeuvre might have garnered would
instead produce a feeling of warmth; and in this specific and precise narrative context, given the slo-mo, sadness.
Don’t forget, old adage - that minor chords are sad and major chords are happy - isn’t always to be relied on.1
On bar 8 the G#(omit3)
becomes hazy with some
deliberately harmonically
lumpy voicing at the
bottom (the low 5th – D#)
makes the chord subtly
raw. At the back end of
bar 9 we see the detective
look at the body on the
ground. This is fantastic
directing and fantastic
acting; this scene is one
of the most poignant I
have ever seen on film.
Musically we hear the
high chord appear, which
italicises the moment.

1

In book two we looked at Angelo Badalmenti’s score to Twin Peaks and remarked that we hear the minor chord piece round and round for
ages when they find the body on the beach but a major chord appears when they turn the body over and the policeman says “It’s Laura
Palmer.” (Morrel, 2013.69)
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The next section comes 00.53.00 into part 2 of this 2-part TV drama. By now police have established the identity
of Colin Pitchfork, who got a friend to pretend to be him when locals were giving blood samples to be compared
with the DNA evidence left at the scene of both murders. They arrive at Pitchfork’s house to take him away to
extract blood from him, something which will, ultimately prove him to be the killer of both women in this double
murder case. The look on Pitchfork’s face says it all; he knows it’s over. The archetypal low, ominous bass comes
in, followed by the pulsing, urgency of the Zimmer-esque semiquavers which play underneath a Bbm chord which
(as the scene unfolds with Pitchfork getting into the car leaving his confused and angry wife on the doorstep and
then arriving at police station surrounded by officers) evolves into the Gbmaj7/Bb.
Figure: 16 Film Cue Sync: 00.53.00

This chord trick, if we simplify the second chord into a Gb/Bb, is a classic drama, thriller,
horror chord trick, used in countless films through the years. The addition of the Gb reorientates the Bb and the Db from root and 3rd to 3rd and 5th; it is this intervallic shift which
makes the sequence so effective, i.e. the fact that we’re being affected not by how a note sounds
but subconsciously by what it means.
The evolving chord, the emergence of the
dramatic inversion (bar 3) as a result of the
move to Gb/Bb, along with the relentless
Zimmer-esque bass line, work well in adding
drama to this scene.

The final clip from this TV drama is around 00.57.18 of part 2, Pitchfork’s blood has been taken by police escort
to Jeffreys’ lab, where it has been tested hastily.
Figure: 17 Film Cue Sync: 00.57.18

The cue comes in slightly before the scene, so th A&B notes are playing as we see Jefferys come into the main lab area. The lack of any clear harmonic
context is again deliberate and successful in that it creates anxiety and tension, which will be released as the chords unfold and grow. As other people
notice Jefferys around the middle of bar 2, we hear the D then the low Bs, creating what we now recognise as a minor chord. But the really clever bit
here is how the bass stays the same but the chord morphs into a G/B just before we see the two detectives realise Jefferys is here with the results. The
dramatic qualities, once again, of the inversion pay huge dividends here.
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The move to F is a huge climacticsounding key shift (which still retains the
inversion as a method of articulating the
harmony) comes just before we see the
close-up of Jefferys. He raises his left
arm with the folder containing the results
and then we hear the final move to G. By
this time, even if viewers were unfamiliar
with the story, they cannot fail to know
what the results are.

This was a hugely significant moment in British and world legal history. Pitchfork was the first murderer caught
and convicted by DNA evidence. This is a superb TV drama that is sympathetic to the issues contained within it
and to the families of the murdered women. But it is important that these kinds of dramas are made. They are
informative and enlightening; music plays a huge role and in this case it was pivotal in the drama being a wellreceived as it was.
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FOYLE’S WAR Jim Parker
Foyle's War is a British crime detective drama
television series set during World War 2, created
by author and screenwriter Anthony Horowitz. It
was commissioned in 2000 following the end of
the long-running Inspector Morse TV series and
aimed to capitalize on the gap that Morse left. It
was cancelled in 2007 but following huge viewer
complaints, was brought back with the final
episode being broadcast in 2015. Rumours persist
that writers are thinking of bringing Foyle back
again, such was its popularity.

The show centres around a quiet, methodical and honest Detective Chief Superintendent Christopher Foyle, played
brilliantly by Michael Kitchen. The crimes Foyle investigates take place against the backdrop of the War and
feature criminals taking advantage of the considerable confusion created by it. There are some strong characters
assisting Michael Kitchen, namely Honeysuckle Weeks, who plays his driver Samantha Stewart, and Anthony
Howell, who plays his Detective Sergeant Paul Milner. The music was written by four-time BAFTA winner Jim
Parker, who also scores To Play The King, which we look at following Foyle’s War. For Foyle’s War I want to
look at the beautiful theme music. Normally in each episode, there are sequences of scenes which contextualise
one of the things the episode will deal with. Usually episodes are five minutes in before we go to a black screen
and the start of Parker’s well-known theme, which accompanies a close-up of Foyle’s face, looking serious and
slightly forlorn. The episode we’re looking at, in terms of the timings of the theme tune, is episode 1, series 1.
Figure: 18 Track: ‘Main Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.47
There is something quite solitary and beautifully restrained about how the theme begins, with just two
instruments playing the root and 5th. Harmony is purely suggestive and implied for the first two bars,
and this lack of harmonic context creates a feeling of simplicity, minimalism but also effortlessness.
There is something slightly sad about the character of Foyle, and this is reflected not so much in the
harmonies or instrumentation but in the solitary start to the piece.

The oboe (and later the counterpoint between it and the Cor Anglais) creates a slight ‘pastoral’ feel, which helps
both with reinforcing the often rural nature of the locations and the era the show is set in. The music has a delightful
feeling of evolution; in bar 5 we see the lovely counterpoint between the two woodwinds. Even though there are
still no large harmonies or chords, there is now a clearer (but still sparse) feeling of chordal harmony.

What’s also interesting texturally here is that at the end of bar 6, leading into bar 7 (although one instrument has the lead and is ‘on top’ and
one is clearly supporting underneath, they flip roles so the Cor Anglais, having been underneath, is now on top as we enter bar 7.
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Bar 8 sees the introduction of more obviously chordal and rhythmic strings, which gives the piece more urgency and a sense of propulsion.
Also on bar 9 when the melody moves to flute, the supporting chords go from Am to D (the well-known sci-fi chord change we discussed so
much in my other books). Obviously instrumental texture and narrative context are the ultimate arbiter of how harmony distils itself into the
minds of the listeners, and since Foyle is not sci-fi, the sci-fi chord trick here gives a feeling of freshness, of surprise, of a cranking up of the
drama. Although the instrumentation is still fairly sedate, the harmonies are sharper and more alive. Inevitably by the time of the new, fresher
chords we are into the next scene in the episode. So, the music expertly guides us from the sedate opening titles and propels us back into the
story proper.

The title music works well, and from conversations, I have had with listeners, the theme grows on viewers. Like
many successful themes, it is a surprise at first but eventually it is something we can’t do without because it has
become part of the narrative. The theme begins in a beautifully understated way, and this is reflective of Foyle’s
often detached, emotionally repressed and melancholic character. Foyle the man is himself rather restrained and
sometimes closed off, emotionally. A World War I veteran who fought at Passchendaele, he once told his son
Andrew – who himself now serves in the RAF - that his three years of military service were the worst of his life.
Typical of his understated character is how he introduces himself - “My name’s Foyle and I’m a Police Officer”
- usually without reference to his considerably senior rank. Foyle is a widower of long-standing; his wife,
Rosalind, died in 1932; according to her tombstone, she was 29 years old.
The Am – D chord sequence which is so distinctive underneath the melody on bar 9, comes again numerous times
in the show, sometimes, but not always, when Foyle is explaining something where his specific incorruptible
character comes to the surface; at 01.18.40 in series 1, episode 1, the sequence comes as Foyle is talking to his
boss in London, who, it turns out, maybe implicated in corruption Foyle has unearthed. Later, just as the first
episode is wrapping up, Foyle goes to meet Sargent Millner, who has received life-changing injuries in the war
effort. Millner ends up becoming Foyle’s assistant.
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HOUSE OF CARDS Jim Parker
House of Cards is the first instalment of three films House of Cards, To Play the King, The Final Cut –
covering the scheming of Francis Urquhart. He is the
Chief Whip of the Conservative Party. Historically
the narrative begins when Thatcher resigned as PM
in the early 1990s. In this fictional narrative of what
happened next, a general election returned the Tories
to power but with a reduced majority, with Henry
Collingridge as Prime Minister. Urquhart fully
expects Collingridge to give him a job in the Cabinet.
This annoys Urquhart, who subsequently plots his
way through House of Cards destroying anyone who
would prevent him from becoming Prime Minister.
The instantly recognisable theme music is once
again by Jim Parker and encapsulates wonderfully
the grandeur, pomp, tradition and spectacle of power
and politics.
Figure: 19

The first episode of House of Cards shows Urquhart in the
darkly-lit study of his London townhouse. He stares at a
picture of the recently toppled Margaret Thatcher (fig 19,
right) and says solemnly, “Nothing lasts forever.” Then he
places the picture face-down on his desk and, in what was to
become a great and memorable directing decision, stares
straight into the camera (breaking the ‘fourth wall’ rule).
Figure: 20

He looks glum but then breaks into a devious smile and says,
“Even the longest, the most glittering reign must come to an
end someday.” At that point Jim Parker’s music begins and
the image of Urquhart cross-fades into a film of the River
Thames as the camera moves upward to show first
Westminster Bridge and then the Houses of Parliament.

Parker’s music has an overtly stately and even pompous feel to it. The melody initially is carried by two unison
trumpets. It’s an unmistakable sound when it’s done right. There is a really distinctive, piercing sound; two
trumpets are never going to play absolutely one hundred percent in tune with each other. There is simply too much
scope for subtle, hardly detectible differences in interpretation. These tiny harmonic events actually become part
of the quality and distinctiveness of the sound. The same thing when John Williams wrote unison trumpets in
Journey to the Island from Jurassic Park. When it works, it’s a magical sound. If it’s done by an inexperienced
orchestra, it can sound absolutely horrendous.
There is also a purity to the melody at first because it’s two unison trumpets accompanied by the strings playing
straight crotchets. There is so much sonic space for the trumpets to bounce around inside. In the later section (bar
10 onwards) there is some great interplay in the counterpoint between the melody (now taken by the horns and
trombones) and the trumpet lines that play between the melodic phrasing; this is the bit where it really does start
to get dramatic.
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Figure: 21 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.30
(Episode 1)

There is a really effective ‘clipped’ quality in the trumpets, partly because of the unison texture but also the sheer
precision of the note lengths, especially the quavers. It begins on the all-powerful root note then begins its journey
to the 5th before arriving on the very exposed and high maj3rd which sounds exciting and dramatic. Structure-wise
it is actually very simple; bar 2 and 3 are almost repeated in bars 4 and 5, whereas bar 6 is almost repeated in bar
7. By the time we near the end of the tune listeners think they know it; they probably think they knew it already.
That, after all, is frequently one of the hallmarks of great music; that we think it’s always been in our life.

The textural and harmonic simplicity of the regular, repetitive strings act as a good canvass on which to paint such a distinctive and
memorable tune. The melody allows time for listeners to breathe and reflect, especially in the first few bars, which offer a few minims
here and there for us to take stock. This is an important point to make about melodic writing; space is everything. Things must be able to
breathe. The bit at bar 10 is excellent too; the trumpets come back in, almost fugue-like in nature, in the gaps created by the melody. It
means the piece can get quite full without necessarily sounding too full.

Together with the moving pictures of parliament, this makes for a great intro.
Bar 15 is quite piercing too, but not unpleasantly so. The top D of the
trumpets in octave unison with the Ds on horns and trombones, create a
dramatic end to the phrase.
The episode ends with the scheming Francis Urquhart talking to his new
confidant, journalist Mattie Storrin; the conversations ends with Urquhart
speaking his now famous line, said whenever difficult answers are to be
avoided: “You might think so; I couldn’t possibly comment.” Then the music
starts.
The same theme (from the beginning) plays the show out at the end (Fig.22)
but there is a great development section in the middle (bar 18), which takes
the music in more of a comic direction. The music is frantic, frenetic and
almost begins to sound a little slapstick
Figure: 22 Film Cue Sync:
00.54.04 (Episode 1)
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The horns start (bar 18) with a fast and furious upward minor arpeggio but beginning on the major 7. The line is dramatic and has a great sense of
physicality due to the fast, upward nature of the line. The line rests on the C# and in this brief gap before the line descends back down in bar 19, the
trumpets answer the phrase with semiquaver triplets and a skewed-sounding Fm to F#m chord shift. The horn line comes back down in bar 19 and the
C note is particularly resonant because it italicises the 7th in the D7 chord. Whenever you go from a minor chord to a dominant 7th chord two tones down,
it tends to produce a faintly skewed sound. This is created by the 5th of the original chord (in this case the C# note – 5th of the F#m chord) being only
semitone away from the 7th of the subsequent chord (the C – 7th of the D chord).

Comic, almost slapstick effect is generated
by the trombone sliding up from the 2nd to
the 3rd in the C#m chord in bar 22.

The horn motif is played by the strings from bar 22

One particular chord trick that Parker makes good use of throughout the series is F#m to D. The instrumentation
is quite light, with crotchet string chords together. What makes it dramatic, over and above the chords, is the use
of the menacing but slightly tongue-in-cheek sound of the bass clarinet descending chromatically. This comes
straight after the opening theme and is played over Francis Urquhart’s off-screen monologue, where he discusses
possible replacements for the recently resigned Margaret Thatcher.
“Who could replace her? There’s plenty of contenders” says Urquhart, and then we see several MPs coming into
the House of Commons as Urquhart discusses their potential in less than flattering terms. This is when the
following cue begins.
Figure: 23 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.22 (Episode 1)

Later on in the episode a new prime minister has been appointed. It has become obvious to viewers that Urquhart
is a devious and manipulative person; he is openly undermining the new leader, having designs on unseating him
and becoming leader himself.
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A similar musical event happens at 00.27.30 (into episode 1). Journalist Mattie Storin has been taken in by
Urquhart’s charm and now regularly meets up with him, believing him to be truthful and honest. She regularly
quotes him on ‘lobby terms’ which means she can quote but not attribute. This means he is free to undermine the
prime minister with impunity.
This time the almost comic-book
creepiness uses the same chord trick
but with the second chord being a 7th
rather than a maj7th as it was before.
This time we have the bassoon playing
a frantic arpeggio spanning three
octaves up to the top G. Underneath
the bass clarinet does its usual
chromatic shift downwards to end up
on the Ab (sitting underneath the
Ab7chord). The dominant 7th makes
all the difference here and it is what
gives the clip a kind of ‘silent movie
woman tied to the railroad’ feel. The
chord trick makes the scene sinister
and the instrumentation makes it
almost melodramatic.

Figure: 24 Film Cue Sync: 00.27.30 (Episode 1)
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LUCAN Ben Bartlett
Lucan is a two-part television film which made in 2013. It
stars Rory Kinnear as John Bingham, 7th Earl of
Lucan (born 18 December 1934), popularly known as Lord
Lucan. The Lucan case became one of the most high profile
unsolved murder enquiries of the 20th Century. Lucan
disappeared without trace early on 8 November 1974
following the murder of his children’s nanny.
The story is anchored around author John Pearson, who, in
2003, interviewed John Burke and Suzie Maxwell-Scott for
a book entitled ‘The Gamblers’. The book chronicles the
Clermont Casino in London’s Mayfair, run by zookeeper
John Aspinal. The main patron of the Clermont was Lord
Lucan, ironically nicknamed ‘Lucky’, despite his
propensity for losing large sums of money. When Lucan’s
long-suffering wife Veronica complains at his behaviour,
he becomes violent, and, under Aspinall’s influence, tries
and fails to discredit Veronica’s sanity to gain custody of
their children after their divorce. Veronica lives with their
children and nanny, Sandra Rivett but Lucan is desperate
to regain custody of his children. Lucan arrives one
evening when he thinks Veronica is alone, but accidentally
murders the nanny, mistaking her for his wife. What
happened will never be fully known, but the film, based on
testimony from people who knew Aspinall and Lucan,
paints an interesting hypothesis.
It states that Lucan fled the murder scene after killing Sandra Rivett and then attempting unsuccessfully to murder
his wife. He is said to have been taken out of the country by friends and associates to begin his exile abroad,
during which time police searched for him without success. His car is found in Newhaven, leading police to
eventually believe that he drowned, probably in a suicide bid. Typically, the failure to ever find a body lead many
to believe he had escaped abroad and remained alive.
The film starts with an off-camera monologue by Pearson, while the camera shows him at his desk, working (fig.
23). The narration begins:
Figure: 25 Film Cue Sync 00.00.16

“My name is John Pearson, and I had intended to write
a book about a lost world of gamblers and aristocrats;
of privilege and decadence, now long gone. But books
have a strange way of exerting their own existence….
(At this point the introductory music begins. Pearson
carries on):
...And the more I researched one story, the more I was
pointed in the direction of another; towards a mystery
that has remained unsolved for four decades.”

Figure: 26 Film Cue Sync 00.00.36

At 00.00.36, after focusing on the black & white picture
of Lucan and his wife on Pearson’s desk (Fig.26) the
film then beautifully segues back in time.
Emotionally the chord structure in this cue instantly creates a vivid and almost scarily clandestine feel, which suits
the scene extremely well. For a start the music transitions us from the present to the past and from the author’s
desk to an almost clichéd dark and dank London night. The traditional texture of the piano keeps the cue grounded
and not too dramatic, but the music is quite abstract, harmonically and rhythmically.
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The cue begins at 00.00.29 as we observe
Pearson at his desk. The acknowledgement
point which comes next is when we see the
black & white picture of Lucan (first beat of
bar 3) which coincides with the addition of
the strings. The bar after that (bar 4) syncs
with the shot of the police, who are about to
raid an unofficial casino house which Lucan
frequented.
Figure: 27 Track ‘Preamble’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.29

The first two bars the harmonies are more detached from each
other because they lack the harmonic cohesion the strings will
bring on bar 3 onwards, where they will create the feeling of an
overall Fm2/6/#11. In bar 1 and 2 the first two chords have a
relationship (they generate an Fm6 feel) but the last two beats
feel and sound like Cb followed by G/D. lacking any other
instruments or chords, the piece sounds troubling and anxious.
From bar 4 the music has more of a slightly sinister and furtive air. This is because of a) the overall
Fm2/6/#11; b) the string textures; c) the abstraction created by the sparseness of the notes being
played (apart from the bass, the violins state the G and high B); d) and of course the fact that we
have now moved back in time to a dark night
In the scene where we go back in time to the police
raid on the gambling house, there is a beautiful
transition from black & white to a sepia-like colour,
just before bar 7 when we hear the subtle but furtive
and almost clandestine flute line.

The flute line works well because it qualifies the
harmonies with a melodic line, and because the
physicality of the line (the down-up contour) gives it
a further clandestine feel, perhaps because it
culminates on the maj6 over the minor chord – a
classic Bond trick if ever there was one.

The next section to look at is quite brief, musically and analytically. It comes 00.04.55 into the film as we hit the
main title card and credit roll. Back in the present, the author John Pearson is interviewing someone, of whom he
asks (referring to Lucan), “So what did become of him?” to which the man replies, “That’s your problem, John.
Nobody will tell you.” Then we cut to a black screen with the word ‘Lucan’ on it, before we see an establishing
shot of Lucan’s house, eventually moving inside to witness a less than cordial atmosphere between Lucan and his
wife. Lucan prepares to go out; the children hear him and ask him if he can take them out, to which he says no.
Then his wife asks him if he will be home for dinner, adding “I was going to cook.” Lucan replies coldly, “Frozen
fish fingers? No thank you.” He then adds that he will dine at his club. It is a brief but telling exchange, which
portrays Lucan as a cold, uncaring husband.
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Figure: 28 Track ‘Lucan Titles’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.49

A couple of interesting things here: the playful textural and
harmonic simplicity of the piece would normally suggest or
depict something happy, but it is at odds with the husbandwife relationship we are about to see. However, the move from
F to Cm (the sci-fi chord change) in this context suggests
something ‘different’ in the narrative (not ‘out of this world,
as we might normally hear this chord change, but perhaps,
given the context, something dark). Also, although the music
sounds happy, the left hand piano is repeating the same type
of rhythmical / structural phrase from the earlier piece, so
there is a connection.

At 00.12.30 into the film, whilst at the beach sat on deckchairs, Lucan and his wife argue again, resulting in Lucan
standing up abruptly and striking his wife. The awfulness of this act is only matched by the complete detachment
shown by Lucan about what he has just done. He walks off to find the children as if nothing has happened.
Veronica runs after him and they argue about how much money they owe; various accounts they hold have been
cancelled and, as Veronica tells him, “We owe the milkman forty-three pounds.” Lucan, born into wealth and
privilege, gave up his job working in a bank some time ago, following a big win, to pursue a career as a
professional gambler. Since then he has lost thousands, which places his family in peril. He replies to his wife that
it’s a good job he’s going to the club tomorrow to “earn us some money.” They argue again, he walks off and the
following cue begins (00.13.11). Then we see Veronica, Lucan and the children walk along the beach to head
home. Along the way, the camera focuses on one of the children as she walks past a Punch & Judy stall. The
mixture of the scene, the music and the Punch & Judy sounds is dramatic as well as sub-textual.
Figure: 29 Track ‘Persuasion’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.11

This is another fabulous cue from this TV drama, which
really illuminates and contextualises the scene brilliantly
well. The succession of broken chords and the reverbed
piano textures create a ghostly feeling. The strings
underneath, which start in bar 2, unilaterally play an
inverted Fm chord, which, when fused with the piano,
creates a gorgeous, extension-heavy, impressionist chord.
This is all used to colour the beach scene as we see firstly
the forlorn face of Lucan’s wife and then the face of the
lonely young child walking past the Punch & Judy stand.

On bar 3 the heavy basses enter, along with the beautifully haunting melody played by the violin. The music sounds despondent and
desolate, which adds to the context of the scene well. Without the music we still see the bare facts of the scene; the abusive husband and
the neglected child, but the music connects us emotionally with the film and enables us to appreciate the true horror of Lady Lucan’s life.
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The piece continues below. In fact, in the scene the music ends on bar 5, which pauses as the scene
flashes in time and location to Lucan’s friend John Aspinal, in his zoo, as Lucan approaches him.

The next cue is, again, an absolute masterpiece of film scoring by Bartlett. What great composers do sometimes
is write something that literally nobody would have thought of, or that most people wouldn’t have thought would
work. This, perhaps more than anything, is the essence of greatness as a composer – that you think of something
unexpected, original and spellbinding. The following cue comes several times in the film; it comes first at 00.53.08
when we see the morose and agitated figure of Lucan, sat in his flat (he is by now separated from his wife and
living alone). He is obviously trying to figure out what to do and how to get his children back into his life and his
wife permanently out of it. Over the next couple of minutes, we see him get up, look straight forward, then look
around, pace around and then sit on the sofa, where he picks up a piece of lead piping, which he holds, almost
appearing to check whether it feels comfortable in his hands. He then wraps some material round the end of the
piping to afford a better grip. Then we see him briefly stare into space, as if acknowledging what is in his mind.
Then we see him close-up, testing how the piping feels when he’s mimicking striking someone with it. The phrase
‘the banality of evil’ comes to mind; the sheer ordinariness in which this awful scene plays out underscores the
sheer callousness that Lucan exhibited.
Musically, the piece is texturally soft and serene. There is a beautiful and almost hypnotic tranquillity to it. But,
as always, harmony is the ultimate arbiter of musical context and it is the shift from F to the passing chord of
F#m(b5) and then to F#m twists this piece into something wholly different. The weirdness of the harmonies are
at odds with the sereneness of the textures, and the oddity suits the scene well because it underscores Lucan’s
psychopathic mind.

Figure: 30 Track ‘Lead Piping’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.53.07
The strings are crucial here: in the lower
stave we have some even, rich voicings with
plenty of space. Space is important if you
want rich mid/low strings. Too many voices
and the chord just becomes overcooked.
Meanwhile in the middle stave the violins are
spread very thinly and we can only just make
out the top F.

This type of delicate restraint in
voicing which puts so much
vertical space between the
voices is what gives the chord
its textural serenity, which is
what gives it such power over
the scene.

This move from F to F#m(b5) is particularly good because the second chord is completely unexpected; it is a transitory chord with the destination
chord being the F#m, but the middle chord sounds so pained. It is not just the chord itself but the length it lasts, which gives it its ultimate disturbing
quality; it lasts a little bit longer than a transitory chord would, and this pausing of the chord really adds to the overall uncomfortableness.
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The move to the inversion (bar 9) is loosely synced to the part where Lucan sits on the sofa and casually holds the
implement with which he will ultimately kill Lady Lucan’s nanny Sandra Rivett, mistaking her for his wife, whom
he meant to kill. Again, there is real pain and anxiety in the writing, which falls in and out of Pandiatonicism; for
example, the Bb over the F/A not only clashes with an F chord, but especially with an F chord built over an A.
Again, as before, the clash stays for 10 beats, which gives it more impact and, again, maintains the
uncomfortableness. On bar 11 the top two staves are almost agreed that they’re doing a Bb / Gm chord, but the
gorgeous polyharmony is created by virtue that the bottom stave is still doing the F/A. Finally (bar13) we see and
hear the consonance of the Bb chord complimented with the add2 but on bar 15, when the underlying chord
resolves to the F, we have the faint and uncomfortable dissonance of the Bb, before it resolves to the A.

The same cue is used for the end title sequence at the end of part 1 (this is a two-part TV dramatisation) at 01.04.22.
Part one ends just after Lucan has killed Sandra Rivett (in error). As he calmly washes blood from his gloves in
the downstairs sink, he hears the voice of his wife saying “Sandra?” We see Lucan realise that he has killed the
wrong woman, and as the scene cuts to black and the caption ‘to be continued’ the same cue comes again and sees
the credits out. Used here it subconsciously reminds us, again, of the scene where we first heard it (when Lucan
was planning the attack). The temptation here is to write something wholly more appropriate and clichéd for the
credits, and it is to the composer and director’s credit that instead, they went with something incredibly soft, serene
but deeply unsettling. The same music appears again toward the end of the film; Lucan has been spirited abroad
by his rich and powerful connections – most probably John Aspinal and James Goldsmith – and has just been
delivered to his hideaway – a chalet in the Swiss mountains. As he enters the room which, despite its location, is
still a prison, we hear the cue again. This is Lucan’s theme.
The next cue actually comes earlier in the film (00.08.38). Just after the 8-minute mark we see Lucan writing club
owner John Aspinall a cheque to cover his losses for the evening. Aspinall offers to write it off but Lucan insists
on paying. The music comes in just as Lucan leaves Aspinall’s office. Before we examine its effect on the narrative
I want to pause and look at the music. Below is my transcription, as usual, but I have altered this one by simplifying
it and taking out just one tied semibreve which played in every bar.
Figure: 31 Track ‘Therapy’ Audio timing: 00.00 (altered transcription)
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As you can see the sequence is quite chromatic and odd. Chords come in and out of key centres. Below I have
transcribed the cue as it appears on the album and in the film. As you will see it contains string line which runs
throughout, parallel to the chords underneath. The note of C subtly re-orientates the chords, adding extra colour
and tension by virtue of the extensions which now appear, thanks to the inclusion of the C note in every chord.
Whilst the addition of the continuous note perhaps softens the physicality of the manoeuvres from chord to chord
(now that every chord shares at least one note), it actually adds more tension to the harmony. Although the
common note of C remains consistent throughout, the interval it represents changes from bar to bar, which is
disorientating. So the same factor which creates physical stability also causes disorientation.
Figure: 32 Track ‘Therapy’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08.38
The chromatic movement, and the disorientation and
discomfort created by the common note, tells the real
story behind the scene. On surface level Lucan simply
pays a bill, but the truth is that ultimately he is being
manipulated by Aspinall, who, despite his stature, is a
shady character.

At this point we have an off-camera monologue delivered by one of
Pearson’s interviewees, who says, “There was an unsavoury side to
Aspers; he was syphoning money off from the Claremont, out to a
numbered account in Switzerland. His courier was a ‘Mr Fixit’ type, who
had the use of a little fishing boat in Newhaven.”

The cue generates a real sense of mystery. If this music were set to images that were as mysterious, it would be
melodramatic and overcooked. But initially at least, the images are simply of two men talking in an office. And
even that, the monologue alone isn’t particularly awful. So the music here does what all great film music does –
it is mindful of the images, the story, the narrative, and it walks behind them, filling in the missing emotional
context to complete the picture. The music is surreptitious, clandestine and shady: John Aspinall, in fact.
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The cue is used again, in a different key, at 01.29.20. Just before we hear two police officers, having found Lucan’s
car in Newhaven the morning after the murder, talking about Lucan and his movements. Trying to account for a
gap in timing, one says, “So, he leaves the family home at Lower Belgrave Street at, what, half-past nine last
night, then he turns up in Newhaven a minimum of seven hours later. Well, where’d he go? Who’d he see?” At
that point the same cue comes in. This is Aspinall’s theme.
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MANHUNT Niall Byrne
Colin Sutton, an inspector with
the London Police Department, is
tasked with tracking the person
who fatally wounded Amelie
Delagrange, a French national in
the UK. Sutton is played
sensitively by Martin Clunes, who
portrays an ordinary detective
who ends up leading a truly
extraordinary investigation into
the killing not just of Amélie
Delagrange, but ultimately also of
Milly Dowler and Marsha
McDonnell.

Lucy Mangan, in the Guardian, called it a “sober, responsible drama about the murder of three young females by
Levi Bellfield.” She later says:
“The drama’s mapping of the murder squad’s work is almost as detailed as the work itself. It
moves outwards in concentric circles from the white tent erected over the body [of Amelie] to
the fingertip search of the green we see in the background, to the repositioning of the cordon to
stop contamination of the scene by a careless public, and then on through the CCTV tapes from
further and further afield that gradually piece together Delagrange’s movements and –
eventually – the brief appearance just before her murder and disappearance, just after, of a van.
Marsha McDonnell was killed the year before Delagrange, in the same part of south-west
London, with a hammer as she walked home alone from a bus stop. But the investigation was
wound down, prematurely in Sutton’s view, when they found a likely suspect, even though he was
sectioned before he could be arrested or charged.
Lucy Mangan, The Guardian, Jan 2019
Inspector Colin Sutton eventually proves that Levi Bellfield murdered all three women. This film is based on his
memoirs.
The music is written by Niall Byrne. Much like his music for A Confession (analysed earlier), this music fits
effortlessly into the narrative of the film, making it a more dramatic experience but also a subtler one too. The
music is evocative and haunting in places. As with A Confession, it not only works descriptively in many places,
heightening the drama, but also works on a sub-textural level, getting underneath the skin of the story and making
the viewer think. Byrne’s music is dark and atmospheric with a few really understated and reflective piano lines.
We are going to examine five cues, the first of which is titled ‘Prove them wrong’. It comes in 00.09.33 into the
first episode, as we see Colin Sutton – recently given the job of leading the investigation into the killing of Amelie
Delagrange - talking to his superior, who tells him “Truth is, not everyone thinks you’re up to this.” When Sutton
asks who has said this, his boss says “Doesn’t matter. Just go out and prove them wrong.” Then the cue comes
in. The cue, like many in this TV drama, is dark and atmospheric, both texturally and harmonically. It uses mainly
synth / sampled sounds, interspersed with more traditional textures, such as string samples and piano.
The cue fulfils one of film music’s oldest and honourable functions; it bends time. It helps us accept the illusion
of ‘film time’. In the space of a minute or so, we see Sutton in his office, driving, and then arriving at the scene
of Amelie’s murder. In reality if this were unaccompanied, the obvious jumps forward in time would be more
noticeable. Viewers / listeners hear and see two realities; they see time compressed into shorter time, but they hear
music alongside this, which normalises it. After all, we all listen to music from left to right, from start to finish,
so if the music appears to be going at a speed which doesn’t seem odd, then it helps us believe in the pictures and
accept the visual edits.
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The cue begins at 00.09.33 and by 00.10.00 – 27 seconds later in real-time but maybe half an hour in ‘film time’
- Sutton has driven across London and arrived at the scene. That this editing of time is believable and acceptable
is chiefly down to the music.

Bar 4

Bar 1
Sutton talking to his
boss in his office

Aerial shot of the
area with radio news
behind the music

Bar 6

Bar 8

Sutton en-route to the crime
scene

The media
assembled near the
crime scene

Bar 10
Sutton pulls up near the
crime scene

Bar 11
Sutton gets out of his car at
the crime scene

Figure: 33 Track: ‘1M03 – ‘Prove them wrong’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.33

The initial bass texture is quite
striking and aggressive; quite
percussive. The syncopated nature
of the line helps it have sense of
momentum and evolution. It gives
the piece a sense of purpose, of
journey.

The synth chords are bare and sterile at first (no 3rd) but evolve to include the add2 and the
add min 6 which gives the piece some real colour and angst.

Above all, this piece exists to offer consistency during the various
shot changes. Very little of it is synced explicitly but the piano
entry on bar 11 coincides with Sutton getting out of his car.

To the naked ear this sounds and feels like just one continuous Cm throughout, but there are some really great
uses of extensions, some of which I have already mentioned. In addition, on bar 13+ we have the added min6 in
a chord which already contains the 5th. This causes some really effective tension; as does, on bar 16+, the add 2.
Extensions rely on the whole of a chord being present for their precise character. Add2s are normally quite sweetsounding extension, used heavily in Pop ballads. On bar 16 all we have is the root, 5th and high add2; this creates
a different type of add2 sound – one which is frustrated rather than sweet. Likewise, on bar 21 we have the
Abadd2/C, which under normal circumstances is a really great Pop chord; under these specific circumstances it
achieves a strange kind of hybrid emotion, one which has the positive colour of the add2 and 1st inversion, but
with ‘added darkness’ due to the sonic location of the chord and the textures used.
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The next cue comes 00.19.22 into episode 1, when a female detective is interviewing a friend of Amelie. The way
Byrne’s music is woven into the scene is superb. Specific words or statements or inflections by the characters are
acknowledged by the tiniest and slightest changes to the music. There is an excellent sense of architecture in the
way the music is sculptured to the scene; so much so that, as I have said before, we almost don’t hear it as music,
but as part of the fabric of the narrative.
Figure: 33a Track: ‘1M07 – Amelie’s Body’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.23
The music is triggered by Amelie’s friend’s comment, “She was
just…so…special…” The single note evolves to a two-note chord and
eventually a 4-note chord as Amelie’s friend says, “She was one of those
people [who] you think you’ve known all your life.” At this point we
move away from this scene straight to a scene happening at the same
time, miles away; the autopsy of Amelie. The continuing music helps
this visual edit. As we see the body on the autopsy table we hear the Ab
enter the chord, which creates tension. The texture, throughout, has been
a ghostly, reverbed sound.

The pathologist, with the kind of clinical detachment
required by his job, says “The victim is a previously
healthy 22-year old female [this is where the lower stave
harmonies come in on bar 9]…identified as Amelie
Delagrange.” As if by confirmation of this, we hear, on
bar 11, the electric piano chord (top stave).
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Over the Gm/C (bar 13) the pathologist says, “There’s evidence of massive blunt
force trauma…to the back of the skull.” The chord changes to the Ab(omit5)/C
during this sentence. There is a real but incredibly subtle emotional gear-shift
from the Gm/C to the Ab/C – the second chord in this context sounds more
dramatic; it is no accident that the composer made the shift during the
pathologist’s sentence. The musical emotional shift adds weight, significance and
gravity to the pathologist’s words.

When Sutton asks the pathologist “Any idea about a weapon, they have a
conversation which leads them both to believe that the weapon is a hammer, but
not a normal one. The pathologist says the hammer used is more like a roofer’s
or a panel beater’s hammer.” During bar 18 the detective says, “Just like
Marsha” [McDonnel, another murder victim], to which the pathologist says,
“Similar, certainly” which is when we hear the C(omit3) chord on piano,
which, again, has the effect of almost confirming the opinion. Shortly after we
hear the bottom stave string samples play the distinctive Cm to Ab/C, a great
harmonic trick to instil drama, fear or apprehension.
C

(omit3)

The following cue comes at 0036.32 as Colin Sutton and a family liaison officer go to a hotel in London where
Amelie’s parents are staying, having just flown over to Britain following the death of their daughter. Again, the
piece begins with a Newman-esque pad sound playing root and 5th with a low 7th but no 3rd. As in the last cue the
textures are reverbed and possess a hypnotic or ghostly quality. The cue takes Colin from his office to the hotel
lobby and finally to Amelie’s parents’ door. This is an interesting and very evocative cue. In addition to the chords
on the middle stave, we have the beautiful and simple piano statements. Cm comes first, followed a few seconds
later by Ab, followed a few seconds later by Gm. The reason I haven’t called the chord symbols the same is
because the added context of the middle stave creates a kind of hybrid chord which generates a multilateral chord
referring to all the harmonies collectively. In fact, it is this subtle mixing of different chords which is the main
reason the cue is so beautiful and hypnotic; there is no absolute centre of harmonic gravity; the chord seems to
float. Although we hear and digest the ‘definite’ Cm, Ab and Gm chords on piano, these are essentially hypnotised
by the surrounding harmonic terrain. The synth chords on the middle stave are not so far removed from the piano
chords to create polytonality, but they are sufficiently different from each other to create a hypnotic, mesmerising
feel. Hardly audible in the film but much more audible in the audio track are the frantic and strange cello line,
which come in between the first two piano statements. These generate a real and palpable sense of angst and
drama.
Figure: 33b Track: ‘1M15 Amelie’s Parents’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.30

The final cue we’re looking at comes at 00.40.04 into the first episode, as we see Colin Sutton take Amelie’s
parents to visit the scene of their daughter’s death. This is a sad and sombre scene and arguably one which some
directors might want without music. Sometimes scenes can dramatic enough without music, but Niall Byrne’s
music for the scene is beautiful. It is melancholic rather than overtly sad. The heavily processed and reverbed
piano lays over string / synth chords underneath, as we see Amelie’s parents appear in the distance, walk toward
the place their daughter died, with Sutton and the liaison officer in support. This is not precisely synced to the
scene but there are some shots which work extremely well in subtly underscoring the emotion of the moment.
The cue begins with the bare 5th on the pad. Bar 3 sees an openly voiced Cm chord followed by an identically
voiced Ab chord.
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This is the first time in this piece where the listener, as in other cues, benefits from a slight difference between the
chords being played by the piano and the ones played by the pad underneath. Bar 4, for example, has an inverted
Ab chord on piano but the bare 5ths of the C(omit3) chord. This results collectively in a Abmaj7.
Figure: 33c Track: ‘1M17 – The Place She Died’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.40.04

Normally when we voice chords, most instruments or sections adhere to whatever chord we’re
creating. Normally we wouldn’t normally have different sections playing different chords. So,
what makes this issue so important isn’t necessarily the fact that there are notes within each chord
which could technically be referred to by a different name, it is the fact that specific textures state
different chords. This is what stops the chords becoming simply a mish-mash of different notes
and instead results in each texture having its own harmonic identity. So, when people refer to
some chords being hypnotic, it is because our usual ability to rationalise and categorise chords is
beautifully confounded.
maj7

Cm7

maj7

The first chord we hear which is a deviation from what we expected is the
Fm on bar 10, and this is beautifully timed to sync loosely with the image
of Amelie’s parents stood over the flowers, with detectives remaining
respectfully back.
maj7

Cm7

add9

Bar 12 sees the emergence of a proper melodic line which, because of a lack of dialogue and the preceding eleven bars of chords to prepare the
compositional ground, works well. Again this is loosely synced with different moments (as shown above) which adds a level of extra emotional
support. The chords are supported more fully here with supportive textures and harmonies on the bottom stave. This serves to solidify the chords,
which now have a more definite identity, which, in turn, aid the development of a melodic shape above. The cue pauses on bar 18 with a beautifully
ambiguous chord (Comit3 on the middle stave and a lone note of F on the top piano); this is synced with the picture of a yellow rose which
Amelie’ parents have placed. The score to this TV drama is beautifully and sensitively scored. The music is engaging but not distracting. It
produces a level of emotion which is just perfect for the story and for the film. It enables the story to live and the film to breathe, and it exists
almost as pure emotion, generated by music.
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MESSIAH 2 – VENGEANCE IS MINE Michel Columbier
Messiah is a British television crime series, following the investigations of DCI
Red Metcalfe, who regularly investigates gruesome murders. The series was
initially based on the popular novel of the same name by Boris Starling, but
later instalments were written directly for TV. Messiah II, the first one we’re
going to look at, deals with a serial killer who murders all those implicated in
what they see as a wrongful imprisonment. DCI Red Metcalfe’s brother is
knifed to death in the street in Soho, London. A sadistic serial killer is at large
and Metcalfe realises that the killer is now seeking bloody vengeance for
possible miscarriages of justice. The music is by Michel Columbier, who
provides an excellent, atmospheric and dramatic score. We look firstly at the
opening of the show, which is shown in black and white, signifying to its
audience that this is a flashback in history. It shows police raiding a house and
methodically gathering evidence as a man protests his innocence, saying, “I
didn’t do it.” Although the music comes in earlier, we join it at 00.01.12 just as
the man speaks. The music features low C octaves on the strings and woods,
with the dissonance coming from the use of the maj7 out of context. By ‘out of
context’ I mean the chord lacks the normal 3rd and 5th which would usually
contextualise the maj7
Figure: 34 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.12

“I didn’t do it.”

( )

As the beginning of
the title ‘Messiah’
comes into focus we
hear the Ab/C with a
distinctive upward
melodic line, and as
the word comes into
focus
completely
with the subtitle
underneath, the Cm
chord comes in with
a
similar
line
underneath.
Any
sense of resolution is
quickly quashed via
the ascending basses
which go from C to
D and finally to an
Ebm chord as we go
from a black screen
to
an
evening
London street.

Whether this was temped with the opening theme to Danny Elfman’s Batman is unclear, but the piece benefits
from the use of the same type of chord structure, i.e. the Cm going to the Ab/C (in the case of Batman it was the
Bbm to the Gb/Bb). Also the melodic line is similar to the famous Batman opening motif too. The orchestration
here is markedly lighter than that of Elfman and Bartek’s which means the effect is every-so-slightly subtler, less
melodramatic and more atmospheric, anxious and apprehensive in nature.
The next section transcribed is just a little later at 00.01.45. This is where we see Red Metcalfe having a telephone
conversation with his estranged brother. They are both heading through Soho to a meeting point. He gives his
brother directions to the restaurant. He says, “Go down to the end of the street, turn left and the restaurant is on
the corner.” The transcription then begins. The Sitar gives us the cultural tie-in to the area and the restaurant, but
it is underscored by archetypal low, octaved strings. In the first few bars Eric (Red’s brother) appears nervous,
something his brother detects and which the music underscores. Suspecting his brother might be about to pull out
of their meeting, Red says, “Look, I just want us to be together.”
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Red says, around bar 8, “Eric, you’ve come this far”, to which Eric replies, “Okay.” Michel Columbier’s score
for this film is excellent and this scene in particular displays just how effective underscore can be for these types
of subtle establishing scenes. The music very carefully carves out a path which encompasses the soft romantic
harmonic and textural gestures to underscore the sibling relationship, but it also contains a sense of fear and
foreboding. This, like many of the cues I have featured in this book, is the kind of underscoring which never gets
talked about, rarely wins awards, and as such is completely taken for granted and overlooked. The music fits the
scene so well that like many, when I first watched it I just subconsciously presumed it was born with the film; that
the two were one. This is why so many people attest to ‘not remembering the music’ when it exists as underscore
music such as this. If it is not heavily melodic and isn’t at the beginning or the end of the film, but is instead subtle
and weaving its way through the emotional fabric of the film, a lot of the time people don’t remember the music
because they don’t really hear it as music when it exists within the sonic world of a film. They hear everything as
one experience.
This is not an accident. This happens when the composer has done their job well. Underscore music is difficult
and time-consuming to conceptualise and create. So now we’ll look at how Columbier creates this underscore and
what devices are used to create the mixture of anxiety, apprehension and romance.
The first chord in bar 3 (which is preceded, let’s not forget, by two bars of low octave strings, which tend to
generate apprehension, especially in this narrative context) is a classic drama chord which features low octaves
and then a bare 5th interval above a tone above (i.e. the E and B on top of the low Ds). This is a non-descript chord
which is bare and doesn’t overly colour the scene. Both the E and B rise a semitone to become F and C, which,
when merged with the low D, gives us the Dm7, which injects some warmth. This is just for one beat, after which,
with the counterpoint moving string line on the bottom stave, we hear a succession of fractured or incomplete
chords. Bar 6 offers some lovely movement thanks to the contrary motion in the lower counterpoint, and this is
more than simply a theoretical observation. This kind of physicality offers momentum and stops the cue just being
about chord colours. There is a sense of purpose to the music; a sense of direction.
Figure: 34a Film Cue Sync: 00.01.45

After Red says, “Look, I just want us to be
together” there is a great musical and emotional
response to that with the resolution to the D chord.

“Look, I just want us to be together.”

“Eric, you’ve come this far.”

“Okay.”

In bar 8 the string counterpoint is joined by
the horns (or synth horns), which produce
a soft, warm sound which compliments and
strengthens the strings. The harmonies in
bar 9 deviate a little into dissonant territory
(which, in context of the scene, takes on a
sinister tone) by virtue of the Eb/D to A/D,
which works well over the conversation
between Red and his brother, given that
Eric is clearly anxious.
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PAGE EIGHT Paul Englishby
Page Eight is a TV drama film, written and directed by
David Hare. The production centres on a long-serving
MI5 officer, Johnny Worricker, who is forced to quit
his job in order to expose the truth. It stars Bill Nighy
as Worricker, a long-serving MI5 officer. In a meeting
Worricker highlights a note at the end of page eight of
a document, alleging that British Prime Minister Alec
Beasley (played by Ralph Fiennes) had knowledge of
secret overseas prisons where terror suspects were
tortured by American agents. Writers have produced a
fictional narrative to tell what they probably suspect
was a true story. The story, and the time when it was
written, highlighted what many believed to be the
truthful undercurrent which contextualised British /
American relationships, post Iraq. In the story, if true,
PM Beasley did not share any intelligence gained with
the security services, at the possible expense of British
lives. Running parallel to this story Worricker begins
spending time with his neighbour Nancy Pierpan,
played by Rachel Weisz. Her brother was killed by the
Israeli military, who were never held accountable.
Johnny suspects the new friendship is not an accident.
Meanwhile, Worricker’s boss dies of a heart attack at
his country home before he can make the Beasley report
public. The PM orders the report to be buried.

The music for this classy and intelligent drama was composed by Paul Englishby, who provided an excellent
score. Not only does the score capture story, it also acts as an emotional voice for the main character, Johnny
Worricker. Paul Englishby was nominated for Best Television Soundtrack at the 2012 Ivor Novello Awards.
The first scene we’re going to look at comes just after 4 minutes into the drama. Johnny Worricker meets his next
door neighbour Nancy Pierpan, who is busy entertaining male friend in her flat. Nancy wants rid of the man and
enlists Johnny’s help. Johnny comes into her flat and shortly after the young friend leaves. A little later that
evening Jonny is in his own neighbouring flat. He walks to the window where he sees the young man outside the
apartment block, sat in the cold on a park bench. The following cue comes in. There is something Bond-esque
about the music for this film but the orchestration, instrumentation and textures is minimal and light throughout.
The use of the maj6 over minor chords or arpeggios is what really gives the piece a whiff of Bond. There is a lack
of chords in the cue, with the harmony being horizontal and the result of piano arpeggios throughout.
The melody enters on the 9th (C#) before hitting the D, F# and the all-colourful maj6, this is synced with the image
of the man sat on the bench outside. The bar before the modulation into Bbm is lightly synced to a shift in time
and location to the next morning, where we see Worricker walking towards his office.
Because the instrumentation is light, the cue doesn’t have the melodrama and swagger of the Bond scores, but it
still creates a surreptitious and clandestine feeling of mystery. The great thing about the maj6 over a minor chord
is that, like many colourful extensions, it behaves differently depending on the context of the surrounding textural
terrain and the specific narrative it accompanies. In this specific setting, it creates a subtle feeling of mystery. The
initial repetitive piano arpeggios create a slightly sad feeling because of the comparative lack of colour, identity
and character; this is because of the partial and fractured nature of the arpeggios (having no 5th as part of the
arpeggio).
Every chord has an emotional identity. These can be manipulated and changed due to specific instrumental or
narrative context, but an interesting and creative way of slightly shaving the identity of a chord, so as to
deliberately create something more non-descript, is to omit one of the primary intervals (in this case the 5th). The
lack of absolute colour can sometimes be helpful to a cue. It is helpful here because it means the right-hand piano
melody, when it comes in, is more obvious, acute and italicised. So the G# is even more prominent because of the
shortage of surrounding harmonic terrain.
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Figure: 35 Track: ‘Johnny at the Window’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.03

Another interesting thing which helps this piece really
communicate to its audience is the modulation itself. First of
all, we don’t see it coming. If you look at the first 7 bars in
Bm, you do not expect what happens in bar 8. Specifically,
what you subconsciously expect is probably what I have
transcribed below (Fig.35a). Here, the melody note in bar 8
is still C# and intervallically it could state, variously, either
the 9th of a Bm chord, the 5th of an F#m/A. What I’m saying
here is that the real success of the modulation is not just the
Bbm chord, but the fact that the interval that the melody note
occupies has shifted from what we expected (the 9th or 5th of
a Bm key centre-related chord) to become the min 3rd of a
chord which sits a semitone down.
Figure: 35a Track: ‘Johnny at the Window’ Alternate structure

or F#m/A

Melody note = 9th of the Bm or 5th of F#m/A

The next cue is a development of Fig.35 and comes in the film as Worricker decides to investigate his neighbour
by finding her online. He begins to suspect that something isn’t quite as it seems, so he leaves his office to visit a
restaurant to see an old friend named Rollo.
The piece (a semitone higher than the version in Fig.35) begins with the same arpeggios and a similar piano entry.
We get the maj6 over the Cm, which comes when he accesses Nancy’s company’s website; we hear the strings
too at this point, faint at first but growing in intensity. A combination of the Cm6 and the string chord really do
give the scene a touch of the kind of sultry, classy sounds we might hear in underscore in a Bond film. what keeps
this piece grounded and stops it becoming too clichéd musically, is the reliance on piano at the start and throughout
the cue. This keeps it fairly light. This time the modulation (from Cm to Am) comes as we see Worricker walking
from his office to meet Rollo.
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Figure: 36 Track: ‘Website’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.24

The addition of the strings makes this a more
serious version of this cue than the last time it
occurred. A combination of the Cm string chord
and Worricker staring worriedly at the screen adds
intensity and drama.

The addition of the slightly
distorted guitar and bass (bars
8/9) add to the momentum and
drama as we see Worricker
walk to meet his friend.

The cue finishes as Worricker enters the restaurant,
with a well-known filmic chord – the minor chord
with the maj 6th which has a mysterious. Furtive feel.

The next cue, entitled ‘Park’ comes at 00.17.17. Worricker is trying to establish the identity of the visitor to Nancy
Pierpan’s flat, the first night they met. He is visiting an art exhibition of his estranged daughter’s work and sees
the same man at the gathering. He later learns the man’s name is Ralph, and he works as a private security
consultant. He appears to be monitoring Worricker’s movements. After the event is over, Worricker chats to his
daughter and begins asking if she knows the man. His daughter becomes angry and realises her dad – who she
knows works for the security services - is ‘working’. She says, “I don’t want you anywhere near me. Do you have
any honest relationships at all?”
We then cut to Worricker walking home through a local park, accompanied by the cue below. Much of the soft
jazz-oriented piano music in this drama very much speaks to Worricker’s character. He is quiet, intelligent,
refined, cultured and suave character who works as a spy for the security services; very much a cliché of the
popular media constructs of such characters. Johnny Worricker also loves jazz, so with this cue and others in the
film (particularly the opening and closing credits) there is link between him and the music.
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Figure: 37 Track: ‘Park’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.17.17

There is a real physical contour to the
melodic line; the initial LH piano line
(bar 1) gives way to the RH upward line
(bar 2), and then the line comes back
down again. There is a real sense of
journey, of momentum.

The other really nice thing
about this cue is how there
are no chords until the last
bar. All the harmonies are
the creation of arpeggios;
they are implied rather than
stated.

The move from Cm down to
Abm6 is particularly effective
and its placement is good too,
being lightly synced to
Worricker
stopping
and
starring into space, before
lighting a cigarette. The Abm6
has some extra tension and
colour thanks to the maj7
placed over the top

The final chord, which played vertically by strings and horizontally via piano, is an Ab13 (#11) is a classic jazz
chord. Particularly effective here is the cluster at the top of the strings and also the added tension of the F (the
13th) and C (high 3rd) notes from the piano.
The next cue comes shortly after, and sees Worricker talking to his neighbour again. She is discussing her family
and life and tells him about her brother who was killed by the Israelis. “The Israelis were building a wall through
the occupied territories and the wall went right through the house.” After he informs Pierpan that he has been to
the West Bank himself, ‘on holiday’ she quizzes Worricker as to why he was in such a place on holiday. The
following cue comes in at that point. It starts on one single string note but expands at the point where Worricker
says, quietly, “Maybe this is the moment….to tell me what’s going on.”
Figure: 38 Track: ‘Meeting’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.20.00 – 00.29.00
When people respond emotionally to the appearance of the
Bbma7, what they are reacting to is the change in the interval.
When we hear the lone A note, we subconsciously hear it as a
root, so the change from root to maj7 is quite profound. First
the note was nothing – just random harmonic energy, and now
it’s occupying a colourful extension. Our realisation of this is
part of what generates our emotional surprise response.

The strings come in and then on bar 3 they
swell in intensity and break out into the
Bbmaj7. The great thing here is that the A
note remains static throughout the
transcription but changes its intervallic
context from root to maj7.

From a structural perspective, the cue is interesting because it has an evolving emotional contour. It
begins with the bareness of the lone A, then we get the emotional rush caused by the Bbmaj7 chord,
then it becomes a bare 5th, then an Asus4 and then, finally, the resolution to the minor chord.
The sequence is repeated from bar 8; the same strings swell and the evolution from sole A note to a full
Bbmaj7 chord happens, when Pierpan, talking about her brother’s death, says “Nothing they [the Israeli
Defence Force] say makes any sense.” This cue comes in several times during the film; it appears when
there are tense moments, or moments the director wants the audience to think about.
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The next cue, entitled ‘Driving’, comes at 00.50.18 into the film. Worricker, with his old friend and boss now
dead, is now compromised by what he knows and is forced to disappear underground to revaluate how to proceed.
He goes to see someone he once had an affair with and who now works for the Home Secretary, to chat about his
predicament. As the scene comes to an end they hold hands and share a tender moment. This is when the cue
starts. He then gets in his car and drives to his apartment, where he finds the same young man (Ralph) from his
first encounter with his neighbour, sat in the park outside his flat. He drives on.
Musically this is an interesting and evocative cue. The first Gm9 chord is interesting; this comes in as we see
Worricker holds hands with the woman across the table. The chord is voiced expansively, with the full 5-part
voicing (1,3,5,7,9) which offers quite a lot of harmonic information for the listener. Voicing the chord this way
means that effectively you have a Dm (D, F and A) built over a Gm (G, Bb, D) which means it has a faint whiff
of polytonality; not the kind of strange, chromatic polytonality we look at elsewhere in my books, which create
often striking, dramatic and dissonant results, but a much softer variety which, in this context, has the effect of
accentuating the emotional bond between Worricker and the woman.
Figure: 39 Track: ‘Driving’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.50.18

Johnny driving.

Passing Big Ben

Reflection of a car through a window.

Driving

Piccadilly Circus.

Johnny driving

A quaver piano line comes in in bar 5, along with acoustic guitar,
which is heard on the downbeat. The piano line, based on Gm but
including the 2nd (A) and the 4th (C), works well with the string
chord underneath, italicising the 9th. The sustain pedal is used so to
an extent the notes act as horizontal harmony, forming the chord.
The beginning of the piano line offers a sense of momentum, and
this is synced with the visual cut to Worricker, who is now driving
his car. Once again music helps collapse the time between the
couple holding hands and the later scene with Johnny driving

Visually Worricker’s journey is quite vivid and imaginative; first we see a reflection of the car through a shop window, then a blurred image
of Piccadilly Circus, then Big Ben, then the car driving over a London bridge. Over this visually slightly dreamy sequence the musical chords
work, especially when we arrive at bar 8, where the strings themselves play an F6 chord. Fused with the Gm chord stated and implied by the
piano, guitar and bass, the string chord notes on the treble stave state (from the bottom up) 7th, 11th, compound 7th, compound 9th, compound
11th. These colourful, extension-heavy chords work well with the images of Worricker’s journey, complementing the dreamy sequence. The
modulation to Bbm is synced to the car driving over the bridge, and includes electric guitar phrasing, adding to the momentum.
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The next section comes after Worricker has another meeting with Rollo at a greasy spoon café. The two talk and
eventually walk out of the café (this is where the cue starts) and part company. Worricker and Rollo both reflect
on how their lives are changing because of imminent changes within the security services and other issues which
make their lives difficult.
Worricker says “Feels like the end of an era” to which Rollo replies “As for me, I’m fucked. Live out my life
inventing stories for a national newspaper”. The two men stand in silence. Before they finally leave, Worricker
says “Rollo, Rollo, you have me” to which Rollo replies, “How long will you last?”
Figure: 40 Track: ‘Exit Roadhouse’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.58.06
Similar the other cues in terms of style and instrumentation, this cue again uses the piano as a main
texture. Once again it uses the maj6 interval (over a minor chord) and the minor chord with a maj7, all
chords with a tendency to generate thoughts of clandestine behaviour or secrecy. These same chords,
much more lavishly orchestrated, are all over the Bond films, and as I said earlier, it is the light
orchestration in this film which allows the composer to use such chords without a more obvious and
immediate reference to Bond by listeners.

Worricker: “Feels like the end of an era”
Rollo: “As for me, I’m fucked...”
The Dm(add9)/F is an interesting chord which, in this context, has a melancholic, almost sad feel. This is due to the descending bass and
the move to a chord V. A minor chord I moving to a minor chord V always has a kind of ‘coming home’ or ‘returning’ emotion to it, and
playing the chord as a 1st inversion with the F in the bass adds some drama to the chord. But strangely it also makes the identity of the
chord slightly less definite in that it is extremely close to being (and sounding like) an Fmaj7 chord. Thus the chord adds a whiff of wistful
vagueness to the sequence. What italicises this is the strings, which enter softly and subtly, but dramatic nonetheless, in bar 7.

Rollo: “Live out my life inventing
stories for a national newspaper”.

Worricker: “Rollo, Rollo…you have me”.
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Rollo: “How long will you last?”

The sequence at bar 19 (and again at bar 27) is effective too; there
is a feeling that the piece is about to ‘light up’ and ‘hit the chorus’
thanks to the rising D, Eb and Bb notes. The eventual destination
chord in bar 21 stops this happening because the melody ends up on
a 9th over an inversion, but the build-up to that is definitely dramatic
nevertheless, due to a feeling of inevitability, a feeling of impending
conclusion. The use of acoustic guitar shadowing the piano line is
really nice, offering a texture which is somewhere in the middle of
the two instruments.

The strings add weight to the drama from bar 20 thanks to the basses and in bar 27 we have guitar, piano
and strings playing the upward melodic line, which creates more intensity. On bar 29 the bass guitar enters
and the piano LH plays the relentless crotchets, which adds to the sense of urgency and drama. The last
two bars of the transcription feature a suspended chord, which is often used to end a sequence that has to
stop without sounding too final or obvious. Despite the sus chord on piano, the strings play a line which is
straight out of Cm, which adds some mild tension. This chord delivers Worricker into an antique shop,
where he sells one of his expensive paintings for a large cash sum, in the presumption that he will shortly
have to disappear and ‘lay low’ for a while.

The same cue is used again shortly after (01.01.28) as Worricker drives to Cambridge in a bid to meet the Prime Minister
Alex Beasley. He eventually meets the Prime Minister and tells him what he knows, which puts Worricker in danger.
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The next scene comes at 01.27.08 as Worricker enters Ralph’s flat while he is out, to try and find out more
about the man.
Figure: 41 Track: ‘Ralph’s Loft’ Audio timing: 00.37 Film Cue Sync: 01.27.08

Page Eight has a strong sense of musical identity which helps tell the story and navigate the film; again, as with many cues, this begins with piano
phrases which elicit a sense of mystery. Again, the sustain pedal is used heavily so we get the Bbm (add2) chord horizontally. Notes blur into each
other, which has the effect of making the notes (root, min3rd, root and maj2nd) sound clustered and claustrophobic, which helps the clandestine
nature of the scene. The piece modulates regularly, dodging in and out of different key centres, which has the effect of being disorientating, which
in turn adds to the suspense of the scene. The first statement is in Bbm but by bar 3 we are in Dm which loosely syncs to Worricker inside Ralph’s
flat, taking pictures on his phone. The high string (F) on bar 3 is very quiet but extremely effective, as is the string chord which starts in bar 3 (the
strings unilaterally play a Dsus4 chord, which works nicely and generates tension against the Dm stated by the piano).

Bar 7 sees the piece change key again, this time from Dm to Gm. Dm
to Gm wouldn’t sound particularly strange normally, but in this
context, following the previous change (which was odd) it does sound
strange. That said, the main reason for the strangeness of the change
from Dm to Gm is probably firstly the top piano line, which goes
from the E (the 9th of the Dm) to the A (the 9th of the Gm). This makes
it sound quite square and a little odd; the two notes (A and E) would
more usually constitute root and 5th of an A chord, but they have been
taken out of their usual context and placed somewhere where both
notes now occupy 9ths.

In bar 8 - which is deliberately synced to the camera focusing on Nancy Pierpan, who is waiting anxiously in the car outside – the strings become
even more colourful underneath the Gm, by adding an E to the top of their chord, making the string chord unilaterally a Dsus4(add9) and in
context of the Gm being played by everyone else, a Gm(add9/#13). These colours, played tremolo, really do generate a feeling of anxiety. This
is a combination of their harmonic strangeness and their dramatic performance directions.
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Bar 10 sees yet another disorientating
change, from Gm to Ebm, after which
the piece fades. The ending chord is a
multi-extension one, featuring an added
2nd, maj6th and #11, which generates an
extremely vivid and abstract experience.

Quite apart from the excellent TV drama music which graces Page Eight, Englishby wrote an absolutely cracking
theme tune for the opening and closing credits, which, when you watch the film, you realise perfectly encapsulates
the character of Johnny Worricker. It’s a beautifully constructed jazz piece which generates feelings of smokefilled jazz clubs but which also includes some of the key harmonies and extensions that permeate the underscore
for the film.
Figure: 42 Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

The film starts with a pencil-drawn image of a London
bridge; the image grows as if it is being drawn in front
of our eyes. It becomes obvious what it is by about bar 3
and by bar 5 as the main theme comes in on Tenor Sax,
the picture becomes a real moving image.

The cue begins with a jazz ‘walking bass’ played on an upright bass, with light drums. Reminiscent
of a smoke-filled London jazz club, the music instead contextualises a London scene at dusk. A
harmon-muted trumpet comes in at the end of bar 2 playing a laid-back bluesy line, complete with
the requisite blue note (Db) but also the maj6 (E) over the minor chord (bar 5). The lack of context
that piano chords would bring means the bass, drums and muted trumpet are heard in their texturally
rawest form.

The main theme is carried by the Tenor Sax, which comes in in bar 6. The first entry is interesting
in that the line goes from Bb (3rd) to D (5th) then right up to the 9th (A) and 11th(C) before landing
back on the 9th. This is a colourful melody with the extensions being used well to create a vivid and
unmistakable stylistic loose and ‘dirty’ jazz feel, which impacts immediately on our perception of
the film and its wider narrative, specifically the security services. On a purely character level,
Worricker turns out to love Jazz, so the use of this music at the start has a dual purpose.
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9
We land on the downbeat of the melody on bar 7, which is synced with us seeing our first glimpse of the main character, Johnny
Worricker. On bar 9 Worricker ‘breaks the fourth wall’ by, just for a tiny instance, staring directly at the camera. This is a good
trick which works well by slightly wrong-footing the viewers, who most definitely would not expect that to happen.

The instrumentation is quite sparse, considering the genre. The piano does not just simply vamp all the time; it plays specific syncopated
phrasing when there is space for it; the first piano entry on bar 7 is anticipated with the second chord being on the bear, whereas in bar 11
this is reversed; the Gm7 is hit on the nose but the D7(b10) is anticipated. Also the trombones / baritone sax stab phrasing come mostly
when the solo sax is static. The architecture of the arrangement is busy but also lets a lot of light into the piece.

Brass and baritone sax
italicise the distinctive
minor chord with the
major 6th by stating the
chord. The solo sax also
lands eventually on the
maj 6th itself, which is
colourful and dynamic

Leading up to the key
change on 15, the
trombones and baritone
sax fill out the chords
and phrase rhythmically
with the solo sax,
creating drama leading
up to the change

This opening theme sets the stylistic agenda for the film both narratively, by giving Worricker an emotional voice,
and by also slipping some key extensions in there, which will end up being woven into the fabric of the underscore
for the film.
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PRIME SUSPECT (series 5) Stephen Warbeck
Prime Suspect is a famous British television crime drama series. It stars Helen
Mirren as Jane Tennison, one of the first female Detective Chief Inspectors in
London’s Metropolitan Police. The series was ground-breaking in that it was the
first successful TV crime drama which portrayed a woman rising to the rank of
Detective Superintendent. During the many series that were made Jane Tennison
not only deals with difficult crimes but also confronts the institutionalised
sexism that exists within the police force. In this series (5) she investigates a
seemingly straightforward drug murder that she believes is linked to one of
London’s top crime bosses.
We look at the intro music to this film, written by Stephen Warbeck, which is
dark, abstract and dissonant. It features woodwinds and brass mainly playing
slowly evolving chords, with one or two bits of counterpoint by flute and
trumpet. The music is superb; it portrays a vivid emotion of grimness. It sounds
ominous and betrays a feeling of bleakness; it would be equally at home at the
beginning of a dystopian film about the end of civilisation or a nuclear holocaust.
The textures are quite raw; there are no lush strings to mitigate the woodwinds and brass. The cue accompanies a
scene which, at face value, has nothing in common with the music. On bar 1 we have the card showing Helen
Mirren’s name and the title card showing ‘Prime Suspect 5’ is synced to bar 2. After that the scene shows Jane
Tennison walking round her apartment, just out of bed, with a quilt wrapped around her, drinking a coffee. She
goes outside onto the veranda where she looks over a bleak London skyline. There is no music for a few moments
before we cut to her fully dressed in her lounge, getting ready to leave for work. Then we see her in her car on her
way to work. I have deliberately put the pictures in here not because they are deeply relevant to the plot or exciting
but because they display the wonderful disconnect between the surface-level ordinariness of the pictures and
narrative of what is, basically, a woman getting ready for work, and the utter bleakness of the accompanying
music. If ever there was a time when music was subtextual, this is it. The music is portentous, ominous and
anxious. The music is not busy or rhythmically complicated; the sheer fear and foreboding is wholly a creation of
texture and harmony.
Figure: 43 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

So, apart from the dry, rugged textures of brass and woodwind, what is it about the music
that makes it so ominous? Before we look into the harmonies, look at the physicality of the
phrasing, the way the contrary motion makes the music almost feel as if it is breathing in and
out.

The very first chord
is quite dark; we
hear a C chord
missing its root,
built over an F# (its
#4). This is very
disorientating for
listeners.
Whenever we hear music, part of the
pleasure and satisfaction comes from
recognitionm; from categorising and from
having our preconceptions satisfied. Also
sometimes excitement comes from hearing
something new. But this kind of experience
is difficult; it’s likely they have heard
nothing remotely similar, ever
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The second chord, however,
is different, being a simple
inversion, so suddenly we are
back on track. The third
chord, a B (omit3) over a C#
is not dissonant but still
difficult to react to, being
outside the C key centre. The
whole two bar experience,
therefore, is a diffocult
listening experience. But, of
course, film music is there to
do a job, not to always sound
‘nice’. It is there to offer
context
and
sometimes
subtext. The subtext here is
dark, and the story itself will
eventually join it in darkness.
In this film the music is
portentous; it forewarns us.
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SEE NO EVIL John Lunn
See No Evil is a two-part TV drama telling the
story of the Moors Murders, committed between
July 1963 and October 1965, by Ian Brady and
Myra Hindley. The dramatic retelling is largely
from the perspective of Hindley’s sister,
Maureen Smith, and her husband David.
The series was the first ever dramatisation of the
notorious murders and was produced to mark the
40th anniversary of the trial which convicted the
murderers. The TV drama was made with the
support of the victims’ families, and was based
on two years of research, which include
extensive interviews with detectives, relatives or
the murdered children and David Smith,
Hindley’s brother-in-law. The production won
the BAFTA for Best Drama Serial in 2007. The
only murder which actually featured in the TV
drama was that of 17-year old Edward Evans,
murdered by Brady at Brady and Hindley’s
house on the 6th October 1965.
David Smith witnesses Brady killing Evans with an axe in the lounge of their house. In the morning David Smith
and his wife Maureen (Hindley’s sister) go to the police, and subsequently, Brady is arrested. Police then find
John Kilbride’s name written in one of Ian Brady’s notebooks. Eventually they recover a suitcase full of damning
evidence, including photographs and audio tape recordings.
Brady and Hindley are eventually charged with the murders of Edward Evans, Lesley Ann Downey and John
Kilbride. The police also suspect them of other murders, and in 1987 Brady and Hindley confess to the murders
of Pauline Reade and Keith Bennett. Reade’s body was eventually found but Bennett’s body has yet to be found.
The first scene I want to look at actually has no music. Normally in my books we celebrate and analyse examples
of excellence in film scoring, but here we applaud the restraint of the director and composer in deciding not to
score the opening sequence; the first 30 seconds of footage is of Saddleworth Moors in Lancashire, the place
where Ian Brady and Myra Hindley buried their victims. It is accompanied by various on-screen statements but
the only sound is the sound of the wind. This is an important point; in the history of film there are plenty of
examples where directors and composers have decided against music. In American Beauty the murder has no
music although the film is scored both before and after. In The Green Mile there is no music for the first execution,
only music as the guards prepare the prisoner. In Titanic, considering the mass of music for the rest of the film,
there is no music as Jack says goodbye to Rose as she is lowered into lifeboat. The point is, there are limits to
what needs music. If a scene is extremely dramatic or extremely sad or poignant, music might not always work.
You have to remember that what music does is provide a function. If that function is not required, then there is no
need for music.
Figure: 44 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.03

About 00.53.17 into the film, David Smith, Myra’s brother-in-law, speaks to Myra and Ian Brady about his need
to raise money quickly. Brady, who by this time has already killed, with Myra’s knowledge and assistance, says,
“Maybe there is a solution. Suppose we were to obtain the money…from a third party. I could go down Canal
Street, pick up a businessman of, shall we say, a certain sexual orientation. Bring him back here, demand money
off him. I think he’d part with it, rather than explaining to wifey how he’d come by a beating.”
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It was never Brady’s intention ‘just’ to beat the man, but to kill him, in front of David, who knows nothing about
Brady and Hindley’s killings. As David ponders the plan, he looks away, uncomfortable with the plan but
desperate for money and unaware of what the real plan was. The cue comes in as he is seen thinking and carries
on as Myra eventually tells him to leave the house.
Figure: 45 Film Cue Sync: 00.53.17

The music paints a dark, dystopian musical image in the minds of viewers. The lower analogue
warm synth sound plays a G chord, minus the 3rd and using some low notes and muddy voicings.
The piano part has delay but I have scored out what is heard, inclusive of the delay. On top of
the dark chord underneath, the piano hits the maj7, which twists the musicality of the piece,
making it sound uncomfortable. This proves that the specific emotional colour of an extension
is always the produce of both texture and narrative context. The maj7 over what feels like a
minor chord is used in Bond films, with lavish and bombastic orchestration. The end result is
completely different to this sound, which is alien and difficult. The melody hits the min6 in the
back end of bar 3, and there is a mild dissonance between it and the 5th in the lower synths,
which adds to the tension.

Around 00.54.20 into the film Myra arrives at her sister Maureen’s and David’s flat, to enact Brady’s plan. She
comes in the flat with an excuse to borrow David. Maureen knows nothing but David realises the plan is on. The
cue comes in as we see the figure of Myra outside the block of flats.
Figure: 46 Film Cue Sync: 00.54.20
As in the last cue, we hear again the
delayed piano sound, which is becoming
effective as a textural and emotional
marker in this film. The line starts on the
2nd and the synths underneath play
octaves. As with the last cue the piano is
also heavily reverbed so the notes tend to
gloss into one chord as they progress,
which makes the sound even more
ghostly

Later in the cue the synths
underneath have low root,
octave, and then 5th and min
6th together, which would
normally be very dissonant
but this time is subtler due
to the textures and the depth
of the notes.

The last chord is a cluster of 1,2 and min 3,
played as Maureen tries to figure out why Myra
has come round so late and wants David to ‘walk
her back home’ even though she has a car.
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A few moments later in the same scene (00.55.32) we see Myra and David leave David and Maureen’s flat. Music
here provides one of its most important functions; it provides continuity to get them out of the flat and reappear
instantly (in film time) but meant to be a few moments later (in actual time). For this transition we hear an
unorthodox voicing of an E chord (omit3) with an added #4, clashing against the 5th. Again, because of the depth,
the dissonance is effective rather than jarring, and the really clever thing here is the way the A# drops to the A
and then becomes the add2 of the Gm chord, which is synced to the scene of the two outside the flat, walking
away. This sync point is also emphasised by the high, reverbed and delayed piano, playing a similar line to Fig.46.
Figure: 47 Film Cue Sync: 00.55.32
Fig. 46 and 47 are obviously part of the same piece of music but I
have separated them for convenience. The piece begins in Em (in
Fig.46) and eventually moves to Gm (in Fig.47). A move from Em
to Gm is dark at the best of times but for this scene, given its
context, the music creates a real menacing sense of foreboding.

Our next cue comes 01.30.32 into the film when police are searching Saddleworth Moors, looking for the bodies
of Brady and Hindley’s victims. At one point, just as the detective in charge is calling the search off for the day,
a young officer shouts over, saying he has found bones. The detective shouts back “It’ll be another dead sheep,
lad.” The young officer shouts back, “I don’t think so, sir.” The detective looks at his assistant and the cue below
begins.
The line goes up an octave on bar 4, and this
Figure: 48 Film Cue Sync: 01.30.32

is lightly synced to the images of cars
heading toward the crime scene in darkness.
Now a body has been found, more senior
officers arrive along with a pathologist.
From a viewer’s point of view, a
combination of the discovery of a body,
along with the darkness and headlights,
combined with the line moving up an octave
is what makes this whole scene dramatic.

The reverbed piano textures
work well with the harmonies
in creating tension. The music
is simple and the tension comes
from the add2 resolving to the
min 3rd. Instrumentation is
simple but truthfully nothing
heavier would work because
the drama in the scene is huge.

The next scene is the last to be analysed and comes at the end of the film. At 02.12.00 Maureen reveals she has
been to see Myra in prison, against the wishes of her partner, David. They argue and at 02.14.01 we see Maureen
in the kitchen with her children, close to tears.

Maureen distraught in the
kitchen

When David comes downstairs Maureen tells him she has
run out of eye liner and is off to the chemist. This is a
poignant scene with excellent acting; we can tell by
looking at her that she intends to leave. David does not
realise at first but when Maureen walks out, he is seen
looking quizzically. This is where the cue starts

Maureen telling David she is going to
the chemist

Dave sensing something is wrong
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Musically the piece is reminiscent of Fig.48 (at
01.30.32 when bodies are discovered). The add 2 is
stated but this time the left hand is playing cluster
chords, which, with the heavily reverbed piano, creates
a strange ghostly feeling. In context of this scene, the
music helps generate emotions of despondency and
regret as we see Maureen walking away from her life.

Figure: 49 Film Cue Sync: 02.14.44

The music works really well with this final scene. There is a ‘plodding’
nature to the melody in the first few bars, which, together with some
interesting chords (such as the Bm(add2)/D) help create an ill-at-ease,
mournful feeling. The chords are well chosen and well used. Their identity
has been shaved slightly by virtue of the extensions and inversions and
this adds to the sense of incongruity, which leaks onto the film, making it
a little surreal.

The piece really lights up on bar 10, when the melody goes up an octave. There is a brief clash between the D melody line and the C# in the bass
of the A chord, but the music sounds heart-wrenching when it reaches bar 11, hitting the min6 of the Bm chord, generating tension and emotion.
This is all wonderfully contextualised and supported by the continued cluster chords featuring multiple extensions.
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THE GAME Daniel Pemberton
The Game is a British cold war spy TV series that takes place in London in
1972. The series revolves around Joe Lambe, who is a young British spy in
London. The first scenes we see are set one year earlier, when Joe had
fallen in love with Yulia, one of his Russian contacts. He had tried to defect
to the Soviet Union to be with her but was arrested and Yulia was shot
dead.
Just before this scene we see Joe and Yulia walking through a forest en
route to the rendezvous where Joe hopes to defect and be with the woman
he loves. The pictures of the pair walking through the forest are in slow
motion, which gives the sequence a slightly surreal, ghostly feel.
Pemberton’s music for this scene is excellent. The initial chord has subtle
shades of the kind of chords found in films portraying clandestine or secret
activities. One of the typical Bond chords is a minor 9 chord with a major
7th. The chord at the beginning of the first scene is an Emaj7 but without
the minor or major 3rd and with added dissonance of the minor 6th.

Figure: 50 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

It has a faint whiff of Bond but this is obscured slightly by the low
cluster of harmony, which gives the piece more of a dissonant feel than
is the case with Bond. That said, the high strings (D#) and the deep
furtive presence of the Alto Flute definitely takes us into surreptitious,
clandestine emotional territory

The way the composer has referenced Bond but added his own particular brand, is excellent. The dissonant chord
at the beginning works well with the very first scene we see of the couple in the forest. If we remove the music,
silence re-contextualises the scene somewhat. Gone is the fear and apprehension that the music gives to the scene.
In the second cue, which we join (episode 1) at 00.03.38, Joe is seen leaving a flat which is also occupied by a
woman he has just spent the night with. However, before he leaves, while the woman sleeps, he is seen
surreptitiously checking the woman’s bag, making notes and taking pictures. As he leaves, the cue overleaf comes
in. The cue plays underneath film of Joe on his way to work. For reference, the version of the track used is a
different edit to the one on the commercially released album. The one transcribed, is the one used in the film. The
music has a vivid and distinctive triplet-feel bass line, which, mixed with the loose drumming, gives the piece a
great sense of identity. Rhythmically the piece is intoxicating, having a kind of laid-back almost Blues-like
swagger. Texturally the flutes, which enter playing the bare 4th interval (stating the 2nd and the 5th), lend the piece
a dated, 60s loose jazz feel, which gives it a whiff of James Bond. The piece concludes with a variation on the
classic Bond chord; the Bond chord is a minor chord with a 9th and maj7th whereas Pemberton’s take is a G over
a C bass.
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Although his version misses the Eb (what would be the min 3rd of a Cm chord), because of the previous harmonic
terrain, we almost hear Pemberton’s chord as a Cm9 (maj7). In bar 3 we hear what amounts to a Cm cluster chord
on flutes, which adds to the flavour.
Figure: 51 Track: ‘I Spy’ Audio timing: 00.09 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.38

By far the most intoxicating and illuminating thing about this piece is the great bass line. There are several interesting aspects to this line which
make it exciting to the ear; firstly, the notes in bar 1,3,5,7 etc, are in two sets of triplets, each with a crotchet gap after. Triplets are usually
heard in a more consistent, fuller manner; done this way there is more of a syncopated, urgent feel to the triplets with the gap between each
set. This is italicised and made slightly peculiar, particularly because there is so much vertical space between the three notes, which, because
they are on bass and low piano, makes them sound a bit clunky. Also the second set of triplets in the odd numbered bars hit the root, 5th and
9th which sounds a little odd, which adds to incongruity of the line and to the scene it supports.

Although this is a serious drama, there is a
slightly comical air to the music, probably
because the textures and harmonies slightly
resemble Bond. The main melody comes in in
bar 5, where we hear a flute / strings line which
is pedestrian enough for it to not to detract from
the bass line.
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Another aspect which lends the piece a sense of
strangeness and excitement is the repeated key
changes which take us outside the established key
centres (the first on bar 9, where we go from Cm to
G#m, the second on bar 13 from G#m to Fm and the
final one on bar 17 where it returns to Cm. These are
distracting and disorientating modulations which, in
this context are designed to sound odd, quirky and
mysterious.

The piece comes to a halt as we see Joe in a dark
room, developing the pictures he’d just taken in the
flat belonging to the woman he is spying on.

The next cue is the theme tune, which enters after we see Joe speaking into a microphone, recording his report
about the woman he’s just left. Clearly the relationship they have is one of convenience for Joe as his job is to spy
on her. The strain of his role, his job, are etched on his face when he turns the recorder off. He looks forlorn and
fed up, putting his head in his hands. Clearly thoughts about his previous relationship are coming back to haunt
him.
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The slightly odd thing about the music for this drama, is that when we first hear the last track, ‘I Spy’, we presume
it to be the main theme tune, but then, moments after the piece finishes we hear the actual theme tune, below.
Although this is a credit to how stylish the last piece of underscore was, it does slightly blur the lines between
underscore and thematic intro.
Figure: 52 Track: ‘Titles and Opening’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.55
The main theme plays behind
a sequence of images from the
show, graphics of characters
and pictures of seminal
characters from the cold war
period.

Joe after making the recording

Joe from outside the window

Outside the window, zoomed out

The piano line contains horizontal harmony which infers a Cm chord and also
contains the maj6 and maj7, giving it the Bond feel. The use of Celeste and especially
later the Balalaika, offers the piece a real European feel. Remember John Barry’s
fabulous Persuaders theme featured the Balalaika. It has an instant ‘Russian’ feel
which in this context helps the opening images translate emotionally to their
audience. On top of all this is the high string and Celeste Eb. All these things create
wonderful and palpable, if a little clichéd, feel for the series, dating it instantly,
making it mysterious and placing it squarely in the realm of the Spy genre

Brezhnev

The low cellos and basses play a rugged and quite
violent sequence of triplet semiquavers, leading into
bar 5, where the piece is joined by a really exciting
string bass line, underneath an 8va string line. Any
string note this high almost by definition creates a
dramatic an anxious feel.

Nixon

The bass line is quite distinctive, as indeed it was in the first cue second
cue we looked at (‘I Spy’). The slightly clunky nature of the line lends
the piece a ‘smoky jazz club’ vibe.
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The Balalaika comes in on bar 9, playing a thumping octave C note, rising to the 2nd (D); this helps the lower line by
restating extensions played by the harp.

In the last few bars, the quaver line is copied by the Balalaika and the strings play a simplified crotchet version of
this line; this works to raise the piece in intensity and volume to a culmination, giving it a sense of inevitability.
A high B note comes in on synth, which sounds almost like ‘feedback’ but serves to pre-empt the final bar, which
is basically Bs everywhere. At first we assume this is the same variation on the Bond chord that we heard in ‘I
Spy’ but this time it is stripped right back to only contain the B. Like the rest of the music for this series, this is
an excellent theme which places the episodes in exactly the era and frames them in exactly the right textural and
harmonic context for the genre.
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THIS IS PERSONAL Hal Lindes
This Is Personal: The Hunt for the Yorkshire Ripper is a British TV drama
series chronicling the real-life investigation into Peter Sutcliffe, also known as
The Yorkshire Ripper. This is a sensitive but dramatic retelling of events. The
dramatization also shows the effect the case had on the health of Chief
Constable George Oldfield, who led the inquiry.
The film starts the day of the arrest of Sutcliffe, as we see a now retired George
Oldfield at home, preparing Sunday lunch. He receives a phone call from one
of his former colleagues, to tell him they have arrested someone for the
Yorkshire Ripper murders. Oldfield drives to the station to finally see the killer
who had dominated his life for so many years.
We then cut to a typical 70s street scene in Chapeltown, Leeds, ‘four years
earlier’, where we see two young children leave their homes to ride their bikes.
Shortly after, they come across the body of Jane MacDonald.
The music, with the
initial portentous dark
solo bass line, develops
into mournful, desolate
harmonies and textures,
which juxtapose the
children playing, until we
see the children stop; we
see the feet of the child
and then we see the body
of the murdered woman

Figure: 59 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.02.20
The initial sombre bass line comes
in a few seconds after we see the
shot of Chapeltown. Visually all
we see is a street scene followed
by children on their bikes; what
should be a happy scene. The
accompanying music is not
duplicative but juxtapositional.

If we ask, ‘how can music be mournful’, in this cue we are drawn to texture
and harmony as the main creators of emotion. On bar 4 we hear two cellos
who begin stating 3rd and 5th of the Gm before contrary motion takes the top
note to C and the bottom one to F#; this has the effect of creating a
diminished feel (between the C and F#). Placed over the bottom G, the
diminished feel sounds dissonant and morbid, especially on the two cellos.
The textures sound dark, pained and guttural.
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At the end of the
transcription, on bar 11
and 12, the harmonies
migrate to Cm/G, a shift
which works emotionally
and acknowledges the
finding of the body. What
helps
this
emotional
underpinning
is
the
lingering solitary Eb note
on strings as we see the
dead woman. The music,
together with that image,
generates a sense of
tragedy and sadness.
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WHITECHAPEL Ruth Barrett
Whitechapel is a British TV drama series in which
detectives investigate murders which replicate historical
crimes. The first series featured the search for a modern
copycat killer replicating the murders of Jack the Ripper. In
the first series, fast-tracked officer DI Joe Chandler is sent
to Whitechapel to take charge of an investigation into the
death of a young woman. The Whitechapel murder team
that Joe is to take charge of, is led by DC Ray Miles, an
older, hard-bitten officer, who resents the arrival of the
younger, fast-tracked Joe and tensions arise from the start.
Miles refers to Joe as a ‘plastic policeman’, or ‘paper
policeman’ and thinks Joe simply doesn’t have the
experience or ability to run the investigation. In a short
period of time Chandler poses the theory that the murder,
which is soon followed by more murders, is the work of a
copycat killer. The music for the series, by Ruth Barret, is
extremely effective and distinct in its style, use of textures
and harmonies. It creates an instantly nervous, anxious and
scary atmosphere. We will look at the opening theme for the
show.
Figure: 60 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01
The pictures and graphics which come at the start of
each episode are quite striking, showing dramatized
images from Victorian London’s East End and more
contemporary pictures of London. The music
generates an emotional reaction which really distils
the inherent horror in the images.

Texturally the music
consists of strings and
piano; both heavily
reverbed, giving the
music a ghostly and
almost supernatural feel.

It is the harmonies, however, which generate the biggest portion of the emotions. The first three bars piano lines are built on a solid bed Dm bed of strings.
This is why the very first profound dissonance on piano in bar one, work - because it is supported by a bed of consonance underneath; a kind of ‘harmonic
normality’ underpins the piano dissonances. The dissonance in bar one consists of an F# on the top, clashing not just with the Dm string chord but with the
left-hand piano line, which includes an F. The other tensions in bar two and three are not dissonant at all; we have the added 4th and 9th over the Dm chord,
which create colour and tension. Another strange thing is that the change from Dm to Db comes after only 3 bars of Dm, not the more conventional 2 or 4.
This means the phraseology is also a little strange or unexpected.

When we hit the Db maj chord on bar 4, the piano states the #11 a few times, which generates a slightly ‘other-wordly’ feel. Two
other things need to be said here, too: firstly, the chord trick of Dm to Db is a well-known sci-fi type trick which we looked at
numerous times in my first three books. In this transition the min3 of the Dm (the F note) chord becomes the maj3 of the Db chord,
despite not changing physically. 3rds are rich, descriptive intervals and when it is the interval that changes and not the note, we feel
that change in a different way to when a note physically changes. We go from a minor chord to a major chord and the note which
functions as the 3rd determines that change, without itself changing physically. This is why it sounds a little strange.

In bar 6 we have another unexpected dissonance, the
opposite of bar 1; this time we have the min3 stated
over a major chord underneath, and, as if that wasn’t
enough, we have the #11 on top too.
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In bar 9 the high cello countermelody is added, the physicality of which (especially in bars 11 and 12 when it descends) adds a more romantic and even
tragic air to the piece. In bar 13 onwards this itself becomes skewed and twisted when, ascending, it states the #5 (A) and maj7 (C).
(#5)

(#5)

On bars 15/16 there is a selection of competing tensions; the #5 and maj7 on cello and the 7th and #5 on piano.

What does all this mean? What do all the various tensions and dissonances do to us? They create an overwhelming
‘other-worldly’ sense, an eerie sense of incongruity and strangeness. The strange harmonies manage to dislocate
our perception of what is normal and what is abnormal. As I said before, because many of the tensions and
dissonances are mitigated texturally (and harmonically) by the soft string chords on the bottom, and because the
whole thing is dripping in a kind of all-pervading ghostly reverb, the tensions are less jarring than they would
otherwise be. Our expectations are confounded but it is delivered with velvet gloves. Despite the velvet gloves,
this piece creates real anxiety and a sense of being inside a twisted reality.
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CHAPTER 6: ENDEAVOUR, MORSE & LEWIS
Music by Barrington Pheloung (10.5.1954 – 1.8.2019)
“The music of a film follows a narrative track, like the events of
a story, but it also tends to have a life or identity of its own, like
the discourse that frames the story.”
(Goldmark, 2007.3)

ENDEAVOUR
Endeavour is a British TV crime
detective series. It is a prequel to
the
incredibly
successful
Inspector Morse and like Morse
is set in Oxford. The show
portrays the beginning of a
young Endeavour Morse at the
beginning of his police career. It
was set initially in the 1960s but
the show became as successful
as Morse and has spawned many
series, moving into the 1970s. In
the Morse universe, the young
Endeavour Morse after he leaves
Oxford late in his third year
without finishing his degree.

The pilot episode sees Morse transferred to CID after only two years as a uniformed police constable. But he
becomes disillusioned with police work and decides to resign. Before he can resign, however, he is sent on
attachment to Oxford’s Cowley Police Station to assist the investigation of a missing 15-year old schoolgirl.
Morse’s previous life in Oxford and his obvious intellect singles him out amongst his colleagues. His undoubted
skills bring him to the attention of the veteran detective Fred Thursday, who takes under his wing and convinces
him to stay on. Like Inspector Morse before it, this show benefits from superb writing and acting. The
cinematography is excellent too. Much of the music is composed by the composer of the original Morse series –
the fantastic and sadly now late, Barrington Pheloung. We covered Inspector Morse in an earlier book (Morrell,
2013.85) and we will return to the original Morse series again later in this chapter. We are looking at the three
Morse universe TV series in ‘universe order’, i.e. Endeavour, Inspector Morse and Lewis. As most people will
know, in terms of when they were made, Inspector Morse came first (1987-2000) followed by sequel Lewis (20062015) which was then followed by Morse prequel, Endeavour (2012 - ).
Pheloung’s music was one of the most crucial factors behind the original Morse series becoming an international
phenomenon. His music was ground-breaking. As the Goldmark quote states, music can imprint its own musical
and emotional identity on a film, and nowhere is this truer than with Pheloung’s music for Morse. His unique style
and approach of writing in Morse had never been done before on British TV detective dramas, which until then
had tended to be a little bit functionally descriptive and ‘on the nose’; obvious textural and harmonic clichés were
the order of the day for most TV detective dramas. Music tended to be descriptive and sometimes aggressive and
‘gritty’ to match the public perception of the police. Pheloung took music to new heights in Morse. It was soft,
delicate, impressionistic and at times completely spellbinding. The Music for Endeavor is as good and as effective
but perhaps a little less subtle and impressionistic and more direct, understandable given the youth of the character
being portrayed and the context of the times. More about Morse and Lewis later; but first, Endeavour.
The subtleties, intricacies and exquisite tensions of Pandiatonic writing
Given the fact that Pandiatonic writing comes up regularly when discussing Pheloung’s writing, I thought it might
be a good idea to spend a little bit of time discussing ways in which you can write pandiatonically. Pandiatonic
writing sometimes produces chords which are inferred, suggested and insinuated, rather than fully stated. It tends
to sometimes produce groups of notes which sound as if they are almost chords, as if there is something missing,
something fractured, something preventing the chord being fully consonant.
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What is Pandiatonic writing?
Pandiatonic harmony happens when we use the diatonic scale (rather than the chromatic scale) but without regard
for normal diatonic functionality, to create chords and melodies. This tends to produce chords which can sound
abstract. But because we’re using a diatonic scale and not the chromatic scale, there are no jarring chromatic
dissonances. Music using Pandiatonic harmony can often sound strained, strange and abstract because it avoids
the use of what one might consider ‘normal chords’. That said, if we analyse some Pandiatonic chords, we often
find that although the totality of the chord avoids ‘normal’ chords it can be made up of what might be two ‘normal’
chords which interact to create an abstract chord, or two partial chords combining to create abstraction.
Figure: 01
The chord in bar one is made up of an F chord, underpinned by
an inverted C chord. The complete chord is Pandiatonic because
there is no overarching central harmonic feel to the chord. The
second chord (in bar 2) consists of an Em and an Am. Together
they form a chord which doesn’t really sound like it has a solid
harmonic base.

Pandiatonic music typically uses the diatonic notes (the white notes on a piano keyboard) freely and in
untraditional combinations, without conventional resolutions and/or without standard chord progressions, but
always with a vague sense of tonality due to the absence of chromatics. The term ‘Pandiatonicism’ was originally
created by Nicolas Slonimsky in the second edition of Music since 1900 to describe chord formations of any
number up to all seven degrees of the diatonic scale, used freely in democratic equality’ (Kostelanetz, 2013.
465). To put it a different way, Pandiatonicism is the composition of music using all seven notes of the diatonic
scale in a manner free from classical harmonic conventions.
An absence of convention and restriction
Conventions are restrictions by another name. Conventions are the adherence to a system of hierarchy. Using
traditional music theory as an example of this restrictive hierarchy, if you saw all the white notes laid out in front
of you on a piano keyboard, you would automatically start seeing the C as a ‘1’ in the scale or chord of C, or you
might look at the A note and imagine an Am chord; or you might look at the F note and imagine a chord of F. As
listeners we are accustomed to conventional harmonies we hear every day, so as composers it is hard to break
away from the restrictions that conventions bring. This is why sometimes a piano can be a limiting instrument to
conceptualise on. The problem is that if you don’t have ‘absolute pitch’ then you cannot ‘hear’ notes accurately
in your head, so you need an instrument to hear your ideas. This is the ‘vicious circle’ which sometimes can
prevent non-traditional harmony from being used. When we look at a piano keyboard, we are drawn to convention;
the architecture of the instrument and years of listening to traditional harmony makes it difficult to break away.
We cannot help ourselves; music needs order and music theory gives us a mathematical language to help us
understand that order - a language through which we can understand music, but also be drawn to convention.
But with a Pandiatonic mindset, confronted by all the white notes, we would see only a bunch of white notes. If
we saw a C we wouldn’t think of its hierarchical diatonic function (root of a C chord, 5th of an F chord, min 3rd of
an A minor. We wouldn’t be thinking of a scale of C or Am, or any scale, for that matter. Styles or approaches to
music which might be considered to be similar, or ‘cut from the same cloth’ as Pandiatonicism might be ‘twelvetone-row’ music, Atonality, Dissonance, Serialism and African Music. For years I was drawn to African music
and then I realised it too had influences of Pandiatonicism, which explained why I was interested in it.
So, Pandiatonic writing is when all the pitches of a diatonic scale are used freely and without regard for their
traditional diatonic function. As I said earlier, the best way to rationalise it is to use only the white keys on the
piano keyboard – technically you can use the concept in any key, but it is easier to get used to by using the white
keys - but when you play the note of A, do not think of it as a root of an Am or the 6th of a scale of C. The hard
thing is trying to rid your mind of its adherence to traditional, rational music theory. It is hard unknowing what
we already know. We can’t really un-know something. You have to simply try and play in a way which is free of
hierarchical thought. Pandiatonic writing, when rationalised using traditional music theory and harmonic analysis
(which I realise sounds mad, considering what I have just said) can often produce what we realise are, in effect,
polychords (chords made up of two different contrasting chords which combine to produce a chord which often
sounds abstract and strange). Or it can produce partial polychords (chords made up of partial elements of two
different and contrasting chords). I will give examples of these later. The strange thing about trying to explain or
understand Pandiatonic writing is that in order to rationalise the kinds of chords this style of writing will produce
we have to invoke traditional harmonic language to understand what they are!
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The absence of characteristic harmonic functions sets it apart from conventional diatonic music, so Pandiatonicism
is usually used sparingly by contemporary composers. It is rare that an entire piece is Pandiatonic. With
Pheloung’s music for Inspector Morse, he tends to float in and out of Pandiatonic writing.
What does Pandiatonic writing produce? What does it achieve?
To distort harmony completely is to alienate and challenge the listener, but to ‘blur’, to ‘conceal’, to ‘mask’ and
to ‘obscure’ reality can often make for an abstract but interesting listening experience; it makes it a little harder
for people to make sense of what they’re listening to but it does not alienate them totally or make it impossible
for them to rationalise what they are hearing. Remember what was said in the opening chapters about non-musical
people possessing an ‘unconscious knowledge of harmony’; part of the pleasure people get from listening is the
challenge they face in trying to make sense of the experience by subconsciously categorising and analysing what
they hear. While ever music allows people into its realm and is open and porous enough to be analysed, it
constitutes a useful, fulfilling and enjoyable experience. But to infer harmony - as Pandiatonic harmony can
sometimes do - to slightly subvert it, can create a slightly blurred listening experience which can sometimes create
feelings of puzzlement, confusion and perplexity (because we are not able to categorise it in the same way we do
with more traditional harmonies). This emotional state of mind can be beneficial for films of a certain style. For
the subtle shades of colour required for underscore music, it can be useful. Because it is harder for us to
subconsciously categorise and classify Pandiatonic music in our minds (as we do with most music we listen to)
the curiosity draws us in deeper, making it a more intense experience. The music and the emotion we feel become
embedded in the fabric of the scene. We tend to hear most music as a combination of emotion, harmony and
texture. With strange sounding music we tend to contextualise it almost purely as abstract emotion, which can be
really helpful if the scene requires a sense of emotional incongruity to help it translate to the viewer.
This is what Pheloung’s music for Morse and Lewis does to such a great degree. It sometimes creates slightly
blurred and impressionistic shades and colours, making it less understandable and a more intense but less stable
experience. This all impacts on our emotional reaction to the pictures, sometimes making them more vivid. Ask
anyone who loves the original music for Morse to try and explain why, and they will talk not about the music, but
about what it does to them; how it makes them feel and how it opens up the characters on a different level.
Below are some examples of chords which might be considered Pandiatonic. Perversely and ironically I am using
traditional musical descriptions (chord symbols) to articulate what the chords being produced actually are ‘in real
terms’, when you apply traditional harmonic grammar and thinking. An important note is that the chords below
are not to be played in sequence, as a piece of music. Instead, take each bar as a stand-along example, unless there
is movement within the bar, in which case this functions as counterpoint relevant to just that bar. The best
approach is to play the notes either on piano or on a string or string/woods setting; say 26 piece strings (8 x 1st
violins, 6 x 2nd violins, 6 violas, 4 celli and 2 basses). Most of the voicings are for six-parts; if it goes under or
over, use doubling or divisi as appropriate.
Figure: 02

As I have said elsewhere in this book, when it comes to delicate and / or emotional
underscoring film composers do not usually change chords wholesale, each bar.
Harmony and counterpoint in Morse, for example, used to evolve and meander.
Fractured chords would be stated and then perhaps one or two individual notes
within the chords would develop and evolve; this is one of the way Pheloung used
to create his distinctive colours and emotions. In film we tend to contextualise
underscore music emotionally rather than musically. Often the music by itself
would sound quite abstract but when placed alongside a particular scene the
emotion generated by the music would embed itself in the fabric of the characters,
the scenes and the stories.
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With the chords in this sequence it is sometimes good to
play one of them, then attempt to evolve it using
meandering counterpoint lines, which slowly begin to
subtly alter the character of the music and the emotion
it generates.

Below there is a basic explanation of each chord, its constituents and what generates the tensions and colour.

Figure: 03

Bar 1 features a chord which sounds transitory in nature; the lack of the minor or major 3rd really opens the
possibilities up in the chord. Not only is there no 3rd, there also is no 9th underpinning the 11, which makes the 11th
sound dislocated rather than wholly natural. The lack of absolute harmonic clarity means there is the atypical haziness
we get wit Pandiatonic writing. Most music wants to resolve; music usually concludes ‘at the end’ but before the end
music normally has a series of ups and downs, lows and highs, tensions and resolutions. Pandiatonic writing throws
out most of these rules and expectations in favour of a more meandering obliqueness, which makes it bleed into the
undergrowth of the drama quite well in some situations which require such an approach. With each one of the chords
below you can take it as a starting point and then evolve it yourself by moving the top note, or the bottom note, or
one in the middle of the voicing. Try and avoid wholesale changes where everything moves. In bar one, below, the
pinch points are the 7th (the G note) and the 11th (the D). Apart from creating a suspended feel, on their own lie a
stark 5th apart, which creates a slight squareness, which adds tension. The other tension in the chord is the E, G and
A in the middle of the chord.
Although these are not close enough together to be considered a cluster, normally a 7th would react to a maj or min3rd; this is part of what
makes the 7th work in a voicing situation; it’s part of what gives it its character. But this time we don’t have the safety net of the 3rd so the 7th
sounds different; slightly pained, anxious even. Notes rely on other notes for their traditional context, and one of the great by-products of
Pandiatonic writing is that it robs listeners of the sound of traditional musical certainties.

Figure: 04

Bar 2 evolves the logic of bar 1 by once again omitting the 3rd and 9th, but this time also omitting the 11th
and stating the 13th. In Pandiatonic writing we often come across chord symbols which, whilst being
theoretically correct, do not seem to describe how the chord ‘feels’. We discussed this notion on page 32
of chapter 1 – ‘What Film Music Does to Us’. I say this now because on bar two there is a distinct whiff
of Dm because the A and the F. However, I have named this chord by its proper theoretical name, which
described what it looks like but not wholly what it sounds like. Also, notice how the flattened 13th – the F
note – clashes gently with the 5th an octave lower. This isn’t supposed to be a violent dissonance; more of
a subtle harmonic difficulty which causes tension. This also underpins one of the points of Pandiatonic
writing, which is to try and dislocate the sense of harmonic placement. This is why people – much less
film composers – rarely use Pandiatonic writing for an entire piece, or even more than a bar or two at a
time.
Dislocating the sense of harmonic placement permanently is not always a good idea, especially when a filmmaker is meanwhile trying to tell
a coherent story. Like many things in music, use it wisely. Do not lay it on with a trowel, as I have done in this figure. The back-end of bar 2
features an upward bottom line, rising from the A to the B; this is an example of what you yourself can do in any of these examples; grab a
note and move it; most of the chord stays where it is but one or two lines move. This is the kind of thing Pheloung does a lot in Morse and
other shows. Looking at the last two beats of the bar from the bottom up, the B, E, G and A create an Em add4 chord, which works
completely differently with the top F than the initial chord.

Figure: 05

Figure: 06

Figure: 07

Bar 3 contains what is, in effect, a polychord; this is why this time I have written two chord symbols down; one
at the top and one at the bottom. This is just to describe what this whole chord is really made of, i.e. bits of other
chords hinting at different flavours. The top contains and inverted D minor, built over its 3rd, whereas the lower
voices contain an A and E, creating a bare A chord with no 3rd. Played gently over strings, this can be a really
effective approach.

Bar 4 does the same thing but this time on the bottom we have an E and B notes, creating a bare E chord,
inverted over its 5th (the B). This polytonal chord is voiced so that the E and F sit right next to each other,
creating tension.

Bar 5 contains a 3rd-less A chord with the E (5th), F (6th) and G (7th) creating a small cluster. At either vertical end
of the cluster chord there is a big vertical space before we hit the notes which bookend the chord (the A at the
bottom and the D at the top). Sometimes it’s good to have some sonic breathing space, especially when we have
three notes squashed together in the middle.
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Figure: 08

Figure: 09

Figure: 10

Figure: 11

Figure: 12

Figure: 13

Figure: 14

Figure: 15

Bar 6 contains another closely voiced chord; the top four notes on their own would have created an Em with a min
2nd in there as well. That would produce an interesting and dissonant chord, but the added dislocation of having the
A on the bottom adds to the equation, creating an interesting dynamic. This underpins another interesting facet of
chords which are Pandiatonic in nature; they are rarely simply random dissonance; they are normally created when
‘normal harmony’ has been skewed or dislocated, normally twice in the chord. Thus, what Pandiatonicism creates,
ultimately is mild confusion, generated when pockets of ‘normal’ but contrary harmony collide.

Bar 7 contains two separate major 2nd intervals; chords may contain one example of a major 2nd, such as a sus4
(sitting next to the 5th) and the sus2 (sitting next to the 1st and/or 3rd. If one major 2nd appears in a chord this does not
normally disrupt the natural order of traditional chordal harmony, whereas two separate major 2nd intervals in a
chord disrupts the flow enough to create drama. As with some of the other chords we’ve looked at, this tension of
four notes in the middle of the chord is vertically bookended with a bigger interval, which allows space for the notes
in the middle to breath. In the case of bar 7, the 11th sits on the top, which distorts our expectation.

Bar 8 contains the same chord ‘middle’, i.e. the two successive groups of major 2nd intervals. The top note is the
C, which lends the top half of the chord a whiff of Am7, but the bottom of the chord contains B and G, which we
can interpret as two thirds of a G or Bm chord. This underpins an important point with Pandiatonic writing’ when
it creates polyharmony, frequently both chords referenced or alluded to are partial and incomplete. Thus the bottom
of bar 8 contains two thirds of the G or Bm chord, not all of it. The colour of the polychords is thus slightly more
subtle and abstract and less direct and colourful.

Bar 9 contains a chord which is three-quarters Am. This consonance is compromised by the B at the bottom of
the chord, representing the 2nd. Tension is created between the top C (the minor 3rd of the chord) and the B
underneath. This is not a hard or jarring dissonance if delivered by strings, but instead sounds pained and perhaps
a little sad.

Bar 10 is starker and contains what would be an Am9 if the colourful, warm components were there. The 3rd is
omitted, and with the chord being an ‘add9’ rather than merely a 9th, it doesn’t include the 7th either. This type of
chord, like all the ones I have written, need growing and evolving.

In bar 11 I have split the chord into the two chord symbols it truly is. The top bit of the chord represents an F with
a flattened 5th; very stark and quite harsh. The bottom four notes independently represent a D7sus4. What this
chord is doing, like all chords of this type, is striking a balance between one dynamic and another. Although they
don’t ‘go together’ traditionally, the tension created between these two opposites is dramatic.

In bar 12 the top of the chord is represented by a two very stark and intervals (the F to the B has a very chromatic
sound whereas the B to the E is very square. The F also lies a maj7 underneath the E, which creates a separate but
palpable tensions. Lying underneath this strangeness is a perfectly ordinary C/G, the top note of which clashes with
the F. This makes for an interesting and evocative chord.

The chord in bar 13 contains an extremely interesting, consonant but mildly abstract chord. The abstraction lies not
in dissonance of any kind but in the careful merging of three chords: at the bottom lies two-thirds of an Am, in the
middle lies two-thirds of a G chord, and at the top lies the 5th and octave of a bare A chord. The Am influence and
the ‘G-ness’ of the chord are in almost equal measure, but the Am whiff wins out thanks to the top of the chord. The
point is, as ever, that it is the relationship, indeed the conflict, between different chords which creates the harmonic
dynamic.
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Figure: 16

Bar 14 is perhaps the most impressionist in style. There is a definite whiff of Debussy in there. There is a Bm7(b5)
feel to the chords, with extra tension coming from the 4th (E), which contrasts with the F underneath. The softness
of the m7(b5) is juxtaposed by the square-sounding parallel movement between the 1st and 2nd chord

Figure: 17

Bar 15 again features a suspended chord underneath the top chord, which is a Cmaj7 (omit3). This underpins an
important point: if you want a bed of harmonic ambiguity to sit underneath a top chord, a suspended chord is sometimes
better than a more colourful and more obvious major or minor chord. The second chord in the bar is probably the most
risky so far, as it contains a C/E chord at the top with an inverted G chord underneath. Again, if we are trying to deliver
polyharmony in a way which is not clumsy, obvious or too colourful, slightly obscure their identity by inverting them.

Figure: 18

Bar 16 contains an inverted C sitting on top of two thirds of a Bm chord. The voicing is crucial here; inverting the C
chord means that from the bottom up, we have a B, D, E and G (an Em7 chord). This then means that the ‘odd note
out’ isn’t the B at the bottom as we originally thought, but the C at the top.

Bar 17 contains a bare G chord over an Asus4 chord; this is a classic soft Pandiatonic chord which doesn’t sound
dissonant or dark; but the voicing does slightly obscure the chord.
Figure: 19

Figure: 20

Figure: 21

Figure: 22

Bar 18 contains a low Pandiatonic chord. The top bit of the chord (the D, A and B) constitutes a D6(omit3) which
works really well placed over a low and bare C chord minus any 3rd. A 3rd low down, above the D, would radiate
warmth out into the chord. The lack of the 3rd is precisely what gives the chord its identity. The lack of something turns
out to be conspicuous by its absence.

Bars 19 /20 contain again two sets of major 2nd intervals but this time fairly low down. The C and D and
G and A notes don’t really themselves generate an identity but the F at the top, when connected to the D
and A, gives us a Dm chord. So what we have, ultimately, is a woolly, fuzzy, slightly-out-of-focus Dm.
Lumpy voicing at the bottom of chords has to be handled well, usually, unless you are deliberately after
a raw, harsh or sonically ambiguous sound. What this chord does is create sonic tension at the bottom,
but not enough for it to be hugely distractive.

Bar 21 contains what is, in essence, a disrupted distorted G7; the disruption is in the form of the E, which clashes with the
7th. As with similar chords with semitone clashes in the middle, the clash is vertically supported and bookended by notes
which are a safe distance away.
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Bar 22 has a similar type of chord in that what would otherwise be a maj7 chord is disrupted by the addition of the 4th,
clashing with the 3rd.
Figure: 23

Bar 23 contains a Bm(b5), which is built over the low 7th (A); the chord is then built on top of a low E, which
immediately brings tension to the F at the top of the chord.
Figure: 24

Figure: 25

The final bar contains an Am over a B. This is the type of chord Pheloung uses a lot in Endeavour, Morse and Lewis. It
sounds pained, almost as if the chord is struggling to achieve consonance. We can feel that the something is ‘wrong’ with
the chord; that it is in some way imperfect. Used in film setting this can generate a heightened emotional state which helps
if you’re trying to convey drama either to help a dramatic scene or to counter a scene which appears ‘ordinary’ but where
you want to inject some tension to make the viewers realise there is significance in the scene.

Pandiatonicism bridges the gap between the expectation, presumption and safe territory of the consonance enjoyed
by the defined chords which characterize much of the music we listen to, and the often harsh harmonic
characteristics of chromatic dissonance. Fractured, incomplete and partial versions of traditional chords are often
fused together in Pandiatonic writing. So although it can be a challenging experience, it rarely strays into the
extreme harmonic territory of chromatic dissonance. As I stated earlier, it is generally not something which is
employed as a stand-alone style or approach. It is best used sparingly, sprinkled onto more traditional light
orchestral scoring, to create distinctive emotional moods in listeners, to benefit narrative situations.
As an example, Debussy used Pandiatonic harmony; but he also used ‘regular’ harmony which floated between
different key centres, creating the feeling of harmonic abstraction with the supreme elegance and beauty of
orchestral textures. Pandiatonic chords and successions are those formed freely from all degrees of a diatonic scale
without regard for their diatonic function, sometimes to the extent of no single pitch being felt as a tonic. This
doesn’t mean the music has to sound abstract and difficult all the time, just that truly Pandiatonic elements will
make the music a little hazy. That doesn’t mean that the music will necessarily be not identifiable. After all,
Pheloung’s music to Morse was identified all over the world. Anything can become a style if people recognise it
in conjunction with the drama. Also, the absence of more traditional harmony can itself be conspicuous by its
absence.
Other composers who used Pandiatonic harmony were Aaron Copland, Igor Stravinsky (in his neoclassical
works), Steve Reich and John Adams. Henryk Górecki used Pandiatonicism in his Symphony No.3. Perhaps the
most beautiful and famous example of Pandiatonic music is Arvo Pärt’s Cantus In Memoriam Benjamin Britten.
Critic Ivan Hewett observes that, “the concept produces a tangle of lines which is hard for the ear to unravel.”
That’s Pandiatonic harmony for you.
Below is a section from Aaron Copland’s Symphony Number 3, portions of which are heavily Pandiatonic.
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Figure: 26

The first six bars of the transcription above are recreated below on single stave and using chord symbols to
rationalise Pandiatonic harmony through the conventional prism of chord symbols. The point of this is to highlight
commonalities inherent in Copland’s Pandiatonicism. Chords range from pleasing consonant chords and voicings,
right through to ones heading towards dissonance.
The first chord has vertical gaps but a B at the bottom. The C# radiates through this chord, identifying itself as the 3rd of an A chord, which makes the
lowest note feel like an add2, which is why I have rationalised it as an A chord. The second chord is a straight E/A chord – not normally one which would
be called Pandiatonic. But the chord at the start of bar 3 is classic Pandiatonic. Although the top two notes below squarely in an A chord, the lone G# is,
again, heard as a 3rd of an E chord. I guess therefore that if there is any such thing as a traditional theoretical regularity to Pandiatonic chords, it is that a
low note almost gravitates to being interpreted, identified and felt by us as a 3rd. The chord on beat 2 of bar 4 is split evenly between the top two notes
which work as part of an E chord, and the bottom two, which don’t immediately or as quickly resonate or ‘feel’ like they belong in any rational chord;
and yet, listen to it a few times and you will hear the bottom D# feel like a 3rd making this chord a B chord and the A its 7th because of the disproportionate
power of the 3rd in helping us to identify how chords feel.
I have deliberately spelt the penultimate chord what I consider to be the ‘wrong’ way. I have identified it as, in its most basic interpretation, an A chord
and I have explained the bottom note as simply slash bass and the one above (the B) as an add2. And yet, listen to it and you will quickly feel the bottom
two notes as the 3rd and 5th of an E chord. Again, in identifying a chord, whatever we hear and feel as a 3rd determines what the chord ultimately is.

Figure: 27

I wrote a piece many years ago for a film called The Appointment, which required not just a score but also an
accompanying soundtrack with material used in the film but also influenced by the narrative of the film. Parts of
the film used drops of Pandiatonic harmony. Below is a short transcription of the first minute or so of one of the
pieces. Right from the start I wanted to establish a feeling of a lack of traditional harmonic accompaniment. I
wanted melody to allude to harmony but when harmony actually happened, I wanted it to subtly allude to different
harmonic suggestions.
Figure: 28

(add2)

The melody starts with a root, 2nd and 3rd melody, which suggests Db chordal accompaniment. In bar three there is a whiff of Ab7, followed
with a more definite Gbmaj7 feel in bar four. The melody comes to a brief rest on bar 5, which I have suggested contains ‘suggested’ or
‘implied’ harmony of either Db/F or Fm7. The point I’m making is that the harmonic accompaniment, because it is implied rather than stated,
is not 100% clear.
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Also, most people who listen to music do not possess the pitch or the grammar abilities to know which one of those two chords they think
they can hear. But that isn’t really the issue. As we have discussed many times before, a lack of knowledge of the language of music does not
stop people hearing and recognising chords and benefiting from the emotions they generate. When bar 6 arrives, vertically the piece splits into
two; the top section of the chords implies different chords to the bottom. This does not create difficult or dissonant harmony, but it produces
an impressionistic hazy harmony which seems to be in two places at once. The different chords are fairly complimentary so the polyphony is
light and subtle. As always the two chords used that lie on top of each other, contain only two notes from the chords used. So in bar 6, the Ab
chord uses only the C and the Eb and the Gb underneath contains only the Gb and Bb.

We now, finally, move toward the analysis of five Inspector Morse episodes.
When it came to bar 10 where the melody line firmly hits the Db, I wanted to create a feeling of Fm underneath; then in bar 14 I did the almost
the opposite by having the top stave implying Ab while underneath chords implied Db/F.

Back to Endeavour: the first clip to look at comes right at the start of the pilot episode, and this is a great example
of how music manages to dramatise a scene which would, arguably, feel very different without music. We see a
man driving a car, with the radio on. Outside there is torrential rain pouring. On bar 8 the music becomes subtly
more tense thanks to the B and C notes side by side in the string. But on bar 9 it becomes noticeably more dramatic
thanks to the top half of the strings playing two-thirds of an Am chord (the E and C) and the basses and winds
stating the low 2nd. This is identical to fig. 25 (the last example of pandiatonic writing). If we look at the basses
in bar 8, they begin an ascending line (A, B, C). If the high string melody note of C (which begins on bar 9) had
begun on bar 8, we wouldn’t be talking about it now because that would be what we expected – it would be
‘normal’. The whole point of Pandiatonic writing is that it offers us something we are not used to, so it provokes
different emotional responses, ones which perhaps make us slightly uncomfortable. Effectively Pheloung starts
the melody a bar late, by which time the basses are on their way up, stating the low 2nd. It is this kind of writing
which temporarily displaces our feeling of normality, convention and tradition.
Figure: 29 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.02
On bar 9 the film shows another man in a
different car, before showing him through a
rain-dashed windscreen. Musically there is a
distinction between the first few bars and bar
8 onwards. Because the music from bar 8 on
is more dramatic, we attach a higher level of
importance to this section; the man in the car
at bar 9 is probably up to no good.
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Musically there is a tremendous sense of
evolution in the piece, created initially by the
Harp line; also from bar 1 to 8 the top string
line is descending whilst the woods go up and
down, creating a great sense of contrary
motion and internal movement. The same
thing happens in bar 9 and 10; the contrary
motion here perhaps slightly mitigates the
dissonance felt by the harmonies.
At 00.01.10 (picture below) the music builds
to a dramatic modulation to Bm, as the first
man in the first car sees a woman in distress at
a bus stop; this will become pertinent later in
the episode.

It is rare that we feature classical music in these books; this is not because its use is rare, or because it doesn’t
work – frequently it works extremely well - but because when it is used, it is normally employed for the context
it brings. Normal film music is neutral in that respect; it does not bring with it a specific memory about a specific
piece of music. It creates emotion and although we recognise and react emotionally to the harmonies, there is no
memory audiences have of a specific, whole piece of music. Classical music is usually different in that most
listeners have heard the piece before and such music is used deliberately because of the context and the memory
it brings. In book three of my previous series of books, I included a chapter titled ‘Temp Tracks, Film Music and
the Classical Tradition’ (Morrell, 2015.296). Most of the music featured in that chapter communicated as film
music, outside any memory audiences may have had of the pieces themselves. For example, I looked at Richard
Strauss’ Also Sprach Zarathustra, which the vast majority of people only know from its use in 2001: A Space
Odyssey. It was relatively unknown until its use in Kubrick’s film, so it can be argued that it worked as film music.
The following piece is different; firstly, many people will know it and unlike instrumental classical music, this
clearly features the voice of a woman and is clearly from Opera. It is hard to imagine many people would assume
Barrington Pheloung wrote this, especially when they hear the woman’s voice. Also, as the cue unfolds and the
camera moves inside Endeavour Morse’s office, we see a shot of a record player, playing a piece by a fictitious
opera singer featured in the episode, called Rosalind Calloway.1 So this is clearly existing music, not film music.
The reason I choose to highlight it and analyse it as film music is because of the profound emotion it generates,
which benefits the scene, the story and the character of Endeavour, greatly. The song being played is ‘Un bel di,
vedremo’, from the Opera Madam Butterfly, by Giacomo Puccini. The story of Madam Butterfly is a tragedy.2
The original version of the opera had its premiere on 17 February 1904 in Milan, but it was poorly received due
in part to the last-minute completion by Puccini, which left not enough time for rehearsals. The Endeavour pilot
episode is in no way a retelling of Madam Butterfly but it is the story of a tragedy. Morse is besotted by Rosalind
Calloway, whom he has revered for years. He comes into contact with her as part of the case he’s working on.
The episode ends in tragedy for Calloway, who is revealed to be a killer and commits suicide, and for Morse, who
is devastated by the turn of events. The song used in the pilot episode is beautiful, romantic and melancholic, and
when placed in the episode, generates feelings of warmth, beauty, sadness and longing. So although the song
brings with it the burden of a clear and unambiguous existing context, the music is nevertheless powerful and
dramatic.
1

In fact, the singer on the recording is Janis Kelley.

2

In the story, a Japanese woman, known as Butterfly, marries an officer in the American navy called Lieutenant Pinkerton, who later leaves
her in Japan and secretly marries another woman in the US. Meanwhile Butterfly, unknowing of Pinkerton’s deception, gives birth to their
son. On hearing this news Pinkerton travels to Japan with his new wife to take the child back to America. But, as Pinkerton sees how Butterfly
has decorated the house for his return, he realizes he has made a huge mistake. He admits that he is a coward and cannot face her. Agreeing
to give up her child if Pinkerton comes himself to see her, she then says goodbye to her son, and blindfolds him. She places a small American
flag in his hands and goes behind a screen, killing herself with her father's seppuku knife. Pinkerton rushes in, but he is too late, and Butterfly
dies.
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The song comes around 00.02.50 into the episode, after we’ve seen the first man in the car, the second man in the
car, the woman in distress near the bus stop and also another man busily trying to clean blood from the cuff of his
shirt. The final shot before the song comes in, is of a bus driving past the same bus stop where the woman was
seen. Although in the film we join the music on bar 10 when it migrates to Gb, for context I have included the
previous 9 bars of the introduction. In the film the underscore music ends just before the beginning of bar 10.
Pheloung ends the underscore on a chord of Gb - as we see the bus - which then runs into the song from Madam
Butterfly, which comes in as we go to a black screen with the word Endeavour.
Figure: 30 Track: ‘Un bel di, vedremo’ – ‘One fine day’ from Madam Butterfly (Giacomo Puccini) Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.50
C#

o

The high Gb vocal generates feelings of raw emotion within the listener. Although the
voice is pure, there is something both dramatic and almost pained about the delivery,
which is what lends it a feeling of raw emotion and a feeling of sadness, longing and even
tragedy. The melody is doubled by woods and the harmonies are provided by woods and
strings with the melody also doubled an octave lower, a voicing tactic which has the effect
of contracting and tightening the music. This kind of voicing, where the top line is
bookended vertically, is something borrowed by popular music; Stevie Wonder uses
similar voicings on piano sometimes, Ray Charles did it and, perhaps most obviously the
British jazz pianist George Shearing.

Often when 7th or 9th chords use vertical
bookending of extensions, the effect can
be even more dramatic at the bottom
end, where you often get minor 2nd
intervals at the bottom of the voicing (I
have shown this in fig. 31). This can
make chords sound clustered but
dramatic at the bottom end.

In bars 13-14 the piece has the chord trick we have described elsewhere as the ‘sci-fi chord change’, which scores like Alien, Aliens, Star Trek, etc have
used to signify. Ultimately chord changes, like most things in life, are the product of context. in science fiction films the Gm to C (or the same ratio in
other keys) tends to produce a subtle feeling of wonderment and sometimes amazement. Whatever context it appears in, it will be a positive surprise
because it is relatively rare, compared to more wider used chord changes. In this context it tends to generate a softer, sadder more reflective and
melancholic feeling, almost as if the piece has just asked you to reflect, or had just ‘breathed out’. The Abm chord in bar 14 is added to by the maj6th
which generates a definite dramatic feel within listeners; one of the many emotional signposts which tell us, in context of this film, that this is going to
be a dramatic story.
For me the most beautiful part of the music (and the most beautiful in terms of the where it falls in the film) are bars 16 and 17, where we see the Db
resolve to Gb; a simple resolution but beautifully voiced where the top line goes up and the lower parts descend via two passing chords to resolve on
bar 17. The piece slows down ever-so-slightly to emphasise and italicise the point. There is a beautiful sense of resolution; of completion. The voice on
bar 17 is softer and more innocent. This two bar sequence unfolds as we see cars parked outside a police station before the camera pulls back into an
office, showing the record player with the Rosalind Calloway album and eventually (although this bit is not transcribed), Morse sat at a desk, typing
what turns out show a letter of resignation.
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Figure: 31

The type of tight voicings I spoke
about earlier happen when the chord is
vertically bookended by an extension.
So if the maj7th is on top of a chord (as
in bar 1 of fig.31) you place same
extension an octave lower, which
creates tension between it and the C
next to it. Similar tensions are present
in the other chords I have shown,
where the same trick is used.

The next cue is another classical reference; Gabriel Faure’s beautiful and enchanting Requiem. This comes
00.06.52 into the episode. Morse is travelling to Oxford on a bus full of fellow new police officers; they are being
drafted in to help local police solve a murder. As they travel Morse is distracted, staring forlornly out of the
window. He has decided to resign from the police force and this will be his first and last case. A colleague sat
next to Morse leans to him and says, “Ere, what’s this I hear about you trying to get yourself taken off the
enquiry?” Morse doesn’t answer but continues to stare out of the window, as the piece starts.
Figure: 31a Track: ‘In Paradisum ‐ Faure’s Requiem’ – (Gabriel Faure) Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.52

The same cue was also used in Danny Boyle’s film 28 Days Later for a scene which sees character Jim and a
small group of fellow survivors of a zombie uprising driving north in a black taxi cab3. There are some particularly
evocative harmonies which work well in a moving image context, summoning up a mixture of melancholic,
plaintive sorrow but also warm, emotional feelings, which work effectively with the scene and the underlying
narrative of 28 Days Later. There is despair but there is also hope. Before looking at how it was used in Endeavour
it’s worth briefly examining Faure’s approach to composition; the harmonies were typical of someone who helped
establish a distinctive French style which carved a path along which the development of the Impressionist style
of Debussy and Ravel travelled. Like the impressionists who followed Faure and the film score composers who
followed them, implicit in his music are the very subtle but meticulous colour created by his use of harmony.

11111 * *

*

* *

*

* *

*

3

* *

*

* *

One wouldn’t think that Endeavour would have much in common with 28 Days Later, but if you watch both scenes, the music is used to
subtly amplify the feeling of movement. The emotion the music generates is what makes the same piece work perfectly for both scenes.
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As we have discussed elsewhere, normally music communicates a sense of meaning by generating emotion in
definite harmonic ways; it is designed and used to generate an emotional reaction within listeners. Chords and
melodies form together to deliver something which our senses usually convert into a particular feeling or mood
or ‘meaning’. A large part of our ability to listen and interpret and ultimately enjoy, involves categorising,
comparing and classifying the things we encounter. If everything we ever listened to was listened to without any
referencing every experience would be completely new. Part of our cognitive ability involves the ability to store
and retrieve; usually without even realising we’re doing it. We classify and categorise so that when we hear music
we can map it against what we already know. This is one of the main reasons we respond so predictably to music;
because most of what we listen to is sufficiently like the rest of what we listen to for it not to be too much of a
taxing experience. There are subtle differences in harmony and melody and these are what interest us. So a
combination of familiarity and surprise guide us.
This is why particular chords often garner predictable and formulaic reactions; we recognise them and we respond.
Emotional characteristics do not literally reside within a chord. How could they? Notes and chords have no inbuilt
emotion; their emotional characteristics are a product of us; they reside within us; within our emotional and aural
cognitive reactions to certain notes and certain sequences. In terms of harmony, if a specific chord type is
perceived to create a specific feeling, this is something the listener creates within him/herself. The fact that people
respond in similar, uniform ways to music is a product of the similarities of our reactions.
If a tree falls and no one is there to Tweet about it, does it still happen?
The famous quote “if a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?” is a philosophical
thought that raises questions regarding observation, awareness and knowledge of reality. To apply this to music
is probably not a great idea, but let’s do it anyway: if someone is affected emotionally by something they are
intellectually unaware of, it still happens. Just because we can’t see it happening or really quantify it, doesn’t
mean it didn’t happen. An overwhelming majority of people do not understand how or why they are affected by
music in the way they are; but they still are. They do not necessarily need to understand it musically or
intellectually in order to benefit from it. This is part of music’s great charm; with most arts or sciences people
have enough of a grasp to understand what they encounter, precisely because they are beneficiaries of seeing and
hearing. With music they are profoundly affected emotionally by something they cannot see, don’t fully
understand and can only hear. That said, the more you know music, the more you will understand it, and knowing
how and why you’re responding in a certain way is part of the pleasure of enjoyment.
The fact that specific chords can garner similar feelings within most listeners is a credit to the exactness and
specificity of the harmonic shapes and the uniformity and consistency with which it is interpreted by most people.
People behave in predictable ways. If a student walks into a lecture theatre twenty minutes late, most people will
turn to look, especially me; can’t help it. People react in formulaic ways, so it is perhaps no surprise that we react
in similar ways when presented with specific visual stimuli and specific harmonic design. With this in mind, there
are several characteristics of Faure’s piece which create a sense of them having generated specific emotion and
mood; one of which is its use of subtly indistinct harmonies which succeed in shaving the edges off the certainty
which characterises and pervades most harmony we listen to. This is of course one of the central hallmarks of
impressionism; that it shaves the certainty from our reality and makes us question what we hear. You may wonder
how we could call ‘subtle indistinctness’ an identifiable style, but of course given that most of the harmony we’re
confronted with is quite ordinary, the blurring of harmony is, ironically, something which has a kind of specificity;
it is rare, it is odd. It has an identity borne out of its unconformity. People react to something they don’t recognise.
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The indistinctness I refer to happens in every odd-numbered bar from bar five (of In Paradisum) where we see
the chord of Dsus2/sus4. The sus2 replaces the 3rd of a chord, leaving it with neither a major or minor flavour.
This harmonic device is usually supported by the 5th of the chord, which offers stability. If the 5th itself is replaced
by the sus4 this creates an unusual and indistinct feel. The dual suspensions blur our senses, aurally, of what is
right or wrong, left or right, up or down. One might wonder why the harmonic groupings (in bars five, seven,
nine, eleven and thirteen) weren’t simply referred to as an Em7: the addition of the A note within the semiquavers
and the ascending bass line (D, B, A) effectively prevent the chord being referred to and, more importantly, heard
as an Em7. Similarly, we might wonder why it wasn’t referred to as an A7sus4, but the ascending bass line (D, B,
A) ‘sound’ as if they function as root, 6th and 5th of a D chord. Clearly the chord is gently and subtly indicative of
more than one chord.
A harmonic grouping such as the one we’re discussing, because of its dual-sus characteristics, could theoretically
be called any of the three chord names we’ve suggested. But as we have discussed elsewhere, a chord symbol
isn’t just a name we give to a group of notes; it is not merely a means of visual identification, description and
classification; it describes the way something sounds and therefore ‘feels’. The reason this chord sounds a little
blurred is because it can be theoretically and aurally rationalised as any one of the three chord possibilities. Even
if most listeners are clueless as to what these possibilities are called, this doesn’t change the fact that they do exist
and that listeners are affected. All listeners have the capacity to categorise different harmonies they hear, often
precisely. Your brain will not tell you it’s done this, but it does. So when we hear a chord which theoretically be
classified three different ways, it can also be aurally contextualised three different ways, i.e. listeners will be aware
of different past experiences whereby they have emotionally classified a chord in a certain way. So if a chord
comes along which is so nebulous, so blurred, that it can technically be classified three different ways, then it
really is in three places at once, which is what generates the hazy experiences we sometimes get listening to
Impressionism. We do not have to understand or even be aware of everything that affects us to appreciate it.
Indeed, as I alluded to earlier, one of the most magical things about music is that for most people it communicates
without being understood. TS Elliot said ‘great art communicates before it is understood’. Perhaps we could take
that one stage further and suggest that music communicates so wonderfully because it isn’t understood; it is felt,
it is experienced through memory associations, but it is not actually understood. Thus, communication doesn’t
require comprehension, just awareness. The three possible chord symbols I mentioned earlier act as both proof
and explanation of the three subtly different aural characters and colours this chord creates within the listener.
The dominating chordal flavour and harmonic centre of gravity is probably ultimately determined by the intervals
in the melodic line in bar three; the richness of vocal texture and the pivotal and descriptive maj 3rd interval lends
the melody line in bar three a real palpable sense of emotion. Also the arpeggiated organ line has an almost
mesmerising and transfixing quality. The colour of the maj3rd element of the choir melody (bar 3) is consolidated
by the organ line and the regularity with which it lands on the high, exposed F# notes*. Equally the ‘suss-ness’ of
the indistinct chords is highlighted by the precise semiquaver line which is played (A, D, G, bars five, seven, nine,
eleven and thirteen; the horizontal 4th interval between the semiquavers in the line italicises the squareness of the
chord.
There is also a curious indistinctness to the timing and pace of the piece overall; the lilting up-and-down
semiquaver movement initially sounds like it would be more comfortable with the first two groups of semiquavers
simply repeating within a 4/4 context, like this:
Figure: 31b

In fact the actual groupings, shown below (fig.11), exude a slight unevenness which is caused principally by the
upward direction of the last group of notes in each bar being virtually repeated in the subsequent bar, resulting in
a break in the regularity of the contours.
Figure: 31c
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To underscore the importance of the last point I made, take a look at the contour lines above each bar in the last
figure we looked at and then take a look at them below, ‘joined up’. They look at feel as if there is an inexorable
upward feel, which is what stops each of the bars above actually sounding repetitive.

It’s doubtful whether a film score composer would have come up with anything as romantic, calming and serene
as this for a scene such as the ones it was used for, both in 28 Days Later and Endeavour; this simply isn’t the
‘kind’ of thing a film composer would think of because he/she wouldn’t perhaps always be detached enough from
the film to allow themselves to think purely in terms of emotion. This once again raises the point that sometimes
- nearly always when directors have placed music in a film which wasn’t written for the film - we can end up with
a scene that communicates profoundly. Often it communicates precisely because the music is different or detached
or slightly at odds with the pictures. Obviously film score composers possess the ability to think radically and
outside the box if allowed to do so, but whether they would replicate the kind of ultimate detachment Faure had
(having not been around when the film was made) is doubtful. If a film composer is writing music for a film it
would be counter-intuitive to ignore the movie, as Faure was able to do.
As I said earlier, the same music was also used in the pilot episode of the television drama Endeavour. It is used
when Morse is in a world of his own, staring out of the window as the bus enters Oxford. This is when we hear
the Faure piece and it is so effective in articulating the scene and the context. It is interesting because we rely on
pictures and words to describe the surface level context (Morse writing the letter of resignation and the colleague
asking him why he asked to be taken off the case) but in order to articulate Morse’s state of mind as he stares out
of the window, words fail us; it is music we turn to in order to articulate the scene – something that communicates
in a much subtler and less obvious way than words and pictures. In other words, precision is not what we need,
because it’s too…well, precise. As we have stated before in these books, one of music’s great powers is precisely
the fact that it doesn’t communicate with the same accuracy and exactness as words and pictures. The meaning it
creates within us, especially with non-thematic underscore music, is more blurred, clouded and indistinct than
words and pictures, which usually require little interpretative power. As alluded to earlier, because most people
cannot visualize music and do not know the terms which describe the colours that harmony offers, they are effected
by something which stimulates them, but not in the same unequivocal ‘known’ way that pictures and words
achieve. Being ‘moved’ by something we don’t really understand but which creates emotion, is a strange sensation
because we lose our sense of control over what we are experiencing.
Is there anything common to the scene in Endeavour and the scene we talked about before, from 28 Days Later,
apart from the music? Yes, there is; a feeling of movement, of evolution, of momentum. The pictures of the taxi
moving in 28 Days Later and Morse staring out of a bus into Oxford in Endeavour as the bus moves, both offer a
potentially slightly entrancing and mesmerising feel. In both cases sound design was pulled down to give the
music free reign. Add Faure’s Requiem to the mix and the potential becomes a reality. Music does its job; it joins
the dots.
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Our next cue comes as we see Morse at the house of Rosalind Calloway. He arrives at the house wanting to speak
to Rosalind’s husband, Dr Rowan Stromming. When he first meets Rosalind he does not immediately recognise
her. He arrives at the house, is told that Dr Stromming is not there, and turns to leave. Then he realises the person
he’s been talking to is his favourite singer. As he hesitates, turns back and says “Forgive me, but…it is Miss
Calloway, isn’t it?”, the cue begins.
Figure: 32 Film Cue Sync: 00.25.00 goes nice at 25.30

As I have said elsewhere, when incomplete or fractured chords are used, we give
listeners only partial information on which they subconsciously attempt to
classify and categorise what they hear; the extra cognition required alters the
emotional response to the music we hear. So when Morse turns round and says,
“It is Miss Calloway, isn’t it?” the solitary string note, not yet part of a chord, is
itself causing us to think; to question. This is why it works so well on a scene like
this; like the pictures, the music is unravelling. It unravels to two notes in bar 2
(the A and D) and it remains two-note harmony until bar 11 where the harmony
becomes fully formed.

Two-part harmony still allows for listeners to ‘hear’ whole chords. For example, if we hear a C and an E, our minds hear a fractured C chord.
If we hear a C and G, we would hear a very bare version of a normal C chord.

The great thing about these examples of two-part harmony is that some are vague where one note is an extension, so the listener has less information
to go on, which can make for a subtly interesting experience. Our minds subconsciously search for the identity of the chord (not the literal identity,
just a feeling of what we expect it to sound like, given the sketchy information available). The chord in bar 2, for example, we hear as ‘kind of an
A chord’ even though it only contains the A. There is no 3rd due to the suspended 4th and there is no 5th. The chord in bar 4 I have written as a G
chord as it contains the 3rd and the 5th. But it doesn’t contain a root – the very thing the chord is ultimately based on. The voicing is implying a G
chord despite there being no G. The next chord (bar 5) features an A and C but I have described the intellectual / emotional chord, rather than the
literal chord. If it were literal we would call it an Am minus the 5th. Absurd though it sounds to call this chord a D7, the preceding context (the
previous harmonic terrain) determines that if we hear any chord at all, we probably hear the A as the 5th of a D chord and the C as a 7th of a D chord
which has no 1st or 3rd. Most of the time the literal or grammatical symbol of a chord is the only one, but occasionally (and especially in film music,
we come across chords which can have a literal explanation and one based on how they ‘feel’ – an emotional version.
Earlier I said the most beautiful part of the ‘Un bel
di, vedremo’ was when the piece resolves.
Similarly, in this cue on bar 9 and 10 we feel a
delicious sense of the inevitable as the lower voice
descends from D to C (the 7th) to the resolution of
the G chord. This comes when Rosalind invites
Morse to come into her home to wait for her
husband to arrive.

Bar 11 onwards plays over Morse and Rosalind chatting over drinks, about
her work and new life as a married woman and the impact on her career.
This is typical of Pheloung’s wonderful and beautifully meandering music
from the Morse series. The choice of chords for this section and particularly
the voicings are key.
The chord in bar 11 has no 5th (apart from the single note in the harp line); instead it has three 1sts and two 3rds. This gives the harmony a very
slightly bottom-heavy sound. Bar 12 contains three A notes on the bottom strings and a B note in the mid/high strings. There is actually not much
to hear it as a G chord apart from the harp arpeggiations. Again, this is typical of Pheloung’s composing, floating in and out of Pandiatonicism; the
music seems to morph in and out from the warmth and clarity of consonance to the more abstract harmonic terrain of fractured chords and nontraditional voicing.
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The chord in bar 15 is interesting in that it is bare in the middle and top and has no 5th (until the top violin states it on beats 3 and 4) and the only
3rd is low in the sonic undergrowth, which makes the bottom of the chord sound a little vague and lumpy. The bar after is even stranger in that we
have the low G and A side by side, creating a muddy and slightly hazy listening experience. Bar 17 has a G chord with no 3rd and an 11th higher up.

This kind of scoring is very effective in these kinds of emotional and developmental scenes; they float underneath
the dialogue and the narrative and because of the occasionally fractured, vague and incomplete character of the
chords and / or voicings, they are not designed to ‘just sit there’ and be heard peripherally. They are there to fuse
with the pictures and generate a more heightened and emotional response from listeners. ‘Normal’ chords and
traditional voicings are all very nice but in this situation wouldn’t offer anything to a scene. In fact, they would
probably be more of a distraction; listeners, being able to understand it totally, would essentially zone-out of the
music and concentrate only on the dialogue, so the music ends up as an irritant; something they can hear but which
essentially serves no dramatic purpose. These kinds of scenes need the kind of subtle, meandering, occasionally
lumpy or fractured chord-based soft textures Pheloung uses, which ensures it becomes dramatically and
emotionally absorbed into the film.
The next cue to look at is classic scene edit music. Several police officers are talking at the station; Morse is trying
to convince them of certain conclusions he has arrived at via the analysis of a crossword puzzle. He talks about
the roundabout way he realised the relevance of Bagley Wood (near Oxford). Others are unconvinced and baffled
by the convoluted methodology Morse has employed. But then an officer walks in the room and reports the
discovery of a body at Bagley Wood. Everyone looks at each other and in the silence, the cue below begins, which
transitions us from the police station to Bagley Wood. This journey would have taken half an hour but in ‘film
time’ the men all appear instantly in the wood, looking down at the body of a murder victim. Music does its usual
magical trick of making us completely forget about the lack of time taken to get there.
Figure: 33 Film Cue Sync: 00.34.00

The first thing to mention is the
following cue’s similarity to
fig.29, the first cue we hear in
the opening moments of the
original pilot episode. The
similarity lie in the ascending
and descending arpeggios,
which serve as sonic logos or
harmonic imprints on the show.
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The string melody on violas is a line we will hear again in this episode, just as the arpeggios are heard regularly.
Pheloung has created a small group of musical ideas which serve as dramatic markers for Endeavour. They are
not really leitmotifs because they do not relate to specific characters or places; it’s more that they function to add
familiar dramatic emotions to underpin similar scenes. In the cue above, there is some great counterpoint between
the different ideas; the harmonies in the high strings share with the slow, meandering string line below and the
arpeggios on harp. Even the bass line has its own melodic integrity, ascending for the first few bars. Also the viola
line is wonderfully fed by the high, slightly faint string harmonies above, which, in this context, as we arrive at
the crime scene, serve to generate subtle shades of mystery. With regard to the use of Pandiatonicism, the second
bar (Bm/C#) is classic Pandiatonic harmony, sounding dramatic and slightly disturbing and broken. The C# under
the Bm chord doesn’t exactly qualify as dissonance, but it does create gentle tension which works great in scenes
like this.
The following scene comes toward the end of the film as see Morse wake suddenly. He is fully clothed and still
clutches the bag containing Rosalind Calloway’s record. The music begins by reflecting Morse’s reflective and
melancholic feelings as he remembers the meeting the previous evening with Calloway. He then finds that
Thursday has been round while he was sleeping, leaving a note attached to Morse’s jacket; as he reads it the music
becomes fuller texturally and harmonically; the note tells Morse to meet Thursday at ‘8 sharp’, which it is now
coming close to.
Figure: 34 Film Cue Sync: 01.19.30

9th

9th

maj7th

min7th

The strings serve two purposes here; they again reprise a version of the opening theme we heard right at the start
of the film. This time it is more serene and ghostly. There are now full harmonies, just a sequence of bare and,
with no filling in the middle, odd sounding intervals which descend. There is no absolute, clear or defined
harmonic centre of gravity until bar 6, which, again, makes this another great example of Pandiatonicism.
Around 01.28.00 Morse finally cracks the case and reveals Rosalind Calloway to be a murderer. As he describes
Rosalind’s motives, viewers are taken back in time to see events in the past and how they unfold. As Morse’s
story reaches its climax and viewers continue to see events in the past play out, we hear again the song from
Madam Butterfly. A few minutes later we see present events, in the form of Rosalind Calloway performing the
song at a theatre in Oxford, as Morse and Thursday wait in the wings to arrest her (pic, below).
The same song continues to play as we eventually see a montage
of shots showing Calloway under interrogation at the police
station, a montage that includes Morse desperately and frantically
trying to save Rosalind’s life as officers find her dead in her cell
from an apparent suicide. The episode is laden with death, tragedy,
unfulfilled love and longing. It is not a retelling of Madam
Butterfly but it occupies the same emotional space as Puccini’s
famous opera.
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Series 1, Episode 1 – Girl.
The first episode of series 1 is called Girl. A young girl – Margaret Bell – dies from a supposed heart attack. Then
Dr Cartwright, a partner of Margaret’s G.P. Bill Prentice, is shot dead. The widow, Helen, and her father Professor
Sloan have another problem with her younger sister, the unstable epileptic Pamela, whose child they mind. Early
on in the episode, Morse - who has been taken under the wing of his boss, Chief Detective Inspector Fred
Thursday, and is operating has Thursday’s ‘bag man’ - receives instructions from Thursday, who says, “Sudden
death on Southmoor Road. Uniform just want the all-clear.” He sends Morse to the scene of the crime. Again,
the cue functions as edit music, as we cut to Morse arriving at the house. Pheloung’s music accompanies Morse
arriving at the house, looking around, walking through the front door and arriving at the stairs, where he is about
to encounter PC Strange, who in the Morse series became Morse’s boss, Superintendent Strange, but at this stage
in the Morse universe, is still a PC.
Figure: 35 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.20

Again there are similarities here between this cue and fig.29, the first cue we hear at the top of the pilot episode.
And again there is the whiff of Pandiatonicism; bar two features a high partial Am chord but underneath the harp
line plays the Gm arpeggio, so there is a subtle tension in the harmonic discrepancy. To a lesser degree this
happens in bar 5 when the strings play a partial Eb chord with most of the harp notes having more of a relationship
with a Gm chord. Again, the high partial strings have the effect of generating a ghostly feeling, in context of the
scene they accompany.
The next cue comes as Morse and Thursday attend the scene of another murder. As the Home Office Pathologist,
Max, begins a scientific and impersonal monologue of the likely cause of death, using pathologist jargon, Morse
and Thursday look on, nervously.
Figure: 36 Film Cue Sync: 00.20.06

The clarinet line in bar 3 onwards has a resemblance to fig.33, which played over another crime
scene in the pilot episode.

The initial two notes in bar 1, however, has more in common with the music Pheloung wrote for the Inspector Morse series, particularly
the opening and closing theme, which is virtually supported by suspended harmonies. The famous guitar melody plays over distinctive
suspended harmonies. In this cue we begin with an A and B, which generate the feel of an Aadd2 but with no supportive 3rd or 5th. If
we took bar two in isolation and literally, it would be an Esus4, but because of what came before and after, we feel it as some kind of
‘A’ chord; thus the identity and character of the chord is in two places at once. Obviously I don’t mean to suggest that listeners know
this, more that they feel a vagueness. In bar 3 the clarinets state an unequivocal Am chord but the surrounding harmonies do not
confirm this; instead they offer a chord with an added 4th but no minor 3rd. This is, again, another example of how Pheloung’s music
skirts the edges of Pandiatonic harmony for great dramatic effect.
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There are some lovely touches here; as Max
plucks the bullet from the wall, the clarinet
forward movement hesitates, then we get two
successive static chords (bars 7 and 8) as Max
looks closely at the bullet. The clarinet chords
here are underpinned by octave strings to add a
menacing context. the final chord we hear as we
see the dead man on the floor. Low A basses are
augmented by two add2s, which, because the
normal surrounding harmonies are conspicuous
by their absence, sound dramatic and disturbing.

At 00.34.00 Morse is in conversation with Helen, who is discussing her sister Pamela, whose child Helen looks
after because of Pamela’s epilepsy. Morse is visibly bothered when Helen refers casually to having had Pamela
committed to an institution when she was younger. The music serves the narrative beautifully here; first we get
the bare string chord and the arrival of the F# clarinet note as Morse begins to feel sorry for Pamela having been
institutionalised and having lost her child. As if to address Morse’s doubts we move to Pamela’s flat, where she
is distraught, taking tablets. Then we move in space and time to birds flying over Oxford and finally to Morse
walking home.

Figure: 37 Film Cue Sync: 00.34.03

There is something slightly sinister created by a combination of the
exchange between Helen and Morse and the bare chord which
underscores it. When we cut to Pamela the music shifts to a G/B,
which is dramatic for two reasons: firstly, it is an inversion and
secondly it reorientates the B note from being felt as a root to being
subsequently felt as a 3rd (of the G chord). We looked at this concept
a lot in my previous books; the interval is felt more than the note it
occupies if the physical note remains static and the interval changes.

The horn arrival on bar 6 is very texturally symptomatic of the Inspector Morse series, as is the suspended chord at the end.

At 00.51.08 Morse is with Pamela in her flat; they talk about her situation and how much it pains her that she
cannot be with her son. Then, suddenly, she says, “Will you take me to bed….[the cue starts here]….you don’t
have to buy me things or tell me you love me….it’s just for a while.” Morse is embarrassed but, feeling empathy
for Pamela and acutely aware of her mental suffering, he explains that he is “here in a position of trust” before
making to leave. She asks him to stay. The next shot is of Morse sat on a chair reading to her as she sleeps in her
bed. When she is asleep, Morse slips quietly out – but not before noticing what is written on a piece of paper
acting as Pamela’s bookmark.
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Figure: 38 Film Cue Sync: 00.50.50

Bars 1-8 exist under dialogue so are simple texturally and harmonically, but feature open, fragmented harmony for most of the two-part
journey to bar 8. Nevertheless, there is a mournfulness to the music. Bar 9 onwards is where the camera pans slowly round the room and we
see Pamela’s bed, then see her asleep, then a bedside table with a picture of her son on it, and finally to Morse. The music from bar 9 is pure
Pheloung; coming from the gloriously sonically lumpy G/B chord, it moves to an A note on low basses. An octave above we hear the G and
A notes. The reason this chord seems even remotely consonant is largely because what came the bar before still lingers in our memory. Taken
on face value, the Pandiatonic harmonies in bar 9 are difficult, sonically and harmonically. It is difficult to hear a chord I there. This is
mitigated by a beautiful melodic line above, which has space to breathe due the lack of dialogue. Although Morse is reading from a book, we
know the dialogue is not crucial so the melody works well.

The harmonic muddiness continues; in bar 10 the melodic
strings suggest a chord of C but underneath, in the second
part of the bar we have a G note and an A note an octave
higher. The next bar all the strings agree on the chord of G
but the lower strings state the B above a low D, creating a
very lumpy version of a G chord. In fact, the only note
stating the G is the haunting horn line above.

Bar 11 is where we hear the obvious reference to the Lewis
theme tune. This is wonderful because there’s no way the
show itself can reference Lewis because narratively, within
the Morse universe, it hasn’t happened yet. But music is not
literal or visual so references can be dropped in which
generate memories and emotions without audiences
standing up in their living rooms and saying “Hang on a
minute what’s this?”, which is what would happen if Kevin
Whately walked into the set and started calling Morse sir.
The horn melody is not the only reference to Lewis; the arpeggiated quaver
melody from bar 9 bears resemblance to the first few bars of the theme music
for Lewis. In addition, the cue is used in the opening scene of the Endeavour
episode 2, Fugue. Bar 12 features high strings on the C and D, the basses and
cellos playing the lumpy G/D (without the actual tonic note) and the mid
strings playing the melody. The mild confusion that exudes from Pandiatonic
harmonies has the effect of making the piece seem mildly pained but
beautifully vague and hazy, which works with the scene beautifully. Bar 12
sees the top strings on Bs and Ds, the horn on B and then D but the mid
strings moving from B and D (3rd and 5th of G chord) to C and A, which clash
softly with the high strings and the clarinet, which by now states the low B.
all of these things maintain the archetypal Pandiatonic haziness.
Bar 13 is less vague, stating, all things considered, a nicely layered Gadd2 chord. The following bar features a pair of major 2nds (the high strings and the
mid strings; this is not chromatic dissonance but it does obscure the clarity and identity and even the character of the chord.As Morse realises Pamela is
asleep he closes the book and sees the piece of paper with writing on it. This is accompanied by the D(omit3) chord, whose bareness makes us search for
Same
cue used
nextandepisode
about
00.01.40
the meaning
in thein
chord
in doing FUGUE
search for the
meaning
in the note. We hear the next bar (15) as a G chord even though it contains only the 3rd and
5th. We do not, for example, hear it as two thirds of a Bm chord, which we might if it appeared on bar 1, or was isolated in some other way. Pandiatonicism
is frequently vague because it only gives us half the story; sometimes we have to rely on remembering the surrounding harmonic terrain to enable us to
hear and feel the chords. The penultimate bar we hear as an incomplete G chord, and this generates a different emotional reaction than would be the case
if we heard it as two bits of a Bm chord. But hey, that’s Pandiatonicism for you.
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Series 1, Episode 3 – Rocket
The only cue we are going to examine in this episode is another classical reference; known as the Chorus of the
Hebrew Slaves, it is from the opera Nabucco, by Giuseppe Verdi, first performed on March 9th 1842 at La Scala
in Milan. The opera recollects a period of Babylonian captivity (the period in Jewish history during which a
number of people from the ancient Kingdom of Judah were captives in Babylon) after the loss of the First
Temple in Jerusalem in 586 BCE.
This from New York Times journalist George Loomis:
“Legend has it that Verdi achieved popularity overnight with his third opera ‘Nabucco’ in part
because of its political subtext. In dramatizing politically charged conditions, opera in those
days may have been able to shape history. Italian audiences identified with the oppressed
Jewish populace in Nabucco, then went home humming the famous chorus ‘Va pensiero,
sull’ali dorate’ and pushed for a unified Italian state free of foreign domination — an event
achieved 150 years ago.
George Loomis. March 22, 2011
The music comes at the start of the episode. During the course of the piece we see a montage of shots, scenes and
events. First we see the Union Jack flag, then a red carpet being vacuumed by a cleaner. Then we cut to the inside
of a factory which is busily being freshly painted and spruced up in preparation for a Royal visit. At 00.00.28 as
the famous theme comes in we see a character at home polishing his shoes. Then we cut to a rural scene which
shows a young woman, clearly from the ‘upper classes’ riding a horse. Then at 00.0058 we see men arriving for
work at the factory. Shortly afterwards we see a man in a sports car driving up to the factory. Clearly he is one of
the family who owns the factory. As the car speeds past a group of workers, one says, “There he goes; turd of
turd hall.” Then we cut to the police station where the Superintendent is briefing officers about the imminent
arrival of the royal visitor.
Given its context, the music is clearly there to highlight the vast differences that separate the upper classes and
the downtrodden working classes. Even if few listeners have heard the piece before or know the story behind it,
the music has a great mixture of occasion, of ceremony. It sounds like an anthem, and given its romantic air and
the richness in the harmonies, we might see it more as an anthem for the workers, rather than an anthem for the
upper classes. Let’s have a look at the music to identify the romance, the hope, the colour and the beauty of the
piece. Apart from the first shot of the Union Jack hitting the same time as the first chord and Sean Evans’ name
appearing exactly on bar 3 the syncing is loose, so the pictures embedded in the transcription are there mainly for
reference.
Figure: 39 Track: Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves 0.32 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

m
Placed alongside the opening images, the first three chords are very
melodramatic and a little tongue-in-cheek and this certainly ties in with the
idea of preparation for a Royal visit. The slight ridiculousness and absurdity
of the amount of money and time spent preparing for a visit that may last only
an hour is also reflected in the woodwind semiquavers, dancing around
manically in bars 4 and 5.
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The last bar of woodwind semiquavers (bar 5) features a line where the notes
are up and down, up and down, with very melodramatic and comical moments
where the woodwind seem to prolong the end of the phrase with chromatic
diversions (the B#, the G natural) before ralling down dramatically prior to the
silence pause before the melody begins.

The string bass downbeat (bar 6), the answering triplet semiquavers and the
offbeat quaver triplets in the brass and woodwind all conspire to create a
beautiful preparation for the main melody. This is accompanied by the sight of
a worker polishing his shoes before the visit.

The melody, which starts just
before bar 7 is fabulous; one of
the absolute all-time great melody
lines history has given us. There
is something so wonderfully
serene, forlorn, sad and yet also
powerful, determined and almost
glorious about this melody.

Texturally the might of the choir singing in octaves
is mesmerising. It is doubled with woodwind and
brass, as was the way in opera, but in truth it hardly
needs it. The arrival at C#/G# (bar 8) is made
beautiful by the rising and falling melody and the
contrary motion caused by the 1st inversion on bar 8.

The use of the maj7 and the same line being used over the G#9 provides
subtle drama and colour as the melody weaves its way to bar 10.

The glorious melody
returns on bar 5 as we
see the workers arriving
for work in the factory.
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The ‘Sean Evans’ card was accompanied by a dramatic part of the music and the
development section of this melody (bar 15) is accompanied by the title card - Endeavour.

It is not easy to ascribe meaning to specific film music moments and it is particularly hard when a montage
sequence uses source music - in this case something from an opera. The music was not written for the scene and,
as we have said before, classical music usually brings its own past, its own context and its own emotions to bear
on the scene, which doesn’t always work. However, the uses of classical music in Endeavour and Morse are
astutely chosen and carefully and exquisitely placed. The use of Madam Butterfly earlier in the chapter was
beautiful; this piece is used for the peculiar, melodramatic emotions is generates and, for anybody who knows it,
the symbolism it brings to the pictures.
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INSPECTOR MORSE
We discussed Pheloung’s ground-breaking score
for Inspector Morse in my second book (Morrell,
2013.85). In this book I want to look at his music
for six episodes of the popular TV detective series
- Dead On Time, Deadly Slumber, Death of the Self,
Second Time Around and The Remorseful Day. I
am not going to discuss cues already dealt with in
previous books, but for the sake of consistency, I
will start this analysis by returning to, and editing,
my original introduction to Pheloung’s wonderful
music to Inspector Morse, before moving on to the
episodes mentioned above. I will also discuss
Pandiatonic writing, which Pheloung used in his
music.
Inspector Morse is a commercially successful and
critically acclaimed television drama featuring a
sullen, morose lead character in the title role. Each
episode filled two hours’ worth of television (about
100 minutes excluding commercials). The shows
featured lengthy and extensive footage of Oxford,
where the series is based – one of the reasons
behind its popular export value. The thematic and
incidental music is as successful as the television
show; albums have sold exceptionally well.

The show’s music also includes adapted excerpts of classical music, weaved into the episodes expertly by
Pheloung. Critical analysis of the show’s music, such as it is, tends to be impaled largely on the re-use of classical
music in a modern dramatic context and its intertwining with Pheloung’s own orchestral music. This is a great
shame because it overlooks the wonderful underscore music composed by Pheloung, music which truly gives this
show its musical character and identity.
Like Harry Escot in Deep Water, discussed in my second book (Morrell, 2013.75) and in my third book (Morrell,
2015.116) Pheloung’s use of beautifully broken and restrained harmonies and occasional Pandiatonicism colours
many Morse episodes; his array of exceptionally well-crafted unfinished and suspended chords, scored subtly for
light orchestra, hang in the air at key points in the drama to gently and almost imperceptibly italicise scenes,
situations and characters, and generate within us feelings and emotions which so greatly benefit the narrative. His
chords don’t always fully resolve and indeed Pheloung doesn’t deal too much in chords which change wholly and
completely as great harmonic blocks; moreover, he subtly subverts and alters chords by virtue of the independent
harmonic movement of elements within the chord. Rather than the whole chord shifting, he often evolves one note
from the chord (from the middle or the top or the bottom) which results in the complexion of the original chord
changing, but not wholly or universally. Because of the occasional Pandiatonic nature of the harmony, the
harmonic shifts tend to be subtle, abstract and often mildly dissonant, which catch the attention of the listener and
become immersed with the pictures and narrative. Pheloung concerns himself with music’s vast array of largely
untapped harmonic possibilities and how these can be maximized by the various textural colours of the light
orchestra. Pheloung’s eclectic methodologies represented a different way of thinking in TV drama music when
they arrived in the late 80s; until then TV drama had tended to concern itself with much simpler harmonic devices
and a much more overt, duplicative relationship with the narrative structure of the drama.
Colours used in TV drama scoring tended, on the whole, to be duplicative, descriptive and designed to leave
nothing to the imagination. Duplication, or ‘parallelism’ (when music mimics the on-screen action or the
narrative) is an obvious concept, whereas counterpoint is where the music does something different to what the
scene suggests and the reaction between the film and the music is essentially in the mind of the viewer. Often
music like this can provoke viewers. Think of Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine - specifically the section
when Moore interviews a guy from Lockheed Martin, the biggest arms manufacturer in the world, about why
America needs so many bombs making.
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During the conversation the man, defending his Lockheed’s position and rebutting the notion that the US is quick
to attack, states, “we don’t get irritated with somebody just cos we’re mad at them [and then] drop a bomb or
shoot at em.” Then we cut to a devastating and graphic montage, featuring the worst examples in history of
American aggression. Behind this montage plays Louis Armstrong’s What a Wonderful World. The effect is
captivating and hugely compelling. The song’s narrative is the opposite of what we see on the screen, and the
irony (or juxtaposition) makes the images even more convincing and persuasive than they already are.
Composers like Pheloung, who frequently and deliberately provide music which occasionally doesn’t duplicate
or counter a scene but instead functions as an independent emotional commentary on situations or characters
which compliments the narrative at a subtext level, can succeed in provoking emotions and reactions in listeners
and viewers. Pheloung’s music depends on the imagination of the audience to interpret it, unlike more ‘obvious’
music. The audience, therefore, suddenly plays a paramount part in the process.
An important point here is not just that Morse had such a ground-breaking score; it is that it took a TV show which
was itself ground-breaking to illicit bold decisions from the producers, directors and composer. Arguably all
episodes could have easily been condensed into an hour each. The decision to test the hitherto untried two-hour
format was a decision made for commercial reasons which released great freedom and potential within the show;
most of it, ironically, artistic and imaginative. Lofty and abstract harmonic approaches such a Pandiatonicism
were not, until Pheloung, frequent visitors to British television drama, which brings us back to an issue we dealt
with earlier in the book: do composers simply do or do they think? Is composition simply an extension of
performance or can it be a deeper intellectual pursuit? Pheloung was clearly allowed the freedom to conceptualize
deeply and develop, through the many years Morse ran, a real potent and evolving identity. Granted, in the first
one or two seasons Pheloung’s music was more visceral and abrasive than it subsequently became in later series,
where his unique, subtle, understated but often abstract harmonies became part of the fabric of the show. For
many, Pheloung’s often ethereal minimalism and unique harmonies were what truly defined the series; Pheloung
had the luxury of thinking without restriction (something that not many television composers have). Because he
was freed of the slavish addiction to tried and trusted formulas and the hopeless sentimentality that a reliance on
pure tradition brings, the two areas of composition (conception and realisation) were perhaps freed from being an
instantaneous event, and allowed to become a relationship between, on the one hand, thought, reflection, notion
and deliberation, and on the other hand, process, development and realisation. Morse was never temped with
anything. Pheloung had unparalleled freedom to think. If ever we wanted proof that the concept of the temp track
needs to be put back underneath whatever rock it crawled out from, this is it.
Morse’s legendary dark and difficult character wouldn’t have worked with pictures alone, and if formula had been
followed, the music might not have done him any favours either. Commodification, formula, tradition and
codification have all affected a composer’s ability to think critically and freely. True, sometimes it is all we have
as a guide, but the point is precisely that: it is a guide to what was done before, or ‘what’s normally done’; it
doesn’t always have to be a blueprint for future projects. Some composers have been able to either convince
directors to allow them to think freely, in some cases to produce ground-breaking scores, or have managed to
produce scores which have evolved the art-form even from within the ‘system’. Morse remains one of the most
distinctive and critically acclaimed soundtracks in television history because it was new. The music was new and
the approach was new. That it works so effortlessly to underscore the narrative of Inspector Morse’s character is
testament to Pheloung’s understanding of how to manipulate harmony and orchestration. Indeed, Morse and the
music which accompanies his life represent probably the best example of how a character has been magnificently
absorbed into the music and vice versa. Music plays an important role in articulating much of what is not spoken
or alluded to visually in the series, and this important fact is why many people respond to the show’s original
music, independent of the show itself; they didn’t just like it superficially as music, they liked what it meant.
Morse achieved that often sought, but rarely achieved, the goal of being a critical and popular success. The ratings
success and financial returns it brought to ITV were huge and it also won six Bafta award in its time. Central
Television successfully sold the show to over 200 countries, securing the company a Queen’s Award for Export.
As Helen Piper points out in her excellent 2015 book, The TV Detective, the other thing that Morse helped cement
in the British psyche was the triumph of the biographical approach to television drama, by which “a central figure
is afforded considerable narrative interest and visual privilege” adding, “by foregrounding individual
characterisation and performance, contemporary TV detective narratives make the engagement between viewer
and protagonist to the form’s pleasures and meanings.” (Piper, 23. 2015). This is important for us because it
inadvertently underpins the degree to which Morse the character was loved by the viewers; a central reason for
this adoration is the way his character is distilled and contextualised by Pheloung’s evocative and deeply
emotional music.
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Series 5 (1991) episode 1 ‘Second Time Around’
Charlie Hillian, a highly respected and distinguished former police
officer, has retired, received an OBE and is busy writing his
memoirs. After a party in his honour, which Morse attends, with
Lewis, Hillian is later murdered in his rural cottage. The notes for
the one of the chapters in his forthcoming book are missing. It was
a chapter which dealt with the only case of Hillian’s career to
remain unsolved – the murder of 8-year old Mary Lapsley. It
appears someone does not want the chapter published. Morse
clashes with his colleagues and superiors before the case eventually
takes a bizarre twist.
Thanks for extra context and text from the Morse, Lewis and
Endeavour website. https://morseandlewisandendeavour.com/morse-episodereviews/

Our first cue comes in almost at the beginning, before the intro credits. Before the
music comes in at 00.01.11 we see the establishing shot of the outside of a country
cottage (00.00.18) with a delivery van outside. This tells us where we are when the
camera takes us inside. We see first the house cleaner, who hangs a jacket up, which
has just been delivered. We see her in the kitchen, where she turns on a food mixer.
Then, as the music starts, around 00.01.11 from the position of the lounge we see a man outside, looking through
the various windows. If you watch the video and turn the sound down the man’s behaviour looks a little odd but
certainly not sinister; it is the music which generates the ominous and menacing feeling. Play it again with the
music and you can appreciate how much the music frames our perspectives and guides our judgement. We see the
man look through a few windows, then we cut to the man sat in his car, looking worried. As he glances down we
see on the passenger seat a newspaper article which states, ‘Ex-policeman to write book’.
Figure: 40 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.11

The opening chord of E7 with no 3rd, creates tension, especially due to the basses on
the low E. what stops this from being too ‘on the nose’ is Pheloung’s use of the tight
7th at the top of the strings in bar 1 and the soft piano textures playing the Em7; these
things create within us more of a feeling of apprehension, rather than horror. If there
is such a thing as a ‘Morse chord’, the high strings in bar 2 are it. They are all over
every episode and of course feature prominently in the main theme too.

E

On bar 4 we see another typical Pheloung pandiatonic approach where there is no harmonic chordal clarity; the low strings are playing an E7 chord
with no 3rd, the high strings play what is, in isolation, a Gsus2. In context of the wider overall chord, the sus2 of this chord becomes the sus4 of the E
chord. The chord on bar 5 has two pinch points, by which I mean two points of tension; on the bottom stave we have an inverted Em chord, from which
the B note clashes with the C on top of the top chord. We also have the F in the top chord clashing with the E in the octave below. But despite these
potential dissonances, the top and bottom staves make sense on their own; it is only collectively that they tend to become difficult for us to classify. The
end chord - when we look down to the passenger seat in the man’s car at the item which is pertinent to the story – features an Fmaj7 (#4) over an E,
which is already quite a strange chord, which is then built on top of a G chord with no 3rd. It is the lack of the 3rd in the bottom chord which prevents it
from being rationalised properly, normally, which is why it adds an almost sinister context to the overall chord. Had the 3rd been in the bottom chord,
the result would have been abstract and polytonal, whereas in fact the Gs and Ds on the bottom stave serve act to make the overall chord sound
mysterious.
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Sometimes, as in the example above, I show independent chord symbols for each group of harmonies; this is to
show that in some ways Pandiatonic writing is the merging of several harmonic contexts, colliding to create a
kind of hazy, fuzzy reality. This only works because of the relationship we all enjoy with music, where our brains
classify and categorise most of the music we listen to. If we didn’t do this, then all approaches to harmony would
sound the same. It’s only the fact that we store often complex harmonic information in an abstract way in our
minds that enables us to benefit emotionally when we react to the different music we hear; and this is why we
hear this kind of Pandiatonic writing in such a hazy but not completely chaotic way. Pandiatonicism simply
happens when the perceptions which bind music together in our mind are tested and pushed beyond their normal
limits.
Our next cue comes about 00.04.29 into the film. Morse, Lewis and other policeman are attending a celebration
in honour of a recently retired colleague, Charlie Hillian. We hear a conversational exchange between Morse and
Lewis and we see them both walking down a staircase. The music starts and now we are somewhere else; we are
back at the cottage at night, where we see a sequence, which, again, without music is completely innocuous. Music
changes how we feel about what we see. It makes us slightly suspicious although nothing remotely suspicious
happens in this section. We see the cleaner leave, then we flit to the inside of a car which contains a drunk Charlie
Hillian on the back seat and Chief Inspector Dawson in the front passenger seat. The car is being driven by
Dawson’s wife as they make their way back to Hillian’s cottage to drop him off. At the end of the cue Dawson
lights up a cigarette and his wife says, “Must you?” to which Hillian replies, after a pause, “Yes…I must.” I
mention this because without the music to help us, this is the only thing which makes us think that things are not
right. The dismissive, resigned and forlorn tone of Dawson gives us a glimpse into the mind of an apparently
unhappy and difficult man.
Figure: 41 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.29
The image on the left, of Morse and Lewis walking down a staircase, comes just before we hear the transitory music
which takes us from this scene back to Hillian’s house, at night, and then to the car which is bringing Dawson, his wife
and Hillian back to Hillian’s house. If we are to deduce any kind of meaning or drama from this inoffensive sequence
of shots, then we need music. Pehloung’s music here is not overtly dramatic in and of itself to start with, so it is the
combination of the pictures and the music which makes us think; it makes us question the relevance of the scene; it
draws us in. We are inherently attracted by things we don’t fully understand and cannot fully rationalise; it’s not easy
for us to classify this music so we pay more attention and in doing so we pay more attention to the scene. With music
the scenes in this sequence now have added emotion, generated by our reaction to the music.

Pheloung often uses woodwind to great emotional effect; here he begins with two clarinets which
state a C chord (without the 5th) but by the second bar the music is already becoming a little
strange with the B (harp) underneath the clarinets. By bar 3 the ‘Morse Chord’ appears and a
combination of the suspended nature of the chord and the height of the strings, gives us the
unmistakable and oft heard whiff of mystery.

There is a nice clash on bar 4 between
the A and C of the clarinets and the
high string chord tied over from bar 3.
This generates a strange feeling,
emotionally, especially when we see
the shots of the house in darkness.

The Daniel Boyle card appears as we get a great chord (collectively a G9/B with the added 6th and
11th) which features the dissonant string cluster on bar 7, clashing gently with clarinets; eventually
the chord ‘rights itself’ on bar 8 and comes into the light of the consonant Em, made slightly more
worrying by the low basses on the B. As the 4th (A) is added to the Em/B on woods we come into
the inside of the car. It makes what comes next (Dawson refusing to put his cigarette out, despite his
wife’s concern) all the more poignant, alerting us to the unhappiness in the marriage, which will
becomes narratively pertinent later.
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The next cue comes just after 21 minutes into the episode; Dawson has stuck around in Oxford whilst the
investigation in Hillian’s murder continues, which concerns Morse. The two men have never got on. Morse is
walking past a hotel and sees Mrs Dawson inside. He goes in and they have a drink together. In their conversation
Morse gently says that he doesn’t like the idea of not being trusted to do his job [by Dawson], to which Dawson’s
wife replies, “Oh no you’d be wrong to think that. Patrick thinks you’re a very good detective…a poor policeman
and a very good detective” to which Morse replies, “Well I supposed half a compliment is better than none.”
After a pause she asks, “What do you think of him?” After a long pause Morse says, “I think he’s a man with very
strong views, on the law for one…what it should be and I can respect that…it’s his certainty that worries me.”
After another pause she says, “And beyond politics?” Although there had been music bubbling around beneath
the surface before this point, it is only when she says this that the music becomes slightly louder in the mix and
more obvious musically and narratively. Clearly there is something about what is coming next which is pertinent
and needs italicising.
Figure: 42 Film Cue Sync: 00.21.23

When Catherine Dawson says, “..and beyond politics?” the music enters, which
gives Morse’s reply more emotional underpinning. First we hear a lone high string
note (the A, bar 1) and as the G underneath comes in Morse says “I think he’s become
an unhappy man”, which later on in the story will prove to be true for reasons nobody
realises at this point. In the same way that dramatists and scriptwriters plant seeds of
narrative important in seemingly ordinary scenes, so music adds to the importance of
these scenes. Musically the cue remains sparse as the equally sparse dialogue
continues. Not a single ‘full chord’ is included in this section and the broken
/incomplete chords really help generate a sad, melancholic atmosphere. There are no
overt dissonances here, just emptiness, which works wonderfully.

MORSE: “I think
he’s become an
unhappy man…”

The last cue (41) started with clarinets in 3rds and ended with Dawson appearing lost and and
empty, sat in the front of the car. The first time we hear them in this cue is bar 11, when Catherine
references their childless marriage; the connection here between Dawson’s unhappiness, the
probable reason why, and a simple textural and harmonic device to tie these things together, is one
of the many reasons Pheloung’s music works so well. The string notes (E and A) occupy 3rd and
6th, which create a beautiful accompaniment to the E and G of the clarinets, creating, mixed with
the scene, moments of great sadness and reflection.

CATHERINE
DAWSON:
If we’d had
children...”

Bars 12 – 15 feature strings on high, two-part
harmony, which really captures the charged
emotion in the scene, during the long pauses.
There is something effortlessly simple and
beautiful and mesmerising about broken
harmonies used in this way.
MORSE: “…Mrs Dawson…”

There is also something inherently emotional about maj2 intervals, when used correctly. They do not sound ‘nice’ but
nor do they sound dissonant; there is a kind of troubled emptiness to them, especially the way Pheloung uses them on
woodwinds, as he does very often. In bar 2 he uses them following a lone note, as Morse says, “I think he’s [Dawson]
become an unhappy man” and the maj2 interval is used again in bar 16/17. The thing about the use of maj2nds is that
they are best used after a single note. In both the cases above Pheloung begins with one note, which then fractures into
two notes a major 2nd apart. It is this physical action which accentuates the slight and subtle tension in the maj2; the
maj2nd interval is the reaction, and for every reaction there has to be something for it to bounce off, for it to mean
something; for there to be a point to it. Toward the end of this transcription, the music emotionally stiffens with the
arrival of the low basses, and this expertly accompanies the scene as it hyperlinks to an hour or so later with Morse
walking home through the wet streets of Oxford, as Lewis pulls up beside him with important news.
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The next cue comes just after 36 minutes into the episode: Morse is speaking to Walter Majors, who was Hillian’s
writing partner in the book he was writing. Each chapter was to chronicle a particular case in Hillian’s career.
Majors, who is drunk, tells Morse that having gone through Hillian’s papers after his murder, he has realised that
a chapter is missing. The inference here is that whoever murdered Hillian wanted to know what was to be in
chapter in question. Morse asks Majors what the missing chapter was about. Majors suddenly becomes serious
and overcome; he sits down and begins to speak, and this is where the cue below starts.
Figure: 43 Track: ‘Gothic Ritual’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.30

This is a beautifully constructed cue, which floats effortlessly
behind the back of the dialogue. The first maj7 oriented phrase
wraps itself around Majors’ first statement in bars 3-5 before
pausing; then it continues on bar 6 with a Dm6 flavour which, in
context of the narrative, sounds sad, melancholic and distant.
From a sound and texture perspective the piano perhaps reflects
the innocence of childhood but the music transmits emotionally
also by virtue of its apparent surface level simplicity which belies
some of the more complex harmonies underneath.

MAJORS: “It was about……a tragedy, Inspector…………………………..as dark as any…seventeen or eighteen years ago”

….the murder of a child…she was eight years old…her name was-”

MORSE: “Mary Lapsley” MAJORS: “You were involved? MORSE: “Stupid, stupid…”

In the second and third bars we hear the F chord and the D note (6th). Because the maj3 is high, above the F and
C lower down, and because the 6th isn’t present in the body of the chord but instead an octave higher in the melody,
it doesn’t always ‘sound’ like a classic ‘6’ chord. 6th chords have a certain feel normally; they tend to sound a
little jazzy or theatrical. But done like this with such sparse and minimal voicing, they feel emotionally different.
Also, there is an E note (maj7) in there too, alongside the 6th. Although they don’t appear in a vertical chord
together, they are used beside each other in an arpeggiated fashion, so we almost hear them as a chord. Normally
we wouldn’t hear a 6th and maj7th together in a chord; they fulfil different harmonic roles and offer subtly different
harmonic flavours. But here the maj7th and maj6th are close together in a melody, arpeggiated, and this creates a
very subtle oddity and friction.
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Series 6 (1992) episode 1 ‘Dead On Time’
When Henry Fallon, an Oxford don, commits suicide, Morse
discovers he has a painful link with the man’s widow, Susan.
They were once engaged to be married. Suicide becomes ever
more doubtful after Fallon’s doctor states that he thinks it highly
unlikely that Fallon took his own life. A complex case becomes
even more complicated as Morse attempts to rekindle his
relationship with Susan before she returns to America. Lewis is
left to take untangle complications surrounding the case without
upsetting his boss.
Thanks for extra context and text from the Morse, Lewis and
Endeavour website. https://morseandlewisandendeavour.com/morseepisode-reviews/

When Henry is discovered dead, the police are called. Lewis calls Morse and the two head towards Fallon’s
mansion in the country. When Morse arrives Lewis appraises him of what is known so far, including his view that
the death is most probably suicide. When Lewis says “His name is Henry Fallon” Morse looks visibly shocked,
as if there is significance to the name Fallon, which it turns out there is. Morse asks “Where is Mrs Fallon” to
which Lewis replies, “We don’t know that there is one yet” to which Morse responds, “Oh yes, there is one,
Lewis.” Once again Pheloung uses the oboes in 3rds (the partial C chord in bar 2) to signify emotion; if we have
watched many Morse episodes (as I have) we become acclimatised to this technique; this calling card. The point
is that it makes us think, it makes us reflect, which in specific context of this episode, after we see the picture of
Susan Fallon and then see Morse’s reaction, makes us feel that some kind of sadness has occurred. Music means
different things emotionally depending on the visual narrative context in which it is applied. this is why in cases
such as this it has to be open and porous enough to gently soak into the fabric of the scene, gently pointing us in
a particular emotional context. Too much and it will ruin the scene; too little and it could be an irritant. The most
important thing is: respect the film; respect the story.
This, once again, is where the beautiful colours of pandiatonic harmony are so useful. The wonderful
broken chords, the fractured or incomplete harmonies engage us because they are not typical of ‘normal
instrumental music’ (music written for the sake of music, which has no other medium to contextualise
it, which has by definition to communicate quickly and obviously).

Figure: 44 Track: ‘The Warmer Side of Morse’ Audio time: 0.17 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.00

The gentle and subtle lack of ‘usualness’ in music
can be enticing and endearing to listeners,
because it engages them in a different way to
music they are accustomed to. That said, even
delicate and minimal TV underscore music can
become something we become accustomed to, as
is the case with the use of the oboes and the use
of the 3rds.
Bar 2 is a fairly simple Am but in bar 3 we get
what is essentially an Am over a B (beats 1 and
2) then in beats 3-4 the subtle tension of the
strings on C (bottom stave) with the guitar still
remaining on B. Thinking about it, this is one of
the hallmarks of Pheloung’s use of pandiatonic
harmony; cues don’t usually start with a
pandiatonic chord – it something which appears
gradually.

Morse: “Where is Mrs Fallon?”

Lewis: “We don’t know that there is one yet”

Morse: “Oh yes…there is one, Lewis”

These various tensions are
not grating; they create
music which generates
feelings within listeners of
sadness, reflection, anxiety.
Bar 5 is typical, featuring the
friction between the 7th (C)
and the maj6th (B) and
containing a clustered Dm
add4 as well.
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Bar 6 is exquisite; we have the beautiful physicality of the contrary motion between the lower
strings and guitar descending and the oboe ascending, together with the second chord in the
bar being a comparatively clear and romantic chord. We hear these as we see first the ‘directed
by’ card followed by a shot of Morse looking out of the window as the hearse arrives to collect
Henry Fallon.

Another beautiful and perhaps
more obvious tension is between
the guitar playing two-thirds of a
Bdim chord (beats 3-4 of bar 7)
which clashes with the mid strings
who play three quarters of an Am7
chord (i.e. E, G and A)
In the film the cue ends on bar 9,
but in audio terms the section of
this piece comes 17 seconds into
the cue called ‘The Warmer Side
of Morse’. The first 16 seconds of
that cue are used later in the same
episode, and this is what we’re
going to look at next.

The next cue uses the first part of the audio cue used in the last transcription. It comes when Morse is talking to
Henry Fallon’s son-in-law Peter Rhodes, a local antique dealer. Peter is talking about the last time he saw Henry
and tells Morse he had seen the gun Henry used once or twice. A moment later Peter turns quizzically to Morse,
and says, “Do you know the family, Chief Inspector?” By this time viewers have realised that there is something
in Morse’s past which connect him to Susan Fallon. His reaction and expression to this question comes just before
we cut to Lewis driving to Susan Fallon’s sister’s house, so Pheloung’s music provides us with scene edit music,
which collapses the sense of time and distance from one scene and the next, but also generates a musical and
emotional response to the situation Morse finds himself in and the more general feeling of sadness and regret.
Figure: 45 Track: ‘The Warmer Side of Morse’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08.38
Like many of the cues for Morse the music comes in gradually and starts with a
lone string note. There is no darkness in this cue so no low basses or anything like
that. The brief cue is, again, beautifully crafted and constructed. This has less of
the obvious pandiatonicism and more consonant harmony. The clarinet / oboe
ascending 3rds works well; the music sounds sweet, warm, homely and quite
pastoral.
The pandiatonicism comes in
bar 2, where we get a really
gentle friction between the C
and E (maj3rd) in the woods
and the low F and G in
strings; this is then added to
by the guitar which plays
Oboes / Clarinets
two-thirds of a Dm chord.
The chord is therefore a
fusion between C, F and Dm,
which gives it a beautifully
hazy feel. The penultimate
chord and one which bleeds
through right to the end,
leaving its character and
colour in our memory, is a
beautiful Cmaj9/E chords.
The really exquisite thing
about this is that it comes so
close to being an Em7, which
it would be were it not for the
C on strings.
As I have alluded to many times, any chord that is so close to being referred to as another chord means it is also very close to being heard and felt as another
chord. We all have in our minds a vast collection harmonic knowledge which is created from memories of music over the years, which we subconsciously
process, categorise and classify for later subconscious retrieval, when we listen to new music. Our minds compare and contrast new experiences and older
memories for comparison. So we know what a min7 chord feels like and what a maj9 feels like, which means that when we hear a chord which is an inch away
from being both, that’s what creates the hazy feeling. The hazy feeling comes from not being able to classify it. Subconscious categorisation is crucial to how
we operate as human beings. It is at the centre of how we manage to get through the day without living in permanent chaos. Music is the same. Part of why we
love music is because we analyse it and the process satisfies us, or entertains us. Pandiatonicism confronts us with things which are harder for us to acclimatise
to, which heightens our awareness and makes us engage in a deeper way, which can, sometimes, prove beneficial for certain emotional scenes.
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Our next scene comes 01.05.50 into the film. Morse is at his desk and Susan Fallon calls to ask him if they can
meet that evening. Morse replies, “Of course.” The following cue begins, and as we can see it starts, as the last
one did, with an ascending melodic line in 3rds, this time on guitar and this time built over the root and 3rd of a
chord.
Figure: 46 Track: ‘Gentle Loving’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.05.50

4
4
1

The really great thing about this cue (which happens in all music but is
sometimes worth highlighting) is the way the intervallic context of notes
changes, altering chords completely. As I have said, this happens
everywhere in music but the reason it is worth looking at in some
examples is when we actually feel the change happening. When you think
about it, if a note stays physically static but what it means (the interval it
occupies) changes, this is not a physical change but a change we perceive
intellectually. One has to apply intellectual skills to realise, hear and
appreciate it, unlike a note which changes physically, which doesn’t take
as much mental effort.

1
1
5

Most of the time these things are not obvious, but look at the F note in bar 3, which occupies a sus4. The strings
underneath (bar 3 still) occupy 5th, root and sus4. At the beginning of the next bar one note changes (the low string
note moves from a G to an A). This makes the chord become an F/A so the F and C notes move intervallically.
When you listen to this the movement from the Csus4/G chord to the F/A it sounds quite emotional, especially
alongside the clip, which sees Morse talking to his former love, who actually wants to see him that evening. The
reason this chord movement (Csus4/G to F/A) is so colourful is that we perceive the intervallic change to the C
and the F notes and we hear the rich and radiant 3rd (A) at the bottom, on which the chord is inverted. There is
two small bits of gentle harmonic friction; firstly, between the guitar, playing the G to E notes (two thirds of a C
chord) in bar 4, alongside the low inverted F chord on strings, and between the low guitar E note and the F note a
semitone away on the low strings, in bar 5.
The last scene to examine in this episode is at 01.19.32, by which time Morse has uncovered a killer and is being
appraised of the events of an evening many years ago which lies at the heart of the story.
Figure: 47 Track: ‘Sad Echoes’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.19.32

Pheloung’s music for this scene, where ‘all is revealed’ in a series of clichéd TV crime drama flashbacks, is what gives the visuals some
emotional clarity. The transcription covers less than a minute of ‘television onscreen time’, but the scenes incorporated in that time are from
the past, covering a period of an hour. This means the scene really needs something to emotionally and aesthetically glue these different
elements together. Although the scene covers a phone argument, a subsequent physical confrontation in a character’s house between a man,
his wife and his lover, then a subsequent car journey resulting in a crash, the music really plays none of that; it plays the emotion and turmoil
of the woman retelling the events for the benefit of Morse, in the present.
(omit1

As is usually the case we begin with a lone string note which is joined by a note a 9th
underneath, creating subtle friction, but only after the line “I was about to hang up
but I didn’t” was spoken. The music is placed so well behind the dialogue, to the
point where they become part of each other.

“I was about to hang
up, but I didn’t”

“She brought the child….she’d been alone with him”

The Cb on the harp clashes effectively with the Bb on strings (bar 3) and is followed by a beautiful lift created
by the drama of the inversion, which accompanies and italicises the line “She brought the child…she’d been
alone with him, you see.” Then the woman says “I laughed at her..” and again this is subtly italicised by the Gb
bass moving down to the F (i.e. the move from a maj3 interval to a more starker 4th)
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Once again the music is weaved
beautifully behind the dialogue. It
isn’t until she says “I didn’t want to
let him go” that the basses move from
the Eb to the F.

There is a similar movement in bars 8-9
where the Eb bass rises to F which moves
the Ab above from being a bare 4th to a
warm 3rd, and again this accompanies
important narrative information.

4th

“He was too drunk to drive so she
drove, I followed in my car…I
didn’t want to let him go…”

3rd

Although the chord
that accompanies the
car accident is quite
tame, the strings rise
in volume at this (bar
12).
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There is a wonderful bit of Pheloung
Pandiatonicism in bars 14 when we
hear the delicate strain and stress
between the French Horn Cb and the
Gb/Db chord underneath which
musically generates friction between
the 3rd and the 4th and emotionally
speaks of tragedy, longing and regret.
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Series 6 (1992) episode 3 ‘Death of the Self’ - Barrington Pheloung
During the inquest in Oxford into the death of Mrs May Lawrence
whilst in Italy, her husband Kenneth Lawrence breaks down
while giving evidence. He makes passing reference to pressure
and threats he had received. The coroner decides to
allow Kenneth Lawrence some time to compose himself and
adjourns to a later date. Kenneth Lawrence subsequently leaves
the country and heads back to Vicenza, Italy where his wife was
killed. Chief Superintendent Strange decides to send Morse and a
reluctant Lewis to Italy to investigate the circumstances
surrounding May Lawrence’s death, but more importantly to find
out if one Russell Clark, a convicted fraudster and someone
Morse helped convict years ago, is involved.
While in Italy Morse suspects that Russell Clark and Kenneth Lawrence may be involved in the selling of
counterfeit rare manuscripts. But what is the connection to the death of May Lawrence? Russell Clark, after being
released from prison years ago in England, went to Italy to start a business called ‘The Selfhood Trust’. The Trust
is a psychotherapy clinic to help those to shrug off their past and help them move on with their lives. One of their
clients is the opera singer Nicole Burgess who some years previously suffered stage fright and is on the verge of
making a comeback. Typically, Morse has most of her recordings and finds himself falling in love. Thanks for
extra context and text from the Morse, Lewis and Endeavour website. https://morseandlewisandendeavour.com/morseepisode-reviews

In our first scene we see Morse sat talking to Nicole. She tells Morse about her husband Guido, and about losing
a baby, then about how she wanted to leave Guido but wasn’t able due to suffering stage fright and ending up
“back in Italy with no career and nowhere else to go.” Around bar 8 she quotes Russell Clarke in saying, “It’s
the lie you tell yourself that matters.” Morse says, “What was the lie you told yourself?” to which Nicole replies,
“That I didn’t care….I did, and I do…” This beautiful Pheloung cue does what the last cue did, and what many
of his cues for Morse do – it provides an emotional underpinning which sits, bubbling away behind the dialogue,
providing a gorgeous, meandering collage of harmonies and emotions to support and enhance the onscreen
dialogue. Visually there’s not much going on, so the music essentially supports and greatly enhances dialogue, as
it often does in Inspector Morse. Like so often before, Pheloung’s music doesn’t overcook, emotionally with thick
textures and gaudy romantic underscore, saying ‘this is what is going on’. It offers a melange of neutral colours,
abstract tensions and occasional romance through harmony and texture – the equivalent of a painter using the right
colours and shades - and superb attention to detail in terms of voicing - which is the equivalent of a painter
knowing which brush to employ and how to use it.
I have once again employed the tactic of placing ‘cumulative’ chords at the top - i.e. chords which describe the
entirety of the vertical harmony – and sometimes individual chords which apply to specific groups of textures.
This is not to confuse; merely to display the contrast between ‘literate chord symbols’ – the ones that best explain
the notes – and the symbols that sometimes explain how a chord is felt. As we see Morse talking to Nicole, the
music really helps underpin the reflective nature of her words. When people listen to film music, in a sense they
don’t truly wholly listen to music; they hear music and listen to emotion. Music is the sonic vehicle and emotion
is the result. Many of the chords in Morse are incomplete, which, as I have said before, sometimes, if done right,
engages the listener (who listens closer to try and understand, classify, categorise) which, in turn, opens them up
emotionally and draws them into the story. If quite a few of the harmonies are Pandiatonic or a little vague, then
in a way people don’t hear it as music at all (because they have little to compare it with); they hear it almost purely
as emotion. That is why in something like this scene the last thing you should do is distract with music that will
turn subtle, gentle drama into garish melodrama. What you need is what Pheloung did; light touches, texturally
and fragmented harmony to make us think. This cue begins, yet again, with the 3rd interval in strings (the E and
the G). The really mad thing here is this: if we see an E and a G on top, we would think that we would feel and
hear that as an Em, or part of an Em, but truthfully we hear it as the 3rd and 5th of a C chord, even though no C is
present. This is because the music for Morse uses so much two-part harmony which is eventually revealed to be
part of a major chord; in essence, we stop using our own judgment and enter the world of Barrington Pheloung
instead. His music affects us cumulatively.
So, we hear the 3rds and then in bar 2 the D is added which absolutely confirms our version of bar 1, because we
hear bar 2 as a Cadd2; this needs no proof. Ask yourself how the chord in bar 2 feels, and if it feels subtly romantic
and perhaps a little melancholic, then it’s an add2 chord, not an Em7/D with no 5th, or a Dsus2/4 with no 5th. We
hear the version of the chord that the composer wants us to hear and which the drama implies.
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Figure: 48 Track: ‘Morse’s Second Chance’ Audio time: 1.27 Film Cue Sync: 01.00.13

“Who needs a baby when
you’ve got Guido? Fine mother
I’d make – somewhere between
Carmen and Tosca,”

“I meant to leave him, though. Only
then I started to seize up on stage and
in six months’ time I was back in Italy
with no career and nowhere else to
go.”

Dsus2/4

The chord in bar 4 really works for the dialogue which accompanies it; technically you would definitely call this a Dsus2/4 but coming as it does hot on
the heels of a Cadd2/D, we tend to be genuinely unable to ‘call it’, emotionally. That’s Pandiatonicism for you. The really nice thing here is that on bar
5, as Nicole says, “I meant to leave him” the chord moves to Dm; a normal minor triad might sometimes be overkill, but used like this, after a few broken
chords, it works because it is reactive.
On bar 15 we have an Am7 with no 5th which resolves to
an F/A chord; the thing that happened in bars 3-4 of fig.46
The sequence from bar 11-13 is really effective too; firstly,
is going on here, not literally the same preceding chord but
because the contrary motion takes the oboe in a physically
the same principal; only one note changes physically
opposite direction to the lowest string, which accords the
between bar 3 and 4…but the intervals occupied by the
sequence some distinct physicality, but also because when we
NICOLE: “If I
physically unchanged notes do change. As before we do
hear the chord in bar 13, again the chord manages to be in two
asked you to hold
not hear the change, we perceive it……we feel a sense of
back… please just
places at once; it can be an Em7/B or a G6/B. musically,
movement even though there is no physical movement.
until
after
the
aesthetically, emotionally, it falls between two stones.
The movement is abstract, perceptual, aesthetic;
performance…”
intellectual. This is one of the many reasons we love music
but often can’t express why.
(add2)

3rd……5th

3rd ………….5th
1st ………….3rd
The final exquisite bit of Pandiatonicism is on beat 1 of bar 20 where we have the really effective friction between the Gsus2/4 chord on strings and
the B on French Horn, which then spills over into beat 2, where the same B is a much more consonant maj7, forming a cluster between it and the strings.
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Series 7 (1993) episode 1 ‘Deadly Slumber’
Dr Matthew Brewster, owner of a private clinic, is
found dead in his garage with the car engine
running, but the pathologist soon discovers he was
murdered. When Morse and Lewis investigate they
discover that a wealthy businessman, Michael
Steppings, had threatened Brewster. Steppings’
daughter was declared brain dead during in routine
surgery, something Steppings had always blamed on
the clinic. Steppings is initially interrogated but
released when his alibi checks out.
The first scene we’re going to look at features the Brewster’s son John (who lives at home and is a doctoral
candidate in philosophy) with his girlfriend in a pub in Oxford. She invites him over to a table with other friends
but he seems distracted and says, “Why don’t you go over…I honestly don’t feel up to it.” As his girlfriend looks
quizzically at John as he walks out, the cue below begins. The cue begins with strings on one note before quickly
splitting into maj2nds, as is so often the case; the French Horn comes in on beat 3 with a C, which creates an Am
cluster, causing friction, which is placed as we see the girl look at John walking out of the pub. On bar 4 she
catches up with him outside, asking, “John, what’s wrong?”, to which he replies, “Nothing’s wrong, I promise.
I’ve got behind with my work and I need to think about it, that’s all”. Looking at the transcription we can see that
the orchestration thins out a little to accommodate this conversation. The remainder to the cue is transitional music,
playing firstly behind John’s girlfriend looking at him as he walks off, then a few moments later John pausing,
looking deeply troubled. Then we cut to the Brewsters’ country house and see Mrs Brewster, also a doctor, sitting
down outside with orange juice; then finally we cut to the Brewsters’ clinic where we see Dr Brewster walking
past some guests. So the transcribed cue is clearly serving two functional purposes; it exists as edit music – music
which bubbles away gently to ease the visual and narrative transition between different places where different
characters are being introduced – and it also has a para-self, which needs to be gently and subtly offering emotional
support to the unfolding scenes through the medium of suggestive harmony and textures. The question, as ever,
is how does it do it.
Figure: 49 Track: ‘Deadly Slumber’ Audio time: 0.37 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.37
All film music has to start
somewhere, and a clear and
suitable place to begin is as
John’s girlfriend looks at him
as he walks out. This is
absolutely tailor-made for
music which accents her
feelings of confusion.
(add13)

The initial cluster is designed provoke an
emotional
response
through
subtle
dissonance. The following few bars have a
suspended feel with little or no absolute
harmonic clarity, which suits the clip well by
creating a subtle sense of insecurity.

“John, what’s wrong?”

JOHN: “Nothing’s wrong, I
promise. I’ve got behind with
my work and I need to think
about it, that’s all”

Bar 5 is really nice; the move to the comparatively soft E/D(add13) - and the colour created by the top C# (strings) rubbing against the Ds
elsewhere – acts well as an emotional backdrop to John’s statement, generating a little empathy. The E being built over the 7th with the tone
between the low D and E, injects some friction in there, too, which helps maintain the drama.
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At the end of bar 7 a subtly dramatic piano line comes in in vertical intervals of a 10th, but it waits until the dialogue is safely out of the way before it
makes its own statement. Bar 8 itself features the first F notes, which helps create a Dm add2/E. the tension here is created by a combination of the
cluster, the wide vertical distance between the 11th and 2nd in the piano, the high maj6 on strings and the F on clarinet clashing with the add2 lower
down. The other main provider of the drama is the fact that the Dmadd2 is built over the E. This chord is the most dramatic and filmic of the cue.
This emotional drama is created mostly
by the dynamic change in the harmony
and emotion caused by the move to the
Dm over the E. It represents a real gear
shift. The orchestra rises in intensity at
that point too, just in case we hadn’t got
the message.

JOHN: “I’ll give you a call
in the morning”

11
2

The woods come in on bar 10 and on bar
11 the oboe arrives, which lends the piece
a kind of peaceful pastoral feel, just as we
see an establishing shot of the Brewsters’
house.

An interesting thing about bars 13-16, which take us from the shot of the house to the door of the house, is that although
it has a rich resonating C chord in strings which runs from 13-16, there is no 3rd in the main body, only a really high one
in bar 15. The oboe hits the 3rd in bar 14 and so does the piano in bar 15, but the actual supporting chord is devoid of it;
this has the effect of making the lower voicings starker and a tiny bit more abrasive, because there is no 3rd to soak the
other notes up, which makes the chord more dramatic and slightly less typically filmy. It also means the 3rd hit by the
oboe sounds more piercing and prominent.
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Our transcription ends as we see Brewster walking into his clinic.
On bar 19 the oboe now hits the mid 3rd with the horn on the 5th and
the strings now stating the warm 3rd on the bottom stave, but the
chord still has the archetypical Pheloung drama of being built on an
inversion, just to make sure it still retains an edge; this resolves
completely when we hear the final chord of the transcriptions when
we see the basses hit the root.

With Pheloung’s music and
his approach to harmony,
texture and colour, we really
feel the first scenes. They
speak to us in a way that
would be impossible without
the emotional language of
music.

The following short excerpt is from a cue entitled ‘Painful Admissions’ again is typical of some of Pheloung’s
most communicative writing styles and approaches. It comes at 00.11.31 as Morse is talking to Mrs Brewster
following Morse explaining that police are treating her husband’s death as an accident. After a brief conversation
Brewster’s doctor insists that Mrs Brewster is allowed to rest. This is when the cue below comes in. We see her
walk out of the room and then we go outside to see the son, John driving up to the house and seeing Morse’s red
Jaguar car and a police car. He looks troubled at the sight of the police. The music once again starts minimally
and grows through the first few bars. The first few bars have the typical Pheloung underscore music bubbling
away behind the pictures, giving the edit some stability and helping the audience view the scene in an empathetic
way, until, that is, we come to John pulling up behind Morse’s Jaguar and we see his face; as if his clear worry
and concern wasn’t enough, Pheloung pins the ‘suspect’ tag on him with the low E in basses / cellos (bar 5).
Pheloung’s use of low lumpy frequencies to embed a feeling of anxiety is excellent: in bar 6 he puts the B under
the low E, which makes for a slightly distorted bottom end, sonically. The B moves up to C but the sonic lumpiness
is still there.
The piece displays Pheloung’s
Figure: 50 Track: ‘Painful Admissions’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.11.31

use of
suspensions, which once again is key to his
‘sound’. Also the lack of 3rds and 5ths does
its usual job of ensuring the harmony rarely
strays into anything which sounds ‘normal’.
Pheloung’s music rarely simply accompanies
scenes; it contextualises how we see them,
emotionally. There is a real connection
between the music and the characters in the
films. He breathes emotion into their words.

The lack of 3rds always blurs harmonic
clarity of chords because they suggest neither
major nor minor.
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Series 8 (1995-2000) episode 1 The Way Through the Woods
Convict Stephen Parnell confessed to killing five
people. He is attacked and killed in prison and in
a deathbed conversation with a priest, retracts his
confession for one of the killings attributed to him
– Karen Anderson. Morse becomes convinced
that team which investigated the murders – Morse
was away at the time – missed vital clues. So
begins this story, easily one of the most
compelling of all the Morse stories. Morse
eventually unravels the truth, but not before
ruffling feathers, as usual, including those of his
long-suffering sergeant, Lewis.
The following transcription is from a scene which takes place ten minutes into an Inspector Morse episode called
The Way Through The Woods. Inspector Morse is sat in his office, irritated and typing reports, but his mind
wanders to a previous case which has resurfaced due to the death of a murderer in prison. Just as Morse stares
into space, reminiscing, the scene cuts to a petrol station forecourt, the relevance of which will be realised later in
the episode. Sometimes scene changes cannot help but be visually quite abrupt; music is what helps normalise
them. Scene changes/edits often infer time changes or location changes. Without music these edits might often
seem stark and obvious, even when ‘establishing shots’ are used. The music for the Morse scene-change is
beautifully non-committal and non-judgemental in that it has no absolute definite harmonic identity, just a
sequence of oblique softly dissonant harmonic interactions, moving like shifting sands. Into this slightly abstract
reality comes the interpretation of the listener / viewer, who experiences the dramatic effect of music and pictures.
The overlapping harmonies create a lush but light, pandiatonic harmonic flavour and texture.
Figure: 50a Track: ‘An Evolving Mystery’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.35

00.11.37
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The E and A string notes in bar two (7th and 4th of Bm chord) carry over into bar three where they can be interpreted
and heard either as a continuation of what they were or as the maj7th and maj3rd of the Fmaj7 chord (which the
piano and oboe implies). The first four bars of the sequence bind together chords which only have a passing
resemblance to one another.
Like an impressionist artist blurring the distinctions between colours and contexts, this kind of composing blurs
the traditional boundaries and allows for great interpretation. The fact that this interaction has a dual harmonic
context is precisely what lends it a slightly mesmerising personality. At 00.11.37 into the piece (fig.50a) the scene
cuts back to Morse, who is now busy looking through a filing cabinet before finding the file he’s looking for.
Once again the sequence displays the distinctive intricacies and harmonic dynamics which typify Pheloung’s
approach to underscoring drama. The G6/9 string chord voicing in bar eight is interesting; normally chords which
contain extension intervals such as 6, 9, 11 etc, are ‘smoothed out’ to ensure that extensions sit ‘comfortably’ in
the chord. I say this because composers sometimes imagine that in order to create harmonic tension they have to
stray outside the norm in terms of the extensions they choose, but in some cases what can create discreet subtle
tension is the order and placement of ‘normal’ intervals and extensions. It’s often not the interval or the extension
but the surrounding terrain which contextualise them so well. If we look at the string chord in bar eight and in
particular the gaps between the notes, we find it contains two separate major 2nd intervals; the D next to the E is
fairly normal but the exposed A (9th) next to and B (3rd/10th) contains a little tension because it is slightly higher
and more exposed. Also bar nine of the piano part is interesting; beats 3 and 4 contain the Fmaj7 (#4) chord with
no 3rd or 5th which runs alongside the G6/9 string chord underneath, giving us the slightly clustered tension
between the notes E and F. Add to this, at the end of the bar as the F note is dissipating, the F# on Oboe, which
clashes subtly with the F on piano. This Morse transcription and clip show how music fulfills a crucial role in that
it succeeds in bringing together three scenes into one ‘narrative arc’. The music, quite literally, consolidates the
narrative and tells the story.
A little later in the same episode similar music is used to great effect during a scene change; Morse and his assistant
Sergeant Lewis have a conversation, the end of which results in Morse staring intently as he is made aware of
something crucial to the case. Music begins as the scene changes and we see a long shot of Morse and Lewis from
the perspective of an upstairs window where we also see another man making an important phone call.
Figure: 50b Film Cue Sync: 00.29.09
The interaction between the implicit Am
arpegiated piano part and the Csus4 string chord
(i.e. the tension between the notes of E and F in
bar 2) is particularly effective.
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Series 8 (1995-2000) episode 4 ‘The Wench is Dead’
Occasionally in Morse Pheloung has to
step outside his carefully cultivated,
precise and successful world of
harmony which so defines the entire
Morse universe, if the show requires a
specific cultural association or a specific
geographic reference. As an example,
for the episode entitled ‘Promised
Land’, set in Pheloung’s home land of
Australia, he used some textural and
harmonic identifiers. Similarly, in this
episode – ‘The Wench is Dead’ –
Pheloung provided a haunting theme
which works extremely well.
The only shame about this music is how it is used; although it serves the film well and instantly transports the
viewer back to a hundred years, it is used over dialogue; the piece is very melodic and brilliantly captures the feel
of rural England in the 1800s with its use of Fiddle and Celtic Harp. But we don’t really get to hear it properly
because it is placed over dialogue. There are a few moments where the music is uninterrupted but for the most
part, at the beginning, its placement was not good. Fortunately, the feel of the piece; the lonely, haunting music
recorded on period sounding instruments, together with the reverb, is still evocative. Also elements of the piece
are used throughout the episode, so if one is being charitable, perhaps all it needed to do at the beginning was give
a whiff of the style. That said, if this is the case they could have omitted the melody and just used the arpeggiated
Celtic Harp playing the changes. The piece is beautiful but in many ways wasted.
Detective Chief Inspector Morse attends an exhibition and lecture of crime and punishment in Victorian Oxford,
led by Dr Millicent Van Buren, an American professor from Boston University. Morse becomes unwell and passes
out, making up in hospital. He is diagnosed with a bleeding ulcer, which everyone knows was brought about by
his excessive drinking. While in hospital he reads a book by Van Buren about the Oxford Canal Murder, which
happened in 1859. Disagreeing with Van Buren’s conclusions, which mirror the conclusions of police at the time
of the murder, Morse becomes convinced that a miscarriage of justice occurred and that the wrong people were
hanged. The following cue comes at 00.01.29. Chief Superintendent Strange is with Morse and many others
attending the exhibition and lecture. Before the lecture begins Dr Van Buren is talking to Strange and Morse about
hangings in 19th century Oxford, explaining that for the ‘Canal Murder’ hangings hundreds of people came from
all over the country, to which Strange quips “That’s more than Oxford United get.” At that point the cue comes
in and we go to a black card with James Grout’s (CS Strange) name. The piece is quite fast so by bar 5 we are
looking at Dr Van Buren giving the lecture. The first 18 bars accompany Dr Van Buren’s lecture, with shots of
her, of Morse and Strange in the audience and interspersed credit cards (black screens with credits on). She is
telling the story of the Oxford Canal Murders, and by bar 19 we have crossed 130 years back in time to the canal
in question. The story does not stay in this time for the episode; the episode is split between present day and 1859
Oxford. So the function of the music, initially at least, is to acclimatise the audience for an instant ‘hyperlink’
back in time; and what better way than music.
Figure: 51 Track: ‘Canal Theme’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.29

Pheloung makes great use of the solo violin by
writing a melody which is harmonically selfsupporting, or as we used to call them, ‘bullet
proof melodies’. By this I mean that the
harmonies are suggested by the melody; the
melody generates presumptions about likely
harmonic accompaniments, which for the first
14 bars remain in the mind of the listener.

Van Buren: “The Oxford Canal Murders…..the victim was a respectable married woman named Joanna Franks…”

The fact that the ‘melody only’ bit of the cue comes while Van Buren starts describing the case is what makes the combination of the two difficult and not,
one would imagine, Pheloung’s choice of placement. Nevertheless, the melodic line is beautifully crafted with a distinct folk feel and a great and
identifiable feeling of evolution and sense of journey. It achieves this through a combination of a bullet proof melody line and also one which is
uncomplicated, journeying up, then down; up, then down. The melody has very obvious and physical contours which can make the music sound as if it is
coming at you in gentle waves, washing over you.
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“….who was travelling from Coventry to London ……. to join her husband ….. via the Oxford Canal aboard this Pickford flyboat …..”

The Celtic Harp’s arpegiated harmonies and textures are
wonderful in this setting; it enters the first time we see an image
from 130 years ago (bar 15). The arpeggios feature the 1,5,
octave, 3rd, 4th and 5th. Sometimes arpeggios tend to go up and
down in the same bar or in alternate bars, but this one a similar
descending line for each bar, apart from the final bar in the first
four-bar sequence intro, which goes up and then down.
“….the Barbara Bray…………………..”
“…..Early one morning in June in 1859…..”

1

5

1

3

4

5
1

5

1

3

4

5
1

5

1

3

4

5
1

5

3

4

5

3

…and nor do the arpeggios stick only to primary intervals; the 4th really helps the line have
its own sense of journey; 1,3,5 arpeggios tend to be basic and are sometimes glossed over by
the analytical listening mind. The journey up from 3,4 to 5 helps it have its own identity.
The lack of any chordal harmony means we listen more to the harp than we otherwise might.
It is generating the harmony horizontally, along with the violin.

“….they passed Princes Lock…”

"…minutes later her body was found in the water…”

As is sometimes the case, the mix used in the film is different from the audio version of ‘Canal Theme’. I have transcribed some delicate strings
on the bottom staves which have a delicious minor 2nd interval between the 3rd and 4th, but at this point in the film version these are not in the
mix; they are, however, in the mix when the track is used again at 01.15.41 when we go back in time.
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The next cue comes toward the end of the film and sees Morse in the pub talking with Ms Van Buren. In hospital
Morse worked on the famous ‘Oxford Canal Murders’ and has arrived at a theory which contradicts Van Buren’s
thesis and asserts that the wrong people were hanged in 1859. As Morse explains his theory, we again go back in time,
and this time we are eased into night-time 19th century Oxford by a really effective cue entitled ‘Past Solutions, Old
Crimes’. The track bears a resemblance to a piece called ‘Race to Resting Rock’ from the film The Village, or I should
say that piece bears a resemblance to this piece since The Wench is Dead came nearly ten years before The Village.
Figure: 51a Track: ‘Past Solutions, Old Crimes’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.25.19

What both pieces possess is a great
but subtle feeling of momentum; of
movement, which in both cases
lends the scenes a subtle sense that
something ‘if afoot’. This cue is
propelled by the quaver string
movement and the corresponding
and complimentary harp line.

Also we have some glorious polytonality between the strings in bars 3/4
which are located in Cm, and the harp above, which carries on with the
Gm arpeggio; this helps give the piece a kind of hazy, faraway sound.

The lower quaver strings give the piece a lovely lilting feel, emphasised
the up and down movement and by the 3/4 time.

What makes the polytonal feel in bars 3 and 4 even more compelling is that both ‘chords’ (the Cm in the strings and the Gm in the harp) are not held chords;
the Cm feel in the strings is itself transitory, fluctuating between Cm and Dm, and the harp ‘chords’ are implied by virtue of being arpegiated. So this is not
a classic polytonal sound but is much lighter and subtle.

Our final cue from this episode is at the end where we see Morse and his friend travel to Ireland to put the finishing touches
to his theory about the wrongful convictions in the Oxford Canal Murders. Pheloung supplies some culturally appropriate (if
a little clichéd) folk music which sits behind Morse driving through Ireland to visit Bertnaghboy Bay in order to exhume a
body supposedly buried for 150 years.
Figure: 51b Track: ‘Irish Connection’ Audio time: 0.26 Film Cue Sync: 01.34.06
This is a lovely tune played on a Irish whistle and accompanied by the Celtic Harp. The interesting thing about this kind of music
is that there is a natural connection between the style and Pheloung’s own work; they both regularly omit the 3rd; folk does it to
foster a dark, Gaelic unromantic sound and Pheloung’s Morse music also does it often to create harmony which is fractured or
incomplete, which can result in a bare, unfinished feel which often lends itself to dramatic underscoring. This piece is interesting
because it merges those two worlds, especially when the strings come in on bar 4; they never state a 3rd and their high textures
complement the existing, more traditional textures, beautifully
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Series 8 (1995-2000) episode 5 ‘The Remorseful Day’
Yvonne Harrison is murdered in her
bed and found by her husband Frank,
her body having been left in a sexually
compromising position. Morse, after
no progress, is taken off the case and
it remains unsolved. A year later an
anonymous letter sent to the police
suggest that local villain Harry Repp is
guilty. Morse’s failing health means
Lewis assumes a much more active
role.

The opening scene begins with a panning shot around a room in a country house. We see expensive furniture and
antique before the camera pans to a framed photograph of Yvonne Harrison and her family. The camera slowly
zooms in on the picture until only Yvonne is in the shot; this is where the last chord is paused. The images alone
do not tell us very much but the music and pictures combined paint slightly ponderous, pained, mysterious,
surreptitious emotional feelings. The pictures are non-committal but the music adds a sense of darkness and even
peril to the emotional equation.

Figure: 52 Track: ‘The Final Case’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01
Essentially there are three reasons for this piece managing to summon the kinds of emotions I mentioned before;
firstly, the timing and rhythmic feel of this cue is interesting; it takes a while to acclimatise to it and figure out
where ‘1’ is until it’s a few bars in. This tends to give the music a subtle and slight anxiety; secondly there is a
frantic context to the semiquavers. On the audio recording of the track the strings are in from bar 1 but on the
film they are left out until bar 2. When they do come in (with the semiquaver line) it feels a little late or dragged
and it takes a bar for them to fully gel. Part of this feeling is the incongruity of the time signature but some of it
is definitely a product of performance. The third aspect is, of course, the harmonies; the F#m to D/F# gives the
feeling of the D note being the min 6th of the F#m. Hundreds of film scores have used this device, including
Danny Elfman’s Batman and the James Bond theme.

Such is the way music communicates in abstract ways and mostly through the emotion it
generates, listeners will likely not be consciously aware of the reference of the films I
mentioned, but they don’t need to be; they need only to remember the way the music made
them feel and realise that this music generates a similar feeling.

The addition of the #4 built into the D/F# gives the piece a tiny - in this context almost
imperceptible – nudge to the mysterious. Another thing which is good from a structure
and phrasing perspective, is the use of the slow piano juxtaposed by the frantic semiquaver
strings.
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The addition of the Cor Anglais is interesting texturally and harmonically; firstly
it has a low, throaty mysterious sound and then eventually it comes up its higher
range where it really rings out. Having it state the 2nd (bar 4) and the 9th (5,6,7) is
good too because such a colourful extension helps it penetrate the mix.

The Remorseful Day is, of course, also famous because it was the last ever episode of Morse. Producers decided
to kill him off. His drinking and general ill-health, which had reared its head in The Wench is Dead comes back
to haunt him. He collapses in the grounds of an Oxford college and never gets to see the Yvonne Harrison case
solved. Lewis and Strange are at the hospital as Morse lay, critically ill. Lewis gets news that one of the people
they suspect of being involved in the crime is about to flee the country. Lewis rushes to Heathrow Airport and
Strange agrees to stay with Morse. The next cue comes in as Strange sits by Morse’s bed.
Figure: 53 Track: ‘Vigil and Waiting’ Audio time: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.32.02

The music is minimal, serene, beautiful and also haunting. A series of single notes eventually break into two-part
harmony. Bar 9 comes in when we leave Morse and Strange and see Lewis arresting a woman at Heathrow as
police simultaneously arrive at a house to arrest others. At the exact same time, Morse comes round and with a
soft, barely audible voice, says to Strange, “Thank Lewis for me” before dying. One of the saddest scenes ever to
grace British television drama, it was watched by millions across the country, as was the final scene we will look
at, which is when a tearful Lewis enters the mortuary to say a final goodbye to Morse. This scene most definitely
is the saddest scene on British television and the choice of music was a masterstroke; as all Inspector Morse fans
know, he was a fan of Wagner, and it is perhaps fitting that it is Wagner that plays during this most sombre of
scenes (the act one prelude for Parsifal). But here’s the thing: most people who watched Morse hadn’t heard the
piece before, until this episode. The piece isn’t instantly recognisable in the way some classical pieces are, even
to people who don’t listen to classical music. This is a largely unknown section of this music, which means that
just like Also Spracht Zarathustra - which we looked at in context of its use in 2001: A Space Odyssey in volume
3 of How Film & TV Communicate (Morrell, 2015.301) – we can look at this as if it were film music.
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The reason it worked, for most people who watched the episode, was because it functioned as television drama
music. Obviously for a small number of people, it had significance. But this wasn’t just people who knew Morse
liked Wagner, because knowing that wasn’t enough; you had to know that and also recognise Wagner when you
heard it. For some people it brought some context to the scene but for most – me included, actually – when I first
heard it I just thought it was great music for the scene. I realised it wasn’t Pheloung so went rooting around until
I discovered what it was. So we will analyse it as great underscore music, not as a piece of Wagner.
Figure: 54 Track: ‘Parsifal – Act 1 Prelude’ (Wagner) Audio time: 0.40 Film Cue Sync: 01.37.12
The music is preceded by a scene in which Lewis is talking to the
woman he has just arrested in connection with the murder of Yvonne
Harrison. He has just found out that Morse is dead. At one point the
woman, who doesn’t know Morse has died, mentions him and Lewis
snaps angrily, (see pic, second from right) “Inspector Morse is dead!”
Lewis looks angry but his face turns to one of devastation, as he
realises the enormity of the event. We then crossfade (pic, right) to later
as Lewis arrives at the mortuary to see Morse one last time. The music
happens as the crossfade occurs.

The transcription comes in around 40 seconds into the recording where we see the harmonies in the
brass and woodwind gradually ascend, slowly. Behind this is a complex string line with
demisemiquavers; these notes are not heard individually but rather they communicate cumulatively,
which is really, really effective. It tends to result in sounding texturally hazy and inconclusive. It’s
almost as if the piece is moving and evolving texturally and harmonically without it being obvious
how. We hear the brass and woodwind chords but there is something else, something weird and
wonderful underneath which gives the piece a kind of ‘out of this world’ feeling. The growing,
ascending and evolving Ab chord plays behind Lewis leaving Strange at the door and walking slowly
towards Morse’s body.

As the trumpet line and the textures that surround it become more intense and as the trumpet reaches its apex, we see Lewis pull the sheet covering Morse,
back. We hit the Cm chord (bar 6) as Lewis looks at his old boss.
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The chord in beats 1 and 2 of bar 7
is mesmerising, bursting with
harmonic colour, partly due to
what I said earlier but also because
the strings hit the maj7 and the
maj6 in close proximity, creating a
kind of a fuzzy mixture of both.
Maj6 and maj7 extensions are
subtly different in the kind of
harmonies they create and colours
they provide which in turn trigger
emotional responders within us.

Try playing a chord which includes a maj6 and maj7 together, at the
top of the chord; you will end up with a chord which sounds almost
too colourful, too intense, as if it’s in two places at once. That’s why
the combination is rarely used; because normally composers want a
specific colour – a specific emotion. What I am talking about isn’t
always obvious; the effects here are subtle but beautiful, and supported
by the physical intensity of the playing.

The last two beats of bar 7 move to Db, which is a manoeuvre which sounds definite; this is when Lewis bends down and kisses Morse on the forehead.

We move to the soft harmonic colours
of the Bbm7 in bar 8, which is where
Lewis says, “Goodbye, sir.” The
importance of the 7th here (Ab) is key
in softening the chord and it is supplied
with heavy brush strokes by Wagner,
who uses the woods, brass and strings.

Likewise, the use of the 7th in the subsequent Eb
chord adds a tiny bit to the emotional intensity.

Wagner makes absolutely sure we feel the romance and sadness of the 7th by putting it in the woods but also, crucially, in the way he designs the
arpeggios in strings; the second half of bar 8 has Eb, G, Db, Eb, Eb, Db, G, Eb. Missing the Bb (5th) out of the arpeggio makes it richer and less
square. The missing Bb is conspicuous by its absence; silence speaks. The relationship between the 3rd and the 7th in context of their placement in
a chord ensures we hear the richness of the 3rd and the subtle romantic tension of the 7th. Again, you can ‘try this at home’ – play a normal 7th chord
including 1,3,5 and 7 and then play just the 1,3, 7. It sounds warmer and less obvious, creating more colour, which in this context, means sadness.
The brass, woods and strings
all head downwards from bar
9 as Lewis walks away. The
physicality of the downward
direction of everything is
subtle but extraordinarily
effective given the context;
Morse is dead; things have
come to an end. As we leave
the mortuary we go to the
dreaming spires of Oxford as
they fade to white. I challenge
you not to be moved by this
experience.
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Pheloung’s music for Inspector Morse will be seen historically as a defining moment in the history of music for
television drama. The deep level on which the music engages the listener/viewer to inform their opinion and widen
their emotional responses to the narrative of Morse is something which is unsurpassed. The music of Morse is so
much a part of who the character is and the dramas which unfold, it so deeply embedded in the stories and who
Morse is, that we listen to it as part of the wider emotional experience of the show, not necessarily as
accompanying music. Given the complex and sometimes abstract nature of some of the harmonies, we digest them
mostly as emotion. So much of Morse’s character is often difficult to articulate visually or dialogue or storytelling.
Never before or since has emotion, generated by Pheloung’s music, been such an integral and essential part of the
drama.
There are three soundtrack albums produced featuring Pheloung’s music for Morse, so the tracks I have used are
widely available on YouTube. I have transcribed some more tracks below; I have not talked about the episodes
and scenes these are used in, but have instead analysed purely in terms of how the music is written, what it sounds
like and what emotions it generates in the mind of the listener. All the tracks below are in Morse soundtrack
albums and YouTube.
Figure: 55 Track: ‘Morse’s Optimism’

Again this starts with 3rds on strings; although technically the initial chord should be heard as two thirds
of a minor chord, we are harmonically acclimatised and emotionally tuned in to Pheloung’s writing, so we
hear this as an E chord, even though the actual E itself is missing. We hear the delicate and restrained
friction of Pandiatonicism in bar 3 as we hear the woods play two thirds of an A chord, placed over an E
chord with the rich, resonant 3rd of G# (on guitar) which of course doesn’t really ‘go’ with the woods;
here’s the thing: if the woods had been playing an entire A chord, the duality of harmony (an entire A
chord on top of an entire E chord) would have produced something wholly more difficult and polytonal
and distracting. Two thirds of the A chord (specifically the root and 3rd) serve only to create mild friction,
which is mildly uncomfortable but which makes us engage and ponder and think.

maj9th

Do we hear these as the
root and 3rd of an E chord?

maj7th

3rd

1st
6th

5th

Similarly, halfway through bar 4 we hear an Emaj7, normally a really relaxing chord. But this one has had the inner warmth taken out of it; the rich,
resonant 3rd has been replaced with the 4th. This works because the chord obviously has no 3rd, so the clever thing here, and the reason it works is because
it toys with our assumptions. Normally where we see a sus4 we would never see a maj7 because a maj7 is traditionally used over an entire major chord
including the 3rd. that’s traditional harmony. This is what Pandiatonicism sometimes does: it subverts our expectations. It gives us a chord and then at
the last minute it does something weird to it; something which compromises it and alters the way it functions. The penultimate bar of the transcription
features an odd chord too; it is an A6/9 chord, which we would normally associate with jazz or Big Band music. But this the characteristics of the 6/9
‘vibe’ has been hijacked by virtue of shoving a maj7 into the mix; again, as with so many Pandiatonic chords what it does is put together two different
and adverse realities. As we established via the Wagner piece, maj6ths and maj7ths often can sound overwhelming and ‘too much’ when placed together.
To add to this conundrum on the woods we have a G# and B, which are meant to be heard as a maj7 and maj9 of the A chord, but, with the string chord
(which on its own is a tight 6th chord) create a cluster which lacks the usual distinctness we expect from harmony. If anything we almost hear the two
top notes as 3rd and 5th of an E chord which isn’t there.
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Figure: 56 Track: ‘Morse on the Case’

Changing how we perceive intervals: this piece glides in with a few chords which, again, are not easy to
place, or to feel. Bar 5 features an interesting piano line which includes some really effective and
distinctive intervals; on beat 2 we have an F note over a G note (a 7th interval) on piano, which sounds
odd. But these two notes are framed by the lower string note of A, so we hear them as the F hitting the
octave and the lower G being the add9. On face value if you saw a G and an F above it you would conclude
it was a G7, minus its 3rd, but Pheloung’s placement of the low A (strings) alters our perception. Later in
the bar the cumulative feeling of an F chord is solidified by another 7th interval (the G note over the A
note); we perceive the A as a 3rd and the F as a 9th. If we heard these two notes alone, without the
surrounding context, we would hear the A as 1 and the G as 7. The overall point I am making is that
Pheloung has taken various 7th intervals and recontextualised them. This is important because freeing notes
up from their normal hierarchical or diatonic function is part of what Pandiatonic writing is all about.

We hear the A as a 3rd and the G as a 9th. We don’t
hear the A as a root with a 7th on top.
This E on piano assumes the identity of a rich
3rd, whose character radiates out, cementing
the chord’s identity as C
We hear the F as a root with a 9th underneath;
we don’t hear the G as a root with a 7th on top.

3rds always define chords, so the 3rd always has
disproportionate importance. That’s why its
absence always changes chords considerably

Bar 15 feels like an Am7 chord (meaning the strings occupy – from the top down – C=3rd, A=1st and low G=7th) but the bar after we have the
addition of the low F on strings, making the cluster at the bottom sound like an Fadd2 (so C=5th, A=3rd, G=add2). Then in the penultimate
bar the low F drops to an E, which we perceive as a low 3rd of a C chord, so we now perceive the A note as a 6th.

The point I am making, I guess, is that Pheloung, perhaps more than most, trades on our perception and awareness
of intervals and the inherent emotion they generate within the mind of the listener. For example, it is because of
our awareness of intervals that broken chords sound that way. If we had no real and tangible perception of intervals
(not notes) then one chord would sound pretty much like another. Pandiatonic music stretches and tests our
awareness and perception of harmony like nothing else does. Outright dissonance is alienating and disorientating
and traditional harmony is too often obvious and predictable; Pandiatonic harmony sits somewhere in-between: it
fractures diatonic harmony because it has no regard for the niceties and tolerances of diatonic function, but it
exists using notes found in a diatonic scale, so in reality, all it does is reassemble the elements of diatonic music
differently: often you can hear two chords in Pandiatonic harmony; individually they make sense but are normally
fractured or incomplete, but together they subtly lose their overall meaning; a bit like a sentence that has all the
right words but in the wrong order.
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Imagine a sentence made up of 7 words, but then imagine the last 4 words went at the beginning, followed by the
3 that originally went first, which are now at the end. You would have a sentence which you could tell originally
made perfect sense, but now is a little odd. Some examples are below:
‘I think it’s going to rain today’ becomes ‘Going to rain today I think it’s’
‘Thanks for making me a lovely meal’ becomes ‘Me a lovely meal thanks for making’
‘The stars are looking very bright tonight’ becomes ‘Looking very bright tonight the stars are’
I’d like to try this coat on’ becomes Try this coat on I’d like to’
‘The black cat sat on the mat’ becomes ‘Sat on the mat the black cat’
We can make sense of the alternate version – just – but in most cases, the original sentence sounds more logical.
Depending on the words you use and the meaning behind the original sentence, some alternative versions will
sound almost as logical and some will sound odd. This is kind of what Pandiatonic harmony does. In certain
situations you can still ascertain and sense and feel the original chord(s) and therefore the emotion and meaning
it, or they, generated, but it sounds a little hazy, and sometimes it sounds disorientating.

Figure: 57 Track: ‘Morse’s Sympathetic Ear’
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This piece starts on one note (the D) so we have nothing to base our assumptions on other than to presume this is
the tonic (which is an assumption we default to in the absence of any other context to guide us). We then hear the
B join the D, but because of past memories of how Pheloung works we perhaps hear a G/B chord but with no G
rather than a Bm with no 5th. When the A joins the chord we probably default to hearing a Gadd2/A even though
there isn’t a G in sight. Why? Perceiving a Gadd2/B with Pheloung is technically no more likely than perceiving
the alternative, but this is where a wider contextualisation of the surrounding terrain and Pheloung’s style plays
its ‘ace card’; our perception of preceding chords frames how we perceive new chords. If you go to a keyboard,
pick a string sound and play a D, then add the B underneath, then add the A underneath, you will perceive that
group of notes as a Gadd2 (with no G). This is not because we hear the notes as such, it is because our perception
of what chords mean is based on the emotion they generate. The add2 is an emotionally more satisfying and
romantic conclusion to arrive at, especially when it is preceded by the 5 (G) 3 (B) which join with the 2 (A).
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Perhaps if the chord in bar 3 was the first we’d heard we may have felt it as an Asus2/4, but this chord is in bar 3
and we have been guided gently to see this chord in its most attractive light.
Check out the chord in bars 5 and 6 (I have placed the transcription below again); we hear and feel bar 5 as a bare
G chord (it has no 3rd) so naturally we hear and feel the next bar as G6. But we sense the chord has two possible
identities (one as a G6 but another possibility which starts to filter through; a Cadd2 minus the root, which is why
I have added the alternative symbol over the top). This presents us with what I sometimes call a ‘duality of
perception’, meaning that we listen to a chord which has two or more alternative ways of being written / articulated
in terms of chord symbols and also has the capacity to be felt or perceived in different way too, which is what
causes the haziness listeners sometimes perceive when listening to sequences such as this. Add2 chords sound
sweet so maybe we gravitate to the most agreeable conclusion. Whatever the reason, our perception was right
because the composer then adds the piano line (notes of G, C, D, A) which confirms that the bar before could and
should have been felt as a Cadd2.
The overall point I make is that the ‘duality of perception’ (when a listener is aware – not grammatically or literally
– of there being something about the character of the chord which prevents it being perceived wholly as something
definite) creates within it the capacity for a ‘transformation of perception’ to occur on our part (when the chord in
question begins to refocus and crystallise, being felt a different way). This is something which for most people is
subconscious but from which they gain an emotional fulfillment. Even if musicians are able to perceive the chord
appearing to change its character midway through, few would realise that this is not a literal change but a
perceptual change, because of changes in the notes’ intervallic context.

Figure: 57a Track: ‘Morse’s Sympathetic Ear’
/G

6th

6th

1st
6th
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I have talked about listeners’ perceptions of intervallic changes before many times, but it has always been in
context of one note in a chord moving physically, which prompts the other physically static notes to move
intervallically to accommodate the new chord created by the physical movement of one note.
I suppose the question then is: why would our intervallic perception of notes change when nothing changes
physically to provoke that perceptual change? As I said before, our perceptions are partly based on preceding
harmonic terrain, which may gently point us in a particular direction. If you look at fig.57a above (which is simply
a copy of fig.57 with some other stuff on it) you will see, I have stated which intervals are being used. So, when
people listen to the chord in bar 6, they may experience this perceptual change, which takes them from feeling the
harmony as per the red intervals (based on a presumption of the chord being G6) or as per the purple intervals
(based on the chord being a Cadd2/G(omit1).
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Figure: 57b Track: ‘Oxford College’

‘Oxford College’ is an interesting track for all the usual reasons; I will only highlight one or two aspects
as I think we are all now aware of pandiatonic writing and what kind of harmony it delivers. Most of the
things I reference will probably already be recognised by you. Firstly, the first two beats of bar 3 are
interesting due to the slight harmonic friction between the guitar lines, which overall suggest an A chord
and the string below which, by themselves, create a G chord.

Also there is some nice harmonic tension between between the Asus2 chord and the clarinet F note (bar 7). In bar 9 and 10 the strings establish
a double-sus chord (i.e. where the chord suspends the 2nd and 4th in the same chord). This ‘feels like’ some kind of G chord but the guitar
comes in on bar 11 and because of the sonic depth of its first note, completely re-orientates the chord, making it feel like an A-based chord.

On beats 3 and 4 of bar 12 we hear a guitar chord of Asus2 (which ties in with the clarinet on G and then E) but this is deliciously fused with the lower
strings, which, independently play an F6(b5) chord. The combination of all these notes is perhaps the most dissonant bit of this cue. The great thing about
Pheloung’s writing is the way he slides into the dissonances, rather than it being a sudden shock; textures change their harmonic colours at different times.

The F6(b5) string chord hangs in the air at the end of bar 12, only to be re-contextualised again by the guitar, which plays a Gsus2 chord.

The last chord of the transcription (bar 15) where we have an Fmaj7 with a cluster at the bottom featuring notes (top to bottom) of B, A, E and D,
i.e. Esus4/D). Theoretically that should sound awful, but the B on clarinet links it tenuously to the chord on the bottom stave, offering some common
context between the two.
Figure: 57c Track: ‘Lewis’

The next piece, entitled ‘Lewis’ again has some interesting characteristics. The first point is the way the memory of the original
but brief Fmaj7 piano chord lingers and even by bar 3 makes us hear and feel the A as the 3rd, the piano note as 5th and the
lower string note as a 3rd. Thus we have the remarkable reality of hearing an F chord when there’s no F anywhere. Minimalist
and pandiatonic harmony allows us to utilise our awareness of intervals to the fullest extent possible, even though for most
people this is an unconscious process which has a conscious benefit of making us ‘feel’ the colour and character of intervals.
G

The benefits of the way we feel intervals emotionally even last into
bar 5, where we hear and feel the bottom B as belonging to an aurally
invisible G chord (1st inversion).

Even when we are confronted by the spectacular friction of the
B, the C and the D, we still feel it as a G/B chord. The reason
is that the bottom strings note in bar 3 is a 3rd, and so is the B
in bar 5. 3rds are much warmer, sweeter and penetrative than
other intervals; their third-ness radiates out, even when, as in
this case, it is being used as an inversion.

Similarly, we feel the G in bar 6 as a 3rd of the Em/G, until bar 7, when its ‘feel’ shifts and the note of G seems to change; this is because it is now
existing in our minds as a 5th of the C chord, thanks to the C on the oboe.
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On this last page of the piece I have again given the reader two choices of how the chord underneath the symbol can he heard and felt. Once again we
are the beneficiaries of the partial F chord at the beginning of bar 9, whose ghost stretches into beats 3 and 4 (of bar 9) where the literal, grammatically
correct symbol for a D underneath an C and A should be the D7(omit3); in fact, we feel it as an F chord which means the low D is felt as a 6th, the C as
the 5th, and the A as a 3rd.
Similarly, in bar 10 we have the bizarre situation whereby the only two
notes in the first ‘chord’ (D below an E, which should he heard, felt and
(omit3)
written as a Dadd9 (omit 3/5) is actually felt as an F chord despite the
fact that all three primary intervals of that chord aren’t there.

Bar 11 we hear as an F/D because the memory of the F chord from previous bars linger
and also now we can actually hear the A (3rd). Beats 3 and 4 of bar 11 are heard as a G
chord (despite the 1, 5 and 7 being missing) because of the powerful and radiant 3rd (B)
being felt at the bottom.

Figure: 57d Track: ‘Sad Discovery’

7

This last example of part of an audio track from Morse I have left blank for you to examine and analyse yourself.
I have left some clues.
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Turning now to the theme tune from Inspector Morse, we will examine firstly the melody. Below is an abbreviated
transcription of the melody for two of the main sections in the theme. The first thing of interest is the delicate and
anticipatory nature of the theme; firstly, there is the interplay between the bass and melody in bar two with the
bass gently anticipating the guitar. This rhythmic interplay adds some gentle drama and excitement to the theme.
The ‘pushed’ element comes into play again in bar three where the guitar melody itself is anticipatory and pushed.
It’s no accident that the first two-beat note (which crosses the bar line too) is a min3rd; 3rd intervals, as we have
established before, are primary descriptive intervals. Their presence in harmony literally describes and identifies
a chord as major or minor. Accenting the 3rd melodically lends the piece warmth and familiarity. 3rd intervals are
circled.
Figure: 57e Track: ‘Main theme’ excerpt
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Accentuating the gap between the C note in bar five and the subsequent E note at the beginning of the next bar
is the rich min6th interval. Also, because the chord of Am/G has a similar ‘sound’ to a C/G chord, the E note has
two potential functions, or perceptions, in terms of how it ‘sounds’; it can function as the 5th of the Am/G chord
and it can ‘sound’ like it’s the 3rd of a C/G chord. The second part of the theme (below) is interesting because in
contrast to the first eighteen bars, the theme accentuates roots and 5ths – intervals suggesting strength, authority
and power. The distinction between the two contrasting sections helps the different emotive elements inherent in
both sections come through because it highlights the variation. This section, with the inherent strengths of the
roots and fifths, might be described as the ‘chorus’ to Inspector Morse.
Figure: 57e Track: ‘Main theme’ excerpt’
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Moving on now to the famous ‘Morse code’ line; the warm, romantic and emotional guitar solo we looked at from
Inspector Morse is juxtaposed by the gentle but repetitive ‘Morse Code’ piccolo / synth line. The line remains
pretty constant musically (stating the E note for much of the piece) but from an intervallic perspective it is
constantly on the move; this is why the line never becomes monotonous or predictable – because its intervallic
context is constantly changing. This interplay between actual musical sound and intervallic movement means the
line has two different but simultaneous realities. Below I have transcribed a section of the ‘Morse Code’ line as a
note but also included its intervallic context. Its intervallic context is crucial because this is what gives notes an
emotional identity. A note name refers to what a note ‘is’ but the interval can be described as defining what the
note ‘means’.
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Figure: 57f Track: ‘Main theme’ excerpt’
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There would be little point in highlighting something as abstract as the relationship between the pitch of a note
and its intervallic context (what something sounds like and what it represents in a much bigger harmonic
perspective) purely for academic or theoretical purposes; my point, as always, is that we hear a combination of
the actual sound and its intervallic context and this represents how we rationalise and listen. A person does not
need to be even remotely aware of the complex harmonic dynamics in order to be a beneficiary of their effect.
Although the ‘sound of the note’ – our primary and most obvious musical reality - remains on one note (E), the
intervallic context changes ten times and has six separate realities. The intervallic context – the other reality – has
an entirely different journey from the sound it makes, which remains static.
Moving to the orchestration and instrumentation present in the theme from Inspector Morse we can see once again
the subtle ways in which Pheloung weaves suspended and incomplete harmonies, littered with extensions. On a
surface level (i.e. the earlier simple transcription of the main theme) the theme seems simple enough. But detailed
harmonic analysis reveals some of the reasons why the piece communicates and how it weaves its various
subtleties. If the music actually was as simple as the theme suggests it would not have been as successful in
relaying so well the delicate and complex intricacies of the Morse character.
Below is a full orchestral transcription of the theme, sent to me by the composer Barrington Pheloung. This
transcription is from the longer, full version of the theme - the theme used at end of each episode is an abbreviated
version – but it contains all the same kinds of harmonic and textural elements that make the theme so effective.
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Am

The first thing to note about the orchestration is that the minor 3rd in the Am chord in bar 9 only comes from
the melody of the guitar, sometimes supported by the cellos. Despite the orchestration in woodwinds and strings
there are no thirds anywhere. There are roots and fifths and the stark 9th (B) but no thirds. This is a really
important point because it underpins the reason the theme has a delightful richness; the warm thirds of the
guitar (and later, cellos) penetrate the orchestration because they are not replicated and ‘overcooked’ in the
other instrumental voicings, which might have led to more of an overtly romantic, even melodramatic feel. The
surrounding orchestration terrain is thinly voiced and only contains 1,5, 9.
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The cellos join the guitar from bar 17 which offers more warmth in the melody.
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The piece moves to the ‘chorus’ on bar 27 and the woodwind and string voicings thicken slightly; there are also some
nice mild clashes too, such as the bassoon (bar 29) playing the sus4 whilst the violas state the 3rd a semitone lower.
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Another interesting ingredient in the theme’s arrangement is the way the different elements of the string section work
separately (harmonically and rhythmically). Cellos double the guitar melody whilst the basses function as the anticipatory
bottom half of the melody. 1st violins play bare harmonies, replicating the Morse code rhythm whilst 2nd violins play long
notes on the 5th and octave lines. The vivid counterpoint and lack of a more typical, homogenised chord-based ‘string
section’ sound is another element which lends a sense of opaque, translucent subtlety.
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The various off-beat / anticipated French Horn lines throughout mimic perfectly the anticipated elements
in the classical guitar melody from the earlier section of the theme. The constantly pushing melody is
extremely effective in creating the sense of momentum and drama. The ‘Morse Code’ motif is embedded
in the arrangement, not simply impaled on a singular texture or instrument.
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Not a single note is wasted in the arrangement of the main theme from Morse. There are no lazy notes; everything
is functional and designed to support the piece. There is a tremendous sense of space in the piece, horizontally but
particularly vertically in terms of chord voicings. Voicings never become thick or overwhelming or overtly filmic.
This is subtlety, done brilliantly. It is open and it invites listeners in.
Pheloung told Soundtrack magazine in 1994:
“We decided that Morse is a very melancholic character, so the tune had to be
melancholic, and he was a lover of classical music, so it should be an orchestral
score and not synthesiser. The final thing is that he has a very cryptic mind, he loves
doing crosswords; we came up with the obvious idea – his name is Morse and we use
Morse code in the music. It spells out his name in the main theme and that formed the
rhythm.”
A spokesman for Pheloung’s management company, reacting to the composer’s untimely death, said:
“Some people just can’t help making a difference in our lives by simply being who
they are.”
Never a truer word.
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LEWIS
Lewis is a British detective drama and a sequel to the
internationally acclaimed Inspector Morse. It is set, like Morse and
its prequel Endeavour, in Oxford. Kevin Whately returns as
Robbie Lewis, was Morse’s long suffering sergeant in Morse. In
the pilot episode, Lewis, now a detective inspector, returns to
Oxford from a four-year posting abroad, which he undertook after
his wife was murdered in a hit-and-run. Within hours of his return
his new boss, DCS Innocent, assigns him to the murder of an
Oxford mathematics student who was shot while participating in a
sleep study.
The music is composed by Barrington Pheloung, who composed
all the music for the Morse series and some of the score for the
prequel, Endeavour. The music for Lewis is much more
reminiscent of the later Morse episodes in that it is restrained and
at times impressionist. It sometimes uses the same Pandiatonic
approaches to harmony that coloured the Morse series so
successfully and so beautifully. Music is rarely cited as being key
to the success of anything, much less a TV detective show, but just
like Morse, it absolutely is. Because many people don’t understand
how music works, how it is created and what it brings to narrative
fiction, except on a surface level, it is rarely mentioned.
Helen Piper’s otherwise excellent book says that Lewis enjoyed the “aesthetic pleasures of its predecessor”, and
was “marketed on the strength of its elegant cinematography and beautiful Oxford locations.” (Piper, 2015). All
true, but, of course, the thing that ultimately frames everything, emotionally, in Lewis, is the wonderful music of
Barrington Pheloung.
Pilot episode (2006) ‘Reputation’
The first thing we’re going to look at is the main theme. To start let’s look purely at the theme itself, which I have
transcribed using a single line plus chord symbols. The melody is quite simple; it has some nice physical melodic
contours; it sounds calming and also quite English.
Figure: 58 Track: ‘Main Theme’ (melody and chord symbols only).

How orchestration guides and frames the way we listen
The main success of this tune though is what surrounds it in terms of counterpoint, instrumentation and
orchestration, so below I have transcribed it whole of its instrumental and orchestration context. If we can fathom
what makes the orchestration work then we discover why the piece as a whole, works. Orchestration is frequently
overlooked when people analyse music; melody is seen as the primary carrier of music’s success. But film music,
just like classical romanticism before it, is mostly a product of harmony and orchestration and the emotion and
context that that generates within the mind of the listener.
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Orchestration is functional.
Lots of Pheloung’s music for Morse and Lewis is dependent on the emotion it generates due to the colours he
creates via harmony, counterpoint and orchestration, especially given that many of his cues employ elements of
Pandiatonic harmony. Examples of the functionality of orchestration would include the high strings, especially in
bars 7-10, which create gentle tension by virtue of being a tone apart. The instrumentation includes the clarinet
melody, which is supported by moving strings. The wonderful thing about the strings is how they generate a
beautiful sense of movement and momentum which gently propels this piece along. Listeners may choose to focus
on the melody but if they played the tune on the piano (or even clarinet) they would appreciate how much depends
on orchestration. The big thing with music is that for the most part people only ever hear the finished product.
Sometimes it’s only when you separate the various elements of music that you truly realise how much it depends
on the textural and harmonic collaboration and counterpoint between different instruments. The piece has a lovely
feel of elegance and tradition. The busy quaver accompaniment exists to counter the simple, slow, plodding
melodic line. Most of the time the bass only hits once per bar, which is a great way of slowing down the perceived
pace of the piece, especially given the busy quaver lines. Also, the quaver string line is a beautifully written twopart line, which frequently features notes which are vertically a 6th apart. There’s rarely anything as emotional as
minor or major 6th intervals for this kind of evolving quaver-orientated accompaniment. We discussed the power
of intervals in the last books and established that the 6th is used frequently in melodies to elicit warmth and
emotion; the same applies when we use it harmonically.
I now want to talk about how the music works with the pictures in the intro to this pilot episode. In the film DI
Lewis returns to Oxford and pretty much straight away gets assigned to the murder of an Oxford mathematics
student who is shot whilst taking part in medical trials – specifically a sleep study. Daniel Griffon, a young
troubled man, is immediately a suspect because the key code to enter the building where the sleep studies are
taking place belongs to him. He will soon inherit his deceased father’s automotive empire, something that
ultimately plays a part in this story. When two other murders occur, Lewis must decipher a cryptic clue left by his
former boss, Detective Chief Inspector Morse. The first time we hear the theme is in episode 1, it comes at
00.0054, abruptly following a segment of diegetic music (Hysteria by the band Muse) which plays behind images
of Griffon in his Oxford student quarters, manically writing maths equations on a wipe-board before abruptly
switching the music off. At this point the sedate and calming intro music comes in as we focus on a picture on
Griffon’s desk. The syncing is a little loose but applied well to the images. On bar 5 where we hear the first clarinet
melody, we see the ‘Lewis’ title card. The second loose sync is just before bar 7, where we see a woman at a desk,
typing. Bar 8 shows a close-up picture of her face.
Figure: 58a Track: ‘Main Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.52

The accompanying quaver lines are absolutely stunning in their effect. Not only do they support the piece by giving it momentum, they also have their
own harmonic dynamic which they add to the piece. For starters they have a lovely contour, with some going up and down at one rate and others doing it
at a different rate. All this serves to keep them noticeable and functional. Also Pheloung throws little nuggets of colour by virtue of some of the extensions
which are briefly hit (see the 9th and 7th in bar 4). Truly there are no last notes in Pheloung’s work. Every note has a purpose and a function, and if it doesn’t
it isn’t used. Nothing is wasted, which means, ultimately, that there is also plenty of space in his music, horizontally and vertically.
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Bar 9 is synced with a shot of her screen, which shows an
email being sent to ‘danny.griffon@laud.ox.ac.uk. The
camera stays on this for a second, long enough for us to
see and possibly grasp its narrative relevance. Bar 13 is
extremely clever in the way it is applied; we see an image
which says ‘your mail has been sent and will be delivered
at a later date’; this image grows in size as the camera
pans in on it, and a corresponding contrary motion
counterpoint happens between the bass and the melody.

or

The effect of the growing image, the ascending melody and
the descending bass line creates a wonderful and subtle
relationship between picture and music.

To talk one last time about those
gorgeous accompanying quavers;
look at bar 15 and 16. Bar 16 features
the Bm but the preceding bar features
a complicated one, harmonically. The
quavers clearly hint at a horizontal A
chord, with the bass playing the D and
the melody playing the 7th then 6th.
But the identity of this chord is
nebulous; there is a lack of clarity and
contrary information within the chord
which sends us in different directions;
this is what makes it feel a little
muddy and inconsistent.
What this chord also feels like, is
Bm/D, which is closer to what it
eventually becomes in bar 16. The
reason I say bar 15 can feel like a
Bm/D is similar to the arguments used
for the last cue we looked at in Morse
(57a); there are two realities. Check
out fig.58b which explains

Figure: 58b Track: ‘Main Theme’ (bars
15 and 16 transcribed separately)
He intervals in blue apply if we feel
the chord as a Bm9/D with an added
min6. This means the G note on
clarinet is a min6th; the top B on
strings is the octave (8th); the G below
that is the add min 6th; the C# on the
strings below is the 9th; the A under
that is the 7th; and the last three notes
are all 3rds.
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He intervals in red apply if we feel the
chord as an A9/D. This means the G
note on clarinet is a 7th; the top B on
strings is the 9th; the G below is the
7th; the C# on the strings below is the
3rd; the A under that is the root, and
the last three notes are all 4ths
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I am not deliberately trying to baffle everyone with pointless theorising; I am aware that to some this kind of deep
analysis can seem indulgent. But I am genuinely trying to express how I think people listen to music and how our
cognitive judgments about music can affect our responses and emotional reactions to music. A vast majority of
people listening to the bar in question will have absolutely no idea that they are listening intervallically and that,
in this case, their hazy perception of a chord is based on a subconscious confusion about how to frame the chord
intervallically. But as we have established before, being unaware of the reasons for a feeling, a state of mind or a
reaction to something, does not mean that it didn’t happen or that those reasons we are unaware of are in some
way invalid. What I am saying is that sometimes part of our enjoyment and analysis of music, the way it seems
and feels, is based on the type of intervals being employed and how we react to them. Being aware of intervallic
identity and being affected by the emotions caused by intervals does not mean you have to understand. The fact
that most people don’t consciously recognise intervals and cannot literalise them or name them, doesn’t mean that
they don’t recognise them; it just means that we don’t understand what it is that we recognise and sometimes we
don’t even realise what it is that we recognise. Heavy.
To bring us back down to planet earth, or at least close to it, let’s look at our next cue from Lewis. This comes at
00.05.30 as Griffon comes to see his mother and his uncle, during an outdoor party which is helping cement a
deal between the car company and Japanese investors. Griffon detests his uncle, who is temporarily in charge of
his father’s company until Griffon inherits it. Griffon’s uncle is negotiating a merger with a Japanese firm –
something Griffon says his father would never have let happen. He speaks to his mother, who, knowing her son’s
feelings, says, “You’re going to have to work with the Japanese when you take Rex’s place on the board.”
Griffon’s uncle, Tom, comes over to Griffon with his daughter Jess and says “Come and talk to Mr Tanagacki”,
which Daniel refuses to do, walking off. Jess follows him, and this is where the following cue comes in.
This cue works really well as transitory music, which helps the viewer navigate a complex number of scenes and situations. The camera moves
away from Daniel’s mother and uncle to his girlfriend, who is preparing to go to sleep in the sleep clinic and is attaching wires and pads to
herself which monitors her during sleep. Then (bar 6) we cut back to see Daniel Griffin talking to Jess, his uncle’s daughter, who is clearly in
love with him. They discuss his girlfriend before (bar 12) she makes a pass at him, which he rebuffs before leaving. From bars 18-24 we see
Daniel’s girlfriend in bed at the sleep clinic and from bar 25 onwards the music becomes more overtly dramatic to accompany various shots
of security cameras in the control room, before finally focussing on someone in a hoody entering the clinic, clearly with bad intentions.
Figure: 73 Track: ‘Family Dynamics’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.30

Musically the piece has a permanent feeling of momentum, not entirely dissimilar to the way the quavers work in the original theme tune. The
combination of semiquaver strings and harp accompaniment work well because the texturally minimal approach means the string movement is
quite prominent in the mix. There is a slight Baroque air to the strings and the intervals and extensions hit by the quavers work to create drama
and tension. Bar 1 features the use of the min6 (F) which alternates with the 5th. Minor 6 intervals generally create drama because they cause
slight musical tension by hinting at a different chord (i.e. Dm in this case). Bar 2 sees a Cmaj7/G chord being created horizontally by the harp,
which harmonically and emotionally is a release from the Am before it. Even in this bar the semiquavers create emotion, by virtue of the F (4th)
and its relationship with the B (harp) which creates a slight feel of a G7, fusing with the main harmonic thrust of the bar, i.e. Cmaj7/G. This is
typical of Pheloung’s writing in that he frequently creates the whiff of alternate harmonies within existing harmonies. The harp is also littered
with extensions including the B and G notes which hit different intervals depending on the surrounding chordal terrain; in the Am bars the B is
the 9th and the G is the 7th whereas in the Cmaj7 bars the B is the maj7th and the G is the 5th. I mention this because the idea of having consistent
physical colours, i.e. notes like B and G which alternate their intervallic identity creates an interesting dynamic between note and interval which
generates interest and emotion from listeners.
In one sense Pheloung fuses together the Am and C chordal colours by way of a variation and evolution of the music in bar 3 where the strings
hit the G, something we associate with the C chords. This is typical of how something like this grows and evolves.
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The cue hesitates beautifully on
bar 8 – the bar for nothing –
which prepares us for the closeup of the couple talking. These
are the devices which help
scenes like this breathe.

Bar 11 sees a textural evolution of the piece with the
woodwind entering; first the bassoon then, later the
oboe and bassoon. The first pandiatonic moment comes
on bar 12 where we see an Fmaj7/B with a flattened 5th
(B). because the first two beats feature an Am, we kind
of hear the second chord as the same but with a B bass
and the F, which in that context would be a flattened 6th.
again this is typical of Pheloung’s writing where he
creates alternative perspectives, which creates an
interesting listening experience.

The introduction of the first real
distorted harmony coincides with
Jess making a pass at Daniel. The
B note feels as if it doesn’t belong,
and this is compounded when the
lower octave comes in on bar 13.
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The cue carries on and we go back to seeing Griffin’s girlfriend asleep in the sleep clinic, during which time we hear
a succession of Am and Dm6/A, but on bar 24 there is a harmonic shift from Aomit3 to Gsus2; this navigates us to the
G chord on bar 25, which accompanies a shot of the security camera control room. A succession more overtly dramatic
chords are heard, including G to Cm to Gm to Ab/G; the most dissonant and obviously creepy chord is the Ab/G which
comes as the camera pans in on the computer screens, which show a hooded figure entering the building.

(b5)

Gm to Am7/G follow; this second chord is more of an overtly, romantically inclined and theatrically dramatic chord; we then move to bare chord before
arriving at the chords which accompany a hooded figure entering the control room (Gm and Am, add2). This cue succeeds in navigating the viewer along a
long and complex path which weaves from one location to another and in different locations in time. This is more of a collage of characters and events, than
a scene. The relentless semiquaver string movement create a slightly mesmerising and entrancing feeling which helps glue the chords and images together.

The next cue comes 00.09.43 just after Lewis is greeted at the airport on his return to Britain, by sergeant
Hathaway. The two make introductory small talk as they walk to Hathaway’s car. Lewis has been on attachment
in the Caribbean for two years and he arrives with a tan, suitably garish shirt and a bunch of orchids for his wife’s
grave (Val Lewis died a few years ago, the victim of a hit and run).
As they are about to cross a road, Lewis walks out without looking and is pulled back
just as a car skids to a halt. Lewis, looking shocked and then stunned, is looking at the
car that was so close to hitting him; it is a car identical to the one his old boss Detective
Chief Inspector Morse used to drive. At this point the cue below starts.
This is classic Pheloung underscore music. It is the music he crafted for these kinds of scenes which made him
the great composer he was. The music takes us initially from a dramatic moment (when the car nearly hits Lewis)
to a surreal moment, when Lewis (and the viewers) see the car and recognise its significance. Then by bar 5 we
see Lewis been driven through Oxford by Hathaway, so the music becomes serene and reflective; harmonically
and texturally beautifully neutral colours with a dash of pandiatonicism.
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When I say ‘neutral colours’ what I mean is that the harmonies are not complete, full and unequivocal; they are a
melange of suspensions, incomplete chords and undulating counterpoint.
Figure: 74 Track: ‘Morse’s Phantom ‐ Morse’s Oxford’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.43

HATHAWAY: “Has
Oxford changed much since
you’ve been away?”

“No. It changed
before I went.”

The Morse quote comes is referenced with the high A string crotchets at the end of bar 1 and beyond. The
music for Morse was characterised by suspended and broken chords and the one which I earlier referred as
‘the Morse chord’ comprises of (from the top down) the notes of E, B and A. this could be called an Asus2 or
an Esus2/A depending on how you heard and felt the chord. The initial chords in this current transcription
directly allude to ‘the Morse chord’ in that they contain the same notes; the Morse reference is then
compounded by the use of the crotchet motif on the top A, which has a subtle similarity to the Morse code
inspired E notes which characterise the original Morse theme. Bar 2 of ‘Morse’s Phantom’ sees the initial
A(omit3) chord expand with the inclusion of the low B on strings (which joins the A) and at the end of the bar
the G too. This early succession of chords is suspended all the way; if we look at the notes we find the overall
mood of the first few bars is created with A, B, E, A, E with a central string chord of E, A and E running
through the first five bars. The notes alone wouldn’t be as good as they are, were it not for Pheloung’s droplets
of colour thanks to the harp, which has its own melodic contour. The top crotchet string notes puncture overall
sound and a mixture of the suspensions and the top strings is what gives this early part of the cue the drama to
accompany the scene where Lewis nearly gets knocked over then sees what, for a second, he believes is
Morse’s car. Another note which punctures the reliance on this beautiful suspended feel is the F note played
by the harp in bar 3.
The subtly dramatic tone of the first few begins to thaw by bar 5, when we hear the cluster on the lower strings
with their double suspension which helps the music glide into bar 6 and beyond, where the music becomes less
dramatic but extremely colourful, mesmeric and reflective as a tired looking Lewis is driven through Oxford,
deep in thought. The harmonic and textural ingredients which create the emotional palette which sits gently
behind this sequence is, once again, pandiatonic, resplendent in suspensions and hazy, inconclusive harmonies.
But this already quite busy harmonic terrain is added to by a lovely French Horn line which brushes with
dissonance thanks to the F note, which is stacked up against a nearby E (a major 7th above) an A (a 3rd above)
and the lower strings which play (from the bottom down) the A (below middle C), the G, E and C.

A similar event happens going into bar 8 and 9 when we hear the oboe playing a line which hits the A (root of the Am); B (2nd); C (3rd); B (2nd) and then
finally the A and F. The F does the same job as the French Horn F did a few bars earlier; it confuses and distorts an already hazy suspended harmonic terrain.
This is beautiful writing which gives us a wonderfully hazy emotional feel which in turn compliments Lewis as he reminisces over past times. The cue winds
down in bars 11-13, which feature an beautiful cluster chord - Am7(add2)/E – with the pained and lonely horn line which hits the added min 6 (F) before
ending on the 7th (G); the dissonance of the added min6 on French Horn adds some subtle extra drama as we come to the end of the cue, and this accompanies
a particularly poignant moment where Hathaway, who notices Lewis’s quietness and asks him whether Oxford has changed much since he’s been away, to
which he replies, “No. It changed before I went.” This is a reference to losing his wife, who was killed in a hit-and-run. It may even be a reference to losing
Morse, too.
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Trudi Griffon, Daniel’s mother, is woken in the middle of the night with the sound of a gunshot. She walks
slowly to the bathroom, from where she hears the sound of the shower.
Figure: 75 Track: ‘Griffon Theme’ Audio timing: 00.08 Film Cue Sync: 00.46.15

The harp plays a line where the horizontal harmony generates a
feel of two chords; firstly, the Am then a Dm. If we were to lay
these notes out vertically in chord form it would create a classic
pandiatonic chord, so pandiatonicism can be achieved not just chordally, but melodically to, thanks to our ability to recognise aurally
invisible accompanying harmonies generated by melodic phrases. The initial few bars creates a questioning air and mixed with the onscreen
images it creates a feel of confusion and fright. The bit where we really sense that ‘something is up’ is bar 3, which coincides with Trudi
seeing someone slumped in the bath behind the shower curtain; musically this is accompanied by the octave A notes, joined by the G in the
next bar but with the Am7 being delivered horizontally by the harp. this is not classic ‘person suspects there’s a body in the shower’ music,
but instead creates subtlety and inquisitiveness. Halfway through bar 4 Trudi sees what is being the curtain but bar 4 musically has more
of a romantic air (the Am with the 9th played by the harp, all over a G note, which has a slight whiff of Cmaj7/G, which is why it summons
a very slight romantic and sad feel.
The strings on the last crotchet of bar 4 state an incomplete F chord and maintains this chord for the first two beats of bar 5 where it is
accompanied by the low A notes on basses and cellos. The descending lower strings create the necessary gravity and drama as the woman
realises the significance of what has happened. I have called the first chord on bar 5 an F/A because that’s what it is, literally; but again we
come to the concept we spoke about before, where there is a whiff of an alternate reality. In this different reality we benefit from the hangover
from the previous bar, and because of the low octave A notes, we hear it faintly as a kind of Am with an added minor 6th. By beat 3 the
chord is an Am, built over a G. Bar 7 includes a return of the semiquaver idea from fig.73 and again there is a kind of mild fusion between
Am and F thanks to the Fs in the semiquaver line. Similarly, on beats 3 and 4 there is a subtle fusion between Em/G and G7 (thanks again
to the Fs. What all this means is that the certainty that usually pervades harmony is not as strong here, and that impacts on our perception
and ultimately our emotional interpretation of the music.
The basses offer drama in this cue, particularly from bar 5 onwards, where we see them descending in twobar cycles. This offers the piece a growing sense of evolution and almost inevitability. In beats 3 and 4 of bar
9 there is a delicious friction between the lower strings where we have the low A and low B side by side. A
similar thing happens on beats 3 and 4 of bar 10 where the friction there is between the low F and G. The #4
appears for two whole beats in bar 11. The B (#4) has a relationship with the Es in the semiquavers which
offer a faint whiff of Em during the F chord; this dramatic moment accompanies a scene change where we see
a woman on horseback riding up to what she thinks is a man sitting up in a canoe….

af

As she gets nearer she realises the man is sat up and still and as she gets nearer still, she realises the man has
been shot dead.
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In the last few bars before we see the close-up shot of the
dead man, there is plenty more in terms of hazy harmonies
and chords which subtly imply two things at once.

In bar 12 the Am/E could easily be identified as an Am (add1l); in bar 13 there is friction between the B (harp, maj6) and C (strings, 7th); on bar 14
there is a whiff of Am9/D in addition to the way I have described it, and in the last two beats of bar 14 we have a Dm6 built over a 7th, which sends our
harmonic perceivers in more than one direction. All the time, throughout the last few bars we have the relentless descent of the basses; this all creates
real tension until the final two bars, where first we see the dead man and then we see Lewis, fast asleep at the table. The very last two bars have a
dramatic feel and the resting chord, like many Pheloung end-scene chords, is bare, featuring the low octave E notes with just a bare 5th for company.

At the end of the episode we see Lewis and Hathaway crack the case; they visit a man who turns out to be the
killer of three people. At 01.29.07 Lewis arrests the man and reads him his rights. Hathaway tells the man, who
is drinking from a glass of whisky, that they will “get social services here for your wife before we go”, referring
to the man’s severely disabled wife upstairs. Lewis says, “Do you want to say goodbye to her?” to which he
responds, “I have….don’t bother with social services.” The man pauses before looking at the two police officers
and saying, “We shared everything.” A moment later Hathaway realises the man has drunk poison and knocks
the drink out of his hands (this is where the cue starts). Hathaway’s actions are too late and between bar 1 and 5
the man first writhes about and finally dies.
Figure: 76 Track: ‘Becoming the Team’ Audio timing: 00.08 Film Cue Sync: 01.29.42
The music is another slowly evolving piece where the harmonies and intervals change
according to whatever chord is being either implied or stated, depending on the clarity of
its colours. We hear the first lone note as a tonic and when the D appears we hear it either
as a 7th or as an add2, depending on whether we still hear this two-part harmony as Ebased or C-based (even though there is no C). As before, we perhaps gravitate to the most
attractive and / or probable option, depending on how exposed we have been to
Pheloung’s music

On bar 2 we actually hear
the C for real, so that
chord is definitely a
Cadd2. The next chord
features B, C, D and E and
our perception of any
chord is guided by what is
probable.

It is probable that we hear it either as a C chord
(which is what I have written) or an Em/B with
an added minor 6th. These types of chords
appear regularly in Pheloung’s music and its
success is based on the fact that we don’t
properly categorise but instead remain hazily
transfixed between two realities.

We hear the chord on bar 5 as an Asus2, such is its clarity. By now what has also registered with listeners, perhaps subconsciously, is the descending lower
lines, so half of us expects the Em/G on bar 7. Bar 8 features a maj2 interval between G and A, which is tactical because it now allows the G to drop to the
F to form a broken F chord. This whole sequence of music, sometimes full of clarity and sometimes full of half-truths and innuendo, reveals itself slowly
as it evolves through the death scene of the murder and then (jumping forward at least half an hour, allowing Lewis time to drive to the hospital, where he
sees Trudi and Jess, who is recovering, to tell Trudi the truth about who committed the murders.
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Series 1 (2007) episode 1 ‘Whom The Gods Would Destroy’
The title of the episode comes from the poem ‘The Masque of Pandora’ by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. The
full quote, spoken by Lewis in the episode, is “Whom the gods would destroy they first make mad.” In the episode
DI Lewis and DS Hathaway investigate the murder of Dean Greely, whom they discover had formed a club while
he was a student at Oxford, with other students, called the Sons of the Twice Born. After college the men drifted
apart and now have little contact with each other. The other members of the group initially deny that their club
existed, but when a second member of the group is murdered, it is obvious to Lewis and Hathaway that someone
from the past is out for revenge.
Figure: 77 Track: ‘College Grounds’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.14

Like most intros to Lewis, the first minute or so is essentially a montage of small scenes which flick between different places or people or situations,
interspersed with the black screen ‘credit cards’ featuring the name of actors. In this opening segment we go from people walking through one of
the corridors at an Oxford college, to a front shot of people walking in the same corridors (loosely synced to bar 4), to a credit card of Kevin Whately
on bar 5, to a shot from the perspective of a window looking out onto an Oxford college courtyard, to a woman at the beginning of bar 8, to a man
looking out of a window a floor below (bar 13), to a credit card of Laurence
Fox (Hathaway) on bar 15 followed by people walking up stairs the bar after.
On bar 18 we see the man and woman walking out of the building together.
On bar 21 we get the title card (‘Lewis’) followed by another shot of people
walking up the same stairs and finally on bar 24 we see the episode name title
card – Whom The Gods Would Destroy.

The music in this sequence has a real sense of momentum and journey, thanks
mainly to the arpegiated harp which horizontally states a chord of Am(add2). The
Lewis theme is first stated subtly by the clarinet as we see Whately’s name, and
this is accompanied by the continuing harp and the strings playing a sustained note of E. Sometimes when people attest to enjoying a TV show and simply
refer to it being ‘good’ or ‘polished’ or compelling, some of that success is to do with the way the story is edited and synced musically. Sometimes these
things are too subtle to be recognised in an obvious sense, but frequently it is these tiny aspects which help tell the story. Also, musically is often not the
big grand gestures which help, but the small,
seemingly insignificant ones which gently guide
our emotions our expectations and emotions,
such as the addition of the single note strings at
bar 5, which break out into the A and E (bare 4th
interval) which is the first proper Morse-esque
musical device to slightly raise the temperature.

In bar 8 we have our first bit of pandiatonic harmony thanks to the clarinet playing a B, A and G, which I have suggested are heard as the 9th, 8th and 7 of
the Am chord still being played by the harp. But on their own they suggest a chord of G, (B=3, A=2, G=1); meanwhile the strings play a bare 4th (E and B)
suggesting Em but the harp carries on with the Am arpeggio, which doesn’t change to G officially until the bar after (bar 9). This is something Pheloung
does occasionally; some instruments will arrive at the next bar earlier than the rest, which in this case gives us a kind of weird cross between an Am chord
and a G chord. In bars 12-18 the clarinet takes the Lewis theme. The way Pheloung distils the theme in various ways is excellent; it is more than just clever;
it fulfils a functional purpose in that it makes the viewer develop a thematic bond between them and the main theme. The theme is not something we hear
once at the beginning like we did in the pilot episode, or at the end, as we do with most episodes; the theme is literally part of the way the story is told.
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There is some exquisite string writing on bars 14-16, particularly bar 15 where we get the min2nd interval between
the 10th and the 9th a semitone lower, this creates a nice splash of tension as we hit the Laurence Fox credit card.
On bar 17 the piece develops compositionally thanks to the E7(b9) chord and also the two separate rhythms of the
woodwind (the clarinet playing straight crotchets and the oboe playing across the beats with the F and E. Also,
because there is no 3rd embedded in the main chord (it is only referenced fleetingly by the harp arpeggio) the
E7(b9) does not have the customary fatness and warmth that would normally be employed to bring out the colours
of the extensions; this means the chord is a little stark, which helps accentuate the images. The lower strings
appear in bars 20 to the end of the transcription; the cellos take the theme, surrounded by some directionally varied
woodwind counterpoint and of course the high string chords, which act as a kind of textural gloss, which envelopes
the other instruments. In bar 24 as we come closer to the title card, we have another of those chords which
encompass different harmonic realities simultaneously; the harp plays the Am, as do the top strings, while the mid
and lower strings play a G chord (this is why I have written two-chord symbols, not one – to show this). On bar
25 everyone is agreed on the G chord, which accompanies the title card, which stretches to bar 26 where we hear
the famous Pheloung oft-used dramatic 2nd inversion (G/D). this manoeuvre first to the G chord and then the 2nd
inversion, in context of this sequence, italicises the title card, adding gravity and drama to the moment, to perhaps
encourage us to look at the title and try and figure out some kind of significance or likely context before the show
has even started.
Once again Pheloung nails it. Although it is probably unwise to lay this kind of accolade at the door of just one
man and although it is easy to say that TV drama music might have evolved anyway, it nevertheless remains a
fact that until Barrington Pheloung scored Morse - and subsequently Lewis and some of Endeavour – this kind of
writing hadn’t been done in this way in mainstream TV crime drama anywhere in the world. Pheloung changed
everything.
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Series 1 (2007) episode 2 ‘Old School Ties’
Lewis and Hathaway are assigned to protect former criminal Nicky Turnbull, now a successful author. Turnbull,
in his criminal past, had cheated two Oxford colleagues in a computer fraud and had received death threats, hence
the need for protection. Turnbull is in Oxford to make a speech to the Oxford Union but things turn bad when a
student and member of the reception committee for Turnbull, is found strangled. Then Turnbull himself is shot
dead in his hotel. The first scene we see is right at the top of the episode, and plays over film of Turnbull speaking
on the radio; we then cut to a black card with Kevin Whately’s name before going to a completely different scene
– a shot of someone walking through what we assume is an Oxford college. Then we go to Laurence Fox’s card
and then to a group of middle-class students picnicking beside a river with a sunny Oxford in the background.
Pheloung’s music for this episode functions as did the beginning of the pilot episode - where his music played
behind Lewis nearly being knocked down by a car outside an airport, to arriving in Oxford, reminiscing – in that
it unravels and percolates underneath the opening images with classic Pheloung neutral colours, occasional hazy
harmonies and textures with occasional lifts to accommodate specific things onscreen.
We begin with a simple piano piece which plays over a man (Turbull) talking on a radio show. As his face slowly
comes into focus we hear the soft falling strings enter, just before the Whately credit card, over which we hear the
more determined and dramatic semiquavers, which mimic the semiquavers first heard in the intro titles of the pilot
episode. The semiquavers come in ‘early’ on the final beat of bar 5 to slightly italicise and dramatise their entry.
On bar 6, over the evolving ‘Lewis string quavers’ underneath, we hear an absolutely beautiful minor version of
the Lewis theme, which lasts three bars before disappearing into the undergrowth of the incidental underscore
music.
Figure: 78 Track: ‘A Secret to Unlock’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.02

First we have a Dm arpeggio on piano which includes the added 4th, which adds a tiny spec of tension. Bar 2 adds more obvious tension thanks to the
friction between the initial E (LH piano) and the F (RH piano). This gives way to a pleasant Fmaj7 and then a Gm, which itself has no 5th on piano but is
joined by the gently cascading strings which initially state the 9th.
A
Due to the slow, gently plodding piano and the strings (on bar 4-5) there is a kind of forlorn feeling
generated by the cue; a sadness. This gives way to a more dramatic air when the semiquavers come
in on bar 6, along with the haunting French Horn playing the Lewis theme. Although I have written
the symbol F/A, the harmonies in bar 5 create a cross between F/A and Am; thus, another one of
Pheloungs’s hazy chords leaves us hanging and prefaces the more dramatic music in bar 6.
Harp

The upward woodwind motion and
semiquaver strings help give this
bar a real sense of motion,
momentum and purpose.
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The hazy Pheloung suspensions are back
with the A7sus4/E (bar 7) and on bar 8 we
have some beautiful friction between the 7th
(F) and the maj6th (E). This kind of friction
is felt more because we normally hardly
ever hear a maj6 and dom7 together – for
good reason; they are different harmonic
colours and traditionally they fulfil different
functions, musically and emotionally.
E

Harp

The friction between maj6 and dom7 is
bolstered by the hard, which states the lower F
(7). This lower 7th provides a bed for the
higher one, which makes the friction sit better

Bat 9 is also beautiful, harmonically; it uses A7 with no 3rd and also
briefly references the Bb (the b9 in context of the A7 chord) which
makes the lower stave harp arpeggio sound like a Gm6; these
devices, where one chord can be subtly buried inside another, are
excellent in creating a kind of dramatic but beautiful tension

We hear the Lewis quote again on bar 11 of the transcription via contrary motion counterpoint featuring flute and
French Horn. What makes Pheloung’s music so special is that on the one hand, the pandiatonic harmonies make
the music so hazy and nonspecific but on the other hand it works beautifully over rapidly evolving moving images
because it is designed not to simply ‘accompany’ but to make us think. The abstractions can be confusing but also
inviting, making our minds not just see and hear, but think and engage with what we see and hear.
Later in the same episode (00.38.48) Hathaway is speaking to the late Nicky Turnbull’s partner. Lewis enters the
room and he and the woman look surprised and to see each other; they exchange looks and Mrs Turnbull says,
“Well I never…” to which Hathaway, looking puzzled, says, “What?” Lewis says, “Long time ago, Sergeant,
when the world was very, very young…Mrs Turnbull and I went to school together” to which Mrs Turnbull replies,
“Aye, not only that…[nodding towards Lewis] he was my first boyfriend.”
Figure: 79 Track: ‘Lewis Suite’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.38.48
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The cue below, which features the first few bars of the audio track titled
‘Lewis Suite’ features another outing for the main theme; this time on
flute with some really effective but brief contrary motion between it and
the string line below. Even in this most romantic of brief cues, used to
illicit an emotional response from the viewers, there are the usual
Pheloung touches, such as the tantalising restraint exhibited by the lack
of 3rds and the tendency toward the 2nd inversion. The music has a deep
sense of longing, which is a lot to do with what it leaves out as it is to
do with what is says.
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Later in the episode (00.43.12) Lewis and Hathaway speak over the phone, after which Hathaway goes to the
college to speak to one of the students involved in the case. The music used in this cue is cut from 01.12 into the
audio track ‘Lewis Suite’.
Figure: 80 Track: ‘Lewis Suite’ Audio timing: 01.12 Film Cue Sync: 00.43.12

“Hello I’d like to see Caroline Morton.”

“I’m sorry she says she’s not talking to
any journalists.”

As with other cues there is a strong, traditional, almost Bach feel to
this piece. The rolling sequence of semiquavers lend the scene a
sense of purpose, seriousness and importance as we see Hathaway
arrive at the porter’s door, ask to speak to Caroline Morton, get
mistaken for a journalist and then head up the stairs to the student’s
room. The relationship between the semiquavers, the lower strings
and the oboe works really well; it feels like there are more
instruments than there actually are.

“I’m too nice to be a journalist.”

The interesting thing here is how the harmonies feel as if they
are going upward thanks to the oboe line, which goes from D,
E, F. At the foot of each chord is actually the A until bar 7
where the lower strings come in. The lack of an actual physical
lower bass line (until bar 7) means that the melody (despite not
being in the bass register) nevertheless makes the harmonies
feel as if they are moving inextricably upward, which helps
lend the piece a subtle feel of urgency.

One really strange thing about this cue lay in how it is perceived rhythmically in terms of where we think the beats
in the bar are in relation to the notes within them. If you remember in my last volume of books I discussed Hans
Zimmer’s Da Vinci Code a number of times. In volume III I discussed CheValiers de Sangreal, the track that
plays toward the end of the movie (Morrell, 2015.287). I discussed it in terms of how it slightly displaces our
sense of pulse because there are actually two ways of interpreting it, pulse-wise. Bizarrely, something similar
occurs with this track.
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If you go to 01.12 of the track titled Lewis Suite, you will find the bit which is used for the clip we’ve just
discussed. The section used for the scene is not a cue its own right, but instead exists as part of the bigger audio
cue. Because of this there is not a feel of an actual proper beginning; it just appears. Because of this we don’t get
a solid lock on how we hear the semiquavers and where they are in the bar. There are two ways of interpreting the
cue in terms of notation; the one above (fig.80) or below, fig.80a
Figure: 80a Track: ‘Lewis Suite’ Audio timing: 01.12 (alternate transcription).

How we perceive the music depends on where we place the beat 1. In fig.80 the D note came on beat 1 (of bar 1)
but in this transcription (above) the second semiquaver is treated as appearing on the first beat of bar, so the
original D comes a semiquaver before. In this version the cello lines on the lower stave match up with the
semiquavers, but the oboe line is anticipated all the way through. On the original version the oboe line stacks up
perfectly with the semiquavers but the lower stave line is ‘out of sync’. I did not talk to the composer about this
cue so I genuinely do not know which version is right or whether there was any deliberate attempt to make the
cue harder to contextualise in terms of ‘where 1 is’ but I do think the fact that we can’t always feel it comfortably
actually makes the piece better; it gives it a kind of nervousness.
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Series 1 (2007) episode 3 ‘Expiation’
This final cue comes 00.01.43 into the episode entitled Expiation. Once again Pheloung weaves the Lewis theme
tune into this beautiful tapestry of harmonies and textures that meander through some opening scenes which show
a family getting ready for their day’s work and children getting ready for school. This is typically Pheloung; a
ménage of neutral colours with some exquisite tensions woven into the piece. The harmonies, like many of his
cues, exist for most people in the abstract, transmitting and communicating almost purely as emotion. As I have
said before, some of the chords border on ‘normal’ but usually have things missing or contradictory harmonies
woven together. On the difficult chords our brains try to categorise and classify and to a small degree we might
succeed in recognising some aspects, but just as quickly they might slip away into the abstract and become purely
emotional. That’s the beauty of much of Pheloung’s pandiatonic material; in many ways it is beyond music,
existing and functioning as pure emotion.
Figure: 81 Track: ‘Classical Oxford’ Audio timing: 01.13 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.43

To be clear, whenever I say that we ‘recognise’ a chord, I do of course mean that we recognise the memory, the
feeling, not the literal or grammatical actuality. We recognise that the first proper chord in this transcription is a
suspended one; it lacks the clarity that a 3rd would offer. This lack of clarity continues even when we hear the first
D note at the bottom (last two beats of bar 3) and it is only on bar 3 that we get the clarity of the 3rd, which comes
with the 2nd too, which offers some colour. The next chord (the last two beats of bar 3) is where we lose the clarity
more because of the double suspension, which make the chord 1/3 a D chord, 1/3 an Em chord and 1/3 an A chord.
If you were to sit at a piano and actually play those three chords, it would not sound great, and this because this
kind of pandiatonicism doesn’t include the merging of three whole chords; it takes just enough identity from each
to prevent full recognition of either chordal ingredient.
In this cue look at how many chords contain tiny ingredients from other chords; the last two beats of bar 5 is an
A9 but the 9th (B) appears twice, an octave apart (strictly speaking then a 2nd and a 9th). The chord also contains
an E (naturally) but the E and the B together also happen to be two thirds of an Em chord; the use of extensions
can often colour a chord in a way that makes it more exciting, makes it have more tension or in some cases make
the overall chord less obvious. This is because extensions have to come from somewhere. They cannot be brand
new notes that haven’t been invented or discovered. And if they come from existing notes, then it stands to reason
the more you use, the more of themselves they bring to the existing chord. If you add a G and B to an A chord,
you’re not just adding the 7th and 9th, you’re also adding the 1st and 3rd of a G chord, or the 3rd and 5th of an Em
chord. These characteristics will seep through into your chord, and depending on how you voice the chord, you
can accentuate and italicise the extensions to give them more prominence. So there is a fine line between simply
adding extensions and changing a chord so much that you have created a separate identity.
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Check out bar 7, where Pheloung first has a D/E chord with a 9th interval at the top between woodwinds (one on
the high 3rd – the F# - and one on the lower E); this is nice harmonic dynamic and when you listen to the chord as
a whole it is genuinely difficult to place because of what’s going on. The middle stave contains a D chord, pure
and simple, but the one above and below tell a slightly different story. The chord after has a 3rd (F#) - and, above
it, a 9th (E) - on the top stave (woodwind) and a G (4th), A (5th) and E (9th) on the middle stave. There is clear
harmonic friction between the 3rd and the 4th but this is mitigated due to the fact that the intervals are stated by
different textures. Rarely in Pheloung’s use of pandiatonic harmony do clashing intervals this close together exist
on the same stave or within the same texture.
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CHAPTER 7: TV DRAMA, PART DEUX - NOIR
“To take music as an object of interpretation, is to
recognise it as a constituent part of the world and as an
active force in the construction of that world rather than a
mere embellishment or appendage to a world the
construction of which is otherwise complete”
(Goldmark, 2007. 7)

The way music interprets the story, the narrative and the images can alter our perception of colour and mood. This
means that music can be a major contributor to whether a film is perceived as being ‘film noir’ or not. The term
is not a wholly stable one; there are films which some consider to be noir whilst others disagree. One thing which
is fairly consistent in contemporary noir is the music; in most cases it differs significantly to standard film music;
it is often texturally and harmonically much darker and evocative. The same applies in TV noir, which this chapter
deals with.
Nobody invented the musical sound of ‘noir’ in terms of television. Darkness has been interpreted in subtly
different ways by composers and commissioners of music. It has grown and evolved over the years.
How British television fell under the spell of ‘Nordic noir’
The Scandinavian crime aesthetic has come to influence crime fiction across the globe, both television and film.
The popularity of authors such as Stieg Larsson (The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo) and the thrillers of Jo Nesbø
has propelled this genre into international popularity. The British once made crime thrillers of a wholly different
kettle of fish, and exported them internationally, before they too fell under the spell of Nordic Noir with television
dramas such as Broadchurch, Happy Valley, The Missing, National Treasure, Fortitude, River and many more.
Often such dramas feature hitherto taboo issues such as, for example, child murder, rape, racism and sexual abuse.
As I said earlier, music plays a big part in these types of television dramas, as does photography. Dramas such as
The Killing and The Bridge have been remade into English language versions in America.
Just as there are often disagreements about what is or isn’t ‘noir’, there are differing views on the origins of the
genre itself. However, most commentators agree that ‘Nordic Noir’ became a literary genre by the 1990s. Swedish
author Henning Mankell has sometimes been referred to as ‘the father of Nordic noir’. His books on Kurt
Wallander helped make the genre a mass phenomenon. English language adaptations have not always done well
and have often proved less popular. The American version of The Killing did not meet with universal praise. By
contrast new dramas influenced by Nordic Noir but not direct remakes of them, tend to fair well.
Music is important in the Noir aesthetic
In terms of music, we often find that television dramas that are remembered as being original and successful, tend
to be also remembered for their music. To put it bluntly, if the music is successful, so usually is the show itself.
Inspector Morse was ground-breaking for its music, as we discussed in chapter 5, and it was also one of the most
successful television crime drama in history. Obviously most music is in some way based on other music; this is,
after all, why it is so successful. Film soundtracks are perhaps one area of commercial music where composers
can get away with being relatively original. The only real requirement is that the music ‘works’; beyond that,
composers ought to have a wide artistic remit. Also, sometimes it might not be the style of the music per se which
is ground-breaking, but the context of its usage.
If a television drama series has a truly original score, the music can often enjoy its own separate life outside the
films, in terms of album sales. Usually it is hard to see how such music would have become popular were it not
for the association with the film. Each depend on the other; there is an aesthetic and commercial symbiosis. Great
though the score to Chariots of Fire was, people like it because it reminds them, emotionally, of the film, or of
aspects of the film’s story or subtext. Great though Badalmenti’s score for Twin Peaks was, it is inextricably and
emotionally linked with the show. Another thing worth remembering is that in every example where a television
crime drama series enjoyed successful and/or ground-breaking music, there wasn’t a temp track in sight.
Barrington Pheloung, for example, had complete autonomy to develop the musical dimension for Morse. The
reason it was unlike anything that had come before it is because the director trusted the composer’s instincts.
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The same is the case on Twin Peaks, which we discussed in the second volume of my previous books on film and
television music (Morrell, 2013.67). Angelo Badalmenti wouldn’t have done what he did unless the producers let
him do it. I doubt whether he would get away with the same thing today. It is doubtful whether Pheloung would
get away with what he did now either. In many cases contemporary television drama scoring is a victim of
producers, wanting a sure-fire hit, playing safe and going with tired, existing formulas. There is a fetish-style
adherence to temp tracks, which directors use often because they don’t know what they want.
It’s a sobering fact that in most cases more money was spent on TV soundtracks in the 1970s than was spent in
the 1990s and early 2000s, even allowing for inflation. Many budgets were bigger then than they were twenty or
thirty years later. In the 70s production companies and TV companies were used to paying a lot for composers,
arrangers and the musicians to bring music to life. If they wanted music, they factored it into the budget. Library
music was used a lot too. I will dedicate an entire chapter to this in the second volume of this series. There were
a great many TV themes which to this day most people don’t realise were actually library tracks. Even in that
sphere, the money was good and many live musicians were used.
By the late 90s and into the noughties people were making much more use of music technology and of library
music which used technology, rather than real players. Budgets shrank as television companies knew they could
get music cheaper than ever before. It became so bad that cheap and nasty texturally anaemic versions of
instrumental originals – with the original harmonies and textures taken out and shot - had their own aesthetic.1 By
the time the Nordic Noir genre came about, the concept of the original recorded soundtrack had nearly become an
extinct species and a secondary consideration for television dramas. Many top television drama soundtracks
(including Jennie Musket’s superb score for Spooks, and Paul Hart’s equally excellent music for Waking the Dead)
used mainly synths despite being big-budget productions. One has to acknowledge that there are obviously some
directors, producers and composers who want electronic scores for all the right reasons – for the specific textural
perspective they bring – but for every one of them there are those for whom technology was employed because it
was cheaper. This is forgivable if there’s a small budget but not for huge BBC or ITV shows.
Commissioning composers and musicians is an expensive business when cheaper sampled mock-ups are available.
However, the rise of ‘box-set’ television dramas and ‘binge viewing’, giving viewers an immersive, novelistic
experience, has given way to more specially commissioned music, and with it, more live music.
An example of a show where the composer was trusted - where the producers didn’t just grab a fourteen-year-old
with a Midi keyboard and pay them five hundred quid, where they wanted someone who could produce original
music with an indelible sonic and harmonic signature for the show - was Broadchurch, with music by Ólafur
Arnalds. This is the first drama we’re going to look at. The music for Broadchurh (2013-17) was as pivotal to the
success of the show itself - and equally as ground-breaking - as Badalmenti’s music was for Twin Peaks (199091) and as Pheloung’s music for Morse had been from 1987-2000. History will record them all as being
immensely influential in terms of television drama. As always, there is essentially only ever really three questions
for anyone wanting to know about film music:
As always, with the analysis of film music, there are key questions to ask; what is the music doing, why is it doing
it, and how is it doing it.

1

The original version of Emmerdale (or Emmerdale Farm, as it then was) was an absolutely gorgeous theme composed and arranged by the
fabulous Tony Hatch. Years later it was replaced with a version which had most of the original counterpoint stripped out, had most of the
original textures replaced, had had its musical structure butchered and had been bizarrely and unnecessarily speeded up. It literally sounded
as if it had been arranged by a toddler on a keyboard. The same thing happened to Jonhny Pearson’s original music for ITN’s News At Ten.
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BROADCHURCH Ólafur Arnalds
“Hearing the music by Ólafur Arnalds just
broke me every time.” (Jodie Whittaker).
As I said earlier, when composers are given
freedom to conceptualise, and are not
clubbed over the head with temp tracks, the
results are usually excellent. Broadchurch
writer Chris Chibnall told Ólafur Arnalds
that the “entire feel of the show “was
inspired by his music.”

Chibnall did give Arnalds some guidance; he asked for intimacy and purity in the music, to fit with the emotional
feel of the show, so “there was a lot of piano and strings”, says the composer. Chibnall later said, “The music is
a narrative all of its own.”
“Even before Arnalds was hired to write the soundtrack for ITV’s megahit, he was
unwittingly influencing it. Writer Chris Chibnall binged on the Icelandic composer’s
previous albums of instrumental melancholia while mapping out the whole saga. Such
a symbiotic relationship between a musician and TV show is rare: perhaps the closest
equivalent is Barrington Pheloung and Inspector Morse.”
Graeme Virtue
The Guardian, 26th Feb 2015
How people perceive the music
Jodie Whittaker’s comment is beautiful but also quite difficult to quantify. What does she mean? How did the
music break her? Presumably she means that the music was intense and that it caused within her a deeply personal
emotional reaction. We need to know what the music did to cause that reaction, just like we need to know what
Chibnall meant, musically, by the words, ‘intimacy’ and ‘purity’.
If what Chibnall said is true – that the music was “a narrative, all of its own” then what exactly was the music
doing? What narrative was it telling? I suspect that what he means is that the music did not always blend with the
pictures but with a deeper, inner emotion felt by the characters. It isn’t really strictly true to suggest that the music
was busy doing its own thing, but I don’t think he meant that. Similarly, Alison Graham, television editor at
the Radio Times, said of Arnald’s music for Broadchurch, “Like the best music, it doesn’t tell you what you should
be feeling.” In this phrase I think she has used the wrong words and probably means something different to what
is implied. The music is telling you what to feel, emotionally; that is one of its primary functions. But the music
is often so abstract and subtextual that much of its guidance is subliminal. Our conscious mind hears but our
deeper self, or unconscious mind, or whatever you want to call it, digests it emotionally, which then interacts with
the pictures we watch. Arnald’s music frames the emotional context in which Broadchurch affects people who
see it. That some don’t realise this, doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen. Saying that, “it doesn’t tell you what to think”
is like saying, “it doesn’t tell you anything.” If music does not actually do anything, then there is no point to its
existence in television and film drama. From a director’s perspective, it costs a lot; it involves trying to
communicate with a composer whose language you don’t understand; it sometimes involves hiring expensive
studios and musicians. The only reason they would go through this kind of emotional purgatory is if the music
actually was useful and was functional and did frame you emotionally and did guide you in how to think about
what you’re watching.
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Ólafur Arnalds, sample libraries and humanity
Arnalds says, “People do use sound libraries and fake things on computers but I need live musicians to do the
things I want,” and goes on to say, “No matter how much technology you have – and fake strings do sound
incredible – and no matter how much you tweak the sound, you miss the humanity.” This is so true, and many
composers will never experience how that feels unless they do actually hear something they’ve done with samples,
played by a live ensemble / orchestra. The humanity Arnalds refers to, ironically, is sometimes the inexactitude
people bring to the process. Music was never supposed to be a sonically or technically perfect thing; ask most
people why they listen to music and they will tell you that it’s for an emotional fulfilment and/or entertainment.
One of the things that the concept of music production brought to music was an automatic but flawed assumption
that everything had to be 100% sonically perfect and 100% tight, hence the use of click tracks for recording
commercial songs. That’s all well and good apart from the fact that if you look back at some of the greatest songs
ever recorded and you place them against a metronomic click, they go slightly in and out of tempo. None of this
was obvious to the listener but it is part of what the song was and part of what makes it feel human.
So Ólafur Arnalds is right; it isn’t music which brings humanity, its people playing it that bring the humanity to
it. Since humans were the ones playing instruments, people have grown up listening to music which was a product
of humanity. It was imperfect. It pushed and pulled, it had pockets of harmonic imperfection, pockets of very
slight tuning or intonation issues, things which are often not heard by the naked ear but nevertheless add something
to the music. It has a life of its own which brings the composer’s score to life. For example, sometimes instruments
are tuned almost imperceptibly up to give them an ‘edge’. Alto saxophones tend to do this in orchestral settings2
and French Horn players sometimes do. These are just tiny examples of a much larger tapestry of deliberate but
mostly accidental things that music does when it is performed. Into the chasm which separates a score from its
performance, comes human interpretation. The very best mock-up artists, such as Andy Barraclough - whose
mock-ups of Star Wars once fooled a film company into thinking he had uploaded the original recording, until he
proved otherwise – manage to factor into their arranging and programming the kinds of human factors I’m talking
about. Deliberately but subtly and almost imperceptibly tweaking samples via manipulation within a DAW,
alongside possessing the kind of ears and mental judgment that can perceive every nuance in a recording, is part
of the fantastic skills needed to do this. I have ears like a Bat, and even I have had to ask him on more than one
occasion, “which one is the original recording and which one is yours?” And it is a misjudgment of monumental
proportions to presume that the skills required to do this are somehow purely and only technical. Andy gets asked
all the time, “which DAW do you use?” as if using the same equipment will enable them to do illicit the same
result. That’s like asking John Williams which pen he uses. Obviously DAWs are important and sample libraries
have to be good, but the person using them has to have incredible aural judgment and be an orchestrator as well
as a tech wizard. In order to pull it off to a level where people don’t realise which is real and which is a mock-up,
one needs to be a musician as well as having a brilliant understanding the technology. ‘Gear’ is only part of the
deal. The rest involves years’ worth of study, dedication, determination and obsession.
Dialogue v Music
Arnalds agrees with Christopher Nolan, the Interstellar film director, who said he employed music as part of a
carefully layered soundtrack, sometimes at the expense of the clarity of actors’ dialogue. Broadchurch, alongside
films like Dunkirk, Interstellar and The Dark Knight, has been accused of occasionally stifling dialogue at the
expense of other sounds. “Films are about more than dialogue,” says Arnalds, adding, “Music, like
cinematography and plot, is one of the elements which combine to get a message across.” This is something we
will discuss in more detail at some point, but it is an interesting coincidence that two of the best soundtracks in
recent history3 – Broadchurch and Interstellar – are written by composers working with directors who had such
a high regard for how music can tell a story that they sometimes place it above dialogue. Broadchurch and
Interstellar being both thought of as fabulous soundtracks might not be a coincidence.

2

Listen to Ennio Morricone’s beautiful music at the end of the movie Wolf. The alto sax is mesmerising, beautiful, hypnotic. And also a bit
out of tune.
3
Arnalds won the 2014 Bafta for best original score for Broadchurch.
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Intimacy and Purity
We now return to Chibnall’s earlier comments regarding ‘intimacy’ and ‘purity’. Given that directors tend to talk
in metaphors because they lack a literal understanding of harmony, as I said earlier, what was Chibnall asking
for? Does ‘intimacy’ have a musical equivalence? Is there a go-to chord for ‘purity’? Do words and/or emotions
have specific musical equivalents? And if so, are they textural or harmonic? Or maybe they are neither or both,
because the ultimate bottom line here is that every narrative situation is different. Films aren’t all the same, stories
aren’t all the same, so whatever musical device might create a specific emotion in one narrative situation, might
fail to do it in another. This is one of the many reasons why film scoring is not something that everyone does. The
variables in context and emotion are infinitesimal. And yet composers have to get it right.
The link between composition and analysis
If we are trying to fathom these things out, we need parameters to help us. As with all forms of analysis, we need
to set boundaries and structures through which we analyse. I have often said that when we write film music we
need boundaries and structures in place; that we shouldn’t just jump on the piano and hope for the best.4 We need
similar boundaries in place when we analyse music; if we’re going to figure out why it sounds like it does and
why it benefits the film, and how Arnalds contextualised words like purity and intimacy, we need to think initially
in solid terms, such as texture, harmony, instrumentation, structure, placement, architecture. Then we need to
examine what the film is trying to say, and any subtext which needed italicising. What you can’t do when you
analyse music, is simply listen to the track and start guessing. Like any creative pursuit, you need methods and
boundaries to help you. Analysing music is one of the best routes into composing music. Almost every composer
I have ever talked to has attested to the fact that analysing music helps immeasurably. It heightens your awareness
and understanding of what music is. Some people say that listening to other composers will influence you. Well,
duh. Of course it will; that’s the point. We are all influenced by others. Composing film music is not about
inspiration or genius or any other woolly, unprovable concepts; it’s not about the ego-induced blind pursuit of
originally at any cost. Film music is a commercial art form, not just an art form. It’s not an indulgent pursuit. The
film always wins; beyond everything else the music has to work. Film composing is about the quest to create
something with a unique identity, the discipline to stop yourself being too indulgent, and the wisdom to know the
difference.
Historians and journalists might like to shroud the creation of music in sugar-coated bullshit, pretending that
composing film music is a gift or that it’s all done by magic or its all the work of unfathomable genius, but these
are things film composers cannot really rely on. When you have to have a cue ready by the morning you can’t
gaze up to the sky and wait for the great inspiration. Inspiration is not something which happens to you; it is
something you provoke yourself by creating an environment in which ideas will come. Other notions - such as
genius, unprovoked inspiration, or relying on a permanently available gift - are external to the real and stressful
world of deadlines. They are sentiments that non-composers use to try and understand how on earth anybody
manages to compose music for a film in three weeks.5 When you’re under that kind of pressure, skill, judgment
and a huge knowledge of how and why and when music works and how it communicates to its audience are the
only things that will save you. Amongst the quotes at the front of this volume we had one from Harry Potter and
one from John Williams. Well, one that has substance in the actual real world we all live in, is from Williams:
“Any working composer or painter or sculptor will tell you that inspiration
comes at the eighth hour of labour rather than as a bolt out of the blue.”
John Williams

4

We need to conceptualise, think about the film, think about the story and about what might be missing, emotionally. Think about what kind
of harmony you think might work – a kind of ‘working harmony’ until you’ve totally worked it out. You need to think about what textural
and sonic world you want to pour your harmony into. On a much more pragmatic level we need to know where and for how long we are
scoring a particular section of the film. All these kinds of things will result in you knowing virtually everything about what you need to do;
now all you need to do is actually write it.
5
I have vivid memories of being involved in projects which had very tight deadlines. I remember walking through London one day and seeing
a distinctive red London Bus pass me with a rectangular poster on the side, advertising a show I was involved with, with the date of the opening
night on it, which was three days away. I was one of the orchestrators and I knew it wasn’t ready. But I also knew it had to be.
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As I have said before, when people say they enjoy music, what they really mean is that they enjoy what it does to
them. They enjoy the emotion it provokes. People personalise their musical experiences; if they gain stimulation,
satisfaction and enjoyment from TV drama music, it is because they enjoy the emotion it generates within them
and the way it interacts with the film. As I have said before, film music needs to evaluated not for what it is, but
for what it does. Because most people hear film music as emotion, and are affected emotionally by the application
of film music, music and picture in this sense are inseparable. Their contexts become one experience. This is why
when people try and isolate and articulate their enjoyment of film music, they are drawn to discussing how it
affected them, what they thought of it, how they thought it served the narrative, rather than what it is. ‘How it
worked’ or ‘how it made you feel’ are easier questions to answer because neither answers need to be precise; both
are essentially subjective. Neither of those questions involves having to know much about music and they don’t
have to involve using the language of music. But composers are different. If you’re reading this book, you will be
reading it because you probably read the last books I wrote, so what you want to know is not just that the music
worked and that it did this or it did that; you want to know how. Composers need to understand how things happen.
The myth of subjectivity
People sometimes wonder how we can analyse film music and come to reasoned conclusions about what it is,
how it works and what it achieves. Even students of film music – usually after receiving a grade lower than they
expected - argue that “music is subjective”.6 Whether music is good or bad is about opinions, not facts, they say.
This is truer when applied to music, but for film music it is different. I am not saying that personal opinion doesn’t
come into it when one is analysing and passing judgment, either when grading work or writing a book on film
music. I am saying that whether film music works is key. It’s not what it is as music which is being judged; it’s
what it does. This is a much less subjective area because what we’re gauging is whether it works in the context it
is being used, not what we personally think of the music itself. The area for disagreements or different opinions
regarding whether the music worked or not, is much, much narrower and thus, much less subject to being
subjective, if you’ll pardon the pun.
Put it this way: I’ve never had a conversation with any film music composer or expert where we’ve agreed that
the music worked but then one of us has said that they didn’t like the music. Whether we like the music itself, as
stand-alone music, is far down the pecking order of importance. I have had conversations where it has been agreed
that the music didn’t work, or that it did work. Whether music ‘works’ is a much narrower discussion, when you
think about it. The variables in terms of opinion are suddenly a lot less. In terms of ‘normal music’ the variables
are practically infinite because taste, much less art (whatever that is) are things about which there are no rights
and wrongs. Even if one talks about the ‘technical’ aspect of a song, one can come unstuck; I once heard a
colleague talk disparagingly about the production and the mix in a particular song, only to be made aware that the
writers and producers had deliberately applied a low-fi approach. With music to film, taste doesn’t apply to the
same degree, because what we’re looking at is whether the music works, not what it may or may not be as music.
Only last week I had a conversation with a 3rd year film music student who was convinced that their music was
awful. The reason for this perceived awfulness was its lack of adventure or development. But it worked beautifully
for the scene. The scene was a highly emotional scene at the end of a film where a character was leaving a town
where many bad things had happened. The scene was already emotionally charged so what it definitely didn’t
need was more of the same. It simply needed a nudge. It needed some neutral colours in terms of texture and some
harmonies which gave it a gentle nudge toward the melancholic. And that’s what the music did. It subtly framed
the scene. So it was great film music. Whether it was great music is irrelevant. Nobody is going to go home and
listen to it over dinner, on its own, without the film. Well actually, I might.
Arnalds said it was “an absolute pleasure” to work on Broadchurch. “The creators and directors gave me
complete artistic freedom and encouraged me to be as bold as possible, which is what every artist wants to hear.”
Remember that, the next time a director throws a temp track at you. The music for Broadchurch deliberately
avoided a typical orchestral score. “Ólafur felt that an orchestra sounded too large and perfect. Music which was
intimate and depicted the flawed lives of the characters was needed, so the score was written for a string
quartet and piano, accompanied by electronic sounds,” said Chris Chibnall. Recording for the first series took
just five days and was done in an empty church in Reykjavik.
Okay, finally onto the show itself – Broadchurch, with music by Ólafur Arnalds.
6

It’s odd that that never comes up when the grade is good. Nobody ever says, “But Bri, it’s subjective. You might be wrong. Maybe it’s not
worth the 80 you gave it.”
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The first few scenes we’re going to look at are all in episode 1 and 2 of series 1. This is not because I’m lazy; it
is because many of the devices Arnalds applies can be found across all episodes. Although the soundtrack to
Broadchurch was released, it follows the trend of many such albums in that it has a lot of excellent, broody,
atmospheric Broadchurchy tracks, and occasionally you hear a bit which you recognise from the show. But it’s
not full of cues which sync up conveniently with scenes. I obviously listen to a lot of soundtracks, and they vary
in authenticity in terms of how they stack up with cues in films. Some expanded albums are almost ‘note for note’,
whereas some contain tracks distilled from more than one cue, so one has to scan tracks and figure out which bit
of a track was used for which cue. Therefore, most of the cues analysed are not released commercially in the way
they exist in the films, but luckily are available on YouTube; some have successfully got rid of the dialogue but
some have the dialogue too. On YouTube the tracks are called ‘unreleased music’ followed by the episode number.
This is the address:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApZRLmdmdYA
The first scene we’ll look at is right at the top of episode 1; it is an effective and dramatic introduction into the
series and shows various people, locations and situations, which are all happening at the same time. Before we
look at the music and how it contextualises this sequence of shots, let’s just spend a minute discussing how we
interact emotionally with images. Many pictures we look at generate emotional meaning, especially if they are
images of ourselves or places we recognise. But even images involving places we haven’t been to or seen before
can generate a kind of meaning; a great many pictures have meaning because they literally imply, or infer, or refer
to something other than themselves. Films rely on this human cognitive ability; in films we see pictures which
can help establish the story before any of it is actually told. This is possible because they have meaning, i.e. they
mean something beyond themselves. Look at a picture of a cat and it will remind you of other cats, or cats in
general, or maybe, if you’re lucky enough, your cat. Look at a picture of a mountain or a forest, and immediately
we might imagine being in the forest or on the mountain. The image generates emotions, mental images which
are outside of – and beyond - the original image. This is how things generate what we might loosely call meaning.
Look at the still images below, which are taken from the moving images of the first minute of Broadchurch. The
shots are all at night, so straight away we glean that the things or people or events contained in these shots are
portrayed on the same night, or even at the simultaneous to each other, so now what we’re seeing a selection of
images to establish a common meaning; a bond which unifies them in our mind. This bond is fairly shallow
without music, which helps cultivate an emotional flavour to encourage us to elicit meaning, or in this case a point
which is being made. On top of the pictures below is a surface-level description of each image taken at face value
but underneath in italics is what we might glean from the images; what meaning they generate collectively.
First we see a village street at night.

Then we see the police station.

In this scene the camera is moving
forward, adding a slight sense that
something might happen. Darkness
automatically makes it more
concerning.

In this section we see a police
station. On face value and in
isolation this is simply a police
station, but what it implies and
‘means’ is the law; crime.

Then a gate leading to a church. Then we see the outside of a house

The entrance to a church,
where on the gate we see the
inscription ‘love thy neighbour
as thyself.’ The meaning that is
implied, having just seen a
police station, is that this
advice is not being followed.

Now we see a house. We’re
thinking that maybe something
bad is going on inside the
house, i.e. maybe it’s being
burgled.

A couple sleeping.

A clock tells the time and
we see a picture of a child.

The child’s bedroom
door. Danny’s room.

The child’s room is
empty.

An adult couple
sleeping, unaware of
a crime that maybe
being
committed
inside their house.

The clock means something
other than itself; the time is
past 3, and since we know
it’s dark, we now know its
3am. The picture means
something outside of itself;
this is their son.

Whatever is going on, the
adults are oblivious, but
maybe something bad is
going on inside Danny’s
room – their son, Danny.

Danny’s room is empty.
Something is going on which
involves Danny but which is
not happening in the house.
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A child, pictured from behind

Danny, who lives at the house
we’ve seen, is out late at night
when his parents are at home,
asleep, unaware.

A child’s hand bleeding.

A child looking down.

A child at the edge of a cliff,
looking down

Danny is hurt. He is out
late, his parents don’t
know and he is bleeding.

Danny looks down. The first
shot of him was from behind,
but lower. Now the camera is
on the same level. Something
is going to happen.

Danny may fall. If he is not
alone, who is with him and why
is he somewhere perilous like
the edge of a cliff?

The child glances
over his shoulder.

A higher shot of the
child

Danny is not alone
and is afraid.

Danny is about to
jump.

The same shot of the child
behind the title card.

So now we ask, what would be the function of music in this sequence? What would it do? Why is it there? When
we hear the music for cues we can normally ascertain what the function was/is. This is an interesting and valuable
process because by understanding what the function of the cue was and linking this with the actual cue the
composer wrote, we can establish a bond between those two things and build up knowledge and context about
what kind of music might work to fulfill a particular function. The more we analyse film music, the more we
realise there are obvious commonalities in functionality; music may be different according to the composer’s
approach and the film, but functionality is a simpler thing to spot. The differences in music are many, but with
film music, functionality is what defines it. It’s why de don’t get confused when music from one film may be
different from film music from another film, despite the film genre being the same. The music can be different
but the function is usually consistent. What music is can be different, but what it does is more consistent.
The music which accompanies this opening sequence has two main functions; one which is emotional and one
which is pragmatic and practical. Practically the music is the only constant thing in this whirlpool of images that
we’re suddenly confronted with. Imagine for a moment trying to hit every different shot with specifically
appropriate music. What would one write for the village street shot? How would that differ from the outside
establishing shot of the house? And how would that link in with music specially composed for the two adults
asleep in the bedroom? And each of these shots only lasts a few seconds; sometimes not even that long. If you
tried to write for every shot your music would sound ludicrous. So instead you write something which does the
opposite; you write something which is essentially one style, which has consistency in texture and harmony and
speed. So, that’s the practical element of the functionality dealt with; a piece of music which binds the scenes
together and makes the editing between the shots not seem as odd as it actually is. Emotionally, ask yourself what
emotions are common to all shots; concern, worry, apprehension, fear, darkness. That’s what you write to. The
textures of the opening music are quite morbid, particularly the string melody, which has a pained feel to it. The
surrounding textures are quite grainy; you can tell they are made from different sources (i.e. a harsh, granular
synth sound mixed with samples and real strings). The size of the string section is key too, texturally; Arnalds
used a quartet, which nearly always gives you a slightly dour, mournful feel. Some people might refer to that as
intimate, close, claustrophobic.
In his interview with BBC America, Olufar said:
“Throughout the series there are sounds that recur a lot. Like the cliffs have their own
[sounds]. I spent a lot of time looking at the pictures of the cliffs and played around
with electronics and synthesizers. I started composing just off the scripts but I didn’t
make any full tracks until I had seen the first episode. After getting basic themes down
I had to rearrange them and make new versions of them that fit directly to the images.
http://www.bbcamerica.com/shows/broadchurch/extras/olafur-arnalds-interview
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So now we realise that as well as fulfilling two functions, there is a third dimension; the cliffs have their own
sound. So the opening music has a practical use, and emotional use, and is used to develop an association between
something in the show (cliffs) and a musical sound. Given how much the music in this cue is reused and adapted,
I think it is fear that has its own sound.

Figure: 01 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.13

The first thing to mention is that as the piece
evolves, it gets louder and the main melodic
line on the top of the centre stage ascends
throughout. This would normally create a
sense of inevitability but given the darkness
and the sequence of images and context, the
ascending line would help generate a sense
of panic. The initial chords are simple (Ebm
and Abm/Eb) but the viola / cello melody
line texturally sounds mournful, which
detracts from the initially simple harmonies.

The counterpoint becomes more complex by bar 6, which
features the 4th and 7th together, which slightly disfigures
the feel of the Ebm chord.

Chords which lose their sense of stability,
can be disorientating for listeners,
especially in context of this opening scene

The Db(omit3) chord actually feels like an
Eb(omit3/5) chord in which the Db is the
7th and the Ab is the sus 4th, which makes
the chord quite square and angular

Areas of mild friction, which have sometimes
been described as being ‘in pain’ in these kinds
of visual context, would be the Eb and Db…

…and the F to Eb
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The sense of bareness and pain
evolves as the piece gets louder. Bar
13 has nothing but the root and the 7th

Normally these kinds of intervals wouldn’t have this sense of
starkness; it is the omission of the usual contextualising intervals (3rds
/ 5ths etc) which causes 2nds, 4ths, 9ths, etc, to almost have a different
identity to the one they have under normal circumstances

The harmonic friction
continues in bar 14
with the 7th and 2nd

Another interesting thing which creates friction as the piece moves forward, is the lower
stave moving from Eb to F, which brings it into line with the Fs on the middle stave. In
bar 16 all we have is the pounding bass playing the root and the rest stating 2nds/9ths

As the piece evolves and gets louder, many of the notes continue to get higher and the tensions between the intervals / extensions become even more obvious.
Comp.
Flat 9

Flat 9

Gb
Bb
Eb
Bb
F

3rd
5th
Oct
5th
2nd

Gb

3rd

Arnalds was asked whether it is easier or harder for him to meld music
into the background of something as opposed to it being the only thing
that someone’s listening to? In other words, is composing for film
easier or harder than normal composing; composing for the sake of
music, to which he replied:

Gb
Bb
Eb
Cb
Bb
F

3rd
5th
Oct
m6
5th
2nd

Gb

3rd

“I wouldn’t say it’s difficult but it’s definitely
different. You have to realise from the beginning that
the music is not there for the spotlight to shine on me
as the composer, it’s there to support the show and
the story and to get a certain message across. You
can’t make something too complicated because it
disturbs the dynamic.”
This is an interesting observation; his last sentence about things which
are too complicated disturbing the dynamic is true when applied to
normal underscoring; this bit we’ve just been through is different
though; there’s no dialogue, just a series of shots which are meant to
make you think. Here, his music does disturb, and this is what makes
it work.
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The next cue we’re going to look at comes ten minutes into episode 1. A young boy’s body has been discovered
on a beach under a high cliff. DI Alec Hardy (played by David Tennant) and DS Ellie Miller (Olivia Colman)
arrive at the scene. Ellie is upset; she recognises the child as Daniel Latimer, the son of Beth and Mark Latimer.
No sooner have they identified the body, when Beth Latimer – who has been searching for her son – sees the
police presence on the beach and runs toward it.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 0.53 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.23
The track comes in slightly earlier than 00.10.23
as the police officers are discussing the situation.
The camera then moves to Beth Latimer running,
looking for her son. It also shows the local
newsagent looking on. The music here has three
functions; firstly, it acts as edit music by getting
us from the beach to where she is (which is not far
away).

It also generates a lot of
momentum, thanks to the
relentless quavers. echoing
the woman running, and it
also contains what appear
to be normal harmonies but
which seem to be a little
pained.

There is also a relationship between the first cue and this cue; both make use of the repeating quavers to signify
anxiety. Although we might not be wholly aware of the musical link, a part of us will make the link. This is one
of the many ways Arnalds forges a bond between cues, which acts to forge a bond between the scenes.

There are some subtly dissonant, dark and difficult harmonies, which are slightly hidden by the otherwise ‘normal’
textures of the piano. Below, in bar 3 of fig.2a I’ve transcribed the chord in bar 2 of fig.2.
Figure: 02a

On face value it’s just a Cm7 over a D. But if you look at bars 1 and 2 of fig.2a, they show the
constituent parts of the final chord. The chords in bar 1 and 2 feature some notes which make
part of bar 3. Bar 1 is a Cm7/G, bar 2 is a Gm/D and bar 3 is a merging of both. So this is not
just mild dissonance; the reason it feels a little pained and perhaps ‘wrong’ is because it’s
squeezing two different realities into the same bar. This is classic pandiatonic harmony. You’ll
find the same kind of chord if you look back over the Endeavour, Morse and Lewis chapter.
This kind of denial of expectation works really well in drama music. It is simply too simple to
call it dissonance and leave it at that. Dissonance is often more forensically worked out than
consonance. Moreover, when analysed you’ll find that many chords which are dissonant are in
fact two bits of consonant pushed together or merged.

The reason why these kinds of harmonies work so well is because what people really listen to is intervals. People aren’t really
listening to notes. Unless they have perfect pitch, notes are just pitches; noises. What gives notes meaning is which interval they
occupy. What they are aware of, and emotionally affected by (without realising it) is the character and identity and ‘feel’ of
intervals. How notes relate to each other defines how they are perceived and felt, and the vehicle for this perception is the interval.
Although people don’t know the names of the intervals they’re hearing any more than they know the names of the notes, intervals
are different from notes in that the way a chord sounds emotionally is dependent a series of intervals between notes.
So with regard to fig.2a, as I said earlier, we have notes from two different chords within a chord (i.e. the Cm7 and the Gm are
occupying the same space). But given that what gives a chord its character and identity are the intervals the notes within it occupy,
what we’re actually experiencing is confusion regarding what intervals are being occupied by what notes.
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Figure: 02b

Note Interval
Eb
C
Bb
G

Figure: 02c

To the left we have a Cm7 (one of the chords fused together in bar 2 of figure 2 (and bar 1 of fig02a). To
the right of the chord we have two vertical columns, the first containing the notes and the second
containing the intervals the notes represent / occupy in relation to the chord they collectively make.

Note Interval
Bb
G
D

Figure: 02d

3rd
Oct
7th
5th

3rd
Oct
5th

To the left we have a Gm (one of the chords fused together in bar 2 of figure 2 (and bar 1 of fig02a). to
the right of the chord we have two vertical columns, the first containing the notes and the second
containing the intervals the notes represent / occupy in relation to the chord they collectively make.

Note Intervals (Cm7) Intervals (Gm)
Eb 3rd
C
Oct
Bb ( 7th)
G
5th
D ( 2nd)

NB: Primary intervals are 1,3 and 5.
Extensions the rest. Extensions are
bracketed.

(min 6th )
( 4th)
3rd
1st
5th

To the left we have the combined chord (combining the Cm7 and the Gm) and one to the right we
have the intervals if we heard the chord as a Cm. Then to the right of that we have the intervals that
would apply if we heard the chord as a Gm. My point is that when we hear this composite chord,
what is odd about is not what the notes or pitches are, because most people wouldn’t recognise them
anyway; what matters is that the intervallic identity of the notes is confusing because our minds are
trying to moderate and rationalise what they hear. To be clear, once again, I am not saying that
people are consciously aware of the intervals or their names; I am saying that they are aware of
how certain intervals feel based on years of listening, so although they don’t know, they kind of do,
but subconsciously. Your knowledge of intervals and chords and harmony is real, based on years of
exposure, but it lacks the conscious awareness, the information, the facts and the numbers to
understand it, much less verbalise it. But it is still there. It is perceived through emotion and feel.
To most it is abstract, but the emotion it generates is real.
Extensions we hear and feel too. If you look at fig.2d you will see I have bracketed the non-primary
extension intervals. There are two of each in each version of the chord, but the blue extensions (i.e.
those that would apply if we tried to rationalise this as some kind of weird Gm chord) are the min6th
and the add4th. These are wholly more difficult to place in a chord and feel less comfortable that the
two extensions bracketed in the first (red) version of the chord, which are the 2nd and the 7th. The 7th
in particular is an easy interval for a chord to absorb. The reason this is important is that this is one
of the reasons we tend to adopt the Cm7 version of this chord; it is very, very slightly more
harmonically and emotionally believable.

How intervallic perception is altered by inversions
One of the people who looked through this manuscript before I
published it, pointed out that Cm7 and Gm aren’t that dissimilar in the
first place so why does that Broadchurch chord (bar 2, fig.02) sound
slightly strange? That person is right. Look below; I have transcribed a
Cm7 (bar 1), a Gm (bar 2) and the combined result in bar 3, which is a
Cm9. Nice chord. Not really strange at all, right? The chord is rootpositioned

In bar 4 I have transcribed the version of the Cm7 used in part of
the chord in bar 2 of fig.2, which is inverted over its 5th. In bar 5 the
version of the Gm used as part of the original chord in bar 2 of fig.2,
which is built over its 5th. And in bar 6 I have transcribed the
composite version of both the chords in bars 4 and 5 (the one used
in bar 2 of fig.2)
Figure: 02f

Figure: 02e

What we called a Cm9, in bar 3, has become a Cm7/G/D in bar 6. When we merge the two root positioned minor chords, they sound okay because they are
closely related to each other’s key centre. But when we merge the two inverted chords we end up with a collection of notes which gives us a Cm9, but stacked
in a way which is odd and rare. This causes friction between the bottom D and the top Eb (a flattened 9th apart) but the main friction is not actually between
the notes themselves but what they represent intervallically. This is the confusing bit. Do we hear the bottom D as a 2nd of a C minor chord or do we hear it
as a 5th of the Gm chord which has been subsumed and overwhelmed by the intervallic dynamic of the Cm7? We hear it as both, and this, together with the
minor 9th gap between the low D and high Eb, creates confusion and friction, which in turn generates a kind of anxiety, which is helps the music in fig.2 so
well with the images of the woman running. This is not traditionally ‘scary’ music, but instead provides an unnerving lack of clarity, which subtly but clearly
creates a state of mild anxiety.
The wonderful thing about chord symbols is that they tell a story before even hear them. The chord in bar 6 is an inversion and a slash chord all in one. the
Cm7 is inverted over the G, which is then itself built over the D. Even just looking at this chord symbol makes you realise this chord will be a bit odd.
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In bar 10 of fig.2 the chord of Cm7 is built over a partial Gm again, but this time the bottom D and Bb are lower
down, on the bass clef. On bar 16 this changes to a Cm7 played over a rich, low, partial F chord. This time the
partial F chord is only missing its 5th and has a lovely, rich gap between the low F and the A, a 10th higher. Because
the F chord is root positioned and possesses rich, harmonic, and sonic resonance, this affects how we hear all the
notes both staves, which our minds classify as feeling like a major chord with some slightly strange stuff going
on higher up.
The first bar (below) is the same as bars 10-15 of the original fig.2. We have already been through what the
intervals and extensions are and mean, and the extensions are bracketed as usual.
Bar 2 (below) is what the chord morphs into in bar 16 onwards in fig.2. The top 5 notes are the same and yet the
way we hear and feel them have changed to them now being part of an F chord, simply because the two notes at
the bottom (bass clef stave) have changed to create a partial F chord. The appearance of this lovely, rich F chord
underneath the Cm7 makes us feel the whole thing as an F chord. The red notes/intervals are what applies if we
were to hear and feel this as some kind of F chord (which we do), and the blue ones are the ones that would apply
if we heard and felt it as a Cm7 built over and A and then an F at the bottom.
Figure: 02g
Chord

Intervals

in context
of a Cm7

3rd
Oct
(7th)
5th
3rd
(7th)
(2nd)

Intervals
in context
of a Gm

(min 6th )
( 4th)
3rd
1st
(min 6th )
3rd
5th

Chord

Intervals

in context of
an F chord

Intervals

in context of
an Cm7/A/F

(7th)
5th
(11th )
( 9th)
(7th)

3rd
Oct
(7th)
5th
3rd

3rd
Root

(maj6th)
(4th )

The strange thing here is that in the red version of
bar 2 there are 4 non-primary extension
intervals, which would tend to suggest that to
suggest that we wouldn’t feel this as an F chord;
but if you look at the alternative blue version of
intervallic events, although a lesser number are
non-primary, the two at the bottom are massive
humdingers; the add4 is not too bad but having it
in the bass is disorientating, and the maj6 would
clash massively with the Bb (which in this
intervallic scenario is the 7th). This is why we
would feel the chord as a weird kind of F9 chord
and not a very weird kind of Cm7

I realise that this is a truly ridiculous amount of stuff to wrap our heads around, but the reason I persevere is
because it is relevant. Much though some may think that this is basically rampant theorising on steroids, it remains
the case that because we perceive intervals and because they are emotional basis on how we hear and feel chords,
this explains how and why our intervallic expectations and perceptions end up being so confused. The person that
understands what harmony is, is the person who understands music, and the person that understands how and
harmony works, is the person who can manipulate it to create moods and emotions.
The next cue we’re looking at comes 00.14.21 into episode 1, as the two detectives are talking to a forensic
pathologist at the same spot we saw Danny Latimer in the opening clip (the top of the cliff). The pathologist tells
them that given where Danny was found, on the beach below, and given the likely trajectory of someone falling
from the cliff, it’s unlikely that this was an accident. As he says, “If you ask me, somebody made it look like an
accident” the following cue comes in.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 01.58 Film Cue Sync: 00.14.21
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The music is similar to the first two cues; again
we have the repetitive quavers. This cue has
more in common with the first cue than the
second, though, in that it has more of an overt
sense of menace than the second cue, which is
more anxiety-inducing. The reason for this is the
peculiar electronic textures of the quavers, which
are incongruous. Unlike instrumental textures,
these kinds of sounds have no historic baggage;
there are no sonic identifiers. The sounds are
strange, which in this precise
narrative context, following the
pathologist’s words, are meant to
make us reflect and distil the
relevance of his words. When I
watched this without music I
remember thinking, “Oh, right…
it’s important; this is important,
ok” but with music the relevance
is immediate because the music
makes us more emotionally
aware and more suspicious too.
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The next clip comes a minute or so later at around 00.15.09 as the two detectives are about to leave the beach.
They meet a local young and eager journalist who begins to ask them questions, which they avoid answering
before leaving. As they leave we see a woman standing nearby, near some caravans, looking on. Then we hear a
few bars of some low octave Ds, which give the scene an added anxiety and even mild fear. Having seen this
scene without music, the whole meaning of the woman’s presence is hard to articulate without the music, which
is very simple. On bar 1, above the octave Ds we hear an Eb, which slides down a semitone to the D for bar 2.
This initial discord sits behind the scene where we see the journalist looking confused before the car drives off,
from behind the journalist. Eventually the music settles to three octaves of Ds, using the same texture as was used
in the last cue (fig.3). If you watch the scene you will see and hear how the presence of simple low octaves is
enough to make the woman seem as if she has something to hide. Suddenly the whole thing seems more suspicious
and furtive.
As I have said before, when we hear one note, or octaves, our brains automatically presume it to be a root. In the
absence of any other vertical harmonies, the mind decides what it is. But other context determines whether we
feel it the root notes as belonging to a minor chord or a major chord. By ‘other context’ I am referring to
surrounding harmonic terrain (if, for example a previous chord had been a minor chord, in which case that context
may bleed over into the single root note). But also, given that this is film music, ‘other context’ may well include
images which create a happy, positive feel or a morose or fearful atmosphere. The great thing about these kinds
of simple musical gestures is that because of their simplicity, they are very porous and open to interpretation; it is
the combination of the images and the low note that makes us feel as if this is the root note of a minor chord which
is staying silent. Another factor is the initial flattened 9th (Eb) over the D octaves (in bar 1) which creates a
Phrygian whiff which would lead us to the presumption of ‘minor’. So given all these contexts, the low Ds on
bars 2-4 are no longer alone because we feel them as dark, i.e. minor.
This is one of those
moments where there is no
subordinate relationship
between film and music
whereby one is dominant
and the other is passive;
this feels as if the images
are as much a part of the
music as the music is part
of the images.

Figure: 03a Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.15.09

The low Ds also help the scene transition into the next scene, where we see the detectives’ car appear outside what
we know to be Danny Latimer’s house. This is where DI Alec Hardy and DS Ellie Miller are going to deliver the
tragic news to the parents of young Danny. The low Ebs gently drift into this next scene before dissipating.
The working relationship between Miller and Hardy is not good. Hardy got the promotion Ellie was expecting
and she is still resentful. They talk in the car before entering the house. Ellie wants to deliver the news as she is
friendly with the family but Hardy is wary, resulting in some friction between them. “Watch them…every move.
And if it doesn’t make sense, you tell me,” says Hardy. The following cue comes in around 00.15.54 as the two
detectives get out of their car and walk to the front door of the Latimers’. The music is very soft, ponderous, subtle
but also dramatic; it has an unusual prominence since the show’s sound design has been pulled down and the
pictures have gone slightly to slowmo. This is where images and music tell the story better than dialogue could.
Any dialogue which might be missed in the pictures below is minimal and inconsequential; the two detectives
introduce themselves. Hardy shakes Mr Latimer’s hand. The police officers walk in. Given that Beth Latimer was
at the beach, she strongly suspects what’s coming. The family are in the lounge, waiting. Having watched loads
of crime dramas where police have to deliver bad news to the families of loved ones, this is by far the most
compelling. The tension is almost unbearable and is the creation of images, acting, music and a belief in the story
based on the scene’s overall realism. The horrendous and dramatic events which have taken place are somehow
juxtaposed by the sheer ordinariness of the house and family that’s been visited by tragedy.
As always, we ask ourselves, what does the music sound like and what does it do for the scene? What is its
function? Definitely the slow speed of the music mirrors the slowmo images and the textures are neutral but
unsettling. Given what Arnalds said earlier, about the perceived lack of humanity in sounds which are not made
by ‘instruments’, it is actually precisely that lifeless character of the synths / samples used in the next cue which
give it an unsettling incongruity.
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Figure: 04 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 02.08 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.54

w

does it do it?

We discussed similar issues in chapter 1 - What Film Music Does To Us – when I mentioned Thomas Newman’s
interview for Mervyn Cooke’s book, The Film Music Reader. When asked about his use of electronic sounds,
said, “The orchestra has become a ludicrous ritual.” He was referring to some of the reasons he often likes using
electronics; because they have no past, no tradition, no pre-set opinion. You start with a blank slate (Cooke, 2010:
248). The textures used in the cue above contain electronic and traditional and what gives the piece its ghostly,
mournfulness is a combination of the lifeless electronics and the dark and dank lower strings. Also the top stave
sound in bars 2 and 3 is interesting because, again, it is impossible to place, texturally. Also the great use of the
4th (top stave, bar 3, sitting next to the 5th) and the lower stave Db (7th, bar 5) help foster the sense of emptiness.
There are no 3rds any of this which means the other intervals such as 5th and 7th, sound different, like they are
missing an important part of what gives them their character, which, of course, they are.
The scene where the family of Danny are given the worst news a family will ever hear, is unaccompanied by
music. The music had faded out around 00.16.30 as the Alec Harvey introduces himself to the family.
Following this, he asks the family to take a seat; for the next few moments
everyone gets seated, which seems to take an age but in many ways - again,
because of the lack of music - underpins the ordinariness which has been
visited by tragedy. At this stage there is a really claustrophobic air caused
by the lack of music and such a large amount of people being in such a
small room. The feeling is intense; but of course we the viewers, just like
the detectives, know what is about to come. It is 00.16.56 before anyone
talks; Harvey explains that the body of a young boy has been found, and
that, “We believe it’s Danny’s body.”
The family is obviously upset, and once again the lack of music actually
underpins the ordinariness of this family unit and the awful events they are
now having to react to and deal with. The intensity is so great that the
presence of music all through this scene would simply be too much. It
would have dramatized something which didn’t need it. Also it would have
detracted from the ordinary, almost docudrama style of the scene. in TV
this is as real as it gets.
It is 00.17.32 before we hear any music, and these are light brushstrokes of
texture and harmony which barely touch the scene.

Figure: 05 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 02.45 Film Cue Sync: 00.17.32

The high strings play through this brief cue, and are accompanied by the
piano which plays various incomplete Dm chords before resolving to the C
chord. Most chords are missing important primary components, which, in
this specific narrative and textural context, is what gives the music a slight,
ghostly feel.
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The next cue is shortly after the last, and comes at 00.19.16 after Danny’s father says he wants to see the boy’s
body, adding, “You might be wrong about it being him.” The cue then begins and functions both as edit music to
take us from the Latimers’ front room to shots of the outside of the local hospital, to a shot of Danny Latimer’s
father talking to Ellie as they walk from the hospital car park to the main building, where they bump into a friend
of Mark Latimer, who, unaware of events, asks Mark what he’s doing here and then tries to get him to sign a
petition to keep the hospital open. The cue below spans from 00.19.16 to almost 00.19.48. This section prefaces
the later part of the cue which shows DI Hardy inside Danny Latimer’s bedroom. First let’s deal with the first part
of the cue, which very subtly references the music – which we hear in the later part of the cue – that will eventually
become emblematic of Broadchurch.
Figure: 06 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.16

The piece begins with a low, sub-bass frequency Gb,
with a cello playing an Eb higher. There is no 5th in this
two-part chord which makes it sound ‘difficult’ and
incomplete (which of course it is) and in this narrative
situation, apprehensive.

A few moments later in the cue (bar
4) we hear a partial Cb chord. The
5th is missing but we still get this
incredible sense of warmth and
humanity due to the major chord
having the rich and resonant 3rd
higher up in bass clef.

In context of this narrative situation, the rich warmth of the major chord almost certainly references sadness;
one does not always need ‘sad music’ to accompany a depiction of loss and sorrow. Often subtle, still and
warm harmony can do a better job if it contains the right textures. The music plays the loss by reflecting on
the innocence of the lost child, in other words what he was, not the event that temporarily defines him.

The last section we looked at (fig.6) is an earlier part of the cue below (fig.6a) which shows DI Hardy looking
inside Danny Latimer’s room. The first chord of fig.6a features the same sub bass at the bottom which is playing
the inversion (the Gb of the Ebm chord). Even in this most subtle of settings the inversion still slightly italicises
the chord by subverting it; reorienting it; turning it upside down, which, given the textures, makes it feel
uncomfortable. Also this time, in this development section below, we have the addition of the quavers; the use of
quavers is now firmly established in most of the important cues we’ve looked at.
Figure: 06a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 03.05 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.55
The feeling of relief and warmth when the chord resolves and opens out to a rich,
warm major chord (bar 5) cannot be overstated. The success of most chords is
ultimately what feeds them. A great chord is only great if it brings some specific
emotion that wasn’t there before; in this case a feeling of warmth
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1

3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1

3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 etc

Also regarding the quavers, their intervallic value changes from root and 3rd (with the emphasis on the root, which falls on each of the four downbeats - 1/2/3/4) to
3rd and 5th, where it is the rich and resonant 3rd that falls on each downbeat.
Like the last time it appeared, the chord (Cb) plays the innocence of the lost child, and like last time, the chord that feeds it is a sonically, texturally and harmonically
more difficult chord. The richness and warmth of the Cb chord is aided by the piano, which carries on with its quaver motif but adds the Cb on bar 5, which cements
the richness of the chord, sonically and harmonically. The warmly voiced lower samples radiate out into the chord, which is what makes the piece sound as if it is
‘opening out’. Also on bar 5 to cement all this together, we have the gorgeous textures strings on the top line coming in the rich 3rd followed by the #4, which adds
tension. On bar 6 we get a continuation of the #4 but with a maj7 as well, an octave lower. We often get a slightly incongruous feel when we combine extensions in
chords, because the addition of two extensions - which by definition are not primary members of the chord itself, otherwise they wouldn’t be called extensions –
tend to sometimes create the feeling of a slightly different chord within the original chord. It only takes two notes to make a partial chord, so two extra extensions
within an existing chord in many ways cannot help but create this feeling. In this context it creates a slightly dreamy feeling. What gives the music a dreamy feel
and lends the scene a slightly dreamy feel as DI Harvey looks at pictures of Danny, is the slight whiff of polytonality it generates; the #4 (F) and the maj7 below
(Bb) create their own ‘Bb vibe’ inside a Cb chord. Extensions behave differently in different situations; a #4 we might usually find in a sci-fi film, adding wonder
to a scene, here, in this context, the #4 / maj7 combination adds a slight glow to the chord, because its unique ‘#4- ness’ is slightly stifled by the existence of the
maj7. You would never combine the #4 with a maj7 if you wanted wonderment. In context of this scene it simply softens the music up a bit, makes it dreamy and
gives it a glow.
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The melody line in this piece,
on theIStop
stave, is simple,
slow AND
and ponderous,
giving
to appreciate
the2020
harmonies
underneath. The F note consistently
ends up occupying an extension, which brings colour and drama, italicising these moments.

There is a beautiful rush of colour in the harmonies when we get to bar 13, which includes the 6th interval. The colour becomes so bright in bar 15 when we
hear the #4 (F) and the 6th (Ab) over the Cb chord. This creates a definite and dreamy sense of polytonality because we hear them as the 3rd and 5th of a Db
chord, trapped inside a Cb chord.

The cue, transcribed as fig.6 and fig.6a (but essentially one long cue) lasts from 00.19.16 to 00.21.13, so nearly
two minutes. It is this beautifully constructed music, which is placed exquisitely in the scene (right from the
Latimers’ house when Mark says he wants to see the body, to the hospital exterior, to back at the Latimers’ seeing
DI Harvey going through Danny’s room, to back at the hospital where Mark is about to have confirmed that the
dead boy is their son) which makes these visual edits and narrative ‘hyperlinking’ not just plausible but compelling
and dramatic. The whole group of shots and scenes are shrouded in this warm, dreamy - but texturally and
harmonically vivid – piece of music. The music not only gets us from A to B, it does so in the most dramatic of
ways. It is things like this that gained the show so much critical and commercial success.
Below I am going to show the same transcription, but this time with the images from the scenes included. I have
prioritised some of the images by placing a red border around them. These are the crucial shots / emotional hit
points. The first hit points are when we see Danny’s picture on the mantelpiece and DI Hardy looking at it. This
brings home the tremendous loss that’s occurred by showing pictures of the boy. These come when there is
something musically important going on (explained already and again below).
Figure: 06a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 03.05 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.55

Again, the ‘red’ images come (below, bar 7) when we see an award Danny had won and a jacket Danny wore;
then between bars 11 and 12 we see Hardy sit down and contemplate the importance and significance of the child’s
death. Again, these come over musically interesting bits, with various extensions.
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There is a beautiful shot
where Beth Latimer appears
outside Danny’s bedroom as
Hardy searches it for clues.
Again this is loosely synced to
moments of expression in the
music (extensions, etc).

The cue fizzles out
over a return to the
inverted Ebm as we
see Mark near the
room where his
son’s body is.

At 00.21.10, Mark Latimer walks into the room to see his son, and for this scene the music slowly dissipates as
he looks down and says, “My Danny.” We have just come through an emotional journey in which music was
centre-stage; this scene is different. This is a father in a room seeing his dead son; even though we know this is
TV drama and this isn’t real, the emotion is raw. Scoring this scene would be too much. It would overcook it. It’s
not as if the scene being depicted has never happened in real life, so there is, sadly, an element of realism in the
subject matter, much though we wish there wasn’t. Watching this kind of show is an obviously different
experience to watching, for example, a sci-fi film, where there is a part of you that knows it’s not real and a smaller
part of you that accepts that it is faintly ridiculous that you could believe that it was.7
These kinds of dramas are much more believable and plausible because in real life things like this do, tragically,
happen. So we almost approach this kind of film as a docudrama. You would rarely hear a TV critic call something
like Broadchurch “wonderfully entertaining”. It would seem inappropriate, even though we know it’s just actors.
The stuff I’m talking about is important because it affects how you approach the music. This is why Pheloung’s
music for Morse was so good and why Arnalds’ music for Broadchurch is equally compelling; they both contain
music which successfully and seemingly effortlessly skirts a fine line between too little and too much; between
nothing and melodrama. Both composers show exceptional and almost unparalleled ability to write music which
immerses itself – body and soul – into the emotional fabric of the shows, to the extent where we don’t really hear
their music as music; moreover, we experience it as a layer of emotion which exists within the film itself.
The next cue comes as we leave the pathologist’s lab. Clearly affected by Danny’s murder, the pathologist says,
“We don’t get these around here…make sure you find them.” Harvey looks but says nothing and then he and Ellie
leave. The music comes in as a reaction to the pathologist’s words; it italicises them. The music also acts, as is
nearly always the case, as edit music, taking us from the lab, to an exterior shot of the Latimer house, to a shot of
Beth Latimer. At 00.26.58 following the pathologist’s words we have a sparsely voiced Am (minus the 5th) which
is understated, minimal but also quite soft and ‘sweet’ sounding; the 5th is an essentially structural interval and its
absence makes us focus on what’s left (the root and 3rd) which gives them disproportionate importance – the 3rd
is even richer than normal.
7

I’m a massive sci-fi fan, so I do believe everything I watch. Wait a minute…you mean isn’t true? None of it? Not even Star Trek?
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The Latimers’ house comes into shot and a second later at 00.27.04 there’s an Am/C (minus its 5th, again). This
is slightly more dramatic due to the inverted nature of the chord and still the 3rd (on the bottom this time) has
disproportionate power and displays more colour than normal. At 00.27.09 we hear the final chord a fraction of a
second before we see Beth Latimer. The chord is pandiatonic; it is a Gadd2 with the added 4th, which is, effectively,
a clash between a partial G chord and partial, horizontal Am harmony. Thus we have a final ‘nice’ add2 chord,
which is disfigured, or ‘damaged’ by the addition of the 4th.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 04.38 Film Cue Sync: 00.26.58

Musically, aesthetically, we go from minimal / soft /
sweet, to dramatic, to the resolution of the ‘nice’ but
damaged chord. Within this dynamic relationship we
also have contrary motion which helps the sequence
have a feeling of humanity – as if they are breathing
in and out. The music for this section is brief but
superb, and it adds tremendously to the overall
emotion of the scene. The way the emotional journey
of the chords attaches itself to the succession of
images really helps us believe.

The final cue to look at in episode 1 is essentially a restatement of the main theme; Danny’s friend is Ellie’s young
son, Tom. Ellie tells her son about Daniel’s death. He asks if the police will want to ask him questions, to which
Ellie replies, “Yeah…is there anything you want to tell me now?” As soon as Ellie has left the room, Tom, who is
still tearful, turns and retrieves his mobile phone from under his pillow. This is where the cue starts.
Figure: 08 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 08.09 Film Cue Sync: 00.41.45

The ‘Broadchurch theme’ is restated. We see Tom obviously
panicking and deleting phone messages and computer files. The
accompanying music really helps instil the feeling that Tom
obviously knows something. The quavers are added to by synths
and low throbbing semiquavers, all of which give this a great feeling
of momentum, which in this context, equals apprehension and fear.

The inversion on bar 5 lifts the temperature of the piece. The earlier version of
this piece (fig.6a) was slower and subtler; the move to Cb was an emotional
release. But here the 2nd inversion instils a much more overt sense of drama.

As the piece dissipates towards the end, it
successfully glosses over the edit from
Tom’s room to the local newspaper office.
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EPISODE 2
The first section to look at in episode 2 comes right at the start of the episode. At one minute in, the pictures
crossfade from the waves in the water off Broadchurch, to the inside of the Latimers’ house, where we see various
shots of Beth Latimer, deep in thought, looking devastated and grief-stricken. The part is played superbly by Jodie
Whittaker, who is utterly convincing in this role; her portrayal was one of the many things that made Broadchurch
so believable and compelling. For a subtle scene such as this, the music, if it is there at all, must hold something
back; it must not offer a complete musical picture. It must not be fully formed. Otherwise it risks overcrowding
and overcooking the scene and risks turning subtle drama into melodrama. Olufar’s music here is beautifully
mournful and reflective; this scene proves once-and-for-all that sad scenes do not always need overtly sad music.
Played out of the Broadchurch context, we would probably refer to this music as reflective. That’s another way
of saying that it so beautifully open and porous that it absorbs and reflects the emotion already there. So from a
functional perspective it is there to accompany and reflect Beth Latimer’s emotions.
As we established earlier in the book, emotions are often not verbalised, even within the safe confines of the mind;
they remain abstract in many ways, so the addition of music (which for most people is heard mainly as emotion)
is a perfect aesthetic partner. In the transcription below I have highlighted the ‘omit’ chords in red, to italicise
how many there are in this piece. As we established before, omit chords create varying degrees of incompleteness;
they leave something out, which means some of the chords sound fractured. Most people don’t think of music
they hear literally, but in the abstract, through emotion. Although they can spot textures and instruments, the
harmonic make-up is contextualised emotionally, and most of the time the brain doesn’t verbalise such emotions,
which is why I say that for most people music is an abstract experience. But, as we have established before, this
doesn’t preclude people from not having emotional recognition of chords, often to a high degree. So, although
they cannot name the chords, they have a knowledge and memory of them; this is why people consciously or
subconsciously recognise and react to chords. And this is why they realise, again either consciously or
subconsciously, that things are different when chords are altered or fractured.
Figure: 09 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.58

(omit5)

(omit1)

(omit1)

The music is loosely synced to the images;
most of the syncing on Broadchurch is subtle
and not ‘on the nose’, which, in context of the
series, works well. If you watch this scene you
will detect method in the way the music is
applied to the images, but not in such a crude
way that it is blindingly obvious and becomes
something we then expect, which then can be a
distraction in a scene like this.
(add4)

(omit1)

(omit3)

(omit3)
(add2)
/C

(omit5)

(omit5)

The music works wonderfully in this piece. The interaction is subtle and the symbiosis
between the music and images is wonderful; they inhabit each other’s worlds. If we saw these
images minus the music they would still be deeply emotionally, but only visually.

(omit5)

(omit5)

(omit5)

(omit1)

The addition of music
lets you have the
experience in a kind
of emotional 3D

(add4)

As the scene unfolds we follow Beth’s expression with the musical gestures being sufficiently synced to make us associate the simple upward piano motif
with the arrival of each subtly different shot. The shots of Beth Latimer are beautiful, even though her grief and desolation is clearly obvious. The music is
not ‘sad’ but is reflective. Although Beth is grief stricken, her grief will be mixed with happy and fond memories, which then get filtered through the lens
of grief because of what has happened. Overtly ‘sad music’ would have killed the scene. We need music which has the effect of reflecting her emotions in
a musical way, which is then distilled in an emotional way by the listener. It’s worth noting that a large portion of the omit chords omit the 5th and a number
of chords omit the 1st. Although these are subtle, nevertheless many chords are missing elements of their basic structure, which makes them communicate
in a softer, less emphatic way.
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Now I want to look at the same scene with the benefit of closer scrutiny on the harmonies; what they are, what,
if anything, they mean in terms of the emotion they generate.
Figure: 09a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.58

(omit5)

(omit1)

(omit1)

(but the ghost of
the G lingers)

(omit3)

(but the ghost of
the 3rd lingers)

(omit3)
(add2)
/C

(omit5)

(omit5)

(but the ghost of
the 1st lingers)

(omit1)

(but the ghost of
the 1st lingers)

(friction between
the 3rd and 4th)

With this kind of writing and textures, the
certainties of the chords are slightly eroded,
which creates a slightly hazy feel, which we
can easily presume is only about the reverb and
expression pedal on the piano. That said, the
pedal tends to make some of the chords blur
into each other.

(add4)

So we have the curious effect of, on the one hand, chords being incomplete, and on the other hand, being almost merged
together, which means the harmony has kind of a collective, cumulative effect. For example, in bar 1 the G is missing
on the second chord, but is ‘carried over’ from beat one. So the ghost of the G is still there but not in physical form – in
our memory instead.

(omit1)

(omit5)
(omit5)

(add4)

(omit5)

(friction between
the 3rd and 4th)

(friction between
the 3rd and 4th)

Regarding the concept of collective, cumulative harmony, there is nothing necessarily new going on here; to a degree harmony operates in a gradual,
cumulative way in all music; the reason why the chord in bar 5 of a particular piece of music works so well might be buried within the chord that came
a bar before or two bars before. What makes this effect more obvious in this piece is the haunting textures of the piano and the pedal being used. The
lack of solid harmony is being smoothed over but is still there (or not there). We, the audience, engaged in listening and involuntary analysis, are
essentially filling in the missing notes in our heads or remembering them from the previous chord and carrying them over to the next one, with the
help of the piano’s expression pedal and production and mix effects, which exaggerate these characteristics.

As I said earlier, although most listeners cannot name the chords they hear, they have a knowledge and memory
of what they sound and feel like; this is why people can often consciously or subconsciously recognise and react
to chords. And this is why they realise - again either consciously or subconsciously - that things are different when
chords are altered or fractured, whether that’s via inversions (which can dramatise chords) or by the addition of
extensions (which can add colour, emotion, energy and drama – depending how they are applied) or by, as is the
case in Broadchurch (and Morse, Lewis, Endeavour) not the addition of notes but the omission of them. The
omission of notes (rather than addition) can sometimes make what is there feel different.
One or two people over the years have asked me how listeners with no idea about musical literacy or language,
and thus no way to filter or categorise what they hear, can remember and particularly ‘notice’ when familiar chords
appear. This is a good question. Imagine if you could remember the colour red, but didn’t know what it was called.
You could see it and notice it and distinguish it, but you didn’t know what it was called. So if someone showed
you a picture with many colours and said to you, “which bits of this are in red?” you wouldn’t be able to point it
out. You do actually know which is red but you cannot prove it because you don’t know the name. You don’t
share a common language through which you can communicate that you actually do know what colour red is, you
just can’t prove it. That is the kind of relationship most people have with harmony. Their minds have the capacity,
depending on intellectual ability and cognitive awareness, to listen, store, classify, categorise and distinguish
between different types of harmony. Inversions, slash chords, the application of extensions or the omission of
primary intervals from a chord, are all things which are noticed, to varying degrees. The one prerequisite to all
this, as with anything we learn in life, is that you have to be open to it.
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If you listen to music with an inquisitive brain from an early age, you don’t actually need to be a musician or
composer or analyst to appreciate and notice most of the characteristics and subtleties music can offer. Obviously
if you are a composer, musician, musical analyst then your awareness will be greater, which may improve your
understanding and enjoyment; but the fact remains that most people have a basic capacity to recognise different
musical harmonies in the way I have described.
When people ask how it is possible to know this for sure, my answer would be that on the one hand it is impossible
to be 100% sure of many things, but on the other hand, I studied these areas a great length and committed much
research to it during my PhD. Also – and this is the most compelling argument at all – on the third hand (we don’t
have three hands but just go with me on this) music has to mean something to people, because otherwise why
would they bother? Why would they listen to it and enjoy it and often talk of it generating the kinds of emotions
that words or pictures cannot? If it means something, then we ask ourselves, what does that meaning mean? I
would suggest that meaning in this context is gained when there is a level of recognition and awareness which can
generate emotions or feelings. They say that in order for something to have meaning it must mean something other
than itself. Music creates emotion, reaction, feelings. They are its meaning. With most people, there has to be a
level of analysis and comprehension going on when they listen. Otherwise it would just be noise. There would be
nothing to be remembered and affected by. It would just be an abstract melange of sounds which were
incomprehensible and gibberish. Kind of like Country music. Only joking8.

8

Mostly
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The next cue is a restatement of what is, essentially, the Broadchurch theme. It comes at around 03.45 into episode
2; young journalist Olly Stevens has been contacted by Karen White, who has arrived from Fleet Street trying to
get a handle on the new story. Olly has intimated that the paper he works for might be able to offer her a temporary
desk in their office for the duration of her stay. His boss – and mother – Lucy Stevens, says an unequivocal “no”
and the conversation ends rather abruptly. At that point the cue below starts. It spans the end of the initial
conversation and after it when she texts Olly saying, “Fancy showing me the sights instead?” While the cue is
playing we cut to the cliffs of Broadchurch where we see DI Hardy out and about on the case.
Figure: 10 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 00.54 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.45
We hear the recognisable and solitary piano motif and when we see Olly look
up (just before bar 6) the strings kick in, which adds emotional as well as textural
depth. Strings are frequently employed as chord texture or counterpoint. They
are instrument that most resembles the human voice, which is one reason they
have always had a connection to us, and often succeed in making us reflect.

One thing that perhaps makes us reflect a little more melancholically
is the Bb in bar 6, which becomes a maj7 of the subsequent Cb chord,
not just making it into a maj7 chord, but making the maj7 sit at the
bottom of the voicing, right next the Cb on piano, which creates mild
friction, mitigated by the cotton wool textures.

In bar 9 we hear a beautiful cluster chord which can be rationalised two
ways, depending on how we feel the bottom three clustered notes. Of all
such chords we’ve looked at in this volume, it is probably genuinely one
of the hardest to feel, but I would suggest that it is felt as a Cbadd2/Bb –
you can faintly hear the distinctive maj7 characteristics as the chord runs
through.

Bb = 5th

In the last two bars of the transcription, as Harvey consults his
notes the music becomes a little indistinct thanks to the Ebm/Ab
and the tightness between the Bb and Ab. This then leads us
perfectly into the final bar, where the cue takes a sinister turn
thanks to the low synth semiquavers and the image of Harvey
spotting the CCTV camera. Any significance that might have
been lost on the audience is definitely found with this chord.

EPISODE 8

We move now to the final episode of series 1. At the end of this series the killer is
revealed. Unlike many annoying series where the final episode leaves you fuming at
the way things are left dangling, this series at least names the killer before it signs off.
The curved ball is delivered by way of who the killer is; Ellie Miller’s husband, Joe.
The scene where this is revealed to Ellie is electric. It’s one of the most compelling
moments in TV drama history, thanks to Olivia Colman and David Tennant.
There is no music for this scene, which takes place around 00.26.25 into episode 8. This is preceded by Harvey talking
to Ellie on the record, in the police station. Not realising Joe is the killer and being unaware he was even under suspicion,
the answers Harvey’s questions, which are meant to find out if Ellie knew; if she was part of it. She wasn’t, and when
Harvey reveals the bombshell she goes through a series of emotions which are captivating, dramatic and compelling.
No music is needed for this scene because the drama is already so thick that even the slightest bit of music would
overcook things. I mention this because part of a composer’s job is sometimes to resist, where they don’t think music
would work. Sadly, directors don’t always listen; many don’t appreciate that a composer’s skills enable them not just
to write music, but to know when there is nothing that can be said musically which would add to the emotion.
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As the scene unravels Ellie is still distraught but is beginning to almost accept the truth. Even so, she says to
Harvey, “You’re wrong” to which he replies, “I’m not.” After another moment she says, “I want to see him.”
Only then does the cue come in. Given that the scene of their conversation doesn’t end until we switch to the
corridor leading to Joe’s cell (00.28.12) the question would be, why does the music come in here and not before,
or after? As I said, the drama during the conversation in which she was told the killer was her husband was too
much for music to be of any help. But, as the saying goes, silence is still music if it occurs in a musical context.
The audience feels the lack of music and the silence casts an inaudible spell over the scene. But when Ellie says
“I want to see him” this is the moment she finally accepts it. This moment needs to be acknowledged, and so it
is, with a repetition of the cue we heard as fig.7 (episode 1, 00.27.04) where we went from the pathologist’s office
to the Latimers’ house prior to them being told officially of their son’s death. It is used elsewhere but the sight of
Ellie stood against a wall in her house is a particularly dramatic example.
Figure: 11 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 8’ Audio timing: 06.34 Film Cue Sync: 00.27.46

“I want to see him.”

The cue is used in series 2 also. It has many musical virtues which make it particularly useful
when we need to the audience to reflect. The cue’s appearance is almost an audible reminder of
just how awful the events are, but it subtle, subdued and forlorn. It isn’t overstated or garish, so
it plays the despair very. Very well. So when Ellie says, “I want to see him,” this cue is
emblematic of her acceptance of Joe’s guilt. Thus we have joined the despair felt by Beth to the
despair now felt by Ellie. We see the current context and we remember the previous context.

The next scene comes half an hour into the final episode of the first series of Broadchurch. Ellie now knows the
truth and has seen her husband. Because of her situation she has to be suspended from duty for the rest of the
investigation, and the music accompanies her as she walks out of the station. This is a very poignant scene and,
like the music which accompanied Beth as she sat in Danny’s bedroom looking around (Fig.9, episode 2), the
music which accompanies Ellie’s long walk is beautiful and extremely reflective. It creates a layer of emotional
context through music – which, as we have established, is mostly heard as emotion. Firstly, though, I want to take
us through what happens visually on screen before we look at the music.
To the left we have a
sequence of still images
from the scene in question.
We see Ellie slowly leave
the office she shares with
fellow police officers; there
are several very subtle hit
points. As with most music
in Broadchurch, shots or
moments are scored subtly
and the syncing is loose.
That said, there is a definite
plan here for crucial parts
of the music to link in with
certain shots.

Figure: 12
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Below is a transcription from the cue which syncs to Ellie’s long walk out of the office. The colours used are
warm and inviting; Arnalds makes great and, more to the point, consistent, use of specific extensions. The add 2/9
(which are the same flavour / note an octave apart) are used all over the place.
We feel bar 6 as a
C/G because of
what came before,
but actually it’s a
Em7/G or G6

Figure: 13 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 8’ Audio timing: 06.55 Film Cue Sync: 00.30.07
There is also sometimes a feeling of the harmonies going in and out of focus, which I have
mimicked with a rectangular shape underneath some of the chord transitions, which features dark
shades when the chord’s identity is clear and lighter colours when it seems to phase out. The point
I’m making is that some parts of some bars are dependent not on the notes that are there but on the
memory of what came before. To an extent most harmony is dependent at least partly on
surrounding harmonic terrain for its perception. But Arnalds makes a virtue out of it, as did the
music for Lost, which we looked at in my second book (Morrell, 2013.52).

9

9

In bar 8 we hear
beats 3/4 as C/E
because of what
came before, but
it is Em

(add2)

9

9
2

In bar 7 there is a
Maj7 and 6 in the
same voicing

2

2
2
2

Arnalds also pollinates different extensions which normally wouldn’t be
in the same chord at the same time. The merging of the maj6 and maj7
doesn’t sound awful at all, but the presence of both does prevent the
character of the chord coming through. Maj6 and maj7 extensions usually
perform different tasks in harmony so putting them together is a little bit
like using two ingredients together that do not traditionally ‘go’ – the taste
is not horrible but the character of the taste is blurred.

We feel bar 6 as a
C/G because of
what came before,
but actually it’s a
Em7/G or G6

9

9

In bar 15 there is
a Maj7 and 6 in
the same voicing

9

2
2

2

2

2

2

9

9
2

2

2

The soft textures of the strings have more of a presence in the second half of this transcription, where there is more movement. But even then the traditions
regarding structure, counterpoint and architecture are observed, in that the busier string stuff generally comes at the other half of the bar to the busy piano lines.

Below is the same transcription again, but this time with still images of the hit points alongside the notation, so
we can see how the various harmonies and textures interacted emotionally with the pictures and the story.
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Figure: 13a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 8’ Audio timing: 06.55 Film Cue Sync: 00.30.07
Ellie is taken by car to pick up some belongings from her house, which is now full of police officers and forensic specialists. Although the cue actually comes
in a bar before my transcription starts, the first of the loosely synced bars happens on bar 1, which sees Ellie walking through the office, watched by fellow
officers. Although the beginnings of bars are loosely synced to specific changes of shot, there is an overall emotional synchronisation going on between the
music and Ellie’s thoughts. Just as a person’s emotions and feelings are sometimes wordless and abstract, so is music, which is why it makes such a brilliant
accompaniment. Thanks to the heavy brush strokes of the add2s and add9s, there is an overall tender feel. Given a different narrative setting the music could
feel perhaps less subtle in its emotions, but as we have established elsewhere, there is counterpoint not just in music but between music and picture, so the
music is felt slightly differently because of the unique circumstances of its function.

(add2)

Ellie feels completely desolated, and the music reflects not her anger, frustration and annoyance, nor even the sheer strangeness of what’s happened, but the
tenderness of the music generates a feeling of sadness and reflection. Over and above everything else, she knows that what’s happened is life-changing. There
are some moments which are more poignant than others, such as when we see the shot of DI Harvey, looking at Ellie through the glass of his office (bar 3/4).
This shot lasts two bars and features the delicate add2s, over two lightly voiced string chords.

On bar 5 we see a picture on Ellie’s desk of herself, plus her husband and son. Again, the tender music, together with the photos, are all about reflection and
regret. The other aspect of this scene which the slow pace of the scene and the music together create, is how exhausted DI Harvey is. It’s easy to forget his feelings
in all this, but the clever shots and music allow us to feel his pain too.

Although the music is harmonically and texturally soft and reflective, it does have a rigid structure and a consistent use of quavers in the first part of each bar,
which gives the piece a nice momentum. In addition, we have some exquisitely minimal string voicings, where the colours of the extensions radiate through.
The very first string chord we have is just the root and major 7th of the chord, which creates this almost slightly pained feel. Also there is an F chord on bar 7
which features the 6th and maj7 together. The sparseness of the string voicing accentuates this slight oddity.

The last clip to look at in series 1 comes 45 minutes into episode 8, as Ellie Miller and Alec Harvey are talking
about Joe’s guilt. Music bubbles away behind the dialogue but becomes particularly significant around 00.45.06,
where we join the music when it hits the Am in bar 1 of the transcription (fig.14). The music from bar 10 is
featured in the ‘unreleased music, episode 8’ video on YouTube. The first few bars are only on the DVD, so you
will have to listen to them with dialogue.
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Figure: 14 Film Cue Sync: 00.45.06

“All along you said
don’t trust.”

“I really wanted to
be wrong.”

“Wessex Police tonight announced
they have made an arrest in the
murder of 11-year old Danny Latimer

This section of the music (from bar 1 of the transcription) includes some really effective low piano cluster chords. Traditionally one would not voice
chords like this, but in film music anything is possible if it works. In this context the low, soft chord in the bass clef really do paint a very sombre
emotional picture in the mind. The haunting synth line creates some nice tension, which helps (the F# in the piano clashing with the G synth).

The clusters in the low range of the piano are obviously a little uncomfortable but there is very little chromatic tension; most of the closeness is all atone apart.
It’s basically only the Am chords which have a semitone between the B and C. As we start the second 4-bar phrase we cut to a TV news report announcing
the arrest in connection with the Danny Latimer murder. Then we cut to the local newspaper office; this is a beautiful mix of picture and music, which sees
the newspaper owner and journalist hovering over tomorrow’s headline, accompanied by a lovely, deep and rich C chord. Given the context, this implies
resolution’ it’s over; they’ve caught him. The major chord in bar 8 and 9 lingers and then fades into the rest of the piece.
The next section is probably one of the most exquisite pieces of music to picture in TV history. It uses the same kind of approach that was used in fig.13 and
makes great use of a quaver motif which comes at the beginning of every two-bar phrase. For the first two, 2-bar phrases the quaver line is subsequently
contextualised harmonically. In the second bar of each phrase. The piano has the usual ghostly reverb and the accompanying synths feature a dreamy texture.
The whole thing is almost dreamlike, and this obviously leaks onto the picture, which is shot in slow-mo for the shots.
Figure: 14a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 8’ Audio timing: 11.43 Film Cue Sync: 00.45.46

G // CAm
feelfeel
G
/ Am

“The Bible says...

9

..and anger, and clamour

..and slander
…be put away
from you…..

…along with all malice

..be kind to one
another...tender
hearted

…forgive one another…

Set against slow-mo pictures of Beth, her family, the funeral
car, shots of her, shots of people outside the car, we hear the
Vicar’s words, which are profound - and with the music, create
some truly superb TV drama.
when we see the shots of Beth
and her family riding to the
church, we’re actually hearing
words which hadn’t yet been
spoken, and this play on time
helps support the dreamlike
state a viewer feels, which in
(add4)
turn echoes what Beth is feeling.

…as God in Christ
forgave you…

…after what we’ve
been through…

…I don’t know…

Notice how the music is built around the words; most of the big sentences come while the music is melodically resting and the piece is left
in mid-air with the D chord as the Vicar says “…I don’t know.”
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A moment after, we come to the final section of music in our analysis, in which the Vicar says more, but this time
the music is a rerun of the same kinds of quaver ideas which were used in fig.10 and 11. This music accompanies
two scenes which are taking place at the same time as each other; the first one is where we see Ellie and Alec,
outside near the harbour, talking. The shots intersperse with shots of villagers walking in a candlelit vigil for
Danny.

“But we have a
responsibility…

…to ourselves….

…and to our God…

…to try….

As we come back to see Ellie and Alec talking, the strings
enter for variation and to give the music more textural
depth. The addition of the strings creates not just some nice
textural dynamics but harmonic too.

For example, the Cbmaj7 is a product of the strings’ involvement, as is the 6th. Strings are never better used than when some of them reference
extensions which aren’t used anywhere else. Strings which are purely and only duplicating will eventually become simply part of the furniture.
These strings are beautiful in that they add the maj7 and 6 (bar 34) and also the mid-add4 (bar 35) which causes some exquisite tension as it gently
rubs against the 3rds in the piano.

The music for the whole scene is spellbinding, for a number of reasons, some of which I’ve already given; but
also because of the context of its usage and the way the voicings and the extensions complement the textures and
harmonies (I will talk more about the voicings in a minute). If we look just at the chord sequence from bars 1024 (below, we can see that, whilst they’re nice, they don’t appear to be anything special. That’s because frequently
chords are, in themselves, not really that special. There is, for example, no such thing as a good chord. What
makes music work is relationships and context between different elements of harmony and texture.
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Saying there is such a thing as ‘a good chord’ is like saying there is such thing as a ‘good word’. Words need
context to have any meaning, and so do chords. These are the chords from bar 10-24:
(add2)

G

(maj7)

C6

(add9)

G

(add2)

(add9)

Am9

Cmaj9

(add9)

Em

(add4)

D6

The phrase is basically several two-bar phrases bolted together. The first one is self-supporting; the next one
leaves a question mark in the form of the Am, which leads to the development (C to Em). At this point we might
reasonably expect Am7 to D and then back to G for a repeat, but the piece interrupts itself and heads to what we
would think of as the penultimate chord (D) which is where it pauses, over the Vicar’s words, “After what we’ve
been through…I don’t know.” This is an important moment, narratively and musically, because having just said
all he said about the Bible and forgiveness and the rest of it, he then appears to doubt the wisdom of his own
words. To have completed the phrase musically by tying it all up and resolving to G would be the equivalent of
the Vicar saying, “Yep, all that’s true.”
Before we leave Broadchurch series 1, I want to take yet another look at fig.14 and look at some other harmonic
context.
The things that make harmony sound the way it does, as we have discussed on numerous occasions, are intervals.
Many composers say they write, “Mainly in intervals.” What this means is that a note by itself, with no
surrounding harmony, does not have an identity or character; notes only really assume character and identity when
they are played together in harmony and thus become intervals, which are relative to the collective identity of the
chord.
This time in this section of the cue we’re going to look at what intervals the melodic line suggests. When we first
hear it in bar 10 there are no surrounding harmonies so the intervals are being implied by a collective, cumulative
intervallic identity. As you can see, the notes in the first bar do not conveniently imply a consistent intervallic
identity. When you play the notes, there is a flavour of G but whiffs of C and even Am too. In red I have placed
the intervals that would apply if this was heard and felt in G. In purple I have applied intervals that apply if the
sequence of notes is felt in C, and in blue I have placed the intervals that would apply if we heard and felt this line
in Am. In terms of how we feel bar 1, it is a hazy mixture of G, C and Am, with G being the dominant probability
because there are more primary intervals if you view the line ‘in G’ (six out of the 8 notes are primary intervals if
its felt in G) and also ‘in G’ the first three notes are the primary intervals. Feeling it in C only gives you 3 primary
intervals and feeling it in Am only gives you two.
Unaccompanied melodic lines are contextualised and ‘felt’ a certain way by our minds. Usually unaccompanied
melodic lines have an obvious combined intervallic flavour, because melodic lines are not supposed to confuse
us. Think of any famous unaccompanied melodic line and the chances are that you subconsciously hear and feel
the chord that’s being implied. The beauty of this first chord here is that there is a central intervallic presumption
(G) which we apply, but then there’s kind of a hazy glow, an incongruity, which means there are notes in there
which disrupt the smooth intervallic comprehension. Normally this wouldn’t be noticed but as I said before,
context is everything. The dreamy, slow, languid line invites an interpretive analysis, and in so doing the line feels
a little strange because it doesn’t easily slot into one specific intervallic presumption. On the recording in bar 2
there is a faint, hardly audible C chord in bar 2, which wrong-foots us because we ‘thought’ it was in G. These
feelings, for most people, remain abstract and unconscious, but the analysis of music by our minds, while we
listen, is a very real thing. Just because you don’t realise something, doesn’t mean it’s not there or that you are
not affected by it. It is only felt subconsciously and abstractly, as opposed to literally, because most do not possess
the facilities to listen, identify and label notes grammatically, as intervals, much less be consciously aware of that
chord they collectively identify as.
Figure: 14b Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 8’ Audio timing: 11.43 Film Cue Sync: 00.45.46
G / C / Am feel

3 1
maj 7

5

5 2
9 7 4

4

1
3

9

3

1

5

6 maj7
8 2

5
7

2
4
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In bars 14-15 (above), we heard the line unequivocally ‘in G’ because it has a chordal accompaniment on the
synths underneath. So when the line reappears, yet again, on bar 16, there is an intervallic assumption of a G
chord. But on beat 2 the curved ball chord of Am drifts in and slowly crystallises. Below I have put the ‘G’
intervallic assumptions in red and the ones relevant to Am in blue. The same melodic phrase comes again in bar
18 where a Cmaj9 chord comes drifting in on beat 2 (the intervals are now purple, i.e. how we feel them ‘in C’.
On bar 20 Arnalds places an Em(add9), so we hear the intervals as belonging to Em (in green). Finally we hear
the line one last time, this time over a D chord (black).
9

3 1 5 4 9 3 1 5
4 3 8 2 7 2

maj 7

5 2 1 6 maj7 5 2

6 4 1 7 5 6 4 1

5 3 7 6 4 5 3 7

Of course what is also key here in terms of the way the piece sounds, is the voicings. Look at bar 16 and you will
see a normal Am voicing in the bottom two staves, whereby the C note (middle stave) has the slightest of tensions
with the B in the lower octave in the melody; what I am getting at is that there has been no real attempt to
accommodate the B note by referencing the note in the main body of the chord, as you might if you were voicing
a chord sympathetically around an extension note. This lack of accommodation creates mild, almost undetectable
tension.
Bar 18 features an open, expansive Cadd9 chord which has a 2nd also, which creates a cluster between the middle
C, the D and the E. The cluster, in this context, with some nice dreamy textures, creates a hazy, indistinct feel.
The chord has a lovely resonant lower end, thanks to the space between the C, E and C (bottom stave). Bar 20
sees the line played over an Em9 chord, further causing us to reinterpret the same melodic line in a different
intervallic context, and finally we hear the same line over a D chord. Of all the intervallic interpretations, this is
probably the most uncomfortable, which is fitting, given the way the vicar says, “I don’t know.”
In a final word on intervallic recontextualisation; there is a thing you can do with notes and intervals which allows
you to hear the shift in intervallic identity, midway through a chord. Remember, a ‘note’ is a name we give to a
sound with a specific pitch, but the interval places it in harmonic context. The note is what it’s called, but the
interval is what it means. Intervallic identity is everything. Without it music is meaningless.
Figure: 15
3
1
5
3
1

For a start, ask yourself how the intervals (at
the side of each group) could be
recontextualised. What would you need to
add in order to see the notes change what
they mean?
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3
1

3
2
1

Figure: 15a
(#11/#13)
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# 11
# 13
B9
# 11

Play the first top chord (G) with the
sustain pedal down and then play the
chord on the bass clef as well.
The notes that had been 1,3,4,1,3 of the
G chord, are now 9th, # 11th, 13th, octave
and high 3rd of an F13(#11) chord. Feeling
the transformation of intervals, not
notes, is an exaggerated example of
intervallic movement. There are some
other examples in bars 2 and 3.
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It can sometimes be interesting and quite revealing to hear and feel the change of intervallic context to some notes
in a chord, halfway through its duration, simply by applying notes at the bottom of the chord which reorientate
the original intervals at the top. The top notes stay the same but what they mean changes. Because what they mean
is changing, not what they are, physically, pitch-wise, essentially what is taking place is an intellectual perceptual
alteration. These kinds of things go on all the time in music. Harmony depends on this very concept for its
existence. This is not something radical; it is what composers – particularly arrangers and orchestrators – do, all
the time. All I’m doing is drawing attention to the fact that people can perceive these subtle intellectual dynamics;
some more than others, granted. Some will only be aware when faced with the chords above, where it is blindingly
obvious that a change of feeling is occurring, and others will consciously or subconsciously detect it on other
occasions, perhaps when an arranger is making a virtue of it.
Decisions, decisions
Composing music is mainly about decisions. People think it’s about music, but it in reality it’s not; music was
already there when you started composing. Every chord you could think of already existed. What defines you as
a composer is what decisions you make and which chords you use and how you use them and why you chose to
use them, rather than others. What matters is how you voice the chords. You didn’t invent the concept of voicing,
but you took decisions about which voicings were appropriate. Olufar Arnalds didn’t invent the concept of the
cluster chord, but he absolutely knew the right time to use one, and with which textures. There is a tendency to
romanticise composition, but the reality of how it’s done can often be quite sobering. For Broadchurch, Ólafur
read the scripts to help put himself in the right mood. Key to his process was getting two things absolutely right:
the texture and the harmony. These types of considerations are at the heart of music. He improvised at the piano
and composed several themes, some for the series as a whole and some for characters. Don’t forget, this was
before he’d seen any film. Ólafur created some sounds using synthesisers and electronic sound generators to go
with certain location in the series, such as the cliffs. When he finally got to see the first episode, he rearranged
some themes to fit the imagery, and composed some new themes as well. Because music is always the last thing
to go down, Ólafur had to write quickly. He had just four months to compose 4 hours of music. That’s an hour a
month, or 15 minutes a week. Despite the quick turnaround, Ólafur credited Chibnall’s relaxed attitude as the key
to the music's success.
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BROADCHURCH Series 2 Ólafur Arnalds
The picture (below, left) is the famous Impression, Sunrise – a painting of the harbour at Le Havre, by Claude
Monet; painted in 1872 it was credited with inspiring the name of the Impressionist Movement. On the right is
The Boulevard Montmartre at Night (1897) by Camille Pissarro, who, along with Monet and Alfred Sisley, were
the founding fathers of the Impressionist movement.

Why is this important, I hear you ask? It is important because it mirrored a parallel movement in musical
impressionism, initiated by Claude Debussy. Impressionism in a musical context has been described as creating a
‘shimmering interplay of colours’ and melodies which lack traditional motion. More than anything it was the
disruption of traditional approaches to harmony, texture and structure - freeing them from the rhetoric of
Romanticism – which defined what Impressionism stood for. There is therefore a massive connection between
Impressionism and the later styles of pandiatonicism we’ve discussed. Like any artistic or creative style or
approach, it did not suddenly materialise overnight; Impressionist style passages had been heard in the earlier
work of Chopin and Liszt and its style migrated into the later approaches utilised by the likes of Charles Ives,
Bela Bartok and George Gershwin. No musical style is an island, entire of itself. They are born of other things
and eventually they become other things.
The reason I mention all this is to form a connection between the work of Pheloung and Arnalds and many others
- replete with omission and fractured harmony, meandering through the undergrowth of soft textures which
compliments the wonderful incompleteness of it all, resulting sometimes in a vague, indistinct and foggy listening
experience – and the earlier Impressionist composers and painters. The biggest single characteristic of the two
paintings above is their incompleteness. The lack of visual clarity was an antidote to the rigidity and precision of
what came before, in the same way that the work of Pheloung and Arnalds and others is an antidote to the often
‘on the nose’ duplicative style of composing for TV that was prevalent for most of the 20th Century. The
Impressionist painters were not painting what was there; they painted what they saw. Similarly, Pheloung and
Arnalds (and many others) do not often compose a musical version of what’s on screen, but instead an impression
of the emotion they feel based on their understanding of the story or scene. This is why there is an enormous link
between the music of Morse and Broadchurch. Other dramas have used such approaches once they were
popularised by Pheloung, but nobody has come close until Arnalds and Broadchurch. Sometimes the music of
Pheloung and Arnalds and others is descriptive and direct; nothing can remain hazy and foggy all the time and
still work for the commercial art form that is TV drama. But the kinds of Pheloung and Arnalds harmony we have
discussed has tended to talk about the more impressionist side of their scores, but of course this kind of approach
is best used when needed, not plastered all over the place.
Twin Peaks’ part in the evolution of TV drama music
Of course I do not want to give the impression (no pun intended) that the only TV composers that exist are Olufar
Arnalds and Barrington Pheloung. There are many others who have altered the path of TV drama music and
subverted the traditional approaches to create things wholly more creative and moody. David Lynch’s Twin Peaks
remains one of the most ambitious and popular television series of all time and lots of people who remember the
show remember the music primarily and the story and image via the power of association.
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The Twin Peaks soundtrack was a best-seller, just like Morse and Broadchurch. The show was famous for its
music, which was largely a collection of melancholic ‘orchestral style’ pieces delivered using some expressive,
warm and inviting synth sounds. This is when synths were used not as mockingbird instruments, as they were
once referred to, but as instruments and textures in their own right. One only has to hear the dark and mournful
music of Angelo Badalmenti, done on strings, to realise that it doesn’t work. But a Roland D50 and electric piano
does.
So many examples of TV or film we observe can be seen to set examples and benchmarks for future film makers
and composers. Twin Peaks subverted the TV formula and the music formula, and opened the door for shows like
The X Files and Lost. Things that typify all the shows we’ve talked about so far in this chapter (and before when
looking at Pheloung’s work) involve a blurring of harmonies, which essentially creates a distortion of probability
and confounding of expectation on the part of the listener. Leonard Meyer, in the book Emotional Meaning in
Music, said,
“Music must not serve. Music must not, like a narcotic, prevent the listener from
thinking…it must demand thought. Music should not ‘serve’ but ‘mediate’. It should not
‘intensify’ or ‘assert’ the text but ‘interpret’ it. It should not ‘illustrate’ but ‘comment
upon.”
Clearly this doesn’t and shouldn’t apply to all music for TV, but certainly when composing music for deep,
emotionally driven TV dramas, it is worth noting.
This first cue from series 2, which comes right at the start of the episode 1, is the introductory music, which is
captivating and evocative. There are some sampled low drum sounds (not transcribed) which give the piece a real
kick and also a sense of urgency. But the momentum and urgency is just as much a product of harmony and
texture. This cue is a great example of how harmony colours music in a gradual, cumulative way. There is a real
sense of harmonic evolution and growth, to the point where there is a sense of inexorability and inevitability to
the music. With the pictures in this intro, which change every few seconds (first we see a dark wood, then a lighter
one, then footsteps walking through the wood, then a child in a garden, then a closer shot of the same, then a shot
of rain falling on a river, then a woman and finally a shot of DI Harvey waking suddenly), the music needs to be
the thing that stays constant. If we tried to hit every shot the music would be ridiculously convoluted, not to
mention needlessly descriptive. Instead, musically the chord remains the same (but has extensions added as it
progresses). So there is a continuity and consistency to the music which is lacking in the pictures. The music is
what holds the images together and what makes us think in terms of the images being related. Without music this
sequence is extremely disorientating – not in a good way.

Figure: 16 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 1’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

Harmonically the add-on in bar 3 causes mild
friction; the minor 6th rubs against the 5th, a
semitone below. Likewise, the 11th (bar 6)
creates mild friction by creating a cluster.

This is very, very clever writing. We end up with a large amount of information in terms of notes, intervals,
extensions etc but they are delivered gradually, not in one hit. So the effect of the extensions is something that
creeps up on us, rather than something that suddenly hits us. It’s the harmonic and sonic equivalent of gradually
bending a ruler; not snapping it but taking it almost to the point where it will snap. As opposed to sticking a pin
in a balloon, which is sudden and extreme.
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EPISODE 2
The next comes a couple of minutes into episode 2; DI Harvey is trying his hand at teaching police cadets, as a
way of recuperating, following the events of Broadchurch series 1. Cadets in his lecture look bored and
unenthused and his boss is on his case. The following transcription is from a cue which starts earlier in the
sequence but which we join at 00.01.40.
From a narrative perspective the music has a sad, melancholic air to it. Not sad as in ‘tragic’ or inconsolable, more
a kind of resigned, reflective sadness. Strictly speaking, on paper, the clarinet line over the partial B chord, does
not sound especially sad when played against the establishing shot of the cottage. But this music didn’t start at
this point; it started as an emotional reflection on DI Harvey’s situation, his new role in the police force following
traumatising events in series 1, and his deflated, unmotivated and distracted appearance during teaching. The
emotion generated by this scene impacts the music, changing it from what it would have been on its own, to
something which is now the product of the image it accompanied in scene before we see the cottage. This is a
good example of how scenes lend music emotion and how an emotional reaction of a viewer to a specific scene
(in this case the cottage) is not always a product of ‘now’ but can be more cumulative. The reason I chose to start
the transcription after the music cue had begun in the previous scene, is precisely to exaggerate this point, about
our emotional enjoyment of a film being a collective thing, not something which can always be attributed to
specific scenes.
The music paints a fairly sombre emotional image of the scene in the cottage, where we see a woman looking out
of the window with a mildly anxious and agitated look about her. A few moments later we see a side-shot of the
woman sat on a sofa. The phone rings and she turns to her right (where the camera is), looks, and then the camera
moves to a short focus, so the background, where she is, becomes blurred. This is important because this is the hit
point where we hear the high strings, which emphasises her reaction to the phone; the two contexts of her reaction
and the high strings, create an apprehensive air. Above all else, Broadchurch is a testament to the mutually
beneficial working relationship of music and film. It is a triumph of emotional drama, which is a result of the
consummation between the emotions of music and film combining with extraordinary clarity.
Figure: 17 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 00.18 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.38

To talk now about what aspects of the music deliver these emotions, we need first to look at how the ‘money
chords’ are fed. By this, I mean how the composer prepares us for ‘the moment’ where the music is at its most
expressive. This needn’t be necessarily a hit point; sometimes these are just moments in music when its point
crystallises. ‘The moment’ in this piece is the chord just which comes in just before bar 4: the chord had already
begun changing subtly via the A# being added to the bottom of the string chord, but changes more substantially
on the fourth beat of bar 3. The point I make is that the aesthetic and emotional success of the chord (Bmaj9/A#)
is nothing if it is not preceded and fed by something less interesting. Music is the replacement of silence by
something more interesting, so it follows that in order for music to be engaging, it sometimes needs to follow that
same philosophy by making sure that the good bits are preceded by things that prepare us for the good bits.
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If silence prepares us for music, then, in some situations, a kind of ‘silent music’ prepares us for the things that
really matter. I don’t mean literally silent; mean music that is less important and hierarchically of a lower
importance. Not everything in music can or should ‘sound great’. Music is about relationships between notes and
chords and textures, and how they rub off on each other. With all that in mind, let’s look again at the transcription.
The chord at the end of bar 3, which lasts a few moments before dissipating and returning to the chord which
preceded it, is exquisite. It is like a cross between a B chord and a D#m7/A# chord. These two slightly different
chords are put together to create a truly beautiful chord. The inverted D#m chord here is crucial, because that
places the inverted bottom of that chord right underneath the B and D# notes on the bottom stave. This is classic
musical impressionism. But, as I said before, this needs feeding. This chord would be nothing without the relative
ordinariness of what precedes it.
Figure: 17a Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 00.18 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.38

This is nothing without this.

The transcription below comes in during a musical cue, which we join at 00.23.16, as Ellie Miller knocks on the
door of DI Alec Hardy to give him important news regarding someone involved in the case. I’m including it
because it’s a great example of how dramatic underscoring works. Most people watching the show would be
unaware of the music; it has no melody and is largely just a bunch of chords, some occasionally dissonant and
dramatic. It bubbles away under the surface during the conversation by the two characters, with the dissonant bits
causing mild emotional discomfort or anxiety, so although many people don’t consciously hear it because of the
skill by which it is woven into the scenes, they benefit from its inclusion because it is part of the emotional drama
in the scene.
Figure: 18 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 04.38 Film Cue Sync: 00.23.16

There are several really excellent points of friction in this transcription; the piece itself started earlier but we join it on what is bar 1 of the transcription,
on Dm, played on the archetypal Broadchurch synths / samples. We hit some subtle emotional turbulence on bar 2 when the minor 2nd comes in. The
voicings avoid direct semitonal clashes between the Eb and the D because the Ds are an octave lower. Therefore, what we’re really experiencing in bar 2
is simply the overwhelming feeling that a note doesn’t belong (Eb). If we ever hear an Eb in context of a D chord, it would be when it was used as a
flattened 9th over a Dmajor chord or even used as a min2nd in a D major chord. The min2 sits better in a major chord than a minor. This would be its usual
use. So it really is way out of its comfort zone here.
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The Eb (min2nd) is particularly effective right at the end of the transcription / scene where it is really thumped out
(bar 7) thanks to an effective crescendo. But even then, a part of its effectiveness is that bar 7 is not the first time
we’ve heard the min2nd; Arnalds paved the way with a couple of references a few bars earlier. The really clever
thing in this cue is how Arnalds detunes the Eb almost up to an E and then down again. Whenever an instrument
or a synth is tuned to a pitch which lives inside the cracks of tonality, it can produce very strange effects. Although
most people do not know the names of the pitches they’re listening to (due to a lack of knowledge of the language
of music) they do have an ability to recognise different pitches. Almost all music they will ever listen to or be
exposed to, will sit within the safe confines of tonality. This means that if people are exposed to pitches which
exist, for example, halfway between Eb and E, or E and F, although they will not know the reason why, there will
always be something mildly distracting or odd about the sound.9
The final bar of the transcription (bar 7) comes as the scene culminates with Alec Hardy reassuring
Ellie, before she leaves. As she leaves Hardy stares forward, dramatically, and this is accompanied
with the final ‘add min2nd’ chord. This kind of device –where we have a dissonant crescendo chord at
the end of a scene – is used widely in television and film drama to accentuate or italicise a point, or a
situation, or some specific narrative point.
We turn now to a piece similar to fig.17 (the one which accompanied the edit to the establishing shot
of the country cottage). The piece below does a similar job in that it accompanies a scene in which we
go from an establishing shot of a beach-side home, to inside the home, where we see a middle-aged
woman reaching up to retrieve a box from the top of a book shelf. We then see her look down at the
box, then we see a long shot of her opening the box. On bar 7 we see her smelling the item she’s taken
out of the box, which we now know is a Peruke (a wig that barristers wear in court to reflect a sense
of solemnity and formality to court proceedings. She is retired but is coming out of retirement to
prosecute the case against Joe Miller, alleged murderer of Danny Latimer. Halfway through this scene
of quiet reflection, we cut to a scene with a different barrister; this one is defending Joe Miller. This
barrister is dressed in the full barrister attire, so it is evident that, as is often the case where music is
used to facilitate good edits, we are jumping in time; we saw the first woman in her house, then we see
the other barrister preparing for the court appearance, and a few moments later we see her and her
opponent (defending Joe Miller) in court meeting the judge that will oversee the trial. It’s difficult to
overstate the importance of music to help bind together scenes which fly back and forward in time.
music is the emotional glue which makes us concentrate on what’s going on, not the edited nature of
its delivery.
Figure: 19 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 2’ Audio timing: 04.44 Film Cue Sync: 00.23.54

There are some really nice subtleties created by the careful use of both cluster and open harmony. We hear the familiar clarinet refrain – the Broadchurch
music – supported by the chord underneath. Then the A# underneath the D#m drifts in, which means the chord is now underpinned by its 5th (A#)

The A# is important, because its presence expands the chord vertically, which then makes
the subsequent appearance of the two G#s - 4th and the 11th – more audibly visible. This
dreamy chord works beautifully behind the images of the barrister glancing down at her
wig, no doubt thinking about the case which is to come. Then we get the bright piano
textures playing what is, unilaterally, a Badd9/D#.

The dynamic between the cluster chord (D#m add4/A#) and the open voiced
Badd9/D# is stunning. The two chords, although fundamentally different,
complement each other.

9
Apple Mac computers used to play a chord on boot-up, which sat between a chord of E and F. It got people’s attention. Many other
devices which are designed to get our attention used notes or chords which are detuned to sit in the cracks of tonality.
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In bar 7/8 the dynamic
between the D#m/A# and
the open voiced B6/9/A# is
also stunning. Again, the
two
chords,
although
fundamentally
different,
complement each other.

Below is some further analysis of the chord from bars 5/6 of fig.19 and how we rationalise what we hear and
feel from the chords.
(add4/11)

(add4/11)

Below is the D#m/A#, from bar 5/6 of fig.19, followed by the piano
chord from the same bars (the Badd9/D#). To the right of each chord
are the intervals / extensions which apply. As I said earlier, although
the chords are different, the combined sum of their sound beautiful and
mesmeric. As with most polychords, people try and rationalise what
they hear and usually end up ‘feeling’ the chord according to
whichever of the sub-chords creates the dominant flavour.

(add9)

Below is a combined result of the D#m/A# and the B/D#. On the inside
of we have the notated chord; on the outside we have the names of each
of the notes. The red lines and intervals apply if we were ‘feeling’ the
combined chord as some kind of D#m/A# (in other words, if the D#m
was the dominant perception). The blue lines and intervals apply if we
feel the chord as some kind of B chord. This means that when we hear,
listen to, and feel this combined chord, each note has two intervallic
possibilities. The reason this chord doesn’t sound confusing and
unpleasant (in other words, the reason it sounds beautiful and mesmeric
and not awful) is due to our minds’ need to quantify and categorise the
chord. It therefore feels the chord as a B chord – this one.

Figure: 19a

Figure: 19b
Synth chord from bars 5/6
4
8
5
4
3
1
5

Piano chord from bars 5/6

9
5
1
3

D#
A# 5th
maj 7th

Why, then, does the mind prefer the B chord option? It is not a decision made
morally or philosophically; it is made because the chord simply feels more
normal if we interpret it a particular intervallic way. Let’s look at all the intervals
/ extensions again.

B

A#
5th
maj 7th

For simplicity’s sake I have referred to the same interval an octave higher with the original interval name (i.e. a 3rd and 10th are both called
3rds; a 4th and 11th are both referred to as 4ths). The reason for this is so we can begin to get a handle on the feel, colour and taste of intervals
without getting bogged down in what an interval might be called an octave higher.
The intervals that would apply if we were feeling
the chord as a D#m chord, top to bottom, are:

The intervals that would apply if we were feeling
the chord as a B chord, top to bottom, are:
9th
6th
5th
3rd
Oct
maj7th
6th
5th
3rd
maj7th

7th
4th
3rd
Oct
min6th
5th
4th
3rd
1st
5th
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Yellow-highlighted are the primary
intervals, of which there is equal
number in both intervallic perceptions.
Out of chaos the mind tries to create
order: quite simply, the mind sees the
inherent sweetness of the major chord
as the preferable option.
This is the harmonic equivalent of
winning on the ‘away goals’ rule.
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Episode 3
The next section to look at comes 00.13.25 into episode 3, and once again shows the dramatic tensions caused by
detuning a note. In this case the first note we hear is a fractionally detuned note, which exists somewhere between
D and Db. We are aware something is odd even when we first hear the note, but when the Dm chord comes in,
there is definitely something not right. This cue plays underneath shots of DI Hardy deep in thought about the
case, then we see an establishing shot of some farm buildings, followed by a shot of a van, in what is implied is
the same location.
Figure: 20 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 3’ Audio timing: 02.53 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.25

All these various
shots have relevance
for the story and
their relevance is
greatly enhanced by
the music.

Episode 4
The following cue plays 00.01.23 into the fourth episode, behind a scene which shows DI Alec Hardy suffering
from health issues; he wakes up coughing and wheezing and eventually, as the significance of his health problems
and the stress of the case, he begins sobbing. It is a touching and emotional scene which eventually switches to
an outside shot, in a different location, of Mark Latimer, staring, deep in thought, into a beautiful sunset. As the
camera pans out we realise he’s sat on a bench overlooking the see, with his new-born baby daughter in a pram.
Figure: 21 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 4’ Audio timing: 01.23 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.25

The music in this cue beautifully distils the emotion of both Hardy and Latimer. Like Pheloung, Arnalds delivers the chord gradually,
beginning with on ‘omit3’ before slowly revealing the minor chord. The context of the story and of the scene within it, is enough to
deliver the full emotion for the scene. The music simply does what’s necessary. It just gives the emotion in the clip a gentle nudge.

The woodwind / samples in the middle evolve a little with some
moving parts, to ensure the music doesn’t remain static.

The really stunning section of music comes after
the edit, where we see Mark Latimer on the
bench, deep in thought. Going through his head
no doubt is a mixture of sadness, regret but also
hope, with the recent birth of his new daughter.
So how does the music deal with the different
emotions? Once again Arnalds fuses chords
together; chords with different emotional
messages are put together and the effect is
beautiful and, of course, mesmerising, as if often
is when we have two different chordal identities
at the same time.
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Figure: 21a
Bar 8 of figure 21 is transcribed separately (left, fig.21a). The fusion here is between the D#m and a B/D# on
the piano. Because of the dominating textures of the piano, we subsequently ‘feel’ the chord as a Bmaj7/D#.
The reason it sounds a bit brighter than a Bmaj7 would normally sound, is because the D#m and B/D# are
simply placed on top of each other, which creates a really nice clash between the A# and the B; if we were
actually scoring out a Bmaj7 ‘normally’ we would probably ensure the maj7 and the octave weren’t side by
side as this can be cause a little bit of friction. But here, because the friction is divided by texture, and because
of the needs of the scene, the voicings are beautiful; when the piano comes in – just as we see Mark – it literally
feels like a breath of fresh air.

3rd
Oct
5th
3rd

Oct
3rd
Oct
3rd
th
maj
5
7th

In red are the intervals as they were, in D#m, and in purple the same notes now are seen according to how
they are felt with the addition of the piano (i.e as part of a B chord) As ever with intervals evolving but physical
notes remaining static, part of the ‘breath of fresh air’ I spoke of is because of the fact that it is our perception
of intervallic change (as opposed to physical change) is a deeper experience and realisation. It’s interesting to
note that when we interpret the synth and woodwind notes (bottom two staves) as belonging to a B chord, they
deliver no less than 4 separate maj3rd intervals, which is what gives this kind of intervallic interpretation its
richness and warmth.

Oct
3rd
5th maj 7th
3rd
5th
Root
3rd

Figure: 21b
9th
5th
Oct
3rd

Bar 9 of figure 21 is transcribed separately (left, fig.21b). The fusion here is between the
D#m of the samples and the G#m(add9) on piano. This is a little different because the
overwhelming intervallic feel ought to be the D#m (for example if viewed in a G#m
intervallic perspective there are no 3rds at all in the lower two staves. Ultimately what causes
the G#m (piano) version of intervallic context to triumph here is a combination of the
domineering piano textures and the spatial nature of the piano voicing, which helps the notes
(and intervals) penetrate.

Oct 5th
3rd 7th
Oct 5th
Oct 5th
5th 9th
3rd 7th
Root 5th

Figure: 21c
5th
Oct
5th
3rd
5th
9th
1st
maj7th
3rd

Oct
5th
3rd
Root

5th
Oct
5th
3rd

5th
Oct
5th
3rd

Oct
5th
4th
3rd
6th

Oct
5th
4th
3rd
6th

6th
3rd
Root
6th

6th
3rd
Root
6th

If you play the three chords in fig.21c, you will feel
them as per the chord symbols written, which are
themselves based on the collective identity of the
group of notes they refer to. But play the chord in
fig.21d (which is an amalgam of the previous three
chords) and it is genuinely hard to feel it as a
coherent chord and thus decide what intervals the
notes are occupying.

Bar 10 of figure 21 is transcribed separately (left, fig.21c). The fusion between three chords
is absolutely wonderful, but, unsurprisingly, it’s harder to come to a definitive intervallic
composite flavour. The piano states a clear F#/A# chord, the woodwind/samples state what
is just about a B chord (only one note away from being a D#m7 and complicated by the
cluster in the middle). The bottom chord is an unequivocal D#m chord. Our instant intervallic
response is to hear them all through the prism of the piano because the texture is bright and
immediate; but as the bar evolves and the other, softer textured notes sink in, it migrates to
being felt as a B chord. In other words, because there are three intervallic possibilities, we
initially react to the dominating textures of the piano - we go with an F# feel - but then we
migrate to a chord which accommodates all the notes with the greatest ease and the least
discomfort.

If anything, it has a faint whiff of B. So we could just leave it there and say:

Figure: 21d

Figure: 21e

+

+

But we still haven’t explained why the B is the ‘prevailing intervallic whiff’. I would suggest that it is probably
because with this intervallic interpretation the notes include two separate tight groups of add2 chords (as
shown in fig.21f which shows selected notes from fig.21d (and the last bar of fig.21e) which make up the two
add 2 chords.
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Figure: 21f

=
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We continue with a cue at 00.21.02 as Hardy and Miller are in the car together; Hardy is talking about another
case he worked on (which may be linked or related to the present case) in which he found the body of a young
girl in a river. At the moment he says, “I found her. Pippa Gillespie. She was in the river,” the cue begins.
Figure: 22 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 4’ Audio timing: 02.47 Film Cue Sync: 00.21.02

This is almost identical to fig7, where it
served as a link from when Ellie and Alec
were talking to the forensic pathologist, to the
Latimers’ house prior to the notification of
their son’s death. The cue comes again in
fig.11 as we see Ellie tell Alec she wanted to
see her husband, Joe, after Alec had just told
her Joe was the killer. This cue is about regret,
sorrow and death, but it is not overtly sad
music. As I said earlier, what makes Arnalds’
music so effective is that quite a lot of the
music is designed to reflect and enhance our
existing emotions, not create them. Because
of that, it is only a combination of the two that
does the trick; the music is designed to work
with the film and the overwhelming power of
the narrative, to jointly deliver the emotions.

As with the last time we saw the very similar cue to this one, we the initial, partial ‘omit’ chord, followed by the
drama of the inversion, followed by the conclusion – the uncomfortable chord which essentially fuses together
the chords of G and Am. They are brought together beautifully and subtly; the bottom stave Gadd2 chord (bar 3)
includes the A note, which therefore has two intervallic functions – firstly as the add2 of the G chord and also as
the root of the partial Am chord. This cue is once again employed with little dialogue to accompany. Also in this
case the sound design is pulled down in the mix briefly, which italicises the moment beautifully.
The next clip comes shortly after the last one, at 00.21.42, where Hardy continues talking to Ellie about the
previous case he worked on. He describes going into the river to retrieve the body of Pippa Gillespie, saying, “She
was the same age as my daughter.” This cue continues the well-known piano quaver motif with synth / string /
piano chords underneath. We hear the sound of a solo violin over the top, which comes in just before the move to
Fmaj7. This move to the maj7 lends the piece more of a musically romantic gesture, which in context of what
Hardy is saying, can be interpreted as melancholic and reflective. The move from Am to Fmaj7 feels as if the
piece is exhaling. The move from Am, through Fmaj7 and to C6/G is all part of an emotional journey we go on
through a combination of pictures, dialogue and music.
Figure: 23 Track: ‘Unreleased music episode 4’ Audio timing: 03.20 Film Cue Sync: 00.21.42

Beginning - sombre

Release – reflective

Development – harmonically abstract / pandiatonic

The first chord is definite and unequivocal; Am. But bar 2 – the lovely Fmaj7 release chord, doesn’t sound as romantic, soft and clichéd as this kind
of chord might, because it includes a maj6 as well, which creates very slight friction; the maj7 and the maj6 usually perform subtly different emotional
functions, which is why we don’t normally see them together in the same chord – not because they sound horrible but because they can sometimes
confuse the emotional message that each delivers – especially it they are voiced right next to each other, as they are here. The violin melody assuages
this slight incongruity by virtue of stating the maj7 and then the maj6 in the top line.
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Figure: 23a

The final chord in the transcription is classic pandiatonic in
that it’s part Am, part Em and part G. I have extracted selected
notes from the final chord of fig.23 and placed them in bars 1,
2 and 3 of fig23a (right) so we can see each contributory chord
and how they map across to the final chord (bar 4, fig.23a).

+

Chords like this, although abstract and lacking in any kind of
definite harmonic clarity, nevertheless create emotion. They
create a hazy indistinctness which is complex, perplexing,
uncomfortable but not dissonant.

+

=

Episode 5
The last cue we’re going to look at in Broadchurch series 2, comes 00.01,11 into the fifth episode, where we first
see Alex Hardy sat alone on the now distinctive Broadchurch beach in front of the cliffs. We then see a close-up
of his face, followed by a shift in location to the inside of Ellie’s house, where we see a mirror image of her
appearing to be staring straight at the camera (supposedly breaking ‘the fourth wall’). When the camera focuses
on the foreground, we see that what she had been staring at was not the camera but a picture of her husband,
herself, and their son on their mantelpiece. We see the reflection of Ellie’s image in the glass of the picture frame.
Then we focus on the picture, and then we see Ellie’s image mixing with the picture image. Eventually she is
brought out of her trance-like state by the sound of her son entering the room, accompanied by a social worker,
for a supervised visit.
Figure: 24 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.11

Each one of the images is gently acknowledged by its own chord, which collectively add up to a chord sequence.
This is very clever film making because just as a sequence of musical chords depend on the one before to affect
how we interpret the next one, so the same thing happens with shots like these. Individually they all tell a story
but collectively they tell a wider story. There is a lovely sense of journey, both in terms of harmony, picture and
even the physicality of the contrary motion contours. The last chord is interesting in that although it doesn’t sound
pandiatonic at all, it can technically have two perfectly plausible identities; one being a G6/9 without the 3rd and
one even being a C6/G without the root. Whenever we have three-part harmony with one of the primary intervals
missing but with an extension, we nearly always have the theoretical reality of more than one chord being inferred;
that’s why broken chords or incomplete harmony or fractured harmony (or whatever you want to call it) works so
well for subtle emotional scenes.
Feelings and emotions, especially those generated through music, are usually wordless and abstract, remaining
inside the mind and nonverbalised. This is especially the case with film music, where the listener is also a viewer
and is experiencing one experience made up of several layers.
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Because of this, I’m not asserting that listeners are actually consciously thinking, for example, “I’m experiencing
sadness” or “this music is making me feel reflective” or “this definitely makes me feel melancholic.” I am saying
that the literal explanation of how you feel is best described with those descriptive words. One doesn’t have to
mentally internally verbalise the word ‘melancholy’ to one’s self when one feels a certain way. But if you think
about how you felt afterwards, retrospectively, perhaps when talking to someone else about it, one may use the
word then. Words are only needed when we need to understand or relay something. They are not needed to
authenticate an emotion or a feeling to ourselves at the time we’re having it, even though occasionally we may
possibly self-analyse our feelings and emotions and mentally use descriptive words to arrive at coherent
conclusions about how we feel.
We often talk of music being sad or reflective or positive or uplifting or melancholic. But remember, music itself
isn’t any of those things. For example, music cannot ever, itself, be sad. Why would it be? What would it have to
be sad about? Would it be sad because it wasn’t used as often as it wanted to be in a piece of music? We don’t
presume that a chord is feeling a bit under the weather, or reflective or sad or happy or anything. Emotion is
something we project onto a chord, depending on how it makes us feel. Whatever emotion we feel is within us,
and is a reaction to what we hear and how we interpret it. It is a testament to how alike we all are that we get
broadly similar feelings and emotions when exposed to the same type of chord. But this should be no surprise;
life is, ultimately, a shared experience for most people. Our experiences and reactions are quite uniform. We
generally react in predictable ways to – for example – the rain, or sunshine, or being confronted with a wonderful
view of something we don’t often see (for example mountain scenery; who, after all, travels to Scotland, pulls
over at the side of the road to look at a huge and exhilarating panoramic vista, and says, “This is boring.” Whatever
we get from music comes from within. Music is in us. That’s why it’s such a wonderful thing to experience; it
generates emotional reactions which are hard to verbalise, articulate or explain.
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CHERNOBYL Hildur Guðnadóttir
Chernobyl dramatizes the story of the 1986
nuclear accident. It remains one of the worst
man-made disasters in history. The five-part
miniseries is made to reveal the whole story, the
context, and to honour the lives of those who
perished to prevent an even bigger disaster. The
disaster was the product of a flawed Soviet
reactor design, exasperated by serious mistakes
made by plant personnel -particularly
management - and was a direct result of a
culture Cold War isolationism and the lack of a
proper open and transparent safety culture.

The resulting steam explosion and fires released at least 5% of the radioactive reactor core into the environment,
with the deposition of radioactive materials in many parts of Europe. Although the story is set in Ukraine, the
actors speak English and usually without any accent. Executive producer and writer Craig Mazin said, “We didn’t
want to mess around with any of that, because, in the end, the language should disappear.” Emily Watson’s
character Ulana Khomyuk is the only main character in Chernobyl who is fictional. She is a composite character
created to represent the great many scientists who risked everything to ensure the truth came out. Watson said:
“Craig describes her as a character who has been created in tribute to many of the scientists who were involved
in the search for the truth and the aftermath.”
The story is not told in sequence. Craig Mazin says that, “One the big choices we had to make was how to deal
with the fact that our hero [Valery Legasov] ultimately ends up taking his own life. We felt from the very start that
we should begin with it.” Jared Harris, who plays Legasov, says, “Right away you know what the cost of it was.
That also signals to you that this isn’t what this story is about.” Mazin continues, “The story of Chernobyl is
shocking enough. We didn’t feel like we should be building up to that moment, and then shocking people in the
final episode. We wanted them to know, right up front; this is what happens…this man is going to die, and this
nuclear reactor is exploding. That, in a sense, isn’t the interesting part. The interesting part is why.” So, the film
was made not to tell us what happened - although it does that graphically and accurately – it was made to tell us
why it happened. What were the many, varied and complex reasons which led to the worst nuclear accident in
history? The reason I mention that Chernobyl was more about why, than what, is because this clearly affects what
kind of music is commissioned. Since this is not primarily a disaster thriller, but an attempt to explain and inform,
music would, presumably be of a different order than what we might usually find. Also the functionality of the
music will be different too. Much of the music will be both accompanying the images but also acknowledging the
surrounding context; the institutionalised attitudes, behaviours and social dynamics of the Soviet system which
created a system which lacked proper accountability, transparency and safety.
Craig Mazin, when talking about music, said: “If I have a choice between going for something that sounds
dramatic or something that sounds less dramatic, I actually try to opt for less because I think what is dramatic
about Chernobyl doesn’t need extra. Believe it or not, this is the restrained version of what actually happened
because believe it or not, there are some accounts where it gets even worse.” We have discussed already – in fact
in this chapter – that, often there are times when filmed drama is so extreme, or what is implied is so terrible, that
music simply isn’t needed. So, it begs the question, if ‘less is more’, and if many of the scenes and narratives are
so graphic that music might end up being a distraction, what should music do and what should it sound like? All
of the non-human sounds heard in the extraordinary score was captured from a decommissioned power plant,
including pumps, reactors and turbines. “Right before they went there to shoot, I went there to record,” says
Guðnadóttir, adding, “It’s such a complicated story to tell…how does that sound?” She wanted to make the power
plant into its own character, emotionally and musically.
Icelandic composer/cellist/choral arranger Hildur Guðnadóttir was brought onto
the show’s production team in hopes of creating a score haunting enough to make
viewers really feel the danger behind the spring 1986 catastrophe.
Tom Shackleford, Liveforlivemusic.com
Thursday, June 6th, 2019
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Guðnadóttir has a long track record of unorthodox approaches to music creation, and although she trained at
classical music schools, she rejects their being a “right” way of doing things. “There are just so many dos and
don’ts in classical upbringing, but when I started to play with bands, none of those rules applied, and I just felt
such a sense of freedom. It really changed the way I saw music.” (Bill Desowitz, Indiewire, Aug 19, 2019). Hildur
Guðnadóttir only had a day in the plant to record sounds, so she came out with hundreds of recordings. She was
aided by famous field recorder Chris Watson, known for working on nature documentaries with David
Attenborough. Director Johan Renck was adamant about not using anything resembling actual instrumentation,
but the composer did use her own voice in parts of the music, which she refers to being used for ‘colour’. Renck
also told the composer he wanted a ‘sci-fi vibe’, which the entire score definitely has. This is not just down to
textures and sound but also how these are produced. For the vocal processing Guðnadóttir recreated the reverb
space of the turbine hall or the reactor hall. Once she had recorded the sounds, Guðnadóttir spent seven months
composing with them. The score is divided between the nuclear disaster and human suffering, and she adds her
own vocalization as a choir sound for the latter. “Those were the two sides that were really important as distinct
musical characters,” she said
“The radiation was going to be connected to the space with actual sounds and the human
side, which was the reason for all of this happening in the first place, [evoked] human
error, loss, and grief. As I read the script, these feelings were really raw to me. And the
best way for me to access these emotions personally was to use my voice for the choir
parts.”
Guðnadóttir, talking to Tom Shackleford for
Liveforlivemusic.com
‘Bridge of Death’ is the first human track we hear in the first episode (and we’ll come to that after the first example
we look at). The first cue we’re looking at comes near the beginning of the first episode but historically happens
after the tragedy. We observe Valery Legasov putting the finishing touches to his taped, verbal account of what
really happened leading up to the disaster.10 He then goes outside to put rubbish in the bin but, in a place where
nobody can see him, secretes the box of audio cassettes in a hiding place. On the street outside sits an unknown
man in a car, who we assume is part of the GRU or the KGB, sent to monitor his movements. He then comes back
inside, feeds his cat and then hangs himself. The cue comes in as he walks outside to put his rubbish out and hide
the recordings.

Figure: 25 Track: ‘The Door’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.07

This cue, called ‘The Door’ on the soundtrack album, like most in this
television drama, is not transcribed using notation. It consists of a series of
notes which initially begin on a Bb, played using some of the textures the
composer spoke about earlier. The real power of this piece and the uneasy,
apprehensive emotions it generates, is partly the texture but also partly the fact
that occasionally the Bb is joined by other notes which deviate ether up or
down from the Bb.
The movements up and down is sometimes by as much as a semitone but frequently the composer makes use of
tones that exist in between the cracks of tonal harmony, i.e. quarter tones. Notes slide up and down around the
Bb, and combination of the pitch drift and textures makes this an incredibly powerful scene. We do not need music
to accompany the last few minutes of his taped account, inside his apartment, but when he leaves to put his rubbish
out and hide the tapes, an emotional underpinning is needed, which in this case references both the risk he is
taking, the implied surveillance of him by the state, and a more general sinister and anxious feel. When I first
watched the show, this scene – particularly the way it was scored – really made me anxious.
The music had not made me anxious via the normal, traditional musical means of eliciting such a reaction; this
was a raw, unadulterated feeling from an approach which my mind had not yet stored on my mental hard drive of
musical experiences and memories. This was emotionally quite brutal and it worked not just because of the way
it had been achieved but also because of the way it had been applied. There was no attempt to ‘make it fit’, or to
make it perhaps less obvious; it was right there, and it worked brilliantly.
10

Legasov had previously spoken out at an official enquiry in to the disaster and had subsequently been sacked, discredited and excluded.
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This is an interesting point because in some ways it defined not only musical film scoring traditions, but also film
traditions. Music is usually only ever this prominent when there is some kind of corresponding visual stimulus.
Had this scene been scored with an orchestra, it would have seemed ridiculously distracting (for a scene this quiet)
to have it loud, because non-diegetic music, ultimately has to blend in and provide emotional support. This music
does not attempt to blend; it is there unashamedly to provoke. And it works superbly well. This can only be
because, essentially, it disturbs; not just the sound but the placement and the volume.
The next cue we’re going to look at is called ‘Bridge of Death’. Guðnadóttir captured this scene brilliantly, again
with haunting and otherworldly sounds and harmonies. She says, “There’s some sort of surreal beauty happening,
with people standing on this bridge that actually exists. They’re admiring the beauty of what they think is a normal
fire, but little do they know that this is something quite more horrible. It’s not only pure beauty and pure emotion,
but also something a little bit ugly.” The music has an almost primeval quality to it. The very first high pitched
sound you hear does not sound like an instrument at all – more like a traditional old whistling boiling kettle - and
therein lies its incongruity. Kettles do not sound nice. They aren’t meant to. If they sounded nice people wouldn’t
react as they do and switch them off. The music works with this scene by acknowledging the truth while the
pictures and the people’s reactions are, essentially, misplaced. The people on the bridge, as Guðnadóttir says, do
not know. But the music does know. There is nothing particularly new in the idea of the music being aware of
something that the characters are not, but what makes this more poignant is, firstly, the primeval nature of the
music, and the fact that this happened in real life. The music, though strangely hypnotic and beautiful in a musical
sense, brings to the scene a twisted alternate reality to the one the people think they’re in, and an awful sense of
foreboding.
Figure: 26 Track: ‘The Bridge of Death’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.29.51
Let me just say, right here and now, I realise that it is probably uncool to score out
(with notation) this piece. It was not conceived via notation; it is the careful
sculpturing of field recordings to create sounds which have a musical tonal equivalent.
I am not doing this just so I can relentlessly crowbar every musical analysis into a
notated transcription. I’m doing it to show that this soundtrack is not just a triumph
of texture and production. Music means more to us than just sounds when it is more
than sounds. Most sounds have a pitch, and the ones in this piece most certainly do;
it’s just that many of them lie in between notes we’re used to hearing.

Most if not all of the sounds in this piece sound incongruous not just because of the
strangeness of the recordings used, but also because pitches are frequently ‘out’, i.e. not all
the notes exist within the chromatic scale. Some exist in the cracks between semitones. Even
though most people don’t have ‘absolute pitch’ they have spent their lives listening to music
which adheres to 12-tone equal temperament, which covers all of the available pitches….

…this means that notes which are outside this audible reality or which glide slowly between semitones, will have a strangeness to them which
is quite apart from the strangeness of the sounds. Even though many of the notes above are of unstable pitch at some point in their duration,
the note to which they allude and which they achieve at some point in the life of the note, can be notated and thus, harmonic conclusions can
be drawn. That, after all, is the point of transcriptions; to reveal what the music is saying and what it might mean, harmonically.

We begin by hearing a high B, followed by another one an octave higher. Then we hear the C#. There are actually
no points in this piece where we hear a full chord, so in this respect harmonically it has a lot in common with
some of the music of Pheloung and Arnalds; all the way through we’re dealing with fractured chords and broken
harmony.
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What makes this particularly eerie - where Pheloung’s and Arnalds’ mostly wasn’t – isn’t just the sounds, it’s the
fact that most of the pitches are floating around the notes I have transcribed, as opposed to landing on them
squarely. Sounds which occupy specific pitches (and therefore - in harmony - intervals) possess a sense of
normality; we recognise them. The ones above do not have that, most of the time. Pitches, because of the sounds
they come from and because technical manipulation, are alien to us. So when we hear the E# on bar 3 (together
with the C#) we begin to hear what we subconsciously would recognise as a fractured major chord. but truly if
there is anything more disconcerting than dissonant harmony, it is hearing a consonant chord played with notes
which are dropping slightly in and out of pitch. That’s why we find some of these sounds terrifying. This is the
musical equivalent of meeting an alien.
Then in bar 4 the music does a version of the chord trick we’ve looked at plenty of times in past books - the one
JNH and others use, whereby a pitch remains physically the same but intervallically goes from being a major 3rd
to a minor 3rd – i.e. in B to Cm, so the D# becomes the Eb and the interval the note occupies changes but the pitch
doesn’t. The chord in bar 3 is a C#/E# and in bar 4 it’s a Dm/F (still called E#) – the E# goes from being a major
3rd to a minor 3rd. This chord trick sounds strange at the best of times, when it is shrouded in traditional cotton
wool orchestration, but here it really sounds weird. Similarly, on bar 7 we just about hear a G chord with a #11,
where the G is stated at the bottom. But when the G comes in on the top stave on the second beat, it’s so ‘out of
tune’ that it makes the whole chord sound odd. The wonderful thing about this way of composing music – and
here again we have a similarity between this and pandiatonic or dissonant harmony – is that it never sounds
‘wrong’; it never sounds as if it hasn’t come from a musical mind. There has always been – and always will be –
an audible distinction between music which is strange by design, not accident.
As I have said before, effective dissonance usually happens when there are two or more incomplete groups of
consonance which together create dissonance. With dissonance what we’re hearing is the struggle for consonance,
and that’s why it’s interesting and possibly challenging to listen to and not just excruciating. This is what makes
pandiatonic harmony interesting and exciting to listen to; because sometimes you’re listening to two or three bits
of fractured harmony which independently make some sense and collectively make less sense but somehow still
sound okay. There is a parallel between that approach and the one Guðnadóttir uses, in which we hear harmony
which would sound ‘normal’ if the notes were all in tune. Just like pandiatonic harmony fuses together elements
of ‘normal’ but fractured harmony, so this music fuses together sounds which we can tell are theoretically notes,
but they have been compromised by having the audible feel of having been detuned. If this was just literally
nothing but random sound – which didn’t have a theoretical rational reality – it would mean nothing to us. It
sounds primeval and incongruous because it’s not chaos, it’s the disfigurement of tonal harmony into something
skewed from what we know.
Episode 2
The cues on the soundtrack album are not in sequential order. The next cue, entitled ‘Evacuation’, comes last on
the album but sequentially comes in episode 2, quite early on in the TV show. This music comes as we see the
mass evacuation of Pripyat. Like the last cue the music tells the truth; it creates an eerie, otherworldly feel through
the expert use of harmony and texture.
Figure: 27 Track: ‘Evacuation’ Audio timing: 2.43 Film Cue Sync: 00.44.01

As with the last cue, it is a given that most of the notes in this cue are slightly detuned, so what’s in the transcription is what the piece would be if the
notes were in tune. As I have said before, the reason this music works so well in context of the narrative is because the music sounds like a twisted or
damaged version of the piece above. It reflects brilliantly the broken and fractured world these innocent people now inhabit. Somehow the twisted,
alternate reality of lies, incompetence, ego, indecision and abject failure on the part of the power stations management and the wider Soviet apparatus is
made more poignant with this music.
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The strained and primeval sounds begin on Ebm; there are some really effective dissonances; for example, when
we get the clash between Eb and D (bar 1 and 2). Even if all the notes were in tune this clash would be harsh. The
top line is haunting and almost ghostly, whereas the bottom line is harsh and quite brutal. The single most defining
aspect of this piece, however – and the aspect that really brings a sense of tragedy and terror – is a device which
is widely used in music, and particularly film music: contrary motion. What gives the piece an earie, unalterable
sense, a feeling of inexorable inevitability – and what acts as a metaphor for the scene and the story in a wider
sense - is the gradual descent of the lower lines and the raising of the top line. This is not completely consistent
all the way through but it is definitely the most overt musical device and brings a tremendous physicality to the
piece. Towards the end of the transcription all lines head downward; these types of contrary or uniform physical
motion has a great effect on the harmonies, which throughout this piece feature an array of fractured and
incomplete chords. Again, as before, there is a link here to the more texturally traditional pandiatonic writing of
the likes of Pheloung. The main difference really is the approach to textures.
Episode 4
Around 52 minutes into episode 4, groups of men working in shifts work on the rooftop of the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant to remove hundreds of blocks of radiation-contaminated graphite, which were jettisoned onto the roof
when the reactor core exploded. Humans can only withstand 90 seconds on the roof without exposure being fatal.
Their job is to put the graphite chunks over the side of the roof and back into the destroyed reactor. Shortly after
this scene we switch to seeing the wife of one of the firemen who’d gone to help out on the morning of the
explosion, only to die days later. We see her in a park, going into labour, having been heavily pregnant at the time
of the explosion. This is all relevant because just after 55 minutes into the same episode we see Ulana Khomyuk
– who now suspects she knows not just how the explosion happened, but why it happened - arrive at a disused
warehouse to meet Valery Legasov and Boris Shcherbina, having been invited to talk without being overheard by
the KGB. Legasov tells her that the state is going to, “put Dyatlov on trial.” Dyatlov and two others are the main
architects of the gross negligence which lead to the explosion, but they are by no means alone. What she and
Legasov have discovered is that the power plant was dangerous to start with and that several of the safety features
designed to help were ineffective and in fact achieved the opposite of what was intended. Staff were not trained
properly and were not informed of key truths about the plant.
Ulana Khomyuk wants the whole truth to come out, but Boris Shcherbina wants Legasov to give evidence to an
enquiry at the Atomic Energy Committee in Vienna which places blame only on the three guilty men, and avoid
mention of the wider issues which bring into question the apparatus of the Russian state and its obsession with
secrecy. He says he has had an assurance from the KGB that after the world has been told the heavily edited
version of what really happened at Chernobyl, the real issues will be quietly dealt with. Khomyuk disagrees,
saying, “You have a chance to talk to the world, Valery.” Shcherbina disagrees with her and there is a heated
discussion. Afterwards Khomyuk says, “Have you heard the name Vasily Ignatenko?” to which Shcherbina
replies, “No.” Khomyuk explains:
“He was a fireman. He died two weeks after the accident. I’ve been looking in on his widow.
She gave birth; a girl. The baby lived for four hours. They said the radiation would have
killed the mother but the baby absorbed it instead. Her baby. We live in a country where
children have to die to save their mothers. To hell with your deal and to hell with our lives.
Someone has to start telling the truth.”
This is when the following cue, entitled ‘Líður’ comes in. The cue underscores a final sequence of images which
lead into the blackout and then the credit roll.
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I have transcribed the piece in its entirety, which ends after the first few credit cards, at which point the credits
continue and another piece (un-transcribed) comes in. The sequence is both devastating but also beautiful in the
way it distills what the series is really about; why it happened. The tragedy in these images is often not what is
said or shown, but what is implied or made obvious by the images and what the viewers already know. It is a
perfect but also devastating consummation of picture, music and subtext, the like of which we have rarely
witnessed in television, if at all. We get to see the sadness, the lies, the misinformation, the hypocrisy and the way
the Soviet machine put country before people at all costs – not for a greater good, but for expedience and to save
face in the glare of the international scrutiny.
The cue, likewise, is haunting and beautiful, even though in parts it is so obviously in pain. I’m only going to
make a few observations and style, structure, harmony and texture, but I invite you to listen to the whole thing.
Once again the album version is a different length than the film version; the following transcription comes from
the film version.
Figure: 27a Track: ‘Líður ’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.01.12
“Someone has to start telling the truth” is the hit point.
The music begins with a simple octave piano motif after
which the haunting voice enters on bar 5 and straight
away we can see that virtually every chord has a
harmonic component missing. People often attribute the
way something ‘sound’ purely to textures, but this is
nearly always wrong; here the missing intervals lend the
music a kind of isolation or sense of loneliness.

General Tarakanov is seen
congratulating the last of
the men who worked
removing the graphite,
during which each of the
men are heard saying “I
serve the Soviet Union.”

When the graphite had
been cleared and the
problem was contained,
workers went to the top
of the funnel and raised
the red flag (left) but
this was no victory.

The way the melody avoids the 3rd (bars 11-15), skirting
round it with the sus2, sus4 and also the bare vertical
intervals (5ths and 7ths) maintain a kind of anguished
feel.

The piece makes good use of maj2nd intervals, again, as a way of injecting a slight sense of pain. This is no overt
dissonance but it is unexpected and quite isolated. Again we see unusual intervals being chosen as long melodic
notes, such as the 2nd in bar 21/22.
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One of the best ways to understand a
piece of music is to investigate if there
are any consistencies, and if so, what
they are and what they mean. The main
consistencies are the overuse of off
intervals as melody notes, such as the 2nd
(9th) and the 4th (11th).

Bar 25/26 accompanies images of workers hoisting
the red flag. Bars 31/31 accompany images of the
camp where the 3,000 men who worked at the
disaster site lived. Eerily it resembles one of the
notorious ‘hard labour’ camps

Listeners are unused to hearing such intervals as long notes; such intervals are normally used to colour harmony and only as passing notes, melodically.
In terms of what this achieves; it has the emotional effect of making it sound unsafe or slightly ill-at-ease. The other big consistency is the use of ‘omit’
chords. Nearly every chord has something of its character missing. Again, this has a way of making the music sound unsettled and disturbed, especially
when used in this context. But the consistency is even more acute as we realise that a large number of the ‘omit’ chords omit the 5th.

Usually the biggest use of omit chords is where we omit the
3rd, to deliberately illicit a sense of bareness. Omitting the 5th
results in a slight lack of overall structure and strength in the
chord. It is not as easy to recognise because its effect is subtler
– but it is there (or rather, not there).

Omit chords are strange devices
because what we’re talking about it
intervals being conspicuous by their
absence; you hear the absence.

Bar 39 has the use of the maj2nd again; such
incidences are not ‘in passing – they are held
for a whole bar and are meant to be heard and
felt as being uncomfortable.

Bar 43 has within it the first, proper dissonance, but
interestingly it is not just the chord which causes the
dissonance but the fact that elements of the voice have been
detuned. An A7/D is not normally so incongruous, but the
added factor of the detuning turns this chord into something
you would find in a really well-made horror film.

Bar 43 accompanies the edit to the inside of a maternity
ward. The camera focuses first on mothers with healthy
babies, before slowly moving toward Oksana, the woman
spoke of earlier, who lost her baby because it had absorbed
the radiation that would otherwise have killed her.

The chord in question (bar 43) is heard as the camera
arrives in the hospital ward. We see mothers with babies
and deep down we know where the filmmakers are going
with this: we are going to see the woman who lost her
baby. It takes a while for the camera to slowly move to
the woman; she comes into shot just before bar 57

It is no accident that we hear perhaps the most pained chord of the entire piece at bar 57 (a Dm, minus its
5th, over an E. Much though we’re drawn to the ‘single bullet’ theory of the friction being caused solely by
the E and the F colliding, it’s worth realising that the fractured Dm chord (its 5th is missing) is already
vulnerable. A ‘whole’ Dm chord would have sounded less dissonant when placed over a low E.
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The woman stares into
space, mourning the
loss of a husband and
new-born baby.
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Another really uncomfortable chord is bar 63 (it is used elsewhere too)
where we find a Bbsus2 with the 2nd being really low, right against the bass
note. Such chords are uncomfortable, rather than dissonant.
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The real strength of the entire ending
sequence in episode 4 is that it is the
triumph of images and words, rather than
dialogue. There is hardly any talking; we
are left to look at the pictures and reflect
on context derived from what we see,
what we already know, what we ‘realise’
and music which – merged with what we
see and know and realise - sounds
haunting, sorrowful and sometimes
painful.
Ask yourself what is the difference between being told something and figuring it out for yourself based on images
and what you already know or has been inferred. The difference is that it is a much more private, intense
experience. This is why this film is much more disturbing than all the documentaries made about the Chernobyl
disaster. Although the script is excellent, much of the tragedy - the catastrophic devastation, the death, destruction
and the personal and state negligence which led to this hideous event – is conveyed with images and music. Much
of the story is told this way, and that is its great power; that it makes us think in order to understand.
Episode 5
Our next cue comes at 00.01.02 into the fifth episode, over which we see first the list of production credits and
then various shots of Pripyat ‘12 hours before’ the incident. The shots show a sequence of shots showing life as it
was, including aerial shots of the various housing block, children playing in parks and residents going about their
daily life, unaware of what would happen later. The main aesthetic and emotional beauty of this sequence lay in
the subtext behind it; if this were just a sequence of shots that we saw at face value without any knowledge of the
context, it would be a fairly bland sequence. The point of it is not in the pictures themselves, it is in what we know
is about to happen. The characters shown are unaware but the music isn’t, and neither are the viewers. Given that
the composer knows what is about to happen, and so do the viewers, what will be the function of music? It has
three choices; it either plays it straight, as if it doesn’t know, in which case we put some atypical, non-committal,
neutral colours behind it; or we play the fear – in other words we play not the present but the future – but this
might be a bit disorientating. Or we do what Guðnadóttir did, which was a masterstroke: the notes are not detuned
as the last ones were and the music is soft, gentle and serene in terms of the movement; lots of long notes and held
chords. It is also quite serene harmonically at first with the use of add2s and maj7s. But the textures and production
give it a hypnotic gloss, as if what we’re seeing is a dream. The easiest thing here is to slowmo the pictures, but
this doesn’t happen; the pictures play it straight; it is the music which offers a hypnotic, sleepy context, which
really does make us feel empathy for all the characters we see.
Figure: 28 Track: ’12 Hours Before’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.02

We hear first the two Cs before they are contextualised as 5ths of the subsequent F chord (bar 2). Despite the piece being hypnotic, it does not contain rich
voicings; for example, during the F chords the only 3rd is in the top stave. If we put one on the top line of the lower stave this would warm the chord
significantly. There is quite a lot of space between the bottom stave notes and the top stave notes, and the lack of textural or harmonic warmth is what
gives the piece a slightly ethereal feel. The lack of any pictures until bar 6 also gives us time with the music; time for it to soak in before the pictures come.
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Also the lack of any clear musical evolution, and the continuous, meandering style of the music helps to generate the ‘otherworldly’ feel.

This is a beautiful, ghostly and hypnotic piece which, because of the things I have already mentioned, helps cement
the empathy and sympathy we feel for the innocent people caught up in this disaster.
The last cue from Chernobyl comes at the end of the final episode and is a beautiful choral piece bearing the
episode’s title, Vichnaya Pamyat which means ‘memory eternal’ in English. A traditional piece, it is sometimes
played at funerals or memorial services, as a way of remembering the dead. In this recording it is sung by the allmale Ukrainian Homin Livi Municipal Choir and it is a masterpiece of composition and arranging. It comes as
we see a selection of images shown at the end of the episode, showing the actual people portrayed in this show,
along with descriptions as to what became of them. It is a sobering collage of text and photographs, accompanied
by beautifully serene but sombre music, contextualised by viewers (whether they knew the piece beforehand or
not) no doubt as a memorial to all who died needlessly in this most egregious of preventable catastrophes; this
shocking betrayal, not just by selected personnel, but by a system which discouraged truth in favour of control.
The final sequence, however, is preceded by spoken words, taken from Valery Legasov’s memoirs, and these
words are accompanied by a separate piece of underscore by Guðnadóttir (fig.29).
“To be a scientist is to be naïve. We are so focussed on our search for truth, we fail to
consider how few actually want us to find it. But it is always there, whether we see it or
not; whether we choose to or not. The truth doesn’t care about our needs or wants; it
doesn’t care about our governments, our ideologies, our religions; it will lie in wait for all
time. And this is the gift of Chernobyl. Where I would once fear the cost of truth, now I only
ask….what is the cost of lies?”
Figure: 29 Film Cue Sync: 01.02.59
Behind the words Guðnadóttir places low octave Cs with a faint, hardly detectable F# (#4), which gradually peters
out. There is a really effective move to Bb via a Csus4 in bar 4, during which the lower octave sounds morph into
the Bb (omit3) chord (bar 6). This is a good, solid evolution of the emotion without too much musical distraction.
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Just before bar 7 Legasov’s words continue as he says, “it doesn’t care about our governments, our ideologies, our religions.” At this point we
hear a 7th added to the Bb omit chord and eventually a min 3rd, which has the effect that the chord is revealing itself. This works well as the meaning
of Legasov’s words sink in.

Finally, we come to the choral music which ends the final episode, set behind a sequence of still photos of the real
people portrayed in this drama, along with descriptions of what happened to them. From an analysis perspective,
this piece presents a small issue because the version in the show was a longer edit than the one on the soundtrack.
I have transcribed the show version first, which I will sync with images, and then afterwards I will show the album
version for anyone who simply wants to follow the album version through.
Figure: 29a Film Cue Sync: 01.03.42

The undulating and meandering harmonies
throughout this piece, and the lack of a distinct
melody, really make this a triumph of harmony
and texture. Mentally we probably associate
choral works with harmonic simplicity, so to
hear the gorgeous chord in bar 2 (and some of
the other suspensions and fractured chords we
will come across) is a surprise, which engages
us and attracts us to the mournful and sombre
context of the piece. Narratively, this piece
more than most makes us look at the pictures,
examine the words and have sadness and
empathy for all those affected by the tragedy.

We begin with a still picture of
Valery Legasov with an
inscription underneath. We
hear the sombre and, in this
context, heart-breaking textures
of the male voice choir. It
begins on a solitary note of Eb
which is added to on bar two by
an F, Bb and Eb, creating a
beautiful - and more than a little
mesmerising – chord.
this
piece
or

or

or

or

Also, this piece has a lot in common with other music we’ve looked at; namely the incomplete harmonies, which – with these textures - can lead to a hazy sound. Bar
10 and 11 and 13 / 14 give us more examples of two-part harmony where the ‘feel’ of the chord in terms of harmonic context, is explainable two ways. This lack of
absolute clarity adds to the hazy feel probably without us being consciously aware. We are accustomed to full harmony; this is what we get all the time, so when we
suddenly don’t get it, the very slight incongruity grabs our attention. The Ab6
in bar 7 is beautiful; any cheesiness it might have had is gone with the 3rd.
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The add2 on
bar 20 is more
exposed
and
noticed because
it is preceded
with
silence,
adding a sense
of importance.

These very romantic / pop chords give the
choral textures some harmonic warmth to
add to the sombre textures, making this
piece not just a remembrance, but also a
recognition of sacrifices made. The piece
rests on the Ebm chord in bar 17 with its
very low basses; this comes as we learn that
Ulana Khomyuk was a composite character
to represent all the brave scientists who
worked together.

The Bbm (26) is synced exactly as
Dyatlov, arguably the worst offender,
looks up straight at the camera, and the
Ebm comes when we see Nikolai; the
films portray him not as so much as a
villain, but as a weak sycophant trying
to avoid blame at all costs.

The next time
we seem to
settle on a tonic
chord (25) is
when we see
the first closeup image of one
of the guilty
men in the dock

The film of Dyatlov is synced with bars 30-33. Even given his terrible and
pivotal role in this catastrophe, the pictures somehow seem as if they are
glimpsing a very private grief; the music, both at this point and more
generally, is rarely dramatic: instead it works simply to accompany what
is a very dark sequence of images, interspersed with images which make
us think of some of the sacrifices made. The music, because of its textural
and harmonic characters, manages to support both contexts by ultimately
creating music which allows us to reflect. The music is neutral; it is we
who form emotions and opinions based on its advice.
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The music becomes
softer in terms of
textures and harmonies
when we hit 42+ where
we hear the delicate
hazy subtleties of the
great combination of
omit
chords
and
extensions together.

Chords of Ebm
and Db alternate
as we see the
bridge on which
many
people
stood to watch
what they thought
was a fire. None
survived.

Tellingly, these chords
return as we see the
apartments which used to
house most of the workers at
the Chernobyl power plant
including
Ludmilla
Ignatenko, whose husband
died. The music remains soft
as the words tell us how she
overcame ill-health and
defied doctors to have a son.

The serenity of these
sounds, which is a
product of the visual
context, the simple
harmonies and soft
textures, helps underpin
the poignancy of this
moment.
or

or

Groupings such as the
beautiful Ebm7 (with added 4th
but no 5th) create chords which
almost lose identity because of
the combination of two
extensions but a missing
primary interval. This works
perfectly in underscoring and
subtly italicising the tragedy of
100 of the 400 miners who
worked at the plant during the
crisis died before they were 40.

Bar 57+ sees an increase in intensity in
the voices. Extensions such as the add2s
and 6th and 9th and maj7th are very low
and what we can mainly hear are
traditional harmonies. This, with the rise
in volume, makes this (and other similar
bits) sound very Russian. This
accompanies the first external shot of the
destroyed reactor.
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Bar 72 is expected to
go back to the tonic
chord but instead goes
to the Cb, which is
unexpected, therefore
interesting. This adds
more emotional weight
to the poignant image
of
the
childrens’
swings

It also underscores the
terrible statistic of
300,000 people being
displaced, being told it
was temporary but
never returning.
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Again in bar 75 it has
slightly more intensity and
sounds quite Russian; this
accompanies the shots of
Gorbachev,
and
in
particular the remarks he
makes about what he sees as
Chernobyl’s role in the
eventual dissolution of the
Soviet Union.
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The textures go
quiet at 86, which
syncs into a shot
of an empty
school classroom
and the statement
about the spike in
cancer rates since
the tragedy.

One of the many beautiful but
subtle harmonic gestures is on bar
90 where we see a Bbm chord
change to a Gb/Bb chord. Only one
note changes physically but three
notes change intervallically, which
has an effect on our perception of
the music; something noticed
subconsciously
but
felt
nevertheless.

The add9 on bar 92 is particularly felt, adding
a romantic feel to this part of the sequence

As we come to the penultimate chord (Db, bar 96), soft,
quiet and unassuming, we see the absurd Russian estimate
that only 31 people died as a result of Chernobyl. It is
perhaps a sombre reminder of what Valery Legasov said
– “We are so focussed on our search for truth, we fail to
consider how few actually want us to find it.”

The piece comes to an end as we reflect on the final words:
“In memory of all who suffered and sacrificed.” This film
and its music is a fitting tribute to their memory.

This television drama will go down as one of the most pivotal films ever made. It has enlightened a generation
who were, up until now, oblivious to the story of why Chernobyl happened. The story has been told sensitively
and with subtlety. Nevertheless, it has shone a light on the terrible events of April 1986 and, more particularly,
what lead to it. Music always plays a key role in filmed drama, for reasons we have highlighted many times in
these books. Chernobyl was one of those dramas where many of the film makers must have wondered initially
whether to have music at all. Despite the graphic nature of the film and the awful truth that was so accurately
portrayed in it, Guðnadóttir’s music was a masterpiece, because it was a marriage of music and sound. The events
portrayed could have so easily been melodramatised by the wrong music, but what it had was a haunting,
provocative and reflective collage of music and sound which, when needed, was terrifying in its alien-sounding
textures and harmonies, and, when needed, was serene and strangely beautiful. The music helps us distill this
horrendous story and most of all it helps us remember those who died. Another important thing is that the series
depicts some of the lesser-known stories of the disaster, which would otherwise have been largely lost to history,
including the efforts of the fire-fighters, who were the first on the scene. It also shows the often selfless and heroic
actions of specialists and volunteers alike, not least the teams of miners tasked with digging the critical tunnel
under Reactor 4, which stopped an even bigger catastrophe from happening. The series is based mostly on the
authentic recollections of local Pripyat residents, as told to the Belarusian Nobel Laureate Svetlana, in her moving
book Voices from Chernobyl. Below is a soundtrack edit of the transcription of the choral piece featured in fig.29a
Below is a soundtrack edit of the transcription of the choral piece featured in fig.29a
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Figure: 29c Track: ‘Vichnaya Pamyat’ Audio timing: 0.01
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NATIONAL TREASURE Cristobal Tapia De Veer
National Treasure is TV
drama
starring
Robbie
Coltrane as an ageing but
adored
comedian
Paul
Finchley. Paul has had a long
and successful career as one
half of a famous comedy duo.
But when he is accused of an
historical rape, his world
begins to unravel. A police
investigation into an alleged
sexual offence dating back to
the 1990s is suddenly a big
part of Paul’s life.

If ever there was a drama for its time, this is it. The well-publicised accusations against a plethora of 70s/80s/90s
entertainers, many under the auspices of ‘Operation Yewtree’, was huge at the time this series was made. This
series was well received by the public and critics alike and is an interesting and absorbing portrayal of important
issues and elements in contemporary history. The series starts backstage at a TV awards ceremony – Finchley is
presenting a lifetime achievement award to his former double-act partner - which is realistic not least because of
the appearance of some actual real comedians – Robert Webb, Frank Skinner and Alan Carr. But the morning
after the event the police arrive at his door, following the allegation of rape. There are many contemporary
references to further authenticate this fictional drama. Of course, this story is fictional but is based on a great many
similar but real events. “They think I’m Jimmy fucking Savile,” complains Finchley at one point. As with some
real life events, this film addresses issues connected to the debate about what happens to celebs when allegations
are made. The series deals with the media intrusion, the latent sympathy that sometimes exists for aged entertainers
thrust suddenly and unceremoniously in the spotlight of public opinion. Unlike entertainers who’ve spent decades
being loved by the nation, unknown people accused of similar crimes have no such context to support them. That
said, some might argue that it is worse for famous people, who will be under the spotlight more because of their
fame. Sometimes in such cases, whether they are ultimately the subject of a successful criminal prosecution or
not, the tabloid press and by extension the masses, decide what the truth is. This series is not an easy watch but it
is timely and, in any case, enormously important. At its core, like many good dramas, it is a study of people.
I think it’s important to do this on behalf of the women who were raped,
on behalf of all the people who were abused.”
Robbie Coltrane, talking to Peter Ross
The Guardian, September 6th 2016

Music and the corruption of tradition.
The whole point of discussing the series in our case, in context of this book, is to decide what role the music plays.
The music is by Cristobal Tapia De Veer, a relatively new composer to film and television. His soundtracks are
exciting, abstract and often blur the boundaries between what is traditionally considered sound design and music.
His scores for Utopia and Humans were ground-breaking not just in the kind of music written, but also in how
music was applied to scenes (we cover those in the next volume) and it is great to see new approaches to scoring
music for drama. Earlier we looked at Hildur Guðnadóttir’s masterful score for Chernobyl, which, although unlike
Cristobal’s music, was equally abstract, and blurred the line between music and sound design. But it’s worth
remembering at this point that what we term ‘music’ is sound; music is a word we use to define sound when it is
articulated as something ‘we’ consider music. That’s why there are sometimes disagreements between people
from radically different musical art forms regarding what is music and what isn’t. Many people disagree, for
example, that electroacoustic music is referred to as music. Generally accepted definitions of music include
common elements such as pitch, melody, harmony and rhythm. It is the qualities of timbre, texture and harmony
which are often described as being the elements which colour music.
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In this respect the only reason we see a huge difference between, say, romantic orchestral music and Tapia De
Veer’s / Guðnadóttir’s music is because of tradition – that powerful intoxicant which transmits embedded beliefs
and contexts from generation to generation. Traditions may change and evolve, but tradition is always with us,
helping us define the world we live in and the period we live through, but also holding us hostage to practices
which can sometimes become stale or beliefs which might be considered restrictive. But music for television and
film is an industry built on pastiche, appropriation and repetition. It is not free, but then, what music is free? Most
music has an agenda or a purpose or a function, whether it is to accompany images, fill a concert hall or sell
albums. Film music most definitely has an agenda, and that agenda is set by the requirements of the story and the
pictures and often the personal tastes of the director. So it is particularly difficult for composers to think outside
the box. Perhaps the only way to get composers to think outside the box is to employ those who live permanently
outside the box to start with. Traditionally most film score composers should be able to turn their hand to most
styles11. The reason most film score composers get the gig is because of what they’ve done on other films, not
necessarily because they have a specific style that the director likes, because each film is different and so –
theoretically - must be its score. But nowadays we are increasingly getting directors who book composers because
they produce a certain sound (or have a specific approach) which is different to the norm. This happened with
Broadchurch, Chernobyl and National Treasure. And they all won awards.12
So let us not be held back when analysing film music which either doesn’t sound like we think film should sound,
or doesn’t function as film music normally functions. Times are changing. Of course from an analysis perspective,
just as I did in Chernobyl, I will only transcribe part of tracks if I think the harmony is a key reason for its success
– not simply for the sake of showing the harmony. The first track we’ll analyse is entitled ‘Layers’, and comes in
00.00.32 into episode 1, where we see Finchley, alone, nervously smoking and pacing in a dark and cavernous
area, which we later realise it outside a theatre. We see him pace and the music begins when ‘National Treasure’
appears on the screen.
Figure: 30 Track: ’Layers’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.02
De Veer composes everything on a laptop
by manipulating and editing samples of
sound and music. This process can result
in sounds which are unsettling and
abstract; most of the music we listen to is
composed and performed in a more
traditional way, and this is something we
have become accustomed to.

This kind of composing, which is a
combination of samples of existing
material along with new sounds, can
sound alien not because the source
material is alien, but because of the way
it is structured and built. Many people
wrongly believe that such music is
based on random choices and chance,
but frequently it is not. It is simply a
different way of achieving music.

Musically, what this piece is, is a beautifully alien interpretation of a kind of mix between fast and frantic modern
jazz, with a bizarre ‘cocktail lounge’ Latin rhythm, which slowly emerges as the section evolves. By the time the
piece is ‘motoring’ we have entered the large hall in which the awards ceremony is happening, accompanied by
what we now hear as a kind of twisted cocktail jazz piano music. The room is full of celebs, all suitably attired in
gowns and suits and bowties. The pictures alone suggest the surface level context of an awards ceremony with an
audience full of the entitled, wealthy and famous. But the music, together with the lighting and cinematography, subverts this reality to make it seem fake, furtive, dark
and almost dangerous. Not dangerous in an overt traditional ‘crime thriller’ or ‘horror’ way; merely absurd and unsettling, where the wealth and celebrity being flaunted
– in this new age of austerity, hunger and homelessness, feels at best questionable, and at worst grotesquely inappropriate; people we would formerly be envious of, we
think may belong in a museum. The music is a brilliant kind of Marty McFly Alternate Reality for cocktail lounge jazz, which is now ridiculously proportioned, too fast,
too excessive, where the former gentle subtleties of such music have been replaced with vulgar excess. The jazz Latin jazz changes are implied right from the start, thanks
to the B(b9) and Em changes. The reason these changes are subverted is because of the heavy reverbed sound of the solo piano and the out-of-time melody and changes.
Another thing that subverts this musical reality are the vast array of fractured harmonies. In regular Latin jazz piano, rarely do you get ‘omit’ chords – the chords are
frequently lavish and colourful with lots of extensions. What you have here is a corrupted reality, and it works brilliantly well for this scene.

11
Williams, Horner, Goldsmith, Shore, to name but a few, are chameleons. They do what’s required; they do not indulge. Consequently, some
have argued, it can be difficult to spot a film composer’s music. I would say the element that is spottable sometimes is their approach to
harmony, their melodic tendencies – which sometimes seep through – but mostly the colour in the orchestrations.

12

Hildur Guðnadóttir won the Grammy in 2020 for best score, for Chernobyl. In 2014 Olufar Arnalds won the Bafta award for best score for
Broadchurch and in 2017 Cristobal Tapia De Veer won a Bafta for best score for National Treasure. Times are changing.
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At first because there is no constant rhythmic aspect, the timings of the piano line are all over the place, structurally and
rhythmically subverted. But on bar 12 we have the appearance of the floor toms, which gives the piece a structural backbone
and a rhythmic reality on which to hang the piano phraseology. But again, because these different elements were not
conceived together, and have been deliberately skewed, the phrasing never sits perfectly. The lines are incredibly syncopated,
particularly the end of bar 15

The phasing in bars 18-20 is not so much ‘wrong’ but is definitely more syncopated than would
be the case, given the absurd speed of the music. Again, everything is deliberately excessive; a
weird parody of Latin cocktail piano music. Gone is the sedate sensibilities and the gentle lilting
harmonies and rhythms. This is a superb musical interpretation of this scene by the composer. It
nothing like what we would normally expect and yet it has function. It is more openly and overtly
provocative and some might hear it as an irritant, but I think that’s rather the point; the music
mocks the pictures is accompanies and it recontextualises the scene completely.

Kevin Courtney, from The Irish Times, describe the opening scene
“The camera closes in on him as he takes deep breaths, fixes his jowly face into a grin,
and steps out into the limelight. Over the next hour, we’ll get to know every wrinkle, every
fold of skin, every crevasse of Coltrane’s face as we accompany him on his journey into
hell. It’s a neat trick, pushing us so uncomfortably close to the character - we find
ourselves watching his every expression and facial tic for a clue as to whether he’s guilty
or innocent, but we also feel a strange empathy with him, as if we’re experiencing what
it’s like to be accused of terrible crimes - or what it’s like to see your past catch up with
you.”
Kevin Courtney
The Irish Times, 21st September, 2016
This is one of the good things about how this drama unfolds; a natural instinct is to suspect his guilt because he’s
been accused; after all, why would a victim put themselves through this if they weren’t telling the truth? But,
equally, our para-self finds it difficult to reconcile Coltrane’s loveable, fat, aged comedian character with the
charges made against him. This underscores the basic problem at the heart of most cases where celebrities are
accused of being rapists or paedophiles in their earlier years; it is hard for some people to dislodge an existing
context in which they see the person. I mention this because I think the initial scenes in episode 1, before the
police come knocking, do manage to paint a strange picture not just of Finchley, but of the context in which he
lives; the emotional emptiness of it all, the fakery and the crusty, vacuous and sycophantic behaviour.
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Figure: 31a Film Cue Sync: 00.01.02

Figure: 31 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.02
This is particularly evident in the cringey scene (fig.31 & 31a)
just before we see Finchley in the taxi being driven home; this
is where he meets a young man who has just taken over as the
Head of Daytime Television. Finchley says, with fake
incredulity, “Fuck it, they get younger and younger,” before
saying, “Well done, young man…sir. Shit, [earlier] you called
me Sir, well I must call you Lord. Well done Lord Television.”

The next cue comes straight after the conversation Finchley has at the awards ceremony with the new head of
Daytime Television. At 00.050 we cut to Finchley in the back of a cab, being driven through London. The first
shot says it all; we see Finchley with his suit, bowtie and white scarf, as he passes the glitzy landmarks such as
the London Hilton. He looks reflective and wistful as he stares out the window. Then the cab driver, who’s
obviously recognised him, asks him to repeat a famous catchphrase from his comedian days, which Finchley does.
Figure: 32 Track: ’Devious’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.50

Synth sound

Piano

The cue has a furtive, frenetic, comedic character to it, but there is also a darkness in the music, which musically
seems to happen whenever we hit the B and C# notes which link into the Dmaj7 (bars 5,13, 17). Until bar 5 we’ve
basically been listening to a sampled piano sound – again, not ‘played’ but sounds and phrases cut up, edited and
stuck back together – but the synth line that takes us into the next phrase is a harsher, more brittle and heavily
reverbed sound, which puts a slight chill into the music.
This point also accompanies visual changes, the last of which (bar 17) is when we arrive at the dark and dimly lit
street where Paul’s house is. Again, we have an almost permanent sense of darkness in the music thanks to the
photography and the music – and of course mainly the context of the drama.

Synth sound
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Piece fizzles out just as Finchley pulls up in
the taxi. He then talks briefly to his
neighbour before going inside.

Synth sound

Piano

All music, ultimately, is made from sounds. Sounds generate pitches, which are brought together in a musical
context to form harmony. The other quality of the sounds – texture – then cements the harmonies into something
we call music and which can create a sense of meaning in different ways, depending on context. The slight issue
with music like this, which is not created traditionally by performing musicians but which is, instead, derived and
created from sounds which are edited and stitched together in a sonic tapestry within a computer, is that there can
sometimes be an assumption made that the process of its design means that the harmony isn’t important. Because
composers are sometimes stitching together not just singular sounds but actual sampled extracts of existing music
where harmony, to varying degrees, is predetermined, there is a tendency to overlook it and focus instead on the
context or the technology and production involved in the process. But just because some elements of harmony
come preformed and are not always from the mind of the composer, doesn’t mean they are null and void or that
they play no part in the character of the music. In fact, it can be an interesting study in its own right, analysing
harmony which is created via a different process. After all, in this case, it is, partly at least, the nature of the
process which lends the music an alien quality. Even though the notes and textures and rhythms and particles of
existing harmonies can all be quantified and notated musically, it is the manner of their joining together is
sufficiently different to make the result sound odd. I say all this firstly to determine that this music is not all about
the technology and the strange textures and the unique process; it’s still also, inevitably, about harmony.
Figure: 33 Track: ’Devious’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.30

The next scene is set later that same night (after the awards
ceremony) as a restless Paul Finchley gets out of bed, unable
to sleep. He sits on a chair downstairs and looks at his
illuminated phone, having searched the internet for his own
name. This is the first time we observe the inner ego of the man,
perhaps (given what comes later in the drama) the narcissist
within. But the scene without music - even with the pictures –
is a different experience.

The music, creepy, abstract, occasionally detuned - and using entirely ‘made-up’ sounds which only resemble textures we’re used to, rather than being
them – paints a disturbing musical image of the man.

We hear the first two notes as single notes with no
discernible harmony being indicated, but by bar 2 the Am
we hear is a product of the A notes and the bar before.

Again, as we have seen time and time again, the harmonies
are fractured and incomplete, which adds to the sense of
incongruity.

This way of determining harmony based on probability rather than certainty can be one of the things that lends the sound a ghostly feel. Some of the intervals
omitted are crucial to determining the chord, and yet we still feel the chords which are being implied. The B chord in bar 2 actually has no B in it, and yet
we hear it as a B chord based on the previous chords. Some of the notes are off-key and pitched either fractionally up or down, which adds another level of
strangeness onto the music. Because the B note (bottom stave, bar 3) is fractionally off pitch, its relationship with the lower C is not quite a maj7, which
makes it a difficult listen.
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But what does all this mean? What benefit does all this strangeness have on the scene? The music amplifies and exaggerates Finchley’s ego and the front
close-up shot of him in bar 13 is made to look almost like something out of a horror film. The music, because of its function in adding emotional gravity
to the pictures, brings to the surface the man’s character in a way pictures cannot. But how can this be? How can something people don’t understand
literally trump something which is visual and obvious? It is precisely our lack of literal or grammatical understanding of music which allows – or causes
- it to function emotionally, not musically. Because it communicates emotionally, the weirdness of the music in terms of harmony and texture, in context
of the pictures it is accompanying, almost makes our skin crawl.

On bar 11 a cat meows, and Paul
looks at it and says, “Naughty
cat…you know she doesn’t like you
up there.” At this point all we can
see is Paul’s head; the rest is
blackness, which accentuates his
expression.

But it is the music which puts us in
the mood to see Paul’s face in bar
13 as chilling, as opposed to simply
being a bit odd – like Holly’s face
in Red Dwarf.

Our next scene is shortly after Finchley is arrested in his home the morning after his appearance at the awards
ceremony for his former comedy partner. He is put into the back of an unmarked car and as the car is about to
leave a neighbour from across the road sees him and hesitatingly acknowledges him. Paul gestures back, smiling
assuredly. Music is already playing but the thematic element of the piece doesn’t kick in until after we see Paul
jolted out of his fake smile by the detective in the back of the car next to him, who says, “Belt on, if you could.”
That moment of surprise on Paul’s face (perhaps at the absurdity of being arrested for a serious crime only for the
police to be asking him something comparatively mundane) is superb, as he glances toward the detective,
bemused. This is where the section of the cue comes in. This cue had a slightly different mix on the album version.
The transcription is a composite version. The timings are accurate and the harmonies and chords but some of the
voicings are a little loose due to the number of overlapped electronic textures. It is an absolute stunner, narratively
and functionally, but also musically. Texturally and harmonically it is reminiscent of Jean Michelle Jarre; the top
stave textures are quite bright and brittle, the middle stave is quite soft, and the harmonies and changes
occasionally become quite romantic and dramatic.
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Figure: 34 Track: ’I remember everything – she’s just a girl’ Audio timing: 1.02 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.40

As Paul turns round to look at the detective, the transcribed part of the cue begins. The harmonies
throughout are quite romantic and poppy, with full-bodied min7th, maj7th and 9th chords played
both on the bright textures and the softer textures on the middle stave. The first sequence of Bbm7
to Gbmaj9 is quite definite and unequivocal – almost as if the piece is exhaling. In this narrative
context it almost speaks to the grim realisation of Paul and his wife at the situation. This is
particularly evident in the change between bars 3 / 4 (Bbm7 – Ebm6/Gb) which drips in emotion.
The chord manoeuvre, which has a beautifully tragic and heartwrenching emotional quality, is heavily reminiscent of Jean
Michelle Jarre’s seminal track, Souvenir of China – that gorgeous
mix of romantic harmony, rich, big voicings, rich, luscious textures
and technology. When we hear the emotional and dramatic sound
of the maj6 in a minor chord, we are reminded that context is
everything, because this same type of chord speaks to the
mysterious and clandestine when it crops up in Bond films. Texture
of course changes the context of harmony but ultimately the final
arbiter of how any music is felt in film is the way it is used; when
we hear the Ebm6/Gb we see Paul’s wife, played brilliantly by
Judy Walters, looking desolate and devastated as her husband is
driven off by the police. The shot of her looking straight forward
in bar 4 is superb in the way it describes her thoughts not with
words, but with pictures and music.

Bars 5 and 6 (Gbmaj9 to Ab) create a great lift which delivers and frames the subsequent Ebm chord (bar 7) – another of those moments where
the music exhales - which is stunning in the way it captures Finchley looking out the window of the police car, seeing a group of marked police
cars full of officers about to search his house. In that one moment he knows that whatever the outcome of this, things will never be the same
again.

The next scene we’re looking at is where Paul Finchley talks to the press pack assembled outside his house. He
says he innocent and asks for privacy before getting into a waiting taxi. As his wife watches from an upstairs
window, the cue begins. Despite being created using modern, soft-textured electronic sounds, the music itself has
a very traditional, ‘classical’ feel to it. It is reminiscent of a piece popularly known as Tomaso Albinoni’s Adagio
in G minor.13 Adagio in G minor is stunningly beautiful but also has a desperately sad and tragic air to it. We
cover this piece in the third installment of ‘How Film and TV Communicate’ (Morrell, 2015. 315).

13

In fact, it is not composed by Albinoni. Remo Giazotto found a scrap of paper which contained music written by Albinoni, but after Giazotto
had finished with it, it bore no resemblance to the original. He had found it in the ruins of a bombed out library in Dresden. On hearing the
sad, reflective and beautifully mournful piece, some have speculated whether this was Giazotto’s way of referencing the means of the original
manuscript’s discovery - a was a way of demonstrating the loss of beauty in destruction.
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The piece we’re looking at right now has a definite feel of the Adagio in Gm, and, in context of its use in episode
1 of this television drama, where we see the slow destruction of Paul Finchley’s very safe but shallow life, one
cannot avoid the conclusion that this is a deliberate reference to the Adagio piece. One doesn’t need to know the
Adagio piece to feel the reflective sadness in this piece, but if you do notice a similarity, that’s not such a bad
thing either. The piece plays as we see Paul drive off in a taxi, following his run-in with the press. The piece has
two functions; it exists editorially, to ease the merging of different scenes and shots as Paul makes his way to his
daughter’s flat, and also it exists to create the necessary mournful emotion which accompanies Paul’s continuing
reflection at the sudden turn his life has taken. At 00.28.04 as the taxi leaves Paul’s house with him in it, he
apologises to the taxi driver, saying, “Thanks for coping with all that.”. The taxi driver replies, “I decided to run
the meter.” Paul looks at the meter, which says £ 16.60, and then makes a frustrated gesture, lifting his right hand
up (bar 8). Again, from his perspective, a conciliatory gesture to the cab driver has been shot down in flames by
his response; this is a further example of Paul’s new distinctly different life, and the regard in which he is now,
suddenly, not held. The taxi driver context is important because it juxtaposes the friendly banter he had with last
night’s cab driver.
Figure: 35 Track:’ The Public’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.27.50
The Adagio in G minor features the soft
tones of the pipe organ; this one has the
soft textures of electronic samples, but
the effect is the same; one cannot help
but reflect, just as Paul is, on what’s
happened to his life.

The slow, ponderous and
meandering
arpegiated
structure of the music is
also repetitive and almost
trance-like, which allows
the listener to reflect on the
scenes it accompanies.

At bar 15 we see her image blur out of focus
and next shot is of Paul talking to his daughter
in her flat. As I said before, this music works
really well because it serves two narrative
functions simultaneously; it gets us from A to
B and manipulates our sense of time, allowing
us to accept ‘film time’ whilst also creating an
emotional prism through which we view the
whole thing, enabling us to see things that
perhaps we wouldn’t have, or appreciate the
significance of aspects of the drama

Just after we see Finchley’s reaction
to the cab driver charging him for
waiting, we hear his wife’s voice,
then see her (back at home) praying,
saying, “Hail Mary, full of grace;
the Lord is with thee. Blessed are
thou amongst women, and blessed is
the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy
Mary, mother of God, pray for us
sinners now….” So, if we didn’t get
the mournful religiosity of the
music, we do now.

There are one or two other interesting musical
observations; the piece offers bits of tension
via the occasional suspensions, augmentations
and 9ths dotted around which create small
pockets of tension.

or
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Booking Robbie Coltrane for this part was a masterstroke, because this is someone we love, suddenly playing a
‘baddie’. There is a normal and understandable empathy for Finchley which bleeds across from the actor to the
character. This is probably not a bad thing because it stifles our natural instinct to believe what the police tell us,
and makes us question everything, which is what we ought to do anyway. The music is a different thing; this
juxtaposes the empathy for the actor by offering up a decidedly dark and shady context for Paul Finchley. When
interviewed, Cristobal – as a classically trained musician - states his intention to move away from the past. It was
his intention to “bring something new to the table” which at the core of his compositional style. He certainly has
created a new, vibrant and exciting, and this drama proves that. His strange sounds and detuned notes manage
sometimes to dehumanise the music, which can and does work well in some narrative situations. But it would be
wrong to presume that harmony doesn’t play a part in this brave new world of strange sounds and textures. If
music uses traditional harmony then it is following a traditional path, and if it is using pandiatonic harmony or
other types of modern approaches, it is still using traditional harmony as a benchmark from which to operate. We
cannot avoid harmony or the significant and primary role it plays.
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RIVER Harry Escott
River is a BBC drama, made with Netflix as a partner. On
surface level it sounds like the archetypal crime drama. A
veteran detective (John River) suffers from guilt and
mental illness after his partner is gunned down. But this is
different. He’s haunted by his former partner, DS Jackie
Stevenson, aka Stevie, who appears only in his mind.
Stevie appears in scenes with River but she is, in fact,
already dead and merely an illusion. John River eventually
talks to manifestations of other murder victims, too. The
title role is played by Stellan Skarsgard as Detective
Inspector John River, a veteran, cop with an unsurpassed
record of solving tough cases.
John Doyle, critic with The Globe and Mail, describes River thus:
“River – written by Abi Morgan, is a stunningly successful hybrid of Nordic noir
and the traditional, gloomy British police procedural. It is also about solving a
murder, but mainly about the intricacies of the human mind dealing with loss and
terrible grief. It is melancholy itself.”
John Doyle, Television critic
November 24th 2015, The Globe and Mail
Many television detective dramas are multi-layered with subplots and subtext, but this one works because it is a
simple story of grief with the added dimension of severe mental illness brought on by grief. We feel incredible
sympathy for Stevie and River. On a deeper level the show is about a single man who struggles in all forms
of intimacy. In the show he ends up relating better to people who are dead; to those voices in his head, than to
those real relationships that surround him. On an equally deep level the show is about the depersonalisation of
modern life. River’s condition and his mental fragility enables him to connect more with the victims of crime,
which makes him a good and successful detective. If you watch the show you’ll find he does more talking to dead
people than to those around him in real life. River has his own real life in his mind, which is his way of coping
not just with the grief over the loss of his partner, but with life itself. The writer of the show, Abi Morgan, said:
“He’s insightful and I think for a man who does talk out loud, it’s what’s being spoken
under the line that has been important to River; what’s not being said. In a way the
manifests are manifestations of his inner conflict, they are all aspects of himself really.
London does two things for me; it makes me feel connected and it also makes me feel
very isolated and quite lonely at times, and that’s someone with two children in their
family. I always think about how London is the best of the world and it’s the worst of
the world, so I wanted to write a character who was navigating their way through
that.”
Abi Morgan – Writers Room
Tuesday 13 October 2015
Ultimately River is a story about loss and grief, something it shares with other Noirs, including Broadchurch and
The Killing – both of which are studied in this chapter. It’s not just a story about killing; it’s about why people do
the things they do. The music is composed by Harry Escott, whose music for the documentary Deep Water we
looked at in my third book (Morrell, 2015.116). Harry has gone on to do great things in the industry, including
River and recently an American TV show, Deep State. His composing process in the last few years has
increasingly been one which involves individual stems for each track being available to the director and music
editor, which enable them, with Harry, to sometimes edit the various stems to create new pieces out of existing
ones. Sometimes they will take stems from one track and merge them with another to create, essentially, new
pieces which are derivative of existing ones. For example, when Harry wrote the music for series 2 of Deep State,
much of the time they revisited stems from cues from series 1 and cut them into ‘new’ pieces. This is a great way
to ensure the flavour of a show continues and to give more power to directors and editors. Some might question
whether this is such a great idea, long term, because it can fundamentally alter the compositional process and
possibly substitutes conceptualisation and artistic freedom for expedience. But equally others might embrace it as
the future. This is a widespread practice, so it is happening; the future does not need our permission.
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Whatever the rights and wrongs of the process, what it means is that the audio versions of the cues we will look
at, as contained in the soundtrack album, are sometimes re-cut and edited for use in the show. This means there
will be a few times where I refer to the screen version or the album version. It also means that in order to listen to
a cue from a part of the series you may have to examine two separate audio cues and ‘join them up’.
In episode 1 Detective Inspector John River, haunted by visions of the shooting of his former partner, continues
to try and find her killer, even though he is officially not part of the investigation on the grounds of his closeness
to the events surrounding it. In the car with Stevie sat next to him – viewers see her, so share his visions – they
both recognise a car which they believe was involved in Stevie’s killing. When the man gets out of his car River
chases him back to his flat, from where he jumps to his death. At around 33 minutes in, we see River in his
apartment with a real police colleague, who is checking on River’s welfare. After he leaves we see River sat alone
on the sofa but hear Stevie’s voice say, “Linda or Yoko?” River turns to his left, where now Stevie has appeared,
and says, “Linda,” to which Stevie says, “Because she’s blonde.” Moments later we see a shot of River on the
sofa with an empty seat next to him and we hear Stevie repeat, “Because she’s blonde.” The cue starts here. This
transcription is a mixture of two album tracks, the first of which is called ‘Stevie’s Cat’ and the second titled
‘Solve this Mr Magoo’. Sampled pad sounds are used, along with strings, to create an intensely emotional piece
which plays behind River’s character. Without the music, it's essentially a guy sat on a sofa who then gets up and
walks across a room and sits at his laptop. The music enables us to reflect, and in doing so we think about the
character, what we know so far, what he has been through. The music brings all those contexts together very
subtly and enables a better understanding of the scene. The black arrows point the picture at the relevant bar.
Figure: 36 Track: ’Stevie’s Cat’ Audio timing: 0.00 and ‘Solve this Mr Magoo’ Audio timing 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.33.36

Stevie: “Linda or Yoko?” River: “Linda.”
(00.33.25)
(00.33.32)

Stevie: “Cos she’s blonde.” (00.33.37)
River: “No!”

Once again we are in the world of
incomplete chords which can
generate a hazy feel which can
sometimes be mistaken for being
solely the result of texture.

But texture needs music for it to be
heard. We begin with the A chord
minus its 3rd which then drifts
effortlessly into our first pandiatonic
chord (where we River sat alone); we
hear an F and an Am fused together.
The chord generates a kind of mild
ambiguity, which has the effect of
making us think.

The initial F / Am chord goes down to an Em7/A chord, which is a lot softer and feels as if the piece is exhaling. This acts as a bridge to the next chord,
which is another one designed to make us think. This time it’s not fractured or incomplete, it’s simply a strangely voiced Fadd9/A chord where we have
the exposed 7th interval at the top and a 4th interval underneath, and where the colourful 3rd – the thing that gels all this together – is way down at the
bottom, so doesn’t fulfil all of its usual task regarding creating warmth.
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The chords between bar 8 and 10 are very interesting; as River walks across the room towards his desk we hear two-thirds of an Am chord, which
become fuller in the next bar. Bar 10, where we see River sit down sluggishly at his desk, deep in thought and looking deeply troubled, the chord drops
to a beautiful voicing of a Gadd9 with the A (from the Am the bar before) continuing but as an Add9. This chord is quite a romantic one, but in this
context has more than a whiff of melancholy. The piece rests on the Dm7 chord, which feels like it is a kind of ‘resigned’ chord, but then the piece
bleeds into the start of the next cue, ‘Solve This Mr Maggoo’.
This is when River is staring at his computer screen, distracted by something
he’s seen. The long empty D chord, which features slightly harsher textures
than before, works well in providing music which creates a slightly anxious
emotion, serving the scene well. The next bar sees strings creep into the mix
along with some softer sounds, and this works beautifully, texturally when we
come to the next bar (bar 17) where we see a stunner of a chord; technically it’s
a Gmadd9/A, which possibly doesn’t sound that complex, but the chord symbol
hides the fact that some of the notes are occupying two intervals
simultaneously; we hear and see A, D, A and D in bar 16, representing 5th, Oct,
5th and root When these notes migrate to the new chord (bar 17), they have
become 9th, 5th, 9th of the Gm chord. But the reality is that intervallic reality is
sometimes not something which can be easily forgotten, especially when the
new chord contains three of the notes from the previous bar.
Below (fig.36a) I have written first the chord from bar 16 of fig.36, then in the
next bar the Gm notes extracted from bar 17 of fig.36. Then I have forced them
together in the final bar of fig.36a, where I have displayed both intervallic
realities of all notes, heard firstly as a Gm and secondly as still Dm.

Figure: 36a

5th
Oct
5th
1st

Oct
5th
3rd
5th

I do not produce these kinds of diagrams to baffle people but sometimes there is just no other way to articulate the vastness of what music is. It is
not so we can simply look at abstract theoretical possibilities; this is to show how, when we are confronted with a chord whose intervals are not
clear, the hazy, ethereal feeling we sometimes get is at least partly because our brains are attempting to instil reality into a situation which is complex;
one way in which the brain tries to impose order in what we listen to is to categorise what it hears for later comparison. These acts of analysis are
mostly subconscious but they are also why we enjoy music. If music was totally abstract and unquantifiable and had no commonalities through
which the brain could categorise and compare, we wouldn’t be able to work things out and we wouldn’t enjoy music. The fact that we do is because,
as I have said before, we enjoy a quasi-knowledge of music, whereby although we do not understand the language or often consciously recognise
things with crystal clarity, there is nevertheless a level of mostly subconscious understanding, recognition and conscious reaction to the different
dynamics within music. So in context of this last chord which merges elements of two chords (with the Gm influence being the stronger because of
the presence of its min3rd) we’re not just hearing a load of notes – we’re hearing two intervallic realities at the same time, with one being slightly
more dominant.

Episode 2
The next cue comes roughly six minutes into episode 2, where we see River at police headquarters. He walks past
a room where colleagues are watching a television news report featuring a lawyer speaking on behalf of the
pregnant girlfriend of the young man who jumped to his death earlier in the episode, after being chased by River
to his flat. River suspected the man had involvement in the murder of his colleague, and was thereby investigating
a case he is no longer officially involved with. The music here is excellent and works to convey emotions of
determination as River walks agitatedly back to his office. This cue, or variations of it, feature quite a lot in the
series, such is its emotional power. The piece fades in which means it’s difficult to place where ‘1’ is until the
lower guitar comes in with the melody. The initial chord is an E minus its 3rd and is articulated by two double
tracked electric guitars. The harmony has a suspended, incompleteness which manages to hook listeners, who are
always looking for structure and meaning in music to apportion emotional meaning. Because we lack a definite
start point, we tend to hear the rhythmic structure in small micro units and we lack a larger structural context,
which makes the first few bars quite harmonically suspended and rhythmically indefinite. The piece is joined on
bar 6 by a second guitar stave which plays staccato Bs pretty much all the way through, which adds to the relentless
emotional drama of the piece. But the real moment of meaning is when we hear the lower stave guitar play a deep,
resonant syncopated melody which lands on the min3rd (G); this adds significant colour and gives the piece a real
emotional and harmonic identity.
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Figure: 37 Track:’ The Public’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.10

Unfortunately, in this scene River only walks as far as his office, so
the effect of the determination exuded by the pulsating, driving
music doesn’t really get chance to do its job properly. Although the
music carries on, it slows down and eventually dribbles out.

Important note: The cue used in this clip fades out just before bar 14, but I have transcribed the next four bars
anyway, as they appear in the audio version and also they appear in later clips in the series.
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THE KILLING Frans Bak
The Killing is a Danish crime series, set in
Copenhagen and shown first on Danish National
Television but subsequently shown around the
world. The show revolves around Detective
Inspector Sarah Lund; each series follows a
murder case day by day with each episode
covering 24 hours of the investigation. Cases
cover not just the crime but surrounding context
such as the effect of the crimes on the families of
the victims and the wider political fallout. Since
its launch it has garnered a cult following and is
particularly popular in parts of northern Europe.
“The music has become like a character of its
own, in a way,” says Bak, in an interview with
musicologist Adam Sweeting, writer and critic.
Bak talks about projects he’s worked on and how they differ from The Killing. He told Sweeting, “On some
projects I’m asked to highlight certain things in the scenes, but in The Killing we didn’t want to emphasise
particular moments and create hit points and all that.” This is interesting because this way of working is part of
an increasing move away - by many composers and directors - from the formulaic and homogenised world of hit
points and temp tracks. Temps can produce derivative scores, so it really depends on whether the composer is
trusted enough to develop their own music for a particular project. We find time and time again that when
composers are free to openly conceptualise without fear of being judged too early in the process, they produce
superb scores; this has happened with many scores we’ve already looked at, such as Morse, Broadchurch and
Chernobyl. Bak said, when talking to Sweeting, “Also we didn't use very short pieces of music just to fit different
scenes together. We developed another way of using longer musical passages.” This too is interesting because
that is a move away from one of the primary goals of music for film. Edits and links are often dry without an
emotional glue to link them, like music. Also, in fact they did use short clips of music for edit scenes, such as
00.09.30 in episode 1, where Sarah – who is leaving to work in Sweden – is asked to investigate a body that’s
been found. She takes the man who has come to take her now vacant job, with her. The transition lasts about 20
seconds which takes them from leaving the station to arriving at the scene.
The interviewer, Adam Sweeting, refers to the music being difficult to describe, adding that Bak’s music is
menacing and edgy. Like many television composers nowadays, much of the music is written and recorded in the
composer’s own studio. He only hires bigger studios when he records real strings; other than that he uses the same
sample packs as many composers so, plus a few he makes himself. Bak describes the music as unique, adding that
he hasn’t knowingly been inspired by other composers. His music was so successful that when the Americans
decided to remake it stateside, they booked Bak to create the score, based heavily on the identity he’d created for
the original show. The first cue I want to look at is the theme itself, which comes at the end of each episode. Like
many television drama cues, particularly themes, the album version is a different – in this case much longer - edit
than the ones shown in the show. I have transcribed a section of the album version which will hopefully tell you
enough about the piece and why and how it works.
Figure: 38 Track:’ The Killing’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: various

The piece is quite synth and sample-heavy and also makes great use of guitars which are heavily processed and also use delay. I have
transcribed the main guitar line and have also notated the delay (bottom stems), which comes a semitone after each quaver. This gives
the piece a really intoxicating sense of momentum and movement. On the top we have a strange synth sound which produces a
sequence of 5th (F#) 7th (A) octave (B) 9th (C#). This use of extensions without the customary involvement of the 3rd tends to produce
a bare but also colourful effect, which slightly heightens our sense of mild anxiety.
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A very ‘live’ sounding, thumping (four-to-the-floor) bass drum comes in on bar 5 which dissipates in intensity at the end of every two
bar phrase.

A really great syncopated drum pattern is introduced on bar 13 which is preceded by an equally great pick up at the end of bar 12.
Alongside the introduction of drums comes strings; the combined total of these two additions warms the piece up texturally, which
actually has the effect of bringing a level of emotion – or seriousness – to the music. Before the strings what we had was random
energy, but now there is the feeling that this music ‘means’ something.

The first part of this piece is accompanied by different images every week, which is why I haven’t used accompanying images over
the top of each stave. The latter part is accompanied by the credit roll. Given that most of the episodes’ end on some sort of dramatic
narrative incident or deeply relevant visual or spoken point, the music has to accompany these but not in a way where it is synced to
specific hit points; this is why it is quite general and without any obvious sync points. The music exudes a more general sense of
anxiety rather than specific. For example, this music would have a multitude of uses and applications as library music. As the piece
motors on it also evolves, both texturally and harmonically. One such evolution is the occasional addition of the organ riff (bar 17-18).

The riff in question is one chord, delayed (which I have notated in
order to show the effect of the delay). This three-feel element
functions in a syncopated fashion by juxtaposing the existing
rhythmic feel, which is a clever combination of a semiquaver feel
together with the other syncopation in the drums.
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This clever use of different types of syncopations
makes the piece extremely exciting but also has the
effect of making us listen, in order to understand it.
This need to work harder to understand and
contextualise what we hear is often the process by
which we find it exciting.

Another form of very subtle syncopation is achieved via the slight delay
strings in the chord changes in the strings. This makes the string changes
slightly later than the actual changes in the drums and guitars.

This kind of subtle ‘delayed reaction’ of the string really helps
loosen up the whole feel of the piece, making elements of it
quite imprecise – but consistently imprecise.

Perhaps an example of Bak’s approach to scoring is evident in this next cue, which comes 00.13.49 into episode
1. The story so far is that Detective Inspector Sarah Lund has been forced to postpone her move to Sweden when
she is put in charge of the investigation into the murder of Nanna Birk Larsen, whose body is discovered in an
abandoned car belonging to the election campaign of Mayoral candidate Troels Hartmann. Before this scene, we
see her father, Theis Birk Larsen, with his wife Pernille Birk Larsen, at home. Their washing machine has sprung
a leak, resulting in the kitchen being flooded, but the couple are seen drenched but laughing, eventually kissing
and disappearing upstairs. The music is an emotional commentary and a calm and serene reflection on their happy,
loving relationship. If a director told you to score this scene, the first thing you would probably say is, why?
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And if it was the scene you were scoring, then you’d be right. But the scene is a metaphor for how happy their
lives are, and alone the scene has little gravity or emotional depth to show this - other than a kind of rom-com
style surface level love - until you add this most beautiful of pieces. The piece is so grand and so emotional, that
you might wonder why it is used in this scene, until you realise that this couple’s lives – lives which are so perfect
now – are about to be shattered by the murder of their daughter. This cue is not scored to specific hit points, apart
from when we go to the framed picture of the family, synced with the beautiful modulation. So, a scene which
under normal circumstances probably wouldn’t be scored at all has one of the most beautifully evocative pieces
of music scored to it. Also, in the scene, the music enters when there is lots of scene sound, and the music is very
low in the mix as well. Truthfully you don’t really register it until a few bars in, so I would suggest you watch the
scene but then listen to the album recording, which is uncluttered by the scene.
Figure: 39 Track:’ Theis and Pernilles Theme’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.13.50
In the beginning we have a delightful and harmonically / texturally colourful harp line which initially plays C, G,
F, E, F and G; this horizontal delivery of the C chord is excellent and comes like a burst of sudden colour where we
hear the octave, 5th, 4th, 3rd, 4th, 5th. Our minds have to work that little bit harder in decoding the notes and placing
them into the scalic order to which they belong, and it is this mental effort and the beauty of the texture which is so
alluring.

This then gives way to a lightly voiced synth/sample and woodwind chord, underpinned by strings. The first
whiff we have of uncertainty is the chord in bar 2, which is a C chord with the added 4th. The strings state the
3rd at the top of the voicing but lower down they have the sus4; this combination of both is rare and it has to
be voiced well to work. This type of approach, where you deliberately muddy the harmonic waters could be
described as ‘pandiatonic light’ because although the dominance of the 3rd has been muddied by the existence
of the 4th an octave lower, we are still able to distinguish quite easily that it is a C chord. on bar 7 leading into
bar 8 we hear a stunningly evocative female voice, all the more resonant because of its depth. In the film this
is barely heard and accompanies the scene where the washing machine springs a leak.
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Under the voice the same Cadd4 chord continues,
evolving with woodwind, synths and strings and
full of occasional changes in texture to give the
feeling that the chord is actually alive. The bit
where the voice hits the 3rd (bar 12) is beautiful not
just because it’s a 3rd but because the leap to it is a
6th, which is also renowned for its beauty and
romanticism.

The combination of the
release caused by the
move to the F chord,
together with the deep and
resonant 3rd on vocals is
fabulously emotional.

Because there is no distracting and obvious chordal
movement under the voice, the textures of the voice are free
to resonate and radiate wonderfully. But the best is yet to
come, because when the voice hits the next 3rd (A)
underneath the F chord, the effect is mesmerising.

This chord and vocal 3rd is also made even warmer by the
addition of the add2 and add9 in strings. This is synced to the
framed photo of the family, and the feeling here is one of
warmth of and of the beautiful sanctity of ‘the family’.

Our next cue comes around 00.16.00 as we see a
man placing flowers at a grave. The scene is
preceded by two establishing shots (00.15.51 and
00.15.56) of a building which houses the political
campaign offices of the three candidates for Mayor.
The second shot is a closer image of Troels
Hartmann, one of the candidates, and it is this man
that we see by the grave in the subsequent scene.
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The music for this scene is another gem from Franz Bak – moody and emotional – and it begins, as is often the
case in narrative fiction, slightly before we see the scene to which it applies. This popular device is a way of
preparing the viewers emotionally for a scene that is about to come, gently easing them into the abrupt edit.
Transition music is easily the biggest functional and pragmatic use of music in film, and as I have said before, it
is hard to see how abrupt and disconcerting sudden switches in time and location can feel if you’ve never seen
them without music. Thus, we have become used to music being a fundamental part of the film-making process
without really being consciously aware of the process.
Figure: 40 Track:’ At The Graveyard’ Audio timing: 0.54 Film Cue Sync: 00.16.00
This music uses similar textures to the last cue we did
(fig.39), which is another way composers establish a
consistent musical identity for a show or for an emotion
used consistently in a show. When we talk of leitmotif we
assume that each character has their own theme, but these
days in television drama is sometimes subtler, where we
might, for example, have not a theme but a style of harmony
or texture for scenes which have common themes. The link
between the last scene and this scene is love. Once again the harmony sounds slightly vague;
we have an Em chord which has been joined by the 7th and 4th. In bar 4 it is added by the 4th
and the min6th which makes it sound like a cross between Em and Am.

Again we have the voice as part of the
palette of harmony and texture but this
time without the warmth created by the
use of 3rds. The voice enters on bar 8 but
on bar 9 it hits the maj7th (D#).

The D# lends the piece a sense of anxiety. It does not
in this case function exactly as a maj7 within a minor
chord would sometimes function - think James Bond –
and sounds darker. This is because there is a faint 7th in
the chord (D) and the existence of the D# as well
creates a vague sense of unease.
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Our next cue sadly is not on the soundtrack album. Soundtracks are not made for musicologists and film music
analysts; they are commercial products and as such often have to miss out the less digestible music for fear of
alienating the buyer. The cue comes at 00.47.34. Detective Sarah Lund orders police to search a river, where they
find a submerged car which ends up containing a body in the boot. Before we look at it I want to talk a bit about
dissonance.
Film music dissonance is mainly about context. Rarely is it simply a bunch of random notes which create a
dissonant sound; usually it contains elements or portions of ‘normal’ chords which are then placed in a context
which is unfamiliar and traditional. So, what makes effective dissonance is frequently the corruption of traditional
harmony; this corruption, or disfiguring, is something listeners are subconsciously aware of. What makes it
effective is that different elements, on their own, make perfect sense, but when placed together, sound skewed.
Thus, effective dissonance is about creating a skewed sense of reality, not complete sonic chaos – unless, of
course, that is what you’re after. By choosing the types of chords or voicings that you want to pair with something
unrelated, you can often create quite specific styles of dissonance. One could refer to pandiatonicism as a kind of
cultivated, ‘polite’ dissonance; it doesn’t estrange its audience but it definitely challenges their ability to categorise
what they hear, which is an integral part of the listening process. We rely on our subconscious ability to process
music in a coherent way which helps us recognise, rationalise and enjoy. If we skew what people hear, we are
making that process harder, and this is what most people experience when they hear dissonance. The more the
dissonance is from reality, the less people will have in common with it and, usually, the less they will enjoy it.
But if the dissonance is made up from smaller sections of consonance framed in an unusual way, it is disorientating
and distracting but not to the point of being unlistenable.
Figure: 41 Film Cue Sync: 00.47.34

The following scene is absolutely tailor-made for this kind of approach to harmony. It is a great example of the
perfect marriage of music, scene and narrative context. We already know the detective has asked for the lake to
be searched, so we hear the first chord - as we see the shot of the lake from a bridge – in context of apprehension.
The Gbmaj7/F - without its 3rd to warm it up, and with the tight voicing at the bottom between the F and Gb,
sounds slightly menacing. The textures of the low basses and cellos at the bottom add to this apprehensive context.
it’s worth noting that if you were to hear a Gbmaj7/F with the same tight voicing at the bottom but with the crucial
major 3rd, played on a piano, you would hear tension, but not apprehension. In the first instance it is not just the
chord that’s disorientating and apprehensive but the texture, the missing 3rd and the narrative context.
The basses drop to Eb and this
physical movement, thanks
mostly to the textures, extends
a level of slight menace, due to
numerous times we would
have heard low strings used in
this way. Again, context. The
Bbmaj7/Eb with no 3rd, on bar 4 is a classic example of a merging of different realities. If you play the top 3 notes and add in the D (3rd) you’ll hear a
tight chord like the one in bar 1. Take the 3rd out and it becomes slightly less convincing. Stick an Eb at the bottom and becomes distorted and disfigured.
Into this context comes the great cello/bass line on the last beat of bar 4, which includes the F, E natural, Db and low F. This is a great, Herrmann-esque
additional dynamic. You could actually make a great chord purely out of the F, Db and low F (as I show in fig 41a), where I have spelt the Db as a C#
to make it enharmonically correct.
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(b5)

As the cue progresses we hear a B/E and again this is dissonance and disorientation created not simply by putting
your elbow on the piano, but because we’ve got a B chord over an E bass, then the 5th is flattened which not only
gives the chord a diminished feel, but also brings the F into conflict with the E at the bottom. Thus, the flavours
of dissonance composers create are borne out of micro consonances coming into conflict. For example, the chord
which comes directly afterwards (bar 6, beats 2/3) is the same B(b5)/E but this time with an added F. So now we
have a micro-consonance in the shape of the B and D# (which, alone create two thirds of a B chord), another
pocket of consonance between the F and C (root and 5th of an F chord) and if you factor in the D# but pretend it’s
an Eb, then the top three notes add up to an F/Eb (minus the 3rd). These are not being suggested simply to point
out a theoretical relevance; the reason the dissonance ‘stacks up’ to any degree is because it is frequently the
product of different groups of consonances.
The first chord in bar 7 is a Dmaj7/E; a chord similar to other chords in this cue, which, on its own, would not
project anxious feelings onto its listeners. But the bar before is far from normal, as we just discussed, so we are
wrong-footed into hearing the Dmaj7/E in a different way than we perhaps otherwise would. A cheese sandwich
would taste nice, but following on directly from iced cream would be a slightly different proposition. Also, the
second chord in bar 7 is identical to the first one but down a tone. We don’t really hear the similarity or even the
fact that it is the same chord down a semitone, because the E bass is in direct conflict. Similarly, we don’t really
concentrate on the top chord in bars 8 and 9 being the same, tied over, because we are diverted by the descending
basses playing the F (which works), the D (which creates conflict) and the Db (which works but is still hear in
context of what came before). This is why sometimes dissonances are actually not as dissonant as we assume
when we look at chords or parts of chords in isolation. Only the context is dissonant.
Figure: 41a Film Cue Sync: 00.47.34
The chord to the left is a chordal version of most of the notes stated in the cello
line in bar 4 of fig.41. Seen (and heard) now as vertical harmony and with an
enharmonic alteration, we see its similarity to the types of harmony Bernard
Herrmann used. The point I am making is not just to draw your attention to some
vague similarity, it is to point out that the horizontal cello line used would have
elicited a similar, slightly watered down, emotional reaction to the vertical
version of the chord (left), used numerous times by Herrmann as a way of
skewing reality.

Our next cue comes just after fifty minutes in; Detective Inspector Sarah Lund has
just found a body in the boot of a car they have just dragged from a lake, which she
knows to be Nanna Birk Larsen, the daughter of Theis Birk Larsen and Pernille
Birk Larsen. Then Theis, who has been out looking for his missing daughter, arrives
at the scene in his van and is prevented from going to the crime scene itself by
police officers who hold him back. He is on the phone to his wife and eventually
he begins shouting and arguing with the police, his distraught wife listening on the
other end of the phone. At about 00.50.40 we see Detective Lund walk back from
the car towards Theis; we hear a motif (from the first few bars of fig.41) fading in
and out as Theis shouts, “Is that my daughter?” Lund replies, “Theis, you can’t
stay here.” He asks again, “Is it my daughter down there?” as his wife sits down
(picture, left) waiting anxiously. In the end Lund nods and Theis begins shouting
and crying; his wife hears this exchange and begins screaming too. That’s the hit
point which is synced to bar 5 of fig.41.
Figure: 41 Track:’ Choral Theme’ Audio timing: 0.48 Film Cue Sync: 00.50.51

Prior to bar 5 we hear the motif above, which is interesting and causes mild anxiety and tension; the scene already has a good deal of
tension so the music here is simply supporting that existing tension. The reason the music at this point is mildly tense is because the
arpegiated line presents an unresolved suspended feel, leading up to bar 5, after Theis realises his daughter is dead, whereupon we then
get the full minor chord with the melody on the 3rd.
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From bar 5 the piece has a nice physical contour with the 3rd being at the top of the voicings consistently. The initial downward trajectory
of the line, in this specific narrative context, accompanying the awful news, seems to create an emotional feeling of sadness but also
resignation. If the first few suspended bars were the tension, this is the release. The music is not overtly ‘sad’ in itself, but merged with
the pictures and dialogue, it becomes sad, melancholic and reflective. The music generates within us a feeling of melancholic reflection.
The music isn’t playing the father’s reaction, but instead is gently playing the loss. The music avoids huge grand gestures and instead
paints the scene with gentle music which helps us reflect, not on the crime committed, but on the hole it will leave in people’s lives. The
music has a strong physical presence too, with the contours moving up and down.
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THE LEFTOVERS Max Richter

In the beginning of the television series The Leftovers
we witness an event which subsequently becomes
known as the ‘sudden departure’. This is when 2% of
the world’s population suddenly, without warning or
explanation, disappear. Following the event, and an
inability to explain what happened to people’s loved
ones, traditional religion declines and we see the
emergence of various cults; notable amongst these
was a group called The Guilty Remnant, a group of
people who do not talk, wear white clothes and chain
smoke. Inevitably the group is led by a man who sees
himself as the second coming of Jesus Christ.

The event – known now as The Rapture - is shown at the start of the pilot episode after which we flash forward
to three years later, focussing on the fictitious town of Mapleton, New York. The first series sees life partly through
the prism of the Garvey family.
The first cue, entitled Departure, comes in at 00.01.28, just after we see a busy
woman shopping in a supermarket with her young child. We see the young child
in a baby seat in the back of the woman’s car (left) so viewers can see that the child
is in the car. Then, at 00.01.28 the woman turns round to check on the child before
setting off, only to find the child is missing (this is when the music begins). There
was no sound of a car door opening; the door is still shut, but the child’s car seat is empty. The woman gets out
of the car, comes round to the rear passenger door, opens it, looks in and can see that her child has vanished.
Figure: 42 Track:’ Departure’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.28

The woman senses her child has
gone quiet and glances toward the
back seat

The woman gets out of the car
and walks around…
(add2)

On a surface level the music does
not ‘go’ or work. If we scored this
traditionally we would no doubt
here a barrage of anxiety-inducing
textures and harmonies seeing
events through the eyes of the
mother, who becomes increasingly
distraught. Given that at this point
nobody realises that 140 million
other people have also vanished,
the woman believes her child has
been taken – a mother’s worst fear.

Instead the music is soft, serene, reflective
and evocative. But what does it evoke? It
evokes feelings of sorrow and
melancholic resignation. The music is not
overtly dramatic and yet, distilled within
us, alongside the disappearance, it
conveys a quiet sense of foreboding.
What’s happened is so profound, so
unprecedented and so terrifying, that
traditional dramatic music wouldn’t work.

The woman now leans over and
sees the child isn’t there

She walks to the back door, still
not believing what she saw...

So if the music was as equally in the
dark as the mother, it would play to the
emotions of anxiety, fear and dread,
i.e. it would ‘play the mother’. The
audience knows more than the mother
because they will have read up on the
basic premise of the show before
watching. The music knows more, too.
it knows what’s really happened so
does not ‘play the scene’.

If the child had actually been taken by
someone who was then seen running off,
then traditional ‘shock’ drama music
would work. The woman slowly realises
that her child’s disappearance may not
be a case of kidnap, and may be
connected to other strange things going
on around her. Unable to process this,
she remains in blind panic and becomes
hysterical.

Richter’s music for film is always more about evoking the subtext and provoking the audience to think and reflect. His music is frequently known
for reflecting not what the film appears to be about, but what it is really about. The initial arpeggiations infer the safe, traditional chords of Cm
and Fm/C but then we hear the first soft and emotional chord of Bbadd2, which in this context summons up feelings of sadness and perhaps regret.
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She walks to the back door,
still not believing what she
saw….

The frantic semiquavers also sound
a little like they’re almost dancing,
which seems to suggest innocence.
Also, there is a slight incongruity in
that the first phrase does not adhere
to a ‘normal’ structure; we hear Cm
x2, Fm/C x 2, Bbadd2/C x 2, Cm
x2 but then we get a two-bar tag on
the end with an Eb/Bb x1 and a G/B
x 1 before the piece returns to the
tonic chord.

Now, finally believing that
the child has gone, she
shouts his name

But then it has two chords
which last a bar each
(Eb/Bb and G/B). This
gives us a 10-bar phrase.
Whilst this isn’t exactly
revolutionary, it does
slightly subvert audience
expectation. This might
not be something people
notice but it something
that people will feel.

She hears a small child shout
for his parent, who has also
disappeared…

maj7
A melody line comes in on bar 11, which is slow-paced compared to the arpeggiated accompaniment. This has an interesting effect on the piece in that it seems
both serene and frantic simultaneously. From bar 11 the structure changes to repeated four-bar chord sequences and this coincides with the appearance of the
melody, which itself consists of a repeated phrase containing a crotchet up-beat and a semibreve. These are interesting in terms of the intervals they occupy.

The Eb at the end of bar 12 leads to a D in bar 13, and the
interval (which gives the note its character in relation to the
chord it exists within) is a maj7. In this narrative context this
normally sweet and relaxed extension has the feel of being
strangely forlorn, resigned, almost sorrowful. It definitely
feels at that point as if the piece is ‘exhaling’.
The parent’s trolley runs
into a car, emphasising his
absence

While the woman still looks for
her child, two cars crash in the
street behind her…

She reacts…

1

The woman really begins
to panic now

The chord catches our attention because it also contains the faint whiff
of another chord (Gm). The inverted nature of the arpeggios slightly
obscures the chord’s Eb-ness and the D melody note functions mostly
as the maj7 but also, nominally, as the 5th of a Gm chord. The identity
therefore is slightly obscured, so the maj7’s normal sweetness is
replaced by a more melancholic and less assured identity.
She shows fellow shoppers
where her baby had been

#5

3

Another interesting and captivating aspect of this piece is
the way that, although the melody is quite repetitive, the
same notes reappear in different intervallic contexts; this
is interesting because it means that the piece is
communicating through intervals in a slightly more
obvious way than might normally be the case.

As the introduction comes to its
end, the woman is seen, screaming
for her baby

9
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The piece does have a kind of subtle, restrained intensity, thanks to
the increasing regularity of the lower bass notes, which begin as
semibreves and evolve to minims.

This piece functions as a reoccurring theme in the show, coming numerous times, usually functioning as melancholic reflections on various situations
and events, such as, for example, 00.18.29 in episode 1.

The next cue isn’t on the soundtrack album, although the tracks ‘Only Questions’ and ‘Family Circles’ have
similar chord sequences. The following transcription is based on the music as it appears in the show. This cue
comes regularly, for example at 00.09.45 and 00.23.03. The contextualising pictures below are from its appearance
at 00.09.45, which comes just as one of the main characters, chief of police Kevin Garvey (whose estranged wife
Laurie Garvey has become a member of the Guilty Remnant) is listening to a television report on the official
inquest into the ‘sudden departure’. As the cue plays we see Kevin first and then Laurie. The music definitely
helps the audience feel a sense of empathy for both characters. The questions are, as always, what does the music
do and how does it do it. The permanent arpeggiations and the similarities in the vertical and horizontal intervals
lend the piece a slightly mesmerising feel, which, in context of these scenes, creates a sense of reflection both in
terms of Kevin Garvey and in terms of the viewer, who is emotionally encouraged to think; to reflect.
Figure: 43 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.45

I have annotated the vertical intervals in red; what’s interesting is that the 6,5,6 sequence in bar 1 is reversed in bar 2,
where we have 5,6,5 etc. The alternation between the 6th and 5th intervals helps the piece maintain a mesmerising feel.
What is also very interesting is that when we go to the Amaj chord in bars 5/6 the vertical gaps are all 6th intervals. As
we have discussed at length elsewhere, the 6th interval is particularly warm and romantic, whether used melodically or
harmonically; the effect is similar because harmony is simply vertical melody and melody is simply horizontal harmony.

6 5 6 56 56 5 6 5 6 5 65 6 5 5 6 5 6 56 56

56 5 6 565 6 6 6 6 66 66 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6

What stops the piece becoming perhaps
too dreamy, helps inject the smallest bit
of drama and tension, and also gives the
bass its own sense of direction, are the
inversions
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The cue has startling similarities to portions of Olufar Arnalds’ music from Broadchurch, specifically at 00.46.54
of episode 8, the final installment of series 1 (bar 24 onwards from fig.14a). There are more general similarities
in their work and this is to be expected because in terms of how they approach projects and how they apply
emotion and often represent either the bigger picture or the story subtext, they occupy the same territory. But this
cue is, as I have said, remarkably similar.
EPISODE 3
We’re going to look at the main theme from The Leftovers, which comes 00.04.51 into episode 3 (and at similar
times from episode 2 onwards). This is a typically stylish and striking Richter piece, bursting with texture and
harmony resulting in something which is truly evocative and dramatic. Richter has employed the use of a wellknown film music harmonic convention; namely the shift from between the chords of Eb and A. The use of the
#4 interval is well-known both in sci-fi music and in music wanting to convey a sense of wonderment. Equally
effective is when the actual chord shift itself is a sharp fourth apart, i.e. as in this case, from Eb to A. In this
specific narrative context, the chord trick creates a feeling of incongruity and strangeness which mirrors the story.
In addition, although the chords in the cue are varied and drift in and out of different key centres, there is one
common note – a thread which unites them (the note of G). This is interesting because when chords seem to have
an interesting relationship with each other, despite being different, it is usually because of a note which is common
to all. Often arrangers and orchestrators alter chords, adding extensions to facilitate a closer bond between chords.
Also, because G is the only note common to all chords in this piece, we would probably be more aware of its
evolving intervallic context than we normally would. Again, as before, this is not something we would notice but
it is something we would feel and it would instrumental in the overall harmonic colour. Another point to make is
that the chord sequence itself is extremely interesting and produces its own emotional contours, quite apart from
any melodic content; the Gm to Ebmaj7 is a classic tension / release (breathe in, breathe out) sequence; the Ebmaj7
to A7 is the big dynamic moment I of the cue, harmonically: we spoke about this earlier. The A7 to Cm6 is a
tension-generating sequence but more importantly it is the Cm6 (with its slight whiff of Bond) which is the chord
that navigates us back to the tonic.
The other thing to mention is the voicings; because of the inverted nature of the A chord, which places a C# at the
bottom, the bass contour has its own dynamic which helps propel the piece, dramatically. The success of this piece
is also a product of its arrangement. Essentially it consists of four lines of counterpoint, and although we might
jump to the conclusion that the violin is the melody because it seems that way, the voice and bass lines are equally
important. Each line gives something to the other; this should be no surprise though, as film music is nearly always
not simply dependent on its arrangement, but the product of it. The interaction of harmony and texture are the
great generators of emotion in music, and these are primarily a concern of the arrangement. This is why it’s not
always helpful to separate composition from arrangement. One cannot exist without the other; I say this because
sometimes we can presume that melody is the most important factor in music, ergo that the violin line must be
where the truth of the piece lay. Also let’s not forget the arpeggiated cello line, which helps propel the piece but
is also the thing that links it with the other theme we looked at (The Departure). And finally, contrary motion,
that stalwart of counterpoint, is hard at work here too; the cello line goes up a tone in bar 2; the violin line goes
up from Bb to C# but the bass line goes down. All these different aspects help build the colour of what music is.
Figure: 44 Track:’ Leftovers Theme’ Audio timing: 0.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.51

G=1

G=3

G=7

G =5
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The theme is placed behind a series of images and viewers have often wondered whether there was historical or
cultural context behind the choice of pictures. Garson Yu is the designer of the title sequence and the founder of
yU+co, the company behind the opening titles to The Walking Dead. Yu revealed, in an interview with E. Oliver
Whitney for HuffPost US, that initially the show’s creators, Damon Lindelof and Tom Perrotta, didn’t know what
they wanted, visually, for the opening credits, other than something resembling or involving Renaissance art.
“The show deals with a lot of emotional aspects, a lot of stories about humanity’s
reaction to tragedy and oppressions, so I came up with this idea that what if the stories
were depicted on a Renaissance fresco painting.”
Garson Yu, interviewed by
E. Oliver Whitney, HuffPost US
4th September 2014
Yu wanted to reference religious themes in the intro up and eventually the Renaissance paintings were included
in a montage in a cathedral setting.
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THE TUNNEL (series 3) Ben Bartlett
The Tunnel is a British–French crime
drama television series adapted from the
2011 Danish-Swedish crime series The
Bridge. It stars Stephen Dillane as British
detective Karl Roebuck and Clemence
Poesy as a French detective Elise
Wassermann. Due to the setting of all three
series, the dialogue is bilingual; this was
the first time this had happened in a
mainstream TV drama. Much of the music
in series 3 is written by TV composer Ben
Bartlett.
In the final series (3) Roebuck and Wassermann investigate a series of murders linked to the disappearance of a
child decades ago. In the final episode Karl is left with an impossible choice of saving a van load of people who
are slowly being gassed, or Elise, who has a bomb around her neck.
I want first to look at how effective simple and minimal underscoring can be to italicize a scene and raise the
emotional engagement of the viewer. When he first finds Elise with the bomb attached to her, Roebuck receives
a phone call from the person he thinks is responsible for the situation he and Elise are in. Talking into the phone
he says “Lana, is that you?” This is the hit point for the cue to start with the low Ds, acknowledging the phone
call. On top of the low Ds we hear a synth line which states an F which lasts for the whole transcription. Then he
says, “Lana, I have news for you…” – this is where the low notes move to the Fs, after which Roebuck says, “I
have found Savan.” We then see a woman sat in a car; this is where the detuned Bb, which glides down almost to
an A, comes in, closely followed by a chord of Em appearing, before resolving to the Fm.
Figure: 53 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.06.48

The use of subtle movement to underscore these specific moments or words is excellent, as is the use of subtle
dissonance; the effect of the Bb just prior to the move from Fnc to Em is really good. The Bb occupies a 4th in
relation to the low Fs but the ghost of the Bb bleeds over into the Em too. In addition, the omnipresent F note
occupies various intervals in its journey; firstly, the min 3rd (bar 2), then the octave (bar 3), then the flattened 9th
(bar 5) and finally the octave of the Fm. These simple movements, textures and harmonic dynamics are crucial in
articulating the scene.
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At 00.08.00 Karl is stood a few yards from Elise, who has a bomb strapped round her neck. He is speaking on the
phone to a man who instructs him to go and pick up another phone, left nearby. Timings on the transcription are
not absolute.
Figure: 54 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.08.00

This is one of the many really, really effective uses of synth /sample tones being glissando’d or ‘pitch bent’ slowly
upwards and downwards. This is a strange, eerie, frightening and also captivatingly hypnotic sound, because it is
unlike anything that most normal acoustic instruments can achieve, and therefore is surprising and even shocking
to the ears. It accompanies the scene where Karl picks up the phone left for him. He is subsequently told by the
person he’s talking to on the phone that the phone Karl has picked up has a button, which will blow the doors off
the van holding people who are being gassed, but that it will also detonate Elise’s ‘necklace’.
The caller says to Roebuck, “Time is ticking, detective. Are you going to press that button and save those poor
innocent people?” Over the next minute Roebuck tries to reason with Anton, the caller. This is an incredibly tense
scene and the music is spellbinding, creating emotions of apprehension, anxiety and fear.
Once again the lower samples / synth chords are
pitch-bent / glissando’d from chord to chord.
There is something almost otherworldly when
textures hit notes which we normally never hear,
such as halfway between an F and an E or a D and
an Eb. Also, these notes are slid into and out of,
rather than stated. These factors combined really
make for a difficult listening experience, which, in
this dramatic context, is disorientating and
frightening, which adds a fantastic level of extra
emotion to this tense scene.

Figure: 55 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.12.33

On the second stave we have a faint Bb and C which runs through most of the cue, rising and lowering in
intensity, but at the start there is a feedback-style sound which is heard.

The dissonances and glissandos / pitch-bending is extremely interesting. Essentially there is a harmonic centre of
gravity which are the ‘no-chord’ of D (bar 1) and the notes D, E and F (which appear on the first beat of bar 2).
All other notes / chords are going either from or to these two harmonic states. It is the slow, inexorable glissandos
between the various chords which create the emotion. The note groupings I have placed above the various chords
are not written as chord symbols; since the notes are permanently in a state of flux and movement, any chord
symbols would be notional and transitory.
The transcription below is from a slightly later point in the same cue (00.13.26) when Roebuck pleads with Anton,
“Please let me speak to Lana”, to which Anton replies “Lana isn’t interested in what you’ve got to say” (we see
Lana sat in a car with Anton in the background, on the phone (bar 1).
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Figure: 56 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.13.26

Anton: “Lana isn’t
interested in what you’ve to
say.”

Anton: “You speak to
me and only me.”

During the tense exchange between Roebuck and Anton, the same disorientating
dissonances and glissandos carry on but lower in volume, to give sonic space for the
romantic string chords which play over the exchange.

Anton: “Do you know what it’s like
to live your whole life without love?
She made me feel again but you got
between us”

Roebuck: “I’m sorry about that.
Truly I’m sorry. Tell me how I can fix
this.”

Roebuck: “What is it that
you want, Anton?”

The transcription begins with a Dm chord, which moves to Bb6 and Dm/A. These are slow chords which unfold underneath the dialogue,
emotionally underpinning the words of Anton and Roebuck. When Anton talks about spending his whole life without love, the Dm/A moves
to a Gm7, which is the most obvious, emotional, colourful and romantic transition so far in this transcription, as Roebuck apologies (bar 4).

The Gm7 chord is the beginning of a sequence of contrary motion; the Bb on top of the Gm7 rises to become the C on
top of the Dm7, with the G from bar 4 lowering to become the inverted bass of the Dm7/A chord.

The Dm/A is dramatic because of the inversion but also because it is the first bar where
the physicality of the contrary motion becomes apparent. This works well in increasing the
dramatic tension in the scene

Anton: “I can’t have what I
want. It’s too late.”

Anton: “So what I want now is for
you to make a choice. A truck full
of strangers, ore your friend.”

Anton: “You’ve maybe
five minutes left.”

The contrary motion, with the drama and gravity it brings, carries on until toward the end of the cue. The final chord, which hangs in the
air before stopping abruptly, includes the well-known maj7 over a minor chord, but with the 11th (G) instead of the 9th (E) which stop it
sounding too much like a James Bond chord. As the piece stops in mid-air, Anton says “You’ve maybe five minutes left.”

Elise saves Karl from having to make the decision by blowing herself up and dying. Karl is caught in the blast,
blown to the floor and initially confused, before finally he realises his friend is dead.
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Figure: 57 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.17.40

The piece is not to tempo; the
various chords evolve over a
period of a minute or more, as
Karl tries to make sense of
what happened. Soft, romantic
string chords colour this scene
with the A and D notes
remaining constant.
The D minor chords are quite basic and open,
allowing the pictures to come through, but
the sadness of the music radiates through
once we hit the C and Bbmaj7 chords, which
work well in emotionally underscoring the
depth of our feelings about what has
happened. Karl may not yet realise, but we
do. The music is always for us, not them.

Roebuck gets in his car and drives to find Elise’s murderer, Anton, who he believes is about to kill himself and
Lana by driving off a cliff. He crashes into their car then confronts Lana with the news that the son she thought
was dead is alive, living with adoptive parents. This means that Anton has lied to Lana; she kills him. The episode,
whilst being incredibly tense, dramatic and violent, is also very sad. Elise has died; Karl is inconsolable with grief,
as are Elise’s work colleagues. Lana is in prison awaiting trial for the murder of Anton, and is sent pictures of the
son she thought was dead.
There is a lovely piece of music toward the end of the episode, around 00.44.31. It
begins on piano and then the second time around, strings come in with support. It
Figure: 58 Track: Film Cue Sync: 00.17.40
is simple, melancholic, sad but also hopeful. Mostly it is attractive, pretty and easy
on the ear, which enables us to digest it easily and develop emotions to match. It
makes the viewer think about all the emotions they have experienced in the
episode; it manages to distil all the contradictory emotions into one very, very
reflective piece of music. Its simplicity and melodic nature allow the pictures to
breathe. There is no dialogue as such, for most of the piece, so it works almost as
thematic ‘end’ music. Despite the bloodshed and death and destruction, there is
hope. One of Karl’s detectives manages to finally pluck up the courage to approach
one of the French detectives he’s admired for a long time, and she responds
favourably. This is where the cue begins; in hope.
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There is something almost lullaby-esque in
the harmonies and delivery of this piece. The
left-hand accompaniment is beautifully
constructed, which gives the piece a sense of
purpose. The melody is slow and ponderous,
hitting plenty of 3rds along the way which hits
the spot if we want overtly melancholic, sad
or romantic music. There are also some
delightful duplets which gives the piece a
lovely feel of occasional hesitancy.

The second part of the piece largely repeats
what has come before but with the string
section accompanying. Again, as with many
pieces we’ve analysed over the years, the
strings are physically very simple. Many of
the notes manage to bleed over into the next
bar, where they ‘mean’ something else
because they state different intervals. This
makes the strings sound physically effortless
whist stating different intervals. It also
protects against parallel writing.

5
3

The second section begins
when we see Lana in prison,
opening an envelope to see
pictures of her child, now a
teenage boy, for the first time.

3
1
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The music for the various different Tunnel series have been scored by different composers but the cues we have
looked at from the final episode of the 3rd series are the work of Ben Bartlett. The music is superb throughout;
from the anxious dissonances and pitch-bending we looked at, right through to the reflective music played behind
Karl recovering from the bomb explosion which killed his friend Elise. It is shows like this that prove that great
TV drama is only great if it is distilled through the prism of music which enables the emotions to be properly felt.
Music is the thing that makes us believe it is real; even if we know it’s not; musical emotion helps us deceive
ourselves.
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CHAPTER 8: THRILLERS
“It takes only a small amount of perspicacity to
realise that music is a remarkable, indeed an
astounding phenomenon. The emergence of human
musical experience from the audition of organised
tones remains deeply puzzling, truly a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.”
(Nussbaum, 2007. xi)
A FEW GOOD MEN Marc Shaiman
In the film A Few Good Men, two U.S. Marines (Lance Corporal
Harold Dawson and Private First Class Louden Downey) are
court-martialled for the murder of a fellow Marine – William
Santiago, at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base - allegedly under
orders from their commanding officers. Naval lawyer Lieutenant
Commander JoAnne Galloway wants to defend the two marines,
believing that they simply obeyed orders. Unfortunately, the case
is given to Daniel Kaffee, an inexperienced lawyer with a history
of plea-bargaining, who has never stepped inside a courtroom in
his career. When Kaffee negotiates a plea bargain with the
prosecutor, the two defendant refuse to comply, insisting that their
CO had given them a ‘code red’ order and that they never intended
Santiago to die. The film starred Tom Cruise as Lieutenant Daniel
Kaffee, Demi Moore as Lieutenant Commander JoAnne Galloway
and Jack Nicholson as Colonel Nathan Jessop. Sorkin allegedly
wrote the story whilst working as a bartender at the Palace Theatre
on Broadway. The story was based on a case that writer Aaron
Sorkin’s sister Deborah had told him about a true story of a
‘hazing’ gone wrong. Shaiman’s music for this film really keys in
to the early 90s sound, especially texturally.
The use of the synth in the first cue we look at is emblematic of its time, along with the electric pianos used and
the types of electronic drums employed. This aspect is worth pursuing.
Film Music as Time Traveller
Film music has many choices in terms of what you want it to be, how you want it to frame the movie, stylistically
and emotionally. But it also has another important choice, about whether an underscore buys into the prevailing
popular musical traditions of the time – most of which will turn out to be transitory – or whether the music is
essentially neutral in that it does not suggest a time or an era. For example, you could show ET now, nearly 40
years after it was made, and it will not be the music that dates it. What dates it will be the social traditions present
at the time it was made and portrayed in the film; the attitudes, the clothes worn, gestures, the types of phrases
used in conversation, etc. Also the special effects may well date it. It was made in 1982 and absolutely everything
about the film is 1982 except the presence of an alien being from another world and the presence of the music. If
you played Williams’ masterful score now, to a new audience of film goers or film music fans, there is nothing
musically to pin it to 1982; nothing at all. Williams’ music is often reminiscent of Stravinsky, but this is not
identifiable enough to an audience as to be overtly noticed. So the music is stylistic but historically neutral. One
reason why Doctor Who continues to be a global success is because the theme music is instantly recognisable and
yet does not betray anything in terms of popular music around when it was made. The original Star Trek television
theme by Alexander Courage famously used rhythm instruments and textures which were in vogue when it was
made, but crucially, the really strong harmonic and melodic content was sufficiently divorced from its time. So
when people hear the old ST theme tune they don’t think, “Wow, check out those cheesy Latin rhythms,” they
simply recognise the Star Trek theme tune.
This is not so if a film composer uses instruments, harmonies and other devices which – however popular at the
time – were destined to go the way of all fashions. If you listen to Marvin Hamlisch’s great score for The Spy Who
Loved Me, it makes use of several musical devices from the time – such as particular synths, particular drums and
percussion and particular ways of arranging for rhythm instruments – which are now out of date.
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They are instantly recognisable, musically, culturally and historically. I’m sure at the time (1977) nobody could
imagine that Disco would one day not be ‘a thing’. Of course, the music for Bond films in general has its own
‘sound’ – a wonderfully intoxicating swagger which makes it identifiable - which is an aesthetic amalgam of
harmony, texture and rhythm, thanks to the legacy of John Barry. But it has managed not to become dated because
the approach has been largely maintained. It is, as it were, an old but ongoing tradition. This makes it all the more
incongruous to hear frantic Disco music and cheesy 70s synths accompanying Roger Moore down a ski-slope.
Far from underscoring the daring of the film’s protagonist, it makes us laugh at him and also makes us more aware
of the desperately out of date special effects. This all sounds like I hate the film, but actually it’s great film and
the title song is an absolutely stunning masterpiece; hardly a week goes by where I don’t stick it on to listen to it.
This brings me to another weird thing: in Bond films it is the songs at the beginning and end which place a massive,
indelible time-date on the film. They are unashamedly products of their time. apart from Nobody Does It Better,
where the song, ironically, doesn’t date - but the underscore does. It’s almost as if someone misunderstood the
memo or read it upside down.
I say all this mainly to illustrate how using sounds and musical devices in underscore music which were cool ‘at
the time’, sometimes don’t travel well through time and history, especially if the music in question is meant to be
serious underscore music, and not something which deliberately alerts people to the era in which the film was
made. Of course some may say that films are not made to be re-watched twenty years later, so what’s the fuss
about? Who cares if underscore music was overtly emblematic of its time? If you want to watch The Spy Who
Loved Me forty-three years after it was made, just roll with, dude. I accept that.
The music for Star Wars, Star Trek, Close Encounters, Back to the Future and thousands of other films, are not –
musically, at least - inexplicably tied to the era they were made or to a genre which itself could lead straight to an
era. One of the reasons great films travel through time and location with ease is because, although the subject
matter or prevailing social attitudes portrayed in the film may tie it to a specific time, the music usually doesn’t.
In this sense film music can be timeless; film music is its own thing. Rain Man featured one of Hans Zimmer’s
earliest scores and it was excellent. But when you watch it now the music can sometimes be a bit distracting
because we recognise the 80s musical vibe and perhaps we listen to it ‘as music’ and not as an emotional
accompaniment. All of which brings us to A Few Good Men which contains a great score but one where elements
of it use textures and devices which are not used any more – great though they were. Please note I am not
criticising; personally I love this music, but the textures are sometimes distracting because I’m referencing
memories of that era which have nothing to do with the film.
The first cue is, effectively, the main title. It comes several times in the film and it generates feelings of anxiety
and even fear every time it comes, in varying degrees depending on the context. The synth textures used are
abrasive and stark. They do not hide or blend; they are overt and they work extremely well. The initial bass note
(A) sounds menacing; it is under the dramatic mountain scenery of an as-yet unknown location. But the harsh
textures already create anxiety. No chord is implied so technically we don’t feel major or minor, but the pictures
and the perceived anxiety creates an assumption of minor. The low A notes are struck again on bar 6, which
coincides with the location of the picture being revealed. This is pre-War on Terror, so the anxiety comes from a
perception of Cuba, and therefore the then Soviet Russia. The melodic line hits the 9th (B), 10th (C), 11th (D) and
high 5th, but there is no static chord so no static 3rd in the chord, so it lacks complete identity, something which
makes the use of the 9th and 11th stark and intrusive.

Figure: 01 Track: ‘Code Red / Semper Fidelis’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.00 / 00.44.15 / 01.23.30 / 01.32.48

.
Bar 7 brings another bass hit on the triple octave low synth, and this is accompanied by the shot of a Marine looking through binoculars.
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score. The music leaves something out, and so do the pictures; they are both
partial, but combined they create the desired effect. The next phrase comes in
bar 8, and this is where the melody develops to include the F note (flat 13 – or
minor 6th if it was an octave lower in the voicing). The F is a particularly
difficult note/interval to digest, and this, again, creates anxiety. Bar 11 is synced
with the image of two soldiers walking in darkness. By the time this scene
happens we are totally primed and ready for bad stuff to happen.

The next cue is called ‘Facts and Figures’ and comes 00.58.47 into the film. Daniel Kaffee is discussing the case
with one of his associates, Lt Sam Weinberg. Sam is more skeptical about winning the case and is despondent; he
asks Kaffee, “I’m just wondering, now that JoAnne’s on this…you know, I’m just wondering if you still need me.”
After a short exchange, Kaffee looks across and says, “I need you. You’re better at research than I am and you
know how to prepare a witness.” JoAnne then enters the room, unaware that Sam is thinking of quitting. A tense
few moments follow before Sam confirms he’s in. Kaffee smiles back, thankfully and the cue starts. The music is
extremely busy and very arpeggio orientated; there are no chords, just the counterpoint between the horizontal
harmony and sparse left-hand statements. The music accompanies a scene where all three lawyers begin working
the case in earnest, talking, discussing, consulting a chalk-board, making calls.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘Facts and Figures’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.58.47

0

Usually you wouldn’t write a complex melody over complex dialogue, but these arpeggios are going so fast that essentially they blur into a
beautiful array of transitory horizontal harmony. This act like a gloss over this dialogue, which itself eventually blurs into a montage of
scenes, words and activity, spanning hours in a matter of seconds. The main reason the music works is because the rapid, quick-fire arpeggios
convey action and determination, but also the glossing effect of the arpeggios creates a slightly hypnotic effect which helps with the ‘time
jumps’ in the scene.
The implied chords
have a suspended and
incomplete feel at
first, until the strings
come in, when the
changes are warm.
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Not only does it make us believe in
the scene, it also has an underlying
‘feel-good’ quality, thanks to the
richly voiced digestible chords
towards the end, on strings, which is
warm and inviting. We believe in the
scene and we believe they will win.

The music is extremely effective in
conveying the emotion behind this
scene, which the pictures and words do
not manage on their own. The music
makes us believe.

The next cue (fig.03) is for an edit, where we first see Kaffee close the door behind his colleague, following a
conversation, followed by a few external shots of dawn breaking over Washington, where we see the Washington
Memorial with the White House in the distance, appearing beautifully in the golden colours of the morning sky.
Then we cut to an establishing shot of the building where the trial will take place, before finally seeing Kaffee,
suited and ready, walking towards the courtroom.
At 01.01.27 (image, left) Daniel is saying goodnight to his
associate JoAnne, the night before the trial starts. She looks at
him as she is about to leave, saying, “We’re ready.” He smiles,
somewhat too much, saying, “Better believe it.” She leaves, he
closes the door behind her, his expression becoming serious and
concerned. He says out loud but to himself (image, right) “We’re
going to get creamed.”

The Eadd2 chord, minus its 3rd, has an incomplete and slightly tense feel, as we see the day dawning. Although
having an extension, the chord is sparsely voiced, which helps generate feelings of loneliness and vulnerability.
As we glide into the establishing shot of the building where the case will be heard, the grandeur of the building
and the occasion sinks in, as does the C/E, which is potentially a much more dramatic chord. All this is swallowed
down with the inevitable exposed solo trumpet motif; the motif is not particularly melodically traditional – which
happens most times when this device is used – and in fact it hits the #4 during the first bit of the journey. It is the
textures that link it completely to the narrative of war, armies, fighting, heroism, truth, justice etc.
The melody – which begins on trumpet and migrates to the softer and more reflective tones of the French horn as
Kaffee is seen walking through the corridor on his way to the courtroom - has a lovely physicality to it; a really
effective physical and emotional contour. In bar 3 we return to the pensive and sparse ‘omit’ chord but then the
horn comes in, which is joined by the beautifully voiced warm lower strings. Bar 5 comes as we see Kaffee –
who, let’s not forget, has never seen the inside of courtroom despite being a lawyer – hesitates outside the
courtroom.
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We hear the subdued chords of Bm/D and Am/C – the inversions giving the music that gentle push into tradition.
Finally, as he walks into the room the music settles on the Esus4, leaving it as an unanswered question.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘Guantanamo’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 01.01.46

The next cue works well as edit music; it takes us safely from the shot of the ‘Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima’ statue,
framed by a beautiful sunset – where we hear low, octave synth / strings; this immediately reminds us of traditional
values and about the importance, the tradition, the honour and bravery of the world in which the film is set. This
obviously makes us feel anxiety about the case and whether the group of young lawyers will beat the system as
they see it – a system where misplaced honour and unquestioned loyalty act to shield criminal actions from
scrutiny and justice.
Figure: 04 Track: ‘Plea Bargain’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 01.09.34

The electric piano reprises a much slower and anxious version of the motif we heard in figure 2. As the motif comes in on bar 2 we see an establishing shot of
Kaffee’s apartment in a typically traditional and beautiful part of Washington. As the chord at the end of bar 2 is held over into bar 3 we go inside the apartment
where we hear the group of lawyers discussing the case in earnest. Again, as before, the frantic semiquavers are too fast to be a distraction, and as such they create
an interesting bed of horizontal harmony which contains chords that are mostly incomplete or have a suspended sound. The flattened 13th appears again, as it did
in the intro although this time its appearance creates more of a layered polychordal feel, which, above all else, sounds unfinished and unsubstantiated.
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Like many cues we’ve looked at in this book so far, the following cue is different on the album; there are
instruments which appear on the album version which vanish in the film version. This transcription is taken from
the film version and it comes in midway through the existing music for the scene and part-way through the
corresponding audio track. In much simpler terms, the transcription is parachuting in halfway through an existing
cue.
The team of lawyers are in trouble following the suicide of their main star witness; the man that would have
proved their case is now dead. During a conversation in which Kaffee has been drinking heavily, JoAnne Galloway
suggests calling Colonel Jessop (played by Jack Nicholson), the big, intimidating man in charge of the base in
Guantanamo who they believe runs a corrupt and intimidating regime. They believe he gave the ‘code red’ order
to attack William Santiago, resulting in his death. If this is proved it would reframe the case against the two men
currently on trial for his murder. Due partly to Kaffee’s intoxication, he and JoAnne have a big argument which
results in her leaving the apartment, after which he slumps down on the sofa, facing his colleague and friend, Lt
Sam Weinberg. Kaffee is feeling despondent and melancholic. At one point, accompanied by bar 1, he says to his
friend, “Was your father proud of you?” to which Sam, knowing that this is actually about Kaffee’s father, replies
“Don’t do this to yourself.” This scene shows the vulnerability of the normally cock-sure Kaffee. The two chords
which start this transcription (which, remember, comes well into the track itself) are the same as the chords used
in bars 5 and 6 of figure 3 (Bm/D and Am/C) which is when we saw Kaffee walk into the courtroom for the first
time. Used in context of the scene in fig.3, the chords were reflective and subdued – the calm before the storm –
and used in this context they represent very nearly the same thing. It’s important that the says, “Was your father
proud of you?” just after the first chord, because it brings emotion to the chord; the words function as a melody.
Figure: 05 Track: ‘Pep Talk’ Audio timing: 0.46 Film Cue Sync: 01.43.43

5

Strings

3

An interesting point about the first two chords in the transcription is that their chord symbol belies the complexity
of their voicing. We hear the 7th as the second note in the voicing (bottom-to-top) above the D (the inverted 3rd).
Meanwhile the chord on the treble stave above is voiced with 1, 5 and octave (8), which is quite stark. This blurs
our perception; we hear it as a Bm7 chord but also partly as a D6 chord because some of the components are in
odd positions in the voicing, slightly obscuring its identity. We arrive at the lovely sus2 chord on bar 3 where we
hear a lovely cello line which gives way to the same line an octave higher on Cor Anglais. The line is important
because it glues together what would otherwise be a completely chord-based listening experience; also both lines
hit the G at the top of their apex; the cello rests on the G (a rich, warm and resonant min3rd) whereas for the Cor
Anglais the G is the apex of its journey and we hear it as the 5th, over a Cadd2/E chord. the Cadd2/E is nearly
always a romantic chord because of the sweetness the add2 brings. Inverting the 3rd is great too because when we
do this only one note actually distinguishes the chord as a Cadd2/E – the C note itself, which although stated in
passing, is not part of the fixed chord. Again, this can create an ever-so slightly hazy version of the chord; one
where, emotionally if it were set to the right scene (such as this) would be contextualised in a melancholic way.
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CONSPIRACY THEORY Carter Burwell
Jerry Fletcher is the very epitome of a conspiracy theorist. He’s a
loner who works as a New York taxi driver in the day and
publishes a conspiracy theory newsletter by night. He regularly
sends his theories to Alice Sutton, who works in the Justice
Department, and who Jerry has a massive obsession with. Most of
Jerry’s theories are ridiculous, but he suddenly realises one of
them must be true when he has a dangerous encounter with CIA
psychiatrist Dr. Jonas, who injects Jerry with a truth serum before
Jerry bites him and then escapes. Jerry is on the run, trying to
convince Alice that one of his theories is true. The music is
composed by Carter Burwell, the talented and versatile composer
of such greats as Fargo, In Bruges (which we look at in the next
volume) and Miller’s Crossing. Some have said that it was
Burwell’s score that helped make this film a hit, and I am inclined
to agree. Todd McCarthy, writing in Variety, said, “Carter
Burwell’s lively and inventive score demonstrates that unusual
things can be done to give unexpected and imaginative
punctuation to even the most generic action.”
Figure: 06 Track: ‘Overture’ Audio timing: 1.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.58.00

(00.00.58)

(00.00.59)

We’ll start with the ‘Overture’, brilliantly conceived and aptly titled piece, since it introduces the main character extremely well, painting
a larger-than-life, caricatured picture of Jerry. We join the overture a minute into the piece and the film; the first minute sees a monologue
from Jerry, who is seen and heard giving his passengers the benefit of his various thoughts, ideas and theories. At around 00.00.40 we
hear him say, “And you know what they put in the water? Fluoride. Yeah, fluoride. On the pretext that it strengthens your teeth!!...that’d
ridiculous. You know what this stuff does to you? It actually weakens your will…takes away the capacity for free and creative thought,
and makes you a slave to the state.” (00.00.58) At this point we see an overhead shot of Jerry’s cab driving on a cobbled street; as his car
moves forward we see a neon sign, introducing the film, which says, ‘Conspiracy Theory’. The music has been bubbling along, but this is
the point (1 minute into the track and the film) that is meant to make us sit up and take note. The screaming
trumpets, high saxes and pumping 12/8-feel swing rhythm instantly demand attention, such are their
collective textural and rhythmical strength and vitality. Underneath the chords we have a consistent beat (
which runs underneath the first part of the transcription (bars 1-22). This rhythmic motif gives the piece a
kind of sophisticated swagger, and the ambient reverb created by the classic ‘big band’ sound even manages
to give the music a faint whiff of Bond. Trombones play this rhythmic riff in octaves and then vertically a
5th apart, which gives the piece a kind of rough edge; a kind of squareness. The main chords are articulated
mostly on 4 trumpets and 4 saxes, but there is no lower-middle or bass depth to the chords, which is another
thing which gives the chords a kind of electricity. The voicings are not abnormal, but the distinct lack of
lower depth gives them a desired roughness and keeps the sound sharp and fresh.
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The rhythm changes at bar 13 from the 12/8 swing feel to a more rugged and straight rock
rhythm, during which we continue to hear more of Jerry; but during this initial 9-bars of the
new rhythm there is only drums and extra percussion (timbales/congas etc). Up until this
point we’ve drifted in and out of the various monologues given by Jerry to his passengers,
but the lack of brass or saxes or bass / piano in this particular section is where film makers
shove in a complete Jerry monologue, this time in the form of humour: “Armand Hammer
goes to the doctor, and the doctor says, ‘hey, Armand, you’ve only got three minutes to live’
and then he says, ‘oh my God, that’s terrible news…isn’t there anything you can do for me,
doc?.....three minutes!’. And the doctor says, ‘well Armand, I could boil you and egg.’

Burwell says, of the next section of this opening piece:
“I fell back on a tune I’d originally tried in Fargo when the Coens and I were studying how funny or serious
that score should be. In Fargo we’d ended up going as serious as we could with the tone of the music. I took
that square boogie-woogie tune and put it against the opening of Conspiracy Theory and Joel and Dick
immediately liked it, so that became a major theme of the film.”
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The boogie section starts properly on bar 22 when we hear the
bass and piano playing the familiar and brilliant left-hand
quaver riff, which is so beloved of boogie music. Of course,
it’s not just the rhythmic style offered by the constant straight
quaver riff, but the intervals they occupy (1,1, min3rd, maj3rd
of the implied C chord, followed by the 1, 1, 4th, b5th of the
implied F chord). One of the many things about this style of
music is the looseness, the swagger, the deep resonant textures
of the piano and bass and the 12-bar-blues feel implicit in the
overall feel. In terms of its narrative use (accompanying Jerry
busy ranting away at his passengers) it presents a caricatured,
comedic image of Jerry, hinting at him being ‘a bit mad’,
lacking in self-awareness, but basically harmless. Equally, the
great thing about this 12-bar Blues section is that it also works
extremely well behind the busy New York scenes portrayed.
The groove created between the piano, bass and drums /
percussion is absolutely fabulous; as I have said, it creates a
great blend of Peter Gunn and The Beatles’ Lady Madonna.

The piano right-hand comes in on bar 24 with a great riff (one which will eventually be heard on brass / saxes). From bar 26 there are
some phrases which go up to the extremities of the piano range and on bar 28+ the piano line gets extremely busy, syncopated, colourful
and bluesy.
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On bar 34+ the piano becomes very abstract and scrappy,
which again helps mirror the state of mind of Jerry but also
doubles as great music to accompany the scenes of New York.
The heavily syncopated piano ideas are still grounded by the
great rhythmic engine (the drums, percussion and driving
bass/piano quaver motif) that thrusts this piece forward.

The piece gets even more wonderfully busy and colourful from bar 38-41 where we see the original RH piano idea used with trumpets and saxes.
Like all brilliantly syncopated writing, the riff is part-syncopation and part-on-the-nose; the first half of each riff is syncopated with the last two
beats of each bar being straight. This is the unwritten rule of great syncopation; its needs something straight to bounce off.
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Bar 42 is where the brass riffs get really good; this is where the piece really takes off. The brass / saxes phrase is basically
and what this phrase consists of, essentially, is two identical mini-phrases
with each mini-phrase falling on different beats in the bar; the first
statement involves a syncopated note followed by a note on the beat, whereas the ‘answer’ features the first note on the beat and the second one
syncopated. Therein lies the secret of its success – it subtly messes with our perceptions and expectations: that’s basically what syncopation does; it
keeps us engaged.

The trumpets and saxes become separated rhythmically from bar 45, which is yet another tier
of growth and evolution of the phrasing.
Above all else what this piece does is make us feel good; it’s exciting, syncopated, loud, brash
and swaggering; almost as if it’s drunk but simply doesn’t care. This music makes us like the
main character, Jerry, even though we know he’s a bit strange and more than a little sad. This
music sets him up as the good guy.
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What Carter Burwell said of the film and its music is interesting:
“I loved the screenplay to ‘Conspiracy Theory’. It was clever and dark and drew
together many weird cultural threads in a way that any conspiracy theorist would enjoy.
I was not quite as enamored of the film, which I thought soft-pedaled the dark side of
the story, and made Mel Gibson’s character, a paranoiac whose paranoias are wellfounded, into a cute, wacky guy. The first themes I sent Joel and Dick were true to my
view of the film - dark humor within an atmosphere of intrigue and psychological
manipulation. I’m not really sure what Dick thought of this approach because before
he could say anything Joel shouted ‘It’s all wrong!’ He asked for a diametrically
opposed approach, in which the opening music for the film would tell you right away
that the situation was comedic and non-threatening.”
Whatever the filmmakers and the composer thought of their interpretation of the script, the film is seen and
remembered online as ‘an American political action thriller’. Certainly, speaking as someone who loved this film
and its music, I think Burwell’s Overture music did caricature Jerry and possibly simplify him and pigeonhole
him as ‘a bit mad’ but as the film progresses we definitely don’t see it as a comedy; it is very much a thriller with
occasional moments of light relief.
Our next cue is entitled ‘Conspiracy Theory’ and comes at 00.14.21 as we see Jerry back in his apartment, late at
night, eating iced cream and scanning a large wad of the day’s newspapers. He’s looking for stories that don’t add
up, don’t make sense, or have something in common with each other that could point to a conspiracy. The scene
sees him avidly reading and analysing; eventually, at 00.15.00 we cut to a scene of him typing up the latest issue
of his magazine, – Conspiracy Theory; at this point the music changes and we hear the same quaver bass riff we
heard in the second half of the Overture, which adds a feeling of momentum, propulsion and determination.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘Conspiracy Theory’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.14.21
The piece begins with two
chord sequences of Fmaj7
– G/F. This is spread lightly
between strings, horns and
woodwind. Voicings are
open and the textures are
evenly balanced; it is the
harmony that creates the
slightly sad emotion the
music generates.

Slash chords such as this one, where the
main chord is placed over the 7th (G/F,
B/Bb, A/G etc) are actually quite
versatile chords in that they can provoke
different emotional reactions dependent
on textural and narrative context. Used
with heavy brass and accompanied by
spaceships (as James Horner did in
Aliens and Apollo 13 – Morrell,
2013.173) you tend to get a very
dramatic result; but used here, lightly
scored, the same chords will elicit a
slightly sad or melancholic feeling.

At the beginning of the cue we see Jerry with his iced cream and newspapers but it
is the music which speaks to his solitude, to the strange, chaotic and troubled
existence. In bar 5 things change; descending flute lines and soft textural
accompaniment sit behind scenes of Jerry’s looking at various articles but the F
chords (bar 5 and 9) don’t have a 3rd and are a little bare sounding. This lack of
vertical completeness leaves the music and scene a little cold and incomplete, which
is deliberate because it underpins his solitude.
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At bar 13 we arrive at what will turn out to be the build-up to the next, heavier section.
We have a series of minims playing a series of chords, every one of which is an ‘omit’
or suspended chord, with the exception of bar 15. These chord ascend and have a
feeling of inevitability about them, and this sequence is accompanied by a montage of
Jerry (over the period of a few hours) gradually forming the ideas for his next edition
of Conspiracy Theory. Eventually, after the musical and narrative build-up we arrive
at bar 19, which takes us back to the pumping bass line and driving drums

This section syncs to the image of Jerry’s typewriter,
where he is about to begin writing his next issue. The
music, as before, generates a feeling of momentum but
also faint humour; the inclusion of the tenor and baritone
saxes in the quaver riff gives it an even more overt jazz
/ soul feel – kind of Peter Gunn meets The Commitments
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DUEL Billy Goldenberg
The simple premise of a man driving through the desert for a
business appointment became an unlikely hit for the then young
Steven Spielberg. Following the directing of TV show Night
Gallery, this was his first professional film and it got him noticed.
Spielberg went on to become one of the most commercially and
critically acclaimed directors of the 20th Century. Duel sees
Spielberg exploiting quite a simple concept – road rage.
Businessman David Mann travels through the desert for an
appointment with a client. During the journey he passes an old
petrol tanker. The driver, who is also a psychopath, is offended by
this simple act and chases David along the empty highway trying to
kill him. It has been said that the film has the energy and simplicity
of silent film, but what is perhaps most ironic is that, such was the
drama, terror and apprehension created in this film, it can be
regarded as ‘pure cinema’ even though it was initially made-fortelevision film.

The music is scored by the great Billy Goldenberg, a veteran of film and television scoring. He worked with
Spielberg on Night Gallery and also wrote some superb, often abstract and atonal, emotionally chilling music for
Duel. Goldenberg’s seminal soundtrack for Duel had to wait over 40 years before it got released. The film is
pivotal not just because it’s a genuinely great movie, but also because it launched the feature-length directing
career for Steven Spielberg. Spielberg gave Goldenberg considerable creative freedom – something which he was
to repeat throughout his career with John Williams, leading to the creation of some truly memorable movie
soundtracks. Duel was the first feature-length movie to feature the concept of the “monster truck” and was also
one of the few films ever made that used atonality as the heart of its musical score.
In some of the cues I have transcribed, complex atonal string ideas are laid on top of other textures, such as synths
and tuned percussion. The score is not so much a collection of themes and leitmotifs, but more of a collection of
atonal ideas which creates some genuinely unnerving and spine-tingling moments in the film. Billy Goldenberg
scored for a group of 40 players, limited to strings, harp, keyboards, guitars and percussion, with no brass or
woodwinds. You will notice parts of the score have a slight whiff of Psycho about them; this is principally due to
the approach to harmony but also due the reliance on the strings. For a lengthy sequence at small diner, which see
David Mann looking nervously at the patrons to figure out which one is the mystery truck driver, Goldenberg uses
atonal strings to generate nervous tension. Apparently, recording engineers recorded strings with almost no
contrast in dynamics or style, which creates more of a static, sterile sound from what are generally considered to
be much more emotional instruments. This is the case in the first clip we’ll look at, which comes in at 00.29.07.
The sequence starts with an extremely abstract chord; but if you examine it you will find, as is the case with most
good dissonances, that it is simply the combination of chords within it which are odd. The synth and harp state a
G#m (add4) and this is confirmed by the violins, who play a G#m7/D#. But the bottom stave features a D#, G
natural, B and C#; it’s perhaps wiser to interpret these notes enharmonically, whereby you get an Eb7 with a #5.
So the two individual groups of notes produce relatively ordinary chords but the combination causes the
dissonance. Even though many people would simply contextualise this as dissonance, it really is important to
understand that the thing that makes the chord creepy, rather than simply baffling, is that there are two rationale
realities fighting for our attention.
People who analyse music much more romantically than I do might venture to suggest that this represents the two
sides of Mann’s mind – the practical and the paranoid – trying to figure out which person is the truck driver.
Personally I think that would be stretching it a bit. I think that would bestow a level of analytical and harmonic
awareness onto listeners that they don’t possess.1 I would say that the music is bewildering and confusing but that
there are realities in there, which we subconsciously detect, which is why the music doesn’t sound hideous but
instead sounds incongruous.
1

It would be to accept the same flawed logic that seeks to humanise cats by projecting a human emotion or feeling onto the behaviour of a
cat; not because it’s true but because we would like it to be true;
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Figure: 09 Track: ‘Studying Drivers’ Audio timing: 0.25 Film Cue Sync: 00.29.04

D#
The addition of the vibraphone is interesting; these textures inject a bit of an overt, clichéd and traditional feeling of mystery and
suspense. But they help propel the piece along and give it a sense of momentum, which helps match it to the camera movement.

One could say therefore that the overall textures and harmonies are twofold in their narrative application;
firstly the harmonies speak to Mann’s mind-set and the melody speaks to the movement on screen.

The violas - and cellos in particular - are playing quite high in their range, which is another thing that adds to the slightly pained feel of the textures.

The piece cranks up a gear when we hear some lower textural depth (with the addition of the basses when they enter on bar 9) accompanying the camera as it sweeps
across the faces of the men at the bar that Mann is concentrating on. The extra bass presence makes the music slightly darker and more sinister, accompanied as it is
with the facial shots. Up until this point we were concentrating on Mann’s state of mind, but the face shots and the basses allow us to focus on our quest to find which
one of them is the truck driver. The addition of the bass note also changes our perception of the chord too, which now becomes an Emaj7 with added 6 and flat 10.
The bass has its own trajectory;
when it moves to the F, the chord
is too complex for us to listen to,
so instead we fix on the chord
and the bass line almost
independently of each other.

This cue constitutes emotional music of the very highest order in terms of what it does to us while we watch Mann at his table. There is little or no dialogue
so the emotion is extremely high and perfectly represent the bizarre world Mann has stumbled into. We can tell that he’s finding it hard to grasp; we find it
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The last cue and the next one are separated only by a minute or so of dialogue; the conversation between Mann
and the waitress is normal; nobody else knows about Mann’s thoughts except possibly the psychopathic truck
driver and us, the audience.
Figure: 10 Track: ‘Man’s Thoughts’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.31.33
This cue begins as we see Mann from a
different visual perspective; we hear the
Fmaj9/E unfold – which is closely voiced at the
bottom of the chord. Under normal
circumstances this chord is beautifully
emotional, but our perspective is altered by
vibraphone which states a harmonically and
rhythmically repetitive line, which creates a
slightly hypnotic but also disorienting feel.

In the next bit of our cue, the vibraphone is silent so as not to distract against
the sound of David Mann’s inner thoughts, which we hear aloud. This is where
the writing becomes very Herrmann-esque, with its oddness and sense of
dislocation. The 1st violins leap a maj7 from the B to the A#, which represents
the maj7 of the B/D# chord, which also features a 9th – but an octave lower than
the 7th – and then a root and the inverted D; it isn’t the chord that’s necessarily
that odd, it’s the weird internal geography of it – things back to front or in
unfamiliar places. This is worth mentioning because this approach is often a
good way to create new dynamics or colours in harmony – subverting the
vertical layout of a chord.

“I don’t know, all I did was pass this stupid rig a couple of times and he
goes flying off the deep end. He has to be crazy.”

“Okay, so he’s crazy. What can I do
about it? Find him a psychiatrist?”

In the final bar of our section of the cue, the camera moves to the truck, with Mann utilising gallows humour in trying to rationalise the situation, by asking
if he should get the truck driver a psychiatrist. The music goes up a slight gear here too by virtue of the initial melodic movement and the strange chord,
which, as a chord symbol, features a chord with two slashes instead of the more usual one. Even the concept of having a chord built over one slightly
detached bass note (which is what in inversion or traditional slash chord looks like) and then another one is quite rare.

The next cue comes at 00.35.58 as Mann observes, through the restaurant window, a man who’d been sat at the
bar, walking out toward the truck. We have not yet seen the driver, and neither has Mann. Spielberg was clever
here because in the minutes leading up to this moment, the camera had showed us this particular character; he was
seen turning round, looking at Mann. There was an assumption that he was the guy. This great narrative device
explains why we share Mann’s suspicions that he will turn out to be the driver of the truck. The fact that we never
see the driver, only the truck, makes the truck itself into more of a character in the film.
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Figure: 11 Track: ‘Lone Driver Eating’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.35.58

The first part of this cue (bars 1-5) accompanies David Mann watching a guy who’s walking toward the truck; we hear a very impressionistic
sound for this; the piano plays a ten-note voicing of a 6/9 chord (which would traditionally be used in light jazz styles). The chord becomes
slightly clustered by virtue of the huge two-hand chord and also the addition of the 2nd. This is quite a repetitive and almost hypnotic sound, and
alone wouldn’t really articulate Mann’s state of mind. But it is underscored by a D diminished chord, clustered by the addition of the ‘maj7’,
which makes the first few bars abstract and impossible to rationalise, which really helps the emotion in the scene by creating sonic confusion.

The music grows in intensity and volume as the man disappears behind the truck
heading for the drivers’ door. But then we see him drive away in a car (which
had been parked behind the truck). We hear a solitary bass note as we see Mann
turn around to look at the remaining patrons in bewilderment as he realises that
the truck driver is still in the restaurant.
There is a long pause before the cue carries on in bar 6.
(#5)

The string writing in bars 7 and 10 is just fabulous; part 1960s’ Hollywood lushness and part Herrmann. Here the traditional
emotional qualities of the strings shine through, but minus their traditional beautiful harmonies; this time they are abstract,
dissonant and pained. The chord that the phrase starts on and returns to two beats later is another one of those chords which
makes sense only in sections, not as a whole. The bottom three notes represent an Abm/Eb with the top three notes unilaterally
representing an Eb(#5) chord but equally also constituting the 5th, maj7th and 9th of the lower Abm chord; but how does one
explain the D note? Out of the seven notes we hear, it takes just one to generate sufficient confusion.
(#5)

The chord which lay in-between the two
chords we just talked about is, by
comparison, quite tame, being a Dbmaj7
chord with a #5. The #5 (the A) makes the
top of that chord feel like an F chord, which
sits on top of a Db chord. But even this
chord is nowhere near as strange sounding
as the two which lay either side – proof that
relativity and variation is the key; it’s
always good to have abstraction
interspersed with something which is, by
contrast, less abstract.
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FRANTIC Ennio Morricone
Frantic is a 1988 thriller directed by Roman Polanski. It stars Harrison
Ford as doctor Richard Walker, who is visiting Paris with his wife,
Sondra. Shortly after arriving at their hotel, Ford’s wife takes a
telephone call while he is in the shower, and when he comes out, she
has disappeared. This was Polanski’s only collaboration with
Morricone, and the score generates a lot of debate, positive and
negative. The main title track, which comes at the beginning and end
of the film, is a typical Morricone piece, with more than a whiff of his
piece ‘Chi Mai’, which was used as the title music for the British
television drama, The Life and Times of David Lloyd George, which I
discussed in the first volume of How Film & TV Music Communicate
(Morrell, 2013.198). The melodic string writing is fabulous both in
that piece and this one. The better rendition of the theme – and the
arrangement used on the soundtrack album – comes at the end of the
film. From a purely personal stand-point, this theme is one of my alltime favourites, as was Chi Mai. Morricone’s penchant for writing
stunningly beautiful – but at the same time, odd – themes is
unsurpassed. His themes are always absolutely dripping in emotion,
and frequently they involve strange melodic leaps, which are usually
cushioned by cotton wool harmonies and textures.

Figure: 12 Track: ‘Frantic Main Title’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.56.03
The melody is quite stilted and involves lots of singular notes of the same
length which combine to form more of an emotional journey than a melody.
Traditional melody-writing usually involves a variation of different length
notes with various emotional points, but in this tune the emotion is almost
entirely contained within the horizontal harmony generated by the melodic
line, the intoxicating 12/8 rhythmic accompaniment, and the physical
contours the lines produced.

The first emotional pinch-point is in bar 3, where the line goes from the min3rd
to dom7th. These two intervals are both inherently colourful and romantic, and
Morricone emphasises this by writing the 1st violins so high. The line is played
in octaves with the strings taking the higher line and a synth supporting
underneath.
The same two notes (Bb and F) come again in bar 5, and although this is still technically a Gm chord, its inverted nature makes the intervals feel like
7th (Bb) and 11th (F). On an even deeper and more abstract level, I personally found that I almost heard the accompanying chord in bars 5/6 as a C7
and thus heard what was a beautiful clash between the F note and the “E” note that would have been in the chord, had it been a C chord. I appreciate
this is a stretch and is probably because I’m a bit mad.
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maj7th

maj6th

5th

#4th

maj6th

5th

The next really gorgeous emotional hit-point (or ‘pinch point’) is in bars 11 to 15 where the melody produces
two consecutive descending four-note motifs (the second one being a tone down from the first one) which go
from maj7, maj6, 5th, #4, 6th, 5th, 6th, 5th. It’s not so much the descending pattern we’re looking at here, but the
intervals / extensions the line occupies, most of which are colourful, emotive or romantic intervals. The other
great thing about the melody in bar 15 is the way it leaps on a 10th to hit the maj3rd, which is hit hard to emphasise
the moment.

maj6th

5th

maj3rd

The D/C# in bar 20 not only creates a great sense of inevitability (we feel the Bm rolling toward us) but also
generates some great tension with the D rubbing against the C# an octave lower.
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Regarding the emotion generated within us by the piece, and bearing in mind what I’ve said about all
the various stylistic, melodic and harmonic characteristics in this piece, the overriding feeling is one of
drama and romance. Ultimately, although this film is a thriller of the highest order, the overriding feeling
is one of love between Richard Walker and his wife Sondra, and the lengths he went to in order to find
her. The use of the specifically warm and romantic intervals and the striking melodic leaps which keep
us transfixed, makes for a vivid and emotional experience.
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JAWS John Williams

This discussion features supportive context © 2020 Stefan Gordon

Jaws is based on Peter Benchley’s best-selling book of the same
name. It was directed by Steven Spielberg and is based around the
premise of a giant shark that decides to terrify the community of
Amity Island. Chrissie takes a moonlight dip, for what turns out to
be the last time. Later various pieces of her wash up on the beach
and the police chief Brody suspects it is a shark attack. The mayor,
however, disagrees, and mindful of destroying crucial summer
business, refuses to accept the incident was shark related.
Eventually, after other locals are attacked and killed by the shark,
the mayor sends local fishermen out to catch and kill the shark.
They bring back a dead shark and the mayor reopens the beach. But
the shark which actually killed the locals is thought to be a Great
White and the battle between the police chief and the mayor grows.
Eventually, the police chief goes to sea with professional shark
hunter Quint (Robert Shaw) and marine specialist Matt Hooper
(Richard Dreyfuss) to hunt down the Great White. Jaws is an
important film in the history of cinema and generates lots of
discussion. My aim here is to try and stick to the music mostly, but
of course some of the context surrounding Jaws is relevant to the
music, so I will start with a short bit on the film and its context.

According to some, Jaws – and films like it – turned B-movies into blockbuster A-movies. In other words, they
represent the triumph of B-movie genre, and in so doing, debase cinema – or, as Peter Biskind put it ‘infantilise
the audience’.2 On the other hand, others have said that Jaws is actually a complex, deep film which encompasses
many different issues; some say it is a study of ‘masculinity in crisis’ whilst other say it functions as a postWatergate study of corruption in public office. Whatever it was or wasn’t, Jaws changed cinema for ever. It
represented the birth of saturation marketing strategies and the recognition that the new audiences were teenagers.
It was also the first time the summer period had spawned a successful film; previously the big period for films
tended to be Christmas. People, it was thought, go to the beach in the summer; they don’t want to watch films.
This was also one of the first films which was ‘front-loaded’; the film’s producers realised this strategy - whereby
films were turned into events – worked. Carl Gottlieb, co-screenwriter, along with original book author Peter
Benchley, said, “The notion of selling a picture as an event, as a phenomenon, as a destination, was born with
Jaws.” Jaws opened on 464 screens across America, trailed by unprecedented publicity. Producers spent $2
million on marketing and promotion (over $ 15m today). The most important thing for us is whether any, or some,
of the context surrounding Jaws is relevant to its music; indeed whether the music played a part in generating that
context. certainly the Jaws theme is probably the most instantly recognisable film cue in the history of film, which
won’t have done the film any harm; it will have ensured that the memory of the film in people’s mind was not just
purely visual: there was a distinct and separate musical and sonic angle on which to hang people’s memories.
Williams’ music was definitely pivotal to the success of films created by Hollywood’s ‘new wave’, but to say that
this process infantilised the audience is demeaning to audiences. Also let us not forget that the money these films
fed into the film industry resulted in more cinemas, which generated revenue and wealth which did filter down to
the financially less stable art films. Spielberg said this:
“I always thought that Jaws was kind of like an aquatic version of Duel. It was once
again about a very large predator, you know, chasing innocent people and
consuming them – irrationally. It was an eating machine. At the same time, I think
it was also my own fear of the water. I’ve always been afraid of the water; I was
never a very good swimmer. And that probably motivated me more than anything
else to want to tell that story.”
Spielberg in conversation with Mark Kermode in 2006,
when interviewed for a BBC Culture Show special

2

In his 1999 book Easy Riders, Raging Bulls respected film historian Peter Biskind refers to an apparent ‘infantilizing’ of audience due to
the 1970s move toward blockbuster films, when he says, “They were infantilizing the audience, reconstituting the spectator as child, then
overwhelming him or her with spectacle, obliterating irony, aesthetic and self-conscious and critical reflection.”
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The first cue we’re going to examine,
Figure: 13 Track: ‘Jaws Main Title’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
entitled ‘Jaws Main Title’ is the very first
music heard in the film, which plays under
the introductory credit roll, which appears
over underwater footage from the shark’s
perspective. This is John Williams’ version
of, “The great fish swam silently through
the night,” Peter Benchley’s opening
statement in the book the film was based on.

The first thing to address is the famous two-note motif, interest in which has lasted for 45 years. It is instantly recognisable. The story
goes that when Williams first played the idea to Spielberg, Spielberg thought he was joking, because it was so simple. But Williams
knew what he was doing. His approach became a classic piece of suspense music, and is now internationally synonymous with the
idea of approaching danger. Williams himself described the theme as “instinctual, relentless and unstoppable.” The line that everyone
assumed was a French Horn, is actually a tuba; specifically, Tuba player Tommy Johnson, who confirmed Williams’ plan, which was
to have an instrument high in its register, which sounds more threatening than it would on French Horn. Writing in high registers
when wanting to emphasise a point, but this is probably the best example of its effectiveness.
Music scholar Joseph Cancellaro says that the two-note expression mimics the shark’s heartbeat. I think that’s probably projection
rather than fact, but he was right when he said that the strongest point is “the split” (i.e. when the music suddenly stops in midsentence). Semi-tonal moves in melody are everywhere in music, but almost nowhere are they alone, unaccompanied and in the low
register. It is this specific lack of instrumental accompaniment (which always rationalises the music we listen to, for us) which is
conspicuous by its absence. If you look closely at the scoring of the motif, you will see that the motif also produces some barely
audible dissonance, thanks to the E and F notes initially sliding into each other; initially it is not simple a move from E to F, it is more
involved. The slight clash makes the sound a little muddy for the first few bars, which is deliberate. It is still distinct, but there is
strangeness to it beyond its undoubted dramatic qualities.

The motif goes from appearing in alternate bars, to two per bar, then eventually every bar is full of quavers. However, just when
you expect it to burst out into an atypical dramatic phrase, we get the wonderful Tuba motif.

The Tuba motif is more unsettling than it is dramatic. Part of the unsettling quality is, as I said earlier, generated by an instrument playing high
in its register. The other factor at play here is polytonality; the melodic motif is harmonically at odds with the bass line. the melodic line
generates the feel of Eb7. This sense of dislocation is not dramatic, but like the instrument that carries it, it is odd and unsettling.
Tuba

The horizontal Eb7 chords sits on top of now relentless E-F bass motif, and it is this specific combination of harmonies which is used many times
when we hear the famous lower register bass motif harmonised later. In bar 13 we also hear the low trombones play a lumpy and muddy Ebm/G.
These chords are too quick for the harmonies to be felt properly; their effect is more textural and physical and is more about punctuation.
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As we can see by looking at the famous quaver motif when it’s harmonised, it features an Eb7 chord on top of a E diminished chord, followed by an
E7 chord on top of an F diminished. In both chords there is a note (the G in the Eb dim / Eb7 chord and the Ab within the F dim / E7 chord) which
fulfils a double role intervallically, appearing as the ‘minor 3rd’ of the diminished chord and the major 3rd of major chord on top. In truth the piece is
going too fast for the polytonality to be felt properly; instead we respond to the raw physicality and immediate harmonic incongruity it produces.

To add to this relentless movement, the Tuba tune comes in again, this time more
forcefully on woodwind; listeners by this point are becoming overwhelmed with
information, and the piece really has great momentum and a palpable sense of
inevitability, which fits the pictures wonderfully. It feels claustrophobic and inescapable
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Right at the end of the cue the woodwind state three chordal bursts,
the second and third of which are syncopated. Again, like the quaver
chords, we don’t really feel a sense of harmony; these are more
physical – but in fact the chords are constructed along similar lines
to the quaver chordal motif in that they are polytonal; here they
woodwind state an Eb major / minor chord, up an octave, which puts
the piccolos very high, which generates a piercing sound. This last
burst of ‘shock’ is just as the piece stops in mid-sentence and we cut
to the beach, and observe a beach party with young teenagers.
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The next cue we’re going to look at is titled ‘The First Victim’ and comes 00.03.28 into the movie, as we see
Chrissie enter the water for a midnight swim.
Her partner is too drunk and passes out on the beach, thus saving his life. We see Chrissie swmming; the music
begins when we go underwater, and this is where Williams uses the harp and some very specific harmony, which
captures the feeling of being underwater. How does it do it? Texturally the harp is an instrument which tends to
be used in a cliched way in movies when we want to reference going back in time; show a fuzzy screen and a harp
arpeggiation or gliss, and straight away you’re shrouded in this slightly dreamy context. In Jaws it’s used to signify
the detachment from normal ‘above water’ reality, and creates a slight feeling of mystery and wonder. This is
aided by the use of harmony; Williams references the famous Lydian influence by horizontally stating the Eb/Db
and A/C# chords. They are a #4 apart and because Williams inverts the first chord, the two chords retain the same
bass sound (Db / C#). Sharpened 4ths can generate different types of feelings dependent on texture and narrative
use. The Simpsons theme uses it, and you probably can’t think of two examples that are further apart than The
Simpsons and Jaws. The sharpened 4th, like many colourful extensions, tend to italicise moments (and create
suitable emotions) rather than create them. If they generate amusement, they need to be hung on something which
will convert the emotion properly; if they are creating mysterious wonder, as is the case in Jaws, the scene needs
to be receptive to this
Figure: 14 Track: ‘The First Victim’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.28
Another thing worth mentioning here, brought to my attention by
one of my former students – Simon Cutts - is that the music alone
generates feelings of fantasy and wonderment; only when it is
merged with the pictures do we feel an ominous sense of
trepidation. Likewise, the pictures alone do not suggest danger:
the pictures and the music do not duplicate each other and in fact
the only way they achieve their narrative goal is when they are
together.

A combination of the dreamy harp sound and the lydian feeling of wonder generates exactly the right emotion to hang on the opening of this scene as
we see first the depths of the ocean, then Chrissie. We know something she doesn’t; we know about the shark, and so does the music. The music plays
to our suspicion that a shark might be around. This is important because as a composer you sometimes have to reference the scene, the context and what
the audience does or doesn’t know, which is sometimes why you have to go for a composite approach – something that hits all the targets.

The lydian flavour continues; the vibraphone states the Eb then A chords (bar 5) and the strings
state the same chords in bar 8, all of which paints the lydian ‘mystery and wonderment’
emotion on to the scene
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We see Chrissie from the shark’s perspective (bar 15 onwards) and the E-F quaver motif becomes
prominent as the shark moves nearer. The pictures alone are good but it is the music which adds the
context, the menace and the anxiety. It’s the music that makes some people want to shield their eyes from
what they know is about to happen. But people do not have ear-lids; you can never wholly block out the
music, nor the emotion it generates - but truthfully this is what scares you.
Bar 17 sees the last mysterious / wonderment flourish thanks to the vibraphone and piano.

One of the many wonderful things about Williams is the
way he uses silence; Chrissie is attacked initially on bar
22, where the music stops dead with a dissonant quaver
chord and a percussive thump, which syncs exactly to
Chrissie’s response, which is not terror, but shock. This
is where the music changes, to play Chrissie’s thoughts.
There are four bars of suspense when she doesn’t quite
understand or believe what’s happened, and during this
interlude we hear the 8va strings playing a stark, bare and
almost primeval G (#11) with none of the usual
extensions which accompany a #11. This chord really
does completely mimic Chrissie’s thoughts, which turn
from initial shock to fear. The rest of the cue (which isn’t
transcribed) plays alongside the remainder of the attack
with a series of relentless and dramatic quaver triplet
chords, featuring huge dissonances, to the point where
essentially the music functions as special effect.
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This next cue comes the morning after Chrissie is killed by the shark, as parts of her body are discovered on the
beach by police.
Figure: 15 Track: ‘Remains on the Beach’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.52

Brody is talking on the beach with Chrissie’s boyfriend when he hears the faint sound of a police whistle; we cut
to see the policeman slump down on the beach, clearly in shock. This is when we hear the initial basses and
cellos playing the Abs and Gs, which function as a device to bring us mysteriously into bar 2, which is where
the cue really takes shape. But let’s not dismiss the first bar too hastily. All great cues need to be ‘fed’; that is to
say that we need to be prepared, so we experience the main part of the cue as well as we can. To start this cue
with the atonality in bar 2 would be too much - we need to lead in. And that’s not as easy as it looks; you might
look at the cellos and basses and think that it’s just the sound which creates the context, but it’s not. We hear an
Ab, G and E. In a great many cases where we hear this kind of prelude, frequently we find that it’s not consonant
and neither is it dissonant. The last two notes stack up (the G and E form a horizontal Em feel; but this is preceded
by the Ab, which does not fit. Try this intro on a basses/cellos sound and play Ab, G, Eb and it will not have the
same effect. It’s too nice and far, far too definite. With the Williams version we very slightly lose our bearings;
by the time bar 2 comes we are primed for dissonance, because it has been slowly alluded to.
Then we have bar 2, which is absolutely perfect for this scene; it comes as Brody sees Chrissie’s remains and
tries to prevent the boyfriend from going any closer. We hear an Ebm chord, which penetrates quite well, but
underneath it is supported by an Em chord (minus the 5th). This is classic polytonality, which is meant not to
neccesarily frighten us, but to create mystery and suspense. The policeman, Brody and the boyfriend have seen
the body, but we haven’t. The incongruity of the polychord works wonders by creating confusion, which is offset
slightly by the beautiful soft string textures. The chords sound almost in pain; we know something isn’t right.
These chords - and the way Williams has used polytonality - are similar to the chords used whenever the famous
quaver motif is voiced; remember, that phrase used an E dim over an Eb7. What we have hear is quite similar.
Although, as I have said, people have a greater subconscious (and sometimes conscious) awareness of harmony
than we give them credit for, the comparison in harmony between the main harmonised Jaws theme and this
would probably be something they would be aware of, but it is something which helps the identity of the score
germinate, so there is peripheral benefit to listeners whereby the music speaks with a consistent voice; there is a
great sense of identity in this score, but some of the many devices John Williams uses to create that, are not
things which can always be perceived on a surface level.
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The next cue, called ‘The Empty Raft’, comes at 00.16.37 as a small boy is killed by the shark in shallow waters
just off the beach where hundreds of people are sunbathing or swimming. The scene where Brody sees the attack
has its own place in history; the scene is the most famous, and by far the most effective – example of the so-called
‘dolly-zoom’ shot. Also known as the ‘push-pull’ shot, it is achieved by moving a ‘dolly’ (a camera dolly is a
wheeled vehicle which moves on rails (in the case of Jaws, planks of wood) to facilitate smooth camera
movements) towards a subject whilst zooming out the lens at the same time, always keeping the subject the same
size in the frame. Below we have a sequence of stills from the movie in which we see the camera on Brody move
toward him as it also simultaneously zooms out.

Before Jaws it was used by Alfred Hitchcock to simulate a dizzy feeling in Vertigo. In Jaws it’s used to show
Police Chief Brody’s reaction when he first sees the shark attacking a young boy in the sea. The key thing here is
that until now, Brody is the only one who seems to suspect that a shark was responsible for Chrissie’s death. He
has become fixated on the theory; this is the first time he’s actually seen it. The terrific ‘dolly shot’ works so well
is because it’s him that it’s used on. The physical feeling we get when we see the strange shot of Brody is a mirror
image of his own shock at seeing the shark.

Above and right we have images taken at the shoot which
show the rails along which the camera moves. Fig.16
(overleaf) is a much less-understood, from the Academy
Award winning score from Jaws which shows the specific part
of the cue which accompanies the famous ‘dolly shot’.
There are four main reasons for the effectiveness of this bit of the cue; the chords used, the glissando, the way the
music is framed and delivered musically (i.e. what precedes it) and finally, the surrounding narrative context. The
narrative context we already know – Brody is stunned and shocked by what he’s just seen and the wider narrative
context is of course fear and apprehension created by the story as a whole. The way these two chords are framed,
musically, is interesting; we have had the familiar quaver motif leading up to the attack, but at 00.16.30, just after the
shark attacks, the music stops abruptly and we see a bather get up and say “Did you see that?” The musical silence
here is absolutely crucial; it is conspicuous by its absence; the lack of music creates its own way of stunning the
audience into shock. Then the camera returns to the boy, who is being attacked by the shark. We hear the struggle
and only as the boy is pulled under water does the music return (this is where the transcription in fig.16a enters). The
thunderous quaver motif, fully voiced (alternating between Eb7/E to E7/F) is more physical this time, building up in
intensity, and then framing the two chords used with the ‘dolly shot’ by a brief, abrupt silence – only then do we hear
the two string chords accompanying Brody and the ‘dolly shot’.
This leaves the two string chords and the glissando between them, which we analyse separately (fig.16). The first
chord is a mixture of two harmonic elements which create quite specific emotion when used in narrative situations.
The chord on the lower stave of bar 1 (of fig.16) is an Eadd2 and a sharpened 5th. ‘Add2’ chords normally create a
feeling of emotional warmth, but here it is in the middle of the cluster between the 1st and 3rd intervals, and also lies
vertically a #4 down from the C note (the #5). The #5 extension often creates a feeling of anticipation, which is why
it is often used as a stepping-stone chord - i.e. C (#5) resolving to F etc.
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The added ‘add2’ has the effect of making the chord have a feeling of strangeness, incongruity and ‘wonder’. The higher
chord in bar 1 is duplicate of the lower one but with the added tension of the 5th and the #5th appearing side by side, high
up. The slow glissando (which is not a natural or frequent thing to hear string sections do) increases the feeling of
strangeness and incongruity; the ‘wonder’ element is initial but superseded by emotions which come in relation to the
gliss.
The destination chord (bar 2, above) has its basis (lower stave) in
Figure: 16 – the ‘dolly shot’ chords in ‘The Empty Raft’ ‐ Audio timing: 0.30

the Am(maj7) - a minor chord with a maj7 in it. This chord is
frequently used in the Bond films; it has a theatrical and dramatic
obviousness. This version of the Am(maj7) has an added 2nd which
has the effect that clusters have, by raising the temperature and
creating ambiguity. However, if we look to the top part of the chord
(bar 2, top stave) we see an entirely different chord – We have a C#,
D, G and G#. These notes do not really have a collective identity of
their own which would penetrate, so we must look at them as
additions to the lower chord, i.e. a C# (the high 10th), a D (the 11th)
a G (a high 7th) and a high maj7. It is all-too easy here to just call
the top chord in bar 2 ‘wild dissonance’, i.e. notes without meaning.
But this is John Williams. Every note has a purpose; there are no
lazy notes. The lower chord in bar 2 has a min3rd and a maj7, and it
is these crucial intervals/extensions which he has chosen to subvert
in the higher stave by placing a high 7 right next to the high maj7
and by placing a 10th (the major 3rd an octave higher) right next to
the 11th. The notes in question are high up, so the main identity we
still feel from the second chord is from the bottom stave, with the
top notes simply being added tension.

My main point is that there is method in this madness. The chords work because they are forensically figured out
to cause anxiety and fear. Simply placing your elbow on the piano or letting your cat run over the keyboard would
create random dissonance, which would not have a basis in any kind of potential harmonic reality (and wouldn’t
be a good approach if you wanted to create Oscar-winning music! The great thing about good dissonance is that
it is the subversion of expectation, not just random notes thrown together. The top half of this chord is quite harsh
and penetrative, whereas the bottom half is much more grounded in theatricality. The combination creates some
incredibly bright colours which generate a feeling of complete oddity. I have transcribed the two chords which
contribute to bar 2, separately in bar 3, where I have identified each stave (top and bottom) individually. Below
we can hear a small portion of the cue, which comes just before the boy is attacked.
Figure: 16a Track: ‘The Empty Raft’ Audio timing: 0.26 Film Cue Sync: 00.16.37
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As was the case when Chrissie was
attacked, Williams utilises the first deadstop (when the guy on the beach says “Did
you see that?” to great effect, but he kindof does it again at the end of bar 2
(fig.16a) when the phrase essentially
interupts itself. What follows is not
silence, obviously, but it is almost a
different piece of music for the Brody
‘dolly shot’, after which it returns to the
familiar and relentless shark theme.
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Filmmaker and academic Stefan Gordon discusses the scene, and the wider context of the movie in his essay
‘That’s some bad hat, harry.’
“Chief Brody is of course the film’s protagonist and like all good film protagonists all is not as it seems; this is
seen early on in the script. Sean Desilets immediately recognizes this in his essay ‘Pedal Pushers’:
‘A killer shark arrives at the island resort town of Amity early in the tenure of the town's
police chief Martin Brody, and soon it comes to symbolize Brody's alienation from his
new community.’
(Desilets, 2012: 20)
We learn in the first ten minutes of the film that Chief Martin Brody and his family are not ‘islanders’ and with
this we soon observe Chief Brody himself quickly becoming an isolated figure that cannot seem to adjust from his
role as a New York City Police Officer to the Chief of Police of Amity Island. The majority of the early scenes of
the film examine this central point but alienation and isolation are not the only thematic layers that have been
added to the character of Chief Brody through the script. Fear and vulnerability play a large part in the
character’s development and I would argue that the flawed character of Chief Brody is what audiences find
appealing when watching Jaws, as it creates an honest sense of warmth that lasts the duration of the film.
Chief Brody is a family man and the love of his family is seen from beginning to end. But his responsibility as
Chief of Police, and for the safety of human life, is just as important to him. His fears of not living up to the role
of being a father figure, and a police chief, is arguably the driving force of the film. If this wasn’t enough for Carl
Gottlieb when creating the character of Chief Brody he also brilliantly added in that Chief Brody has a fear of
water. Here we have a film about a Police Chief in charge of policing a seaside resort that not only has to battle
a 25‐foot killer shark but he also has to come to terms with his fear of deep water. This, along with the themes of
alienation, isolation and homesickness, creates a multi-layered script that gives way to what we now know as the
blockbuster film Jaws.
In John Truby’s book ‘the anatomy of story’ he discusses character development and one issue that comes up is
that ‘all the characters are a variation of the theme’. So if we examine any scene from Jaws we can possibly get
a strong insight into both the character of Chief Brody and one or more of the many central themes of the film. A
good example is the scene on the beach where the character of Alex Kitner becomes the second victim of the
shark. The script chooses a young boy as the second victim and whilst this of course adds to the shock factor that
Jaws is known for, it also helps to examine Chief Brody as the central figure of the film. As discussed earlier the
first ten minutes of the film gives us an insight into the background of Chief Brody but it also tells us the obsession
that Chief Brody has with safety, especially the safety of young children.
The scene is a crowded beach with people of all ages enjoying their summer break. Chief Brody watches the beach
and the sea, anxiously, with the knowledge that somebody had already been killed by a shark a day or so earlier.
One of the film’s central themes rises up in this scene, almost as quickly as the shark itself. Chief Brody’s own
fear of not being able to keep people safe is at the forefront of the scene. Sean Desilets again:
“Terrified by the prospect of another attack, Brody sits on a crowded beach and stares out at
the ocean vigilantly. Spielberg shoots him straight ahead in long shot, as though the camera were
at the shoreline. As beachgoers walk between him and the camera, a series of axial cuts bring
the camera (and, by implication, the ocean) ever closer to Brody. The edits are concealed by the
bodies of passing beachgoers, who act as human wipe dissolves.”
(Desilets, 2012: 23)
He goes on to say:
“Thus the shark's threat finds expression in the bodies of the townspeople, as they periodically
impede Brody's view of the ocean and thus intensify his unease. Using this technique, the film
again nuances the otherness of the shark, aligning the townspeople's very bodies with the shark's
violence.”
(Desilets, 2012: 23)
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Whilst this is true, the use of human bodies acting as ‘wipe dissolves’ arguably uses a French New Wave editing
style that allows the audience a closer examination of the character of Chief Brody. In other essays I’ve discussed
the European influence on American films of the 1970s, and I would apply the exact same debate to Jaws. Whilst
many might disagree, I would suggest that Jaws is a character study and the use of the Francois Truffaut style of
editing in this scene in Jaws, and the fact that Francois Truffaut himself turns up in Spielberg’s follow up film
Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977), reminds us that Steven Spielberg himself is very interested in both the
original French New Wave movement and their method of creating character driven film narratives.
The scene starts with the young boy Alex Kitner asking his mother if he can go back into the water. For a brief
moment we the audience observe the important relationship between mother and son. We also know more than
the characters know as we have already witnessed one shark attack and that another attack is almost certain. So
when we hear Alex’s mother say ‘just 10 more minutes’ in the water we know that something is inevitably going
to happen. We then follow Alex as he is about to collect his raft and the carefully structured camera choreography
stops following Alex once we get to Chief Brody, who is closely watching the sea. The script’s themes kick into
action as we listen to the screen conversation. We hear Brody’s wife Ellen ask a local resident who she is sat with
“I want to know one simple thing, when do I get to become an islander?” The response is quick: “Ellen, never,
never, you’re not born here, you’re not islander.” Whilst this dialogue takes place Chief Brody is large in frame
in the foreground on screen right and his wife, and her islander friends, are in the background. The theme of
alienation and isolation dominate this part of the sequence.
As the scene progresses we focus on Chief Brody’s unease and the use of wipe dissolves, as people walk past,
again gives the audience the chance to get inside the mind of the protagonist. This is all done using natural film
sound and is not in any way manipulated by music. This amplifies a genuine sense of realism for the scene. We
also get some great dialogue writing as the character of Harry says to Chief Brody, “we all know about you,
Chief, you don’t go in the water at all do you?” He responds with “that’s some bad hat, Harry,” as he quickly
moves his chair to get a full view of the sea. This reveals some important details about the character, but it also
reminds us that we actually don’t know everything about Chief Brody at this point, as Harry implies, but we are
about to learn more as we are soon to observe Brody’s fear of water, first hand.
What follows is our reconnection with the shark itself as we are switched to a subjective camera position as we
the audience become the shark and can see all the people swimming in the sea. From our privileged camera
position as the shark we can see how vulnerable the swimmers are to a shark attack. Our attention turns to Alex
Kitner on the airbed and, as the shark, we move in for the kill. The build up to the attack is of course the moment
we first hear music to enhance dramatic effect, but there is a brief pause in the music as we return to the beach
to see people’s reaction to the shark attack. After a brief return to Alex being attacked we cut back to the beach
and our moment with the infamous ‘Vertigo zoom’ shot reminds us that we are now going to observe the real
character of Chief Brody.
One of the key points to observe in the script at this point in the film is the observation that ‘Bad Hat’ Harry made
earlier. Chief Brody immediately runs to help but he does not enter the water – he appears to leave that to others.
Both Chief Brody’s fear of water and his anxieties in regards to ‘protecting human life’ rise up and can be felt in
the tension of the scene itself and in the construction of John Williams’ music cue.
The moment that the scene ends with a view of the deflated and chewed up airbed washing up onto the beach,
with Mrs. Kitner unable to find her son, the audience knows the real truth. Chief Brody of course wanted to shut
down beaches but he was overruled, but ultimately, the responsibility lies with him. In the mind of the character
he was unable to protect the people on the beach, or his own family, and his internal fear of failure will now get
the better of him and we the audience will observe this for the rest of the film. Fear, anxiety and vulnerability as
narrative themes are evident throughout Jaws and with the Alex Kitner scene it is evident that accomplished
character screenwriting can easily draw the audience closer to the central character via thematic content.”
Stefan Gordon, 2020
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The next cue we’ll examine is titled ‘The Pier Incident’. It comes around 00.24.24 into the film as we see two
Amity Island locals go night fishing. Standing on a small pier, they drop a huge slab of meat, attached to a chain,
into the sea and wait for the fish to bite (pic, right). We cut to Brody, at home, consulting a book on shark attacks.
The piece begins with a much gentler rendition of the Tuba motif from the main Jaws theme, this
time on an assortment of woodwind instruments, over a bed of successive string chords and gently
moving harp. Again we have the use of the Lydian feel; if we treat the C# note as a Db, the clarinet
motif in bar 1 plays a horizontal Eb7 chord. Underneath we have a string chord featuring A, Eb, G
and C#, making it an A7 with a flattened 5th. It is much better to write the chord symbol as ‘symbolic’ of what is actually being
implied, which essentially is an Eb7 chord over an A. Harmonically this cue is attached to the original Jaws theme because of
the motif, and texturally it is attached to the second cue we looked at, ‘Chrissie’s Death’ by way of the harp. Williams has
cleverly instilled the harp as being symbolic of the sea, along with the Lydian flavour. The dreamy but equally mysterious
Lydian flavour continues with the B7/F (Oboe playing a B7) and the G7/C# (clarinet playing a G7). The bass clarinet comes
in on bar 7 with its own Eb7 motif, and this works because at the bottom the basses and cellos pump out the C#, which gives
the bar an extra dimension of drama thanks to the implied Eb7/Db slash chord. Narratively the thing to remember here is that
the Lydian mode is firmly established before Williams brings in the extra dramatic tension of the slash chord as well. If we’d
had the Lydian mode and the extra slash-chord drama together initially for a slow, ponderous piece like this, it would have
had difficulty working because it would have been too much.

Figure: 16b Track: ‘The Pier Incident’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.24.24

From bar 6 onwards, after we’ve heard the dramatic entry of the slash bass at the bottom (C#) and Brody has started looking particularly at the injuries done
to people historically by sharks, we have the added drama (bar 9) of an F chord with a #4, overlaid by a high but faint inverted D chord on strings. This extra
layer of emotional tension leads us to a cut back to the two men on the small pier and is a perfect build up to bars 11-12, which represent the beautiful
emotional build-ups Williams is so good at. When it comes to music communicating as pure emotion, and doing it forensically and brilliantly, there is no
equal. The woodwind and vibes create the beautifully expectant dynamic; this is by having the C note at the bottom (faintly clashing with the B), with the
#5th (G#) then the 3rd (E), the 7th, (Bb) then the flat 9 (Db), all arriving separately and building on each other, gelled together by the beautiful dreamy textures
of the vibes. This kind of chord is a very colourful, expectant and theatrical chord, and Williams’ use of it here is fantastic.
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The build-up we’ve just discussed (11-12) is also great
because of what it builds up to. As I have said before,
everything in music needs to be fed properly; it needs
to be prepared for and framed in the best way possible.
The eventual return of the famous E-F Jaws motif on
bar 13 is great, but it’s also great because there was so
much pent-up expectation before it.
Equally, whatever music leads to, also has an impact in
how successful the build-up was; bars 11-12 would be
pretty meaningless if they gave us a massive build-up
to nothing. In music as in life, everything is relative and
ultimately everything is about perspective

The next cue is titled ‘Father and Son’. It comes shortly after the mother of the boy killed on the beach
confronts Brody, traumatised by the death of her son and the fact that Brody knew about the presence
of the shark before his death. Great films are full of memorable moments, and Jaws, like all of just
Spielberg’s films, are crammed with them. We have already looked at a few, and the scene with the mother of the dead child
confronting Brody, is another. The emotion and drama in this scene is huge, so there is no need for it to be scored; but although
it is unscored, the aftermath is. Here, Williams brings in the haunting and solitary horn line, signifying the grief of the loss of
a child. As Brody walks off (bar 5) we hear harmonised French Horns ascending in parallel harmony, straying from Cm,
through Dm, Ebm, Dm, Fm, F#m, Cm, Dm, Bbm, Cm, Fm, before finally settling on Dm for the scene change to inside Brody’s
house. The horn chords support Brody’s state of mind brilliantly, moving from sadness to melancholic reflectiveness and also
a deep sense of frustration; Brody is seen walking off, deep in thought, reflecting on his guilt. But the music generates another
emotion; one of questioning, suspicion and mystery – particularly when the horns rise and fall chromatically. This helps
because it contextualises Brody’s growing suspicion that the shark they’ve caught is not the culprit.
Figure: 16c Track: ‘Father and Son’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.35.59
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Another of the great moments in this film is when
(during the same cue) we cut to Brody’s house, which
sees him sat, forlornly at the table; quickly the music
moves from the transition Dm chord through to a piece
which is situated in Dmaj

The music performs two roles here; it still shows Brody’s frustration and depression at the events from earlier in the day (the low Cs on cellos and basses
serve to highlight the apprehension and anxiety) but it also shows a parallel lighter, more hopeful side, referencing his son, who, we realise, is copying his
father’s gestures at the table. Musically this is ‘emotionalised’ by a succession of chords on piano and harp – in octaves - which reference the innocence of
the child beautifully. There is a really great tension between the D and the C# notes, and this closeness of the maj7 and the octave presents a separate,
skewed reality; the tension also ensure that the music does its job here, which is to accompany the scene but also suggest that, as before, things are not right.

Playing the D and G chords ‘straight’ with no embellishment, would have merely accompanied. The addition of the tensions both in the chord and in the
presence of the menacing Cs below, adds colour and emotion, which means the music does much more than accompany – it shares the storytelling by the
suggesting of mood and feeling, through our emotional reaction to music.

We come now to a scene at 01.11.45, served by a cue titled ‘Tug on the Line’. By now Brody, Matt Hooper and
Quint have ventured out to sea to find and kill the shark. This is a scene where the story is told exclusively through
facial and bodily gestures, and music. While Brody tries unsuccessfully to tie knots in a rope, Quint is sat with a
fishing rod, waiting for a significant pull on the line – which might suggest the shark. At 01.11.45 we see Quint’s
reaction, as the line becomes taught - the implication being that there is something significant tugging on the
other end of the line.
Figure: 16d Track: ‘Tug on the line’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.11.45
This scene is significant because, as I said earlier, the
tension is achieved solely through expression and
music. Nobody else on the boat is even aware of
Quint’s suspicion; but the music is, because it
represents his unspoken words. As we have discussed
before, it is widely thought that feelings are often
verbalised in the mind whereas emotions are mostly
internal abstract mental experiences which are
wordless and not distilled into language in one’s mind.

This is why music is so good at conveying emotions
and in particular so good for this scene; whatever Quint
is feeling, emotionally, can only be conveyed and
expressed by music. Words are not enough. The
verbalisation of one’s emotions would be a distilled
and subconsciously cleansed version for public
consumption. If he verbalised his feelings and said,
“Hey, fellas, I think the shark is here,” this wouldn’t
relay his emotions; it would simply be a very poor,
monumentally understated verbal substitute for the
subtlety of fear and apprehension he feels inside.

When Quint feels the tiniest of pulls on the line, we hear low F#s on cellos and basses, which adds a sinister
significance and dramatic depth to his expressions. The music makes us more acutely aware of his expressions.
The timpani adds some textural menace too, acting almost as a rumble of thunder might. The second entry on
bar 3, which comes after a gap in the music, is very slightly louder, as Quint’s suspicions grow to be more
certain and sure.
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We see him quietly and slowly don his harness, and this is synced to the next iteration of the music,
The rest of the crew are still
which this time includes the C/F# chord on harp and strings. The mid strings are slightly clustered
oblivious to Quint’s realisation
to accommodate the added #4. This is one of those really excellent dramatic chords where in our
which makes Quint’s position
minds it functions and feels (in this key) like an F#7(b9) with a #4 chord. I have called it a C/F#
quite lonely, solitary and
because this relays the fact that the reason for its effect, essentially, lay in the confusion and anxiety
personal.
created by its polytonal nature. Of all the polytonal chords available, this one has an almost electric
level of expectancy, because in the mind it can be simplified to being a rather exotic and multilayered version of 7th chord.

The chords which appear from bar 9 function as more evolved versions of the previous chord. In bar 9-13 we have Cs on the basses / cellos, so in this respect
the chord becomes more emphatically a ‘C’ chord than before; but the 7th and flattened 9th (Bb and Db) are still giving us that whiff of F#. This time the C chord
also has an added 6, which rubs against the 7th, creating more tension. Bar 11 includes the mid E note (3rd) on the strings which makes the chord ‘glow’ more,
making its context more definite.
The tension created here, so well by the combination of human expression, insinuation and music, creates a wonderfully understated, subtle but ultimately
superb feeling of anxiety.
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All the scenes and the music which emotionally distill and support them, are testaments to the brilliant working
relationship between Spielberg and Williams. The consummation of creativity and the absolute perfect blend of
human nuance, cinematography, direction, music, and silence, is a credit to both of them. Jaws has many
memorable scenes. One of the abiding memories I had of this film, watching it as a 14-year-old, was that it was
just full of great and truly unforgettable moments that terrified me and which I remember even now. We looked
earlier at the initial opening, when we see things from the perspective of the shark – as I said earlier, kind of a
cinematic version of Peter Benchley’s opening line, ‘The Great Fish swam silently through the night’ - then we
looked at Chrissie’s death – another key scene. Another key scene (we looked at earlier) is the shot of Brody on
the beach and the young boy being killed by the shark. And more recently we had Quint’s reaction to the shark
tugging on the line.
And here, yet again, we have another key moment, when Brody, withered and agitated by Quint on the boat, is
busy shoveling bloody meat into the ocean to try and attract the shark. Talking to Hooper but referring to Quint,
he says,“You heard him, slow ahead! …slow head…I can go slow ahead…come down and chomp some of this
shit.” At that moment the shark appears right in front of Brody. Nobody else sees it apart from Brody and us, and
Brody, stunned, steps back and then slowly reverses into the cabin, where he utters one of the most memorable
and oft-copied lines – “You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”
Figure: 17 Track: ‘Man Against Beast’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.17.51

“You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”

The ‘shock-chord’ that accompanies the shot of the shark is truly superbly crafted. We are now weather-beaten by musical
shock chords and they are frequently over-done. One could say that sure that’s the point – to shock. But even in these
moments there is a need for structure, architecture and even, believe it or not, restraint. Texturally, for example, the initial
shock chord (or rather, chords) in bar one, are not overly voiced or thick. The power of the shock is not within the sheer
volume of instruments but what they do. Listening to the audio track alone, without the visuals, we hear an indistinguishable
and rapid build up, which visually on the score looks clumsy, but which in reality gives the introduction a really gutteral
and primeval sound. The destination chord, which comes on the final semiquaver of beat 1, is bascially an F#diminished,
which one might think would sound too obvious – too theatrical – but the reason it doesn’t is firstly because of what I’ve
just talked about, and also the high French Horn (Eb) which, again, sounds gutteral.

The next few bars, which accompany Brody retreating into the boat’s cabin, feature a tremelo melody on violins which dances around various diminished
chords in a way which can only be described as suspicious. The physical movement becomes less busy in bar 5, which allows for Brody’s line to be heard
properly. As a general rule its always better if the music gives way to important dialogue by virtue of the composition itself, and not just because someone has
turned the volume down, or as they say, ‘ducked’ it. The now legendary line, “You’re gonna need a bigger boat” has its own place in the history of cinema but
it’s worth remembering that, like music, everything in film needs delivering; everything needs to be fed. The reason his statement is so funny is because it is a
classic understatement, having now finally seen the shark. And Brody’s reaction to the shark is contextualised by the shock-chords which accompanies it.
The last cue from the film is one which comes at the end; the shark has been defeated, but not before eating Quint in a memorable and very gory (for its time)
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scene. The boat has been wrecked and Brody Hooper swim back towards the shore using two large empty containers as floats.
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Figure: 18 Track: ‘End Titles’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
chords, stated by the harp and lower strings. This has an almost hypnotic
air, and within context of this scene, this makes us experience a feeling
of reflective satisfaction. It is not triumphant or celebratory but
nevertheless closes the film

There is also something quite majestic and even regal about the music; we hear chimes each
bar for the first few bars, which offers a sense of tradition. The string melodty comes in in
bar 2; it is pedestrian and plodding but suggests an air of quiet finality. The relentless
crotchets from the harp almost give the piece a slightly memerising context. the great thing
about this music is that it does not represent triumph. It is emotionally almost neatral.

The beautifully
haunting flute
and
trumpet
melody comes
in on bar 9,
which is a
repeat of the
nautical, seashanty
style
tune
heard
earlier in the
film.
This
offers a feeling
of calmness.
The piano and
harp state a
repeated
semiquaver
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JOKER Hildur Guðnadóttir
Joker is an original, stand-alone movie, existing outside the Batman
universe but centring on Arthur Fleck, who will later go on to
become Batman’s arch nemesis. One function of the story is to
explain how ‘The Joker’ came to exist and why he is the way he is,
although the film functions brilliantly well whether you are aware
of Batman or not. It won a deserved ‘best actor in a leading role’
Oscar for Joaquin Phoenix and also won an equally deserved Oscar
for Hildur Guðnadóttir for the dark, atmospheric and evocative
music. The film also won the Venice Film Festival’s ‘Golden Lion’
– unheard of for a mainstream Hollywood film. It is difficult to
imagine the film winning such an award if it had contained the
clichéd music which normally accompanies horror / thriller films.
Arthur Fleck is a mentally ill man struggling to survive in Gotham’s
dark and depressing urban jungle. He is a professional clown but
aspires to be a stand-up comedian. His descent into mental illness
and with it, criminal behaviour, is graphic and extreme. The film
was a huge talking point even before it was released, generating lots
of discussion about the story and the way mental illness is depicted.

On the one hand the film has been hailed as revolutionary in its depiction of mental illness but on the other hand,
many have suggested that screenings were / are the trigger for violence. Perhaps the debate about whether violent
films causes violent behavior in society was inevitable. As Fleck becomes a victim of his own descent into
madness, the dispossessed citizens of Gotham City rally around him as some sort of hero. Jordan Hoffman, from
the Guardian, says, “It’s really just a drama about a mentally ill man with no friends who is targeted by bullies,
lives with his mother, is ignored by the attractive woman down the hall and only finds purpose in mass murder.”
I think this is a little harsh; I think the film asks serious questions of us, about who we are, as a society, and what
we have become. It speaks vacuous and gross commercialisation and industrialisation of poverty. Also Phoenix’s
mimicry of the ‘pseudobulbar affect’ (a psychological disorder that causes uncontrollable laughter) is interesting
and accurate. The film uses Gary Glitter’s Rock and Roll Part 2 - a song whose title might be unfamiliar but whose
music will not be, for most people over the age of 40. This was also controversial coming as it does from a
convicted sex offender. This is a separate debate – but an interesting one – about whether we should airbrush from
history the music of people subsequently convicted of serious crimes, or whether their music should be treated
separately from themselves. Another issue is whether people convicted of serious offences should be able to
continue to collect royalties. Aside from the royalty argument, the issue for Joker is whether the film used the
Glitter song as a deliberate and provocative reference to the man or whether it was simply used because it’s a
great track. ‘Rock n' Roll Part 2’ is played while Phoenix dances down a staircase, in full clown-make up, and
transforms into the iconic character.
Much of the anger on social media and by movie-goers has centred not on the use of the song per se, but on the
fact that Glitter could be receiving royalties for its use.3 Jeff Groth, who worked with director Todd Phillips to
edit the film, revealed to NME that the song was chosen for reasons relating to the Joker - Arthur Fleck - and the
character’s mind-set at that point in the film. Groth said, “It’s time-appropriate and kind of the music in his head,
as much as anything…he actually did the dance to that song. The choreography is actually done to that song.”

3

The L.A. Times has reported that Glitter will not be receiving any royalties from the film. A spokesman for Snapper Music — the
UK company that holds the legal rights to Glitter's master recordings —, said: “Gary Glitter does not get paid. We’ve had no contact with
him.” This is interesting to say the least, because the collection of royalties owed to songwriters, lyricists and publishers is not something
which can be withheld based on a person’s status, unless they are dead – in which case royalties go to the estate of the composer / lyricist for
the next 70 years. Royalty payment is not something which has a moral dimension; legal entitlement to royalties rests in a person’s contribution
to the song, not their criminal status.
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Figure: 19 Track: ‘Defeated Clown’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.00
When the film starts we’re introduced to Arthur,
who works for a ‘clown agency’ and makes
appearances dressed a clown. We see him outside a
store, dressed as a clown, carrying a sign. Alongside
him is a piano player.

Some kids run past and steal
his sign, so he runs after
them. Halfway down the
alleyway he’s knocked to the
floor and beaten badly by the
gang. This is where the
following cue starts.

Timp chanting time

The music is dark, claustrophobic and
oppressive. We don’t really hear the first
chord because of the sound of the attack, but
the theme penetrates the mix well, and is
itself a very abrasive texture (a cello with
production effects). The chord that the line
sits in the middle of is a bare C chord, with
the only 3rd coming from one occasional note
in the bass line.

The bareness and starkness of the
accompanying chord is important
because it doesn’t warm the
melody up; the melody is harsh
and exposed. Glissandos always
sound strange but there is a
particularly ubiquitous quality
when played with these textures.

The melody line is particularly defined by the D note (the 2nd
/ 9th) which is not usually an interval that a melody would
linger on. This melody almost makes a virtue of it, and this
accentuates the rawness of the melodic texture. The melody
feels heavy – not just metaphorically, but physically. It is
oppressive and uncomfortable, which is perfect.

What all this achieves for the scene and
for the wider story, is to paint a very
dark, depressing and soulless emotional
picture of Arthur’s world. The
juxtaposition between the initial images
of Arthur outside the store are funny but
also sad. But this becomes something
much darker when we see him get
attacked, particularly because this is
accompanied by musical emotion which
speaks to the sorrow and desolation of
his world, not so much the violence of
the attack.
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Our next cue comes 00.18.27 into the film, where we see Arthur being chastised by the boss of the agency – Hoyt.
The boss of the store - where Arthur was working before he ran after the people who stole his sign, only to be
attacked – has accused him of running off. “You never even returned his sign,” says Hoyt. Arthur says, “I got
jumped…didn’t you hear?” to which Hoyt replies, “The sign… it's bullshit…doesn’t make sense. Give him his
sign back, Arthur.” At 00.18.27 Hoyt says, “If you don’t return the sign, I gotta take it out of your paycheck.”
This is where the cue begins. Hoyt carries on talking to Arthur, but the music – and the camera moving closer to
Arthur’s face along with the dialogue fading out – makes us concentrate not on Hoyt, but on Arthur’s reaction,
which is brilliantly played by Joaquin Phoenix. Arthur’s face begins to smile, but this is not a normal smile; it’s a
forced, deliberate, intense smile, which for a moment makes you think Arthur is going to attack Hoyt. He doesn’t,
but the intensity of the ‘smile’, supported by the anxiety-inducing music, gives the scene an electric intensity. The
music had begun simply with a stark, low root and 5th but around 00.18.37 as Arthur’s smile really starts to become
frightening, the music grows into an Eb7(b5). This has a Lydian, poly feel to it because the top two notes together
form the root and maj3rd of an A chord. Underneath the ‘A chord’ we still hear the root and 5th of the Eb chord.
Coincidentally, these are the same two chords (Eb and A) that Williams used in the track ‘First Victim’ (fig.14)
where we go underwater in the moments leading up to Chrissie’s death in Jaws. The underwater context lent the
Lydian flavour a mysterious, almost hypnotic character; here there is no water and no shark so the chord, when
hung on a scene with a man with a grotesquely bizarre ‘happy face’ takes on more of a mysteriously sinister feel.
Lydian flavours can generate within us subtly different emotions depending on textures used and narrative and
visual context (let’s not forget that the self-same Lydian feel gave us The Simpsons, Six Feet Under and a multitude
of other shows not even remotely like Jaws or Joker). And after all, it was acclaimed musicologist Laurence
Kramer who said, “To make anything more itself, or more anything, just add music.” (Kramer, 2002: 3). This is
why a specific harmonic flavour can have hidden emotional disguises, which reveal themselves only when placed
with certain textures and with certain narrative situations.
Figure: 20 Track: ‘Hoyt’s Office’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.18.27

As it turns out, we weren’t far wrong when we thought Arthur was going
to attack Hoyt. The bizarre smile did indeed hide the build-up of tension
within Arthur, because we cut to a scene which sees him outside kicking
rubbish bags violently. The music in this cue is absolutely pivotal to the
success of the scene; it generates a claustrophobic sense of fear; it speaks
to the fractured and disturbed mind of Arthur.
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Like Jaws, Joker has within it several key moments – moments both in the life of Arthur and moments in context
of a film experience. The next cue accompanies a scene set in a bathroom, which has achieved almost a cult status
(this is perhaps Joker’s ‘bigger boat’ moment). But before this scene, at around 00.32.25 we see Arthur being
attacked again – this time on a late-night subway train by a group of drunk men. As Arthur lay on the floor with
the men kicking him, there is a moment’s darkness during which Arthur pulls a gun and starts shooting the men.
Two die instantly but a third staggers off, injured, into an adjoining carriage. Moments later the train pulls into a
station and the man tries to escape. Arthur pursues the man and kills him. There are some fantastic visual moments
where we see the bizarre reality of a man dressed up as a clown, shooting and killing people. I have spoken to lots
of people who saw the film and they all attest to feeling empathy towards Arthur and being glad the men who
attacked him are dead. Arthur runs off into an area of rundown commercial buildings and finally opens the door
to a room which turns out to be a bathroom. Arthur begins cleansing himself not by washing his hands, but by
performing very slow, deliberate and balletic dance movements. This scene has come to define the true emergence,
or birth, of the Joker.
This scene is a brilliant consummation of pictures and music, showing the almost poetic effect of music, pictures
and no dialogue. There is something magical when complex situations are distilled through music and image,
without the predictable and traditional context and certainty that words bring. But it wasn’t originally planned in
this way, as Zack Sharf pointed out in Indiewire.
“In the script, Arthur was to come into the bathroom, hide his gun, wash off his
makeup, staring at himself in the mirror and saying, ‘What have I done?'” [Todd]
Phillips said. “When we got to the set on the day, Joaquin and I stood around and this
didn’t seem very much like Arthur. Why would Arthur care to hide his gun? We tossed
around a million ways to just do something different.”
Zack Sharf, Oct.10th 2019
Indiewire
Arthur runs breathlessly into the bathroom; as he stands, hands on the wall, panting, we hear the low C#s on low
strings (again, the texture of the strings is enhanced greatly by production). As the camera focuses on Arthur’s
right foot, it turns to the right, as if in a dance pose. The music here becomes warmer, sorrowful and intense. By
far the musical pinch-point is between bar 3 and 4; the cello comes in on bar 3 with the C# and E and then the
harmony creates an enormous emotional release by moving to the A chord (with the melody playing the E, C#,
C# and E). This is probably one of the best examples of tension and release, in musical terms. Arthur performs
his slow movements but these would be meaningless without the mesmerising accompanying music. The A chord
then moves down to a C#/F# which feels like another release, which is exquisite simply because emotionally one
release has followed another. It’s like arriving at a beautiful destination or conclusion, only to find that it is the
pivot point to somewhere or something even better.

Figure: 22 Track: ‘Bathroom Dance’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.34.50 & 01.37.01

An interesting point about this cue is that it functions as non-diegetic and diegetic, if we accept the premise that Arthur can hear music in his head as he poses.
Underscore music is heard in films only by the audience; it does not exist in the world of the film itself. But diegetic music is heard in the film world as well as
by the audience. But which one of those worlds does this music fall into? Music who’s use and function is blurred can often feel odd; even if the music itself is
not odd, the blurred dual-function is enough to affect us. Essentially this is because we are hostages to the traditional conventions of music’s use in film.
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Guðnadóttir adds the extra
colours of the 9th over the C#
chord (bar 9), which is an
embellishment which signifies
the gentle evolution of the cue.

The 9th works well because
it rubs against the minor 3rd
stated by lower cello,
creating an interesting
dynamic.

The D#m chord (bar 13) rubs
harshly against the E melody
notes of the cello; this is
obviously deliberate and serves
to, again, underscore the
troubled mind of Arthur Fleck.

Joker provides an interesting back-story for the man who would go on to become the arch enemy of Batman. But
it also adds an interesting twist in the character of Penny Fleck, Arthur’s ill mother, who relies on her son to take
care of her in the dingy apartment they both share. Arthur’s mother is initially a narrative device to show Arthur’s
good side, but she’s subsequently revealed to be a core reason for his madness. Arthur reads one of Penny’s letters,
to be sent to Thomas Wayne, aka Batman’s father. The letter reveals that Thomas Wayne is Arthur’s father, born
out of an affair between his mother and Wayne. Arthur confronts Wayne, who denies the affair and confirms he
fired her because she was mentally unstable, adding that she ended up in an institution. Arthur steals his mother’s
medical files and learns that his mother was a delusional narcissist who did nothing while her partner abused
Arthur throughout his childhood. We learn all this via the narrative device of a flashback. Arthur suffocates her
with a pillow. This is the event which triggers Arthur’s final inescapable descent into madness and it precipitates
the transition from Arthur to Joker.
The cue below comes after Arthur finds the truth out about his mother. The music here fulfills two functions; it
provides practical help to ease the transition back in time and then back to the present, and it also provides narrative
support to underpin the dramatic turn of events which are so pivotal in Arthur’s descent into madness.
Figure: 23 Track: ‘Young Penny’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.13.45

Musically of course, the tune is a different
version of ‘The Bathroom Dance’, and its
placement here is pivotal because just as ‘The
Bathroom Dance’ signified the birth of the Joker,
so this signifies the final, ultimate betrayal that
will trigger his descent into madness. The first
chord of Am gives way to F (bar 6), which,
although representing a ‘release’, actually
functions as a depiction of quiet sorrow.

The uncomfortable tension between
the C melody and the Em underneath
comes as we see one of the papers
Arthur is looking at, followed by the
expression on his face as he begins to
grasp the enormity of his situation. At
this point we also hear and see a
flashback of Penny as a young
woman.

The melody is carried on a beautiful but indistinct texture which seems part
tremolo strings and part mandolin. Whatever it is, the fragility of the sound
works to underpin the tragedy of Arthur’s life, especially this new pain of
discovering that his mother – the person he has cared for all these years - is
not who he thought she was. In fact, she is responsible for much of his pain.

Doctor talking to Penny (flashback): “We went over this, Penny; you adopted him. You have all paperwork
right here. You also stood by when one of your boyfriends repeatedly abused your adopted son

The chords drop from the Em to the much more pleasant (and in this context, sad) Dm chord, but the main (but subtle) hit point in this scene is in bar 14
when the melody moves to the 9th (E), which generates an emotional sadness in this context; and this comes as we hear Arthur try to sniff his tears away.
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Arthur had always wanted to be a comedian, and his hero is talk show host Murray Franklin, whom he watches
regularly on television from the confines of his dingy and depressing apartment. Arthur finally gets a chance to
perform a stand-up routine, which goes very poorly; he laughs uncontrollably and has difficulty delivering his
jokes. Murray Franklin then mocks Arthur by showing clips from the comedy routine on his show. However, he
is invited onto Murray’s show due to the apparent success of the clips of Arthur’s performance. Before the show
goes live, Arthur meets Murray and says, “When you bring me out, can you introduce me as Joker? – that’s what
you called me on the show – a joker.” Murray agrees and says, “Okay, Joker it is,” to which Arthur replies with
mock gratitude, “Thanks Murray.”
Figure: 24 Track: ‘Bathroom Dance’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.37.01
As Arthur waits in his dressing room, the Bathroom Dance comes
in again. We see Arthur look in the mirror approvingly, then, as
the music arrives at the first release (the A chord) he sits down and
points a gun at his throat. On bar 6-7 we see a brilliantly glitzy shot
of Murray’s show in full swing.

Around bar 9 Murray begins his introduction of Arthur and again makes fun of him, showing the clip of Arthur’s
failed stand-up, which features his involuntary manic laughter, which is a reaction to stressful situations and is
actually the result of childhood trauma and abuse4.
Just before he comes out, while
Murray is still introducing him, Arthur
stands behind the curtain, repeating his
slow, strange but also balletic ‘dance’,
to a continuation of the last cue.

4

In the Batman films the Joker is known for his distinctive, manic laugh. It is treated as a condition of his insane sense of humour. But this
film uses a real-life medical condition known as the ‘Pseudobulbar Affect’, or PBA. The laughter is an expression of Arthur’s inner pain.
Fleck has what he calls ‘a condition’" which means he laughs at inappropriate moments. There is a disconnect between Fleck’s actual mood
and his outward display of emotions, so much so that in the film he carries round a card which he shows to people who cannot understand his
behaviour.
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Arthur is played out to a swing version of ‘Smile’. The song appears in some of the trailers for Joker, to great
effect. The version in this scene in the film, played by the on stage house band, is typical of how TV talk show
bands contextualise the music they play, often ‘jazzing’ things up. Actually, ‘Smile’ is one the most beautiful and
heart-breaking songs ever written5, and the swing version that plays Arthur on is a well-played but nevertheless
grotesque interpretation, which, in context of the hollow, vacuous and depressed state of the society portrayed in
the film, is appropriate.
Figure: 24a Track: ‘Smile’ (Charlie Chaplin (music, 1936) John Turner & Geoffrey Parsons (lyrics, 1954) Film Cue Sync: 01.37.01

Murray Franklin firsts asks Arthur about his appearance “Tell us about this look; when we spoke earlier you
mentioned that this look is not a political statement, is that right?” to which Arthur replies, “That’s right, Murray;
I’m not political. I’m just trying to make people laugh.” Murray responds, “How’s that going for you?” which
makes the audience laugh; Arthur begins laughing manically. When he stops, Murray says, “I know you’re a
comedian, Arthur” – this is where a high pitched note is heard faintly in the background (next cue) “You working
on any new material? You wanna tell us a joke?” Arthur pulls out a brown notebook, and the single note has the
effect of signifying that the situation is about to take a dark turn. This cue is not on the soundtrack album.
Figure: 24a Film Cue Sync: 01.39.54

Murray: “He’s got a book….a book of jokes.”

5

‘Smile’ is a song based on an instrumental theme used in the soundtrack for the 1936 movie Modern Times. Charlie Chaplin composed the
music, which was inspired by the famous melody from Tosca, by Puccini. The lyrics, added in 1954 by John Turner and Geoffrey Parsons,
took their inspiration from lines and themes from the film, by telling the listeners to cheer up, and that there will be a bright tomorrow, as long
as you smile. The song was recorded by many people, including Jimmy Durante, and it is his version which accompanied some of Joker’s
trailers.
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Murray: “Take your time…we’ve got all night.”

Arthur: “Okay...here’s one…knock, knock.”
Murray: “And you had to look that up?”

Arthur: “Wanted to get it right…knock, knock.”

The music fades out and Murray replies, “Whose there?” to which Arthur replies, “It’s the police, Ma’am…your
son’s been hit by a drunk driver; he’s dead.” The audience reacts badly, as does the rest of the guests and Murray,
who says, “That’s not funny Arthur, that’s not the kind of humour we do on this show.” Arthur apologises and
continues, still finding it all funny; “It’s been a rough few weeks, Murray…ever since I…killed those three Wall
Street guys.” After a pause Murray says, “Okay, I’m waiting for the punch line,” to which Arthur replies, no
longer laughing, “There’s no punch line. It’s not a joke.” After a long silence and audience jeers, Murray says,
“You’re serious aren’t you. You telling us you killed those three young men on the subway?” This is when the
following cue comes in.

Figure: 25 Track: ‘Confession’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.41.55

Strings
w/production
effects
Arthur: “My life is nothing but a comedy.”

Murray: “You’re serious, aren’t you? You’re
telling us you killed those three young men on
the subway? – and, why should we believe you?”

Murray: “Let me get this straight –
you think that killing those guys is
funny?”

Arthur: “Got nothing left to lose.”

Strings
w/production
effects
Arthur: “I do, and I’m tired of
pretending it’s not…comedy is
subjective, Murray – isn’t that
what they say?”

….“All of you…this system that
knows so much…you decide….

….what’s right or
wrong, the same way
you decide what’s
funny…or not.”
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Strings
w/production
effects

“To become a symbol?”

Arthur: “Come on Murray…do I look like the
kind of clown that could start a movement? I
killed those guys because they were awful.”

“Everyone is awful these days; it’s
enough to make anyone crazy.”

Murray: “Okay, you’re crazy?
That’s your defence for killing
three men?”

The music fades out and Arthur replies, trying to create humour, “No…they couldn’t carry a tune to save their
lives?” The audience jeers and Arthur responds, exasperated, saying, “Why is everyone so upset about these guys?
If it was me dying on the sidewalk, you’d walk right over me. I pass you every day but you don’t notice me, but
these guys - because Thomas Wayne cried about them on TV?” A now sombre Murray asks him, “You have a
problem with Thomas Wayne?” to which Arthur replies, “Yes I do. Have you seen what it’s like out there, Murray?
You ever actually leave the studio? Everyone just yells and screams at each other; nobody’s civil anymore.
Nobody thinks what it’s like to be the other guy. You think men like Thomas Wayne ever think what it’s like to be
someone like me?” Arthur continues ranting about how society abandons the unfortunate, the downtrodden and
the dispossessed. Murray fires back and the two argue. This is accompanied musically with a section of a track
called ‘Escape from the Train’ (around. 1.40). At 1.44.50 the confrontation ends when Arthur – his voice rising
with anger – says, “How about another joke, Murray. What do you get when you cross a mentally ill loner with a
society that abandons him and treats him like trash? I’ll tell you what you get…you get what you fuckin’ deserve.”
He then pulls a gun and shoots Murray through the head, killing him instantly.
‘The Bathroom Dance’ (fig.24) sees the film out, following Sinatra’s Send in the Clowns.
As I alluded to at the beginning of the analysis of Joker, the film received a number of awards including two
Oscars; one for Hildur Guðnadóttir and one for Joaquin Phoenix; they both also won at the Golden Globe and
BAFTA ceremonies. James Southall, on the website ‘Film Music Reviews’, said, “I can’t see me wanting to listen
to it very often, hence it doesn’t get top marks.” I mention this because it highlights the trend of many reviewers
to base their opinion of the soundtrack on how often the soundtrack would be listened to, outside the film. We
have discussed in this book and in my previous books the perils of film score soundtrack albums being seen in
this way. Directors are increasingly wanting film scores which will have a life outside of the film, which
sometimes can put pressure on composers to write more accessible music. Whether anyone can see themselves
listening to the Joker film score again is rather beside the point. Film music is functional; it exists because it offers
emotional support for the story, the film, specific scenes, its characters, and the film’s subtext – to mention only
a few of its potential functions – not because it’s something you might put on over dinner. If it needed to work
commercially as stand-alone music, this would present an enormous conflict of interests which could render film
music something that was simply ‘listened to at the same time as the film’, rather than something which would be
of deep emotional support.
I wish reviewers would base their opinions on how the music supported the film, not how it sounds on its own.
Another review took issue with many of the Joker’s disturbing scenes using a cello, which was played in, “rough,
rasping octaves,” before going on to compare it with a Goldsmith or Morricone score. The reviewer then asks,
rhetorically, “Are contemporary composers unaware of the amazing psychological undertones that these maestros
were able to inject into music for broken characters?” This is the kind of breath-taking snobbery one usually
finds within the world of classical music appreciation or even jazz, but it seems to have found its way into film
music. What people need to focus on is whether the music works with the film, what it makes them think and
how it frames their experience; truthfully they are the only real contexts worth writing about. Comparing dark,
broody, atmospheric and dissonant film music to commercial music one might listen to over dinner is like putting
Tracy Emin’s ‘My Bed’ in your bedroom and then complaining that the room is untidy. Perhaps if Joker had had
a more commercial and conventional score, audiences wouldn’t have realised that what it’s really about is the
tortured mind of Arthur Fleck, and through it, a wider awareness of mental illness. Similarly, if Chernobyl had
had a more traditional score, people wouldn’t have realised that it’s not about what happened, because we know
what happened; it’s about how and why. Guðnadóttir’s scores for Joker and Chernobyl won critical acclaim and
commercial success because both are superb, for all the reasons I’ve given.
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NOTES ON A SCANDAL Philip Glass
Notes on a Scandal is a psychological
thriller adapted from the 2003 novel of
the same name by Zoë Heller.
A single, lonely teacher, Barbara Covett,
is nearing retirement. She is loathed by
students and fellow teachers alike. When
new art teacher Sheba Hart (played by
Cate Blanchett) arrives at the high
school, Barbara dedicates her attention
to the newcomer, writing sharp and
unpleasant comments about her
behaviour and clothes, in her diary,
which also features as a monologue in
the film. Barbara, who it turns out has a habit of befriending and then stifling and dominating other women,
becomes close to Sheba. When Barbara accidentally discovers that Sheba is having an affair with a fifteen-yearold male student, she uses the power she has over Sheba to deepen their relationship, which leads ultimately to
the destruction of Sheba.
The music is excellent throughout and succeeds in generating real, palpable emotion which heightens the drama
and through which we distill our feelings about the story and its subtext. The first cue we hear at the start of the
film after the Fox fanfare. The two bars accompany the production company logo (DNA Films), with the solo
basses providing a slightly eerie and foreboding melody. After the first two-bar phrase the first scene we see is of
Primrose Hill, in north London, where we see a backshot of a figure sat on a bench. The cue lasts longer, but in
terms of the transcription, the last two beats of bar 5 are synced to a side-shot of Barbara Covett; she looks forlorn
and lonely. The opening music works well because it relays something more than loneliness; it generates a feeling
of apprehension, anxiety and even fear. This is principally because (like some cues in Wojciech Kilar’s
mesmerising 1992 score to Bram Stoker’s Dracula) it makes great use of the basses as melody instruments. Not
only that; the line has a rising and falling contour which revolves around the minor scale. Also, in true Philip
Glass style, nothing is as it seems; there is an overall triplet feel but with substantial duplet elements, which helps
to slightly play with our perception of musical time. In bar 3 the rest of the strings accompany the basses with
chords, but they too have an alternating triplet / duplet feel. All of these things make us slightly unsure and slightly
anxious.
Figure: 26 Track: ‘First Day at School’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.27

The next cue comes in at 00.04.13. At 00.03.57 we see the end of a staff meeting in which Barbara’s negative and
cynical attitude towards her colleagues and contempt for students is made clear. The headmaster had asked all
teachers to spend the summer planning to develop and enhance the teaching in their own department. He reads
out Barbara’s contribution as her colleagues look on, nervously and with obvious annoyance.
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“The history department functions much as one would expect for a school of this stature and intake; examination
results have been consistent for thirty years – below the national average but above the level of catastrophe.
Recommendation: no change necessary”. When the headmaster looks at her, she looks him in the eye and says,
“Took me most of the summer to write it.” The cue comes in at that point, as we see the new teacher Sheba Hart
from behind Barbara (who is blurred in the foreground) while we hear an offscreen monologue from Barbara’s
diary, about her new colleague. Be aware that the audio for this cue is part-way through a track called ‘The
History’,
Figure: 27 Track: ‘The History’ Audio timing: 1.29 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.13

(add11)

C

C

C

“Is she a Sphinx, or simply stupid?”

“Hard to read, the whispy novice.”

5th and #5th and ……back to 5th

This sequence features some ‘double slash chords’ or ‘double inversions’, by which I mean a chord is built over
a bass note (a slash or inversion) and then built over another inversion or slash note. These chords are quite rare
because, by definition they can blur the bottom end of the chord and compromise the clarity and identity which is
the lifeblood of harmony. You can get away with it if there is vertical space between the two inversions / slash
notes and/or if the two different elements have their own movement and identity, as is the case with this cue; as
you will see the bottom bass notes have their own rhythmic pattern which is slightly at odds with the pulse and
meter of the rest of the chords. This means we hear it as a separate line, applying the same attitude as we would a
melody and allowing it its own freedom. I’m probably making this sound more complicated than it is; its just
really about how you construct different elements of vertical harmony; just like a melody is not simply a collection
of crotchets one after another, nor is harmony simply a collection of similar intervals. Too many composers tend
to treat vertical harmony (chords) as simply blocks of notes which; in fact you can get a lot of colour, variation
and even identity from how you choose to build chords and where the gaps are and how big they are.
The fluctuation firstly between 5th and #5th and secondly between the F and Fm chord generates an harmonically
colourful opening. Emotionally the #5 tends to usually suggest mystery and intrigue, but the back-and-forth
between 5th and #5th and back to 5th italicises the #5 even more by going to and from it. This pattern doesn’t really
get chance to establish itself before we’re off again, this time to Fm and Db/F (with an added slash bass thanks to
the low C on basses). As we have established countless times before, one of the alluring things about this kind of
chord trick is that the F and Ab (in the Fm chord) occupy the root and minor 3rd before the bar after representing
the maj3rd and 5th of the Db/F chord. Again, the movement to and from these chords is quite rapid. This gives the
piece a feeling of momentum and slight mystery. The second time the phrase appears (from bar 4 onwards) the
chords double in length (i,e. the F chord now occupies 4 bars and the Fm – not in the transcription – fills the next
four bars). This fundamental alteration in the phrase when it comes in, in bar 4, is deliberate and designed to keep
our interest and attention. Also the phrase in bars 4-7 has a slightly sultry whiff thanks to the movement between
F/C (#5/add11), the E/F/C chord and the slide up to the F/C chord. The physicality and the chromatic-sounding
movement has a theatricality to it.
The next cue comes at 00.08.33; we witness a short conversation between Sheba and Barbara, following an earlier
altercation between Sheba and a student, one which Barbara had hepled with. Sheba introduces herself to Barbara
and walks off. We see Barbara’s gaze follow Sheba, and then we hear more of Barbara’s offscreen diary
monologues describing her feelings for the new teacher, as we see a montage of scenes that show Barbara watching
Sheba.
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Figure: 28 Track: ‘The History’ Audio timing: 1.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08.33

Covett: “Her voice is pure…as if her mouth were empty and clean..as if she’d never had a filling…

C

Covett: “The complexion of a white peach ..I can almost see her
veins. Her trendy politics are similarly transparent.”

C

(maj3)
C

(maj3)

C

Musically, we hear the same type of chords we
heard in the last clip with the familiar up-anddown quaver motif, which seems, in this
context, to have an impish, playful quality.
However, we still benefit from mysteriousness
of the move between the 5th and #5th (C and
C#). This time, as the cue moves forward we
hear some quite interesting dissonance,
delivered so casually and deliberately that it
almost sounds normal; I’m referring to the
flute melody note of A over the Fm chord (bar
13). The reason we get away with it is because
there is no actual chords anywhere – the chord
symbols written are symbolic of the collective
identity of the quaver lines and what they infer,
harmonically. I think the overall mood from
this section of the cue, given the way it
interacts with the picture, is one of gentle
unease.

Website ‘myfiles’ said of Glass’s score, “This story takes place in an unremarkable setting, yet among the complex
of relationships there is something strange at work. Glass’s commentary on the CD’s sleevenotes tells us that the
composer approached the score from the point of view of Barbara, a teacher played by Judi Dench. The Scandal
of the story is that a younger teacher played by Cate Blanchett has an affair with a schoolboy. While the
motivations of the younger teacher and schoolboy are quite clear in the story, it is Barbara who is easily the most
complex (and disturbing) character. The Major/Minor uncertainty of ‘The History’ seems to hint at a split
personality.” I would say that the ‘split personality’ comment is quite astute; to me the maj/min uncertainty creates
precisely that; uncertainty. It puts doubt, mystery, unease and suspicion in the minds of the viewer.
The next cue is entitled ‘Invitation’ and comes at 00,10.22 into the film, where we see Barbara, Sheba and another
teaching colleague sat at a table drinking teas and coffees. This is interesting for many reasons; the voice of the
colleague, who is discussing her pregnancy with the other Sheba and Barbara, slowly gets brought down in volume
as the music is brought up. Her conversation is becoming increasingly unimportant as we see Barbara glance at
Sheba, gesturing to her that she has a foam moustache from the drink she has.
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The two exchange friendly looks. The way we ‘zone out’ of the other woman’s dialogue and concentrate on
Barbara and Sheba – even though they are not talking, but simply gesturing, is a credit to the power of image and
music. However, the music doesn’t really serve the surface-level reality of the pictures, but instead gently points
us to the subtext, which is more worrying and even quite sinister; Barbara is grooming Sheba.
Figure: 29 Track: ‘Invitation’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.22

The music is too dramatic for what the scene appears to be, but completely works once you acknowledge and
‘realise’ the subtext. The two inversion (bar 3/4) are quite serious and dramatic devices, and they appear when we
first see Sheba’s ‘tash’ and Barbara’s finger gesture, thus giving what would normally be seen as a light-hearted
moment a much more serious musical treatment. Music is great at teasing out the truth of a scene or the underlying
context of a story, not despite its inability to communicate literally, but because of it. Its inferences are not literal,
but subtle, having no words to accompany them, either out loud or even within the mind of the listener. Emotions
are not literalised in the mind, so we listen to music and it usually ‘means something’ to us, which can be just the
hint of a feeling, or more profound, based on the circumstances.
We join the next audio piece halfway through, at 01.11, which falls at 00.18.10 in the film, during a visit by
Barbara to Sheba’s home, where she meets the children and Sheba’s husband. Toward the end of the visit Sheba
– who doesn’t know how obsessed Barbara has become with her - opens up to her, discussing her family
upbringing, how she met her much-older husband, as well as feelings about life. Dialogue from the scene is pulled
down, music comes up and we hear Barbara’s thoughts as written at a later time in her diary, again as a monologue
spoken offscreen, which, among other things, observes that, “It’s a peculiar trait of the privileged; immediate
incautious intimacy…but Sheba went well beyond the tendencies of her class. She was utterly candid.”
We return to the dialogue of the present when we hear Sheba sum up her frustration with life by observing what
she calls, “The distance between life as you dream it, and….life as it is.” By that point the music is about to come
up in volume, behind the diarised thoughts of Barbara again, but not before we hear Barbara say, “I know exactly
what you mean.” Sheba gives Barbara a glowing smile, as if she has met a kindred spirirt, and Barbara smiles
back, equally certain that she has found someone special, with whom she has a bond. The problem is that for
Sheba this is simply a case of finding someone to talk to, but for Barbara, her obsession has just received what
she interprets as confirmation of a deep friendship.
From 00.18.10 we observe Sheba, then Barbara’s smile as she says “I know exactly what you mean,”, followed
by Sheba’s returned smile. Then we cut to Barbara, at home, writing in her diary enthusiastically about her new
relationship and placing a gold star in her diary to denote Sheba’s importance in her life.
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Figure: 29a Track: ‘The Harts’ Audio timing: 1.11 Film Cue Sync: 00.18.10

Covett: “I know exactly what you mean.”

Flute

Bar 1 is not the start of the cue, but simply where we come in on the transcription; just before Barbara responds
to Sheba’s point, we hear the slightly pensive lightly voiced Eb (#11) chord, which resolves just before Barabara
says, “I know exactly what you mean,” which is when we hear the woodwinds unravelling…..

It unravels thanks to an ascending arpeggiated figure which begins on bassoon, is
joined by the clarinet and eventually culminates with the flute; emotionally this
sounds as if it prefaces a great realisation, or a sudden coming together; like a flower
opening, it sounds inevitable.
We arrive at 6, by which time we’re in Barbara’s house, watching and listening to her obsessive and delusional thoughts about Sheba. This is
accompanied by the combination of Gm, Eb/G (which has a whiff of Bond about it) F and then the dramatic inversion - D/C. Because of the
drama and intrigue of the Gm and Eb/G, we do not see Barbara simply as a lonely old woman who indulges in harmless fantasising; we see
her as someone who is increasingly obsessive. It is music which delivers the final judgement on Barbara, not with words but with
accompanying emotions created by the viewer, reacting to the music. This emotion is a product of our reaction to harmony and texture.

Covett: “I gold star day………I always knew we’d be friends…”

“Our mututal reserve inhibited us but now it is manifest…a spirital recognition…

3rd

Texturally at this point (bar 6) we hear the strings (indeed it is the string textures and the Bondness which lends the piece it’s mytery and
intrigue) and an arpeggiated harp. As the clip progresses the textural accompaniment because slightly busier thanks to the pushed strings, and
thanks eventually to the clarinet copying the arpeggiated harp
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It is also the relentless repetitiveness of the arpeggios and the repeated 4-bar chord sequence which manages to take hold of the scene and
thus enable it to gloss over the clear narrative jump from Barbara’s home to ‘the next day’ at the school where she and Sheba work.

“S and I, share the ability to see through
the quotidian awfulness of things…..”

The change in time and
location with the music
acting for both locations
actually intensifies our
awareness of Barbara’s
obsession; and this is
enhanced
by
her
sideways glance at
Sheba (on bar 17). So
much of the emotion in
the early part of this film
is driven by image and
music and off-screen
monologues, as opposed
to on-screen action and
dialogue. Much of it is
implied and inferred or
spoken in the mind
rather than out loud.

At 00.19.30 we see Barbara sat in the audience of an end-of-term school concert. A fellow teacher tries to take a
seat next to her but she abruptly tells him it's taken; that she’s, “Saving it for Sheba.” At 00.19.40, worried about
where Sheba is, Barbara gets up abruptly and disappears out of the hall in search of her. This is where the following
cue starts. The beginning of the cue blends with the sound of Hark The Herald Angels being sung by a school
vocal group, and this juxtaposition of happy schoolchildren and an obsessive woman pursuing the object of her
obsession by dashing around the dark school corridors, is powerful; it is made chilling because of Glass’s music,
which has more than a nod to Herrmann.
Figure: 30 Track: ‘Discovery’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.19.40

The basses’ motif is a repetative one but one which isn’t rhythmically settled (fluctuating as it does between 4/4 and 3/4). Also, in true
Herrmann suspense style, the line creates a polytonal horizontal harmonic flavour, thanks to lines which suggest Em, then Eb. The repetitive
motif is actually physically and melodically quite simple, but it is the move between Em and Eb which lends it it’s incongruity.

As we see Barbara scurrying round the darkened school corridors, this almost becomes Hitchock in its anxiety. This is almost totally down to
the music, which generates a level of suspicion which wouldn’t otherwise be there. We see Barbara glance through a window, her face
brilliantly lit. She sees lights on and goes downstairs in search of Sheba. The addition, the harshness and starkness of the high strings /
woodwind / xlophone playing the chromatic descending line, completes the Hitchockian feel and acts as an excellent musical emotional buildup. The basses motif raises the tension subtly when the phrase ends on the A, not G (bar 9).

The woodwinds maintain their descent and the strings their repeated, menacing thriller-like low bass line, as Barbara reaches a window. She looks through
the window and sees Sheba in a state of undress, with a male student. The shot of Sheba arrives on bar 17, where we get a starkly voiced Fmaj7 chord (no
3rd or 5th), which, before we get time to distil this, is joined by octave Gs on bassoons and bass clarinets and then, synced to Barbara’s eyes peeing through
a letterbox-style gap, we get a Gm/F# on brass.
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One of the interesting things about bars 17-18-19 is that it isn’t any one chord that really inflicts the killer blow to the scene; we often find that it is a
consummation of quick, successive and different harmonies which disorientates; not so much one moment, more several smaller moments close together.
Sometimes it’s not always the chords themselves which cause alarm or shock, but just the weight of information we are subjected to.

At 00.21.53 Barbara calls Sheba and says, “I need to speak to you about Stephen Connoly.” When Sheba replies
“Who,” Barbara, annoyed at this crass attempt at lying, replies irritably, “Let’s not, shall we? Doubtless, you’re
aware you’ve committed a criminal offence….I’ll be with you at 5.” At 00.22.14 Sheba and Barbara are sat outside
a pub, drinking. Sheba asks, “When will you tell them?” and Barbara replies, “I need to know the circumstances;
you must inform me of everything.” In this one moment, it becomes apparent that Barbara intends using the
possession and knowledge of incriminating information to gain power over Sheba. Sheba begins to explain - this
is where the music comes in – “Actually you were there when I first saw him.”

Figure: 31 Track: ‘Confession’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.22.29

(m2)

(m2)

She explains how she first became aware of Stephen and through a series of flashbacks to various key points which eventually lead to their
relationship starting, we get a rapid appraisal of the situation. This is accompanied musically by a frantic viola / cello semiquaver motif
which sounds urgent and panic-striken; this is added to by the syncopated offbeat basses ans bassoons.
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It’s an interesting line because the first note is the C
(min7th), not a note which normally sounds incongruous;
but this time it sits on top of a line which fluctuates
wildly in terms of the intervals occupied, which then
makes the C itself sound odd.

Like the last cue, Glass makes great
use of a stark string melody, this time
ascending (bar 6+)

This is relevant because it shows you can make a note sound odd / scary not just by choosing an odd interval or extension for the note itself,
but by altering the notes which accompany the first note. This might sound compositionally back-to-front, but sometimes odd ways of creating
music can produce the kinds of strange things you might not have come across if you’d been composing ‘properly’
7 (m2)

m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1

(m2)

7 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 4

(m2)

m2 5 1 7 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 7 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 4 m2 5 1 4

The audio for the following film cue occurs at two different locations within the same audio track (‘Courage’).
With Barbara still listening to Sheba’s confession, Sheba says, “I knew it was wrong and immoral and completely
ridiculous, but, I don’t know…I just … allowed it to happen.” Barbara responds by almost spitting the words,
“The boy is fifteen,” to which Sheba replies, “He’s quite mature for his age.” After a pause Sheba says,
“Something in me felt..entitled…look, I’ve been good all my adult life; I’ve been a decent wife, a dutiful mother,
coping with Ben [her son with learning difficulties]. This voice inside me kept saying, why shouldn’t you be bad.
Why shouldn’t you transgress? You’ve earned the right.” (This dialogue is accompanied by ‘present tense’ images
of Barbara and Sheba talking, together with flashbacks to the school. The following sequence comes in just after
Sheba says the word ‘entitled’.
Figure: 32 Track: ‘Courage’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.26.25 then Audio timing 01.16 Film Cue Sync 00.27.00

This cue sounds a little bit like Bernard Herrmann’s cue ‘The City’ (from Psycho) in that it has an extremely effective sequence of chords which
dip in and out of different key centres, and in doing so, challenge our expectations, making our perceptions a little more acute. We don’t expect Ab
after Gm/Bb and this unexpected occurrence makes us more alert, and also, given the context of the scene, anxious, furtive, troubled.
The move to Gm is completely unexpected, as is the move
to Ab and D. The Db throws us because the chromatic
shift down is disfigured by the inversion of the Db/Ab.
Something which makes the relationship between these
chords all the more interesting and colourful and dramatic
is the regular use of inversions, which, as I’ve just said,
tends to change the feel of a chord.

The Bb/F which follows the Ab isn’t a big surprise but the Gb/Bb
is out of context; the Bb note from the Bb chord suddenly
becomes the maj3rd of the Gb/Db, which is not dissonant, but
disorientating. If you call the Gb/Db chord F#/C# instead, then
its move to Bm is not a stretch, but music is a cummulative thing;
by this point something expected sounds almost as odd as
something unexpected.

And of course lets not forget
texture – one of the two
main arbiters of emotion
and expression; the high
strings, together with the
harmonies written for them,
in this context, sound
suspicious, clandestine and
furtive.
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For the next part of this cue, go to 0.1.16 of the same audio track

The bass and cello motif is superb at capturing the real danger at the centre of this story. The music does not play the scene, and truthfully it doesn’t
even play the inside of Sheba’s mnd – it plays the danger involved in doing what she is thinking about doing. The music is portentous; it is an
ominous reminder of the likely outcome of her reckless, criminal and life-changing actions. The repetative movement (root-oct, root-m6, root-5,
root maj7) gives the scene a touch of horror; in fact in bass terms it is not dissimilar to Glass’ opening of Candyman

The next cue - which appears
in the film as part of the same
flashback during Sheba’s
confession to Barbara –
comes following one of Sheba
and Stephen’s sessions. She
looks across at him and says,
“You’ve done my brain in.”

Figure: 33 Track: ‘Sheba & Steven’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.30.12
Once again the scene itself is so casual that if we didn’t know the context we
wouldn’t find it dramatic. Sheba and Stephen’s words do not relay the gravity
of the situation, but luckily the music does. This juxtaposition between the
total abandonment of norms by the couple and the casual disregard with which
they view it, and the drama, anxiety and fear in the music is plapable. It is this
wonderful discrepany between the scene and the music which makes us feel
the music more. The music is telling the truth.
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The story doesn’t just involve wrongdoing, immorality
The frantic, relentlessness of the music,
and criminality; it also involves deceit on many levels;
with its sweeping and constant violin
the obvious deceit between Sheba and her husband, but
arpeggios, speaks to the danger of their
also the deceit which is yet to come, between Sheba and
situation; it speaks to the destruction
Margaret, which leaves security of Sheba’s life hanging
which will eventually engulf them both
by the slenderest of threads.
and the people they care for.

The hurried nature of the music is at least partly a product of the fact that it
never settles; the 3/4 time, intersperced with ocassional 7/8 bars, means that
although the piece is repetative, it doesn’t ‘it right’ structurally. This kind of
music nervous energy really helps us to feel the anxiety, fear and danger

Eventually we return to the
present (Sheba’s confession to
Barbara, at the pub).
Barbara’s reaction is one of
shock and outrage, but she
decides not to report Sheba. She
senses that the greater victory is
the power she will have over
Sheba by making her forever in
her debt; this is something she
cannot resit.
Sheba is astonished by Barbara’s
decision and agrees to end the
relationship with the studentt.
Ultimately it doesn’t end well for
any of them, but you need to
watch the film to find out why.
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ONE HOUR PHOTO Reinhold Heil & Johnny Klimek
Robin Williams plays a character called Sy
Parrish, who works as a technician at a ‘onehour’ photo development shop. Although he
knows a lot about the families in the photos
he develops, Sy is a lonely man with no
friends. He is particularly obsessed with the
Yorkin family, specifically Nina Yorkin and
her son Jake. Sy fantasises about an
imaginary world where he is the family’s
‘uncle Sy’. Since Jake was born Sy has been
making copies of their photographs.
Williams being the superb character actor
that he is, gets the audiences to forget Robin
Williams completely and accept that Sy is
real.

The score, composed by Reinhold Heil and Johnny Klimek, opens the film accompanying the scene of a police
camera, which flashes before we then see a digital image of Sy Parrish uploading on a computer monitor. Sy
seems subdued, deflated and defeated. Then we hear the voice of a police officer demanding Sy step to the left
for a profile photo, and the audience realise this man has been arrested. His appearance is odd and given his age,
we are left to imagine what Sy has done. But in the end, although Sy has committed a crime, the film generates a
sense of pity in the audience. The film is an excellent study of obsession and moral deviance, but it also makes us
question our own prejudices and value judgments. People who commit crimes don’t always fit within or outside
the traditional boundaries of morality. Ultimately this is a clever, serious and sensitive study of mental illness and
the way society fails to deal with it; the more you think about Sy, the more you realise that what he really needs
is help, not punishment. Roger Ebert puts it well:
“The movie has also been compared to ‘American Beauty’, another film where
resentment, loneliness and lust fester beneath the surface of suburban affluence. The
difference, I think, is that the needs of the Kevin Spacey character in ‘American
Beauty’, while frowned upon and even illegal, fall generally within the range of
emotions we understand. Sy Parrish is outside that range. He was born with parts
missing, and has assembled the remainder into a person who has borrowed from
the inside to make the outside look OK.”
Roger Ebert, August 23, 2002
Elaine Cassel, from Marymount University, delves deep into the story and Sy’s condition in an essay called,
‘What’s Wrong with Sy, The Photo Guy?”
“Movies could play a more productive role in explaining psychopathology if the
sources of twisted behaviour were explained realistically and compassionately, as
they are here. ‘One Hour Photo’ is a rewarding study of abnormal behaviour and one
that psychology students should appreciate, if not enjoy. It leaves us wondering, and
caring, now that we know what’s wrong with Sy, what will happen to Sy.”
Elaine Cassel
Marymount University
We are going to ‘top and tail’ the film’s music by looking firstly at the intro, followed by the penultimate track
and then the ending. With the first cue – ‘Main Titles’ the soundtrack version is a different arrangement, in that it
has some extra string lines which were removed from the movie version. I have taken the unusual step of
transcribing the soundtrack version rather than the film version, because it is just so good. I cannot understand
why the strings were omitted from the screen version. In this scene we’re actually seeing the end of the film where
Sy is at the police station being photographed before being interviewed.
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Figure: 34 Track: ‘Main Titles’ Audio timing: 0.09 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.34
Given the lack of pictures and dialogue or
context, the music is left to paint a mental
picture of the emotion we will feel about
the story as it unfolds. I would say that the
main feeling in this audio cue is one of fear,
claustrophobia and anxiety.

Although the first string chord is ‘normal’, it is made slightly odd
by the sheer vertical distance between the low Cs and the G and
Eb of the strings. The chord is technically a Cm chord but it feels
much emptier than that due to the incomplete string chord.

The main generator these feelings are the
detuned percussion sounds, the throbbing
bass – which has a kind of ticking clock
context –and the strings.

Dm

The next chord (bar 4) is inspired. We hear the G# and
B (which equals two-thirds of an E chord over a C bass)
but given that the first actual chord in the piece was
Cm, we are drawn to feeling the G# as an Ab, and
therefore find it hard to mentally categorise the B note.

The next chord is F# (omit5 – because that would have clashed too much with the C at
the bottom). What all this offers us musically is polytonality, and what it generates
within us emotionally is a tremendous feeling of insecurity, anxiety and fear. We are
offered one ‘normal’ chord (F/C on bar 8) but given what preceded it, we struggle to
acclimatise to normal harmony. Anything can sound odd if it is framed in a way which
makes it appear odd. The F/C chord is not odd at all, but music is a cumulative linear
experience in which context frames everything. We fail to really enjoy the F/C because
of what came before and what might be lurking round the corner.

The chord in bar 10 is quite piercing due to the high 3rd (10th – the F)
rubbing against the high 9th (E). Again, talking about context; notes a
semitone apart can sound okay if they are vertically framed well in the
chord, but using 3rds and 4ths (or in this case 9ths and 10ths) will
always produce tension. As we get to the end of the transcription the
first picture comes into shot, which is of a camera; this camera turns
out to be the one which is about to take the police evidence pictures of
Sy, who is now in custody.

The next cue comes toward the end of the film; during the film Sy has built up the Yorkin family up in his mind
as the perfect family and fantasises about being an extension to that family. He has managed to form a friendly,
platonic relationship with Nina. Unfortunately, the one-hour photo shop where Sy works has discovered that Sy
has printed hundreds more prints than have been ordered and paid for. For this and other issues, Sy is fired by his
boss, Bill. Then, while looking through his photos for the last time before leaving the store, Sy discovers that Will
Yorkin – Nina’s husband – is having an affair. Sy’s idealised picture of the Yorkin’s as the perfect family is
shattered. This sends Sy’s already fractured hold on reality into a tailspin. To avenge his boss, he takes paparazzistyle pictures of Bill’s daughter, which Bill sees and calls the police. Eventually police discover Sy’s obsession,
but not before he has disappeared to confront Will and his lover.
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He finds them in a hotel and, armed with a knife, forces the lovers to pose naked in sexual positions while he takes
pictures. After the confrontation, Sy goes back to his own room in the hotel. We see the police arrive at the hotel
and head for Sy’s room, but when they enter, he’s gone. Sy, still in the hotel and trying to leave, spots the police
and tries to make a run for it, but is stopped and arrested. We re-join the film at 01.15.54 (01.38 audio) as Sy is
being pursued through the hotel. The cue here is fabulous and really underpins the urgency and drama of the scene.
The cue has a strong, pulsating, ‘four to the floor’ bass line, on top of which there is a semiquaver synth line (on
C) with another, barely audible semiquaver line fluctuating between the Bb and C. These things all serve to give
the piece momentum. The colourful, emotional bit which suggests menace and danger, lies in the first few chords.
The first one (C7add9 with no 3rd) is quite stark and this is added to by the expansive voicing – this is when we’re
still following Sy. Then we cut to the hotel room, where one of the detectives has already found a knife in the
bathroom, to see one of the detectives hold up a camera he’s found. This happens on the chord change to Ab/C,
which brilliantly italicises the moment. Without the music, and the chord change specifically, it’s just a guy
finding a camera; with the music and the chord change, it becomes more relevant and more sinister: this is Sy’s
camera.
Figure: 34a Track: ‘The Pursuit’ Audio timing: 1.38 Film Cue Sync: 01.15.54
The move from the open, bare, expansive and transparent
C7add9(omit3) to the much more typically dramatic chord
(Ab/C) is excellent and there is also a physicality to it too, in
that we have contrary motion, which feels as if the chord is
expanding. Then, as if to confirm the point, we move to a D/C
(again, another great type of dramatic chord

On top of being a great sequence of initial chords, they also reorientate the C from
being a root, then a maj3rd and then a 7th. This is a device which is used regularly
in film music. The feeling of the C not changing note physically but changing the
interval it occupies, creates a mildly disorientating feel, which in this narrative
context, adds to the drama.

The music raises slightly higher in the mix as
we leave the hotel room and see Sy, running
through the hotel trying to see a way out. The
volume of the music rises and the drums enter
as Sy begins to run; this is synced loosely with
bar 9

Bar 9 is where the cue gets
cranked up a gear and has
more of a specific harmonic
identity; not just because
drums come in but because
the chord changes are more
settled and more musical.

Tension

Release

What comes from bar 9 is absolutely superb in terms of the music and how it engages us and frames the chase sequence. The Cm gives way to the Ab/Cb, and this
ensures a downward bass line, which carries with it the distinct feeling of momentum, propulsion, inevitability, but also the feeling of descending; of falling. Also
the chords in bar 11 and 13 use 1st the inversion, which makes the chords much more dramatic. If bar 11 constitutes tension compared to the Cm which preceded it,
then the Ebm/Gb which follows is the release; the Ebm/Gb is no less dramatic but the chromatically descending bass line (i.e. C, Cb) has now been broken by virtue
of the Gb bass line. This is what makes the Ebm/Gb seem as if the piece is ‘catching
573 its breath’ or ‘breathing out’.
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Also bar 13 is loosely synced with Sy quickly turning a corner
in the myriad of corridors, and this works well as a punctuation
point for the sequence. Everything needs light and shade, or
tension and release; what lends these scenes the emotional
drama is that the music, although fast, strong and pulsating,
has tension and release points, driven by the chord types used
and the context of their usage. Musically and emotionally,
though, it’s not just ‘tension’ and release’; we also have the Just as we would eventually get used to anything, given time, so the emotions and chords become
surprise element, when we hear a chord we didn’t expect, but more predictable as the piece goes on; we start to feel a kind of emotional inevitability, which ties
which is kind of halfway between release and tension. We in to how we feel about Sy and the likely outcome of his actions.
experience film music as emotion created by the effect of
music on us. So as the piece evolves we experience emotions
(in this case) relative to the chords used.
Surprise

Release

Surprise and Tension

These lines add momentum and drama and a kind of subtle franticness.

Bars 17/18 feature a superb chord featuring various
detuned elements. I have emulated this in the score by
writing the chord as a Dm with an added minor and
major 2nd. Emotionally this is fantastic because it
generates a real feeling of fear into the music; we spend
our lives listening to notes from the major / minor and
chromatic scales, and hearing notes from inside the
cracks of harmony is disconcerting. This is
accompanied by the beginning of a Zimmer-like
semiquaver string line, which carries on throughout.

All music has behavioural patterns; these are part and parcel of the
existence of any kind of structure within music. It is the existence of these
patterns which enables music to be heard and distilled by listeners. And it
is these same dynamics which enable us to generate emotion reactions to
what we hear. If you look at the emotions (in red), they not only reoccur
according to the chord used, but they also generate patterns and behaviours.
The move from Ebm/Gb to F generates the same emotional response as
Fm/Ab to G, for example.
Release

Surprise

There is the merest beautiful whiff of Jean Michelle Jarre’s Souvenir of China (Cm, 0.58 into the JMJ track) when we hear the top min3rd (Eb) appear
on bar 25, when the cycle repeats. It generates that same euphoric emotion as the JMJ track.
Release, confirmation

Tension
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Surprise and Tension

Surprise

Release

This is significant because
this is where the drums
disappear, which is extremely
effective, narratively. It adds
to the quiet of the hotel room,
compared to what came
before.

The release chord in bar 37 (just prior
to the end of the transcription, not the
cue) is synced to when we see a
detective enter the hotel room of the
people Sy had terrorised.

Release

Release

Sy is cornered and arrested. Will
Yorkin is brought back home to
face his wife; there are no winners
apart from the young child who is
oblivious to the context and is just
glad to see his father.

Surprise
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Our last cue comes right at the end (which is where
we started in our analysis of this film and its music).
Before the cue, at 01.20.44 we see the subdued
figure of Sy, in the police station, sat opposite the
detective.
Sy asks the detective if he is married or has children, to which the detective replies that it’s none of his business.
But Sy persists; he suspects the detective is married and has children, because of the respectful way he has treaded
Sy. Then his point becomes clear when he says, “You’re not the kind of father who’d cheat on his wife and hurt
his family,” an obvious reference to Will Yorkin. He then becomes emotional and says again how he can tell that
the detective is a decent man, who would never, “take disgusting pictures of his children or make them do the
things that children should never do.” This is an important moment and it is what makes the film important; Sy’s
rant about child pornography and Will Yorkin’s (unconnected) betrayal of his family speaks to Sy’s childhood.
Parrish has demons from his childhood which have caused a lack of social adjustment and mental fragility that
has plagued Sy all his life. The things his own father made him do left him emotionally traumatised for life. The
discovery that Will Yorkin was having an affair caused Sy to snap and seek revenge. He says, “Will Yorkin had
it all and he threw it all away….he’s not a good father.”
The detective says gently to Sy, “I think I understand now, Sy. Thank you for answering my questions so
candidly.” Just before the detective leaves the room, Sy says, “Can I see my pictures now?” The detective hands
a package to Sy, who begins laying them out methodically on the table in front of him. This is where the following
cue comes in.
Figure: 35 Track: ‘End Credits’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.23.46
The chords, although in a different
key, are taken from the previous cue
from the chase and arrest of Sy, but
this arrangement has less of a hard
edge; this is solitary, reflective and
melancholic

The chords, although in a different key, are taken from the previous cue from the chase and arrest of Sy, but this
arrangement has less of a hard edge; this is solitary, reflective and melancholic. We recognise these chords from the
last cue and are the chords are slightly less new. This is good because our knowledge of the harmonies enable us to
focus on the context of this new arrangement, the textures, the delivery, which makes the piece more of a lament or a
lullaby for Sy. We feel empathy.

The arpeggiated harp work well to make this version lighter, much subtler. But the chord changes are still there and because of this the piece still
has elements of drama and tension, such as the manoeuvre from Bb to Gmadd9 (bar 12/13). Normally the move from Bb to Gm is uneventful but
the chords which feed the Bb also frame it (i.e. the Fm, Dbm/Fb, Abm/Cb). We don’t feel the Bb as we would if that was the first chord we’d heard.
Everything is relative.
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The Adim chord is accompanied by a picture of
a lonely Sy, glancing on pictures he has
assembled on the table; pictures are his world, in
every way.

Narratively this is a great place to bring the strings in. Strings
do not always have, or need, a narrative reason, but on many
occasions the reason for their entry is to soften the sound and
soak up some of the harder textures, which is what they do
here, as we see the image of Sy.

F

F

In bars 23 / 24 we see Sy slowly look down, and this is
beautifully italicised by the downward trajectory of the bass in
the chords (Bbm/Db to C). The images that accompany bars
25 / 26 are really effective as we see two contrasting pictures;
one of Sy in happier times and one which is of now.

Once again the dramatic move from Bb to Gmadd9 (because of
the musical framing reasons I mentioned earlier) this time
accompany the long shot of Sy (bar 20 / 21).

Trent Reznor was the first choice of composer for this film but the studio was nervous about using someone who
was at that point an unknown quantity with regard to film music. Personally I think the producers dodged a bullet
and their next choice of Reinhold Heil & Johnny Klimek did an absolutely fantastic job.
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PRESUMED INNOCENT John Williams
Rozat ‘Rusty’ Sabich is a Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. Barbara, who
is busy finishing her PhD, is Rusty’s loving wife. Rusty previously had an
affair with a colleague, Carolyn Polhemus. His wife has forgiven but not
forgotten.
When Carolyn is killed, the victim of an apparent rape-murder, clues begin
to point to Rusty. His blood type almost perfectly matches that in the semen
found in the victim, carpet fibres at the crime scene match those found in
his house, and his fingerprints are found on a beer glass in Polhemus’s
apartment. Sabich is put on trial for the murder.
We’re going to have a look at two cues, the first of which is the main title
track, entitled ‘Presumed Innocent’ and the second of which is a small
excerpt from a track called ‘Barbara’s Confession’, towards the end of the
movie.
The title track (fig.35a) begins with a beautifully haunting piano refrain
featuring a single arpegiated line which gently suggest Fm, but features the
9th and 11th too, injecting colour into the line. The line is repeated (bar 3)
with string chords of Fm and Db/F – a combination of chords which straight
away suggest drama, mystery and intrigue. This well-trodden harmonic
device has been used in countless films from a range of different genres
including Danny Elfman’s Batman and the James Bond films.
As I said earlier, raising the 5th of a minor chord to the ‘minor 6th’ creates quite specific emotions, but the reason
for the mystery and intrigue is not just contained within how we react to the raising of the 5th to the min6th;
replacing the 5th with the “minor 6th” actually changes the chord completely. An Fm becomes a Db/F, which
means that we hear the F and the Ab differently to how we heard them in the Fm chord. The F goes from occupying
the root to occupying the maj3rd and the Ab goes from min3rd to 5th. A major reason for the gravity and drama of
the Fm to Db/F sequences is because of our emotional response to the intervallic changes.
Figure: 35a Track: ‘Presumed Innocent’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.07

##

The first two emotions we feel are a haunting
sense of loneliness from the piano, then drama
and mystery from the accompanying strings; but
the French horn line in bar 5 / 6 generate a faint
air of sadness or foreboding. What all these
different emotions do is generate an interest in the
pictures which engages us with the film and helps
us appreciate the potential seriousness of the story
we’re about to experience

Such feelings are not literal; we do not consciously ever think, “Okay, I’m experiencing sadness and foreboding now.” It is thought that
feelings are often verbalised in the mind whereas emotions are mostly internal abstract mental experiences which are wordless and not distilled
into language in one’s mind. Whenever I describe a person’s emotions, I’m not describing a literal, internally verbalised experience but instead
an abstract mental process; this doesn’t stop such emotions being powerful, but it does explain why it’s so hard to put into words.
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The French horn hits the #4 on bar 6 before resolving to the maj3rd,
which generates a slight air of mystery. The next section (bar 7
onwards is typical of the effortless beauty only John Williams is
capable of. The simple initial piano triplets are enchanting because,
of course, they are actually far from simple when it comes to how
they affect us: the second and third note in every triplet change their
intervals by virtue of the bottom note changing physically from Ab
to G; this means the repetitive Cs and Ebs are only physically
repetitive, not intervallically. The horn line on bar 6 is beautifully
underscored by a rich, expansive string voicing. It’s important to
mention this kind of stuff because often it is the seemingly mundane and what many see as the purely technical - world of chord
voicing which is pivotal.

The string line underneath the piano triplets on bars 7 onwards is important too; the way the cellos copy the Ab, G, Ab, F piano LH line softens
the piano line, texturally, making it more romantic. In addition, the duplet basses and timpani line superbly and subtly creates a brief but repetitive
element of rhythmic tension, which speaks to the drama to come within the story and the drama of the accompanying pictures of the inside of a
courtroom. The rhythmic tension of the duplet has a harmonic dimension with the notes Bb and C (to F) making the rhythmic displacement a
little more human.

The initial horn melody from bar
5/6 is beautifully reproduced from
a different intervallic perspective
when it reappears on piano from
bar 9. This time the melody starts
on the C (5th) to G (9th) rather than
the 1st (F) to 5th (C). The chords
underneath go from Fm to Ab
(rather than Fm to Db) which
allows the melody to once again hit
the #4 (b5) on bar 10.
This is important because what
Williams has done here is to repeat
the melody but with the colourful
and romantic 9th being the first
downbeat note in bar 9, rather than
the 5th, when the line had appeared
on horn.
The idea of having a melody
reappear with the same rhythmic
structure but different intervals, is
nothing new, but the subtlety with
which Williams delivers it is
superb; emotionally it really sets us
up perfectly for the film.
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Our second clip from the film is toward the end (01.56.34) when the real killer confesses to the murder. We join
the audio cue part-way through at 4.08, which comes after a slight silent pause. Rusty has found incriminating
evidence in his house and Barbara, Rusty’s wife, confesses to him that she killed Caroline. Before this
transcription kicks in, Barbara begins her description of how she murdered Caroline, speaking in the third person
(there is music in this section, but the short section I have transcribed begins at 01.56.34 after the following words
from Barbara - audio cue 4.08).
“She calls the woman and asks to see her. She goes to the woman, the woman lets her in. when her head is turned
she removes the instrument from her bag and strikes….the destroyer’s destroyed. She takes a cord out that she
brought along and…ties her body in ways her husband described that perverts do. She feels power…control…a
sense that she’s guided by a force beyond herself…takes the syringe and injects the contents…leaves the glass
on the bar…and locks the doors and windows…goes home….and life begins again….

Figure: 35b Track: ‘Barbara’s Confession’ Audio timing: 4.08 Film Cue Sync: 01.56.33

…..Until the trial……she sees her husband suffering the way she never intended……………. ………………. she was prepared to
tell the truth….

This wonderfully Herrmann-esque music works beautifully behind Barbara’s
confession, brilliantly italicising the extremity of the crime committed and the
skewed reality of the confession, which Barbara seeks to legitimise as if it were
entirely logical and the only thing she could do. The third-person delivery also serves
to make the words she speaks more unreal, as is she herself is distancing herself from
the awfulness of the crime. The harmonies here perfectly underscore the unreality
of Barbara’s mind; the dissonance and polytonal music helping to confuse and
…right up to the very end…then magically…the charges were dismissed.” alienate us and distort our own sense of reality. And yet, as is nearly always the case
when dissonances and tensions are vivid, only one element of our harmonic reality
has been broken. The first chord is basically an open-voiced F#m chord with a
missing root. We have the ordinariness of the chord disrupted by one ‘rogue note’.
It is the tension generated by one note being at odds with the chord it finds itself in
which generates tension.
Likewise, the second chord, which is an open-voiced F#/A# with no 5th but instead
a flattened 5th. The third chord is a great example of something which sounds not
dissonant, and not tension-filled, but merely…twisted. If you look at all notes apart
from the lowest, it is a C chord, but if you look at the notes from the bottom up, it’s
an inverted Cm chord. What this generates emotionally is extreme unease, but
mitigated by a kind of ironic consonance at the top, which makes you wonder why
the chord sounds weird. Why does this nice chord sound so pained?
The fourth chord is, as most of them are, openly voiced, which creates an overriding richness and warmth within the chord which makes it even harder to
understand what’s wrong with these chords. The fourth chord is a nicely voiced inverted Gmaj7 – apart from the D# note at the top. If you look at it from the top
down, you will see a perfectly formed B chord, all apart from the D at the bottom. The rest of the chords carry on in this way, coming breathtakingly close to
consonance apart from one note. This is what makes it generate unease, mild confusion, disorientation and general befuddlement, as opposed to outright and
overt tension. When Barbara talks of being prepared to “tell the truth” we hit the only consonant chord – the gorgeously openly voiced Db/Ab chord; but this
moves to perhaps the most incongruous chord of the lot – the Db(b5/b10) /Ab. Vertically none of the intervals are particularly warm (Ab-G, G-Db, Db-E) but
there are actually two existing consonant intervals within the chord as a whole if we look at the relationship between the top E and the G on violas and cellos,
and the relationship between the Db on the top stave with the Ab on basses. Looking at these factors is not just rampant theorising for the sake of it; it goes to
heart of the chord, which is basically a elements of a C chord fighting with elements of a Db chord. Williams’ music generates within us a sense of exquisite
unease; the music is both anxiety-inducing and strangely compelling. We feel like the music has an inner beauty but an outer pain; or perhaps the opposite. The
tensions are both difficult to listen to but also seductive. Sometimes there is more beauty in dissonance than there is in consonance.
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SNOWDEN Craig Armstrong / Adam Peters
Snowden is a 2016 biographical thriller based on the life of the
famous whistle-blower, Edward Snowdon. Snowdon travels
to Hong Kong, leaving his former life behind, betraying his
employers and breaking the law, in pursuit of the greater good
of truth. He arranges to meet journalists from The Guardian
with a view to releasing classified information regarding mass
surveillance conducted by the American National Security
Agency. The story was turned into a documentary called
‘Citizenfour’. Snowdon worked for the CIA for years, in
surveillance and intelligence gathering, but slowly begins to
question the ethical basis for his work, especially given the
level of surveillance he realises is happening without the
public’s knowledge. Disillusioned with his work and what he
is a part of, he smuggles an SD card into his office, whereupon
he copies millions of damning files and data. Eventually, after
the Americans realise the scale of the data Snowdon releases
through the Guardian, he is smuggled out of Hong Kong to
Russia, where he is eventually granted asylum and joined by
his American partner.
The first cue we’re going to look at comes during the credit
roll at the beginning of the film, which plays behind different
recordings of people’s private telephone calls, all interwoven
to form a montage of sound, the implication of which is that
this represents the government security services ‘listening in’
to our calls.
Figure: 36 Track: ‘Hotel Mira’ Audio timing: 0.07 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.40
These recordings are accompanied by a low octave Cs and drum beats which
are emphasised at the beginning of each bar. Harmony arrives in bar four,
synced loosely to the title card, ‘Snowden’, which features a typically bare
and stark ‘omit’ chord with the splash of colour and tension from the added
9th.
(add9)

On bar 6, synced to the words, “The following is a dramatization of actual events that occurred between 2004 and 2013,” it moves to Ab, then F, then
back to the C ‘omit’ chord as the film cuts to drone footage of Hong Kong, which ends up at the Hotel Mira, which is where Snowden first met the Guardian
journalists who would reveal his story. The Ab – F interchange is interesting because it appears regularly in contemporary film. In fact, we covered these
chords in the third volume of my last series of books (Morrell, 2015.233) when we discussed Hans Zimmer’s score to Man of Steel.
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Using the Ab and F in context of a piece in C (C, Ab, F,
C) makes for a feeling of real drama. Major chords which
modulate a major 3rd down and then a minor 3rd down (in
this case from C to Ab to F) takes the sequence briefly but
emphatically outside the key centre but retains one of the
notes (the C note) which appears in all the chords; the note
of features as a root in the C chord, a 3rd in the Ab chord
and the F chord and a 5th in the F chord.
In context of the reoccurring note, there are some
interesting intervallic dynamics going on here too; chords
go down (C, Ab, F) but the one note which appears in all
three chords (the C) goes intervallically upward from 1st,
3rd and 5th.
In the first volume of my earlier series of books (and in
chapter 1 of this book, where we review the previous
books) we talked about the ‘Cowboy chord sequence’
(Morrell, 2013.61), which is where (in the key of C) the
turnaround is Bb, G, C. It is interesting to note that these
two sequences both create subtly different version of
emotional drama - both of which seem to be culturally
embedded in our emotional brain – trigger the right blend
of drama. The ‘Cowboy chord sequence’ would sound
quite ridiculous in Man of Steel or the sequence we’ve just
looked at in Snowden (one would expect to see John
Wayne coming over the hills on horseback). Equally, the
C, Ab, F, C would sound a little too heavy and
emotionally overcooked in The Magnificent Seven.

The next cue comes 00.18.10 into the film as we see Snowden with his photographer girlfriend Lindsay Mills,
whom he met via a dating website. He looks happy and poses for photos taken by Mills. They have different
ideologies, which comes into sharp focus during this scene where the two find themselves in a protest outside the
White House. Snowden seems uncomfortable and says, “I just don’t like bashing my country,” to which Lindsay
replies, “It’s my country too.” This sequence works well because visually we have the juxtaposition of the moving
images and the black and white pictures, and also the contrast between Lindsay’s support for the anti-war / antiBush protest, and Snowden’s uncomfortableness.
Figure: 37 Track: ‘Whatever Happened to Paradise’ Audio timing: 0.33 Film Cue Sync: 00.18.10

Bb and Eb key
jeruslamns

The tune is beautifully haunting, with more
than a whiff of Jerusalem about it. The
vocal line is accompanied by piano.
It has a graceful overall contour and is shrouded by some dense voicings in the mid-lower range. The piece underscores the
couple’s relationship and is a perfect emotional mirror for the black and white photo montage within the sequence. The music
helps flush out the meaning and symbolism in the pictures. Bar 11-13 shows great use of the ‘sci-fi’ chord change (in this key,
Fm – Bb) we have often spoken about. In this non-sci-fi context the chord change is still quite emotional and suggestive, and it’s
‘faraway’ feel makes us think deeply about the images and the narrative well.
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By this time Snowden is working for the for the CIA. In one early scene
Snowden and his peers are each tasked with building a covert
communications network, deleting it, and then rebuilding it in eight hours
or less, with five hours being the average time taken. Snowden impresses
bosses when he completes the exercise in 38 minutes. He visits a US
intelligence officer – Hank Forrester, played by Nicholas Cage – who
explains to Snowden that, “Rising to the top in our world can often be
hard on a man.” He goes on to explain how sometimes the intelligence
agencies do not reward hard work or ingenuity. He tells Snowden that what
matters is ‘military industrial happiness management’. The officer then
suddenly stops talking, saying that Edward is late for class. As Snowden
leaves, the officer points to a Rubik’s Cube-style puzzle Snowden is
holding, saying, “You’re getting better.” Snowden leaves as the following
cue comes in.
In many ways this might seem to people like a ‘nothing’ cue; just scene
filler. But it is precisely these kinds of musical ideas that help underscore
and emotionally support visual transitions in time and location.
Figure: 38 Track: ‘Burden of Truth’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.24.18

Within the context in which it
is used, the cue generates
feelings of melancholy but
also hope, which address
Hank’s feelings and facial
expression as Snowden leaves
his office, and Snowden’s
satisfaction with the interest
O’Brien is showing him.

The melancholy is created by a combination of two musical devices and events; the maj7 chord, which has a relaxed feel to it, and the slow,
pondering movement to the Eb. The Cb6 to Db feels like an antidote to the melancholia; almost like an answer to the first two chords. The
Cb6 to Db (bars 3/4) feels like an antidote to the melancholia; almost like an answer to a question posed by the first two chords.

The two chord sequences act well to gel together
the two scenes with a mixture of melancholia
and hope. Some may see this music as neutral
and simply a way to support the scene, but the
emotion generated in music, including this piece,
succeeds in framing the scenes beautifully.
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Our last cue comes at the final scene in the film. As is the case with other tracks we’ve looked at, we join the
audio part-way into it (audio 0.17 - film 02.05.06). A different arrangement of the same piece comes a lot earlier
in the film (01.05.20) when we see Edward and his partner Lindsay reconnect after a break-up. Emotionally the
piece suggests happiness, contentment, satisfaction. This is partly because of the power of association (this is what
it was used to signify earlier in the film) but it is also, of course, the harmonic make-up of the piece. At the end
of the film it appears as we see the Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger, interviewing Edward Snowden via videolink from Moscow. Snowden says:
“I believe that, if nothing changes, more and more people all over the world, will come
forward; whistle-blowers and journalists, but also regular citizens. And when those in
power try to hide by classifying it, we will…call them out on it. And when the try to scare
us into sacrificing our basic human rights, we won’t be intimidated, and we won’t give
up, and we will not be silenced.”
Rusbridger says, “You’re alone in a foreign country; you’ll be extradited if you try to leave. That must be hard.”
This is when we reach bar 13, when the piece really begins to make its point. This is also the crucial (and very
clever) point where we see the real Edward Snowden on the screen. He pauses before answering the question, and
doesn’t talk until the end of bar 15 of the cue; the placement of the melody therefore is crucial in terms of how it
is applied to the film. The general rule of thumb is that you don’t write busy melodies over dialogue; this is
different here because the melodic motif gets plenty of time to embed itself, so that when it is ducked (when
Snowden begins talking) we still know what’s there, in the background. Also the melody is busy, it is not complex;
it has the same rhythmic phrasing in all bars and the notes in each bar simply drop a tone each time.
Figure: 39 Track: ‘Snowden Moscow Variation’ Audio timing: 0.17 Film Cue Sync: 02.05.06
The chord sequence is pure drama gold. It is uplifting,
exhilarating, it has passion, momentum, a sense of purpose
and more than anything else, it frames the beginning of the
last scene brilliantly well. Firstly, we have the downward
trajectory of the bass line, thanks to a few inversions along
the way, which gives the piece a delicious sense of inexorable
inevitability. It really feels as if a story is unfolding.

“I believe that, if nothing changes, more and more people all over the world, will come forward;
whistle-blowers and journalists, but also regular citizens. And when those in power try to hide….

we will…call them out on it.

9th

b9th

We hit the F, Fmaj7, Cadd9/E, Cmaj7/E sequence which really captures the sense of
inevitability I mentioned, just as Snowden says, “We will call them out on it.”

There are also some beautiful
examples of mild tension, one of
which is when the melody from
bars 5/6 repeat in 7/8 and the F
melody appears over the Am7.

And when the try to scare us into sacrificing our
basic human rights, we won’t be intimidated,
and we won’t give up…

….and we will not be silenced…

Rusbridger: “You’re alone in a foreign country; you’ll be extradited
if you try to leave. That must be hard.”

The pivotal F, Fmaj7, Cadd9/E, Cmaj7/E sequence
comes as Snowden says, “We will not be silenced.”
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The cello motif has a great feeling of positivity about it. The rhythm of the melody in each bar is the same and the tune is very memorable, too. In the
first bar of the cello motif the first two notes are strong, descriptive maj3rd intervals, which helps the line have instant richness. The tune appears at a
part of the video where the overriding theme is positivity and hope, so the tune and the context really help each other.

“When I left Hawaii I lost…everything…

…and I had a stable life…

Also during the cello motif, the dialogue is much slower, more hesitant as
Snowdon finds the right words, and much more emotional. This entire scene is
a perfect consummation of design, production, editing and music. Each element
of the process looks excellent because they all complement each other. But the
music, I would argue, is pivotal because its lack of being understood literally
makes its emotional communication subtle and understated; impossible to
explain but remembered nonetheless.

The way Snowden’s words wrap around
the music are almost poetic. The lack of
words as the cello motif becomes
established (bar 13-15) is crucial because,
as I said before, it gives it chance to
establish itself.

…a stable love…

…a family future….

And I lost that life, but…

I gained a new one

Another bit of absolutely stunningly
subtle tension is in bar 6, when we
hear the violin melody notes of D and
C appear over the viola counterpoint
of C and B. The C chord is already
inverted over the E, which dramatizes
the moment, and the extra little bit of
drama from the tension / clash
between the C and lower B is
exquisite.
Pragmatically
and
practically such subtly distracting
devices keep the harmony awake and
keep listeners engaged by virtue of
subconsciously distracting them by
offering them something odd.

…and I’m incredibly fortunate…
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THE CONVERSATION David Shire

This discussion features supportive context © 2020 Stefan Gordon

“With good directors like Coppola or Pakula it’s always a
collaboration. I want to work with them so that I don’t end up in
the booth with an orchestra and the director runs out and says,
‘That’s not what we agreed.’ You have to collaborate.” So said
David Shire when interviewed by Donald Clarke for the Irish
Times (Jan 26th 2019). There are generally thought to be four great
‘paranoia’ thrillers of the 1970s, and alongside The Parallax
View, All the President’s Men and Three Days of the Condor sits
Francis Ford Coppola’s The Conversation, which dealt with
wiretapping, just as – coincidentally – the Watergate scandal was
reaching its end. Gene Hackman plays Harry Caul, a man who is
hired to secretly record people. The film includes half-heard
sound fragments and deconstructed images to serve it’s narrative,
and nothing is as it seems. For a film with ‘conversation’ in the
title, The Conversation is actually not word-heavy at all, and is
quite a silent film. It’s an original movie with a very interesting
concept which was as relevant then and it is now; the issue of
surveillance. The title of The Conversation refers to a
conversation between two lovers in a park that wire tapper Harry
Caul have been hired to tape by the director of a large company.
Caul likes to think of himself as professional; for example, he doesn’t believe in listening to the conversations he
tapes, only making sure he has a “nice, fat recording” for his clients. But we cannot un-hear something we listen
to, just as we cannot un-know something we are told, and because of something the woman in the conversation
says, he begins to fear for her life. He is reluctant to turn over the tapes to the director’s assistant, who eventually
has them stolen from Harry. Meanwhile, Caul grows more concerned for the couple’s lives and more caught
between guilt and professional detachment. Catholicism plays a big role and is a strong source of guilt for Caul.
Film Director and Academic Stefan Gordon talks about The Conversation in his essay Creative Freedom in
Mainstream Cinema:
“With the exception of a handful of directors, such as Orson Welles, Alfred Hitchcock and Stanley Kubrick,
there have been very few filmmakers working with large budgets that have enjoyed much in the way of creative
freedom. However, if we look back at a specific period in cinema’s history the arrival of the ‘New Hollywood’
movement in the late 1960s meant that the established film industry could only watch on as a group of young
filmmakers (inspired by the French New Wave Auteurs) took over Hollywood with a new kind of film product.
To the dismay of an older generation of film moguls and producers, movies of this period were being made on
the director’s own terms, were completely personal films, and most importantly they seemed to be enjoying
some box office success and a lot of critical acclaim. These new films directly spoke to a new generation of
filmgoers, which ultimately led to mainstream cinema being briefly turned on its head. The late 1960s
counterculture revolution saw the end of the outdated film studio system and it also assisted with the
development of what we now refer to as ‘New Hollywood’ or the ‘Movie Brat Generation’ – a style of cinema
that continued well into the 1970s. As Mark Cousins points out in his 2011 book, ‘The Story of Film’:
“As far as what actually appeared on cinema screens goes, 1970s American cinema
challenged some of the norms of traditional filmmaking. These new films had few
heroes or romances, and their endings were often ambiguous or left open. The
insecurities, social upheavals and new creative influences produced three interwoven
trends out of which emerged some of the best American films ever made”
(Cousins, 2011: 334).
One such film that comfortably slots into this debate is Francis Ford Coppola’s 1974 film The Conversation.
A unique European influenced film that had no hero, one of those most unusual romantic scenes that has ever
been put onto celluloid, and an ambiguous plot that was placed firmly into the background of the film’s
structure. The Conversation is a fragmented film about surveillance expert Harry Caul who faces a moral
dilemma after stumbling across a murder plot on one of his tape recordings. The audience are presented with
a character that appears to be in some sort of emotional freefall and we the audience are invited by Coppola
to observe Harry Caul as he slowly unravels over the film’s one hour and fifty-three minutes running time.
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The film was released (and backed by a major studio) during a turbulent time in American history, but the film
was ‘started in 1966 and finished in 1974, and the film’s history spans the Vietnam War years, the shattering
revelations of the Pentagon Papers and the Watergate scandals. Keeping in mind that it was started in 1966 in
many ways the film shares a lot with the breakthrough ‘New Hollywood’ film Easy Rider (1969), which took the
Cannes film festival by storm three years after Coppola started work on The Conversation. Both films use
disillusioned characters and an ambiguous plot to make their themes clear, but also both films share an interest
in the classic Hermann Hesse novel ‘Steppenwolf’.
For anyone that is familiar with Dennis Hopper’s biker movie they will know the classic title sequence with its
rebellious anthem ‘Born to be Wild’, performed by the American rock group Steppenwolf, played out in some
style. This opening sequence to Easy Rider was just one of the film’s many thematic messages. As is well
documented the band Steppenwolf took their name from Hesse’s novel, and the novel itself became something
of a ‘bible’ particularly for those that were part of the counterculture revolution of the late 1960s. What some
people might not be as familiar with (although Walter Murch’s book The Conversations does discuss this fact)
is that Francis Ford Coppola also examined Hesse’s text when writing the script for The Conversation and
created an almost identical central character in the shape of Harry Caul. On further examination of this you
can see how the film The Conversation has been constructed to follow what Hermann Hesse had in mind when
he wrote the novel ‘Steppenwolf’.
Having unlimited creative freedom after the success of the first Godfather film (and between the filming of the
Godfather Part I and Part II), Francis Ford Coppola set about filming his own personal project that he had
started in 1966: this was Coppola’s own take on the Hermann Hesse novel and the reimagining of the book’s
complex themes.”
Stefan Gordon

The Conversation has almost a purely piano score, one of only a small handful of movies to do the same (perhaps
most notably after The Conversation would be The Firm). But sonically The Conversation is all about sound and
in many ways was ground-breaking for its time. The term ‘sound design’ wasn’t even around back then and it was
coined by the legendary Walter Murch - the man who did the sound design for The Conversation. The music was
written by a young David Shire (Coppola’s brother in law at the time). Shire’s music has real beauty but also a
sense of abstraction, dislocation, melancholy and even tragedy in some of the dissonances. He brilliantly captured
Caul’s loneliness, his slightly disturbed character and the narrative of the movie. Because of the piano textures,
the main theme has a feel which might be described as kind of a sad Scott Joplin. The first cue we’re going to
look at is the first music heard in the film, and comes at 00.08.50. Harry and his assistant are in the back of a van,
surrounded by surveillance equipment, listening to conversations outside. His assistant says that, “sometimes it’s
nice to know what they’re talking about,” to which Harry replies, “I don’t want to know what they’re talking
about. All I want is a nice fat recording.”
Figure: 39a Track: ‘The End of the Day’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.08.50
As the camera cuts to a couple outside,
Shire’s wonderfully abstract and evocative
harmonies come in, which create an instant
almost dream-like sense of mystery and
confusion. This helps in framing the scene
in an anxious and almost scary context.

We first see the man and woman appear to kiss, followed by a shot of the woman walking away and then the man, both of whom look far from
happy. The music, almost alone, provides a troubling, surreptitious and clandestine feel. The music syncing is loose, but the beginning of each
phrase coincides with a change in the picture. Bar 7 is synced with the shot of the spy microphone in the window above the street. Bar 9 sees the
van Harry and his colleague are in, and bar 11 shows the van driving off, having dropped Harry off at the end of the working day.
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Like many examples of dissonance and tension we’ve looked at, the music has a semblance of reality and
normality tucked away within itself. Most examples of effective dissonance are created when music is disfigured
or the sense of normality is dislodged. There is therefore a twisted reality within this piece; if we look just at the
melody (the top note of each chord) we can see that it vaguely implies its own harmony (Db). Only when we delve
vertically down do we see that this expectation of a Db chordal base is an overall vague conclusion, not a solid
thing. Much of this piece is based on the G ‘altered scale’ (everything after the G note is flattened until you get to
the octave, i.e. G, Ab, Bb, Cb, Db Eb, F, G).
The first chord is Bb, so we either feel the F (‘melody note’ on top) as a 5th of the literal Bb chord it lives within,
or we perhaps feel the tension it generates between itself and the E in the bass clef, in which case we would feel
the F as the b9 (of an E chord), the D as the 7th of the E chord and the Bb as an A# and therefore a #4 of an E
chord. Only as we move through the piece does the feeling of Db float to the surface. The fact that it takes the
cumulative Db effect time to establish, is also what generates the slightly hazy feeling we get when listening. In
bar 4 the note in the bass clef is actually a Db so we feel the ‘Db-ness’ more. The point I make is that this tension
is caused essentially by different versions of reality conflicting to create confusion. This is not what you might
get if your cat walked up the piano keyboard unless your cat was an expert on jazz harmony and dissonant tension.
The key thing also is the voicings. So many of the tensions are not just the result of harmony, but also the result
of the way the harmony itself is framed, i.e. voiced. The clusters are just enough to make the harmonies vague,
but not mad enough for this to simply be impenetrable. The clusters sound beautiful, as even do the chords where
Shire places a minor and major 3rd within – but the main theme (transcribed below) still penetrates.
Figure: 39b Track: ‘The End of the Day’ (single line version)

After a slight pause in the final bar of the last two figures, we come to the main theme (which is part of the track
‘At the end of the day’). Although there is a separate recording of the main theme on the album, the version used
in the film is the one located 0.32 seconds into this cue.
Below is the part of the track which people often refer to as having shades of Ragtime. If we took the harmony
out of the piece and wrote something happier to the same rhythm of the melody, it probably would qualify as
Ragtime, so one of the aspects that give this piece an identity is that it is a sad, reflective, melancholic version of
a style we’re familiar with. We will analyse the harmony shortly, but before we start it’s interesting to look at one
particular aspect of this piece, which revolves around the harmony. If we asked film music students to listen to a
piece to see if it had a harmonic ‘centre of gravity’ (a dominant, reoccurring aspect) which defined it) they would
be hard-pushed to locate this without a transcription, which is why reading music is so important. But even with
a normal ‘sheet music’ copy students would understandably be looking for something that was there, on the page.
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But what if a piece’s defining harmonic identity is actually the consistent and repeated absence of something. This
is where proper analysis helps to determine how, why and when a piece of music ‘works’. Take the piece below,
which, as we can see, has a consistent lack of 3rds in some chords and then a consistent lack of 5ths in others.
This kind of weird fact is meaningless unless it implies or suggests that the piece in some way benefits from the
missing notes. In order to find out what the likely effect of missing 3rds or 5ths would be, we would think about
the role intervals play; 3rds bring colour and certainty to harmony and roots, 5ths and octaves offer stability. As
a general rule colour and stability need each other. So why are these things missing on certain chords? The missing
3rd at the end of each bar for the first four bars makes the E7 chord less colourful and less certain, and in the
context of its narrative use, this can translate into feelings of melancholy or loneliness. The 5th being flattened in
bars 1 and 3 also lend the piece a skewed feel; almost as if this ‘happy tune’ has been dislocated. From bar 5 the
piece has a really nice bluesy melodic contours as we also hear the gently falling bass note; again the descending
bass generates a feeling of solitude; a kind of gentle inevitability.
The missing 5ths in bars 9-12 are primarily to accommodate the repeated use of #4s and b5s during the semiquaver
run. The missing 5th in the L.H. accompaniment affords space for the notes which lie chromatically adjacent to
the 5th and thus make the music less cluttered and more coherent. You may ask why the same doesn’t apply for
bars 5-7, but here the #4 and b5 are a little higher, so wouldn’t clash as much as the ones in bar 9-12. These actions
are not necessarily something a composer / pianist would do consciously for the reasons I have stated; these are
the kind of arranging / performance decisions made, almost instinctively, to make the piece sit better: what I’m
saying is that these are the reasons why these decisions make the music stack up better. With regard to the melody,
the frantic up-and-down contour of the semiquavers is really effective because they sit on top of gently unfolding
crotchets; an uncomplicated L.H is needed when the R.H is so complex.
Figure: 39c Track: ‘The End of the Day (Main theme section’) Audio timing: 0.32 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.22
The piece begins as we see Harry begin his walk home, and the
bluesy, gently meandering line from bar 5 onwards, is brilliantly
evocative of Harry, his location and mood. Bar 8 (the beginning of
a new phrase) is synced to the crossfade shot between Harry
walking across the street and arriving at his apartment building.

Yet another interesting thing about this section is the
way that each of the melody notes is intervallically
reinterpreted and felt as we go from E7 to F7 back to
E7. We tend to believe that all we ‘hear’ is the rising and
falling of the chords, but we’re also aware that the
melodic notes sound different too, thanks to the lack of
the 5th in the accompaniment, which allows the
intervallic character of the semiquavers to be felt*

Bars 9-11 are interesting because we get the
same phrase in each bar, but each time the
first beat of the bar coincides with a different
bit of the phrase, which is a little
disorientating and adds to the dreamy feel the
piece has (see single bar underneath bar 9).

Four phrases compressed into 3 bars

1 3 4 #4 5 b5 4 3 1

3 4

4 #4 4 3 m3 maj7 m3 3 4 #4 4 3

The phrase from bars 9-11 which arrives at different points in each bar
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3

* some of the intervals stated in
bars
9-11
are
not
enharmonically correct. This
can’t be avoided to preserve the
integrity of the line for
performance purposes
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Some bars branch out into outright polytonality and / or distinct Lydian flavour, such as
bar 17, where we have an F chord being suggested horizontally, over the B (b10) chord
being stated underneath. The penultimate bar of the phrase features a beautiful E7 with a
sharpened 11th, just prior to the resolution. In context of the scene and story, this chord has
a great feeling of mysterious insecurity, as if the chord is simply one giant emotional and
sonic question mark.

The flowing cue comes 00.20.10 into the film as we see Harry in a phone booth making an appointment with the
company who commissioned the recordings of the two people Harry recorded earlier. The person he’s talking to
tells Harry to come at “two-thirty tomorrow afternoon,” to which asks, “is that payment in full?”, to which the
other person says, “whatever was arranged,” which is where the cue comes in. Essentially the music is filler to
accompany Harry’s journey from the phone booth to his girlfriend’s apartment. As is sometimes the case, the
audio version is longer and the film version is edited. The following transcription is from the film version.
Figure: 39d Track: ‘Whatever was Arranged’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.20.10

the fact that this is ‘edit’ (or filler) music and exists largely as accompaniment, it definitely reinforces the suspicious, mistrusting, solitary and melancholic
world Harry inhabits. The Gb/C in particular generates a suspicious, questioning emotion within us. The much less complicated way to describe the chord would
be as a C7 (b5) with no 3rd, but seeing it as a Gb/C relays the true polytonal nature of the chord; it is this element in its make-up, together with the context of
the scene, which generates a sense of incongruity which helps the scene.
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‘Amy's Theme’ is another sad and beautifully meandering piece that underscores Harry’s inability to communicate
with people. It appears a few times; once when Harry is at a party when a woman attempts to get close to him
(00.59.50). Another time we hear an edited version (below) is when he’s with his girlfriend, Amy. Both times the
music is accompanying and emotionally contextualising his obvious unease and nervousness,
Figure: 39e Track: ‘Amy’s Theme’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.26.25
This scene is quite sad. Harry is at his girlfriend’s house. As he is leaving, in response to Amy’s earlier questions about
where Harry lives and why she can’t visit, he says, “You never used to ask lots of questions.” After a pause, she says,
“Harry, I was so happy when you came over tonight. When I heard you open up the door my toes were dancing under
the covers. But I don’t think I’m going to wait for you anymore.” Harry hesitates then walks out. Musically the piece is
similar to the last cue and in this scene emotionally echoes Harry’s unease and general forlorn and depressed character.

“…my toes were dancing
under the covers.,,,,

…But I don’t think I’m going to
wait for you anymore.”

Bar 9 is where Harry makes to leave and walks toward the door and the music here really supports the scene; there is something of
a sad, empty feel to the emotion the music generates; there’s a feeling of the inevitable and inescapable. Partly this is to do with
the downward trajectory of the harmony but it’s also because of the subtle tensions and feeling of oddness in the music. The D
chord in bar 9 has a flattened 10th on the top/. The important thing about this is chord, and what gives it its incongruity is the
voicing; normally a b10 would come with a 7th, and the two together are part of what gives the chord its loose, jazz feel. Placing a
b10 on top of a D chord which has no other extension, can make the chord sound odd and skewed; even more so if the D chord is
inverted. Without the addition of the 7th and a more sympathetic, rich jazz voicing, there is more tension between the 3rd and the
flattened 10th. Moving on to the other chords in the same section, the C/G (bar 10) sounds odd under the F melody, partly because
the gap between the E and the F (b9) is empty. But it is also a pretty stark
interval anyway, especially if the lower note (in this case the E) is the maj 3rd
of a C chord. This us because the richness and colour that the maj 3rd brings is
compromised by the 11th at the top (the F).
After a pause to digest what Amy has said (end of bar 15) Harry walks out,
accompanied by the familiar semiquaver refrain heard in the main theme. There
is something very sad about the break-up and Amy’s words; perhaps because it
is a testament to Harry’s inability to form relationships.
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Stefan Gordon talks about this scene in much more depth in his essay Creative Freedom in Mainstream Cinema:
“When closely studying the character of Harry Caul in The Conversation we can see this as a study of a man ‘at odds with himself’.
This concept can be seen in almost every frame of the film, this includes much of Gene Hackman’s performance, the production
design (including costumes), and David Shire’s musical score for the film. For example, the scene twenty-one minutes into the film
when Harry Caul goes to visit his girlfriend Amy in her apartment. As mentioned earlier this scene could arguably be one of the
most unromantic scenes in the history of cinema.
The scene sets up Harry Caul attempting to celebrate his birthday with Amy, but yet in the (roughly) five minutes forty seconds
that Harry spends with Amy, he never once removes his coat, including the brief moment that he gets into bed alongside her. The
scene is carefully directed to make the viewer feel uncomfortable with Harry (in the same way Amy does). His ‘remoteness and
solitude’ is captured perfectly in the frame at 24:03 when the couple begin an embrace and we see Harry get into bed with Amy.
When studying the master shot of this moment, we the audience can see a bedside lamp on the left of screen, and when the shot
turns into a close up, the lamp becomes large in frame on the left hand side. Whilst a lamp may seem irrelevant, on closer inspection
you can see that something see-through has been draped over the lamp, which on the surface simply creates a lighting mood. On
a deeper level this veiled lamp, set amongst other parts of obscured production design, becomes symbolic as it has been purposely
masked in order to make a point. Harry Caul himself is always covering over the truth about himself: a veiled character, both
physically and mentally. As Amy directly asks Harry questions about his personal life it quickly becomes apparent that Amy knows
nothing about Harry, and Harry’s reluctance to answer any questions means that neither Amy nor the audience can relate to him
in anyway. Coppola often chooses to film Harry in a close up, but yet we know absolutely nothing about him when we see him up
close. What is it that Harry is hiding? Who is Harry Caul?
David Shire’s musical score enhances this concept as the solo piano cue enters the moment after Harry Caul gets out of bed and
the edit jumps to a wide shot. The option of placing the cue when Amy says ‘I want to know you’ or Harry’s response of ‘I don’t
feel like answering anymore questions’ were there for David Shire, but the entry point of the music arrives when we see the distant
Harry in a shot that has him distanced from both Amy and us, the audience, (establishing this long standing battle that Harry is
having with himself). The piano captures the moment seamlessly and the framing of the character, the lighting and the production
design all hone in on a character whose only enemy appears to be his inner-self.
The music cue continues as Harry Caul heads towards the door of Amy’s apartment to exit, and the dark lighting means that the
audience struggles to see the protagonist on screen right. Instead, in centre frame, our attention is drawn to a racing (pedal) bike
that has been mounted on the wall and is covered in a plastic shrink-wrap. Like the obscured bedside lamp this is another inspired
piece of production design that points to how everything in the film, particularly the central character, is covered over and cannot
be seen in any clear detail. This of course includes Harry Caul’s mackintosh that he cannot seem to be parted with. This plastic
see through raincoat again points to how Harry Caul is always somehow hidden by something: a man that cannot seem to reveal
the truth of who he actually is.
When Amy gives Harry her final decision on their non-existent relationship, the music cue sits under the dialogue, “…but I don’t
think I’m going to wait for you anymore,” - Amy’s final ultimatum for Harry. As the music cue continues there is some carefully
crafted scene blocking, and acting from Gene Hackman, as Harry Caul doesn’t respond to Amy but briefly shuts the door (which
he had just opened to exit) to consider her words. He pauses momentarily before he reopens the door to leave for good and shuts
the door behind him. That one short moment of careful scene blocking amplifies the situation of a man that is clearly at a loss with
who he might be.
As Mark Cousins states ‘Alfred Hitchcock and Michelangelo Antonioni had addressed similar themes but new, highly directional
microphones and ultra-long lenses made plausible Coppola’s idea of getting so lost in the fragments of other people’s behaviour
that your own life dissolves’ (Cousins, 2011: 338). Whilst the French New Wave and America’s ‘New Hollywood’ movement slowly
disintegrated during the late 1970s and the early 1980s, the creative freedom that filmmakers such as Francis Ford Coppola
enjoyed during this period allowed them to turn personal projects into a form of cinematic reality, which led to the creation of
many important films. Coppola’s unique direction, David Shire’s piano score, Dean Tavoularis’s production design, and Walter
Murch’s editing borrowed ideas from a classic novel and turned them into their own vision of what is essentially a purely
experimental film. The Conversation, and its protagonist Harry Caul, is a unique piece of work that went on to inspire many other
films, and filmmakers, well into the 21st century.”
Stefan Gordon
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The last cue we’ll look at covers two scenes; around 00.39.35 we see Harry
listening to the tape of the two young people he recorded recently. When he
listens he Harry hears the words, “He’d kill us if he got the chance.” This is
supported by a visual flashback (right). We then see Harry’s reaction, which is
supported by music very similar to the music we heard at 00.08.50 (fig.38a)
when we last saw the two people talking. The music has exactly the same affect
as last time, injecting a sense of fear and foreboding into scene. We see Harry’s reaction, and then we see him
slowly turn all the dials on his machine off and close the case, after which we see his expression again.
During bar 8 we cut to the inside of a Catholic church and bar 9 sees the arrival of a weirdly different major
version of the main theme.
Figure: 39f Track: ‘The Confessional’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.39.38

Whereas the previous version of the main theme had begun on the Am and had featured
flattened fifths, this version features C moving to Cm (a relatively rare change; major
to relative minor is common but major to a minor chord based on the same bass note is
comparatively rare). The feeling of moving from C to Cm emphasises the major / minor
difference.

The move from G to Gdim (12-13) is a traditional-sounding change, with the Am
to E7/A sounding a little more dramatic. It is the D/F (18-19) which really skews
the cue. What this portion of the cue (the reworking of the main theme) generates,
emotionally. Is less the forlorn melancholy of the original version and more of a
sense oddness, which works well given the oddness of Harry’s character, life, job
– all of which comes into sharp focus in this scene.
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Allegedly Shire was originally disappointed when Coppola didn’t want an orchestra, but the director eventually
convinced the composer of the benefits of textural minimalism by pointing out the inherent loneliness of the solo
piano and its appropriateness for Harry Caul. Coppola understood that much of Caul’s underlying repression and
sadness had to be flushed out by the music. In the sleeve notes of the soundtrack album, Walter Murch – the sound
designer - talks about how the body of the score was written before the film was made, and how it was ‘tracked
in’ later. Coppola talks about how he had Shire write music to hypothetical scenes that weren’t even in the script,
purely to evoke specific emotions. This is one of the earliest known examples of a composer writing not to picture,
but to idea, concepts and emotional guidance. Whenever we have looked at scores where this kind of thing
happened, they have universally all been great scores, so there is definitely something to be said for
conceptualising free of the picture. The Conversation has as its main protagonist a man who doesn’t do much
talking or tell you about himself. But ultimately it doesn’t matter because the score tells you everything you need
to know.
David Shire was interviewed by Andrew Gilbert on March 8th, 2019. On his working relationship with Coppola,
he touches on the thing we’ve covered many times; that the composer sometimes needs to say what hasn’t been
said, or show what hasn’t been shown.
“He knew I was writing a lot of genre scores where you were supposed to sound like
the other scores. He wanted to break me of those habits. I was thinking, a big-budget
film with a high-profile director, at last I get to do one of those movies! The first
thing he says is “I don’t want a big orchestral score or an electronic score. I want
a piano score. I want the score to do what isn’t on the screen.”
Coppola wanted Shire to bring Harry Caul’s real personality to the film, which isn’t really ever shown. But then
he asked the composer to do something which Shire thought was ‘nuts’:
‘Go back to L.A. and write me five three-minute piano pieces: Harry Caul visits his
grandmother. Harry Caul goes to his high-school reunion’. I thought he was nuts, but
he was Francis Ford Coppola. I came back a few weeks later and played the first
piece, the second, the third, and he says “That’s the theme for The Conversation,
that’s the basis for the score.”
Shire went on to give a good insight into the thought behind the piano pieces in the film and to talk about what he
called ‘the double influence of jazz and classical.’:
“If you take that score apart, the right hand is kind of jazz, a blues thing. But the left
is pure Chopin, inspired by so many nocturnes I played as a piano student.”
Andrew Gilbert, March 8, 2019
San Francisco Classical Voice
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THE CRYING GAME Anne Dudley
The Crying Game is a 1992 thriller which explores themes of
race, gender, nationality, and sexuality, all through the
contextual and historical lens of the ‘Troubles’ in Northern
Ireland. A friendship develops between Fergus, a member of
the Provisional IRA, and Jody, a kidnapped British soldier.
When the kidnap goes wrong, Fergus goes on the run to
London, where he seeks out Jody’s lover, named Dil. Fergus
feels guilty about Jody’s death but when he gets to know Dil
he falls in love. Dil knows nothing about Fergus’ past, but
equally there is something about Dil that Fergus doesn't know,
either. Eventually Fergus’ past catches up with him after the
IRA find out where he is.
The meaning of the phrase ‘the crying game’ is meant to
suggest a situation whereby something or someone is revealed
to be something other than what is assumed, particularly with
regard to gender identity. The Crying Game was a critical and
commercial success, and won several awards including a
BAFTA for ‘Best British Film’ and an Oscar for ‘Best
Original Screenplay’.

We join the film around 15 minutes in; Jody has been kidnapped and is tied to a chair and Fergus is guarding him.
Jody realises he will probably be killed. He tells Fergus, “You’re going to have to do it, aren’t you?” The two
talk, with Fergus denying Jody would be killed. The two talk some more and just before the cue comes in Jody
motions for Fergus to come over to him and retrieve his wallet from his inside pocket; Jody wants to show him a
photo of his partner, Dil.
Figure: 40 Track: ‘The Soldier’s Wife’ Audio timing: 0.49 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.29

The string writing here is beautiful; it serves its purpose
brilliantly well by adding real emotional depth to the
scene where Fergus looks at Jody’s partner’s photo. The
combination of Jody’s attempt to humanise himself and
his life for the benefit of his kidnapper, together with
Anne Dudley’s music, really emotionalises the scene,
generating the kind of warmth and empathy that pictures
and dialogue alone cannot relay.

The music provides a lovely kind of spatial indistinctness, which creates a slight dream-like feeling. This is partly
the textures but also the extension-heavy chords and the layering of colours this brings to harmonies. The C6/9/
with the sharpened 11th is particularly colourful, with the added drama of the 1st inversion. What all this means is
that the identity of the chord is a little vague; in the grouping we can hear remnants of an Em, D and even Am7.
The release / resolution is the root-based chord which comes next (bar 2), although this chord too has whiffs of
D, Am7 and even Gmaj7. This all makes for a hazy, cloudy and indistinct feel.
Bar 9 is synced to the picture of Dil, Jody’s partner. The music becomes quite romantic at this stage, and again
this is partly the textures of the strings (particularly the higher ones) but mainly, of course, what is written for
them. We have a two-bar structure but this time there is no ‘tension/release’ – both bars of the repeated two-bar
sequence are both dramatic.
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The dramatic tension is also generated by the chord moving from F#m to D/F#, reorienting the F# from root to 1st
inversion. On top of that there is some beautiful counterpoint in the mid strings; the viola line moves down whilst
the violin lines move up, which creates a palpable physical movement. Also, I in the best tradition of string
arranging, the notes touch all the colourful extensions, such as the 7th maj6th and 4th (in bar 9, F#m) and the 9th,
10th, #13 and 7th (same bar). In bar 9-10 we have some really nice cello counterpoint which moves from 5th, root,
5th, 4th, (bar 9) and root, 6th, 5th, #4th (bar 10).
The cue is used again at around 00.39.15. Fergus has fled Northern Ireland
and is hiding out in London, where he locates Dil, Jody’s partner.

The next cue comes in at 00.36.09. Fergus has been ordered by his IRA commander to take Jody
into the woods and shoot him. Jody runs away but then stops and turns to Fergus, saying, “Don’t
do it.” Jody runs away again, but towards the road where he runs into the path of an oncoming
British Army vehicle (see picture, right). Fergus saw the vehicle before Jody did and shouts,
“Jody,” (see picture, bottom right) but it is too late; the vehicle (and a second vehicle behind) runs
over and kills Jody. As soldiers disembark from the vehicle and Fergus runs away, the following
cue starts. Dudley’s piece is called ‘Dies Irae’ and this is a nod to the traditional melody on which
it is loosely based. ‘Dies Irae’ is a famous four note motif (used in Dm this would be F, E, F, D,
and in F#m, for example, it would be A, G#, A, F#) dating from at least the 13th Century, when it was used as a
Gregorian Chant. Dies Irae literally translates as ‘Day of Wrath’ and was used to sing some Latin verses describing
the ‘Day of Judgement’. It is associated with death and many composers have used it. It tends to get used in
television and film music a lot, and was, for example, used in Cloverfield Lane as the very first opening motif (we
will be looking at this film later in the book). It was used in Wendy Carlos’ scores to The Shining and The
Clockwork Orange, and Ennio Morricone’s The Mission, to name but a few. Below is a link which shows examples
of films which use the motif.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=GLGa6vfDTIM&feature=emb_logo
Figure: 41 Track: ‘Dies Irae’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.09

11th
5th
9th
3rd
7th
1st
The Eb chord manages to be in two
places at once (1,3,5 of an Eb chord or
7th, 9th, and 11th of an Fm chord)
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Anne Dudley’s take on the Dies Irae is stunning. The first note (D) of the descending violin line rub against the
top Eb semibreve. The descending line moves from D to C to Bb before repeating itself. Lying a 9th underneath
that same line is another descending string line moving from C to Bb. This beautiful interplay creates a real wash
of colour, generated from our reaction to the intervals and extensions Dudley uses. Tension is generated firstly by
the top D rubbing against the Eb but also by the same D, sitting an uncomfortable 9th above the C and the top C
sitting an equally uncomfortable 9th above the Bb. These tensions are not rhythmically parallel though, so they
don’t rub directly against each other at the same time; it's more that they each exist in each other’s context.
We hear root, 5th, 7th, octave, 9th and 10th all around the same time but with only the root and 5th being static.
Imagine the most beautiful image you can think of, then imagine it coming to life with sections of it moving
around – then you might be close to feeling what this music generates within us. The music is dramatic, tragic and
sorrowful, all generated by our reaction to the array of intervals and extension, and the drama of the height of
some of the string lines. Bars 3-4 are roughly the same deal but based around Fm. Bar 4 has a beautiful use of
extensions again; the top three notes in the 1st violins in bar 4 are all extensions - Eb (7th), G (9th) and Bb (11th) –
but of course these notes alone create an Eb triad, which gives the bar a wonderful whiff of polytonality.
Underneath this chord is an Fm with the violas playing the ‘Dies Irae’ line. In the penultimate bar of the
transcription, we hear another really dramatic tension generated by the Ab chord on the top rubbing against
otherwise sounds like a Cm underneath. This really is spectacular composing which underpins the sheer tragedy
of the scene. The pictures tell you what’s going on, i.e. the death and destruction and absolute mayhem, but the
music addresses a deeper issue. The music comments on the senseless, futile tragedy of it all.
The next cue comes toward the end of the film; the IRA tracked Fergus - who by now has fallen for Dil - down
and forces him to agree to help assassinate a British judge. The night before the assassination is due to be carried
out Dil gets drunk and Fergus finally tells her the truth about his part in Jody’s death. Dil, drunk, appears not to
understand; however, in the morning, before Fergus wakes up, Dil restrains him by tying him to the bed. By doing
so, Dil unwittingly prevents Fergus from completing the assassination. An IRA member – Jude – enters Dil’s flat
armed with a gun, wanting to kill Fergus. Dil takes several shots at Jude, hitting her, whilst stating that she is
aware that Jude was complicit in Jody’s death. Dil kills Jude with a shot to the neck. She then points the gun at
Fergus (this is when the following cue begins) but lowers her hand, saying that she cannot kill him because Jody
will not allow her to. She then points the gun at herself, but Fergus stops her, telling her she has to leave the scene
before the police arrive.
The cue begins on a pensive and anxiety-inducing bare maj7th intervals on high strings, added to by low cellos
and basses on the A. as Dil lowers the gun, realising she cannot kill Fergus, we hear the haunting string line (E,
G, F# D#). If these notes were played together they would form one of the classic James Bond chords (Em9maj7), but they are accompanied by a D underneath and an A underneath that, which gives the harmony more of
an Asus4 feel, against which the D# sounds dissonant and skewed. On bar 9 we have a return to the kind of
romantic writing Anne Dudley is so good at; this is similar to the opening cue we looked at when Jody first showed
Fergus Dil’s picture, in that it has the same dreamy chords and violin line. This is a really clever way to tie these
two scenes together, and it helps ‘bookend’ the film, emotionally, through music.
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Figure: 42 Track: ‘The Soldier’s Tale’ Audio timing: 0.21 Film Cue Sync: 01.38.56

After Fergus has stopped Dil from shooting herself, he tells her to leave and hideout. He wipes her fingerprints
off the gun, replaces them with his own, and allows himself to be arrested in her place. A few months later, Dil
visits Fergus in prison and asks why he took the fall for her. He responds, “As a man once said, it’s in my nature”6

6

When Fergus was Jody’s guard, Jody made a comment about knowing he would be shot eventually, because, “it’s in your nature.”
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THE FOURTH PROTOCOL Lalo Schifrin
British spy John Preston is demoted by his boss to look after British Coastal
security, where he gradually discovers a covert plot by the KGB to detonate a
nuclear bomb. KGB agent Valeri Petrofsky is sent to Britain to build and
detonate a nuclear bomb. The components for constructing the bomb are
shipped in separately over a period of time, but one – a small metal disc which
turns out to be an initiator – is accidentally found by Preston, who investigates
further, eventually realising the full scale of the plot. Petrofsky’s job is to rent
a house next to an American base in Suffolk. After the bomb explodes, the
evidence will point towards an accident involving the Americans. This will
lead to the election of a Labour government in Britain, which will in turn be
taken over by the hard left. Russia will offer to ‘help’ and rest will be history.
The music is composed by legendary Argentinian composer Lalo Schifrin, the
man behind the famous Mission Impossible theme. This score is a vibrant
colourful mix of textures and harmonies which really have a strong emotional
and aesthetic bond to the story, the era, the style of film and the different
geographic locations. As is sometimes the case, musical cues used in the films
are made up from different recorded musical cues. This is the case with our
first excerpt, which is played over the opening pictures and credits. Film-wise,
it goes from 00.00.00 right through to 00.01.38, but track-wise it starts with
track 1 (‘The Fourth Protocol - 0.00-0.26) then jumps to 30 seconds into track
6 (‘The Disc’ - 0.31 – 1.01), then back to track 1 (00.59-1.21). Confused?
Figure: 43 Track: ‘The Fourth Protocol’ Audio timing: 0.00 – 0.26 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00 – 00.00.45

Lalo Schifrin wrote a fabulous score for this film, which begins right at the start during the credit roll, and quickly paints an emotional picture of
fear, trepidation, darkness and anxiety. He begins with a percussive ‘bang’, which comes in periodically in the first section, designed to keep the
audience attention and ensure they are dramatized into reading some of the initial cue cards, which give important context to the story. On bar 3
we have a trumpet entry, which sounds skewed and distorted,
as it is ‘wrong’. As we have established numerous times, good dissonance is usually
On har
when elements of it are based on reality; what we’re hearing is not chaos, but controlled subversion of reality.

The reason this kind of writing is so effective is only because, as listeners, we try and locate the meaning of the
music; we try and understand it. The only way most people can understand it is by comparing and contrasting it
to previous memories. Over the years this becomes an incredibly astute, reliable and sometimes fairly accurate
method of ‘understanding’ music. Were it not for these fundamental facts, music would not ‘mean anything’;
what we composed simply wouldn’t matter. It wouldn’t move us as it does and therefore filmmakers wouldn’t go
through the often torturous experience of trying to explain to a composer what it is they want. This is why it’s
important to design the right kind of skewed reality which generates the right kind of feel, harmonically,
texturally, culturally, emotionally and even geographically.
With this in mind, the first two trumpet notes of F and D would ‘feel’ like they
belonged to either a Dm or Bb chord; the C# is what would throw listeners. Even
then, listeners would subconsciously frantically try and locate something similar.
This is basically how music works and how it is distilled by people. the C# sounds wrong, which in this context,
spells danger. The trumpet texture is suggestive of power, authority, military. Although we already know this
will be an espionage thriller, the music reinforces this, framing the experience. There are some spectacular
textures and harmonies in this film; bar 6 is a great example, with a bright, high, cluster chord on strings. This is
a Gm add9 / F, but with added 2nd and 4th too. Above all, this chord dazzles us with harmonic colours; it is
confusing but also a little dreamy too, as if the music itself is light-headed. This accompanies the change in the
colour of the sky on film from black to orange, where we also see the glow of the sun coming up.
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(Track: ‘The Disc Audio timing: 0.31 – 1.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.45 – 00.01.12)

The next bit of this introduction, as I said earlier, is taken from another track (As detailed) so the dissonant
woodwind chord does feel a bit out of context. The next bit, though (bar 8 onwards) is pure Schifrin gold. This
comes in as the camera slowly pans down from the sun toward the road, where a little later we will eventually see
a car travelling. The music somehow manages to actually feel like the icy coldness which is being shown. This is
such clever writing. This effect is generated by our emotional reaction to the frantic up and down semiquavers of
the harp and 2nd violin lines, which are also high in their register. The shimmering effect is caused by the tremolo
1st violins, which have the effect of almost sounding like a shiver. This is very literal and superb writing. The
harmonies aren’t exactly ambiguous, but they are generated horizontally, which means listeners have to go
looking for it, which is testing, which engages us more.

It helps that the low winds are supplemented with the
high screeching strings; this adds an extra surreptitious
feel.

On bar 12 we revert to the rhythmic feeling of a
traditional Russian-style melody, but delivered by the
dark and subdued textures of the bassoons and bass
clarinets, which sound odd and more than a little
peculiar, which in this narrative context, means
‘creepy’.
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Track: ‘The Fourth Protocol’ Audio timing: 0.59 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.19
Following the title card, bar 15 onwards continues in the same ‘Russian’ style, with
a very square, deliberate, business-like and determined rhythmical structure, which
signifies officialdom, tradition, and in this context, the military. This is where the
camera pans down toward the road where we two cars. One of the cars contains
Major Kim Philby, infamous ex British spy who was uncovered as a member of the
‘Cambridge Five group of double agents. In 1963 he fled to Russia and now turns up
factiously, to see his boss; but today will not end well for Major Philby of the KGB.

This section is also interesting because of the way the composer avoids what would have been the obvious choice for the first chord
(Cm). If you play this phrase but substitute the Gsus4 for a Cm/G. Musically it makes more sense; but of course this isn’t music, its
film music. Using the less obvious opening chord is something which subconsciously gets our attention.

A few moments later we have the first iteration of a simple motif which will become part of the music’s identity
And will appear several times in the film. As before, although this appears to be part of the same cue, the line is
actually taken from a different audio cue, named ‘Petrofsky, Preston’. The line, played by basses and cellos, is
great because the idea is so brief but dramatic nevertheless. This means they can plaster it everywhere, which they
did to great effect. The violins are really just there to give the piece an overall rhythmic feel of urgency, but the
real power lies in the lower motif. I think one of the things that makes it so good is that its harmonic identity
(which overall implies Dm) creeps up on us. Normally we would perceive an implied chord (not literally but
emotionally) by hearing notes and arriving at a conclusion; not a literal conclusion (unless we have ‘absolute
pitch’) that, “this is D minor”, rather a non-verbalised feeling that these notes are generating a minor chord. But
this time the notes that ‘give the game away’ are in reverse. If we heard a D, A and Bb, then, despite the absence
of a minor 3rd in there, the minor 6th (Bb) would help us ‘feel’ the ‘minor-ness’. This time we hear the minor 6th
first, the 5th second and the D last, so the minor chord feel is quick but cumulative nonetheless. The minor 6th has
always been a great dramatic extension interval; it has been used in thousands of pieces of music to convey drama
in one way or another; it generates tension because it rubs chromatically against the 5th, even if it’s not there.
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Figure: 43a Track: ‘Petrofsky, Preston’ Audio timing: 1.11 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.33

The cello / bass line becomes a kind of sonic logo and generates feelings of seriousness, significance and fear
whenever we hear it. It appears again in the following cue; about nineteen minutes in, we see a character called
Berenson; Berenson also works for the security services. He leaves his wife’s country estate and drives back to
London – telephoning his mistress on the way back to arrange to see her that evening – and arrives at his apartment.
In a change from novel, John Preston, suspecting Berenson of passing secrets to the Russians, has burgled his flat,
found secret files in Berenson’s safe, taken them and left. Preston works on the assumption that if Berenson simply
thinks it’s a burglary, he won’t be afraid to make contact with his handler, which MI5 will watch. Berenson arrives
home and looks ashen-faced when he realises what’s missing. Exactly as Preston thought, after cancelling his
mistress he leaves his flat. Preston and his team are watching. This is where the cue starts. The music does what
all great film music does; it applies a layer of appropriate emotion, through music, which emphasises and italics
something which, without music, wouldn’t appear to have the same gravity or importance.7
Figure: 44 Track: ‘Berenson’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.20.15
This time the semiquaver
strings do not remain on
one note, but rather they
imply a Bb chord. When
the heavy bass line comes
in everything is reoriented
to Dm.

………Bb chord implied horizontally by semiquavers………….

7

……………….now semiquavers are heard through prism of Dm……….

The fact that most listeners don’t understand the music literally and therefore can’t consciously apply such knowledge to what they hear,
listen to it emotionally. People know music makes them feel emotion but because they don’t know how or why, the level of innocence allows
them to hear music but distil, digest and react to the emotion the music creates within them. They are affected by the emotion of it (rather than
being side-tracked and distracted by the burden of literal, grammatical musical understanding).
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The piece develops musically with the introduction of the
flute melody, just as the scene develops narratively by
showing the people inside the van watching Berenson as
he makes his way to a rendezvous to receive a message
from his handler.

Schifrin’s score for the film is not one which received the attention it deserved, but it is nonetheless, not only a
good score but also pivotal to the film’s success. It captures the spirit of the story, the dramatic and colourful style
of espionage thrillers of the 1980s, and it also captures the culture and geography perfectly. Like all great film
music, it sounds inseparable from the film, as if the two were born together.
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THE FRENCH CONNECTION Don Ellis
1971 saw the release of a film that was a smash hit both commercially
and critically. The French Connection was the true-life story of two
New York City detectives who busted one of the largest drug rings in
history. It put director William Friedkin on the map, as well as actors
Gene Hackman and Roy Scheider. It was also remarkable in the choice
of composer; Don Ellis wasn’t known in the film music world but he
was a pioneering figure in the Jazz world, using unconventional
instrumentation groupings, strange dissonant harmonies and
unconventional time signatures. He toured his big band in the 1960s
and 70s, were it not for his tragic and untimely death, he would
probably have gone on to have a great career as a film composer.
Although there were other figures also producing jazz scores (Lalo
Schifrin, Quincy Jones, etc) Ellis’s music was definitely a step beyond.
The 1970s was a wonderful time for television music; budgets were
good, talent was plenty, and in general composers were left alone to
conceptualise and write great music. Lots of music for TV and film
was indicative of the era in which it was written and a great many TV
shows had jazz soundtracks. American cop shows were almost
inseparable from their theme and underscore music; who can forget
Tom Scott’s pumping jazz/funk theme for Starsky & Hutch? Mort Stevens’ theme for Police Woman was great
too, as was Billy Goldenberg’s Kojak music. The fabulous theme from Mannix was written by none other than
Lalo Schifrin (the composer who wrote the last film we looked at). Also Pat Williams’ Streets of San Francisco
was superb. I grew up listening to all that stuff and it’s largely what made me want to become an arranger. All
these were either covered in my last books or will be in this series.
Ellis’s music for The French Connection, and in particular its opening theme, is fabulously dissonant and has the
kind of raw, pulsating energy which is hard to find, even amongst the rich list of 70s jazz-infused television and
film music. One critic called Don Ellis ‘the Stan Kenton of the 1970s’ and I think this is a reasonable conclusion.
His score for The French Connection captured the sounds and feel of New York City in the 1970s. His music was
skewed, dissonant, “sounded broken” according to one person I spoke to, but more than anything else it seemed
to accurately tap into the state of the nation at the time (America was in the middle of the Vietnam debacle at the
time and was close to Watergate.
The most important thing about Don Ellis is that not only was he ahead of his time in the 1970s – he is still ahead
of his time fifty years later in 2020. This either points to how commodified, homogenised and unwittingly
standardised music has become, or how bold it was. Probably a mixture of both. Ellis’s music was not the acquired
taste you might think it was. It wasn’t just crusty academics or jazz aficionados that liked it; its raw, physical
energy was exciting and intoxicating. Some have said that what distinguishes The French Connection from most
comparable crime thrillers is firstly that the bad guys win and secondly we’re not absolutely sure who the bad
guys are and who the good guys are. Popeye Doyle is not clever or just, he is a predatory male; an arrogant and
aggressive racist; and he’s supposed to be the good guy. This is why the film earned a place in the Library of
Congress: it marks a turning point. Before The French Connection, in movies crime never paid, and the good guys
always won. Post French Connection, we are forced to face up to the fact that not everything in life is as it seems.
The French Connection presented an upside-down, abstract and distinctly dark image of 1970s New York, and
this is in no small part thanks to Don Ellis’ ground-breaking score, which was a dark, broken and dissonant as the
film’s main character.
Don Ellis received a Grammy for The French Connection. A soundtrack of the score for The French Connection
was released years later but much of what it contained, great though it was, wasn’t used in the film itself, which
is a shame. One track that was used and kept intact was the fabulous introduction main title theme, which is
transcribed below.
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Figure: 44a Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.20
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There is no introduction to acclimatise you to the beautiful but angry dissonant onslaught. First we hear the
improbable reality of a C chord played by trumpets being augmented by a Db chord played by trumpets. But this
isn’t the only odd thing Ellis did with the arrangement: the lone maj7 (B) on French horns belts out from beat 1
of bar 1 and there are no voicings supporting this underneath; there are no chord voicings below C above middle
C. The strings, which might normally spread its sound vertically, stays within a tight one-octave range, as does
the organ. All of this is deliberate because Ellis is deliberately going for a raw sound. There are subtle ways and
less subtle ways of achieving this. The single-octave voicings are a subtle way of achieving a kind of brashness.
Before we come back to the C – Db dissonance, the trumpets are already sounding very bright, thanks again to
the C chord being voiced quite high. This alone gives the piece a kick; think of the opening Bb chord in Star Wars
– the bright brass sound due to the 4-part trumpet voicing. On this piece the mid-high voicings are supplemented
by the relentless ‘four-to-the-floor’ pounding bass and drums. On to the main dissonance. The clash of C and Db
chords, which are relatively highly voiced, is superb in capturing the angry, dissonant world we’re about to
encounter in the story. The dissonance is so bright that it initially makes us wince, thinking that maybe it’s a
mistake or that some of the musicians are out of tune. We realise pretty quickly that this is deliberate, as is the
actual ‘lipping down’ of the A note, beginning on bar 9. Ellis has cultivated a beautifully skewed reality and it fits
The French Connection perfectly.
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THE GREY Mark Streitenfeld
The Grey is a 2011 film starring Liam Neeson, based on the
short story ‘Ghost Walker’ by Ian MacKenzie Jeffers. The
story revolves around a group of Alaskan oil workers returning
back to civilisation in a plane, which crashes in the wilderness.
The plane crash kills several people but leaves some alive,
fending off the sub-zero temperature and Wolves, which spend
the rest of the film pursuing the group, picking them off, one
by one. The film was praised for its philosophical themes, the
subtext and for the sensitive issues it addressed.
John Ottway (Neeson) is a marksman for an oil company and
spends his work days killing grey wolves which threaten the
oil workers. He is suicidal; we see flashbacks to Ottway and
his partner, and the assumption is that she has left him. The
truth, which emerges later, is much worse and not something
which is expected. After the air crash he spends days walking
with co-workers as they either die from the cold or are killed
by wolves. Eventually he is alone, exhausted and suffering
from hypothermia. Eventually he stops walking and realises
that he is surrounded by wolves. Ottway looks at his wife’s
photo in his wallet. At this point, via a flashback, we realise
she was dying of a terminal illness. Ottway realises why the
wolf pack has come after them with such a vengeance, even
killing the men but not eating them as if in revenge not hunger;
he had killed the alpha wolf’s mate at the start of the movie.
Before John charges the wolf, he recites the lines of the poem that his father wrote, which pays homage to
Shakespeare’s quote of, “once more into the breach, dear friends” where fighting the good fight is to truly live
and whether death is the result or not is unimportant. Looking at the alpha wolf, Ottway says, “Once more into
the fray. Into the last good fight I'll ever know. Live and die on this day. Live and die on this day.” He charges the
alpha wolf. In a brief post-credits scene, the alpha wolf takes its last breaths, similar to the wolf Ottway shot and
killed earlier. Ottway lies against the wolf, his fate unclear. The film did not meet with universal praise and some
of the critics were quite mean. But Ignatiy Vishnevetsky from the website AV Club, called it when he wrote:
“The Grey is usually described as the movie about Liam Neeson fighting wolves,
which is misleading because it implies that The Grey is a wilderness survival yarn,
which it isn’t. Set in the snowy wilds of Alaska, Joe Carnahan’s uniquely morose
thriller is unequivocally about death and dying, and about characters struggling
and ultimately failing to stave off the inevitable.”
Ignatiy Vishnevetsky
AV Club
The first cue we’ll look at comes at 00.03.36. The cue plays behind shots of Ottway and an off-screen monologue
by him, about him missing his wife and not being able to ‘get her back’. Viewers at this point still probably think
his wife left him because there is nothing in his words or images of her which points to the truth (at this point).
He says that “It’s only a matter of time,” as we see images of his rifle and bullets. The clear implication is that he
intends to take his own life. He says, “I don’t know why I’m writing this…I don’t know what can come of it,” and
this is when we realise that his spoken off-screen thoughts are from a letter he is writing to his wife.
Musically and emotionally the cue is quite bare and minimal, but also strangely haunting. The high-pitched squeallike strings are constant throughout, and this helps the piece remain tense, even though not much is going on. The
2nd violins play a repetitive motif which has a slightly mesmerising quality, almost as if we are experiencing a
dream. Clearly the music speaks to the off-screen sentiments in the letter he writes, although strangely they also
speak to the desolation and cold of where he is. There is also a slightly out of sync bass line (which is more
noticeable in the audio track than it is on the film). I have notated the line as best I can to mimic how it is heard;
the line runs slightly faster than the pulse in the piece overall, and this adds to the dream-like state
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Figure: 45 Track: ‘Writing the Letter’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.36

Slightly out of sync bass line throughout

The harmonies are quite simple but
the space in the music, horizontally
and vertically, helps maintain a
tenseness which benefits the music
and the emotion it generates. The
piece is lifted when we get the Fmaj7,
and this coincides with the sunrise
appearing.
maj7

The following cue comes shortly after. At around 00.4.30 he is seen outside, doing his job, protecting workers
against wolves by remaining alert to their presence and shooting dead any which stray too close. This is
interspersed with (earlier) shots of him sat writing the letter, where he blames himself for what happened regarding
his wife (this further reinforces the notion that they are separated and that he is responsible for it). He says, “I’ve
stopped doing this world any real good.” This is where the cue begins, as we see an earlier shot of him writing
the letter.
The music in this cue is occasionally harmonically and texturally dense with heavy production and samples,
particularly at the bottom end. This creates a strangely claustrophobic atmosphere, emotionally. We hear the sound
of a wolf howling at the start of this cue, and in bar 2 we see the wolf Ottway has just shot. He comes to wolf and
finds that, although wounded, the animal is still alive. He will have to kill it.
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Figure: 46 Track: ‘Suicide’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.22

The emotional and narrative link here between the solitude and despair of Ottway’s world, which is harsh, cold,
desolate and full of death, and the senseless killing of the wolf, is palpable; made so by the claustrophobic and
sonically ambiguous music, which has the effect of encouraging viewers not to just watch and listen, but to reflect
on what they see

The penultimate cue we’ll look at comes at the end of the film. Ottway’s plane crashed and he and several of his
colleagues have spent the previous days being stalked by a pack of wolves. In the end, Ottway is the only one left,
and he realises he is We see him open his wallet and look at a picture of his wife. Then we see another flashback
which shows him on a bed, with his wife. We have seen this flashback several times before in the film, but this
time we see that she is attached to a drip, and we realise she died. This moment of realisation coincides with the
beginning of the following cue. The piece makes a virtue out of the constant arpeggios and has a lot in common
with quite a few other tracks which share the same approach, such as ‘Colourblind’ (composed by Adam Duritz
and Charlie Gillingham and played by the band ‘Counting Crows’), Max Richer tracks such as ‘On the Nature of
Daylight’ (used in the film Arrival) and ‘Sorrow Atom’s and ‘A Lover’s Complaint’ (from the film A Perfect
Sense) and to a lesser extent ‘Mad World’ (the Michael Andrews and Gary Jules cover used in the film Donnie
Darko – originally composed by Roland Orzabal). The simple power of slow arpeggios, gently suggestive of
harmony which is not explicitly vertically stated, always tends to produce a hypnotic feeling. Part of that is
generated by the simple reality of notes moving quickly and repetitively and the relatively soft textures of the
piano (the instrument which tends to get used the most when arpeggios are used). If arpeggios are built over actual
full existing vertical chords, the effect can sometimes be lost, but when you use only arpeggios to generate the
feeling of harmony, listeners are involved more in the process of identification; they subconsciously listen to the
notes and work out what the harmony being implied actually is.
Figure: 46a Track: ‘The City Surf’ (Janin Willans) Film Cue Sync: 01.47.46

Often in arpegiated pieces the piano used tends to be an upright (or a sample of an upright) rather than the slightly more refined grand piano.
There is something more organic, honest and useful about an upright; sometimes the fuller, grander, more refined sound can be too much.
Also in these kinds of situations the implied harmony is not only simple (so it can be implied easily using horizontal harmony) but it generally
comes in small, repetitive, even-numbered structural units, such as 4 bar phrases.
1 3 1 3131 3 1 31 3 1313

3 5

5 3535
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Another reason why this kind approach works so well and
ends up sounding hypnotic and mesmerising and not, for
example, tedious, is that although some notes tend to
repeat each bar, the intervals they occupy don’t.

There is a nice hesitation on bar 12-13 as we see
Ottway stare forward determinedly before
subsequently arming himself with broken
miniature spirit bottles, ready to fight the wolf.

The music is obviously repetitive but in this case it helps accentuate the story.
The images represent his memories from childhood, his marriage and the here
and now.

The piece ends on bar 38
as we see Ottway prepare
to run at the wolf.
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After he lunges at the wolf there is no music and just a black screen for a few moments, before the following piece
comes in. we hear a faint E on strings and then the harp comes in on bar 3, synced with the first card, with the
director’s name on. The cue accompanies the credit roll.
Figure: 46b Track: ‘Into the Fray’ Film Cue Sync: 01.49.41

Whereas the last cue was quite definite and basic in terms of harmonic flavour and
textures, this cue is very slight, light and reflective. This is achieved by the
comparatively minimal textures, harmonic information and pedestrian articulation. In
the whole of the cue the warm and descriptive 3rd interval only comes occasionally.,
usually at the beginning of a phrase. Most of the chords are ‘omit’ and thinly voiced,
accentuating the minimal textures. The piece has a lot of colour by way of extensions
(7th and 9th and 11th) but the vertical voicings are thin.

Composers write in certain ways not just for the hell of it, but because certain styles and approaches will deliver the message, the meaning, the
emotion on which the piece is based. If we ask ourselves why the first part of the credit roll is set to such colourful but also minimal music, the
answer would be that its lack of completeness prompts us to reflect.

When we subconsciously try to distil, analyse, categorise and classify the music we hear, it travels through a mental (emotional) distillation process
where we think deeply about what we’re listening to. This, and our knowledge about the film we’ve just watched, is what makes us reflect. Such
reflection does not usually make us mentally verbalise our feelings. They remain abstract and unsaid in our minds; but they are still there. This is why,
if anyone asks you what you thought about the music, you tell them instead about what it did, not what it was.
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Earlier I mentioned that this music would make listeners reflect.
The great thing about composing music which ends a film –
outros – is that you get chance to distil the film, the story, the
subtext through the emotional prism of music. Creating an
overview is a different thing to writing to specific scenes. What
this music does is offer us a light, restrained, melancholic
context where many of the chords are not whole and are instead
in some way incomplete or fractured. This lack of completeness
makes us reflect not so much on the wolves, or the biting cold,
or the desolation or the trek the men had been on, or even its
eventual failure. Ultimately we realise that nothing in life is
forever, and everything ends. The film is about dying and how
we deal with it and how, ultimately, there’s nothing we can do
about it.
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THE TAKING OF PELHAM 123 David Shire
The Taking of Pelham 123 is a 1974 thriller in which four men
board and hijack a subway train in New York, demanding a ransom
for the safe release of the passengers on the train. It features one of
the most inventive thriller scores ever written. As we established
earlier, films like The French Connection discarded with traditional
orchestral textures and harmonies in favour of grittier, jazz-based
scores. In Pelham 123, Shire dispenses with melodic content for
the most part, in favour of an intensely rhythmic sound generated
by the jazz orchestra. He wanted to find an inventive way of
making the score sound dissonant, and borrowed from
Schoenberg’s 12-tone compositional technique, where themes are
made by using all 12 pitches in a specific order, and then other
themes are created by playing the same notes but in different
sequences. Shire composed a brilliant two-note bass line which ran
underneath various strange-sounding melodies. There is a
comparatively small amount of music in relation to the film itself –
something that always makes what is there more important and
unique than it would sound if the film had been plastered with
music, as happens far too much in recent times.
The music starts to a black screen and so has nothing to be synced to. It is a bit like The French Connection in that there is no subtle buildup – it is just straight in with the brilliant Bb-Db bass motif, pumped out by bass trombone, bass and piano. In this first four bars we also
get to hear the vibrant and syncopated drums and percussion due to the lack of melody or vertical chords. The great thing about this theme
is that for a good minute and a half there are no moving images apart from the white-on-black credit cards. The music alone is left to relay
the energy, anxiety and fear that’s about to come. But how does a composer create fear or apprehension through music alone? If this was a
slow-burn horror flick, then low basses and cellos will get you halfway there. But this?
Figure: 47a Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.16

Shire creates absolutely palpable feelings of fear and apprehension, by using melodic phrases whose combinations of notes are unfamiliar and
disorientating. There is nothing fearful about the textures or instrumentation; it’s basically a jazz orchestra. That leaves the melody and ultimately the
harmony – which is manipulated brilliantly to generate exactly the right emotional response. As I mentioned earlier the melody is based on the 12-tone
system; there are no formal accompanying chords in this first section, simply a feeling of what the melody implies, in terms of harmony. It pays to try
and figure out what chords are being implied, because this is partly how listeners establish any kind of ‘understanding’ of the music, and therefore,
satisfaction and pleasure. The first four bars they will figure out, but beyond that it will be tough going – but that’s the point.

As I said earlier, it’s good to try and establish what reality lies under the abstract
melody line, and I don’t mean discuss the 12-tone thing, I mean try and establish
what the melody implies, chordally, and why it is so hard to relate to. The first chord
over the melody on bar 5 is – as has been established in bars 1-4 a Bbm (thanks to
the bass riff) but also has a maj7, the 9th and eventually a flat 9, which is where it is
held. The minor chord / maj7 is nothing heavy – this is the basis of the famous Bond
chord, after all. It is the addition of the low 9th (C) and the leap to the higher b9 (B)
which generates a detached, fractured, polytonal feel.

The polytonal feel is emphatic in bar 7 where we have the maj3rd in the melody, on
top of the usual Bb-Db bass riff.
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really starts to hot-up. This is where any relationship between the brass chords and the lower Bbm bass riff
cannot be rationalised or felt, so I have separated them (the brass chords are bracketed). The brass writing here
is superb, creating its own pocket of tight, jazz voicing. The b10 chord in bar 13 is interestingly voiced, built
over the 3rd (G#) to accentuate the tension between the 3rd and the b10. The destination chord, which sits for
more than bar, has even more tension

{

}

The destination chord (bar13-14), which sits for more than bar, has even more tension. The 1st trumpet E note
is a maj7 above the F (m2) note, and that note clashes with the E directly underneath it, on French horn. The
brass chord as a whole is built on its m2 (on trombone). The trombones themselves (from bottom to top) play
the F (m2), B (5th) and E (octave) - which is a bare, stark and mildly dissonant chord. The brass chord as a
whole is wonderfully typical of the modern jazz aesthetic, and you can really feel the very specific and
historical kind of tension it generates.

The corresponding chords in bar 15-16 are identical but a semitone down. These chords have such a strong
and specific jazz-ness about them, that you almost zone out of the Bb – Db riff underneath.

The flute and alto sax lines in bars 18-19 are brilliantly dramatic, both harmonically and rhythmically (the
syncopated entry on bar 19 is particularly effective. Shire has almost created the impossible in this piece;
there are so many contrasting things going on, but they are sufficiently detached from each other that they
retain their own integrity. This creates a kind
of controlled and structured chaos, which
works really well in generating a great
feeling of drama and urgency. The piece
really succeeds in working the listener up
into a kind of mild frenzy, which works
brilliantly as an opener for the film.

Just like the brass section in bars 13-14 and 15-16 created their own chordal micro
reality, so do the trombones on bar 20 onwards, when they play a succession of
chromatic diminished chords which are very, very syncopated. The syncopation
and the laid-back-ness of the performance is so great that that on bar 21 they appear
to ‘go out’ slightly before coming back into rhythmic focus on bar 22.
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The cue is incredibly helpful
in establishing an energetic,
tension-filled musical and
emotional beginning for the
film, before we’ve even seen
any story or people or
dialogue. By the time we’ve
come into the film we are
ready for action.
The constant thumping bass
line sounds as exciting as it is
relentless. This line is
probably meant to mimic the
momentum of the subway
train, but either way the
emotion generated by this
music works perfectly as a
precursor to the film.
How you deliver and frame a
film is so crucial to its
success, both in the obvious
sense of advertising and
marketing, but also in the
arguably less obvious and
understood way of preparing
an audience via emotion
generated through music.

The next cue comes in at 00.07.34 as the train hijackers begin their operation; we see four men appear at different
points on the train, culminating in the driver and the guard being forced at gunpoint to allow them into the driver’s
cabin, where they take control of the train.
Figure: 47b Track: ‘The Taking’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.34

The music is interesting here due to
the fanfare / fugue-like entry of the
dissonant trumpet and horn notes.
Similar to the last cue, they appear on
top of a solid bass motif of Bb, and
similar to last time they hit the
maj7th, 9th and high b9th

There is a b10 chord generated horizontally
by the staggered brass entries on bar 6 too.
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And again, like last time we have the Ebm / maj chord
The ‘twisted fanfare’, like the
generated by the brass in bar 8. The tension and dissonance
dissonance itself, succeeds in
is strong but consistent, which means the film has succeeded
creating a deliberately abstract
in having its own harmonic branding. The manner of the
version of reality. the music sounds
brass delivery, as I said earlier, is a definite nod towards the
in pain, which mirrors the story itself.
concept of the ‘fanfare’, albeit a very strange one.

The next cue comes at 00.47.35. We see one of the hijackers tell the passenger hostages how much money has
been demanded for their release – one million dollars. We then cut to a montage of shots of the money being
processed and sent across the city.
Figure: 47c Track: ‘Money Montage’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.47.35

This cue features the same template as the others in that it
uses the same kind of harmonies, makes a virtue out of the
use of triplets and has a Bb-Db bass motif. What makes this
different and feel more panicked is the 7/4 structure, which
effectively prevents it from ‘settling’
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The really interesting bit is from bar 6 onwards where we have a separate harmonic world that exists thanks to the piano repeatedly
playing a selection of E, F# and G and from bar 9 playing groups of four rapidly changing quaver chords (Gb, Ab, F/A. G/B) followed
by other disorientating chords. This all serves to make the piece disorientating, frenetic and urgent, which suits the scene extremely
well. The polytonal harmonies and piano rhythms would probably be too much, were it not for the pounding bass and drums, which,
although in 7/4, have a consistency to them. In the audio version the trumpets copy the piano line from bar 11, and this is also joined
by the saxes which play yet another syncopated rhythm. The build-up here is fabulous and generates exactly the right feel for the scene.
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What made the music for Pelham 123 and The French Connection such great scores are that they were not afraid
to take risks. Even by today’s standards these sound like imaginative soundtracks. The kind of music written
mimicked the kind of vivid and imaginative material coming out of the jazz world at the time, so in this respect
what they did was not wholly new but was certainly new to film. That’s the point; in past times film music was
influenced by many different styles and genres of music. Film music was never supposed to be something you
listened to and said, “Ah, yeah, that’s film music.” Film scores took influences from different diverse areas of
music such as classical romanticism, serial music and jazz. Granted, the classical romantic tradition was used for
a huge proportion of films – as it is now – but other music was also part of the picture. What I’m saying is that
before what the film was about dictated the style of music. Nowadays we tend to find two problems; firstly,
directors are sometimes lazy and to be inspired about the music for a film, they listen to other film music in order
to conceptualise, instead of just listening to music. This tends to make film scores increasingly homogenised and
formulaic and predictable. Audiences then get used to this and expect this. As a lover of the orchestra I am still
bound to say there is way too much romantic orchestral music in film. Luckily some are challenging this
dominance and commissioning electronic scores or orchestral music composed in radically different ways,
harmonically.
When talking about The Taking of Pelham 123 David Shire referred to his compositional process and specifically
to the idea to use the tone row.
“It was a pivotal score for me, and it was one that almost eluded me. I just couldn’t get the
feeling I wanted. I start with improvising to the picture, and everything that came out for weeks
was bad Lalo Schifrin. It didn’t have anything individual about it. The picture was very good,
and I didn’t want to deliver a rip-off of all the jazz scores. That’s where the classical training
came in. When I was at Brandeis [University, Massachusetts] Stravinsky had just
written Agon and all these composers were ripping up tonal scores and writing atonal pieces.
The professor, said serial music, tone-row music, doesn’t have to be atonal. At a point where
I was almost ready to give up the assignment, I remembered that. Well, maybe I’ll write a tone
row with only jazz intervals, say major 7ths. It was the only time in my life I made one of those
charts, and to my great delight at 3 a.m. I realized I can do anything with those notes, and it’ll
sound jazzy with an organizing principle, like a metaphor for New York with all the chaos on
top but with that grid underneath. I was so delighted. It was definitely the biggest epiphany
I’ve ever had writing anything. It saved my life. The main theme came very quickly after that,
and the cues were really fun. I had a wealth of material. I could do anything.”
Andrew Gilbert, March 8, 2019
San Francisco Classical Voice
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3 DAYS OF THE CONDOR Dave Grusin
3 Days of the Condor is a story about Joe Turner (played by Robert
Redford), who works at the American Literary Historical Society in
New York City, which is actually a clandestine CIA office. Joe, like
his colleagues, spends his days reading books, newspapers, and
magazines from around the world, looking for anything which
looks suspicious or useful which might be of interest to the CIA.
Turner reads a thriller novel which has some strange plot elements,
not to mention an unusual assortment of languages it has been
translated into (despite not selling well). Suspicious that the book
might actually be a complex way for foreign spies to communicate,
he files a report to the CIA. A few days after submitting the report
Joe leaves the building through a back basement door to pick up
staff lunches at a nearby deli. Armed men, who’d been staking the
building out, making sure all seven staff had entered the building –
and being unaware that Turner has left to get lunch - enter the office
and murder the other six workers. Turner returns to find his
colleagues dead; he grabs a gun and exits the building.

After reporting the incident, Turner (code name Condor) finds himself on the run from the killers and his
employers. Turner encounters a woman, Kathy Hale, and forces her to take him to her apartment. He holds Hale
hostage while he attempts to figure out what is happening. Hale slowly comes to trust Turner; he tells her his story
and they become lovers.
According to director Sydney Pollack – interviewed for Grusin’s website – the composer “wrote a sound which
was very much on the cutting edge in those days,” adding, “and still is. It doesn’t sound dated.” I would argue
that it definitely was new then, but it equally definitely sounds dated now. But that’s not a bad thing with this kind
of film, where there is a need to establish its 70s identity. As we have established earlier in this book, much film
music is timeless in that it doesn’t use a style or instruments which explicitly suggest an era. Although orchestral
instruments bring with them a history, it is indeterminate and generally such music doesn’t age a film. Put crudely,
the only people who would listen to classical romantic music and say it was dated, have been dead for 200 years.
But often when we’re using a ‘sound’ which is tied to a specific time (such as Grusin’s score for Condor) it will
sound great at the time but thirty years later can be a different story. Filmmakers don’t generally think of thirty
years into the future; their goal is a soundtrack that works and sounds good. And anyway, despite the score
sounding dated now, with a film like Condor, this doesn’t matter. There are plenty of other props used in the film
(technical equipment at the place where Joe works, for example) which date it much more indelibly than the
music. Grusin’s score is a great reminder of the period in which the film is set. The line-up used was quite small
initially (although strings were dubbed later). Grusin himself played Fender Rhodes and there were plenty of other
‘greats’ of the jazz scene - Lee Ritenour on guitar, saxophonist Tom Scott, trumpeter Chuck Findley, Frank
Rosolino (one of the greatest trombonists in the world) Joe Pocaro on drums – to name but a few. There were ten
musicians on the session and everything was recorded live; nothing was ‘dropped in’ (apart, as I said earlier, the
strings). The jazz combo sound has a real tightness and integrity to it, which we don’t always find with more
impersonal larger ensembles and orchestras.
In most films music plays the role of expressing emotions that are not necessarily verbalised but in this film it is
the working of Condor’s mind which is often suggested musically. The stylish music got the director into trouble
in the previews because people were tapping their feet. Pollack was worried that they weren’t getting the film and
were listening to the music instead, says Grusin, on his website. Grusin wrote the scores for nine of Sydney
Pollack’s films. Christmas songs tend to lend a sense of pathos to the film, as well as being a narrative device for
pointing out what time of year the film is set.
The first piece we’ll look at is the opening theme, which plays over the credits and initial scenes from the office
where Joe works.
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Figure: 47d Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.09
The intro music is typical of the ‘smooth jazz’ that Grusin and
others were writing and performing at the time. By today’s
standards it is dated because, unlike David Shire’s music for
Pelham 123 and Don Ellis’ soundtrack to The French Connection,
this style was very popular but not as risky.
The cue begins with a really nice syncopated section which includes two consecutive semiquavers followed by an anticipated Rhodes and guitar chord.
To a degree it does throw you a little in terms of feeling where the beat is; when I first transcribed it, I had all manner of 2/4 and 5/8 bars to try and
make it stack up. Then I gave it to my friend and colleague, jazz pianist Nigel Chapman, who confirmed that, in fact, it was simply 4/4. “I’m not feeling
the 5/8 bars, man,” he reasoned. And he was right; I was overthinking it.

The Gm9(add2/4) serves to relax the piece, texturally, which in this narrative context, actually generates a
very slight sense of mystery, thanks to the slight incongruity of the cluster. This is followed by a gorgeous
and typically laid-back three-part harmonised figure.
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We hear an absolutely stunning chord in bar 16, with beautiful extensions carried by the semiquaver Rhodes notes. The rest
of the piece – probably mimicking the carefree mind-set of our protagonist, Joe (even though he doesn’t appear yet) – is a
medium, laid-back lightly syncopated jazz piece with a whiff of funk. The melody is built on 9th almost throughout, which
is a typical use of the extension in this genre. The music also serves to display the matter-of-fact, daily existence of the people
working in the office, even though, for its time the technology on show here was modern, as was the music. For its time this
is a great fusion of music and images which frame the office, the people and the tech. At the end of the transcription I will
examine the trumpet, sax and trombones in more detail.
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The first horn entry

The trumpet, sax and trombone parts
The front-line instruments (trumpet, sax and trombones) are very
interesting. It’s easy to under-think the voicings here because the first group
of notes are perfectly safe (right).

However, the subsequent groups trumpet, sax and trombone quavers (‘horns’ - bars 6,10,14 on
the original transcription) are more harmonically interesting and account for a lot of the colour
and drama in the phrases. In the example to the right, the chord the horns are built over is an
Emaj9 (#4). The first horn chord is voiced with the 3rd and maj7 at the top and a 2nd and #4 at the
bottom. This is typical of how we often find horns scored out in this style of smooth jazz. They
tend to not overstate the obvious primary intervals and go for the extension colours, but then often
invert them, which is why the 9th of the Emaj chord becomes a 2nd on the lowest instrument and
the #4 is stated low down too. With arranging, people tend to sometimes assume that front line
instruments simply duplicate what’s in the piano or guitar chords or that they exist in root-to-top
positions; but in fact you can often get some real colour by placing extensions in inverted
positions or even sometimes finding extensions which haven’t already been stated but which still
work. One way to see how inventive the horn voicings are, is to see if they can be represented a
different way via chord symbols. If the can, this means they have a kind of dual identity, which
is why they sound fresh and exciting. Check the voicings out to the right; all the chords that work
with the central Emaj9(#4) chord are also other chords as well.
The first chord exists as an F#6/9, the second one exists as a G#m7, the third one as a D#m7 - all
of which works beautifully and makes the chords penetrate the mix without having to be loud
because it’s rearranged the notes in the chord to unilaterally resemble a different but
complimentary chord. This trend of ‘not stating the obvious’ and ‘not simply duplicating an
existing voicing’ carries on in bar 10, where we find (from the top, down) D(5th), A(9th), F(7th)
and C (4th).

The third horn entry is shown to the right; again you can see how interesting and exciting the
voicings are because mostly they manage to occupy two meanings simultaneously.
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At 00.18.47 as Condor leaves the office following the discovery of the murder of all six of his colleagues, the
guitar plays an eerie line supported by piano and strings, which serves to emphasise Joe’s shock and also
confusion. The music sounds ‘off’ and disturbed, which perfectly mirrors Condor’s state of mind.
As we see Joe’s face through the glass door, we hear a combination of the initial bareness of the Eb(omit3) chord,
added to by the A (the #11), and this lends a real feel of apprehension and fear. The great thing here is that Grusin
sticks to the same textural line-up to create the fear and apprehension (with the addition of light strings). the
Fender Rhodes and guitar and bass are all really present in this piece. As a generalisation, it’s always preferable
to establish a textural and harmonic (one or both) identity and try and largely stick to it for the big pieces. In most
great film music there will be an identity to it. Sometimes listeners won’t be consciously aware; they may simply
be aware that the music ‘works’. Often if it ‘works’ it is for ordinary pragmatic reasons such as identity, rather
than any blinding flashes of brilliance. Not only does Grusin maintain the guitar, bass and Fender, the chords still
have a whiff of jazz about them (the 9ths and the maj7s etc). It is really the guitar dissonance and, for example
the opening bare chord and the subsequent Cmaj7(#4) which give the piece the hint of fear. The transition from
Bm9 (bar 4) to Abmaj7 (#11) is an excellent combination of smooth jazz and mild apprehension, which works
really well because the music here is playing Joe; his thoughts and fears. There is also more than a hint of sadness,
regret, reflection in the music, and again this is because texturally it is not using the archetypal ‘fear’ textures such
as the low creepy moving basses and cellos.
Figure: 47e Track: ‘Yellow Panic’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.18.47
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The chord in bar 7 is superb in terms of the unease
it generates, through the prism of the modern jazz
approach; the Cmaj7 with the tension in the #5 low
down and murky, works well, as does the really
acoustic bass line that runs through the bar.

The last piece we’ll look at comes at 00.22.17 and is much more traditionally ‘creepy’ in terms of its harmonies,
although it is still performed on the basic jazz combo, this time with the Vibes too.
we see Joe running through the park and we hear the traditional fearinducing low octave strings. A high string melody comes in briefly (which
follows a similar melodic hook to the horns at the beginning of the film).
But the point where the piece diversifies and becomes more about
confusion, apprehension, conspiracy is when the Rhodes and vibes play
an arpegiated motif implying the chords of Eb, Gb, A, Gm7. And what
keeps you guessing is that the figure repeats from the beginning of bar 3
but the idea begins two beats earlier with what is the last two beats of the
phrase.

Figure: 47f Film Cue Sync: 00.22.17
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ZODIAC David Shire
Zodiac is based on a book of the same name, by
Robert Graysmith, one of the characters in the
film. It is based on the true story of a serial killer
in the San Francisco Bay Area, who taunts police
with his letters and cryptic messages and clues.
The movie’s focus is more on the lives and
careers of the detectives and journalists who tried,
unsuccessfully, to catch the killer. Indeed, one
reason this case is so interesting – both in real life
and in the slightly fictionalised account on screen
- is the fact that it remains unsolved to this day.
But that is not to say there wasn’t a compelling
suspect – but that the police never had the
evidence to charge.
Initially the first scenes portray some of the early
killings; these are presented in their real,
historical brutality. Set primarily in San Francisco
in the between the late 1960s and 1980s, director
David Fincher’s film is slow, dark, subdued and
depressing; but it is refreshing not to have to
contend with the obligatory car chase or some sort
of conspiracy theory.

Essentially this is a story about the effect the case had on the lives of those trying to catch the ‘Zodiac’. We never
see the Zodiac’s face during the crimes, so we remain as in the dark as the detectives.
The music was composed by musical legend David Shire, whose work we looked at in The Conversation and The
Taking of Pelham 123. If ever the term ‘Chameleon’ referred to anybody, it refers to Shire; that one person could
be responsible for such stylistically different soundtracks as Zodiac, The Conversation and elements of Saturday
Night Fever, is remarkable. Apparently, David Fincher temped Zodiac with earlier Shire scores. As Jonathan
Broxton said in ‘Movie Music UK’, the music brought a sense ‘overbearing oppression’ to Zodiac. Shire was 70
years old when he wrote the score to Zodiac, and it was his first new score in almost twenty years.
David Fincher’s first idea was to use only source music; only records from the period. The film still has many
source tracks, and they do work well, but it also has a fantastically claustrophobic score from David Shire. When
Fincher enquired about Shire’s availability, he said, “Is he still alive?” The two met and Fincher said, “I don’t
want any big orchestral, obvious thriller music.” Shire thought about it and later played Fincher Charles Ives’
The Unanswered Question. Shire said:
“There was a combination of The Unanswered Question and I wrote my own
theme. That theme is in the cracks, and I think that’s what makes it interesting music.
Most of us, especially in film and theatre, we’re hybrids. We stand on the shoulders of
everyone before us and use different combinations to make new sounds out of old
sounds. These scores we’re talking about are very different but all have this common
genesis, the classical study and jazz study.”
Andrew Gilbert, March 8, 2019
San Francisco Classical Voice
The comment about The Unanswered Question and similar music, having the common genesis of classical and
jazz fusion, is very interesting. It shows, in a way, how subservient and suggestable we are to genre and our habit
of classifying music, and it shows what kinds of different ideas we can garner when we cross-pollinate radically
different approaches to composition. This is a personal opinion, but I think the score to Zodiac is an absolute
masterpiece. The orchestra used was scaled down; Shire wrote for strings, piano, a solo French horn, a solo
trumpet and occasional guitar.
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There are some similarities between this score and two of Fincher’s other films – Alien 3 (Elliot Goldenthal) and
Howard Shore’s Seven. Apart from anything else, this shows that Fincher’s influence on the music for his films
is as consistent as it is well-judged.
Jonathan Broxton said:
“Scores for Fincher movies provide a large amount of atmosphere, and more often
than not drip with overwhelmingly oppressive textures, eschewing a theme-based
approach almost entirely. So it is with Zodiac. The bulk of the score is made up of
shifting, slightly dissonant-sounding string figures, inspired by American classical
composer Charles Ives’ famous 1908 piece ‘An Unanswered Question’
Jonathan Broxton
Movie Music UK
As I stated earlier, the ‘Zodiac Killer’ was never caught; this is not a film with a happy ending – in fact it does not
really have an ending or a conclusion at all. It kind of just stops. The oppressive darkness and bleakness of Shire’s
music mirror this claustrophobic and frustrating feeling of incompleteness. But that is the film’s great strength; it
dared to tackle a story that had no conclusion and it was unafraid to mirror the frustration, claustrophobia and
stress felt by people who lived this story for real. And it also dared to use a score which used music which, to
most people – had they been listening to it as music - would have been far from easy to listen to. But that’s the
point; people don’t come to the cinema to hear nice music, they come to hear the sound of the emotion the film
needs, achieved through music.
The first cue we’re going to look at comes early in the film at 00.05.27. About four minutes in we see a couple,
Mike and Darlene, parked by a lake. They notice a car. The car then drives away but returns shortly after. A man gets out of
the car with a flashlight and shoots, comes to the passenger window and shoots Mike and Darlene multiple times. When the
shootings start the song ‘Hurdy Gurdy’ by Donovan fades in and rises to a crescendo as the shootings unfold. As the shooter
walks away the picture fades to black and the music dips and then crossfades with the first Shire cue. During the cue we see
the car the young couple was shot in, and we see the arrival of a Policeman on a motorbike, who looks over the two people
who’d been shot, one of whom is still – barely – alive. At the same time we hear a recording of the call the killer made to
police to claim ownership of the shootings, admitting to one a year earlier, too.
Figure: 48 Track: ‘Aftermaths’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.05.22
The scene, like most of the crime scenes in this film and
indeed a lot of the outside shots too, has a tightness to it; a
real sense of claustrophobia and of oppression. The pictures
are dark and sombre. Fincher generates a distinctive
mournfulness and Shire’s music creates the abject fear
superbly well.

Shire’s music achieves fear, but it is not fearful in the usual film music
way; there are no rising or falling basses and cellos. This piece
generates fear by seeming to sound afraid. The first chord glides in
faintly on bar 5; the Dm moves to E/D, and if this were voiced for
strings and brass lower down we’d have a much more traditional and
menacing sound. But these textures are thin and light; it’s what they
say that’s dark. The main body of the chord appears in the middle and
the textures remain soft and serene as the chords develop.

The chords become progressively more incongruous as
they depart from the key centre. Dm to E would need a
key-centre chord on the end of it to sound rational, but this
goes to an F#/D. The F# is itself inverted over its 3rd (A#),
and if we look at that note, call it a Bb instead, it is
traditionally related to the bottom D (min6). Then you
have the ‘normality’ of the self-contained F# chord itself.
So, what is ‘wrong’ with this is that, once again, we have
two realities which themselves are okay, but together
create a really strange, ‘wrong’, broken sound. That’s the
secret; Fincher said he didn’t want “big, orchestral,
obvious thriller music’ but I suspect what he didn’t want
was a traditional approach to thriller harmony. Only three
chords are used in this section of the cue, which establishes
a pattern and an identity. Shire uses some varied inversions
of the three chords so as to vary the phrase emotionally.
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The following cue comes 00.27.48 into the film, when detectives are at another crime scene which turns out to be
the work of the Zodiac killer. The music here is quite stunning; it is polytonal all the way through the transcription
and I have deliberately written both chords that apply to show how we hear and feel the chord. This is not
horrendous dissonance; in fact, it’s quite exquisite and beautiful. If we heard it as music, without a film, it would
sound odd and incongruous but we might not necessarily jump to the word ‘fear’; but with the images, the music
starts to fill a narrative function, one in which its polytonality is subtly suggestive of something broken, fractured.
Its serene textures speak of sadness for the dead, but the harmonies speak as if the killer is close by, watching. A
combination of claustrophobic pictures and broken music works brilliantly well; the two give something to each
other.
Figure: 50 Track: ‘Aftermaths’ Audio timing: 1.49 Film Cue Sync: 00.27.48

Again, this is all caused by a weird combination of soft strings and incongruous harmonies. All the top stave
chords are inverted, and this has the effect of slightly disguising them so the polyphony isn’t quite as colourful.
The Gb/Db over the Cm/Eb is an excellent chord, and if you listen close you can hear the consonance of the
bottom chord ringing through; the Bb from the top stave almost succeeds in making the bottom chord into an Eb6.
The top chord is slightly too high for its identity to be wholly noticeable, but, again, that’s all part of the plan. The
F6 underneath the E chord (bars 3-5) creates, again, a quite beautiful chord. The two chords are actually more
related than one might think; the D in the F6 works as a 7th of the E chord; the G# in the E chord (if you call it
Ab) works as a flattened 10th of the F chord; the E in the E chord functions as a maj7 of the F chord and the B in
the E chord functions as a #11 of the F chord. What makes these two chords not sound as if all the things I’ve just
said are true, is the fact that the two chords are separated vertically. I say all this not to simply prove a bizarre
theoretical fact, but to point out why these chords almost work.
The next cue comes at 00.38.17 when detectives are talking to two traffic cops about the recent shooting; the
music kicks in at the same time that it becomes obvious that the two cops may have actually seen the Zodiac and
not stopped to question him because they’d been wrongly told the killer was black – something which was a
mistake and quickly corrected. When this cue creeps into the scene it really does focus the context on the fact that
the Zodiac killer was seen – unfortunately not knowingly.
Low octave E notes with a C (min6) run throughout the initial section of this cue, acting as a harmonic and textural
bed of sound, over which the violin line sits. Although theoretically we can view the lower two-note chord as an
E with a minor 6th what it actually feels like is a C/E, even though the C is fainter than the lower E notes. The
biggest and most profound sense of oddness is when the very first G# melody note appears, which instantly has
the effect of turning the feel of the chord into an E. In bar 3, however, there’s a G natural in the melody which
makes it feel like a C/E again. This swapping between different realities of ‘feel’ in terms of how the chord is
interpreted has an effect emotionally too; most music we listen to doesn’t change so often in this way, and demands
much less of us, cognitively. These kinds of changes can sometimes create a disorientating feel in listeners, which
is exactly what they do here. Into this dynamic David Shire then introduces an F# Bb (7th)
The reason the second chord in bar 2 is called an
and the exact same chord in bar 6 is called a
is
because we feel the notes differently. In bar 6 we hear a Bb (7) and then the F# (#4), but they also form their
own dynamic by being the root and maj3 of an F# chord; although we don’t hear them consecutively and not
simultaneously, the faint whiff of this dynamic is felt, which adds to the incongruity of the piece.
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Figure: 51 Track: ‘Law and Disorder’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.38.17

The F# is felt as a 2nd because
we hear the chord as a C/E

The F# is felt as a 2nd because
we hear the chord as an ‘E’

Hearing the E as an
inverted 3rd

Hearing the E as a
root

Hearing the E as an
inverted 3rd

Hearing the E as a
root

Hearing the E as an
inverted 3rd

The next cue comes at 01.29.05 and sees detectives arrive at a trailer park where they think a suspect lives. The
man is not at home but the detectives gain access to his caravan and begin to look around. The caravan is filthy
and full of vermin, which the man keeps in cages. The piece is divided into several guitar phrases, which again,
sound odd because they’re essentially stating two harmonic realities at the same times.
The bottom stave begins on the Db note, which rings out, and which is joined by a G then Ab, which gives a vague
feel of Db, but the second half of the bar features G and D notes. The same thing happens on bar 6 (but up a tone)
and bar 11 (the same as bar 1). The last bar of the section before it repeats features a similar dissonant phrase.
Underneath the guitar and synths play long, min 2nd intervals, which creates a real sense of dissonance, where it
is difficult to feel the different competing harmonic realities. As the piece evolves, eventually high strings play a
#4 interval, which generates another level of anxiety. This piece is not very high in the mix in the film and some
of the subtle synth work is a little lost. The cue really exists to paint a faint but disturbing emotional picture of the
contents of the caravan and the likely character of the man who lives there.
Figure: 52 Track: ‘Trailer Park’ Audio timing: 0.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.29.05

Top pics 1st x
Bottom pics 2nd x
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Top pics 1st x
Bottom pics 2nd x
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The final cue we’re going to look at is a very interesting piece which plays behind a scene in which Robert
Graysmith visits fired crime reporter Paul Avery. The two had worked together on the Zodiac case - even though
Robert is actually a cartoonist – until Paul got fired for erratic and drunken behaviour. Inevitably Robert, who has
become obsessed with the Zodiac, has gone to talk to Paul about the case. This one is a bit tricky because we join
the audio cue midway through at 1.09, which syncs to 01.39.46 in the film. Unfortunately, the first two bars of
the transcription are barely audible in the film.
Figure: 52 Track: ‘Avery & Graysmith, Toschi & Armstrong’ Audio timing: 1.09 Film Cue Sync: 01.39.49
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The music here works really well because, at face value this is simply a chat, or argument, between two former
colleagues about the Zodiac; Graysmith thinks it is important and thinks he can still be caught, whereas Avery is
bitter, cynical and simply argues all the points Graysmith makes, saying the Zodiac wasn’t important. The music
lends the scene a real sense of urgency; this time the string chords have more of a sense of direction than the other
cues. There is an overall ascending feel thanks to the bass contour, which gives the music a sense of inevitability
and the scene a sense of growing antagonism and disagreement between the two men. The sense of inexorable
ascent and the magnificent tensions along the way also has the effect of adding to the seriousness of the
conversation; the Zodiac is still out there.
Musically the D/F# becomes a D (#5)/F#, (or, another way of looking at it, an F#(#5). Again we have this sense
of confusion because the chord can mean two things. This sense of simultaneous duality of reality is disorientating.
We feel it as a D/F# initially, but then the A# is felt as a rich, warm maj3rd which runs contrary to how we initially
felt the second chord. Similarly, in bar 3 we feel an E chord with the G# at the bottom, but then in bar 4 the bottom
note (G#) is felt as a root, with the B# in the middle stave acting as a ‘maj 3rd’ of a G# chord, which means we
feel the E (middle stave) as a ‘#5’.
I realise that this just sounds like empty theorising, and of course, as I have said before, I am not saying listeners
are consciously aware of hearing a major or minor chord, or of recognising an inversion, or an extension, much
less being able to name them; what I’m saying is that listeners experience largely wordless feelings and emotions
and reactions which are triggered by certain musical events and devices, and somewhere in their vast subconscious
repertoire of classified and categorised emotions with memories of corresponding music, they can subconsciously
‘recognise’ types of chords and therefore, to a degree, benefit from the many dynamics which I describe via the
language of music. Obviously, the denser the textures and more oblique the harmony, the harder it will be; but, as
I have said before, even complex dissonance is usually, when analysed, a collection of different conflicting
consonant harmonic realities. And if people can even slightly subconsciously realise this, it will inform and
nourish the benefit they get from the emotion that the music generates within them.
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CHAPTER 9: AMERICAN COP SHOWS
“I wrote the original theme in two hours and now
spend four or five hours writing the five minutes or
so of new music per episode. In TV they don’t want
it good, they want it by 9 a.m.”
Mike Post

I have interpreted the ‘American Cop’ genre loosely for the purposes of analysing the theme tunes, in that it
includes private detective series and crime drama shows as well as traditional Cop shows. I discussed some
American cop show themes in my first book - The Streets of San Francisco, Starsky & Hutch, Kojak, Ironside and Hill Street Blues and I’m now going to visit some more; they are such great examples of brilliant stylistic
composing and have left enduring memories for millions of listeners. I am going to revisit Kojak and Ironside as
the initial analysis was quite brief.
As we have established numerous times, music communicates mainly emotionally; rarely does it translate literally.
People do not, as a rule, recognise Gm7 or Csus4 or Fmaj7/G literally1 but they do have a vast unconscious
embedded understanding of harmony which enables them to recognise and react emotionally to often complex
harmonies. This is part of how and why music is enjoyed and why people get fulfillment and satisfaction from it.
Because the evolution of our cognitive skills are very much alike, we react in reasonably predictable ways to what
we hear. So although the vast majority of listeners do not recognise music literally and are not able to literally
identify the notes and chords, nevertheless for many people it is the music they remember more than the show.
Something people understand in a largely emotional way often eclipses memory of the TV show itself, even
though the show transmits visually – a supposedly superior method of understanding. You can prove this yourself
by asking someone to name the actors or characters from a television show from twenty years ago. Few will be
able to. But if you play the theme music, most will recognise it and eventually name the show. It is indeed strange
that something that communicates via the vagaries of emotional memory can sometimes be more effective than
our actual visual memory of people, places, events, etc.
The history of music is the history of the world through music, and nowhere is this truer in popular culture than
with songs and TV themes; whereas underscore music can be quite abstract, themes are the sonic and emotional
signature of the show, which means they have to be attractive and relevant to viewers. In many cases they are
representative of musical styles which are in fashion at the time. This is why themes often seem quite cheesy and
melodramatic when listened to forty or fifty years later; styles have moved on. This is not always as obvious in
film, where music is sometimes above, beyond and outside the realms of current fashion; if you watch the original
Star Wars or ET forty years later it will not be the music which dates it. Even in non-science fiction films music
is less likely to succumb to the current fashions in music, except where diegetic music is concerned. But, in
contrast, when listening to Tom Scott’s amazing theme from Starsky & Hutch (the first version) we are transported
back to a time of jazz-funk and loud clothes which seem both irresistible and ridiculous to us now.
The time given to composers of TV shows is usually even less than that given to film composers, with writers
often expected to turn round an hour’s worth of TV music in a week; there is little time for deep conceptualization
or for composers to get all their points across, so they are more wedded to stylistic, generic writing to achieve
their point. Theme music from the 1950s right through to the end of the 20th Century tended to be something
which communicated instantly and obviously. But in the past few years many shows don’t really have a theme as
such; they have a sonic announcement, which can often last just four or five seconds. So in many ways ‘TV
themes’ are a thing of the past.
Eric Deggans discusses the ‘death of the TV song’ in the Chicago Tribune:
“I write today about the passing of something special, fading away so subtly many of us have
failed to take proper notice. The death of the TV theme song. Everybody’s got a different
story about that one composition that sticks in the head. You never grew tired of hearing the
entire premise of the TV show you were about to watch, laid out in the same catchy song
every week. There are the sleek jams, ranging from ‘Barney Miller’ and ‘Mission:
Impossible’ (did a trilling string tremolo ever sound cooler?) to the theme from ‘Ironside’”
He goes on to suggest reasons for the decline in memorable TV themes:

1

You would need ‘absolute pitch’ to recognise notes and in addition be able to identify the chords which the notes belong to.
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“So why do so few current TV shows have memorable themes? My hunch is that modern TV
producers fear flip-happy viewers will take any excuse to surf away from a show and sample
other channels. Eliminating the theme song is just another way to deal with the multitude of
channels and remote-control technology offered today's consumers, locking them into an
unfolding show before they even realize it has begun. I also blame ‘Frasier,’ which may have
started the anti-theme trend by taking its own tune (‘Tossed Salad and Scrambled Eggs,’) and
sticking it at the back of the show, to play over the closing credits after the episode was done.
And the three or four of us who still watch ‘ER’ have noticed that the theme song has been
reduced to a single chord of music. There’s little doubt we’ve lost something special.”
The ‘death of the TV song’
Chicago Tribune
2nd Jan, 2008
Eric Deggans makes some interesting points. When I was researching which theme tunes to feature in this book,
I wasn’t originally intending for it to be so centred around the 70s and 80s, but it seems that’s where most of the
genuinely thematic intro music is to be found. So our analysis of television themes is also a trip down ‘memory
lane’; we begin in the 1950s and travel through the decades, looking at several of the most distinctive American
cop show themes, starting with Peter Gunn. Many different versions of this track have been released over the
years, but for the purposes of this analysis we’re going to look at the original intro and outro to the show.
PETER GUNN Henry Mancini

Peter Gunn was an American Private Detective series which ran from 1958
to 1961. The show was the creation of Blake Edwards, who went on to direct
the Pink Panther films. The series, like many shows, is best remembered
now for its distinctive theme music, written by Henry Mancini – one of the
world’s foremost arrangers and composers. The theme was nominated for an
Emmy and two Grammy’s and has been covered by numerous jazz
orchestras. Peter Gunn is also notable for being the first television detective
series whose character was created for television, instead of adapted from
books or films. Usually the theme comes in after a short scene which sets to
the context for the episode.

Figure: 01 Track: ‘Peter Gunn Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.34

In the original TV version, we’re
straight in with the theme. The line
starts on the 7th and this is only
accompanied by the driving bass line
on bass, guitar and piano.
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There are chords at this point so all we
have is the rawness of the counterpoint,
which exaggerates the effect of the
notes contained in both.

Uncluttered by chord voicings, the notes are more
prominent; we really get the effect not just of the
melodic line intervals of 7th and flattened 9th, but also
of the effective semi-Boogie bass line. the bass line,
with its rising and falling contours, is a constant
feature in this piece, and the line, along with the
melody line, creates a wonderfully loose, evocative
‘bluesy’ feel, which mirrors the dark, difficult and
dirty work of law enforcement portrayed in this show.
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(add6)

The introductory version of the
piece is very brief and ends
with the excitement of the
syncopated lead up to the
multi-coloured 6/9 chord,
which contains a maj7 as well.
The chord is effective but it is
Mancini’s repetitive use which
really makes it stand out,
creating this wonderful sense of
tension, apprehension and
expectation.
Also let’s not forget the
textures; the raw textures of the
trumpets, saxes and trombones
and the fall-offs (downward
glissandos) which contribute so
much to the looseness of the
phrasing.

Below is the outro version,
which is longer and also,
towards the end features a
harmonised melody line.

Figure: 02 Track: ‘Peter Gunn Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.25.22

9

The close-part voicing of the F9 chord offers the piece a really colourful sense of excitement (bar
9) and the excitement is supplemented by the crotchet triplet pickup. The out-of-sync feeling of the
crotchet triplets increases the sense of swagger in the phrase and the 9th (G) is bookended vertically
by the 2nd (G) at the bottom of the voicing which makes the chord voicing extension heavy and
thus, colourful.
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Whereas the first close-part voicings we looked at were on fairly static F9 chords,
the ones in bars 13 and 14 are more vivid because the entire blocks of harmony
are shifting as part of the crotchet triplet rhythm. Crotchet triplets at this speed in
in context of this loose rhythmic accompaniment, are never accurate, and nor are
they supposed to be. Also, although these chords are written as F7s with a flattened
9th (because of the lower context provided by the rhythm section) in fact the sax /
trombone voicings on beats 3 and 4 of bar 13 and the entirety of bar 14 are
diminished. The tension between the lower rhythm section belting out the quaver
run which suggests an F7, and the Gb diminished nature of the horn chords, is
really effective, creating, in this particular filmic context, feelings of a slightly
clandestine nature.

We talked about the repeated
quaver chords earlier, which
appear in this version too (bars
17 and 18); these are very
effective because of their
repetitive nature and because
they take so long to resolve.
When they do resolve, the
chord at the end is worth a
closer look; saxes are voiced
fairly openly to elicit the
warmth and richness of the
maj3. But on the top stave of the
sax voicing we hear a very
square voicing which includes
the 6th and the maj7 the octave
below. Trumpets ignore the 6th
and state the 9th and maj7
whereas trombones state the 6th.
Normally 6/9 chords do not
include the maj7; the maj7 is a
different style and type of
extension, sometimes bolstered
by the 9th. Because the 6th and
maj7th
perform
different
functions, emotionally and
practically within a chord,
having the 6, 9 and maj7 could
be akin to over-colouring. But
in this context (the brash, loose
and swaggering horns), the
overstatement works well.
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MANNIX Lalo Shiffrin
Mannix was an American television detective series
starring Mike Connors in the lead role. It ran from
1967 to 1975 and, as is the case with so many shows,
had a superbly conceived and arranged theme which
is still remembered now. The show enjoyed eight
series which was a superb achievement when we
consider that this was the heyday of American cop
shows. The Mannix character is the quintessential and
clichéd American detective, and is a war hero to boot,
having fought in the Korean War.
When Eric Deggans talked about the ‘death of the TV song’ in the Chicago Tribune, he might not have been specifically talking
about themes like Mannix but he might as well have been, because it is precisely this mix of rhythmic energy and harmonic
colour that characterises shows like this, along with Ironside, Kojak and the rest. In the case of Mannix the music begins with a
kind of jazz fanfare with the first few phrases appearing like bullets from a gun rather than notes from the horn section. Because
we don’t immediately grasp the 3/4-time signature, the phrases initially appear heavily syncopated and like bolts out of the blue;
by bars 7 onwards the 3/4 feel has solidified and we perceive it as the jazz waltz it is. From bar 11 the horn phrasing is very
syncopated with the Q&A between the bass note and answering chords. As with many things we’ve looked at during the course
of my books on film and television music, phrases which are syncopated and not as easy to play or feel as they seem tend to
generate a hurried and frantic delivery which helps the context of the show and the style of the accompanying images brilliantly.
Such is the case in the saxes and trombones from bar 11. This creates and maintains a level of excitement and anticipation.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘Mannix Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The interplay between the high brass chords and the
answering timpani really drives the piece.

Also there is also some great tension and expectation in bars 7 and 8 thanks to the
specific combination of the maj7 (normally a polite, sedate extension) and the #4.
Unilaterally the two together form a perfect 5th, and it is this rigid, square context which
is ‘out of place’ given the #4/maj7 intervals they occupy.
(#9/#11)

In addition, the chord that the #4/maj7 chords end up ‘feeding’ is the is the C7
which is an exciting, multi-coloured, extension heavy chord (effectively an Ebm over
a C7) which really lights the piece up, especially with the trumpets being high.
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At bar 15 the melody begins, and of all places to find
the ‘sci-fi chord change’ - which we discussed many
times in previous books, (Morrell, 2013. 37, 44, 84) –
one wouldn’t neccesarily expect to find it in an
American cop show theme. But as I have mentioned
many times, no one chord or type of chord change, is
not tied inexplicably to a particular genre. We call it
the Sci-fi change because it appears more in science
fiction films than anywhere else.
Out of its sci-fi context, the chord trick (in this key and textural context) of F to Cm merely sounds interesting, as if is taking the piece in a different direction
– which it is; the Cm lies outside the key of F. But it comes back to F on bar 19, where we hear the same chord trick but this time the Cm7 acts as a pivot
chord (21-22) to a brief modulation to Bb. Almost as soon as it gets to Bb we glide through a selection of changes (Bbmaj7, A7, Dm, G7, C#m, F#7 Bm7,
E7) which lead us to the key of A. My point about all this is that this rapid journey through different and occasionally unrelated chords – whilst typical of a
fast jazz waltz – isn’t neccesarily typical of a detective theme.
But the point is this: sometimes thematic
music is meant to reflect a wider context,
such as the character of Mannix. The
piece is fast, constantly changing, but
also has a casualness to it – a carefree
feel.

The piece works great with the images which accompany it, which are also quick changing and a little frantic. The syncing is loose and broad but there
are nevertheless some moments where there is a beautiful symmetry between image and musical gesture, such as bar 28 and the octave jump which
coincides with Mannix hesitating and turning on a staircase.

At bar 32 (below) the syncopated sax and trombone lines give way to simpler and static chords; this is to accommodate the texture and busy movement of the strings, which
have appeared but it is also to alter the emotional balance of the piece. Frantic, syncopated saxes and trombones is not something that can be sustained forever. Music lives
or dies by its arrangement, and Lalo Schifrin, above all else, is a consummate arranger, who understands structure and placement like few others. Music is a living, evolving
thing and every style normally has an atypical approach to arrangement, which acts kind of as the textural ‘clothes’ that the harmony wears. This isn’t to say that composers
have to adhere to these norms, but styles evolve to become something listeners can understand and remember and react to. So, whilst Schifrin uses the jazz waltz approach
slightly out of context, he has taken elements of that ‘other context’ (the high trumpets and dramatic intro) and made them work together as a TV detective theme. In order
to combine and contrast different dynamics and stylistic approaches in music, above all else you need to understand arrangement; structure, placement, architecture. Because
music is a living, breathing structure, it has recognisable tolerances; things you get away with doing and things you can’t.
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Below I have transcribed just the melody, so we can have a look at it in isolation. Melodically the piece is split
into several sections; the first of which contains the Alto sax line, which appears twice. Bars 9-16 (in this
transcription, which has no intro notated) contain an entirely different tune which succeeds in taking us from Bb
(bar 9) to A (bar 17). Although harmonically it’s offering us some interesting changes which take us out of the
key centre and into another one, rhythmically the phrase is simpler. Bars 1-9 could be split into two 4 bar phrases,
whereas bars 9-12 are split into two 2-bar phrases – therefore the phrases are becoming shorter, emphasising the
sense of excitement.
Figure: 04 Track: ‘Mannix Theme’ (melody)

The essence of the phrase in bars 13-19 is one of three similar phrases with a lovely push as the saxes go to the top E note, the octave jump emphasising the syncopation.

The melody has a real sense of journey, almost as if it’s plotting the most interesting journey it can, weaving in
and through the harmonies. As with all great pieces, the melody sounds like it was born with the chords, and vice
versa, and the piece as a whole, though it features an interesting journey through different key centres, always
sounds natural – almost as if this is the only way it should have been.
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HAWAII FIVE O Morton Stevens
Of all the shows we have looked at in this book and my previous three
books, the theme from Hawaii Five-O is probably one of the most
memorable and instantly recognisable. The show was mostly shot on
location in Hawaii, and many of the actors in the show were locals due
to the lack of a proper film industry in Hawaii. The series’ main
protagonist was Steve McGarret, played by Jack Lord – the man who
famously passed on Star Trek, handing it o a then unknown William
Shatner. By the time the final episode came it was the longest running
cop drama on television. Its theme was memorable, as was the line
McGarret used at the end of many episodes when asking his colleague
to arrest a villain: “Book em’ Danno.”
The famous theme tune from the show is also one of the show’s most memorable legacies, and was written by
Morton Stevens. The piece was recorded by The Ventures and went to No.4 in the American billboard, but it was
the original arrangement which played in the show itself. Shows initially began with a ‘cold opening’ which
introduced the plot for the episode, before cutting to an enormous ocean wave and the theme tune.
Like many successful TV themes, especially American ones, there are many subtly different arrangements and
mixes used in the show over the years, which can make transcribing the ‘definitive’ version hard; which one do
you choose? In the end I went with one which was used for the longest amount of time, and which can be found
on YouTube. All the versions begin with some instantly recognisable fast and energetic drums. Most people I
have played this track to have named the show after a couple of seconds, based purely on the drums at the
beginning. Many other shows achieve this too, such as – by complete contrast – the end theme to Only Fools and
Horses.

Figure: 05 Track: ‘Hawaii Five‐0 Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

Although I have written the chord as Cm in bar 6, it is only
marginally a minor chord, thanks to the minor 3rd high in
the synth accompaniment. The low brass, which is such a
distinctive accompaniment in this theme, plays root, 5th and
octave, giving the overall harmonic feel a slightly harsh,
colourless feel, which in the context of the show and the
opening titles, spells drama. The melody is one of the most
recognisable in the entire history of TV music, such is the
specificity and strength of its message – by which I mean
the unequivocal strength of the colours contained in the
line, which starts on the 5th, ends on the 5th and has a held
octave in the middle. All these are strong, powerful ‘prime’
intervals, traditionally signifying authority, strength and
power.
G
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Also, the rhythm of the bass and trombones sticks rigidly to this
pattern for much of the piece, which offers rhythmic continuity

5th

The main hook (bar 5/6) is repeated throughout, which
makes the piece memorable and ‘catchy’.
Another of the many reasons the melody is so memorable and
distinctive is because it isn’t unduly cluttered with over-voiced chords
or with too many competing rhythms. The piece is actually quite empty
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The only other bits of counterpoint, early on, are the flutes and piccolos and the synth lines,
which are occasional and always come during gaps in the melody. All good film
composing is a product of good arranging. Arranging and composing are inextricably
linked and cannot survive without each other.
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Without a shadow of doubt one of the other great communicative factors in this piece is its constant freshness and feeling of surprise, which is a
product of the many key changes, which are normally accompanied by subtle differences in the arrangement; this is no accident – a change in texture
or instrumentation is often a shining light which italicises other factors, such as, in this case, the key change: in bar 22 we hear the unmistakable
thunderous sound of the octave trombones coming in with the melody, accompanied by a slightly less abrasive horn counterpoint, which, just like
the flutes / piccolos and synth before, appears in the melodic gaps. The other important thing to say about the key changes is that they all sound
sudden; bars 20/21 are the 15th and 16th bars of the melodic phrase, but just before bar 21 we get a syncopated phrase (bar 20) tied to the sudden,
unexpected and static semibreve (21) which itself becomes the lead into bar 22 where the introduction to the key change is. What all this does because the ending of the phrase and the lead up to the key change is articulated in a way which compromises the expectancy we have subconsciously
built up – is create excitement and distraction, which of course, keeps us interested.
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The ending of this version - and all the other versions of differing lengths and subtly different instrumentation – comprises
of a series of quick-fire repeats of the central hook. The really clever bit here is that we all expect a resolution to Dm on
bar 37, whereas we get a single D note with the quaver motif on trombones & tuba, leading to what seems like a sus chord
on bar 38, during which the horns play a Dm quaver line; this takes us to the Asus4 and briefly the Fm/A before finishing
on the wonderfully ascending Bb, C and D. What all this means in practical terms is that the ending (bars 37-39) is exciting,
confounds our expectations and has some real abstract harmonies, before finally (bar 40/41) giving us an ending we can
understand and enjoy, leaving us feeling exhilarated. The percussion has the final word, just as they had the first word.

The music works brilliantly well with the pictures; as with Mannix the images are quick, and this time feature extreme zoom shots. The first hit
point is when the melody hits the root note on bar 6, which syncs with the title card. The next proper sync point is when the camera performs
an extremely quick zoom towards an apartment block (bar 12) which syncs with a long, held note. As the piece hits the next part of the phrase
(bar 14) we get a sudden shot of Steve McGarret. As we get the trombone lead into bar 21, the quavers are synced to the ‘bullets out of a gun’
images of the statue (bar 21). Bar 31 is loosely synced to the appearance of the police light. Bar 36 is synced to the shot of the character ‘Kono’.
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CHARLIE’S ANGELS Jack Elliot and Allyn Ferguson
Charlie's Angels was an American crime television drama series, which ran from
1976 to 1981. It lasted for five series and followed the adventures of three women
who worked for a private detective agency. Their boss was the never-seen but
always heard Charlie Townsend, who spoke to his crime fighting ‘Angels’ over a
speakerphone. The ‘Angels’ saw many casting changes over the years but the
original three are generally regarded as the best – Farrah Fawcett Majors - at the
time married to Lee Majors, star of The Six Million Dollar Man, which we’ll look
at later – Jaclyn Smith and Kate Jackson. Although drawing criticism from some
for being a vehicle for exploiting the sex appeal of its three stars, it remained hugely
popular with audiences and was one of the few shows of the time featuring women
as the main stars. After the success of Police Woman, starring Angie Dickinson –
which we look at later – producers had an idea about a show featuring three
beautiful female private investigators.

The opening four bars features the anticipatory chord of Gmaj7/A – there is no melodic line here because we hear the
voice of Charlie introducing the Angels. The tune enters on bar 5 and we don’t hear Charlie’s voice until bar 9, thus
giving the melody a chance to establish itself. The melody has a very bright sound, and this isn’t just because it features
a solo trumpet, but also because of the extensions embedded in the line, which are very centric to maj7s and 9s. Melody
lines are not usually so tied toward such specific and colourful extensions; usually there might be more variety. But
the emphasis on the maj7 and 9s does make the melody penetrate. The melody is shared by the solo trumpet and strings
an octave higher, which is kind of like putting a layer of gloss on the trumpet. Bolstering solo instruments with other,
softer textures has the effect of highlighting and italicising melody lines.
Figure: 06 Track: ‘Charlie’s Angels’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

maj7th

9th

9th

maj7th

The orchestration adheres to other classic techniques, such as the demisemiquavers leading up to the melody line (end of bar 4, etc). Other arranging
devices employed to give the theme direct cultural relevance was the wah-wah disco feel in the guitar. At the time this was ‘cool’ but fifty years
later it doesn’t age particularly well.
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The horns fill out the bars (texturally, harmonically and
rhythmically) underneath the solo trumpet and strings, which has
the effect of slightly softening the overall textural feel of the piece.
9th

The addition of woodwind on the melody acts as an evolution
and growth of the arrangement – this is how music feels alive.

maj7th

9th

The four bars leading up to the key change at bar
16 have Charlie’s dialogue behind, so the
counterpoint horn line in bars 13-15 acts as filler
during this dialogue, before the piece is brought
back to life with the key change. the key change
refreshes the piece and acts as an emphatic reaction
to Charlie introducing himself, i.e. “My name is
Charlie.” – cue key change

The piece seems to resolve when
it hits the Emaj9 but then it very
cleverly key changes to D (bar
23) which seems refreshing but
it is simply a return to the
original key.
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Generally, if you’re about to light the piece up, upward strings will work,
The downward semiquavers at the end of bar 30 lead to another
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a slight
‘down section’, downward
‘dormant’ section which acts as filler, containing the same horn line as
semi or demi-semi quavers can work.
the last such section. These less emphatic and less colourful brief
sections are important because they break up the extreme colour
contained in the main melodic sections.

Whether the composer chose the happy sounding maj7 and 9-based melody because the show featured women
private detectives, rather than male, is open to debate. Generally speaking, intervals do not exhibit specific
genders, but in this piece, thanks also to the texture of the melody, the maj7 has a positivity to it; it creates a
content, relaxed kind of feel – possibly even light-hearted.
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CANNON John Parker

Cannon was an American ‘Quinn Martin’ TV detective series which ran from 1971 to 1976
The series is notable for being the first ‘Quinn Martin’ production to run on a network other
than ABC. As was sometimes the case with such series, Cannon was portrayed as a war
veteran (Korean) and a former member of the L.A. Police Dept. He went against the mould
slightly by being portrayed as having a high level of education; as well as being familiar
with several languages, he showed extensive knowledge of such diverse subjects as science,
art and history. Cannon was a widower, having lost his wife and son in a bomb attack while
he was on the police force, as revealed in the two-hour pilot.

Figure: 07 Track: ‘Cannon Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

This theme is more rugged and raw than the glossy Charlie’s Angels. There
are no strings and the whole piece is actually quite sparsely arranged. It is
similar to Mannix at the start, in that it has a fanfare-type brass figure. After
that it runs straight into bar 3; there would normally be a two-bar turnaround
before the melody line came in, but here – probably due to time limitations
– there is just one bar of rhythm and chords (bar 3) and then we’re straight
in to the tune. I mention all this because the structurally and architecturally
rushed intro actually serves the narrative because it makes it appear more
anxious and more exciting.
The rhythmic accompaniment behind the main theme (bar 4
onwards) is interesting; the bass line, with the offbeat and
syncopated Cb, is quite sparse and the drums are tight and
concise and generally not as busy as one might expect. There
is quite a lot of space in this piece. In other versions the
melody is taken by trombones and tuba – so, as I mentioned
earlier, the whole approach to this music was wholly more
rugged than many TV detective shows.

There is some great use of the ‘Cowboy
chord sequence’ (Morrell, 2013. 61) in
this piece (bars 11-14); as explained in
previous books in much more detail, the
Cowboy sequence is where, in a major
key, a phrase ends with the last two or
four bars playing the 7th chord and the 5th
chord (in C this would be Bb and G, and
in Db it would be Cb and Ab). In Cannon
the Ab is substituted for Gb/Ab which is
nearly the same thing. This kind of chord
turnaround has heroic connotations, as
explained more in my first book.
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There is a section in the piece which is brilliant in terms of the tension
and anxiety it generates; we hear the Cannon fanfare (21-24) which
ends on an unexpected Eb chord with an ascending bass (bars 24-25),
(we had been expecting the Cb based on the earlier exposure); to
compound the feeling of incongruity we then get a D chord moving to
an Ab9(#11). Normally the switch from a chord of Eb to D would
sound chromatic, but the Eb chord being inverted over the Bb makes
the change from Eb to D sound stranger and much more dramatic. That
said, by far the most dramatic chord sequence is the D to Ab9(#11).
This whole section generates a real and palpable sense of anxiety.

As is the case in many themes,
the ‘second time around’ the
melody (bar 16 onwards) there is
a subtle arranging change; the
trumpets take the melody with a
great horn counterpoint behind.

Just like Hawaii Five-0, Cannon ends with a fugue-like restatement of the original lick. The piece ends with a fantastic and exciting harmonised semiquaver
flourish leading up to the dramatic final Bb chord.
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KOJAK Billy Goldenberg
Kojak is an American TV cop series starring Telly Savalas as Theo
Kojak, a New York City police lieutenant. Savalas had starred
in The Marcus-Nelson Murders as a police detective and the film
served as a pilot for the Kojak television series. Kojak’s Greek
American heritage (shared by the actor) featured in the series. He
was famous for his catchphrase, ‘Who loves ya, baby’ and also for
being seen sucking on a lollipop in many episodes. The lollipop
was a substitute for cigarettes, which he was often seen smoking
in early episodes, until they were banned from American
television in 1971. Billy Goldberg’s iconic theme tune to this
successful American TV detective show makes expert use of the
pedal note too, in the opening of the theme; especially the
penultimate bar of the phrase, which displays considerable but
flirting dissonance. The modern jazz orchestration, dissonances
and pedal notes which act as a harmonic gelling agent for the
phrase, combine to create a memorable intro. The intro creates a
specific, identifiable and definable harmonic flavour which is
exciting, unsettling and dramatic. These types and styles of themes
were the hallmark of 70s American cop shows.
As stated earlier, Billy Goldenberg composed Kojak; if you remember, he was the composer behind Duel (which
we looked at in the ‘Thrillers’ chapter). I mention this as a timely reminder of the chameleon-like nature which
many of the older generation of film score composers had (Williams, Goldsmith, Horner, Shore, etc) whereby
their style in a particular film was whatever the film required. Nobody would imagine that Kojak came from the
same mind that created the wonderfully dissonant and abstract musical world of Duel. The first thing of note about
the first three bars that open the piece, is that they are all about the oft-mentioned ‘sci-fi’ chord change, which is
so-called because of its preponderance in science fiction movies. When used in non-sci-fi movies they tend to
generate an overwhelming dramatic flavour and when used on the small screen on Kojak they generate more of
an expansive grandness.
Figure: 08 Track: ‘Kojak Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

Bar 4 gives the intro a really great piece of
tension prior to the Bb bars (5-6). The chords
of Gb/F, A/F and E/F actually sound more
dramatic than dissonant, thanks to their
speed and the drama of the pedal F, which
mitigates the dissonance somewhat. Also,
the change from Bb to Bbm is absolutely
fabulous, gently removing the tension,
offering a feeling of reflection and giving the
sequence a touch of melancholy – almost as
if someone is gently letting the air out,
emotionally speaking.
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The piece is a masterpiece in the
gentle toing and froing between
tension and release; bar 7-10 has
the sedate and elongated string
line over the light Disco feel of
the guitar and wider rhythm
section, but this is juxtaposed
brilliantly by bars 11-12, which
contain the alternating Bbm7
and Cm7/Bb chords with
dramatic high brass.

The really clever thing here is
This device, where the
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Bbm7 and Cm7/Bb set us up
but in a new intervallic
brilliantly for the key change
context, is extremely
(the Ab on top of the Bbm7
effective; the continuity of
chord becomes the G# - maj7
the note belies the interval
– of the subsequent Amaj7/B
change, which makes for
chord.
dramatic listening.

The ‘Westside Story – I Want to Live
in America’ reference on bars 19-20 is
stunning in terms of cultural
appropriation and in terms of dramatic
musicality within the Kojak theme.
The relationship and slightly odd,
chromatic-sounding friction between
the Ebmaj7 and Gb/Bb, along with the
5/4 timing and ‘bullets-out-of-a-gun’
delivery really injects drama into the
piece.
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before the end we get a repeat of the opening phrase; this time the
Gb, A and E chords (bar 32) are root-positioned and are followed
with a ‘tag’ section which falls down from E to Eb, before ending
on the B, D, G and held Bb. This all makes for a very dramatic
ending, which raises the emotional temperature, framing the show
brilliantly. One of the clever things about the E – Eb transition is
the way the chord goes down but the trumpets and trombones ‘go
up’ – so we have the feeling of a combined and contradictory sense
of movement/
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POLICE WOMAN Morton Stevens
Police Woman, starring Angie Dickinson in the lead role, revolves
around Sgt. ‘Pepper’ Anderson, an undercover police officer working
for the Criminal Conspiracy Unit of the LA Police Department. It was
the first 1-hour TV drama featuring a woman in the leading role. As
was the case with many TV shows featuring women, Dickinson was
objectified; she said, “I was tired of appearing in scenes where the
phone rings while I'm taking a bath.” Police Woman influenced later
shows such as Charlie’s Angels and it also impacted the real world of
law enforcement; sociologists who have in recent years examined the
inspiration for long-term female law enforcement officials to adopt
this vocation have been surprised by how often Police Woman has
been referenced.
The theme tune from this show is one of the best American TV detective themes from this era, and is written by legend
Morton Stevens – who also wrote the Hawaii Five-0 theme we looked at earlier. Stevens’ themes are very strong
melodically; this one is obviously completely different to Hawaii Five-0 but the slightly darker, slower, funkier approach
fits the intro pictures extremely well. The piece also has more than a whiff of ‘sultry jazz’ too, which I will expand on
shortly.
The piece begins with a police siren and title card, followed by drums, which set the feel, before we suddenly get a splash
of colour thanks to the first ‘shock chord’, on bar 4, which syncs with – and thus brings meaning to - the colourisation of
the Angie Dickinson picture. We then get a two-chord sequence which repeats (Gm, Ebmaj7) with ‘held’ chords
underpinning the beautifully written and extremely syncopated piano motif, which feels like it’s being pushed all the way,
creating a wonderfully dramatic and anticipatory feel, which adds to the dark, suspense of the intro music.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘Cannon Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

What draws our attention to the piano motif in bars 4-7 is not
just the static, held chords which support it and the lack of any
other rhythmic context, but also the voicing of these chords (Gm
to Ebmaj7). As we have seen countless times before, minimal
physical note movement within chords can make for a subtler
experience because it is the intervals that change, not the notes.
Also the D (bar 5, bass clef stave, strings and
trombones) works well as a 5th interval but only just
works sonically as a maj7, because it is so low down.
This makes the Ebmaj7 have a really warm and
slightly muddy sound (because of the low D).

5th
min3rd
1st

maj7th
5th
maj3rd

5th

maj7th
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When the melody comes in on bar 8 on strings, this is really well accompanied
by the piano lines, which continue in the same style as before. Within this
context there are some lovely tensions, such as the C note in bar 9, which
constitutes the flat 10.

Again, as we have seen many times in other themes,
the ascending string demisemiquavers really
‘announces’ (highlights and italicises) the string
line.

The C lives underneath the E note, so the piano creates its own
small pocket of ‘C-ness’ (C=1, E=3). I say this not to confuse but
because this tiny pocket of identity, which is counter to the chord,
is what makes this tiny section of the piano line create tension.

The chords which accompany the string melody are dramatic in their own right; minor-chord-to-major-chord-a-tone-higher (Gm to A) is a wellknown device for generating a sense of lift, of elevation and excitement. This is because it is a comparatively rare sequence which uses chords
which lie outside of each other’s key centre (plus the dynamic between one being a minor chord and the other being major – but not a relative
major). Unlike a more overtly odd sequence (Gm – B for example), Gm and A are more related, given that the note of A is the second note of the
Gm scale. Following the Gm to A, we then get a further elevation to Cm6, which is not related to the A chord but is to the Gm chord. In other
words the chords are great because they create mild tension and an exciting dynamic by meandering in and out of ‘key centre focus’. The chord
relationships are not too close to be predictable but not too weird to sound disorientating.

The string line itself highlights these harmonic dynamics; in the second bar of the melody, the chord is A and the melody line hits the rich, warm
and descriptive major 3rd (C#) briefly. As is the case in many arrangements, the high string line is complemented and bolstered by the same line
down an octave; in this case it is the guitar, which is quite a rare combo but still works well.

Col guitar chords

Another thing to watch for is the way the piece glides between key centres thanks to a pivotal
bass line;652
Cm to A works infinitely better when there’s a Cm/Bb, softening the key centre shift.
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One element of this piece, which for me makes it one of the best Cop themes ever written, is the inspired addition of the brass section as the
arrangement evolves into the second section; despite the Disco-influenced funky ‘16s’ feel of the musical narrative, the brass then ‘swing it’ in
bars 17 and 19 by virtue of the dotted semiquaver to demisemiquaver….

…this creates a kind of micro swing feel within a larger straighter funk rhythmic setting. For me this is fabulous arranging, which uses
instrumentation, texture, rhythm and context to generate something which feels like it only just squeezes into the beats it appears in.

Another example of the manipulation of expectation and structure is the way the piece cleverly goes from Cm to A, rather than the longer,
previous version which had the Cm/Bb passing chord in it (bar 21). The piece seems to ‘miss a bar out’ but without the obvious and clumsy
context which often accompanies MIDI recordings where dodgy cutting-and-pasting has happened in an unmusical way.
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The very last bit of the piece, as we have
seen with others, culminates in a rapid,
dramatic last bar; this time we see the
melody rise and the bass descend (bar 24)
thanks to the Gm, F, Ebmaj7 Dbmaj7.
Chordally this would feel a little square, but
this is mitigated brilliantly by the contrary
motion between the top and bottom of the
chords.

Nothing says ‘this is the
end’ more dramatically
than rapid, dramatic
contrary motion
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SWAT Barry De Vorzon
S.W.A.T. is a mid-1970s action drama about a “Special Weapons and
Tactics” team, and was a pop culture phenomenon which spawned a
franchise, despite an extremely brief original TV run. Like many such
shows, the series is remembered for its theme music, composed by Barry
De Vorzon, which became a number-one hit single in 1976. In his
essential
reference
book Total
Television,
Alex
McNeil
calls S.W.A.T. “one of the most violent shows of the decade”. Terrorism
was depicted, along with organized crime and assassinations of police.
This was odd considering that Aaron Spelling (the man behind other,
much more glamorous and less violent TV cop shows) was the executive
producer.
There are also frank depictions of cocaine and heroin use – things which were very rarely referenced in TV shows
of the time. These factors gave the show an unusual contemporary relevance for young audiences, but they also
placed S.W.A.T. squarely in the middle of a backlash against television violence during its original run, which
only lasted one year.
Like many American Cop themes, this piece has a great sense of raw excitement, provided by the combination of
the high pitched screeching of the ‘police siren’ sound, together with the strings and keyboards playing the
repetitive A notes. The high hat 16s help the piece establish its cultural and historical identity, tying it to the time
the show was made. The bass and low synth line which comes in with semiquavers leading to the semibreves, is
interesting; the A(nc)/G creates a sense of drama due to the lack of harmonic context to properly define the chord
(A notes over a G bass). Two bars later the Fs at the bottom then create an F chord, which brings a sense of clarity.
This is followed (bar 8 – 10) with a chord which appears gradually and not immediately.
Figure: 08 Track: ‘SWAT Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
This is good structuring and harmonic architecture;
beginning with a dramatic slash chord, followed by a
chord type we recognise, then followed by a graduated
chord means we enjoy something which evolves,
keeping us ‘on our toes’.
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The piece really starts properly on bar 10 where the
drums come in with a driving rock rhythm, alongside
the tambourine, which gives it a really loose feel and the
great bass rhythm, which, again, drives the piece well.
On bar 12 we hear the arrival of the main melodic line
in the piece, a wonderfully repetitive, descending line
from the brass section. This line is great because it really
contains within it a wonderful expectation; by the time
we get to the second bar of the melody, we almost know
what’s coming.
The same melody line is repeated in Dm and then
returns to Am, thus strongly establishing the line.
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For me personally the most dramatic part of the piece is the second section from bar 26; there is a really effective
contrary motion section where the lead line (high / mid brass/woods) descends and the strings and trombones ascend.
But it isn’t just the ascending/descend that makes this dramatic; firstly, the woods/trumpets/horns line (red) is split
into two lines, one over the Am (bar 26) and one over the Dm (bar 28), whereas the octaved strings/trombone line is
one 4-bar phrase. This is interesting because it reduces the similarity between the horizontal lines (counterpoint) and
makes them much more interesting.
Also intervals hit in the ascending line (over the Am) are 5th, maj6th, 7th and octave, then (over the Dm) 5th, maj6th,
7th and octave. The notes are different but because of where they sit in relation to the chords, the intervals are the
same, so there is a great consistency of flavour.
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THE INCREDIBLE HULK Joe Harnell
The Incredible Hulk is an American TV series, which ran from 1978
to 1982, based on the Marvel Comics character, The Hulk. Marvel had
begun establishing a presence inside the world of live action film and
television; The Amazing Spiderman [1977-1979] was an earlier
attempt which only managed 14 episodes, with The Incredible Hulk
running for five series. The Music was written fabulously talented but
little-known Joe Harnell. Coming from a musical family, Harnell
began playing piano at the age of six and was performing in his father’s
bands by the time he was a teenager. His career as a musician and a
student was extremely varied and eclectic; he played piano in Glenn
Miller’s Air Force Band in the early 1940s and when he was stationed in France he studied with Nadia Boulanger,
a famous French composer who taught many of the leading composers of the 20th Century) and later he studied in
London under William Walton. After he left the AAF he went on to study with Aaron Copland and Leonard
Bernstein. He had many influences and I think this shows in his writing and even in the simple, melancholic end
theme to The Incredible Hulk.
TV shows such as The Incredible Hulk are ultimately aimed at escapism, but the prevailing political terrain of the
time is reflected in the shows. Other shows which had similar contexts to Hulk (such as The Six Million Dollar
Man and The Bionic Woman) followed the difficult aftermath of Vietnam and it is by no means accidental that the
shows begin by subjecting someone to a terrible accident, after which the character then adjusts to service as a
reluctant superhero. But whilst the bionic-man Steve Austin is a federal agent, Dr. Banner’s existence is wholly
grimmer; he is wanted for a murder he didn’t commit, so let the world think he was dead. In many of these shows
there is also a subtext revolving around the questioning of masculinity and with it the questioning of Vietnam and
other arguably pointless male adventures.
Thomas Lalli Foster, from PopMatters.com says this:
As with most enduring monsters, the Hulk is a flexible metaphor, and the details of his TV
backstory also touch on Cold War fears of nuclear technology. As for the pilot movie, written
and directed by Kenneth Johnson, it's a parable dramatizing (in today’s terms) the guilt of the
entitled white male. Americans of the late 1970s had particular reasons to notice entitlement:
white men of the middle and upper classes had found it relatively easy to avoid the draft for
the Vietnam War (including three of the last four US presidents). The slight, white-collar
Banner is a coded draft dodger, sentenced to live like the stereotypical Vietnam veteran, as he
drifts from job to job while subject to flashes of (green-uniformed) rage. The series thus
obliquely acknowledges the overlapping tragedies of homelessness and disabled veterans, a
decade before the Vietnam War series China Beach (1988-91). Banner/Hulk isn’t entirely
different from Sylvester Stallone’s portrayal of short-fuse drifter John Rambo, at least the
version seen in 1982's First Blood. Although it assiduously avoids controversy, The Incredible
Hulk reads a bit more liberal than the bionic shows: Banner regularly defends underdogs and
upsets big-shots, and the Hulk is played by hearing-impaired Lou Ferrigno.
The Incredible Hulk didn’t stint at offering ‘very special episodes’ that addressed social issues
such as child abuse (“A Child in Need”) and teen alcoholism (“Alice in Disco Land”). In "The
Psychic", Banner’s suicidal; in “The Harder They Fall", he's in a wheelchair. Other stories
handled alternative healing (“Another Path”) and corporate pollution (“A Minor Problem”).
It would take a separate essay to decode the show's racial messages, but they weren’t escaping
notice even at the time: in “Kindred Spirits”, a wizened Native American says the gods made
the creature green to discourage claims of racial superiority (we're looking at you, Superman).
Thomas Lalli Foster, 2017
PopMatters.com
Ultimately the reluctant superhero shows were US television’s answer to the problem of having action heroes
during the aftermath of Vietnam. The specific issue for us is how the music reflects the TV show The Incredible
Hulk. Below is the ending theme for the show.
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Figure: 09 Track: ‘Incredible Hulk Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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The ending theme for the show is one of the primary ways people remember it. In class, I asked more than once
if anyone knew who played the part of Dr. David Banner or the Hulk in the show. Nobody knew. Weeks later
when that memory was gone, I played the theme and half the audience got it straight away. Wherever music is
stored within us, it is usually fairly quickly accessible.
The piece itself is entirely piano-based. When music is written for piano, listeners, or even analysts, don’t usually
think about arranging. Arranging is something we associate with ensembles, bands and orchestras, but if we think
of a piano as a kind of ‘pocket orchestra’, how the notes are structured and delivered is of crucial importance.
When pianos are used in ensemble work, frequently they are supplemental to the action and parts are often simply
chord-based. But when a piano is on its own, even though the textures are similar, architecture and voicing and
counterpoint is crucial. This piece, as well as featuring a gorgeous, sad and melancholic melody, also features
great counterpoint. The left hand and right hand are essentially performing a Q&A for much of the piece, where
the lead line is repeated an octave lower. In this respect it’s best to think of the melody being inclusive of the
counterpoint. I have drawn a red line for the first part of the piece to illustrate.
Moving on to the interaction between the melody the harmony (much of which is generated horizontally):
obviously the sadness and sense of melancholy is because of the combination of music and pictures; pictorially
we see a man walking (the piece is called Lonely Man). However, the pictures alone don’t capture the sadness or
the melancholy; the addition of the music creates a kind of emotional 3D, where the combination of music, pictures
and our reaction generates the emotion. Viewing the melody and counterpoint as one big melody, gives the piece
a meandering feel; kind of a beautiful and endless stream of lines, which perfectly compliment the pictures. Also,
within this seemingly simple piece, there are some beautiful dynamics; first of all, we have the downward bass
line, which gives the piece a sense of a journey and of inevitability which helps propel the piece, and the feeling
of falling is an important musical and emotional aspect and characteristics of this piece. The emotions generated
by the chords complement each other, too; the initial Dm (with the min 3rd in the melody, emphasising the minorness) gives way to a tension chord built over the C# bass, which then itself gives way to an F/C and then Bbmaj7,
which is a release chord as well as being a great pivot chord en-route to the relative minor - Gm. The point I’m
making is not just about the selection of the chords, but about the emotional journey they generate for the listener.
Another aspect of the theme’s structure is the occasional tensions; for example, the #9 (F) on beats 3 and 4 of bar
8 and the maj7 over the Gm chord (bar 9). The use of the 9th (G), built over the F/C chord is a combination of
colour (9th) and the drama of the inversion which supports it. In the second section (bar 11 onwards), the sequence
of Gm, C7, F, Bb has a great feeling of tradition and level of expectation2 and this creates a sense of familiarity
and warmth.

2

(b5)

Dm, Gm, C, F, Bbmaj7, Em7 A7 Dm is a traditional sequence used by Bach and present in thousands of pieces of music. Harnell’s piece
comes in on the Gm but still has the familiar tradition of the full sequence
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THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Oliver Nelson
The Six Million Dollar Man (which would be called The
Thirty-Five Million Dollar Man if it was remade in 2019 )
is an American science fiction television series, running from
1973 to 1978). It stars former astronaut Colonel Steve
Austin. Austin has an accident and parts of him are rebuilt
using ‘bionic’ implants which make him enjoy superhuman
strength, speed, and vision. Both legs, his right arm and He
ends up being employed as a secret agent for the American
government. The series was based on the book ‘Cyborg’
written by Martin Caidin.
Austin became a pop culture icon and a spinoff series was made called The Bionic Woman. His right arm, both
legs and left eye are replaced, which gives him his super-human abilities.
The music for this show is built around the central concept of fast movement. It begins with a fast and frantic
up-and-down semiquaver motif which we hear at the start and which runs throughout most of the piece. The
production on the track is quite poor, as is its audible synchronisation with the images, which make many of the
piece’s dynamic subtleties aurally invisible. All we really hear, as we crossfade from the sound effect of Steve
Austin running fast, is the string line and eventually the horn / trumpet lines. The harmonic context which lies
behind the lines is very hard to hear, which is a shame, because the melody hits some colourful extensions, such
as the 11th, 9th and maj6 (a brilliant combination). Fortunately, what does penetrate the mix is the exciting
rhythmic context of the different lines, such as, as I mentioned earlier, the semiquaver string line, but also the
crotchet triplets, which both rise and fall, are unusual and therefore, in this case, given the pictures, give the piece
a great sense of urgency.
The intro ends on a spectacular contrary motion semiquaver line, which acts to excite the listener, preparing them
for the show. This piece frames our expectation of the show, which is what any great theme should do. TV
themes are one of the central reasons people do not simply switch off after a show has started, or turn to another
channel; the music has generated a level of excitement and expectation which bleeds into the show itself.

Figure: 10 Track: ‘Six Million Dollar Man Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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CAGNEY AND LACEY Bill Conti
Cagney & Lacey was a successful American television ‘cop show’ which ran
for seven series. The show featured two New York detectives, who although
teamed up together, lead very different lives. Christine Cagney, played by three
actors (Loretta Swit, Meg Foster and Sharon Gless) was a career-minded single
woman, while Mary Lacey (Tyne Daily) was a married working mother. The
series was a movie first, with the TV series coming later. Lacey was played by
Tyne Daily all the way through whereas Cagney was played by Loretta Swit,
then Meg Foster in the role. Then it was cancelled and subsequently uncancelled with a different actor – Gless – playing Cagney.
What follows has no bearing on the music itself, which of course is our primary interest, but it is worth sharing in
order to show how prejudiced thinking hung over such a successful show. Beverly Alcock and Jocelyn Robson
talk about the show in their 1990 article ‘Cagney and Lacey Revisited’:
“In a period of marked conservatism in both society and popular entertainment, the TV show
Cagney and Lacey has attracted attention for its seemingly more liberal stance. Traditional
gender roles appeared to be challenged by the casting of two women as active professionals in a
cop partnership; such 'buddy' relationships had previously been reserved for men (e.g., as in
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid) and cop series (even those featuring women) had not
convincingly reflected the changed position of women in. The show thus appears (at first sight) to
challenge strict generic boundaries.”
Cagney and Lacey Revisited
Beverley Alcock / Jocelyn Robson Source: Feminist Review
(Summer, 1990), pp. 42-53. Sage Publications, Ltd.
Brian Cronin from ‘Huffpost’ explains why a condition of the show being un-canceled was the removal of Meg
Foster. This account juxtaposes and completely undermines the show’s liberal pretensions:
“….However, there was a major obstacle for them - they needed Meg Foster gone. In a shockingly
candid (and also gross) interview with TV Guide at the time, an anonymous CBS executive
explained their reasoning, noting that the stars were, ‘Too tough, too hard and not feminine. They
were too harshly women’s lib. The American public doesn’t respond to the bra burners, the fighters,
the women who insist on calling manhole covers ‘people-hole covers.’ These women on Cagney &
Lacey seemed more intent on fighting the system than doing police work. We perceived them as
dykes.’
Brian Cronin from Huffpost

The theme is written by Hollywood legend Bill Conti, whose numerous other great themes are, amongst others,
the music to the Rocky films and the music to the TV show Dynasty. This theme is not like Charlie’s Angels
stylistically, but it has the same fresh, positive joviality to it, which makes me think that possibly female Cop
shows have a different approach. Many cop themes gravitate toward minor keys but Angels and Cagney & Lacey
are predominantly major in flavour.
The theme opens up with a really distinctive fast and furious, barely playable alto and tenor sax line, followed by
the main theme on harmonised brass (with occasional high alto sax lines, which keep it rooted to its casual jazz
context). There are some really nice subtle pushes (anticipations) such as bars 5-7 etc which help the piece have
a gentle sense of propulsion but there are also some really spectacular syncopations such as bars 12-13, which
really do define the character and identity of this piece. All these things help the piece maintain a great sense of
movement and momentum, which helps contextualise the pictures, which are, by themselves, quite tame.
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Figure: 11 Track: ‘Cagney & Lacey Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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The chords used in the middle section (bar 25+), Cm7, F, Bb, Ebmaj7 create the same sense of familiarity
we found in the Hulk theme, which had the same chords, in a different key (Gm, C7, F, Bbmaj7). The
difference here is the chords are accompanied by a faster string line, but the melody works in the same
way as Hulk in that it’s contours draws attention to the chords. The second time we hear the phrase the
trumpets join the melody, in octaves, and the high trumpet really brings a sense of excitement to the line.
Above all else Conti is an excellent arranger and knows how to deliver a tune.
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The intro comes back at the
end of the piece (41) and the
piece ends with brilliant
‘surprising’ anticipated final
chord, which wraps the piece
up perfectly.
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HILL STREET BLUES Mike Post
Hill Street Blues was an American cop show which ran from 1981 to 1987.
It was a major departure from the type of cop shows that had gone before.
Gone were the heroes and anecdotal stereotypes. Some of the camera action
was rapid and handheld. In fact, it was the first mainstream TV drama to use
handheld cameras; something that lent the show a documentary-style gritty
realism. Each episode featured a number of intertwined storylines. Much
was made of the conflicts between the work lives and private lives of the
individual characters. The show dealt with real-life issues much more than
previous shows in the TV Cop genre. The show was the most Emmyawarded new series, with eight trophies for its debut series alone. The
drama, which chronicled the lives of the men and women working at Hill
Street police station has been credited with changing television. Among the
innovations are the use of handheld cameras (something that had never been
done in TV cop dramas before) a large ensemble cast, multi-episode story
arcs, and a mix of high drama and comedy. These characteristics have
become part of the fabric of the small screen today.

Fred Silverman – then president of NBC – was inspired to create a cop show after watching a 1981 movie called
Fort Apache, The Bronx. The show’s writers looked to a 1977 documentary called The Police Tapes, which
covered a Bronx police precinct.
The music for Hill Street Blues was laidback and understated; unassuming and unobtrusive, which itself was a
departure from most of the themes which had come before. Hulk was slow but it also had a sad and reflective feel,
whereas this theme is more casual, laid-back, which along with the pictures, creates a kind of tired, resigned reallife feel. The composer, Mike Post, also wrote the themes for The Greatest American Hero, Magnum, P.I., The ATeam, NYPD Blue, and Law & Order. He was asked by the show’s producer, Steven Bochco, to write something
‘antithetical’ (directly opposed) to the visuals. I’m personally not entirely sure the music tells a wholly and
completely opposite story to the pictures, but the combined effect is fabulously communicative and one of the
most remembered themes in history. In an article called ‘History’s 50 best TV themes’ (boyculture.com) it is said
that, “It seems to rise up slowly (like a weary cop facing another long day) and then ascend majestically, like a
first responder at his or her finest.” Never a truer word.
It famously took two hours to write the opening theme. During an interview with Gail Buchalter from people.com,
Post said:
“I wrote the original theme in two hours and now spend four or five hours writing
the five minutes or so of new music per episode. In TV they don’t want it good,
they want it by 9 a.m.”
Interviewed by Gail Buchalter for people.com
January 11, 1982
The key question is, how does the style of the music in terms of harmony, melody and instrumentation, effect and
engage with the narrative of the show? Why and how do we associate the show with the music?
The pedal note is prominent throughout. A lot of bars do not have entirely root-position chords; the emotional
character of the piece is built around either slash chords or inversions. These are created in most cases by a pedal
note in the lower stave of the piano, with the chord on top moving around. This gives the piece a very ‘ballad’-like
and chilled out feel, which works well with the low-key images, which – at the beginning – simply feature police
cars in a dreary, rainy New York precinct. There’s no glamour (ala Streets of San Francisco or Mannix or Hawaii
Five-0) and this distinctly down-to-earth realism is at least partly a product of the music.
The chord changes are not dissonant but contain soft harmonic tensions (Eb/Ab etc). This is delivered through the
soft textures of piano with Larry Carlton’s distinctive guitar accompanying. The pushed rhythmical context is
created by a sequence which contains a dotted quaver followed by a semiquaver tied to a dotted minim. Were it not
for this rhythmical interplay, the slash chords and pedal notes would not have the same sense of momentum. The
two devices feed each other. They work together, with the instrumentation to generate the emotional context of the
music. This is the hallmark of good writing; different elements of the compositional process work together because
they are conceived together by someone who understands structure and architecture.
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Figure: 12 Track: ‘Hill Street Blues’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The importance of Larry Carlton’s lines should not be
underestimated. In this piece everything depends on
everything else. The soft and unique textures of the
guitar are absolutely key to consolidating the laid-back,
‘lazy’ jazz character of the piece. It’s truly doubtful
whether any other living being would have interpreted
Mike Post’s music as Carlton did. They gave it
contemporary currency, texturally, and Carlton’s
bluesy lines are a great accompaniment to the piano.

The lines were wonderfully chosen, too; the G to Bb (9th and 11th)
really add colour, and the C, G Bb line beautifully anticipates start of
the theme proper bar 7.

From bar thirteen to fifteen inversions play a crucial role in
building drama in this piece by virtue of the ascending bass line
(F/A, Eb/B, G/B, C, A/C#) which creates emotion, momentum and
expectation.
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Carlton’s guitar line on bars 17-18 again sums up his style beautifully. It is so
brief and uncomplicated yet is a great line which gets in the cracks of Post’s
piano phrasing.

Guitar
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IRONSIDE Quincy Jones
Ironside was a popular American television detective series
which ran for eight series, featuring the character Robert T
Ironside, played by Raymond Burr. The show was made by
Burr’s own production company. In the show Ironside was
confined to a wheelchair, having been paralyzed from the waist
down after being shot, an event which forces him to retire as a
San Francisco Police Chief of Detectives. He is then appointed
as ‘special consultant’ to the department.
The music was composed by soul, jazz and pop legend Quincy
Jones, who many don’t realise had a career as a performer,
composer and arranger long before Thriller.
In a BBC article called “12 musicians you didn’t know had written famous TV themes’, Jeremy Allen says:
“The funky, borderline psychedelic theme from the very unpsychedelic TV series Ironside,
about a wheelchair-using detective played by Raymond Burr, was written and performed by
Quincy Jones. The irrepressible American soul and jazz legend’s achievements include being
the producer and co-writer of the best-selling album of all time – Michael Jackson’s Thriller.
The Ironside theme appeared on the 1971 album Smackwater Jack and parts of it have been
sampled over a hundred times by artists including Drake and Dr Dre.”
Jeremy Allen August 23rd 2018

As Jeremy Allen says, the piece does have a psychedelic tinge to it, which I think it down to the ‘police siren’
synth sound, the Fender Rhodes sound and the heavy and occasionally dissonant use of brass. These are also
amongst the characteristics that make it ideal for a dramatic cop show. At the time this kind of textural approach
gave the piece a contemporary and almost experimental feel.
There are many things in this piece which give it a great identity and character. The hurried G and C note piano
line in bars 4-6 are not so distinctive on their own, but growing out of the preceding clustered trombone chord,
gives them a sense of tension and urgency. There is also a truly glorious rhythmic tension which makes us briefly
doubt where the downbeats are; this comes out of the clever use of the 5/4 bar (bar 6), which we don’t really feel
or notice until we feel how odd the next bar feels. The four groups of two quavers sound as if they are ‘off beats’,
which creates a great challenge to our expectation. They sound aggressive and disproportioned, which really adds
to the drama and tension.
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Figure: 13 Track: ‘Ironside Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

Just before the quavers come in (end of bar 6), we hear a typical 70s Big Band
lick (in the vein of Maynard Ferguson and Alan Downey’s 1970s classic ‘Give
it One’) which has a semiquaver run to a high and dramatic semibreve,
followed by a semiquaver descent (bar 8) which cuts off abruptly; this trumpet
line is playing over the quavers I was talking about earlier, but they are
arranged so that the busy semiquaver runs do not collide with the quavers.
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This all makes for a really exciting and
distracting intro. Finally, there is a bluesy
semiquaver run down to bar 10, which is
the first time we feel a solid sense of where
the beats lie. This is where we get a really
good trombone motif which leads us to the
clean break prior to the trumpets coming in
with the main theme.

The trumpet
melody
(barAND
13 onwards)
a simple
one,
rhythmically,
the tension
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is in the intervals, which include a stark, square line of octave, 5th, octave, 11th, 9th.
The rhythmic comes from the accompaniment; we the keyboards and trombones
belting out the quaver line (ending in a syncopated A note) and the horns playing
the crotchet triplet line. Once again this only works because Jones is, above all
else, a consummate arranger, who knows what to put where; look at the vertical
space when the trumpets are busy.

In bar 19 as the trumpets land on the two-bar long
E note, this gives space for the horns to play the
square and bare harmonised line, which
definitely makes us feel as if the piece is coming
to a close, thanks to the rising horns and the held
E on trumpets.

The final two bars have an almost legendary status amongst Jazz musicians and
arrangers. We came across a similar approach in David Shire’s music for The
Conversation and Pelham 123 (the ‘Thrillers’ chapter). In this example (bars 21-22)
we find the trumpet playing Ab, D, Db, Ab, Cb, D, but on listening to it we can tell
something is ‘off’, i.e. something has been deliberately skewed. As in other examples
we’ve looked at, this is not chaos. It is not random dissonance. There is a plan.
If we look at the
trombones we
will see the top
two notes (Eb
and C) conform
to the trumpet
chords, but the
bottom
two
notes (A and E)
are a semitone
up from what
would have been
there if the chord
was an Ab; the
trombones are
playing as if the
chord is an A.
The bottom two
trombones
maintain
this
going through all
six chords of the
final two bars. It
is this carefully
choreographed
structure
and
architecture
which delivers
the
consistent
tension
and
dissonance.
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The dissonance of the last few chords is attached to an exciting rhythm, which itself is mildly disorientating; if
you listen to the last eight bars (or so) you tend to feel the last two bars as per fig.13a, where the phrase starts on
the 2nd beat of the bar, as opposed to fig.13b – the correct version – which sits ever-so-slightly less comfortably.
Figure: 13a

Figure: 13b

Quincy Jones is a consummate musician, composer and arranger, and he is a great ambassador for the idea of
learning to read music – something that statistically a majority of players do not do. Even some budding film score
composers do not expect or want to read music. The argument for reading as a film score composer isn’t that all
composers consult notation when they conceptualise music - although many do - it is that reading and hearing
music enables you to properly understand how music works. To be able to see what you have created is to know
it and understand it. Quincy Jones said:
“If you don’t fully understand music, you end up working for the technology instead of the
technology working for you. When I was studying composing with Nadia Boulanger in Paris,
she would joke that jazz musicians were always the hardest to teach because we shack up
with music before we marry it, but she would say: ‘There are only 12 notes. And until there
is a 13th, learn everything that everyone has done with those 12’. And that is exactly what I
did. To this day, there isn’t any type of musical genre or musical experiment that gives me
pause. I don’t care if you’re a musician, arranger, composer, engineer, music supervisor on
a film or a producer; if you want to be a master at your craft, you should endeavour to know
everything that has been done with those 12 notes.”
Interviewed by Ben Rogerson
Keyboard Magazine, June 8th, 2020
He uses the same argument in the same interview when he is talking about the overreliance on technology in the
creation of music – something we have discussed in these books when talking about the ‘cut and paste’ mentality
of composing in the DAW.
“I mean come on, man. The technology is a tool. You have to know what you’re building to
utilise the tool properly.”
Quincy Jones
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BARNEY MILLER Jack Elliot and Allyn Ferguson
As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, I have interpreted the
‘cop show’ genre quite liberally to include Private Detective shows and
in some cases shows which are more about the exploits of civilians
tackling crime and injustice. The next one - Barney Miller is a sitcom
series set in Greenwich Village, New York. It ran for seven years (19751982). The show takes place almost entirely within the confines of the
detectives’ squad room and Captain Barney Miller’s office. A typical
episode featured the detectives of the 12th bringing in several
complainants and/or suspects to the squad room. It was one of the most
successful comedy police shows, along with Police Squad, which we
discussed in my last books.
As the camera takes us over the Hudson and we see the title card Barney Miller, we hear the solitary sound of one of the
all-time great bass lines. The Barney Miller theme is essentially a jazz fusion piece where the bass (played by Chuck
Berghofer) was central to its success. Part of the success of the bass line is that it acts as horizontal harmony; it suggests
an F7. The overall upward direction and the addition of chromatic notes gives it a real feeling of momentum. The Fender
Rhodes enters almost aggressively, interpreting the last semiquaver of bar 2 as late as possible without it becoming beat
one of the next bar instead. The piano manoeuvre from E7(#9) to F7(#9) sound exciting, if a little clandestine too, but the
overall jazz feel can’t help but also inject a slight comedic tone. Instruments enter gradually; the loose drum feel comes in
on bar 3 with a guitar pickup arriving at the end of bar 4. The guitar line, although different from the bass line, also begins
with an upward phrase. The guitar (Dan Ferguson) is superb, creating an intoxicating bluesy feel over the bass, keys (Allyn
Ferguson) and drums (Paul Humphrey) create more of a loose, dirty fusion sound.
What we also need to look at here is the way the musicians integrate, structurally. Although there is a lot going on, the
piano, bass, guitar and drums never trip over each other or play lines which get in the way of other lines. As we have found
numerous times, architecture and placement is everything, whether it’s precisely orchestrated or ‘felt’ in the way this is.
Bar 9 sees the arrival of Chuck Findlay on trumpet, and again the line begins with an initial upward contour. Also on bar
9 we see the arrival of the slightly different rhythmic approach where the drums adopt a ‘double’ feel, which, along with
the bass line, creates more of a jazz-funk feel. This works superbly behind the trumpet line.

Figure: 14 Track: ‘Barney Miller Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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The move from loose jazz feel to jazz-funk,
along with the addition of the trumpet solo,
generates a real feeling of growth and
evolution as the intro credits and pictures roll;
Just like the more serious and dramatic themes
we’ve look at, where the music prepared and
framed the audience perception by becoming
more dramatic leading to the end, this tune
does the same thing but in a stylistically
different way. The key change is good; we are
used to hearing modulations in music but
frequently the music returns to the host key.
This time it seems to carry on as if the change
is permanent, and this subtly alters how we
perceive this. Although it does return to F, it is
right at the end on the final chord.
Like many themes there are many subtly
different versions. American Federation of
Musicians rule at the time was that each season
would require a new performance, even if it
was the same arrangements. Given that this
piece owes more to musical interpretation, the
difference is noticeable. For example, on
another version the Fender Rhodes E7(#9) to
F7(#9) phrase comes at the start of bar 3,
whereas in this original version the E7(#9) is
struck right at the end of bar 2.
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Police Squad Ira Newborn
Police Squad was a spoof American cop show,
made by some of the team that brought us Kentucky
Fried Movie and Airplane. Although Police Squad
was cancelled after just six episodes (allegedly and
bizarrely because the public had to ‘watch too
hard’ to ‘get’ much of the humour), it did spawn a
series of successful Naked Gun films. The show
was a parody and so, in context of the show and the
images contained in the show’s intro, was the
music. Sometimes in comedy the music ‘plays it
straight’ but this theme is pure fun, exaggerating
and caricaturing the show.

The theatricality and melodrama work well. Although the music, when heard alone and independent of the show,
can be rationalised and enjoyed as Big Band music, when it is performed alongside the opening segment of the
show it takes on a completely different context and meaning. This is the inherent beauty of music for film; that
the pictures become part of the music. It is the situation which is comic; the context, not the music. The piece is
written by Ira Newborn, a brilliant composer whose music graced many comedy films, not least Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off.

Figure: 15 Track: ‘Police Squad Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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The distinctive pushed /
anticipated phrasing in
the first few bars is key
to framing not just the
show itself, but the
theme tune. It sets up
the Big Band feel
perfectly, but it’s worth
looking at the intro a
little closer before we
move on to the main
body.

Harmonic extensions are, like most things in music, used in context. anything which we do repeatedly tends to
lose its point if we overdo it. I can remember at school the teacher played a game whereby we had to choose a
word and then repeat it, without the usual context of a sentence in which it would exist. I chose the word ‘car’ and
within a minute of repeating it, it seemed the most ridiculous word I’d ever heard. Everything needs context,
including extensions. Take a look at the intro music to Alien (1979, composer Jerry Goldsmith).
Figure: 16 Track: ‘Alien opening titles’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

Fig.16 features the strings from the opening chord of Alien, and fig.16a features the same chord but this
time showing the intervals which separate the notes, which as you can see are 7th intervals. This is the
famous Jerry Goldsmith Tree of Sevenths. My point in this transcription is that the reason the chord sounds
alien is because it features a preponderance of the same vertical interval in a way we would normally
never see or hear them. When we hear a 7th interval in a melody, (for example a Bb in a C7 chord) it is
nearly always resolving downward a semitone below. The Bb in the hypothetical C7 would resolve to the
A in the subsequent F chord.
Figure: 16a – Opening chord from Alien
There is no resolution at any point of the
vertical intervals shown in the Alien
example, which gives the piece a strange,
eerie, unresolved feel.
There are other pieces which use the
same device, but not literally vertically.
Below I have transcribed the first few
bars of ‘Trans Europe Express’ by
German band Kraftwerk.
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Figure: 16b Track: ‘Trans Europe Express’

As we can see, the main characteristic element of this
intro is the repeated layering of the same bare, stark 4th
interval (i.e. Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, E). This overuse of
a simple device is distracting and unsettling.

Figure: 16c Track: ‘Police Squad theme’

And so we come back to the intro of
Police Squad again, and looking at
it we can see the reason it gets that
really electric, exciting, anticipatory
feel is for two reasons; the first of
which is – just like Alien and Trans
Europe Express – the same 4th
interval is repeatedly layered on top
of each other (F, Bb, Eb, Ab).

2
2½

2

The other reason is the rhythmic
syncopation and anticipation. And
these are not entirely consistent, by
which I mean that the first entry is 2
½ beats whereas the second and
third entries are 2 beats; this means
the first entry is difficult to place
and it isn’t until bar 3 that we
properly ‘feel’ the phrase and can
anticipate. This odd beginning
brings a freshness and a genuine
sense of surprise

Looking beyond the intro now and into the slightly exaggerated and caricatured Big Band sound contained in the
main body of the piece, there are, as always, several harmonic and rhythmic identifiers which are worth knowing
in case you’re ever required to provide this kind of exaggerated pastiche of a Big Band. The sax lines are constantly
anticipated throughout which lends the piece a wonderful ‘shuffle’ feel which compliments the rhythm. Also the
sax voicing is quite explicit and deliberate. Close-part voicing with the 3rd on top and underneath (on the Bb9
chords) is designed to exaggerate the effect of the 3rd interval, add a little harmonic colour and avoid root-position
voicing. The voicing of the Eb9 chord expands a little with the baritone sax playing the root, for variation.
The caricatured and exaggerated contours of the brass
The main ‘tune’ is carried in harmony by trumpets and trombones, which is a classic characteristic of this kind of
Big Band writing. The chromatic quaver passing chords which precede the main chords (Bb9 and Eb9) are again
a well-known device in Big Band stylisation, which involves the employment of a sliding passing chord built a
semitone under or over the main chord (see fig.16d below). In this context what the passing chord does is ensure
that the ‘main chord’ in each of the bars between bars four and eleven always comes on the off-beat. This, with
the off-beat Saxes we have already seen, adds to the rhythmic stylisation.
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Fig.16d contains just the brass voicings, to show the chromatic chord which sits under nearly every main chord.
Figure: 16d Track: ‘Police Squad theme’

9

3

If we look closely at the voicing we can see the trumpets
are stacked with the 9th extension on the top and the 3rd
on the bottom of the chord i.e. 3, 5, 7, 9. The trombones
are stacked (from bottom to top) 5, 7, 9 and 10th). This is
an important point because it ensures the voicings are not
identical from section to section and are not simply
duplicates an octave higher or lower. And just like the
saxes it ensures that the colourful and radiating 3rd is
duplicated at the bottom of the trumpets and the top of
the trombones, which solidifies the ‘major’ identity,
especially as this chord has two extensions in a 4-part
voicing.

This simple trick ensures you extract maximum colour from the instruments and makes sure they penetrate and
are heard. One section which is deliberately designed to sound a little too elaborate and ‘rushed’ is the line in bar
five (original transcription, and bar 2 on the brass version) specifically the semiquavers followed by quaver
triplets, played as they are by eight instruments (4 trumpets, 4 trombones). This hurried and slightly untidy
articulation is part of the great plan. In arranging and orchestrations things are rarely accidental or the result of
good luck.
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CHAPTER 10: BRITISH COP SHOW THEMES
As with the chapter on ‘American Cop Shows’, I have interpreted the genre loosely and have included ‘private
detective’ shows too. We begin with a show from the 1950s called Dixon of Dock Green.
“Music accumulates its identities from the ways
in which it participates in other activities.”
(Miell, 2005. 33)

DIXON OF DOCK GREEN Jeff Darnell
Dixon of Dock Green was one of the first TV shows to feature the work of
the police. It was a series about the daily life at a fictional London police
station. It ran for twenty years and the central character, George Dixon,
was the embodiment of a typical ‘bobby’.
“….He tackled ‘ordinary, everyday, crime’ rather than serious
crime. He patrolled a world in which victims of petty theft and
larceny were treated to a nice cup of tea and a 'talk'; in much
the same way as the viewers were addressed at the beginning of
each episode, often with his best remembered phrase, 'Evenin'
all', and wished farewell in homilies to camera concerning the
episode just gone.”
BFI Screen Online

The theme music for Dixon of Dock Green, titled ‘An Ordinary Copper’ was composed by Jeff
Darnell and used many harmonic and textural devices from the 1950s, the period the series began.
Like Coronation Street (Morrell, 2013. 213) and other themes of the era, it made use of soft,
traditional textures such as brass and woodwind, ala the Dance Band era instrumentation.
Figure: 01 Track: ‘Dixon of Dock Green’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The first thing to note, however, is the nod to Big Ben’s bells, not by using actual bells but by writing a similar line
for flute and horn, played over the soft textures of saxes and strings. The harmonies used in the first two bars (G,
Am/G, G, Am/G) also have a very ‘introductory’ feel, informing and framing our response to the tune that follows
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From bar 3 the accompanying harmonies generate a real feeling of the 40s and 50s, mostly through the combination of sax
textures and diminished chords; there is a really effective meandering quality to the music, which has occasional lift points,
such as bars 5-6 (G/B Bb Am D7) which, with its downward harmonic trajectory, feels as if the piece is slowly exhaling. The
melody itself, played on the homely, warm-sounding harmonica, has a definite identity, using as it does, repeated dotted quavers
and semiquavers. This is symptomatic of the style of melodies and counterpoint from songs of the era. And just like the
harmonies which support it, the line has a natural uplift on bar 5, before settling back down.

The use of the flattened 9th is also symptomatic of the 40s, and voiced as it is for saxes,
lends the piece a slight Glenn Miller feel, just as the original theme from Coronation Street
did. Ditto the m7(b5) chords.
The theme was honest, warm, transparent and kindly, which in the context of the show
presents a feeling of familiarity and safety. It is no accident that the music for few British
post-war weekly dramas, such as Dixon and Coronation Street employed the use of
traditional and familiar harmonic and textural conventions; they were emotional devices
which connected people to this strange new box in the corner of their living rooms.
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Z CARS Traditional; arranged by Fritz Spiegl and Bridget Fry
Seven years after the start of Dixon of Dock Green, producers and
writers thought the show had a cosy predictability, with its hero
inhabiting a world of gentlemen thieves and wayward youths,
easily solved crimes to be followed by a nice cup of tea and
Dixon's reassuring words. They wanted something more dramatic
and the result was Z Cars, which ran for sixteen years. The show
was much more hard-edged Characters were darker and more
complex (the first episode portrayed one officer as a compulsive
gambler, another as a wife-beater). The show was driven by real
social issues such as poverty, racism and mental illness. The show
enjoyed several spin-offs, such as Softly, Softly and Softly Softly,
Task Force.
The theme for Z Cars, was based on the traditional folk song,
‘Johnny Todd’ and dates back to the 19th Century. The tune was
adapted for Z Cars by Fritz Spiegl and Bridget Fry, and was
arranged and performed by Norrie Paramor and his orchestra.

The theme has a military feel, with the military snare drum and the Penny Whistle and flute, especially at the
beginning where there is no harmonic context. All we hear are raw textures and some bare intervals as the flute
stays rooted to the C. In what was, for the time, an inspired synchronisation of picture and music, the piece
begins a two-bar sequence where the bass comes in and we see a forward-facing shot from the back seat of the
police car. This combination, for its time, was quite dramatic and really made audiences feel as if they were
there, in the car. The theme itself is simple but extremely effective; the combination of the whistle, flute,
electric guitar chords and drum shuffle pattern presents us with a piece with folk, pop and military overtones.
This combination of strength, authority, power, but also history and modernity, really keyed into the 1950s.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘Z Cars’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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THE SAINT Edwin Astley
Simon Templar – the lead character in TV’s The Saint
originally appeared in a series of highly successful books
by Leslie Charteris. But the TV version was even more
successful, portraying Simon Templar almost as a
modern-day Robin Hood. Actor Roger Moore’s Simon
Templar was superb; he was good looking, suave,
sophisticated and the show turned him into an
international star, culminating in him being offered the
James Bond gig. Like James Bond, The Saint had several
cars over the years; firstly, a Volvo and eventually, in
Return of the Saint, a Jaguar XJS

The music was composed by legendary TV composer Edwin Astley, a prolific and brilliant composer and
arranger whose music found its way into countless TV shows. He was a highly accomplished arranger, as many
great TV composers are. TV and film music is, ultimately a product of its texture and harmony, and nobody
knows more about these areas than arrangers, many of whom become composers, as Astley did. He had a great
ear for texture and drama in music. The first few phrases of the intro are difficult to feel, rhythmically, which
tends to heighten audience awareness. When transcribing I tried everything before realising it was in 3/4. To
the naked ear it sounds simply like two phrases and we don’t really feel the pulse until bar 7 when the triplet
shuffle comes in. The walking bass gives it a loose jazz feel, as do the blue notes in the theme; these things
combined with the syncopated trombone/sax bass line and the triplet feel main melody (on synth and muted
trumpet) gives the piece an energy, momentum and a real sense of textural and harmonic colour, which works
great – with the pictures - as a means of framing the show. There is also a sense of danger in the theme, which
I think is probably more down to the muted trumpet / synth textures on the triplet lines and on the held chords
and trombone and sax lines, which sometimes sound almost as if they’re chasing you.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘The Saint’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The syncopation between trombones and saxes
creates excitement and energy (in the same way
the offbeat saxes did in Mannix)

A really nice textural addition to this piece is the tin-muted trumpets – not just in
the melody line, but also in the held chords Am(Add4). A combination of the add4
and the tingly texture really adds excitement. When I spoke to people about this
theme more commented on the ‘strange tingly chord’.
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As I said earlier, the bluesy feel of the intervals (principally through
the use of the #4-to-5) lend the piece a loose, jazzy feel; this is also
capitalised on in the middle section (bar 12 onwards), which features
a non-muted trumpet figure and flute/synth figure, which perform a
Q&A melody.

The last few bars, as we have seen in
many themes, really manage to frame
the show perfectly. They leave the
audience wanting more, i.e. the actual
show.

Great themes prepare audiences emotionally and set up an
expectation, all through the use of harmony, rhythm, texture
and melody. From bar 19 we get the raw triplet feel on saxes
and trombones, pounding away and there is the feeling of
inevitability and impending conclusion.
(maj7)

On bar 22 we have
what can only be
described as The
Saint fanfare by
way
of
an
extended
3-bar
motif similar to
the intro, then a
bar with nothing
but one note, and
finally a Bondesque chord of
Em6/9 with a maj
7. This is an
exciting
and
multi-coloured
chord;
looking
from the top,
down we find a
Badd2, which sits
aloft a straight Em
chord. because it
only occupies an
accented quaver,
we hear it as a
huge splash of
emotional colour
with all the Bond
ingredients and
more.
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HAZEL Andy MacKay

James Hazell first appeared in the 1974 novel Hazell Plays Solomon. He
was the creation of novelist and sports writer Gordon Williams and
footballer-turned-manager Terry Venables, using the joint pseudonym
‘P.B. Yuill’. Seen as paving the way for shows like Minder, the show
was distinctive in that each episode featured a semi-humorous voice-over
narration from Hazel, while visually providing a 1970s equivalent to the
distinctive film noir look of 1940s Hollywood thrillers. Actor Nicholas
Ball plays Hazell brilliantly, as a cockney lad who successfully
reinvented himself as a Private Eye after being kicked off the police
force. Like Minder it also had a brilliant theme tune which was part
instrumental and part vocal.

Most of the people I spoke to about this theme don’t even remember it as a vocal, despite the fact that the
voice and lyrics were excellent. This is probably because the first section they hear at the beginning of the
show is instrumental; this is not just an intro; it feels as if this is the piece itself. It is such a vibrant, exciting
and dynamic piece. The use of instrumentation, harmony rhythm and melody was superb. The first two bar
intro has a frantic triplet motif on guitar, bass and drums. There is no 3rd in the chord so we contextualise it as
if it were the beginning to a rock song.
The melody is great but the rhythm that supports it is fabulous, proving, once again, that theme tunes, if not
music more generally, lives or dies by its arrangement. The pounding triplet rhythm is supplied by the guitar,
with the bass line – just like the guitar - highlighting the last triplet quaver of the 2nd beat of the bar. The bass,
guitar and drum rhythm is absolutely superb. The dynamism and electricity it provides works brilliantly well
with the slightly psychedelic images. The combination of tenor sax and whistle in unison is inspired decision
and one which gives the melody a real textural kick. The melody is a triplet-feel line which starts on the 5th
and descends downwards, giving the piece a sense of evolution and journey.
Figure: 04 Track: ‘Hazell’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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The melody line really catches fire from bar 7, where the fabulous Andy McKay’s sax plays line which feels like it cannot possibly fit into the space
given for it. The use of semiquavers in an otherwise triplet feel piece is they here; it gets in cracks we don’t even realise are there. McKay pulls back
ever-so-slightly which means there is a real electricity in the theme as listeners try and make sense of it. If he pulled back any further the melody
would disintegrate, and it is a credit to his writing and playing that the line is delivered brilliantly and perfectly to create a real emotional depth. The
semiquaver phrase is delivered three times and this is why we get that gorgeous feeling that he only just makes it.

For me personally, the way
the
semiquavers
are
crowbarred into the piece is
its defining moment and the
rhythmic structure and
architecture
is
truly
brilliant. Arrangement is
everything. For fans of
McKay you might want to
listen to Roxy Music’s back
catalogue and also Rock
Follies, a musical drama
from the 1970s, which has
some great music written by
McKay.
Like most brilliant arrangers
and composers, there is
significant and eclectic
musical pedigree which
informs his writings. He
was originally a chorister in
the choir of St. Margaret’s,
Westminster. He is a
classically
trained
woodwind player and was a
music teacher until he
became a founding member
of Roxy Music.
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THE RETURN OF THE SAINT John Scott
The Return of the Saint was originally conceived as Son of the Saint,
with actor Ian Ogilvy’s character identified as the son of Simon
Templar. Eventually it was decided to drop the ‘relative’ angle and
make the series about the original character, albeit updated to the late
1970s. As was the case in the original 60s, Templar drove a
distinctive car – a Jaguar XJS. Just like the earlier incarnation of The
Saint, each show begins with an opening scene, after which we get to
the bit where Templar looks above himself, and we see the animated
white circle above his head, signifying that he is a ‘saint’.
This is where the ‘sonic logo’ comes in; on the original Edwin Astley version, we heard a distinctive triplet feel,
whereas on this series we hear a simple line (B, B - G# F# E F# G# C -). The great thing about the line – similar to
the famous Close Encounters line – is that it infers its own key centre by virtue of the notes it uses; we hear the line
accompanied by a silent E chord. With this in mind, the last note of the intro phrase is a C, which we perceive as a
#5 of an E chord. But this C note turns out to be the root of the subsequent key of Cm, which we hear when the
quaver lines from bar 4 begin. I mention this because the idea of stating one note and heavily implying that the note
is attached to a specific interval, but then revealing that this assumption is wrong, is a well-worn harmonic device.
Denial of expectation is one of the primary ways film music creates interest and excitement. The move from an
assumption of E, to the reality of Cm – and with it an exciting quaver motif – is an interesting manoeuvre and one
which catches the attention of the audience as it is supposed to.

Figure: 05 Track: ‘Main title’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.06

The quaver synth / guitar line (which starts on bar 4) runs for much of the theme and is
one of the devices that gives the theme a feeling of propulsion and momentum. There’s a
great bass line in bars 6 – 7 where we hear the bass playing the root and a compound 5th
interval as the same time, something which has a textural and harmonic excitement because
harmony is used so rarely on bass.

Silent ‘E’ chord
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The main melody comes in just before bar 12; it is not hugely busy so it allows the quaver line below
to penetrate the mix. The sax line is a gruff, raw, harsh sound which, in this context, adds a little to the
drama; it sounds menacing, dangerous and full of intent. There is a distinctive contour to the melody
also, which adds to its identity and distinctiveness.

The first four bars of the melody are accompanied by a Cm chord
but on bar 16-17 this moves to an Abmaj7, which (in keeping with
emotional contours / the need for light and shade, etc) softens the
piece up a little in preparation for the next ‘lift’, which is the C
(omit3) to C7(#9/b13) sequence.
Those two chords work brilliantly well as a means
of creating expectation for the next section (bar
20+). The C7(#9/b13) is a fabulous chord which
compels us to prepare for what comes next. The
combination of the Bb (7th), Eb (#9) and Ab (b13),
with the lower 3rd (E) and the bottom C creates an
extraordinary ‘extension-heavy’ array of colours
and separate micro tensions between intervals. Also
the b13 (Ab) leads nicely to the Fm chord, where the
note becomes the min 3rd.
What exemplifies the two chord in bars 18-19 is the tremendous
rush caused by the syncopated and pushed nature of the delivery.
The next section creates a feeling of drama and expectation thanks
to the downward contour of the bass, created by adding inversions.
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The downward arc of the bass line continues into bar
24 and
beyond;
thisMorrell
creates so much expectation that
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when the piece finally hits the C7(#9) and the Fm7, this
is where it breathes out. But the sax solo returns for one
final run (bar 33+).
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On bar 40 we hear the 9b played by the horn, which dramatises the G7 chord which leads into bar 41, which sees the sax
melody come for the last time, doubled with flute and the exciting unison trumpets, which sees one of the trumpets play
high, ala Maynard Ferguson. In this last section the bass also performs some interesting stuff in the gaps (i.e. when the
melody isn’t busy.
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VAN DER VALK Jan Stoeckart, aka Jack Trombey
Van der Valk is a TV crime drama series about a detective in
Amsterdam – played by Barry Foster. It lasted twenty years and was
easily one of the most successful TV Cop Shows of all time. Of all
Cop Show theme tunes, the piece used – called Eye Level – is by far
the most distinctive and easily remembered. The piece was composed
by Dutchman Jan Stoeckart, who anglicised his name to Jack
Trombey. His tune was arranged by Simon Park and recorded by his
orchestra, to be submitted as ‘library music’. It was then picked to be
the theme for Van Der Valk. In 1973 it reached No.1 in the British pop
charts, and there it stayed, for a month. This was an incredible fete
when you think that the charts included Elton John, Paul Simon and
The Carpenters. ‘Eye Level’ went platinum, selling over a million
copies and became one of the 12 biggest singles of the 1970s. Matt
Monroe charted with a forgettable vocal version of Eye Level titled
‘And You Smiled’. The show was rebooted in 2020 and was very well
produced, but the approach to the theme music caused consternation
online with many saying they ought not to have reworked the theme
as they did.
In all fairness, they probably ought to have gone with a completely different theme; they seem to have adopted
the worst of all worlds by attempting to crowbar the original motif into a new piece. So, if ever there was a
theme which gained a life outside of the TV show, ‘Eye Level’ is it. Many have said, when asked why the theme
was so successful, that it felt hopeful. It is simple observations like this which are like gold dust because they
are words which mean something. Others said it was ‘stately’ and had a ‘modest grandeur’ about it. Another
interesting point is that nobody has ever said it reminded them of Holland or had a Dutch-ness’ to it, which is
interesting because many themes for British TV shows set abroad do betray more than a hint of the culture of
the country (Bergerac and Maigret – which we will come to later in this chapter -to name but two). The pictures
that accompany the music (I realise that’s the wrong way round) are embarrassingly dowdy, even by 70s
standards; it shows Van Der Valk driving his car through Amsterdam on his way to work, waving out of the
window to people he knows. Perhaps the reason the music doesn’t ‘go’ with those pictures is because, well,
what would?
Some said that the theme did not speak of crime or the police. It could have easily been the theme behind a light
country house or period drama. Maybe we’ve inadvertently answered our own question; maybe the theme is
successful because it has a general appeal and means different things to different people. There is a homely and
reassuring quality. Truly one of the funniest things to watch is the video of the Simon Park Orchestra performing
live on Britain’s Top of the Pops – a now defunct show which played a selection of charting pop songs. It had a
dance floor and members of the public would come to the recordings and dance. Watching them try to dance to
Eye Level is hilarious.
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Figure: 06 Track: ‘Eye Level’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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There is a recurring motif which comes many times in the piece; it is a simple three quaver
lead-up to the tonic chord; I mention it mainly because in this particular piece it happens a
lot and is possibly one of the aspects which makes the piece sound homely, reassuring and
‘hopeful’. Once the line has arrived at the tonic chord on bar 2, we hear the ‘answer’, which
is the Eb, Ebmaj7 and Abmaj7 chords, which, again create a gentle sense of assurance thanks
to the ‘maj7’ element and thanks to the descending Eb note (in the Eb chord), the D note
(maj7) and the eventual C note (maj 3rd of the Ab chord.

The ‘stately’ feel and the air of ‘modest grandeur’ almost certainly a product of the slightly ‘pastoral’ feel it generates, which itself is a product
of the instrumentation and orchestration and the initial gentle pace. There is a slow, gradual build-up in the piece, thanks to the textures; first
we hear the melody on oboes and piccolo and then the melody is fully harmonised with woodwind from bar 10. We hit the ‘middle section’ on
bar 14 but leading up to this we hear the comforting soft brass playing chords (bar 10+).

Also, the section from bar 14 is where we see some obvious syncing between music and picture; the word
‘Van’ appears at 14, ‘Der’ appears bang on bar 16 and we see ‘Valk’ during bar 17. The main theme is
repeated from bar 24 but the piece had started heating up at bar 20 when we hear the build-up – a combination
of syncopation and the Fm7/Bb to Bb7 chord sequence. Bars 22-23 act as a prelude to the main theme’s
return on bar 24. The trombone rhythm, together with answering horn chords is a phrase which is copied by
the woodwind, and this combination really powers the piece forward with an insatiable and dramatic
momentum.
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Like many pieces we’ve looked at, this piece is really a product
of arrangement. The tunes are quite simple but it is the gradual
build-up of colour and texture that really defines this piece and
makes it so dramatic

Part of the success of an arrangement relies on structure,
architecture and placement. It is interesting to note that the
arrangement from bar 24-32 (apart from being different textures
and thus, louder) follows the same model as bar 6-13, i.e. the first
few bars are unison, followed by a harmonised melody.
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Again, looking at the arrangement towards the end of the transcription, the woodwind and brass follow a similar
approach - single note on the first beat followed by harmonised 2nd beat, and also the syncopated phrases – and it is
this full-bodied and wholesome approach which – as I said earlier – powers the piece on.
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SHOESTRING George Fenton

Shoestring was one BBC’s most successful shows and projected Trevor Eve,
who went on to play other great characters in shows like Waking the Dead
“EDDIE SHOESTRING, a scruffy computer expert, lands a job
at a Bristol radio station as a phone-in host, a sort of ‘private ear’,
who solves callers’ problems. It doesn't sound like much
but Shoestring is generally regarded as one of the best, and one
of the most popular, British private eye shows of all time.
Emotionally unstable, described by his creator as "twitching,
maniac and irreverent", Eddie somehow manages to solve the
callers' problems, everything from missing persons to the most
mundane matters.”
thrillingdetective.com

This theme is one of the most recognised themes in British TV
history. Like all music written by George Fenton, it has a real
sense of style and identity. It has what we sometimes call a ‘false
beginning’ in that it starts with strong triplet feel articulated by
brass/woodwind and rhythm section, kind of like an explosion,
which then peters out leading to a great drum fill, which leads
us to a slower, 3/4 structure featuring a great melodic line on the
harmonica. What all these things ‘mean’ is that the theme grabs
you initially, thus gaining your attention, ensuring you listen to
the whole theme.
Figure: 07 Track: ‘Shoestring’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The great thing about the harmonica
theme is that it is wonderfully exposed
due to the complete lack of any other
textural context (other than the bass and
drums, initially). Also the melody is
harmonically self-suggestive, in that the
D, E and F# (along with the B in the bass)
gives us the Bm flavour. Suggestive
harmony is a good way to articulate the
harmonic colour of a piece; rather than
being ‘force-fed’ harmony with
accompanying chords, the harmonic
colours are much more simply released.
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Bar 8 (and bar 16) interrupts the
rhythmical flow, injecting drama which
juxtaposes the otherwise beautifully
slow and understated, pedestrian feel.
The section is repeated (bar 13 onward)
with textural and harmonic support from
the brass and woodwind; their inclusion
really helps the harmonica line
emphasise the anticipated elements of
the line, making the groove of the piece
work really well and in the process
emphasising the laid-back character of
the who’s main protagonist.

As always, and annoyingly, there are different versions of this tune; on
the one I have transcribed - the original version - there is a superb sax
solo (transcribed), which again helps foster the loose character of Eddie
Shoestring. And again, as before, the accompanying textures really help
create the wonderfully anticipatory jazz/blues style of the piece.
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The last iteration (in this transcription – bar 29) of the
main theme is particularly good because the melody is
very similar to before but placed over chords which
take it on more of a journey than before. It begins on
the chord V (F#) and not the tonic chord, and then
(after the tonic chord) goes to the Em and then back to
the Bm. This represents a small but extremely
effective difference in our perspective of the ‘tune’;
beginning on the F# is a surprise; there is a palpable
feeling of the melody going on a different journey,
which I think helps us emotionally when we think
about the main character.
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BEGERAC (Series 6-8) George Fenton
Jim Bergerac was a complex and difficult character;
he was often an unorthodox and disobedient Cop. He
was given a unpleasant back story as a recovering
alcoholic. Being a native of Jersey native, he returned
to the island at the start of the series after recuperating
in England from alcoholism. He was deemed unfit for
the police force, but helped his old colleagues out in
the recently formed Bureau des Étrangers and was
eventually posted to that unit.

There are different themes for this show depending on which series you’re on, which is a shame. This version,
which I think is the best, is from series 6 to 8. In true George Fenton style, there is a ‘false beginning’ i.e. it
begins in a style at odds with how it ends up. There is a wonderful beginning which features a balalaika playing
a beautifully lilting melody, over some interesting chords; the chord of F7/D looks quite odd, but the best thing
here is to realise that the D is a pedal note which plays through three bars, and focus on the chord sequence
(Dm, Am, F7, Bb, A7); looking at the sequence, it is the Am move to F7 which is a really nice change. if you
play an Am chord moving to Bb it is quite square, but stick in the F7 after the Am and before the Bb and it
becomes a different experience. In a way we have two parallel intros; we have the one with the nice changes I
just described but we also have the low pedal D note, which creates drama and anxiety. From bar 6 the phrase
repeats but this time we get the dramatic, colourful and slightly theatrical diminished chord. Bar 8 has some
interesting rhythmical interplay where we see a great little Q&A between the balalaika and bass. Also the slight
oddness of the 5/4 bar injects drama too.
The main theme begins on bar 11, and is vibrant and exciting, which is typical of themes written by George
Fenton. The underlying rhythm is Reggae-oriented and the guitar theme and chords conjure slight Bond-esque
feel thanks to the maj6 on top of the D minor chord.

Figure: 08 Track: ‘Bergerac’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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There are some really interesting harmonic and rhythmic tensions which help the piece maintain a loose feel, almost as if
the piece were being played by a live band every time we hear it; the 9/4 bar (11) successfully creates tension due to the
uneven feel it creates. In addition, the bass line does not stick to the root but instead embarks on a journey worthy of Walking
on the Moon or Good Vibrations, in that it creates its own narrative. The exciting accompanying bass line is rhythmically
contextualised with a strong syncopated keyboard line which features the colourful 6/9 extensions. Such extensions give the
piece a vivid sense of colour and drama, which helps the ‘preparation music’ at the beginning really frame the show.
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THE GENTLE TOUCH Roger Webb

The Gentle Touch was made at a time when there were very few ranking
female officers in the police force, so the series offered an insight into what
was then the future. The police force was seen as a man’s world and shows
like this were pivotal in provoking debates around gender bias. Clearly a
forerunner of La Plante’s Prime Suspect, The Gentle Touch was the first
police series to portray a woman at Detective Inspector level and had the
distinction of being the first police drama series of any kind on British
television with a female protagonist. It starred Jill Gascoine as DI Maggie
Forbes – a tough but compassionate cop who is also a single mother to a
teenage son following the murder of her police constable husband. It beat the
BBC’s Juliet Bravo (another police procedural with a female lead) by four
months.

Figure: 09 Track: ‘The Gentle Touch’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

The Gentle Touch theme is written by jazz
pianist and songwriter Roger Webb. In the
chapter on American cop shows we talked
about occasional differences between the
music for shows featuring men and those
featuring women; here again we have a
theme which is quite literally gentle on the
ears. Texturally we have the solitary
opening of the haunting piano followed by
the heavily reverbed solo female voice.
The chord sequence is a warm and familiar
one, used in classical and pop music for
generations. It is known as the ‘cycle of
fifths’ chord sequence, and it has a great
feeling of evolution but also inevitability. In
figure 9a (below) there is an example of it,
from the Minuet from J. S. Bach's French
Suite: Fig 9b has the melody and chords
transcribed of The Gentle Touch, for
comparison.
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Figure: 09a Track: ‘Minuet from J.S. Bach’s French Suite’
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JULIET BRAVO Derek Goom
Juliet Bravo is a television Cop drama series, which ran
for six series and 88 episodes. Like the previous chow we
looked at, this show concerns a female police inspector –
Jean Darblay. The theme of the series concerned a
female police inspector who took over control of a police
station in the fictional town of Hartley in Lancashire. Ian
Kennedy Martin – the writer behind The Sweeney- wrote
the show. Along with The Gentle Touch it was groundbreaking.

The theme, and particularly the chord sequence, from Juliet Bravo, was borrowed heavily from Johann Sebastian
Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in Cm – so much so that Derek Goom didn’t even claim authorship of the theme; he
simply stated that he had arranged the Bach piece. Again, like The Gentle Touch, it has the feel of tradition and
familiarity to it. But unlike The Gentle Touch, Juliet Bravo has no soft pianos or reverbed female voices.
This is much more about tradition, as are the accompanying visuals. Thanks to the instrumentation, texture and
how the harmonies are employed, the piece has a definite feel of authority, force and tradition to it. It reinforces
the concept of the rule of law via the sound of tradition. The quaver synth bass line, together with the actual
bass line, lends the piece a sense of drive, purpose and determination. Bar 12 sees a modulation and also some
effective counterpoint in the strings, which has the effect of evolving the piece, giving it some extra colour.

Figure: 10 Track: ‘Juliet Bravo’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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THE RUTH RENDELL MYSTERIES Brian Bennet
Created by acclaimed, award-winning author Ruth Rendell, the first six
series of The Ruth Rendell Mysteries focused purely on Rendell’s main
literary creation, Chief Inspector Reg Wexford and his assistant
Inspector Mike Burden, who investigate crimes in the fictitious
Hampshire town of Kingsmarkham. Rendell stated once that Wexford
was “born at the age of 52”. Wexford’s TV incarnation was 55 yearold George Baker, who, in August 1987, played the detective with
in Wolf to the Slaughter.
Like some detective themes we’ve looked at, this piece speaks of tradition, featuring as it does the trumpet as a
solo instrument, over a string section. The piece generates emotions within listeners which not only speak of
tradition but also convey a sense of heritage and custom. The delicate string writing gives it almost the feel of
an English period drama, despite shows being set in the 1980s and 1990s. In context of the show and its chief
protagonist – Wexford – the music works by underscoring the slow, methodical, slightly curmudgeonly
approach of Wexford and father figure he portrays. The string introduction offers us a medium tempo with an
almost ‘stately’ feel, and the trumpet figure cements the traditional and local feel, being an instrument we
associate with Wind Bans and Brass Bands.
The trumpet melody references the ‘brass band’ feel not just due to texture but also the precise articulation; the
minim, followed by the flurry of semiquavers, gives the piece a complexity and precision which is often found
in trumpet or cornet melodies in ‘wind bands’ or ‘brass bands’. The tune modulates and repeats itself before
embarking on a restatement of the melody. Finally, the piece ends with a harmonised trumpet semiquaver line
on bar 22, underpinned by a warm tonic chord. the piece, overall, is calm, dignified and traditional, just like
Wexford.
Figure: 11 Track: ‘The Ruth Rendell Mysteries’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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THE BILL Andy Pask / Charlie Morgan
The Bill originated in the form of a one-off TV drama called
Woodentops. From this television drama grew The Bill, the longest
running police drama in British history, spanning 26 years. Although
the show was criticised on occasion for misrepresentation and its
portrayal of violence, it also won numerous awards. It is all-to-easy to
see things through a retrospective prism, and is therefore easy to forget
how ground-breaking the music was for this series. It was a departure
from anything which had come before it in terms of British TV crime
series.
The music creates a hurried or rushed feel, referencing the high-paced role of the police in contemporary
Britain. The piece is very percussive and rhythmical, not just in terms of the dominant textures of the drums
but also in terms of the ‘7/4’ time signature, which has the effect of making the piece seem as if it ‘never
settles’, which in turn means that we stay alert when listening to it. Part of the pleasure of listening is the
analysis our minds undertake to try and ‘place’ the music by comparing it to other experiences. Few pieces
are written in 7/4 and although this piece actually sits reasonably comfortably, there are a couple of slight
hesitancies in the phrasing which, in this context, makes it seem more dramatic and urgent. The 7/4 is
effectively a 3/4 bar followed by a 4/4 bar (I have placed an imaginary bar line to separate the two sections).
The ‘3/4’ section sounds as if it finishes too quickly, and even the 4/4 section has urgency, thanks to the
clipped semiquavers. What helps us distinguish between the two mini sections is the contour of the melodic
line, which, for the most part, goes up during the 3/4 and down during the 4/4. This melodic association
helps us slightly acclimatise to the piece.
In terms of the pictures which accompany the music, mostly every other bar we get a picture of the blue
light, interspersed with pictures of everyday policing.
Figure: 12 Track: ‘The Bill’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00
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JONATHAN CREEK Camille Saint-Saens
This show was written by David Renwick (who also wrote, amongst others, the
comedy show, One Foot in the Grave). He is said to have wanted to create a
detective series that dealt with the actual work of detection rather than action,
which most crime dramas appeared to focus on at the time. The show became a
cult success and won a BAFTA for Best Drama Series in 1998. Whilst many
TV detective dramas in the 1990s focussed on ‘who did it’, and ‘why’ (such as
Morse, for example), Renwick focussed more on ‘how’. He featured plots,
events or crimes which often seemed impossible to solve, one of the things that
made Jonathan Creek so original.
The graphics intro for this series features a black screen initially, followed by credit title cards at key moments (either
the beginning of a phrase or halfway through a phrase). The intro credits are minimal, with Alan Davies, Caroline
Quinten and David Renwick’s names appearing before the music fades and the credits bleed into the opening scene.
the music used is Camille Saint-Saens’ wonderfully evocative Danse Macabre. Danse Macabre is an artistic genre of
allegory from the Middle Ages, on the inescapability and universality of death, i.e. Danse Macabre unites us all. SaintSaens’ music was written in 1874 as a tone poem for orchestra but references the earlier context of the meaning of
Danse Macabre: Death calls forth the dead from their graves to dance for him while he plays his fiddle. His skeletons
dance for him until the rooster crows at dawn, when they must return to their graves until the next year.
The music is a masterpiece in terms of the emotions it evokes. It is spritely, rhythmic and playful and features a great
use of woodwind and strings, but is also quite sinister. In the same way the Mona Lisa manages to be produce something
which is both smiling and not smiling, this piece manages to be in two different emotional places at once; the sinister
elements are probably mainly down to harmony, with the violin descending through the octave (G), 7th (F) and maj6th
(E) and min6th (Eb). Those extensions generate different emotional responses - as detailed in many places in my books
– and hearing them so close together, one after the other, can be quite subtly disorientating. In many ways, harmonically
the piece doesn’t seem to know if it’s in a minor or major key. There is some subtle inferred polytonality; for example,
bars 7 and 8 I have put chord symbols of D and Am; these are what the melody implies but of course they are fused
with the ghostly Gm chord above.
Figure: 13 Track: ‘Danse Macabre’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.00

ALAN DAVIES
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CAROLINE QUINTEN

From bar 18 the melody is repeated in octaves with a solid
3/4 rhythm, reinforced by the downbeat basses and
woodwind accompaniment. The 3/4 feel / rhythm is
interesting; rarely is 3/4 associated with anything sinister,
yet, even if listeners do not know the history of the piece, the
use of 3/4 still sounds odd and a little twisted when placed
alongside the harmonies I mentioned earlier.

By David Renwick

Another example of the casual, almost
undetectable polyharmony is bar 23, where the
woodwind state a Gm chord, but this is underlaid by a heavily implied D/A chord.
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MAIGRET (1992) Nigel Hess
Maigret is a British TV series. It has had a few incarnations but the one
we are focussing ran from 1992 / 93 and starred Michael Gambon in the
title role of the fictional French detective, Jules Maigret. The show was
filmed in Budapest, which doubled for post-WW2 France.
This is one of those themes which almost immediately conjures up a
sense of location, culture and history. It does all of that whilst remaining
a beautifully restrained theme. The addition of black & white images
helps authenticate the post-war feel.
The harpsichord, which Hess employs here, is used numerous times in conjuring up feelings of exotic European
locations. The Persuaders (Morrell, 2013. 207) makes great use of the harpsichord, as does the Avengers (Morrell,
2013. 215).
As with a few of the themes we’ve looked at, this one capitalises on a chord sequences which is warm and familiar;
it is used in classical music and as with many such sequences, it can be found in hundreds of popular songs. The
rhythm is beautifully understated; prior to bar 22 the rhythm features simply a down beat and another which
occupies the last two beats in the bar. The 3rd beat is conspicuous by its absence, and its omission really helps
take us away from the quintessential waltz this could have so easily fallen into. The omission speaks volumes and
helps the piece retain a sense of individualism and authenticity. Also the absence of one thing tends to throw the
focus onto something else, which is the melody, which has a beautiful contour.
The melody is what we sometimes call ‘descriptive’ or ‘bulletproof’, by which we mean that it implies its own
chordal accompaniment through the use of horizontal harmony. Obviously there are the harpsichord harmonies,
but the textures are brief, so we almost feel the melody as unaccompanied.

Cm

Gm
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From bar 19 (two bars before the melody line is
repeated) the strings come in. these are texturally
and harmonically interesting; texturally the
intimate ‘chamber’ sound - generated by the
relatively small section – is reminiscent of the
kind of sound generated by string quartets at ‘tea
dances’, which brings its own historical context to
the piece.

Also the strings feature transitory chromatic harmonies, which help evolve the piece and also lend it a slight quirkiness, cemented by the
hurried quaver delivery. In context of its use in this series, these characteristics give the piece a quaintness, which helps the context of
the show greatly. It is almost as if the piece is a caricature of itself, in the same way that themes sometimes are, such as Poirot.
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Toward the end the piece seems to become more animated and - thanks to the hurried upward
accordion line - more French, as it nears its final statement. The accordion line (33-36) helps foster
the impression of a piece in a hurry.

The accordion is instrumental again, in the penultimate bar, with its final
flourish of triplet quavers which expertly, and very French-like, signifies the
end of the piece.
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The history of music is often referred to as the history of the world, through music. TV themes, like songs, lay
down markers in our lives. They are often remembered long after the characters or actors in a show might have
faded from popularity. When we ask ourselves how music – something we can’t quantify literally – manages to
sometimes outlast people, words and stories, we are left with the only answer we can come up with; music is
stored deep within us, and so are the emotions it generates. It is the emotions which music awakens when we hear
something not listened to for years. The very fact that – for most - music isn’t remembered literally or
grammatically, is what makes us memorise it emotionally, which in turn explains why our reaction to it is more
personalised and emotional than that which might be triggered by an old book or film we haven’t read or seen in
years.
Music is different. It means things to us which are often difficult to quantify; but that doesn’t mean they’re not
there.
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CHAPTER 11: FILM SCIENCE FICTION
“Successions of words are sentences if they express a meaning. It is the
meaning that turns vowels and consonants into words, words into
sentences. What we hear in melodies is not tones, but tone words; tone
sentences.” to hear a melody and not just a succession of tones, is to
make sense out of it; specifically, the same sense the composer made
out of it.”
(Zuckerkandl, 1956. 16)

10 CLOVERFIELD LANE Bear McCreary

On a surface level this is a science fiction / horror film, loosely
and tenuously related to the earlier Cloverfield film. 10
Cloverfield Lane (2016) is a psychological horror / science
fiction film based on an original script titled The Cellar, but
reworked and crowbarred into the Cloverfield universe. The
film features a woman – Michelle - is held in an underground
bunker with two men who tell her that a cataclysmic event has
left the surface of the Earth uninhabitable. But almost
immediately the woman begins to suspect that the older man –
Howard - is not being truthful. She has no memory of arriving
in the bunker, having been knocked unconscious and injured in
a car accident. Prior to the accident we see Michelle breaking
up with her partner Ben, before packing and leaving their
apartment. While driving at night she hears news reports of
blackouts in several major cities before her car is sideswiped
by a truck trying to overtake her, causing a crash which leaves
her unconscious. When Howard shows Michelle a view of the
outside, she sees Howard’s truck and recognizes it as the truck
that drove her off the road. Michelle eventually escapes,
donning a biohazard suit. Seeing signs of living wildlife, she
takes off the suit’s helmet, but then she suddenly sees a giant
alien spacecraft. Eventually she is briefly captured but escapes,
driving off in a nearby car. As she drives she hears radio chatter
requesting the help of anyone with medical or combat training.
At a crossroad, she pauses a moment before driving off to help
other survivors. In the distance, two larger alien craft can be
seen in the sky.

On a deeper level, this film is also about abuse. The older man – Howard, played by John Goodman – displays
actions and traits which fit the standard abuser profile, as Tasha Robinson writes in The Verge.
“The way he veers wildly between personality extremes. The way he’s charismatic and
easy-going when things are going his way, and even contrite when it suits the story he’s
telling. The way he pities himself for the slights against him while lacking sympathy for
anyone else. The way he speaks for Michelle without consulting her, telling Emmett to
stop joking, because she doesn’t find it funny. Even the way he casually tells Michelle
“You’ll learn to love cooking” is chilling. He isn’t just telling her how he expects her
to behave, he’s giving her marching orders about how to feel. But above all, he
repeatedly gaslights Michelle, starting with their first conversation in the bare concrete
room where he’s chained her to a pipe. He starts out by emphasizing, over and over,
that he saved her life by pulling her out of the wreck of the car. Even once he’s admitted
he deliberately caused that wreck himself, he still returns to his false narrative,
screaming "I saved your life!" even when he’s trying to kill her. He doesn’t know what’s
going on in the world outside, but he’s allowed himself to believe everyone else is dead
because that would justify all of his actions, from a lifetime of paranoia and preparation
to his attack on Michelle.”
Tasha Robinson
March 17, 2016, The Verge
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Before we look at the intro I want to look at two different chords from two different key centres (below, fig.1).
Although the chord in bar 1 (Em) shares a note (E) with the next chord (C#m), they are different chords and in
bars 1 and 2 they are voiced in root position, which makes their differences between the chords obvious; the
manoeuvre sounds odd, square and chromatic. The second set of chords (bar 4-5, fig.1) has the C#m inverted.
This does two jobs: firstly, it slightly dramatizes the Em by altering the harmonic weighting; secondly it allows
for a consistent bass line, which means that there is a perception of less movement. There is still intervallic
movement but less of a perception of identical physical movement and the ‘parallel’ sound it brings.
Figure: 01

3
2
5

5
2
1

1
1

3
3

The inverted treatment of the C#m makes the transition between the Em and C#m a different experience. This is
one of the things Bear McCreary makes use of in the intro to Cloverfield Lane (below). The C#m/E and the specific
voicings create a more dramatic listening experience; for example, in bar 4 the C#m is scored high on synth /
samples, and the only other two notes are the inverted minor 3rd (E) and the 2nd which, despite being nearly an
octave apart, rub against each other – not least because of the lack of any further harmonic context within the octave
to smooth out the tension.
A lightly lesser tension (between the E and higher D#) happens in the first beat of the next bar (5) but this time the
self-same notes represent the root and maj7 because they now exist in context of an Em chord. The tension is less
this time because the whole chord is present. All these various dynamics serve to blur the edges of certainty in terms
of harmony.
I have colour-coded McCreary’s use of harmonic colour; his use of extensions is pivotal in this intro. His use of the
2nd, the min6th and maj7th is pivotal in giving the piece a consistent harmonic identity. The min6th intervals come at
the apex of the semiquaver arpeggios (bar 5 and 7) which accords them more prominence, and the maj 7th intervals
appear over minor chords, which skews their identity, making them less warm and jazzy and more dramatic and
Bond-like. In this specific narrative context this transports as anxiety, not surreptitiousness.
McCreary makes good use of the ‘music box’ / ‘celeste’ sound on bar 7, which adds a sense of mystery to the
emotion we feel when hearing the music. It generates kind of an Edward Scissorhands / Danny Elfman moment. Of
course, one of the biggest references McCreary makes use of is the famous Dies Irae riff (in this track, G, F#, G,
E). I explained this more thoroughly in the Thrillers chapter earlier in this book when discussing a track written by
Anne Dudley for the film The Crying Game.
Figure: 02 Track: ‘Michelle’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.04
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The music is placed well to the introductory graphic sequence, adding to the distinct darkness of the Paramount and
Bad Robot logos. The Bad Robot is loosely synced to appear on bar 5 as the music becomes a little fuller thanks to
the arpegiated semiquavers. On bar 9 the music, having crescendod the bar before, becomes lighter as we see the
first shots of the film, through an apartment window overlooking the roofs of other buildings and with a river in the
distance. As the camera pans back inside the room we see Michelle packing and leaving. The sound design is down
and all we hear is the music, which continues the same chord sequence. This time the Em chord (bars 9, 11 etc)
contain an added min6 (C) which rubs against the B note right next to it. But it is more than the tension between the
notes that we hear; it is difficult to decide whether the chord is Em (with an added min 6) or Cmaj7/E; i.e. whether
we hear the B and C as 5th and min6th or maj7th and octave. The notes are not loud so the tension is very slight, but
it is still there for a reason – to create a subtly different listening experience, which listeners will cognitively turn
into anxiety which they will project onto the film.
Around 00.06.15 Michelle wakes up in a cellar, unaware of where she is or how she got there. She looks around,
nervously. Our transcription enters the scene just before 00.06.52, where we hear a lone C note, which,
unconsciously we rationalise as a ‘tonic’; so when the low Gb comes in a compound #4 lower, it re-orientates how
we feel the C. A combination of the textures of the low basses and the interval between them and the C note, delivers
some great tension and suspense.
Figure: 03 Track: ‘The Concrete Cell’ Audio timing: 00.01 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.52
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From bar 1 the C note has been creating tension by rubbing against the Db, although in the film we don’t really
notice it until bar 3 or 4. The C/Db tension is maintained and accompanied by (bar 5) a low ‘subby’ C sound. In bar
6 the cello / bass line move from Gs to Bb. This seemingly normal line still sounds menacing and anxious because
the piece as a whole has not established a harmonic centre of gravity. The cellos and basses moving initially from
Gb to F and then G to Bb never allows the piece to establish itself, harmonically, which is deliberate. I mention this
because it is easy to fall into the trap of assuming that texture alone is responsible for the menacing context of the
line. Equally it is also easy to assume that ‘menacing celli lines’ have to themselves always be written in an odd
way, whereas in fact all which has to be odd is the overall context; for example, there is nothing odd about the Gs
moving to Bbs (bar 6) – what is odd is that they follow a Gb to F line (bars 2-3). It is the cumulative context which
is strange. Also, and rather obviously, the film itself alters our perception of the music; as we hear the Cs (bar 4) we
see Michelle frantically trying to escape her restraints and as we hear the low Cs (bar 5) we see Michelle her focus
on the grill of a locked door. This affects the way we then interpret the Gs and Bbs. Don’t forget, music is only part
of the context. this is why composers often hold something back, or miss something out, leaving the music only
partially odd, or partially scary; it is the combination of the movie and our emotional reaction to the music which
together allows us to understand the film and the story properly.

Truly the music in this scene
never settles within a
comfortable
or
obvious
harmonic context; it weaves
around in a disorientating way,
like the scary invisible film
character it is. It rests briefly
on the F (bar 8) as Michelle
focusses on her bag, which is
on a table too far away for her
to reach. The music becomes
tenser – breaking into 3-part
voicing (bar 11) with a
(usually sweet) Fadd2, which
(because of what it is preceded
by) is anything but sweet.
Truly the music in this scene never settles within a comfortable or obvious harmonic context; it weaves around in a
disorientating way, like the scary invisible film character it is. It rests briefly on the F (bar 8) as Michelle focusses on
her bag, which is on a table too far away for her to reach. The music becomes tenser – breaking into 3-part voicing
(bar 11) with a (usually sweet) Fadd2, which (because of what it is preceded by) is anything but sweet. Again, context
is everything.
Before we leave this scene, the transcription below comes in at 03.43 of the same cue. Howard has entered the room
and Michelle pleads with him to let her go. He is dealing with a bag of saline solution which had been attached to
Michelle before she ripped it out. At around bar 1 of fig.4, which features the tension of a high Db over low Fs and
then Ds, Howard says, casually, “You need fluids; you were in shock.” At the beginning of bar 3 Michelle, believing
she is in mortal danger, looks up at Howard, saying, “What are you going to do to me?”
Figure: 04 Track: ‘The Concrete Cell’ Audio timing: 03.43 Film Cue Sync: 00.10.35
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Howard looks down, and
just after the basses
resolve to the C on bar 4,
he says, “I’m going to
keep you alive.” A
combination of Michelle’s
understandable reaction to
her situation – and in no
small measure because of the music, which
sets up negative expectations – leads us to
expect something very different from
Howard. This is where the combination of
music and picture are able to build
expectations for the audience, some of
which are fulfilled and some, such as this,
which are denied. But either approach gets
a reaction.
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CHILDREN OF MEN John Taverner
Children of Men is a 2006 dystopian science
fiction film written and directed by Alfonso
Cuaron, which is set in the year 2027 and
shows a fractured society on the brink of
collapse. It is an inhumane and intolerant
society where asylum seekers seeking
sanctuary in Britain are subjected to
detention, followed by forcible return to
countries where they are liable to be
subjected to persecution.

Clive Owen plays civil servant Theo Faron, who helps a refugee escape the chaos. The refugee is special, for she
is pregnant; global human infertility has been a reality for eighteen years, which makes the woman unique. In
addition, much of the rest of the world is beset with plagues and the UK is one of the few countries left on earth
with a functioning government of any kind, which is why it is such an attractive proposition for asylum seekers.
Britain has become a ‘police state’ where the army collects, imprisons and even executes immigrants. Theo is a
former activist who used to belong to a rights group called ‘the Fishes’ – a group he left when he separated from
his fellow activist wife, Julian, after their son’s death during a 2008 pandemic. Theo is offered money to acquire
transit papers for the young pregnant refugee, Kee. He obtains the papers from his cousin, a government minister
and arranges to take Kee to a Fishes safe-house.
This story, of an unlikely hero trying to save the last fertile woman on earth - and with its social backdrop of an
uncaring and dystopian wasteland – invites deep subtext. Children of Men is a film that exists beyond its images
and words, and its subtext is highlighted brilliantly by Taverner’s music. The film was a critical and commercial
success, being nominated for three Academy Awards. It grapples with important concepts and it challenges
viewers to look deeper and think more about the world of the film - a bleak Britain locked in a totalitarian
nightmare state. This kind of world may once have seemed remote, but given the real world of 2020, with its
pandemic, Trump and Johnson, etc, the film seems oddly and eerily prophetic. The film’s world is a world without
order, or morality, or hope.
In a September 20, 2016 article online by a writer whose pseudonym is ‘Sculpting in Frames’, the author breaks
the film down into three core areas: religion, politics and prophecy. The title of the film itself is a reference to
Psalm 90:3 - Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, Return, ye children of men.
“To start with, we see a world without order, a world where a nameless, faceless
government controls Britain as the last functioning nation-state left, the rest of the
world having fallen into chaos. It is a world where immigration is the biggest issue in
public life. It is a world of deportation, of police brutality and terror. A world that
may not be so far removed from our own. We see posters and TV broadcasts reflecting
a national mood of state-sponsored xenophobia and mistrust of foreigners.”
Sculpting in Frames, 2016
There is also a reference to the infamous photos of the 2003 Iraqi torture prison scandal. Possibly this film tells
us that the society portrayed in Children of Men is where we end up if we tolerate the kinds of abuses seen in
2003.
“Nearly everything is a metaphor for the main character. The way I tend to approach
a film is that character and background are equally important; one informs the other.”
Alfonso Cauron
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A phrase which is spoken in Children of Men, in moments of great sadness or joy, is “Shantih, shantih, shantih.”
This is a direct quote from T.S. Eliot’s ‘The Wasteland’, arguably the most important poem of the 20th century,
which depicts a world without hope, where war and strife have destroyed all that was once good. As ‘Sculpting
in Frames’ says, “The type of worlds prophesised in The Wasteland and Children of Men are, in more ways than
one, the world we live in.”
Music to Picture, or Picture to Music?
A testament to the overblown superiority of sight over sound - “seeing is believing” - is the fact that the notion of
‘picture to music’ is considered by most filmmakers to be absurd. But there are many filmmakers who see the
consummation of film and music in less of a rigid, traditional and romanticised way. Many filmmakers now ask
composers to write albums of music based on the concept of a film, rather than the film itself. In such situations
directors then place the music to the film. such music tends not to be scene-specific and sometimes lacks the kind
of synchronicity that we are accustomed to between music and film; but it is often deeper in terms of
conceptualisation, with the composer being allowed to write based on feelings and interpretations, not pictures.
This was one such film; Alfonso Cuaron and Tim Sexton wrote the screenplay for Children of Men whilst listening
to a track called The Angel by John Tavener. This isn’t so strange; directors often listen to music whilst making
films, sometimes using them as Temp tracks. But rather than then ask Taverner to compose to picture, it was
decided that Tavener would compose a spiritual commentary rather than a narrative support. Taverner wrote a
selection of wonderfully evocating music. When looking at the first scene we’re going to examine, it is hard to
imagine a film composer coming up with something like Taverner did – but remember, he wasn’t scoring the
scene; his music is a reflection on the story. But it works so well because the scene in question (which comes at
00.10.35) features the main protagonist reflecting on what has happened thus far in the story. So the connection
that binds the music to the film is still real, but not literally to picture; instead, there is an intellectual, aesthetic
and philosophical bond – the character is reflecting and so is the music.
Figure: 05 Track: ‘Fragments of a Prayer’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.29.57

NB: The audio track and the film version
are slightly different: the music in the
scene begins on bar 4 of the transcription;
also from bar 14 onwards; follow the
film, rather than the audio in bars 14-16

Clive Owen’s character’s life has changed beyond recognition; it was bleak to begin with, but a few moments ago the car he was
travelling in was attacked and his former wife Julian was killed in front of him. He walks into a wooded area and suddenly the enormity
of the situation is upon him; he slumps down by a tree and sobs. This is when ‘Fragments of a Prayer’ comes in (begins at the start of
bar 4 when the voice comes in).

The way the piece flits effortlessly between F and Am gives it a distant, transparent and transitory feel, because a few of the
chords are presumed rather than actual; the last two beats of bar 5 state a clear Am chord, but we presume it to be – and feel
it as – an Fmaj7/A chord, because the chord that preceded it lingers in our memory and we happily turn an |Am into an
Fmaj7/A. There is almost a ghostly, surreal quality to the music because of this; indeed, even when listening to where this
cue begins (bar 3) we almost hear the bar entirely as F, whereas in fact the first beat of bar 3 is scored as Am. It has 2 A notes
(tonics), a C (min3rd) and an E (5th), and despite this, we hear them as A = maj3rd of an F chord’ C = 5th of an F chord and E
= maj7th. How can this be? Well, firstly, we are not always bound to hear the central A and C notes as root and 3rd, especially
if the 5th is not also central. Often soft textures and other contexts make us feel the intervals differently. Because the voicing
places (from bottom upwards) an A, C and A, with the E only stated higher up; this means we feel the two A notes and the C
slightly disproportionately more; an Am chord depends on the 5th to complete its colouring; if the E had been above the middle
C on the violas, it would function properly, as a 5th. But we tend to feel the it as a distant major 7th. At the end of bar 5 there
725(which I mentioned earlier); this time we definitely hear it as an Fmaj7/A
is another identically voiced ‘Am’ chord
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As Theo is called back to the car and their journey continues, we hear a beautifully and densely voiced chord (bar
9) which I have symbolised as an Fmaj7 over an Am. This is because at the bottom we have the basses very closely
stacked (in relation to the depth of the notes) on root and 5th (A and E) which produce a low, dense, lumpy feel. In
terms of the basses, cellos and violas, this is an Am chord. But the violins state an Fmaj7, and again it is the fusion
of subtly different chords which produces a sense of emotional abstraction; a feeling of not understanding.

The chord in bar 10 also has tension, generated by
the Gm7 existing over an A (omit3) chord. This
chord generates more tension than the previous
one because of the Bb clashing with the lower A
and the F clashing with the lower E.
As if to prove the point that tension is a dish served sparsely, the
chords in bars 11 and 12 are comparatively consonant. Like
music itself – which works best when used sparingly and
meaningfully, reacting with the silence which precedes it – the
tension isn’t permanent; it contrasts with the consonant
harmonies to create a distinction.
The music, which takes us from the moment where Theo breaks
down, through to bar 16, when the car enters the farm they were
heading for, generates firstly feelings of reflection, sorrow and
anguish, culminating in a kind of abstractness in the final bars,
which reflects the surreal situation they are in.
Music’s functions are to help us digest and distil our reactions
and also on a much more pragmatic and practical level, get us
from A (the moment by the tree) to B (where the car reaches its
destination).
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The final section we’re going to look at is the ending scene of the
film, which sees Theo, Kee and her new-born child on a rowing
boat as they search for a ship which will take the woman and
child to safety. Theo was injured earlier and, having rowed the
boat as far as he can, is beginning to feel very unwell. There is a
great moment where Theo (who lost his own child years ago)
gives Kee advice on how to hold the baby to stop it crying –
advice which works. After saying, “There you go,” he then
exclaims, “Ah, Jesus,” obviously experiencing great pain. The
woman, unaware of the extent of his injuries, says, (01.34.41)
“Dylan…I’ll call my baby Dylan…it’s a girl’s name too.” She
begins to notice Theo’s situation just as we hit 01.34.55, where
the next piece comes in. The audio cue has been edited for use in
the film, which means the first part of the audio track runs from
11.02 to 11.33, then straight to 13.29-end.

HEARING
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– text
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Figure: 05a Track: ‘Fragments
ofISa BELIEVING:
Prayer’ Audio
timing:
11.02
11.33 &IT13.29-end
Cuecopyright
Sync: 01.34.50

11.02

Film 01.34.50

13.29-end

The music here is stunning in terms of the emotion it lends the scene. Again, as was
the case with the scene by the tree, the music was not composed for this specific scene.
It is sombre, haunting but ultimately beautiful. I cannot imagine any composer thinking
to write this for this scene. it works because it offers the notion that there can be beauty
in sadness. As with the music for the scene by the tree, it is philosophical and reflective,
rather than literally narrative. There is a slight rhythmical incongruity which makes it
appear as if there are pauses built in at the end of every bar; the melody is suggestive
of 4/4 but the 5/4 meter creates a slight hesitancy.
The vocal melody, beautifully supported up the octave by strings, has a naturally
upward contour whilst the basses and lower cellos have a downward arc. This produces
a feeling of inevitability, but like most emotions generated within us as a result of
music, we probably do not consciously verbalise or even think the word inevitability;
therein lies the beautiful in music; that it can sometimes create feelings without a
listener being aware of how it has happened, and even without us consciously
classifying the event. When we compare how we feel to a words which can describe
the feeling, it is not an exact science.
Just like the earlier section we looked at (bar 9-13), tension exists sparingly,
interwoven with consonance, giving the listener, just as before, an overall feeling of
sadness and beauty. With this section (fig.5a, bar 2 onwards) there is more beauty and
the tensions are less often. The overwhelming emotional context of the scene – as we
watch Theo die – is a combination of regret, sadness but also beauty, and we
experience these emotions, without consciously placing the experience into words,
because the overwhelming governing emotion is one of reflection.
The first chord we hear in this section – spanning four octaves - is the clean A chord
(bar 2) with the faintest of added colour provided by the barely audible maj6th (F#).
The melody is texturally haunting but also manages to occupy some crucial and
emotional intervals along the way. At the beginning and end of bar 2 it hits the rich
major3rd which makes the melody and chord sound rich.
Bar 3 sounds emotionally and musically pained, as if something within it is ‘wrong’
or ‘disfigured’. The bottom chord is a G# chord, without the 3rd but with two references
of the 5th (G#). This clashes with the D notes in the melody (b5); fifths and flattened fifths don’t really go well together unless you deliberately want a
difficult harmony (and feeling) to be generated, which is what it does in this situation. Bar 4 features the 7th interval over the soft and relaxed sounding
F#m7 chord (which in this context almost makes the piece feel as if it is exhaling or tired, which fits beautifully with the narrative of the exhausted Theo.
Bar 5 features the expressive and descriptive major3rd again.
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The music for Children of Men works brilliantly well with the film, perhaps not in spite of the way it was
conceived, but because of it. As I have stated elsewhere there is an increasing number of directors who prefer to
illicit music from composers based not on the film, but as a reaction to an idea, concept or story. The drawback is
that if this is the only approach then it is difficult to score specific hit points, but the plus side is that we often get
much more of an emotional response and in so doing the music is arguably less cliched, traditional and specific
but more of a personal interpretation. Interstellar, which - we look at in the next book, featured music, most of
which was not scored to picture, and it is arguably one of the best film scores of modern times.
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DARK ENCOUNTER David Stone Hamilton
The film is set in a 1980s American farming community, where
tragedy has struck; Masie, a young child, has gone missing.
After the film’s opening, the first scene is her parents realising
Masie has gone. We then flash forward a year, during which
time Masie has still not been found, despite a search by citizens
and police. Around the same time as the one year anniversary
the family they begin to hear and see inexplicable things, such
as lights in the sky, flocks of birds at night and electrical
disturbances. But each time the events happen either someone
disappears or someone has visions. It is what they see in these
visions which is much more frightening than any strangr sounds,
flashing lights or alien invasion. The film shares a lot with films
like Close Encounters, Signs and even Alien, in that we see
precious little of the aliens. In this film science fiction is merely
a vehicle for the telling of a truly tragic event. The message
appears to be that in a limitless universe, full of limitless
possibilities of alien life, humanity itself is what we should fear.
We are obsessed with fearing alien life when the monster right
in front of us is missed. One of the really excellent things about
this intro, musically, is how the chords and the rhythmic
structure gradually come into sonic focus; not just in terms of
volume but also in terms of our gradual awareness of the
rhythmical feel.
In my previous books I discussed Hans Zimmer’s score to The Da Vinci Code (Morrell, 2015: 287). In the analysis
of the music which comes toward the end of the film I talked about how our perception can encompass two
rhythmic realities, or ‘feels’.
Figure: 06a Track: ‘Chevaliers de Sangreal’ Audio timing 00.00 Film Cue Sync 02.41.54

If we’re listening to the phrase to the left and (fig.6a)
hearing triplet over four main beats per bar, then
we’re hearing a rough crotchet bmp in our head of
110.

Figure: 06b Track: ‘Chevaliers de Sangreal’ Audio timing 00.00 Film Cue Sync 02.41.54

This time (fig.6b) we hear straight quavers within a
3/4 pulse. Perception has changed from triplet
quavers to straight quavers so the crotchet beat
underneath is now moving at roughly 165 bpm.

I have spoken to many students who begin by hearing the cue in 3/4 but within a few bars, as the feel becomes
more obvious and they hear where the tubular bells fall (not transcribed) they begin to feel it in 4/4. The difference
between the two is that the first one has more of a syncopated feel, but it is the fact that technically it can be
contextualised two different ways which gives it almost a kind of dreamy feel.
The opening track to Dark Encounter, although not appearing to sound similar to the Chevaliers de Sangreal,
nevertheless benefits – even more than the Zimmer cue - from listeners being unable to absolutely aclimatise
properly to the feel until a certain point. This hesitation in feeling it lasts longer than Chevaliers de Sangreal, and
we only properly ‘feel’ the pulse and rhythm of the piece at around 1 minute. Just like ‘Chevaliers de Sangreal’
we are wrongfooted when attempting to place the quavers in proper rhythmical context. just like Chevaliers de
Sangreal, we initially mistake the triplet quavers in 4/4 for straight quaver in 3/4. I have transcribed examples of
the different ‘feels’ the piece has; fig.06d is what we end up feeling, i.e. the ‘correct version’.
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Figure: 06d ‘Opening’ excerpt (from Dark Encounter) correct feel

Figure: 06c ‘Opening’ excerpt (from Dark Encounter) alternate feel

Figure: 06e Track: ‘Opening’ Audio timing: 00.40 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.37

We join the piece about 40 seconds in (00.01.37 into the film); the preceding
music has been more of a flavour – a hint – of the harmony with no clear rhythm
or discernible pulse. By the time the transcription kicks in, there is an Em
flavour to the harmony and by bar 5 (00.01.43 into the movie) we can just
faintly hear the quaver line. The piece comes into focus over the next few bars
and eventually we hear the fast moving line as triplet quavers. The reason I
mention the whole thing about not being able initially to place the quavers as
triplets and gauge the feel properly, is because this creates a feeling of anxiety;
we analyse as we listen, and if we can’t place something, this generates mild
confusion, which in this specific narrative context, becomes anxiety.

There is so much colour in this music, harmonically and texturally, which benefits the opening
(#5)
sequence. The C and G# in the quaver runs, brief though they are, generate the feel and flavour of an E
chord - which exists alongside Em elsewhere in the instrumentation – giving the piece some harmonic
colour and excitement.
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By bar 9 the triplet quaver line is supplemented an octave higher, which
makes the intervals and extension in the line more obvious. This is all
part of how the music grows and evolves so effectively, raising and
heightening our awareness and the opening credits roll through.

There is a wonderful feeling of the piece ‘breathing out’ on bar 13. The tension which have been building seem
to release as the piece hits the Cmaj7. The same triplet quaver line carries on, but this time the identity of the
notes – what they mean – is different because they occupy different intervals. The first one, (B) occupies the soft,
casual maj7, which straight away carries that sense of release. Interestingly the #5 still exists; this time as a G#
01.00 audio
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feeling of momentum, inevitability and drama. On bar 17 the triplet quaver motif is added to by the divisi 1st
violins, which makes them even more sonically visible. Bars 17–21 feature a descending harmonic pattern (Em,
D and C) and bars 23-24 feature the D chord, before the whole thing stops dead as we cut from the title card to a
picture frame on a wooden floor, appearing as if it has been dropped. As the camera pans around the house, a car
pulls up and a husband and wife enter the house; after a minute or so they realise their daughter is missing.
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The sudden musical dead-stop, abruptly on the
4th beat of the bar, is a well-known musical
device to ‘emphasise by omission’ what
follows. In other words, the music builds the
pressure and then stops it abruptly; we are left
to suspect that the happy husband-and-wife
scene which follows is going to end
dramatically, even though there is no hint of
this for at least a minute into the silence which
follows the dead-stop. Music sets us up
perfectly for this moment by heightening and
then denying our expectations. This
rollercoaster emotional ride primes us for
what is to follow by making us attentive.
The opening cue as a whole is excellent in
terms of what it offers the introductory
sequence; through its clever use of triplet
quavers, the harmonic colours created by the
extensions and intervals used, and the drama
generated by the choice of chords, the piece
creates a heightened sense of excitement and
awareness, which we project onto the images
we see.

Below (fig.7) we join a continuation of the first scene at 00.04.30, where the man and woman realise someone has
been in their house and that their daughter is missing. As the man frantically looks round the house and the woman
runs out the front door, shouting “Maisie!” the following cue comes in. The cue is titled ‘One Year Later’ and although
it begins as the couple realise their daughter is missing, it is also used to play over the sequence which implies the
passage of time between the abduction and ‘one year later’.
The cue starts with a phrase which is similar to the quaver triplet line in terms of contour, but this time it is delivered
on piano and using straight quavers (ala like the version of the intro I transcribed in fig.6c). Once again, the first 8
bars of fig.7 could easily be transcribed as 4 bars of 12/8, but this time the piano does feel more like 3/4. That said, it
does move to 12/8 in bar 9 after it develops into an overtly triplet feel. Also, once again the piece enjoys a slight
incongruity, born out of the phrase so easily fitting into either rhythmical structure.
As with the intro, this cue makes great use of colourful extensions, which serve to generate feelings of wonder, such
as the min 6 (Eb) which we tend to digest as a #5. Also, the Eb – to – B notes tend to create a polyharmonic feel
(suggesting the 3rd and 1st of a B chord)
The real emotional strength of this cue lay in the shift between the G and Ebmaj7 chords, especially our perception of
the intervallic shift from the first D and Eb notes – which we hear as 5th and #5th and their successors in bar 5, which
we hear as maj7 and octave. This is beautiful ‘tension and release’ music; the first four bars generate a feeling of
anxiety, with the next four bars offering comparatively a feeling of resolution, returning, safety, release. this is a
product of the intervals, not the notes. #5 generates wonderment, which in this narrative context is confusion,
uncertainty, bewilderment. By contrast the maj7 is relaxed; the flavour of emotion an extension generates is often
becomes specific when given the precise narrative context. this is how ‘wonderment’ can become ‘bewilderment’.
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Figure: 07 Track: ‘One Year Later’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.04.30

The various flavours and emotions generated by the intervals and extensions in the early section
of this cue are helped by the surrounding sparse harmonic and textural terrain, which exposes the
piano notes and intervals used. If colourful extensions are smothered in surrounding voicings
and textures, the colours can sometimes be diluted; whereas if they are sparsely voiced they can
be more intense. Both approaches – like most things in music – are neither right or wrong;
different approaches tend to produce different emotional outcomes, that’s all.

#5 (m6)

8
maj7

5

On bar 9 we move into 12/8, a feel which is established essentially by the piano RH
melody, but the LH arpegiated counterpoint still continues the idea of ‘messing with our
perceptions’ of rhythmic structure in the way the triplet quavers cascade down from the
#5 (m6) on the 2nd quaver beat, then the 6th quaver beat, then the 10th beat, which creates
some great syncopation and colour.
The interplay between the G chord and Ebmaj7 chord continues to be key to this cue from
bar 9 onwards
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The previous toing and froing between G and Ebmaj7 makes it all the more
satisfying when bars 13 – 14 lead to the resolution of Cm in bars 15 - 16

The following section (which is still part of the ‘One Year Later’ cue) comes at 00.07.38 as Maisie’s family –
having just commemorated the one-year anniversary of Maisie’s disappearance - gathers round the television to
watch Maisie’s uncle (and Deputy Sherrif) talking.
Figure: 08 Track: ‘One Year Later’ Audio timing: 02.04 Film Cue Sync: 00.07.38

This section of the cue
uses some effective
‘dreamy’
warm
analogue string synth
sounds.

The hit point is where one of Maisie’s relatives stands up (bar
1) and looks at the TV as the uncle talks about the day his neice
went missing. Again, we see the interaction of the same kind
of chord change (this time from C to Abmaj7) which has
characterised the overall emotional landscape of this cue. There
are some evocative chords, such as the bar 5 where we see a C
chord with an added m6, clashing subtly with the 5th lower
down, and the gentle tension created by the add4 (bar 7)
rubbing against the 3rd an octave lower. Just before bar 9, the Deputy Sherrif says, “It’s a year to the day that Maisie went missing…” Dr the pause is where
the music hits bar 9; the move from the C chord and the Abm is stark and, in this context ominous. He goes on, “..But we’re not gathered here today to
remember that; we’re gathered here today to remember how joyful she was..” He speaks of Maisie in the past tense.
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DONNIE DARKO Michael Andrews
Donnie Darko is a 2001 American science
fiction film / grim fairy tale/art thriller
which follows the complicated life of the
titular character as he seeks to find the
meaning behind his visions. The film did
not enjoy a big theatrical release because
it came out near 9/11 and featured a plane
crash. The film was hardly advertised and
was destined to go straight-to-video.
Despite all this the film won critical
acclaim and eventually developed an
enormous cult following. It was listed
No. 2 in Empire Magazine’s ‘50 Greatest
Independent Films of All Time’,

“On October 2, 1988, in the small town of Middlesex, Virginia, troubled teenager Donald
J. ‘Donnie’ Darko, led by a mysterious voice, sleepwalks out of his home. Once outside, he
meets a figure in a monstrous rabbit costume who introduces himself as Frank and tells
Donnie that the world will end in 28 days, 6 hours, 42 minutes and 12 seconds. Donnie
wakes up the next morning on a local golf course and returns home to discover a jet
engine has crashed into his bedroom. His older sister Elizabeth tells him
the FAA investigators do not know its origin.”
https://www.looper.com
Eventually, after a series of visions and encounters with the giant rabbit, a jet engine falls into his bedroom,
crushing him. As the final music track begins (a wonderful cover of Tears for Fears’ Mad World by Gary Jules
and film composer Michael Andrews) those whose lives Donnie would have touched wake up from troubled
dreams. Gretchen, Donnie’s girlfriend (who in this timeline had never met Donnie) cycles by the Darko home the
next morning and learns of his death. She and Rose exchange glances and wave as if they know each other but
cannot remember from where in a moment of déjà vu.
On a surface level, this is a story of a troubled teenager as he struggles to relate to the world in which he lives and
tries to understand his apparent delusions. Combined with a track record of unruly behavior, regular therapy
sessions and medication, it is heavily implied Donnie is suffering from paranoid schizophrenia.
Much like the film K-Pax, Donnie Darko explores uncomfortable themes, not least of which is how we deal with
mental illness; but ultimately, what appears to be a story through Donnie’s perspective, illustrating how mental
illness warps his worldview, is actually much, much more. Hallucinations and prophetic rabbits are part of an
alternate universe, a place where time travel is real. So ultimately the story addresses themes of fate, religion,
sacrifice, love, loss, and loneliness. As I mentioned earlier, the end sequence is particularly moving with its use
of a piano-driven cover of ‘Mad World’ which actually topped the charts in Britain.
The first cue we’re going to look at comes right at the top of the film, as we survey a remote country road, before
eventually seeing a figure lying in the road, asleep. The music offers dark and deep lo-fi synth textures which
instantly offer the scene mood and perspective. The textures deliver a deep sus chord, eventually leading to a Cm
built over a Csus chord, which creates its own ambiguity, on top of the moody textures. At around 00.01.30 the
figure - Donnie Darko – slowly sits up and then we hear the piano motif (bar 7) as he begins looking around,
puzzled, as if not knowing where he is or how he got there.
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Figure: 09 Track: ‘Carpathian Ridge’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.57

The piano line is quite evocative; by this time (bar 7) the chord has morphed into an Fmaj9/C
and the piano voicing features the E note, a tight voicing of the F and G notes, and no 5th, which
skews the voicing slightly, italicising the maj7 more than would normally be the case. These
slightly altered voicings continue until, on bar 10 as the camera pans round Donnie, we hear
the distinctive flavour of the #4. There is no 3rd in the piano voicing so all we get is the F, G
and B, which could also be felt as a G/F chord, which lends the piece a tiny bit of a
polyharmonic feel.

As we see Donnie’s face a beautiful and haunting piano line comes; a quaver line leads up to the apex of the melody – which falls on the bright
and emotive maj3rd. But underneath we still have the lumpy ‘muffled’ analogue synth chords, which creates a nice contrast between the two.
Another really beautiful moment is created by the counterpoint between the piano and voice/synth line (bar 11), which really gives the piece a
sense of direction, inner movement and colour.

Just toward the end of
the scene, as we lead
into the title card
(00.02.14) there is a
strange but beautiful
moment where Donnie
smiles, despite his
situation. Then we hear
a piano leading up to
the final chord, which
is a terrific polytonal
one, with the Ebm on
top of a Gm. The
juxtaposition between
the smile and the tense
chord is great,
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Figure: 10 Track: ‘The Artefact and Living’ Audio timing: 00.24 Film Cue Sync: 00.11.53

Warm
analogue
synth sound

At around 00.09.00 Donnie leaves his house late at night and sees the talking rabbit, who states how many days,
hours, minutes and seconds there are left, “before the world will end.” Then we see Donnie’s house being damaged
by something falling, with his father seen running. At around 00.11.00 we see Donnie wake up in a strange place yet
again – this time on a golf course, where he is found by two morning golfers - again seeming to have no idea how he
has ended up there. He walks home and finds his house surrounded by police and emergency workers. This is when
the following cue comes in. The music again features really endearing lo-fi textures, this time from a piano, which
has a muffled, low EQ sound, which adds to its character; it does not contain the archetypal clipped precise textures
of a normal piano, which makes it less obvious. The scene uses the audio cue from 00.24 in, and the cue makes great
use of the well-known chord trick which I referred to as the ‘James Newton Howard chord change’ (Morrell, 2013:
38); so-called because he is one of the modern composers who uses the sequence quite a lot in his early films such as
The Sixth Sense and Signs. The chord trick moves from a minor chord to a major chord a semitone lower (or vice
versa) and can generate an almost ‘otherworldly’ feel due to the 3rd of both chords being the same note but having
two different intervallic meanings. The same note being used in two chords which are chromatically apart, means that
we hear the note and we especially hear its interval, because the note itself is the same pitch and note name.

Piano

This use of the chord trick sees it
go from Bm to Bb, with the D note
remaining throughout. Another
reason this particular piece feels
‘strange’ is because of tendency
of notes to linger in the mind after
they’ve been played. If we look at
all the melody notes in bar 6 we
will see the last four are B, F#, E
and D….

….these notes are followed by a chord of
Bb in the next bar. Although the D
melody note works with either chord, the
B, F# and E will leave a difficult
memory after they’ve gone, caused by
the clash they have with the subsequent
chord. If you play a B, F#, E and D (over
a Bm) and then move straight to Bb, you
will feel the tension.

Warm
analogue
synth sound

Piano

The warm analogue 80s synth textures arrive in bar 9, and the sound radiates out through the piece. In bar 11 the
piano line includes the #11th and #13th (E and G) which create a ‘poly’ feel (because they also feel like the 3rd and
5th). Altogether, the piece generates feelings of wonder, awe and fascination, which in this precise narrative context
generates kind of a warm glow around the scene. This is interesting because the scene itself, featuring the aftermath
of a plane engine crashing into a house, is not, on face value, a ‘warm’ scene; what the music references is Donnie’s
overall reaction, which is one of confusion and bewilderment, given his meetings with the giant rabbit and waking
up in strange locations, etc.
‘The Artefact and Living’ track had a life outside the film. Amongst many uses
it was used for a TV car advert for the then new Ford Mondeo car. The ad was
called ‘Desire’. Regarded by many as a breakthrough TV advertisement, it was
telling that marketing looked to film music for a radical departure from
traditional automotive advertising music. The ad leaves the typical domain of
the car commercial - the road - as the viewer's eyes are diverted upwards to see
old cars being carried away by balloons (image, right). The ad brings to life the
instant desirability of the new Mondeo, i.e. on seeing the new Mondeo people
are saying goodbye to their old cars by floating them away.
The next cue (00.47 seconds into ‘Manipulated Living’) comes at 00.36.55 into
the movie when the scene flits between a school / parents meeting and a scene
where Donnie meets the giant rabbit in his house. As the scene flits back and
forth, the music comes in and acts almost as a bond between the two scenes.
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Figure: 11 Track: ‘Manipulated Living’ Audio timing: 00.37 Film Cue Sync: 00.36.55
This is another strange
sounding piece which again
makes good use of harmony
and texture to generate a
slightly disorientating and
slightly scary mood.

Many composers choose to
use self-made synth sounds;
they prefer this because the
sounds have no past; no
cultural or historical baggage.
The very sounds themselves
are odd in that they are, for
listeners, almost without
precedent.

One of the principal ways listeners acclimatise to music is through memories of similar harmonies and
textures by which to compare and contrast new music. These sounds are harder to place. The harmonies
are not dissonant or abstract but the method of delivery of the notes and sounds is a little odd; the
syncopation on the top line and the bottom line are not generally the kind of rhythmically jovial thing you
would hear played by these textures. It is a mixture of the sinister and the happy; kind of the musical
equivalent of the ‘twisted clown’ aesthetic found in horror films; it is incongruous. The music has to
accompany two scenes, not one, which is why the overall feel is one of uncomfortable bizarreness. It
interacts with the scenes well, despite their different context; it adds a twisted humour to Donnie’s
situation and helps make the teacher seem ridiculous, shrouding her in a sinister-comic aesthetic.
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line, the spoken words Donnie can hear and his sister, who comes running into the room. The fairground-style feel is
made odd by the piano harmonies, which fluctuate from Fm and D7(b5/omit3). The significant chord shift in harmony
is created by the movement of just one note (the F to the D). Whenever the emotional flavour of a chord is altered by
just one note moving physically, it can only be because static notes have move intervallically. The Ab and C notes move
from occupying min 3rd and 5th to occupying b5th and 7th by virtue of the physical movement of the F down to the D.

All the people in the room, Donnie included, have a strange aura emanating from them, which trails from the front of
their bodies. Clearly only Donnie can see this. The female vocal slide from the F (above middle C) down an octave is
particularly effective in conjuring up a mystical and faraway feel. The melody comes in on bar 9 and begins with an
immediate strangeness generated by the melodic #4 descent from the D to the Ab; this is then followed by a really
effective chord trick (bars 12-13) featuring the Dm7(b5) to the C7/E. For a start we have the feeling of contrary motion
with the F melody line descending to the E, at the same time as the bass line goes from D to E. These two chords are,
effectively, an extension, or embellishment, of a much simpler Fm to C chord sequence. Although I have written bar 12
as a Dm7(b5), we usually feel such a chord as an Fm over a D, so we feel the D as a major 6 under the Fm. Then, the
subsequent C chord has the rich 3rd doubled in the melody and bass, making the chord over-colourful (in fact, there is
even a slight whiff of the diminished, with the chord vertically bookending the Es). The six quaver run down on bar 16,
again, resembles the fairground context; this is just after Donnie has smiled strangely. The whole sequence – the pictures
and the music – are quite abstract in that they generate some vivid music and pictures which create an almost dreamlike
state.
“Liquid Spear Waltz reflected Donnie’s bemusement in the film at seeing shafts of light exiting
people’s bellies. Throughout, sweeps of female backing vocals embellish Donnie’s gently offkilter daydreams, while recurring mordant stabs of strings and synthesiser throbs reinforce the
increasingly fatalistic terror of his nightmares.”
Stephen Ewashkiw, National and Online press
Tim Frost, Regional and Student press:

Figure: 12 Track: ‘Liquid Spear Waltz’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.49.35
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him. As the final music track begins, people those whose lives Donnie would have touched wake up from troubled dreams. And
the song which helps end the film and distil much of the emotion from the film is the last cue we’ll look at; it is a cover of a
Roland Orzabal song – Mad World – originally performed by 80s band ‘Tear for Fears’. It was, however, Mark Andrews’
arrangement of it - sung by Gary Jules, and one of the all-time great covers – which was so successful. The original version
featured synthesizers and heavy percussion, but Andrews’ version was stripped down, using piano, voice and cello. There were
uses of the vocoder in parts of the song, and the sound texturally mimics the soft, ambient synth sounds used in The Artefact and
Living, a cue used earlier in the film. Mad World was released after the film, and became the Christmas number 1 single in the
UK, beating Christmas Time by ‘The Darkness’. Jules said that he believed the song was easy for people to relate to:
“I think it's a really beautiful example of a person struggling with the fact that life is mad.
I honestly think it’s one of the most beautiful songs I have ever heard and the way it’s
stripped down now just pins people. Every so often a song with just vocals, piano and cello
creeps up on you and says something about who you are, where you’re going which stops
you in your tracks.”
Chart Victory ‘dream for a singer’
(BBC News, 22 December, 2003)
Figure: 13 Track: ‘Mad World’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.38.35

Verse

The piece has a beautiful innocence and simplicity,
generated by the soft, solo male voice and by the
‘Grade 3 Piano’ piano accompaniment.

I make the point about the harmonies really
because some of the chord sequences used are
textbook examples of ones used in films. The
original version wasn’t written for a film,
obviously, but the chords used – later so wellarticulated in the Andrews version – will be part of
the reason why the song has a misty, faraway feel.
Anyone who thinks that that’s purely because of
the dreamy, lo-fi textures is missing the point – or
at least one of them.

The song begins with a beautifully haunting piano phrase; a phrase
which appears regularly throughout the piece, separating the vocal
sections. The original version of the song, by Tears for Fears, had
fairly sparse harmony; harmony, such as it was, was implied by the
lead line and bass line most of the time. Andrews’ version used fully
voiced chords, played for the most part on the same soft, muffled piano
used in The Artefact and Living and later on low EQ’d synth sounds
and occasional voices through a vocoder.

The melody line is also helped by occupying the
resonant and descriptive maj3rd at the apex of most
verse lines; this makes it ‘sing’, generating emotion

The first chord trick is one we’ve referred to in my previous books as the ‘sci-fi
chord trick’ (Morrell, 2013. 37/ 44/ 84); the trick (in this case the Fm to Bb or
vice versa) is used in ‘Space’ films such as Alien and Star Trek and can generate
a ‘faraway’ or ‘distant’ feel, usually being articulated via a large lush string
sound. The textures in this example are different, and therefore so is the precise
context of its emotional content; but there is still a sense of freshness and newness
to the chord change which generates interest and emotional engagement. The
second chord trick forms part of the main verse (from bar 5 onwards).

This involved the manoeuvre between (in this case) Fm to Ab. As with the last
chord trick, we looked at this one before (Morrell, 2015. 285) in context of Hans
Zimmer’s score to The Da Vinci Code. We talked about how major-to-relative
minor chord changes are very common but how the opposite (minor-to-relative
major changes) are comparatively rarer. This kind of manoeuvre can create a
mildly uplifting, positive and exhilarating feeling; if, when playing C to Am, the
Am sounds like it’s on a journey, the opposite trick (Am to C) makes the C sound
as it the journey is complete – hence the satisfying, uplifting feel.
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The same thing happens in the pre-chorus
where the apex occupies the maj3rd again

Pre-chorus

The pre-chorus, although dramatized by the top D at the
apex of each line, enjoys a feeling of warmth and
familiarity because it uses the intro chords

The vocal line in the chorus is harmonised and the voices are
out through a Vocoder; these harmonies and textures merge
with the synths used underneath to create an incredibly warm
sound, which adds to the abstractness of the film
Chorus

There is a really effective gap in the melody line, which comes, of all
places, right at the beginning of the chorus (bar 29). The line builds up in
the bars leading to bar 29, and then stops abruptly; the piano quaver motif
from the intro comes in the fill the void, feeling almost as if it continues
the line. The voice returning on the 3rd beat with much longer notes.
The piano motif (bar 29) is a beautifully embellished version of the intro
which features more harmonisation and some slight friction (between the
2nd and min 3rd and between the Eb and F, both of which generate colour
and emotion.

The voice / synth anticipation (end of bar 29) is mimicked by the piano
quavers (end of bar 30 into bar 31), creating a nice relationship between
melody, counterpoint and texture.
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There is a really effective gap in the melody line, which
comes, of all places, right at the beginning of the chorus (bar
29). The line builds up in the bars leading to bar 29, and then
stops abruptly; the piano quaver motif from the intro comes
in the fill the void, feeling almost as if it continues the line.
The voice returning on the 3rd beat with much longer notes.

“The film was pretty low budget so my portion of the money was pretty thin. I couldn’t hire anyone;
it was just me. I played everything. I also brought in two female vocalists - Sam Shelton and Tori
Haberman. But no guitar because Richard said no guitar or drums. Films that assume cult status they ask questions instead of answer them, and that’s one thing ‘Donnie Darko’ does. And it has an
incredible look to it, a richness and colour. For both of us [composer and director] it was our first
film, so maybe there was a naivety that manifested itself as something original.”
Stephen Ewashkiw, National and Online press
Tim Frost, Regional and Student press
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NAKED LUNCH Howard Shore and Ornete Coleman
The so-called ‘Beat generation’ was the name given
to young people in the 50s and 60s who rejected
tradition and conventional society, valuing instead
self-expression. Many writers and artists were part of
this movement and they were instrumental in
reshaping American culture and, in retrospect,
preparing it for the counterculture which followed. A
key idea of the ‘Beat generation’ was to treat the most
authentic, uncensored human thoughts and desires as
art.
In a traditional society, they challenged accepted
social norms and behavior with their insatiable
appetite for sex, drugs, rock n’ roll and confessional
intimacy. Writer William Burroughs was at the
forefront of this movement and his book Naked Lunch
was banned for years in America and even sued for its
perceived obscenity. The main character from Naked
Lunch - Bill Lee - is really Burroughs, and David
Cronenberg’s film of the book is about his becoming
a writer. In the film, Bill is a ‘pest exterminator’ who
gets hooked on his hallucinatory bug powder. Soon
we see large talking beetles which tell him that his
wife Joan is a spy and must be eliminated. The music
for Naked Lunch was composed by Howard Shore.
It’s a score of colour, abstraction, dissonance and
beauty, all present in equal measure.
Ornette Coleman’s alto sax moves in and out of the music with improvisatory bursts, whose music, “dances
across pools of darkness and light conjured by [Howard Shore and] the London Philharmonic Orchestra”
(Factmag.com). Shore’s string writing, especially in the intro titles, is reminiscent of the dark shades of
Bernard Herrmann; they are dark, broody and atmospheric. The combination of contemporary jazz, harmonic
abstraction and orchestral textures creates a vibrant and exciting atmosphere. The film is a mixture of
surrealism and noir, and one of the creative reasons that this is achieved is due to the music (as is sometimes
the case with other noir films). One of the many great things about Coleman’s improvisations is that he
always shows such great sensitivity towards Shore’s evolving textural and harmonic contexts. Below I have
transcribed a reduction of the first few bars of Shore’s intro to The Naked Lunch, underneath which is the
full transcription of the same bars.
Figure: 14 Track: ‘Naked Lunch (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01

Horns /
Woods
Strings / Figure: 14a Track: ‘Naked Lunch (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.01
Woods /
Brass

The chords feature some interesting extensions; the first chord features six notes, one is which doubled (1st, 5th, m6th, 4th, 5th and 9th). If we ignore the
doubled 5th, there are five notes, three of which are extensions. This means the chord is ‘extension heavy’ - its identity is less certain because it is more a
product of extensions than it is primary intervals. In music everything is relative; extensions depend on the primary intervals (1,3,5,) for their context. The
bottom 3 notes (from the bottom up) are a 5th and then min 2nd apart, and the top three notes (from the top down) are a 5th and then maj2nd apart; so there is
almost a mirroring of vertical harmony, which creates a definite, palpable, physical vertical identity. Also, because of the nature of the voicing, the top
chord can be felt as an E6 or a C#7/B; in addition, the bottom chord can be felt as a D/F# or F# (no 3rd). All these different dynamics make for colourful
chords. Above all else with the overall chord in bar 1, whilst there are small ‘micro-chord identities’, overall the chord generates tension and mild confusion.
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Similarly, when the chord changes on bar 5 of figure 14, we get polytonal tensions and different micro chords making up the character of the chord; the
middle stave features an A7 chord (minus the 5th) and the bottom chord is unchanged from what it was, i.e. an F#(m6/omit3). Together they form an F#m
In addition to these chords we have some counterpoint, in the form of the woodwind / brass lines, which gravitate to the 9th and 4th, which we also hear
stated in the string chord - and then the b9th. This move from the 9th (G#) to the b9th (G) sounds dark and sorrowful, as if the interval is straining, or even
crying. Finally, the transcription resolves to the F#m chord, but still with some tension by way of the m6 clashing with the 5 th.
Figure: 14a Track: ‘Naked Lunch (intro)’ full orchestration

To the left (fig.14a) we have the whole score
of bars 1-4 of fig.14. This is primarily so we
can extrapolate the specific instrumentation
and counterpoint and look at how Howard
Shore extracts and exemplifies the character
and emotion of the harmonies.
Looking first at the descending and ascending
counterpoint movement, the lines have a good
sense of physicality, motion and presence.
The downward lines have a sense of urgency
due to the slightly hurried feel of the triplet
quavers. What helps both the descending and
ascending lines is their combined textures; the
combination of flutes, oboes, clarinets - but
particularly trumpets playing high mp – really
creates a lonely, desolate feeling.
The low min6th is delivered gradually, with
the 5th and min6th delivered as stepping stones,
not in one solid vertical hit – this lessens the
dissonance but maintains the tension and
makes it feel almost as if it is crawling up on
you.
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Figure: 15 Track: ‘Mugwumps’ Audio timing: 00.00

(Omit5)

Above (fig.15) we have an abbreviated transcription of the first few bars of another cue, titled ‘Mugwumps’
which is used a couple of times in the film. This track is quite reminiscent of Shore’s groundbreaking score for
Se7en, - which we looked at in a previous book (Morrell, 2013. 261) – insofar as he uses some fantastically
effective dissonant cluster harmonies.
As I have said before, ‘good dissonance’ (if there is such a thing) is frequently different sections of consonance
merged together in a way where the end result is dissonant. For example, essentially the chord in bars 1 and 2
of fig.15 is (from top to bottom) a 1st inversion Ab chord, built over an E chord with no 3rd.
The chord in bar 3 is a Cm7 with no 5th but an added minor 2nd. But if we look at – and listen to - the voicing
properly it also feels like an Fm11 with an added (Db) min6th. This is in spite of it not having the min3rd. If we
contextualise it as an Fm11, the Bb on top would be the 11th, the Eb is what makes it feel minor (the Eb would
be in a minor scale of F but not a major scale, so implies the minor feel). In this scenario the Db adds to the Fm
feel (a min6th is more common than a min2nd – we gravitate to what is more likely). The point about all this
theorizing regarding what the chord is, technically, and what it ‘feels like’ is that, as ever, it proves that the
chord has more than one rational explanation –something which it is possible to be aware of.
The final chord in the transcription feels like a release from the previous bars in that we can definitely hear the
‘major-ness’ of the chord and the warmth of the add2 influence. What we find sometimes with intervals, is that
one interval can be made more obvious, or ‘shine’ more due to the impact of another, complimentary interval;
for example, the richness of the 6th interval between the D and the bottom F italicizes the warmth of the maj3rd
(D).
It is precisely all these various subtle harmonic dynamics, tensions and dissonances that generate the kind of
listening experience and resultant emotions which work so well contextualising this film. It is often the music,
more than anything, which generates the anxiety and incongruity which pervades the film.
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PAN’S LAYBRINTH Javier Navarette
In 1944 in Spain, Captain Vidal welcomes
his pregnant bride to the family home in the
forest. His new wife Carmen and her
daughter Ofélia, from her first marriage,
comes to live with him. On one level Pan’s
Labyrinth is about Ofélia, who has
discovered a secret labyrinth beneath the
house inhabited by a magnificent, aweinspiring faun who hails Ofélia as a Princess,
but tells her she must carry out terrifying
tasks to enter into her destiny; this she does,
without telling the grown-ups of this strange
other world beneath their feet.

What the film is really about is the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War1 and the ongoing struggle of the Republicans
to defeat the Nationalists. The Guardian’s Peter Bradshaw comments on the film’s parallels to history:
“Ofélia must square up to the giant and imperious faun, Pan. Most dauntingly of all, she
has to approach the nightmarish figure of the Pale Man, whose eyes are in his hands - he
is able to see her when he holds his palms up to the sides of his head. That extraordinary
image alone is worth the price of admission. What do these creatures say about fascism?
Or, what does fascism say about them? Del Toro asks us to consider Pan's exotic world
side-by-side with political history. We have to consume them on equal terms, like chewing
cake and cheese together. It's a bold and intriguing proposition, but I'm not sure it comes
off. Del Toro does well to remind us of the cruel reality of Franco's Spain: a fascist state
tacitly encouraged by many as a bulwark against communism, and seen by many more as
an example of the historical inevitability of extreme nationalism. These are the bad guys
who were not defeated.”
Peter Bradshaw
The Guardian, Fri 24 Nov 2006
The first thing to note is that the soundtrack album version of the intro cue (fig.16b) is slightly different to the
version used in the film; there are a couple of sections of the film version which have lighter instrumentation than
the soundtrack version. These are marked on the transcription.
Sometimes in music, the aspects which combine to make pieces interesting are not wholly about harmony, texture
or melody; sometimes the very structure of the piece itself, in terms of its architecture and geography are, generates,
is the thing which creates interest. Although the piece is quite simplistic and childlike, with its lilting 3/4 feel, there
is more structural complexity than might first seem apparent. In order to illustrate the structural and architectural
points, I have transcribed the melody on its own first (fig.16, 16a and 16b).
We are attuned to hearing things in convenient 4-bar phrases, or perhaps 8 bar phrases. With this tune, if we
perceive the tune as broken down into neat, traditional 4-bar phrases (fig.16) we realise it falls out of sync. The
tune actually a lot more easily if we re-write it in 2-bar phrases (fig.16a). But film music is not necessarily meant
to default to the ‘easiest’ way. Sometimes it succeeds because it questions our preconceptions and expectations;
the piece is actually built out of a combination of 3-bar phrases and 4-bar phrases. Such a simple thing as varying
the phrase lengths can be an effective way of giving the piece an identity. As with harmony, listeners are not
necessarily consciously aware of the oddity in the phrasing, but such an oddity nevertheless causes them to listen
harder, to be able to ‘feel it’ properly. It is this extra work which can draw listeners in.
1

This was a civil war in Spain between Republicans loyal to the Popular Front government and the Nationalists, led by General Franco. The
Nationalists won the war, which ended in early 1939, and ruled Spain until Franco’s death in November 1975.
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Trying to crowbar the piece into 4-bar phrases is very hard.
Figure: 16 Track: ‘Long, Long Time Ago’ (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35

It actually fits better in conventional 2-bar phrases (below)
Figure: 16a Track: ‘Long, Long Time Ago’ (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35

The piece exists in 3-bar and 4-bar phrases, which has the effect of drawing us in.
Figure: 16b Track: ‘Long, Long Time Ago’ (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35
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The fuller version of the piece (below) benefits from some effective devices. First of all, the ‘vocalise’2 style
singing has a haunting feel to it. The combination of 3-bar phrases and 4-bar phrases can make some of the lines
feel early, which, as I said earlier, can gain our attention and bring us closer to the piece.
The beginning of this opening piece is also accompanied by the sound of heavy breaths, which we later see belong
to Ophelia. The supporting strings movement is quite minimal, with the Am root-voiced and the Dm being inverted
over the A, which lessens the physical movement. The move from Dm to Bm( 5) is also minimal, physically, with
just the A moving to the B (the top two notes change interval but not note). Another nice thing about the harmonies
is that they are written above the melody line, which, again, is something which is not common. On bar 14 an
arpegiated piano comes in, to evolve and vary the textures. Off-screen narration comes in at bar 25, and then the
camera zooms into Ofelia’s eyes, after which the piece benefits from an uplifting modulation from Am to C (we
have looked at the effectiveness of this type of chord trick many times in previous books). This is accompanied
visually with our first glimpse of the labyrinth underneath the house; the positivity of the move to C major therefore
is associated with this strange world.
“Pan's Labyrinth is so locked into the emotional and fantasy world of its protagonist, Ofelia,
that the camera itself lies on its side next to her and is then plunges vertiginously into her
pupil, entering her head, where the movie takes place. You might even say [the opening
scene] contains the entire movie in one shot. Not only does it begin with the ending, but the
movement of the shot takes us from underground (the land of the subconscious, the
imagination) up into the light of day - or, looked at another way, from political and
psychological repression into the liberation of the open air. This presages the momentum of
the entire movie.”
Jim Emerson, August 28th, 2007, Roger Ebert.com

Figure: 16a Track: ‘Long, Long Time Ago’ (intro)’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35

No strings on film version……………………………………………………

2

Vocalise is a type of wordless singing, using only vowels.
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of Gabriel
Faure’s
Paradisum when the single
C (and then the C and D together) come in with the Sopranos and Mezzo
Sopranos (bar 27). This is interesting because the textures, harmonies,
Vocalise style - and particularly the haunting Sopranos – bring a sense of
religiosity to the music.

…No solo voice on film version……………………………………………………………………………………………………

The string writing from bar 38 is particularly colourful and vivid. It runs slightly contrary to the piano line, and some of the counterpoint harmonies
exhibit real colour and mild tension. The violas, cellos and basses also make great use of some effective counterpoint, and all these things combined
make the strings something which have a life of their own and do not merely exist as block chords, for textural warmth

maj7th

7th

9th
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SPHERE Elliot Goldenthal
Sphere is a 1998 science fiction film based on
a 1987 novel by Michael Crichton. It is a story
of a team of scientists that descend to a deep
water research habitat to investigate an alien
spacecraft. Analysis of the surrounding terrain
shows that it crashed around 350 years ago.
When scientists successfully get inside the
ship, it turns out to be an American spacecraft
from the future, which crashed three-and-ahalf centuries ago. Inside the ship is a giant
gold-coloured sphere. The scientists discover
that the long dead crew of the spacecraft were
on a mission to collect an item of scientific
importance.
By looking in the ship’s logs, they discover that it encountered an ‘unknown event’ (a black hole, it is assumed)
that sends the vessel back in time. The sphere has an effect on people, in that it enables them to manifest things
from their imaginations into the real world – it exploits the subconscious fears of anybody who comes in contact
with it - although the characters (and viewers) don’t realise this initially. The scientists begin to imagine things
like jellyfish, giant squid, and a computer entity called Jerry. By the time that the scientists realise the truth, they
are in an advanced state of paranoia, they don’t trust anyone and some of the crew are dead. Eventually three of
the scientists escape the research station and return to the surface. They realise that their power to make anything
they imaging real is too dangerous. So, they choose to un-imagine the sphere, at which point it rises to the surface
and flies off. The film was not met with universal praise and was treated harshly by critics and viewers who had
read Crichton’s book. Sphere failed at the box office, earning just $37 million against its $80 million budget. This
is only a personal opinion, but I think it was a great film, supported by a superb score by Elliot Goldenthall – a
composer I have admired ever since I heard his music for Alien 3.
Quite a few cues in this film begin with a ‘bed’ of texture and percolating counterpoint, which build gradually.
This cue, for example, begins with a G#m chord, stated horizontally by the harps and violas. The clarinet enters
on bar 3 but its lines are fairly indistinguishable, and instead we benefit from hearing the B and D# notes, which
helps cement the G#m feel. The first dramatic device we hear is the low D#, which is the 2nd inversion of the
implied G#m chord. The minor chord 2nd inversion, in this context, is a great choice because the sound of the
disrupted normality of the chord, re-orientated over its 5th, creates a feeling of drama and seriousness.
Then we hear a line similar to the harp and viola line, only this time harmonises, on the Alto flutes. The feeling of
harmony is not chordal, but instead still a result of horizontal harmony. The great thing about this kind of harmony
is that it requires more engagement from the listener, so it can in some circumstances make them more alert and
draw them in. The flutes are written for beautifully here; one line goes from B, G# (x2), B (x2) G# (x2) B and the
other line does the opposite - G# B (x2) G# (x2) B (x2) G#. This is one of the ways the harmonies and textures
appear to be percolating rather than being static or evenly moving quavers. This effect tends to sound a little
disconcerting, which helps, given the context of the narrative, and the accompanying introductory credit roll.
The credit roll features a series of graphic images of revolving around a sphere. The images are mainly a sequence
of shapes and colours, but with fleeting references to ‘sea creatures’. These images work well with the music and
together the two create an interesting and compelling intro.
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Figure: 17 Track: ‘Main Titles’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.15.11
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The only real melody to speak of, comes in bar 23, and features a semibreve line moving from the D# (5th) to the E
(functioning as the octave of the E/G# chord but with a slight whiff of the min 6th of a G#m) to the E# (the Bond-esque
maj6th) and then the D ( 5). It is the E# and D notes (in context of a G#m) which gives the piece such a skewed musical
and emotional reality. Calling the E# and F, makes it easier to appreciate that what the two notes represent – in addition to
their reality relative to the G#m – is the min3rd (F) and root (D) of a Dm, or the 5th (F) and maj3rd (D) of a Bb chord.
This is not meant to be simple a theoretical point; this para-reality of these notes is what generates the strangeness in the
sound.
John Williams’ prologue to the first Harry Potter film – the now world-famous two-part Celeste theme does something
similar; in context of a tune which speaks Em to us, Williams places the Eb and F, which disfigures the tune markedly,
making it ideal for purposes for which it was written.

maj6

5

5th of Bb chord or
min3rd of a Dm
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The last cue, or elements from it, are heard several times in the film, as is the following cue, entitled The Gift. The
first time we hear it is properly is at 00.15.11 into the movie as the team of scientists approach the Sphere on the
bottom of the sea bed. This cue, like the last one, begins with a textural and harmonic ‘bed of sound’ on which is
built a beautiful and encapsulating melody.
Before we look at fig.17b - the correct reduction – let’s look at a deliberately simplified version (below, fig.17a).
This is the melody in its simplest and purest form; even then it is still beautiful, rising and falling and hitting the
warm maj3rd interval at key moments.
Figure: 17a Track: ‘The Gift’ (simplified reduction)

Looking at the real reduced version, we can see that the melodic structure and the timing of the note values are
different; in many ways they are not as structurally digestible as the earlier version, which was painfully simple.
This version essentially keeps us on our toes; it stops us figuring it out straight away. And because we lack the
overall awareness of what the tune is likely to do – because of its structural displacement – we concentrate on it
and are thus more aware, which makes the listening experience deeper.
Figure: 17b Track: ‘The Gift’ (accurate reduction)

Below we have the fully scored version, so
we can see how the instrumental textures and
orchestration deliver this beautiful melody
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Figure: 17c Track:HEARING
‘The Gift’ISAudio
timing:FILM
00.00MUSIC
Film Cue
00.15.11
As with the last cue – but more so with this one – the piece begins with ‘bed’ of texture and percolating harmony
and counterpoint, which gradually help us to form our awareness of the flavour. The piece reveals its identity
gradually, evolving through the first few bars before the melody comes in. Only the violas play a vertical chord;
the rest of the colour of the A chord is delivered via semiquavers from the harp, piano and violins I and II. The
piano movement is different from the harp; the 1st violins are divided up into two subtly different versions of
triplets and the 2nd violins, although playing the same rhythm, are playing different arpeggios of the A chord.
What all this does is prevent a coherent feeling of timing, which makes us work harder; also the chord of A is
mainly delivered horizontally, which, as stated earlier, is a less definite way of revealing harmony.
The use of triplets against straight semiquaver is a great way of disguising any resemblance of timing or
rhythmical structure, and ends up generate what amounts to a great wash of harmony and texture, with
seemingly no structure.
The cue comes as the scientists first catch sight of the Sphere, and the music, with its

The melody, which regularly hits the rich, warm maj3rd is spread across several
textures, including oboes, violas and cellos; the oboes give the melody ‘bite’ and
the violas and cellos (same octave) create warmth.
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listeners from ‘feeling’ the length of the notes or any wider linear melodic
texture and melodic colour, and not so much
about how the notes fall, rhythmically or
perspective. The lack of obvious rhythmical structure in the melody has a unique
structurally.
effect on it, insofar as a lack of rhythmical clarity makes us more inclined to listen,
in order to understand. This means that the richness of the 3rd, for example, and the
rising and falling contours of the lines, are listened to more intently.
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In bar 13, the melodic rise from G# (5th) to A# (maj6th) and then to the octave of the Bm is particularly effective and romantically inclined due to
the specific emotions generated by the maj6 over the minor chord, the textures created by the range the cello is playing in, and the contrary motion
exhibited in the manoeuvre.
It seems as if the same type of chord change is about to happen in bars 16-17 (i.e. Bm, Bm6, Am), but the piece delivers an unexpected move to the
F chord, re-orientating the A melody note as a maj3rd, generating surprise. As I have often said, it is not the note which is a surprise, but the different
interval it now occupies.
The F chord leads to a ‘resolution’ (of sorts) in the A chord. But this is a dramatic resolution and one which feels as if it is going to be moving
again, shortly; the A chord appears as a 2nd inversion (over the E) before moving to a 1st inversion (over the C#). The move from the A/C# to the
Db/F, just as we come to the end of the transcription, also sounds very dramatic. The reason for the success of this particular chord manoeuvre is a
little more complicated.
Figure: 17d

In bars one and two of fig.17d
(right) I have reduced the two
chords from bars 20 and 21 of
the main transcription (fig. 17c,
above). But in fact when we hear
this sequence, it’s possible to
hear the notes as different
intervals.
It all depends on how we perceive the Db and the F. If we hear the Db (bar 2, above) as a root, and the F as a maj3rd then we hear it as I have transcribed
it – a Db/F. If, however, we hear the F as a #5, we would also ‘join the dots’ and feel the Db as a C#. In this situation we may hear the chord as an
A(#5)/E, even though there is no A note in the original (correct) version. The chord in bar 21 of the main transcription (and bar 2, above) is most
definitely a Db/F, but what make us possibly feel it as an A augmented chord is what precedes it (i.e. the A/C# chord and specifically hearing three C#
notes as maj3rd intervals of an A chord). This plants the seeds in our mind which can alter our perception of the following chord.
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THE CAVE Johnny Klimek and Reinhold Heil
In 13th-century Romania, an Abbey and its inhabitants are destroyed
by a landslide. Centuries later during the Cold War a group of men go
in search of the long-lost abbey. They discover the abbey is built above
a vast cave system, but it is completely blocked off by an intricate floor
mosaic. Trying to blast their way in, they cause a landslide that buries
the abbey, trapping the men in the cavern below. Then they hear
strange sounds in the darkness. Flash forward to the present day, and a
new team explore the site, and perish one-by-one.
The first music comes in as we see the words ‘Cold War Romania – 30
Years Ago’ come on the screen, just before the camera pans across
bleak, mountainous terrain. We instantly experience the classic ‘scary
movie’ feel, thanks to the harmonic tension generated by the high and
low strings and the massive vertical gap between the two lines. Given
the lack of chords in the first few bars, we listen for anything we
recognise in either the vertical relationship (between the top note and
bottom) or the horizontal relationship between the melody line notes.

Horizontally, it is quite difficult to get an idea of chords from the melody alone; this is the opposite of what
we have sometimes called a ‘bullet-proof melody line’. This does not suggest or infer much. The melody
notes we would listen to the most tend to be the longest. I have placed a blue dashed line between most of
the longest notes; many are chromatic and make it difficult to acclimatise to. Vertically many of the
relationships don’t give much away either. What this does is alienate the listener, which, given the textures
and the pictures and the narrative, manifests itself as fear.
To add to this, the first three lower basses and cello octaves are moving in a definite upward direction, but
using notes which collectively infer the b5, adding to the sense of foreboding.
Figure: 18 Track: ‘Cold War Romania’ Audio timing: 00.07 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.44

From bar 6 we experience harmony, which continues to be difficult to place and thus, alienating and ‘scary’. Specifically, (bar 6) the
min6th interval between the top Ab notes and the C (middle stave) is made weirder by the D at the bottom, which creates almost a Dm7 (b5)
I say ‘almost’ because the key note which gives it identity – the 3rd – is missing.
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(b5)

Similarly, the next chord in bar 6 – the F has no 3rd either; as we have learned elsewhere the presence of extensions in chords which
lack the defining 3rd, can be more vivid and tension-creating than they are with the 3rd.

The next clip features some exceptional mood-set music, which is reminiscent of the work of Bernard Herrmann
and, perhaps more so, Pino Donaggio particularly his moody and tense score for the 1981 film, The Howling. There
is also, because of the high string lines, a faint whiff of Aram Khachaturian’s Gavanne ballet suite, which was used
in Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 film, 2001: A Space Odyssey, and also absorbed into a James Horner track, LV-426, from
the 1986 film Aliens.
The cue makes use of the same basic motif we looked at in the first cue, but uses some effective harmonies and
textures. The Dm to Bb7/D is extremely effective; as we have heard before, the use of a min6th interval over a minor
chord is a well-worn film music device, and here the use of Dm to Bb/D speaks to that dynamic. The addition of the
7th in the Bb chord also gives the two-chord sequence in bar 1 a feeling of contrary motion (the A melody note
moves eventually down to the Ab, at the same time as the lower A moves up to the Bb). That feeling contraction
almost creates a tightening, claustrophobic feel.
The D7(b5), and with it the counterpoint between the violas and cellos, is the bit which is the most Pino Donaggio.
The sparse and open voicing exposes the tensions between some of the intervals really well.
Figure: 19 Track: ‘Top and Jack’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.33.06

Nice chord

Figure: 18a Track: ‘Top and Jack Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.33.07

b5…………………b9……11

8……………………5…….8
7…………………sus4…….7

The high cellos play the low bottom line (the D - F - G - F# - F) and this is extremely effective in maintaining the feeling
of anxiety and fear. The descending line has a great physicality to it but also the evolving intervallic contexts of the other
static notes is what also affects us; feeling a subtle evolving intervallic change can generate a moving but sometimes
unconscious experience
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As the piece evolves, the counterpoint become more prominent and effective; there is great physicality and
the contrary motion really adds to the sense of expansion and momentum. Equally, there are some great
moments when we hear the slow descent of the counterpoint, which has a feeling of inevitability.

The theme reappears but over
different harmonic terrain

Above all else, the strange and incongruous sounds generated by the tensions
and dissonances really instil mild anxiety, which in this specific narrative
context converts in fear. As I have often said in this kind of writing, tensions
are created not by ‘out-and-out’ unfathomable dissonance, but by the careful
manipulation of different bits of consonance.

If you look carefully at the
chords you will find order
in some parts. Also you
will see that there are
some completely ‘normal’
consonant chords which
we sometimes don’t
recognise as such because
they are shrouded by a
general context of tension.

The next cue comes just after as we cut from the lake through which the two survivors escaped and the aerial shot of
the lake, to a street scene where we see the survivors saying goodbye to each other. The low E note takes us into the
street scene cue – ‘Say Goodbye’. Although the piece features the soft textures of strings, warm and mellow synth /
samples and piano, there are some great and subtle tensions which give the piece a reflective air. Unfortunately, the
sound design is far too high in the mix which prevents the music from being more effective. listening to the music
alone we can appreciate what the composers have done; the subtle tensions are enough to make us ‘notice’ but not
enough to distract. Us ‘noticing’ the tiny tensions are what has the effect of making us reflect, which we then project
onto the scene, giving it an extra emotional dimension. The middle three staves maintain a steady Em7 all the way,
but this chord is converted into new chords, by virtue of the movement of the low basses and the piano movement.
For example, the piano features colourful extensions such as the 9th (the F# note, bar 2); the add m6 (C note, bar 2);
the 7th / 11th (D and A, bar 2). There are others, all of which are highlighted.
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Figure: 20 Track: ‘Say Goodbye Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.26.18

The A and D (7th and
11th create a bare 5th
between them, which
italicises both notes
(addm6)

The F# is the 9th, which adds colour
but also generates faint tension
between it and the E a 7th above

The added m6 creates
tension between it and
the lower B

The maj7 has creates a faint tension
between it and the lower 6th. Maj7s are
not normally found in the same chord as
6s.
(maj7)

(6)

The C note now
functions as an add4,
which clashes faintly
with the 3rd elsewhere
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(6)

The C note functions as
an add4 again, clashes
with the 3rd which this
time is in the bass
The fourth bar
of the phrase
(bar 5) settles
on a ‘normal’
chord, which
acts as a release
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THE FORGOTTEN James Horner
The Forgotten is a 2004 science fiction thriller which features a
grieving mother (Julianna Moore) who’s 10-year old son – Sam was killed in a plane crash as. She recieves counselling from Dr
Munce. We enter the story at the same time as everyone around
the woman (Telly Paretta) tells her that her son never actually
existed; she’d had a misscarriage and her constant false memories
of her son are a way of coping with the loss. She has mentally
fabricated memories of someone who doesn’t exist. When she
returns home she finds that all the pictures of her son have
vanished and all the pictures of her, her husband and their son,
now no longer have their son in them. Her husband corroborates
the story and very soon Telly is on edge of insanity.
All of her memories are intact, but with no physical evidence that
contradicts the claims of her husband and her psychiatrist. Even
her next door neighbour denies ever knowing her son. Dr Munce
suggests Telly is taken to hospital but instead she disappears to
try and find evidence that her son had existed.

The story is so strange and the performances of those closest to Telly are so convincing that we, the audience, are
also inclined to agree with them – even though at the film’s outset we see pictures of her son. Telly finds a man
called Ash, who she thinks is the father of a girl called Lauren, who was her son Sam’s best friend. He confirms
that he never knew Sam and also never had a daughter. He calls police on Telly and she is arrested, but just as the
police car drives off he screams, “I remember.” Subsequently the two go in search of the truth.
Telly and Ash capture an agent from the Intelligence Services, who reluctantly reveals that he and other agents
are merely helping “them” in order to protect humankind. Without warning, the roof of the house blows off and
the agent is sucked into the sky, presumably taken by “them”. Telly and Ash visit Dr. Munce again; he takes them
both to an aircraft hangar where they meet an agent of the aliens (in human form). The agent informs Telly she
has been a part of an experiment to test whether the bonds between mother and child can be diminished. The agent
asks her to think of the first memory she had of Sam. Telly thinks of the day he was born in the hospital, which
allows the agent to successfully erase Sam’s memory from existence. As the agent is leaving Telly once again
remembers Sam. Part of the hangar roof is suddenly blown off, and he’s yanked into the sky himself. He has failed
and the experiment is over. Telly then returns to the park where she and her son used to play, to find him there.
She also meets Ash, with his daughter. Everything about her life returns to normal; only she remembers the
alternate reality. Many people were justifiably unconvinced not by the film but by its ending, which is rushed and
contrived.
In this film we’re going to look at the intro credits. So much of Horner’s greatness as a composer is often distilled
into the introductions he crafted for films. He is one of the great ‘preparation’ artists and this film was no different.
This cue accompanies the intro pictures and credits. Filmtracks.com said that the score “blurs the lines between
soft sentimentality and unsettled ambience” and this is a fair assessment. The intro music plays over the company
logos and then aerial shots of the city. Visually nothing is given away, but of course listeners already know
something about the story before they watch the film – in much the same way we know some of the story behind
a novel before we read it - so the music’s job in the intro is, in most cases, to generate a kind of confirmatory
emotional response.
The intro music moves listeners; because the aerial cityscape pictures are not equally moving – i.e. because of the
lack of an equally emotional visual context – we project our emotional response onto the images, and in this
narrative context, the music partly generates melancholic, calming and reflective feelings of safety and warmth,
but also partly generates a slight questioning feeling; something unsettling which makes us hesitate and question.
Horner titled this cue ‘An Unsettling Calm’ and this sums up the contrary emotions the music generates within us.
The piano lines have a steady pulse with the repetitive 3/4 rhythm. It is the top three notes of each bar (the A, B
and G) which penetrate the most, with the harmonic undergrowth providing a soft backdrop. That said, the clusters
which appear in first few bars give the music a slight emotional tension and fuzziness, which acts as a question
mark within the music.
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Figure: 21 Track: ‘An Unsettling Calm’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00

From bar 5-8 there is a C note in the last beat of the bar, which completes
a separate line underneath the top line, allowing it to be heard, which I
have notated separately here

Bar 9 sees a gradual fade to black as the tone of the music changes with a deep
synth bass and piano, followed by an electronic percussion sound in bar 10. As
we then see an aerial shot of water, the continuing piano motif is accompanied
by a distinctive semiquaver percussive motif. These changes in the music signify
an emotional gear shift, cranking up the tension.

Bar 23 sees the beginning of the solo violin motif, which is quite haunting.
The first few bars of the melody feature long notes; in many ways it is not
really a melody at all, just a more obvious emphasis on harmony. First we
get the octave (A) which then moves to the 7th and then 4th. It only moves
to the min3rd just prior to the modulation from Am to Ab.
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The use of the 7th (A) and the 4th (D) as long notes is effective here because it lessens the
absoluteness of the ‘melody line’, making it less obviously warm. 7th and 4th intervals as
long melodic notes (or exposed notes) is comparatively less common than a more even
selection of notes featuring more primary intervals (1,3,5). The result of this kind of melody
is to introduce mild tension and anxiety into the equation, which contextualises our
experience of the pictures.

The modulation from Am to Ab (bar 28) and its return to Am (32) is interesting and makes great use of a concept
we’ve discussed many, many times, whereby listeners gain a feeling of strangeness due to the min3rd (C) changing
to a maj3rd whilst remaining on the same note (the C); the feeling of intervallic movement revolving around such
a delicate, pivotal and descriptive interval, is what truly makes these kinds of changes so effective.
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THE HAPPENING James Newton Howard
The Happening is an interesting science
fiction film written and directed by
Night Shyamalan. In Central Park, New
York, people begin dying by mass
suicide. People initially think it’s a bioterrorist attack using an airborne toxin
but the behaviour quickly spreads to
other cities on the north east coast of
America.

The emotional story which wraps around the science fiction revolves around High School science teacher
Elliot Moore and his wife Alma, who join friends on a train out of Philadelphia in a bid to escape the
situation. When Julian – Elliot’s friend - learns that his wife has headed to Princeton, he leaves the
Moores, entrusting his child Jess to their care. Julian arrives in Princeton to find that it has been affected,
and he too dies by suicide. As the Moores continue their journey to try and reach safety, they join others
who theorise that that plant life has developed a defence mechanism against humans, consisting of an
airborne toxin that stimulates neurotransmitters and causes humans to kill themselves. Eventually Elliot
realizes that the plants are targeting only large groups of people. Later in the film, however, events show
that plants are now targeting individuals. At this point he is resigned to death. But then the outbreak leaves
as quickly as it arrived.
The film and the music had varied reviews, with some being quite negative. Personally I thought it was a
great film and equally great music from James Newton Howard. What some film music critics forget is
that functionality is at the heart of the score. If the soundtrack album doesn’t grip you musically, that’s
fine; that is not its primary function. Newton Howard’s score for this film – he and the director’s sixth
collaboration – creates some great but subtle anxiety to key scenes; sometimes the music has a kind of
skewed, ‘pained’ feel, which works well. The ‘enemy’ in this film is invisible, and it needs music more
than ever, to enable us to feel it.
Figure: 22 Track: ‘Main Title’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.01.05

Newton Howard begins with an Am chord with a #4 stated both vertically and
horizontally, in the arpeggios. The #4 behaves completely differently in a minor
context, disfiguring the chord and giving it an aural feel of contraction and a
suspense. If the D# replaced the E, as would be the case if we called the chord Am
then it would be, essentially, a diminished chord. But in this instance the normal 5th (b5)
is still there, alongside the D# (the #4). This tension between the E and the D# is
what gives the chord the uncomfortableness it exhibits and the
wh
twisted emotion it generates as a result. The tremolo strings act as
(#4/maj7)
a bed of textural and harmonic tension, which sits underneath the
almost random-sounding arpeggio harp flourishes. The harp
arpeggios feature D# and G# (the #4 and maj7). Whether this is
meant to be a literal embodiment of the wind which so helps this
neurotoxin move around, is unsure, but it definitely creates instant
suspicion of something as normally beautiful as the wind and
clouds.
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horizontally, around an A chord with no 3rd. We still have the min3rd
just because of the fluctuation between the
thanks to the strings, but the piano itself is quite bare and transparent,
#4 and 5, but also because of the maj7
with tiny, demisemiquaver flourishes. Underneath this line is the harps,
horizontal interval which separates them.
which at this point are emphasising the #4 and 5th, which helps maintain
Also, the harps are alternating some of the
the incongruity of the music.
phrases, which makes them seem
constant, making it a little mesmerising.

The string chords become fuller
from bar 10 and the held chord
constitutes an Am built on top of a
maj7(G#). In addition, the piano
melody is joined by the solo cello on
bar 10, which adds to the
strangeness of the melodic line.

This melody does not behave in the way a
traditional melody might; it is skittish and
uncomfortable and the growing, evolving
supporting harmonies make it seem more
emotionally intense as we move through the
credits.
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An interesting, delicate piano motif enters on bar 6 which revolves, horizontally, around an A chord with no 3rd. We still have the min3rd thanks
to the strings, but the piano itself is quite bare and transparent, with tiny, demisemiquaver flourishes. Underneath this line is the harps, which at
this point are emphasising the #4 and 5th, which helps maintain the incongruity of the music.

The next cue, entitled ‘Central Park’ contains some great scoring from Newton Howard. Visually this is a perfectly
normal scene until around about bar 10, when one of the two women talking on a park bench, notices, “people clawing
at themselves.” What’s great about this scene is that it’s the music which, almost single-handedly, provides the
emotional context which makes the scene work. The juxtaposition between (initial) visual and narrative normality, and
emotional tension generated by the music works really well. The music contains some great tensions and dissonance
which, emotionally, generate a feeling of something being distorted and disfigured; almost as if the music itself was in
pain. First we hear a 2nd inversion G chord played high, with an 8va high-pitched B right at the top. Into this comes a
high cello with a Bb. The b10 (Bb) note sounds even more jarring because the G chord is vertically bookended by the
maj3rd (B), italicising the tension. By bar 3 the string G chord has been joined by A# (effectively the enharmonic
equivalent of the b10), but the cello has moved to the Ab (min2nd), creating some great tension.
Bar 4 sees a great polyharmonic clash between the G chord (still with the A#) and the cello line, which is essentially
creating horizontally the feel of Eb (bars 4-5). The cello line generates a feel of B, before the G chord still stated by the
violins, overcomes the harmonic feel, making us ‘feel’ the G chord. We leave the transcription just as one of the
women notices a disturbance. By this time the chord is a Gass11/D but with the min3rd and min6th there as well.
The harmony and textures in this cue generate several emotional states and feelings, from feeling ‘pained’ to one of
complete tension, both harmonically and also texturally. The music is difficult and dissonant, and in this precise
narrative context, helps us project fear, apprehension and anxiety onto the film. The music could be seen to be
contextualising the pain and chaos of the situation.
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Figure: 23 Track: ‘Central Park’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.03.19

feel
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We move to a later point in the ‘Central Park’ cue, by which point the film has moved to a building site in the same city
– New York – where a site manager sees one of his workers ‘fall’ from the roof of the building to his death, only to be
followed by more falling workers. As it becomes obvious the men are jumping, rather than falling, the music, which
had been gradually building on a 12/8 feel, becomes fuller, more urgent and more dramatic. This is created by a stronger
and more obvious, rhythmic, triplet feel. We suddenly see men jumping off the top of the building from a camera
beneath them. This terrifying scene is accompanied by the hard, unremitting triplets, which are complimented by
alternating G(omit3) and Eb/G chords. The music turns this scene into one of horror, where we almost begin to see the
jumping men as aliens attacking.
This is by far one of the most terrifying sci-fi scenes you will see; Shayamalan and Newton Howard have made what is
a tragic scene into one of terror; almost as if the jumpers are part of an army of suicidal people, creating abject terror
by using themselves as missiles.

Figure: 24 Track: ‘Central Park’ Audio timing: 02.42 Film Cue Sync: 00.06.32
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We move to a cue called ‘Vice Principal’, which sees teacher Elliot Moore’s class interrupted, as he is asked to join other
staff for an urgent meeting. Once again we have mournful, ‘pained’ music accompanying the scene as Elliot and the Vice
Principal walk toward the hall where the meeting is taking place, passing a classroom where we see students looking at
news reports on their phones. The lonely and haunting cello line implies first a Gm, then G,(#5) then B, then G (#9)
Figure: 25 Track: ‘Vice Principal’
Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.09.25

Being able to perceive key centres, either via chordal harmony or - in this case for the first few bars
- via implied horizontal harmony, is important in terms of being able to recognise, understand,
classify and enjoy music. The overwhelming majority of harmony we perceive allows us to
understand it, to varying degrees. So, if we encounter a piece which either doesn’t relay the harmony
or – in this case – travels through several implied horizontal chords, rapidly, it can be disorientating
to say the least. In the cue we’re looking at now I have colour-coded the implied chords to show why
this intro can induce mild confusion. This confusion, when put with the solemn textures of the solo
cello and the narrative so far, generate feelings of sorrow and anxiety in the listener.
(#5)

G

As the teachers gather round the Principal in the hall we hear the urgency in the low cellos and basses
stabbing notes and the held tremolo violins. The solo cello establishes the octave-to-root-to-b5 motif, which
is an odd intervallic shift, and in this context generates feelings of anxiety and trepidation.

D

“There appears to be an event happening.”
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“Central Park was just hit by
what seems to be an attack.”

“They’re not clear
on the scale yet”
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The scene is quite dialogue-heavy, and the music accommodates this with long
notes which don’t physically get in the way. However, it does carry on painting
a sombre emotional picture, featuring disorientating horizontal harmony and the
continuous low quaver basses and cellos. The long notes imply sombre harmony
whilst the quavers imply anxiety and tension. Together this creates a foreboding
and fearful reaction in the listener.

“It’s some kind of airborne chemical toxin that’s
been released in and around the park.”

“They said to watch for
warning signs.”

As the scene evolves we hear
the introduction of a more
chordal harmony; where it
first moves between Ebm and
Eb (#5). Hearing a min3rd and
5th rising together by a
semitone can generate an eerie
feeling in listeners.

“The first stage is confused speech. The second stage is physical
disorientation, loss of direction. The third stage is…”

Moving from minor to major is quite a
substantial and comparatively rare
manoeuvre, but moving the 5th at the
same time creates a combination which
is even rarer. Also, the two types of
chords are leagues apart in terms of the
emotional function they normally fulfil

(add2)

The harp helps the
sense of dislocation
by
moving
up
through a minor
arpeggio seamlessly
to a major one.

“….fatal.”
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The next cue comes at the end of the film, three months after the disaster has abated; Elliot and Alma are enjoying
their new life with Jess as their adopted daughter. The epidemic is thought to have been a one-off, given that it only
affected the east coast United States, but there are some scientists who worry that it may return on a more global
basis. As we join the scene we see Alma learning she is pregnant, and surprising Elliot with the news at their front
step as he comes home from work. We then cut to Tuileries Gardens in Paris, where another wave of suicides
begins….
As Alma realises she is pregnant, we hear the light, transparent chord of Fmaj7 with no 3rd. The maj3rd is conspicuous
by its absence, making the chord less colourful and definite, which presents a kind of harmonic and emotion version
of ‘neutral colours’. As the cue progresses the chord develops we hear the 2nd violins come in with the E and F notes
side by side, creating slightly more tension. The great thing about chords like this is that the maj3rd is implied, even
though it isn’t there, because of the use of the E note, which wouldn’t be found in an Fm scale. Therefore, we still
feel, albeit mildly, the presence of a maj3rd which makes us feel gently positive about the scene.
As we see Alma outside the couple’s house and Elliot walking toward her, we hear the piano motif. Piano bookends
the film and it is fitting that a simpler, slower motif is used for this scene. We still get a nod toward sci-fi ‘wonderment’
via the #4 used within the piano motif.
As we see the shot of Elliot walking toward Alma, we hear the introduction of the inverted A underneath, which is
interesting because, in terms of feel, the chord seems to live halfway between an Fmaj7/A and Am with an added 4th
which makes it hard to completely acclimatise to.

Figure: 26 Track: ‘End Title Suite’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.23.34
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As the chord moves through the sequence – with small adaptations such as the #11 – the continuing sameness of the chord
type is interesting; if we expose ourselves to the same sound for prolonged periods – whether this is a static chord or a
word repeated over again – the sound gradually loses context and can lose its identity. This chord is a bit like that, and has
an almost trance-like effect on listeners, which effects the way we interpret the scenes in Paris, the first of which seem
perfectly ordinary; but we don’t feel the ordinariness because we are affected by the long chord and repetitive piano.
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Just before bar 21 one of the French men, in the last scene in Paris, turns round
to see all other people on the path stood perfectly still. We hear the trees and
the wind blowing, signifying the return of the airborne toxin. The other man
begins behaving oddly and the last shot we see is of the dark clouds in the sky
as the film fades to black. In the four bars prior to the black screen we could
hear a solo cello motif, accompanied by strings, and it is this motif we hear,
played only by two cellos from bar 22. On bar 23 we hear the F/A implied by
the cellos, and the next partial chord simply features the flattened 5th interval
of B and F, which, again, produces the slightly pained, mournful and
sorrowful sound. The piece eventually settles on a bare A chord before
returning to the piano motif which opened the film (not transcribed).
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THE SHAPE OF WATER Alexandre Desplatt
The Shape of Water a film by Guillermo
del Toro (who also directed Pan’s
Labyrinth, which we looked at earlier in
this chapter) which is set in cold-war
America. Del Torro himself referred to it
as a Fairytail. It is full of characters who
are ‘different’ and also lonely. Eliza is an
orphan and is also mute (she can hear but
cannot speak and communicates via sign
language) she lives in a strange but
charming apartment built above a cinema.
She works at a research facility, cleaning labs. Her boss is security supervisor Strickland, an awful, cruel
and prejudiced man. We join the story shortly before Strickland returns to the lab following a trip to the
Amazon, with a creature he calls ‘the asset’ - a water dwelling creature but one which can also stand on
two legs and has two breathing systems. The creature is being studied for its military applications. After
a number of secret visits to the lab by Eliza, she develops a connection with the creature, and when the
lab’s real intentions become clear she acts to save him.
Vox website said:
The Shape of Water is a fairy tale for adults (and has the R rating to prove it),
and there’s a good reason it’s for adults. Young children aren’t born with
prejudice; they have to learn it, and they learn from watching their elders
treating those who are different like they are less-than. What The Shape of
Water has to teach, however subtly, is much needed in a prejudiced world. It
paints borders rooted deep in the American soul — between countries, races,
abilities, and desires — with compassion and gentleness. The Shape of Water is
devoted to reminding us that everyone is beautiful, and that it’s those we cravenly
consider maimed and strange and frightening who will inherit the earth.
Vox Website
The title track to Alexandre Desplat’s score for The Shape of Water is not unlike some of his music for The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button. Bar 1 of the transcription below (fig.27) is from the first bar of a piece called ‘Postcards’
from The Curious Case of Benjamin Button. The chords in this bar appear regularly throughout the cue.
(#5)

As you can see the bar features an arpegiated approach and it includes a typically Desplat chord of Emaj7. In bar
two I have placed enharmonic equivalents alongside two of the notes to show a different way of contextualising them
(G# becomes Ab and D# becomes Eb). In bar 3 I have rewritten bar 1, using the new enharmonic different notes, to
exaggerate the different ways we can contextualise, or ‘feel’ the harmony. In reality bar 1 would remain written as
it currently is, but looking at bar 3 simply shows an alternative way it can be felt. If you play this you will definitely
hear or feel the ‘Ab’ chord over the E and B notes.
The whole point of this exercise, as with all exercises like this, is not to baffle with theoretical semantics, but to
prove that one of the reasons that pieces like this work, and sound ‘dream’ is not just because of the textures, but
because of the existence of two different but parallel ways of feeling them.
Figure: 27 Track: ‘Postcards’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35
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The first cue from The Shape of Water is similar in that, like ‘Postcards’, it features chords which have two
interpretations.
(#5)

(maj7)

The chord in bar 2 can be felt as a D but also Gm9/D
How we feel the harmonies depend on how we hear the Bb, A and F#. If the chord is a D chord, then we hear the Bb
as #5, F# as 3rd and A as 5th. If we hear it as a Gm chord, then we hear the Bb as 3rd, the A as 9th and the F# as maj7.
Hearing it as Gm chord is easier than you might think because the Bb and D are next to each other on the bass clef.
This slightly ambiguous way in which we interpret the notes / intervals is actually part of the success of the music;
it has a dreamy, faraway feel, and this is at least partly because the harmony can be heard, or felt, two different ways.
Figure: 27a Track: ‘The Shape of Water’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 00.00.35

The piece is in 3/4 which gives it a slight childlike feel and more than a slight
whiff of the Fairground. The main melody – on a lovely combination of
human whistle and Theremin – begins on bar 9. The quaver line frequently
begins on the offbeat, which, because it is in 3/4 lends the piece a beautiful
lilting quality, which is an important aspect of its success. There is also some
great contrary motion between the melody and the lower stave arpeggios.
Overall the piece creates a mixture of childlike innocence but also incongruity,
thanks to the odd textures and harmonies I mentioned earlier.

Whistle 8va throughout
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Ultimately just as pictures are affected by music, so music is affected by
pictures. This introductory theme, with its distinctive textures, odd harmonies
and innocent emotional associations, is also made odder by the really excellent
and evocative underwater sequence. Straight away the human whistle has a
mesmerising vagueness to it, which, alongside the other musical
characteristics, captures and compliments the blurry, indistinct underwater
images beautifully.

Peter Bradshaw, writing in the Guardian, said:
“It is a Beauty and the Beast fable where both get to be beautiful and neither has to be
beastly. [It exists in a] dream state, like a two-hour episode of The Twilight Zone written
by Puccini.”
Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian, 15th Feb, 2018).
This is an interesting quote because musically Desplat’s score really does occupy the territory that exists between
Fairytail and Sci-fi very well. A large part of the reason why a film critic would contextualise the film this way is down
to the music. The movie takes its name from Plato’s idea that in its purest form, water takes the shape of an icosahedron,
a 20-sided polyhedron, evoking the idea that beauty and humanity has many faces.
The next cue from The Shape of Water (Elisa’s Theme’) is very reminiscent of Danny Elfman’s score to Edward
Scissorhands. There is a chord sequence in a cue from Edward Scissorhands (‘Edward meets the World’) which
fluctuates between Bb and Dm. I discuss this in my second book (Morrell, 2015. 135) where I talk about the specific
interaction between the notes and intervals. Before we look at the ‘Elisa’s Theme’ let’s look at the Elfman cue (below)

Figure: 28 Track: ‘Edward Meets the World’ Audio timing: 00.00
FiSyn00.03.44

In my earlier book I talk about the Bb – Dm sequence in the Edward
Scissorhands cue, and specifically about the minimal physical movement (the
repeated Ds and Fs) compared to the intervallic movement, which can often
provoke a more personal response from listeners.
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At around 00.03.20 we see Elisa walking through her
apartment, which is above an old cinema. The apartment is
strange, drab, but also captivating; in the film del Torro
created a palette of colours that serve a storytelling devices.
Elisa’s apartment features water-like colours. Del Torro
said:
“Her apartment is art directed and painted and
textured to look underwater, perennially. Her
apartment is always in cold light, blue and cyan,
[with] water stains all over the place. The other
apartment and the other characters’ houses are
colour coded in amber and yellow - daylight
colours.”
(Chris O’ Falt, Indiewire.com)

At around 00.03.20 we see Elisa walking through her apartment, and we hear the distant sounds of the cinema
underneath. At about 00.03.35 the camera moves downward towards the floor of Elisa’s kitchen, through the
floor and into the cinema, where we hear and see a film showing. We hear the dialogue from the film showing
but the music is non-diegetic (‘Elisa’s Theme’, below)

Figure: 28a Track: ‘Elisa’s Theme’ Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync:
00.03.44

The piece makes great
use of the Bb – Dm
exchange, just like the
Elfman cue earlier. Most
of the Ds and Fs remain
static physically and we
hear the interval change
mostly.

The piece also makes partial use of arpegiated
horizontal harmony (woodwind and harp) which
spreads the emotion in the harmony gradually and
cumulatively, making it a more delicate and subtle
experience.
The flutes from bar 7 work well, too, brightening
up the top end. The accordion solo is nice too,
texturally; the sound works well with the harp,
woodwind and lower strings.
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Above all, the music offers an innocent, childlike feel – thanks to the light textures and the added textural help from
the Celeste - for the opening scenes, where we see Elisa make breakfast, take a bath and visit her neighbour in an
adjoining apartment. Del Torro presents a strange, skewed reality which is at once beautiful and also drab; happy
and melancholic. This feel is helped greatly by the music, which presents an audible sense of innocence, contentment
and happiness, but, when merged with the picture, where we possibly sense a hint of something darker.

The second and final cue from The Shape of Water comes toward the end. On learning that General Frank Hoyt and
Colonel Richard Strickland intend to vivisect the creature, Elisa liberates it and hides it in the bath tub in her apartment
with the intention of setting it free in a local canal. At the end, as it is being set free there is a confrontation between
Strickland, Elisa and her neighbour, Giles. Strickland shoots Elisa—seemingly killing her. But then the creatures takes
her into the water with him. We don’t really get to know what becomes of Elisa or the creature.
Earlier in the film the creature had displayed his healing powers on Elisa’s neighbour, so one possibility is that the
creature “heals” Elisa, bringing her back to life, and turns her neck scars into gills so that the two of them can live
together underwater, forever. In the back-story to the film, Elisa had been found as a baby near water with her throat
slashed. Another theory, therefore, is that she herself was also a creature of the sea and that doctors who operated on
her sewed the wounds shut, unwittingly closing her gills. It would explain her inability to talk (the creature doesn’t
talk either) and her immediate connection to the creature. The ambiguous ending still offers closure, according to Adam
Epstein, from quartz.com.
The great magic trick of The Shape of Water is that, while what’s on screen is ambiguous,
all interpretations [of the ending] still give the story closure. The film proves that
intentional ambiguity doesn’t necessarily mean a story ends unsettled. That the film
doesn’t explicitly tell you which interpretation to have makes all of them more powerful.
Adam Epstein, Quartz.com
As we see Elisa in the water – apparently dead – with the creature, the music comes in, and it is a remake of the earlier
cue we looked at, but this time even gentler,
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The theme, this time, is on piano, high up played with elements of syncopation and reverb, making the melody quite dreamy.
(b5)
Each bar the left hand piano plays two chords; in the first four bars and the last four bars these are Cmaj7 followed by Dm7
th
In both cases the chord is built on top of a 7 . In the case of the Cmaj7 chord, it is built over the maj7 and in the case of the
Dm, it is built over the 7th – the C.
The Cmaj7/B chord is particularly beautiful because it contains a couple of exquisite tensions, firstly between the low B and
C notes and also between the low B and the melody note two octaves higher on the C. Although these create tension, they
are woven into the larger emotional fabric of the major 7th chord, which has a relaxed feel. John Williams often makes great
use of the same device; where he places a maj7 within or underneath the main chord, with the melody tonic note high up in
the melody.
(b5)

The other bit of really great tension is where the solo violin hits the C#, which, in context of the Em7/D which accompanies
it, clashes against the lower D (7th). In other words, we have the 7th (D) rubbing against the what amounts to a maj6th (C#).
Ultimately the level of clash or tension in music is dependent not neccesarily on the notes that clash, but the intervals they
occupy as part of a larger chord; as an example, in the first chord, below (fig.29) we have a top C# against a bottom D two
octaves lower. The clash is extreme because it is a maj6th against a 7th – these two intervals are radically different in terms
of their harmonic and emotional function. You would normally never see them in the same chord together, for good reason.
But the self-same notes, separated by an identical vertical space, barely clash because the intervals they occupy are now
Figure: 29

Figure: 29a Track: ‘A Princess without a Voice’ Audio timing: 01.51.40 Film Cue Sync: 01.51.39

Solo violin
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UNDERWATER Marco Beltrami & Brandon Roberts
Kristin Stewart plays Norah, a worker on an underwater research
site that’s seven miles below the surface. An accompanying
opening narration details how time loses meaning when you’re
underwater. The movie has barely started and the underwater rig
begins to explode. Norah runs to safety, eventually finding other
survivors. Then the movie is essentially about six people trying to
survive a catastrophe that has killed the hundreds of other people
aboard the site. All the escape pods have either been used or
destroyed. Their only hope is to walk a mile along the ocean floor
to an accompanying site and hope there are pods that work there.
It’s about then that they discover what it was that all-but destroyed
their rig; they are not alone. Personally I thought the film was
good; it is, essentially, Alien underwater, and granted that’s been
done a lot, but that doesn’t invalidate this film, which I think is
one of the better underwater monster movies. Also there is a faint
subtext, delivered by one of the characters who states that “We
[people] shouldn’t be down here” – a reference to the never-before
reached depths the rig is operating at. Not everyone agrees;
Benjamin Lee (The Guardian) wrote a critique, which, like many
revues written by critics, criticised the film without good cause.

“Filmed three years ago and finally being unleashed on audiences with minimal fanfare,
the Alien-aping sci-fi thriller Underwater is the most frustrating kind of movie: one that’s
almost, kind of, nearly, worth seeing. It’s a good movie that got soggy, turning it into an
average one instead, a script with blurred pages, ink seeping into one big murky splurge.
The setup is simple, and loosely familiar to genre fans. A crew of aquatic researchers are
left in disarray when an earthquake destroys most of their facility. They’re unsure what
caused it but there are concerns that the drilling team they work alongside have found
something that should have been left buried. You know the deal. It’s a solid, competently
directed regurgitation of an oft-told tale that never manages to justify its existence. With
a budget of around $80m, that is not good enough.”
Benjamin Lee
The Guardian
Wed 8 Jan 2020
Critics seem to forget that films, as well as being enormously subjective, are designed to entertain. Often critics
either want the films to be something that they’re not, and in many cases never set out to be. Films like this are
about entertainment, and this film definitely entertains.
The film begins with a montage ofThe first cue we’ll look at is called ‘Voyage to the Bottom of the C’ and follows
a montage of images and media stories about the research station which function as a narrative device to enlighten
us about the history of the station, where it is based, the ‘record depths’ at which crews are drilling (7 miles). We
also see images showing the blueprints of the structure. We also see quick images of articles about ‘strange sights’
seen around the station and ‘deep sea explosions’, along with ‘company denies rumours…’ etc. This is all
accompanied by eerie music containing wordless vocal counterpoint which slide in and out of harmony.
As we begin our descent to the bottom of the ocean, the music finally comes into structural and harmonic focus;
this is where fig.30 comes in.
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Figure: 30 Track: ‘Voyage to the Bottom of the C’ Audio timing: 01.35 Film Cue Sync: 00.02.56

Above all else what this piece achieves brilliantly well is firstly the feeling of descending, and secondly the feeling of fear and apprehension.
The top line notes (Eb, D, Db, C, Cb, Bb, and the same notes again from bar 9) descend, which creates a feeling of falling, but the drama and
apprehension are generated via other harmonic and textural devices: firstly, the texturally haunting vocal counterpoint create some interesting
harmonies which cause tension, such as the #4s. The vocal counterpoint does not move in a vertically parallel way, either, which is good and
which maintains a sense of momentum; secondly, the repeated use of inversions (a well-known generator of drama by virtue of reorientating
the intervallic dynamic within the primary intervals); thirdly the occasional contrary motion between the descending top line and ascending
bottom line creates a very physical feeling within the music, almost as if the piece is slowly breathing in and out.

The vocal lines tend to gliss upwards and
downwards sometimes, which can create
a very strange and eerie effect, simply
because this kind of performance is rare,
vocally. The addition of the Organ on the
repeat works extremely well by injecting
a sense of religiosity into the emotional
equation.

Because of all the reasons I have already
stated, the combination of pictures of the
rapid descent, together with the slower,
more deliberate music, works extremely
well in dramatising the journey down to
the sea bed. It creates tension and anxiety
which serve to contextualse the way in
which we percieve not just the images but
the larger context of the story.
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The last cue to look at comes in the final sequence. Many people have died as a result of the monsters that have
destroyed the research station. A small group of survivors spend most of the film looking for ways to escape. After
walking two miles on the sea bed to a neighbouring part of the complex which has escape pods, there are only three
people remaining; unfortunately, with the creatures nearing the station and only moments left before they all die,
Norah reaslises there are only two working escape pods. Price and colleague Emily Haversham manage to get their
ailing co-worker Liam Smith into a pod, after which Price tries to persuade Haversham to take the last one. Haversham
initially refuses to leave Norah alone but eventually is forced into the pod. Norah, who has been grieving for her
recently deceased partner, decides to accepting her impending death. As the creature approaches, Norah initiates an
overload of the station’s nuclear core, resulting in a massive explosion that engulfs her, the giant creature and the
smaller ones, allowing the escape pods to reach the surface.
The music for the last minutes of Norah’s life, where she convinces Emily to take the last working pod, is dramatic
and energetic and tense. It makes great use of a flurry of horizontal harmony from the strings, which generate an Am (add9)
chord. The semiquaver delivery, with the notes seemingly scurrying round, is not unlike a similar track from we
looked at from the film Sphere, except that the harmony and melody in this cue is not as positive as the Sphere track,
which had a major feel.

Figure: 31 Track: ‘Norah’s Choice Audio timing: 00.00 Film Cue Sync: 01.25.09

The celli melody is slow, ponderous and deliberate; it has a great sense of evolution and journey; the
first entry hits the A, E, F and G; the second entry hits the C, A, B, C and the third entry hits the D, C,
D and E (with the E occupying the maj7 of the subsequent, vertically voiced F chord, which acts as an
emotional release (this is where Norah looks at Emily and says, “You’re going to be alright,”) after the
previous tensions of the horizontally delivered Am9.

min6th
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9th
There are some great harmonic and emotional characteristics about the celli melody; firstly, each time
it appears, the vertical space between the first and second note grows (5th, 6th then 7th). Also, the
penultimate note in each entry – which lasts two beats, so is designed to be noticed - falls on an interval
that creates tension (first the min6th rubbing against the 5th of the Am, then the 9th, rubbing against the
min3rd of the Am, then the 4th of the Am)

4th
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CHAPTER 2: MUSIC AND US
“If music could be described in words,
it would be unnecessary.”
(Tagg, 2012: 78)
Our Relationship with Music
As I have alluded to before, most people have a strange relationship with things they cannot understand or
rationalise literally or visually. If we ask what the difference between music and most other things is, we realise
that the difference is that most other things can be understood by most people either literally or visually. Because
science is written down in a language all can understand. Film music writer Emilio Audissino agrees; he says in
his 2017 book ‘Film / Music Analysis’:
“Music is difficult to verbalise. Music analysis involves a plethora of technical terms,
dedicated jargon, and skills in music reading and considerable ear training. One can
describe a given lighting pattern or a costume in a film even if one is not a fully-fledged
photographer or costume designer. Visual elements seem to be easier to translate into
verbal descriptions, probably because of the visual predominance in our sensory
systems. Even dealing with the more complex sound effects track might easier than
dealing with music. I can describe a peculiar noise in the film by comparing it with our
encyclopedic knowledge of the world – the database which is common to most.
(Audissino, 2017. 3)
Even though music is also a language, articulated and explained through numbers and symbols, music is different
in that only a tiny minority of people read it and, truth be told, only a minority of that tiny minority understand
harmony in an analytical way, i.e. one which draws intellectual assumptions and conclusions about how harmony
works and how it creates emotion in the mind of the listener. The meanings and emotions and feelings that music
creates within us are sometimes vague, generalised and imprecise, which is another reason why it is sometimes
hard to describe. Trying to explain something which, for most, only exists audibly and emotionally, is a bit like
trying to herd cats. But if we read music and study harmony to a high degree, we do begin to understand more
about how it communicates. It is then that we realise that composing music is as much about technical skill and
judgment as it is about emotional awareness. There is, therefore, very good reasons that, for example, pilots are
taught how to fly aeroplanes using a language they can understand literally and not simply by sticking some
Wagner on and hoping that it somehow manages to communicate to listeners how to fly a plane. There is a good
reason surgeons are taught how to perform surgery through a language they can understand literally and not simply
by listening to Chopin.
The gulf between our perception of how music is created versus the reality of how it is written
Because people don’t, on the whole, understand music literally - much less the way it is created - people tend to
idolise and venerate composers as fantastical magicians and alchemists; a lack of understanding gives way to
adoration. The creation of music is something about which little is known but about which an awful lot is written
and spoken. People often want to become film composers and assume it’s about personal greatness, without
realising how much hard work is involved and how much technical skill is needed. And the paucity of knowledge
has been replaced with a kind of bleak, anti-intellectual, dystopian Disneyland where people care more about
gratifying a craving for doing at the expense of actually knowing. Gary C. Thomas says in Beyond the Soundtrack:
“People read less and less - we stand, in any case, at the end of the era of
the book - and few engage in public debate, visit avant-garde film houses
or participate in the uncommodified music scenes. Most perform very little
in the way of cultural analysis. But we all go to the movies.”
(Thomas, 2007. 277)
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I’m not sure I share his bleak skepticism, but he probably has a point. The way composers, in particular, are
venerated almost as Gods is often in direct correlation with the value the entertainment industry places on them,
and not necessarily based on anything tangible. Education and the media frame our understanding of the world at
an early age. What we know is what we are told by the organs of state and the methods of mass communication.
The insatiable corruption of history
And this is not a new thing. I can remember at school being fed the carefully choreographed myth that, essentially,
there were about thirty or forty Classical composers. I remember presuming that that’s all there was. I can
remember asking my music teacher why in a continent of millions, were there only a few who composed. He said
it’s because it was such a rare gift [being able to compose]. I can remember thinking, ‘oh okay. That rules me out
then’. Twenty years later I was writing for TV and orchestrating for films and theatre, still thinking that what I
was doing was probably no good and that the people who kept commissioning my services must be deluded or
stupid, or quite possibly even both. Then I realised that at school I’d merely studied a selection of the composers
who had ‘made it’ and achieved popularity. And then I realised that about 80% of all Classical music we know
was written, remains unpublished, un-played and un-recorded. So I eventually realised that we had heard only a
fraction of the music that existed. We had the Greatest Hits. A parallel would be this: imagine the year is 2050;
then, imagine telling a room full of music students that the only music that existed from the 1950s and 1990s was
music in the ‘charts’; imagine telling them that there was no other music at all and if there was it was probably
rubbish because it was never hugely commercially successful. We know that to be wrong and in any case an
absurdly unlikely scenario.
The difference now of course is that even unpublished music that doesn’t achieve mainstream success can be
recorded and listened to by large numbers of people and thus achieve a degree of success, and thanks to the
Internet, the traditional physical organs of the music industry do not have such a stranglehold over what we listen
to. The point I am making is that the context of music has always been fed to us in a way that was at odds with
the reality of what it was. It has been made it seem rarer than it truly was, and has often been presented to us as
greater than it truly was. We are conditioned to be in awe of music and its composers because of a belief that it is
very rare, wonderful and all done by geniuses and most of all – that it is all beyond our ability. This keeps us in
our place; it makes us know our place in the world, which is to be awe of everything, understand little and question
nothing.
The other point I am trying to make is that the media, and therefore societal perception of how music is created,
is also at odds with the reality of how it’s done; massively so. The real actual world of writing music is often far
from glamorous or magical but can instead be frustrating, difficult and incredibly stressful. How people write
music is one of the most misunderstood things in the world. Few people write about it, composers are often
reluctant to talk about it. The gulf between those that write and those that listen would seem to be insurmountable.
One of the things that fuels the myth of genius is the notion that artists channel their innermost emotions into their
music; in other words, that the music is always an expression of them. Tchaikovsky said:
“Those who imagine that a creative artist can, through his art, express his
feelings at the moment when he is moved make the greatest mistake.
Emotions, sad or joyful, can only be expressed retroactively.”
(Tagg, 2012. 71)
Philip Tagg talks about confronting the notion that music expresses the feelings of the artist, in the moment, as it
were. Using the analogy of actors who regularly play hideous characters convincingly but do not need to be like
that themselves, he says the same applies to composers creating music. He makes a point made originally by
Simon Frith, that the success of Elton John’s 1997 version of Candle in the Wind - re-written for Princess Diana’s
funeral - was not for “being sincere,” but for “performing sincerity” (Tagg, 2012. 71). I myself had to write
music for TV on the morning of Princess Diana’s death. A producer called me at an ungodly hour on the Sunday
asking for “ten minutes of mournful music, fast.” They sent a dispatch rider round to collect the music. I sat and
wrote and recorded it and handed it over two hours later, still drunk from the night before. I was naturally a bit
upset about the death of Princess Diana, but this in no way informed the music I wrote. I just knew how to write
sad mournful music, and I knew how to do it fast. This wasn’t a reflection of my emotional outpouring. I was
simply doing what they wanted.
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As I have mentioned before, during the Enlightenment there was a craving for explanations. Everybody wanted
to learn and to know and to discover how things worked and how things were done. The trouble with the postEnlightenment period, which essentially continues to this day, is that knowing stuff has become unfashionable and
has been displaced with the immediacy of doing stuff. In many circles gone is the need for anything to have
intellectual substance or context. This happens at schools and universities, many of which have succumbed to the
cancer of intellectual hedonism, where doing has displaced knowing.1 When applied to music, we can begin to see
why few people analyse music; firstly because it’s not easy and secondly because many people will wonder why
you bothered, because seemingly nobody wants to know anyway. My first three books were published online.
Offline physical publishing was difficult because everyone wanted the books dumbed down to a point where they
would sell. One editor from New York said I had to put all the notated examples at the back of the book, which I
refused to do, after which the deal was cancelled. So far downloads have exceeded forty thousand. I think more
people understood than publishers realised.
Is music there to be understood or to be loved – or both?
My own theory is that one feeds the other. To many people, understandably to an extent, music is there to be
loved, not to be analysed. My own theory is that most people possess an unconscious knowledge of harmony. As
I have explained before, this is the result of being born into a world which is very musical. From day one, and
even pre-birth, we are surrounded by music. Since most music follows similar structural frameworks and similar
harmonic structures, over the years we become extremely adept at recognising, understanding and classifying
music. Because most people have no literal language on which to hang their knowledge, it remains forever
wrapped inside an emotional, abstract understanding of music. But it is still an understanding.
When we hear and listen to music, what do we think?
Manfred Clynes, in his seminal book Music, Mind and Brain said, “Music makes things in our minds” (Clynes,
1982: 3). Given that most people do not hear music literally, and given the overwhelming success of music through
the ages, it must do something to us; it must be something to us. Why would people bother engaging with
something they didn’t understand, unless there was some kind of emotional satisfaction or benefit? So the question
is posed, when people listen to music, what do they think? How does the music represent itself in the mind of the
listener, or in the case of film music, the mind of the viewer/listener? They may recognise the textures and some
of the structures, but they cannot literalise this experience in the same way they would when reading a book or
looking at visual art or understanding science. Words in books have meanings. They are not simply static groups
of letters which have no meaning. They communicate something other than themselves; they are able to suggest,
to imply, to indicate and evoke ‘things’ other than themselves. If words were unable to do this and had no meaning,
they would, quite literally, be meaningless. With music, because for the most part people lack the detailed
knowledge of musical language with which they would examine music, much less the ‘absolute pitch’ that would
be needed to do this instantly, they have no mechanism to distill music to an extent where detailed analysis could
happen. And yet, music means something to people. If the language of science and maths were subject to the same
lack of literal clarity that music apparently has, we would live in a world of permanent abstract chaos. Manfred
Clynes says, “There is much music in our lives – yet we know little about its function.” Lawrence Kramer says
that music “bypasses language and the systems of rational thought that depend on language” (Kramer, 2002: 11).
But of course music is a language; it is simply a language few understand purely by hearing it. Curiously and
ironically, when examining why a language which, according to some, is apparently unable to communicate
emotion or meaning or express anything beyond itself because of its apparent ‘non-representational’ status, we
discover that it can and that it does communicate something other than its own self. The big question has always
been, what does it communicate and how does it do it? Or, what does it mean and how does it mean it?
If you are emotionally affected by music, your interpretation of the experience of listening to music is what has
caused the emotion. The fact that it doesn’t do so literally (i,e. you can’t name the notes and chords etc) does not
mean that it doesn’t do it at all and that it never happened; merely that the way in which it manages to generate
emotion and feeling and meaning is mostly abstract and difficult to quantify and literalise. And after all, an
inability to explain the way something happens does not mean that it never happened. The very thing that proves
unequivocally that music creates emotion and feeling and meaning is film music.
1

In some institutions the amount of time given to a particular study has been shortened; it this happens, it is always the context which gets
jettisoned. I have had to smooth down modules in some institutions and inevitably it is always the history, the background, the context, which
goes. Learning has in many ways been replaced solely by doing.
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That is, after all, what it’s there for. If it wasn’t capable of generating great emotion or capturing the moment in a
way pictures and words could not, directors wouldn’t put it in films; it is music’s use in film that teases out the
meaning the composer has intended and the emotion the director wanted. Annahid Kassabian, in her excellent
2013 book Ubiquitous Listening, says, when discussing how people listen to music:
“Affect is the circuit of bodily responses to stimuli that take place before
conscious apprehension. Once apprehended the responses pass into thoughts
and feelings, though they always leave behind a residue.”
(Kassabian, 2013.xiii)
‘Affect’ is, in this context, an instinctual emotional affect, but according to Kassabian this leads to thoughts and
feelings. She doesn’t specify what kinds of thoughts, but I would suggest that these are largely fairly abstract
reflective feelings based on emotion, as opposed to fully conscious internally verbalised conversations with
oneself, inside one’s head, because the problem has always been, historically, people’s difficulty in verbalising
their response to music. They can happily verbalise what it means to them and how it makes them feel, but not so
easily what it is. Understanding how people listen to music and what they think when they’re listening to it, is
difficult, not least because there is never going to be one answer. There might not even be an answer at all; just a
series of follow-on questions that never end. It would, on balance, be marginally easier to herd cats or negotiate a
successful Brexit. Perhaps another reason that underpins why music is so hard to quantify lay in how music is
perceived and understood in the first place. Music has many realities to many people. It exists as many things, so
it should be no surprise when if we can’t arrive at a proper conclusion to how we listen and how we hear. Mark
Everist and Nicholas Cook offer an interesting perspective in their excellent 1999 book Rethinking Music.
“The metaphysical condition of music with which we in the West are most familiar
is that music is an object. As an object music is bounded, and names can be applied
to it that affirm its objective status. As an object music can assume specific forms,
which may be ascribed on paper or magnetic tape, and language systems can
assign names to music and its objective properties….. by contrast, music exists in
the condition of a process. Because a process is always in flux, it never achieves
a fully objective status. It is always becoming something else. As a process music
is unbounded and open.”
(Everist / Cook, 1999. 18)
This is an important point, because part of the reason most people cannot talk about music in any other context
than the texture they think they hear, the structure they appear to perceive and, ultimately the emotion they feel,
is because music enjoys many parallel realities.
Invisible Music
Texts, such as books, or pictures or sculptures, have two great things on their side; they can be understood because
we have a common language with which to articulate our thoughts and describe our feelings and conclusions. The
other thing is that they are finished. They exist physically. They have one reality. They are something you can see
and touch and enjoy and debate. Music, for most people, is invisible. Half of the music Westerners hear every day
accompanies moving images. The music is invisible. Even quite a lot of music which doesn’t accompany films is
still invisible. It comes from your radio, your smartphone or Spotify. Even if you watch a concert, you are only
watching a representation of the music; a performance. Sure, you can discuss the performance elements, as many
do, because at least this is something which we can enjoy and discuss. But unless you understand harmony and
have the ability to articulate that knowledge in the furtherance of understanding what you hear, your ability to
understand music suffers from the different realities in which it exists and a basic inability to articulate what it is
you’re listening to. This is why the overwhelming majority of people discuss music’s content in vague terms but
what it does to them in lavish terms. Philip Tagg’s wonderful 2012 book Music’s Meanings is all about trying to
fathom what, if anything, music means. In his dedication at the beginning of the book, he says, amongst other
things, that the book is for ‘…all the other intelligent people who don’t know what a diminished 7th is but are a
passionate as I am about music and who want to know more about how it works.” This sets the tone for the book,
which never tries to imply that musicians or composers would necessarily ‘know’ more about what music means
than anyone else, because in context of music, what exactly is knowing? Does understanding the history of music
make you understand music better? Does knowing music theory make you understand music more? It might make
you appreciate it more, but is that ‘knowing’.
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Music is multi-layered and has numerous contexts, so who is to say which abilities or sensibilities are best to
‘know’ music. I can explain why a certain bit of music moves you. I can probably isolate the point at which the
music gets you, and I can explain why and how it gets you. But what matters ultimately is that it gets you. The
real skill is being open enough to music to allow it to affect you emotionally. Tagg talks quite a lot about how,
despite the multiple ways in which we experience music and how music has been variously described as a
universal language, a language of love or a natural expression of feelings, assumptions about music aren’t much
use in explaining how and why music communicates. Tag takes a dig at education; given that the majority of
music we listen to is invisible, he asks why music studies are so “dominated by visible music-making” (Tagg,
2012. 529). This is an important point; there are hundreds of university and conservatoire courses up and down
Britain which specialise in classical music performance, even though there are very few orchestras left in which
to perform. What exactly are students to do when they leave? The answer seems to be, teach. But if they teach,
who are they teaching, apart from future teachers?
Hearing as a Form of Touch
People’s legendary inability to understand music on a literal grammatical level but nevertheless understand it
almost as well on a communicative, emotional level is something which baffles musicologists. After all, how can
someone understand something they don’t understand? I think the answer, ultimately and ironically, is very
simple; it just appears complex because we’re talking about something where the lines between a literal and
grammatical comprehension of music and a more abstract, emotional, semantic, metaphoric understanding are
themselves not properly understood. People often talk of ‘feeling’ the music. It is a word often used when people
grapple to articulate their comprehension of music. Evelyn Glennie, quoted in Kassabian’s Ubiquitous Listening,
said:
“Hearing is basically a specialised form of touch. Sound is simply vibrating
air which the ear picks up and converts into electrical signals, which are then
interpreted by the brain.”
(Kassabian, 2013.xv)
When we examine specifically the words “electrical signals, which are then interpreted by the brain” perhaps we
come a little closer to not necessarily understanding but contextualising how people listen. It is a complex group
of bodily and intellectual actions which results in something we then hear which we call music. For most it never
enters the universe of literal or grammatical explanation. Excepting musicians who can distill, decode and interpret
music notation, the vast majority of people nevertheless manage to listen, compare, contrast and analyse what
they hear to a sophisticated level. But because of the lack of literal grammatical knowledge, much less the rapierlike speed required to process, evaluate and discuss in terms of musical theory, people are unable to often verbalise
things musically. Theirs is a quasi-knowledge of music; one which is internal and, subconscious and subliminal.
Is Music only understood by experts?
Given what I have said about most people possessing a ‘quasi’ understanding of music, the question would be
what exactly do they understand? We know most do not possess instantly available literal or grammatical
knowledge of music which could classify and categorise using musical terminology simply on hearing it. But
most people do subconsciously distill, remember, classify and categorise music. They just don’t have a literal
understanding of what they remember and their general musical skills are not as refined as those of musicians and
composers. With reference to a possession of a ‘quasi’ or ‘unconscious’ understanding of music to which I allude
at various times, and to what is meant by ‘understanding’, we realise that understanding the concept of
understanding is itself open to interpretation. Manfred Clyne’s Music, Mind and Brain, in which he collates
various essays, thoughts and ideas about the distinction between ‘knowing’ and ‘understanding’, says, “We all
agree that to understand something, you must know what it means.” (Clynes, 1981.16) I wasn’t aware that we all
agreed that, but nevertheless my simple observation and reaction to that would be, how could or would you prove
what something so abstract and non-literal as music means. Unless of course it was attached to film. Then music’s
meanings are teased out of us.
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What music means on its own is not a concrete distinction.2 Many composers resisted the notion that music might
mean something outside of itself. The idea that music does not and cannot suggest or imply anything other than
itself is wrong. If we assume that all it means is ‘itself’ then how exactly does that work? If listeners are told that
any emotion they are feeling is coincidental, that if the music reminds them of something or someone or some
feeling, this too is coincidental, one has to ask, what exactly are they supposed to think? What is left to think?
This absurd position, known as the ‘absolutist’ position, was and still is popular with some. Some people think
that it somehow demeans the music if it generates feelings or memories or something outside itself. And anyway,
everything we see has the capability of generating feelings, emotions and memories ‘outside of themselves’. If
we see a picture of cat, the reason most of us find it appealing is because unconsciously it reminds us of other cats
and other experiences with other cats. Few things we see or hear are contextualised without reference to anything
else. So why should music be any different?
The ‘unitary concept’ of music
Lawrence Kramer said, in his landmark book Musical Meaning, “In its modern form, the problem of meaning
arose with the development of European music as something to be listened to for itself.” (Kramer, 2002. 1). The
idea of music to be listened to purely as ‘art’ or ‘entertainment’ and definitely not something to be mixed with a
social occasion or drama, is what propels the ‘unitary concept’ of music. The fag-end of this argument is
essentially what permeates some corners of academia even now and perpetuates an unwillingness to accept film
music. Music, because it is for many an invisible thing which they do not contextualise literally, has not just a
potential for bearing ascribed meanings, but an inevitability that it will suggest things outside of itself. The fact
that most people do not understand what they hear in music, means that of course they will search for meaning
outside of the music. Such meaning inevitably comes in form of emotions and feelings, which can and do lead to
memories. Clynes says, “A thing only has any real meaning when it has several.” This means that if the music
you hear and listen to distills itself in your mind and percolates around with older subconscious memories of the
same thing, and you reach a reasoned, albeit abstract and non-verbal conclusion about it, then you have understood
it. Other people would call that enjoyment. Their brains use their amazing ability to compare and contrast and
conclude, but this is consciously experienced as pleasure, engagement; amusement. Clynes said, “Words denoting
specific emotions, like the word joy or anger, may induce the mind to imagine aspects of joy or anger.” (Clynes,
1982.51). This is because we associate a word with something other than itself; we associate an emotion with
something suggested by the word. It isn’t much of a stretch, then, to suggest that if we hear a chord which generates
fear within us, then it has generated something other than itself, or something outside of itself. Ergo, music has
meaning.
Theodore Adorno, possessed as ever by his legendary hysterical need to impose hierarchy, talked a lot about his
idea of ‘the expert listener’. His narrative of how people listen valorises ‘the expert’ above all others. The ‘expert
listener’, Adorno says, “Spontaneously follows the course of music, even complicated music; he hears the
sequence, hears past, present and future moments together so that they crystallise into a meaningful context.”
Quite apart from his absurd presumption of gender, the very idea that these kinds of observations are only within
the gift of ‘experts’ is itself absurd because it presupposes that there is a definition of expert thinking in music. If
I listen to a piece of music, I will know the key, the chords, the notes, and, where appropriate, what I think they
all mean. When I describe how a piece works, I can support my theories with a literal understanding of the music.
So I am one of Adorno’s experts. But do I get a better experience than the ‘non-expert’? If you contextualise a
‘non expert’, they simply do not know the names, the terminology, and so are unable to articulate things in a
technical sense. That doesn’t mean they do not grasp what the music does or achieves or even means in context
of a film. If most people who listen to and love music, as I believe many do, can gain the same satisfaction and
experience as the expert, then all they lack is being able to name names, literalise their experience and prove it.
And even if, like me, they could ‘prove’ it, what is such proof if not purely an opinion?

2

And even if people ‘could understand the meaning of music’, it would be a subtly personal conclusion, for each person, not something we
could be sure others agreed on. This definition of understanding music we looked at earlier (that understanding exists only when we know
what it means) is at best a loose and porous definition for many people to accept, because ‘what something means’ is not a solid, quantifiable
thing. If ‘what something means’ is itself open to interpretation then it’s difficult for it to be the benchmark by which we measure whether
someone understands something. This is the point where you start going round in circles or meet yourself coming back from the opposite
angle of the same argument.
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The universal unconscious understanding of music
I mention regularly the idea of most listeners possessing an unconscious understanding of music. It is my
contention that it is precisely this lack of absolute immediate literal clarity with which music is ingested which
makes it so appealing because it forces people to extract a semantic, metaphorical meaning or emotion from the
experience of listening to music. If people could hear every note, every chord, and be able to place it structurally
as they listen to a piece of music, then in some ways it robs them of some of the joy.
Trust me, I speak from personal experience. As someone who has ‘absolute pitch’ and can name the chords and
notes I listen to, and what interval is being stated and the likelihood of what’s coming next, it is revelatory but it
sometimes takes the shine off it. Because the harmony side of things is such a known quantity, I tend to sometimes
get more enjoyment from textures, or the combination of harmony and texture. I would love to be able to turn the
tap off sometimes, and listen to something without my recognition system kicking in all the time. It makes me
understand how all the music I listen to works but sometimes you don’t want to know, you just want to enjoy.
Sometimes I gravitate to music which is more abstract or densely scored, because then the chords will be harder
to recognise, or sometimes impossible (yay). It will be a nice surprise, like it used to be.
The fact that most people are emotionally affected by something they don’t truly understand makes the experience
blurred but curious and even enticing. Because of the quasi understanding of harmony and the way people
remember and categorise music, but because of the lack of immediate literal contextualisation, people are left
digesting something whose language communicates emotionally and metaphorically; just what films need. If
music communicated with immediate literacy for all, arguably, who needs that in a film, alongside the already
certain world of words and pictures? What they need is something which subtly glues all the rest of the literally
translated stuff and gives it an extra layer of emotion which the human mind benefits from but does not understand.
The blurred, non-literal manner of music’s effect on people leaves them with similar but subtly different
experiences of music. Film composers can create something which communicates a broadly similar message to
most people but for the audience this is a subtle, emotional experience, one which is slightly different from person
to person, not an absolutely literal one where they hear specific chords whose names they know and which are
instantly recognised, understood, classified and categorised and in most cases predicted. It is this subtlety, this
ambiguity, which makes music special. It is this lack of an absolute and immediate concrete understanding which
makes it so aesthetically pleasing. So the very fact that listeners cannot distill music literally is the very thing
which makes it so special and personal. Music is something most people cannot completely quantify and the
occasional vagueness of the metaphors it suggests are enough to engage us but subtle enough for us to not know
everything. The fact that we do not know everything makes us prone to listen closely in a bid to understand, and
this helps us engage more with the music, which brings us closer to the film.
The difference between feelings and emotions
As I said earlier, it is thought that feelings are often verbalised in the mind whereas emotions are mostly internal
abstract mental experiences which are wordless and not distilled into language in one’s mind, so if music really
is the ultimate emotional language it would explain why many people are powerless to explain or verbalise their
thoughts on the music they have heard. It is because music communicates emotionally and emotion is something
our brains do not verbalise. “Music is the literature of the heart; it commences where speech ends.” So said
French writer, poet and politician Alphonse de Lamartine. And none other than Leo Tolstoy said that, “Music is
the shorthand of emotion.” But, as I have gone to great pains to explain, it would be wrong to suggest that all this
means that music cannot be understood by its listeners or is beyond comprehension or that it must remain
something which is only discussed in terms of emotion. Music language exists for a reason, and it is not just to
enable people to play. It also exists so we can classify, compare, contrast, draw reasoned conclusions and even
ascribe certain emotions to certain chord changes or other musical events. Reading and understanding music
means there is a layer of literacy, a layer of grammar, to support the emotions you feel. A combination of
understanding the emotion of music while you listen to it and reading its language at the same time, is like
experiencing music in 3D.
So yes, music is understood by its listeners. How else and why else would it work? If it were literally and
emotionally gibberish in the ears of its listeners, if it communicated nothing outside its abstract self, people simply
wouldn’t bother. Music is understood to a degree, thanks to the quasi understanding I have spoken about before.
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How musical are people?
John Blacking’s 1973 book How Musical is Man poses the question, “Must the majority be made unmusical so
that the few may become more musical?” Blacking’s commentary asserts that, in the West, music is composed
and understood by a tiny minority and performed by a slightly larger one – those called musicians. Blacking points
out the irony and contradiction that although music is completely pervasive in society, it is suggested that only a
tiny minority of people are actually musical. This is an example of how society tries to perpetuate and maintain
false hierarchies. Not only are most people musical, but music depends on their musicality for its very existence.
How could a society so immersed in music not be musical? Blacking goes on to talk about the distinction between
‘producer and consumer’. This is discussed in Philip Ball’s 2010 book The Music Instinct, in which Ball, when
referencing what I refer to as a quasi-understanding of music, states, “We have, in the West at least, decided that
these mental faculties are so commonplace that they are hardly worth noting, let along celebrating or designating
as ‘musical attributes” (Ball, 2010.VII). Only in the West is music segregated on hierarchical boundaries. Only
here is music so rigidly apportioned between producers and consumers. In many other cultures, such as those in
many African countries, we find that there is less of a distinction between those who create and those who listen.
Adam Ockelford talks widely about the musicality of ‘non-musicians’ in his excellent 2017 book, Comparing
Notes, where he says:
“The human race cannot really be divided into two groups: a very small elite of
musicians, and the hoi polloi – the so-called non-musicians. If this were actually the
case, then there would be no audiences for the stars to perform to, since to
understand and enjoy the songs they sing and the pieces they play requires an active
musical mind, with the propensity to respond to the different qualities of the sounds
that are produced, and the capacity to perceive intentionally the many forms of
repetition that binds them together. Almost everyone has the ability to make sense
of music. Being musical is part of being human.”
(Ockelford, 2017.180)
People do not simply listen to music passively; to enjoy music, as Ockelford implies, is to understand it: we are
all music analysts.
It can be argued that the doctrine that has made the West delineate so specifically and perversely between creators
(turning them into alchemists whose work is secretive, enigmatic, and magical and beyond our understanding)
and consumers (who know little about music) is a construct of the music industry. After all, it suits them perfectly
if a tiny minority of people are idolised and revered in this way because it helps them sell more records.
Is there a down side to our musicality?
What makes the general public such subconscious experts in music, is the fact that music is everywhere in our
culture; movies, television, video games, supermarkets, airports. But there are powerful arguments against such
widespread immersion in music and sound generally. I came across music in a swimming pool for the first time a
few years ago. It wasn’t a special feeling. I felt like I was being force-fed, even assaulted. The sound of excited
children splashing around and shouting had been displaced with the relentless thumping din of loud music.
Seemingly we cannot exist without it. Music has arguably lost its specialness because it is so pervasive. Powell
says, “In the Western world about one third of the things we do every day are accompanied by music, and for
about half of that time the music has some sort of emotional effect” (Powell, 2016.36). What was once special has
now become a vast urban score. We are, perhaps, to some degree, anaesthetized to the uniqueness of music.
Kassabian refers to Chuck Palahniuk’s book Lullaby, which talks about sound in television. His point, Kassabian
says, was that “sound colonises the mind and withers the imagination” (Kassabian, 2013.53). Cognitive
Psychologist Herbert Simon gave a talk in 1971 where he referred to the ‘attention economy’. He talked about
how attention is a new kind of commodity.
Given that we listen to so much sound and music now in our daily life – much, much more than was the case a
few decades ago – it is interesting to postulate whether there is a consequence to this, and if so whether that
consequence is good or bad, or both. One good consequence, as we have established, is that many people have a
much better emotional understanding of music than perhaps we gave them credit for. But it is not just music that
people are immersed in nowadays, it is sound, entertainment, information. There is more information in the
average Sunday Times newspaper than most people read in a lifetime a hundred years ago.
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Our natural instinct is to presume that this is a good thing, but what if it isn’t. Music is also information, which
demands our attention, even if that attention is sometimes subconscious. Kassabian suggests that, “The wealth of
information may mean a dearth of something else. What information consumes is the attention of its recipients.”
(Kassabian, 213.66). Palahniuk said, “George Orwell got it backwards. Big Brother isn’t watching; he’s singing
and dancing. Big Brother is busy holding your attention every moment you’re awake.” (Palahniuk, quoted by
Kassabian, 2013.52). Kassabian believes that, “A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.”
(Kassabian, 2013.6). Certainly the effectiveness of sound and specifically music isn’t lost on the marketing
industry. Scientific studies have proven that the tempo of music can slow or speed up Mall shoppers. Certain types
of music can affect consumers’ shopping habits. The perception of waiting time in a queue can be manipulated
by music. Music can, in some circumstances, lessen pre-surgery anxiety. This is all what Adorno referred to as
‘the culture industry’ and its bombardment of us by ‘musical products’. In more modern times this assault by the
culture industry can perhaps be contextualised by the advent of the so-called ‘pseudo-individualisation’ offered
by, for example, iPod or Spotify playlists, which allow us to think we have made conscious choices regarding our
own individuality. If Adorno was still alive he would still see this as assault; an assault of limited choice, perhaps.
He would perhaps muse that we had become so accustomed to the assault that, like some victims of abuse, we
welcome it; we can’t live without it.
But people’s relentless exposure to music, from their mothers’ womb to the moment of their death, has made
people more musical than the experts give them credit for. Music’s immersion in society has made people, as I
said earlier, develop a quasi, unconscious knowledge and understanding of music’s complexities. As Ball says,
“The capacity to listen to and distinguish patterns of sound, which we nearly all possess, is the essence of
musicality” (Ball, 2010.VIII). In Ubiquitous Listening, Kassabian talks about ‘music not chosen’ (Kassabian,
2013.1). ‘Music not chosen’ in this sense is music “we listen to as a secondary or simultaneous activity. These
include of course, film and television music.” She is of course right; we don’t have any choice over the music.
But she later says “stunning amounts of music are created every year, and the vast majority of it is not destined
for attentive engagement.” (Kassabian, 2013.1). The problem here is that we’re lumping film music in with ‘lift
music’ and other occasions when music appears without our consent and certainly without our say-so. I would
personally argue that film music is listened to attentively. It doesn’t just satisfy our need for music, it provides a
narrative function in the film. If we were not being attentive to it, albeit subconsciously, then there would be no
point in having it there. Also, Kassabian’s assertion presupposes that there has ever been a time when people
listened attentively or critically. Given that for most people music is listened to and remembered in the abstract
and subconscious, then this golden age where people listened critically, responsively and attentively is maybe a
golden age that never was.
Our wide, unconscious understanding of music
To believe that a wide, if unconscious, knowledge of music amongst people is probable does not require a huge
leap of faith, because music is, at heart, mathematical, as Pythagoras proposed in the sixth century BC. Therefore
it should be no surprise that humanity warms to it and can understand it. But the B-side to that argument is that
music is not a product of nature or a natural phenomenon; it is a human construct. But this argument also supports
the idea that people are much more musical than we give them credit for. Ultimately everything is a construct of
something; whether we believe music is a product of nature or we accept that it is, ultimately a system we built in
order to draw order and beauty out of the world of sound, it is unique to us, and that is why we understand it. As
Ball points out – and this is something which others dispute - “No other species is known to create music” (Ball,
2010:2). Music is human.
Ball says “When we listen to music, even casually, our brains are working awfully hard, performing clever feats
of filtering, ordering and prediction, automatically and unconsciously” (Ball, 2010.2). Analysis is everywhere.
To analyse music, albeit subconsciously on the part of most people, is a fundamental human desire inextricably
tied to enjoyment. The enjoyment of music depends on engagement, which itself depends on analysis. Listeners
are not simply passive accepters of what they hear. There is a real engagement in how most people listen to music.
They process, compare, contrast and categorise the music they listen to and this is part of the experience of music.
That is why Blacking is right in his assertion that it is misleading to say that only a tiny minority of people are
musical. It would be better to say that only a tiny minority are composers or musicians, because that is a wholly
different statement and is something you can validate with research and statistics.
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Meaning, Inspiration and Subjectivity
What a piece of music means is not the same thing as our inspiration for writing it. Beethoven famously scrawled
‘Bonaparte’ into the original manuscript of his 3rd symphony, the Eroica, but this only proves that this was
Beethoven’s inspiration. It doesn’t prove what the meaning was.
“Is there meaning in music”, Copland asked [rhetorically]. “The
answer would be ‘yes’. Can you state what the meaning is?....my
answer to that would be ‘no’..”
Ball, 2010. 381
Aaron Copland once notably suggested that the greatness of a composition exists in inverse relevance to our ability
to say what it is about. He maintained that it was easier to attribute meaning to Tchaikovsky’s music than it was
to find meaning in Beethoven’s music. He then followed on, “That is why Beethoven is the greater composer”
(Ball, 2010. 381). Personally I think the point at which logical reasoned assumptions based on analysis float out
of the window is when you attempt to suggest a universal criteria for greatness. I don’t think film music need be
a subjective area of study, but whether or not, and why, music is or isn’t great, is both unprovable and irrelevant.
Referring to the notion of meaning in music, Gustav Mahler said:
“If a composer could say what he wanted to say in words, he would not bother
trying to say it in music”
(Ball, 2010. 383).
The problem with this absurd assertion is that we are left to assume that the composer didn’t ‘mean’ anything
when he or she was composing, which I think is doubtful, and we are also, by definition, assuming that if he or
she was capable of understanding the meaning then they would suddenly give up trying to put it into music. By
this absurd and laughable yardstick, we could argue that any artist who knew what the meaning behind a particular
piece of art was supposed to be, simply wouldn’t bother trying to create the art, which might mean that we’d have
little art in the world.
What do we mean by meaning?
There are many people who dismiss outright the notion that music is ‘about’ anything and therefore, they say, it
cannot generate meaning. But it all depends on what you call ‘meaning’. Whilst some argue that music creates in
the mind of the listener very specific narratives (a view I do not share) many believe ‘meaning’ resides in more
generalised emotions which we generate while listening to music. This is something I believe is true, but when
music is put to picture, it is the combination of the two that makes the music seem even more forensically accurate
in terms of the emotions it exudes. Copland, quoted here by Philip Ball, believed that music created ‘moods’. He
said:
“Music expresses, at different moments, serenity or exuberance,
regret or triumph, fury or delight. It expresses each of these moods
and many others, in numberless varieties of shadings and
differences. It may even express a state of meaning for which there
exists no adequate word in any language.”
(Ball, 2010. 383)
Mendelssohn famously (and contrary to an almost universally held belief) thought that music could generate more
specific emotions and meanings than words. He said, “They too [words] seem so ambiguous, so vague, so subject
to misunderstanding when compared with true music, which fills the soul with a thousand things better than
words.” (Ball, 2010. 382). I think we ought not to take his words literally (no pun intended) but instead realise
that what he was talking about was his ability to be more informed and enlightened and overjoyed with music
than words. I don’t really think anyone of sound mind genuinely believes that music can be more literate than
words in terms of describing something or someone. That said, some have said that music makes them think things
or see things or understand things in a way that words cannot. This is a view held by musicologist Phillip Tagg. I
would tend to agree with this, but to try and compare and contrast the linguistic capabilities of music v words is
in many ways a pointless debate anyway, because the two experiences are so profoundly different.
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The notion that music is not about anything; it just is.
Influential German philosophers Immanuel Kant, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and famous physician and
physicist Hermann von Helmholtz all said at one time or another that music is not about anything; it just is. The
mystique created by such views is partly what creates the terrain of ambiguity which shrouds music. Music is
permanently trapped in a bizarre Harry Potter world of make-belief where most people do not try to understand
it or analyse it because either they believe it to be unknowable or, worse still, they simply prefer not knowing. i.e.
ignorance is bliss. If music had no written language of its own then I could understand people believing that it
was beyond understanding, but the existence of musical language is precisely what enables myself and others to
understand it, to ascribe emotions and moods to specific combinations of notes and thence to hypothesise as to
how it functions in film. And anyway, ignorance is never bliss. It is only ever ignorance. Sometimes when people
debate how music sounds and therefore what it means, the ‘subjective’ card is played, which normally stops any
further conversation dead in its tracks. Generally, but by no means always, if anyone says “that’s a subjective
opinion” it usually means they don’t have the intellectual capacity to counter it. If something is labeled subjective
then it’s impossible to arrive at a reasoned conclusion about it. People might say that about music, but film music
is less subjective because the ultimate yardstick of success for film music is whether it benefits the film, and that
is something that is much less subjective.
As I said earlier, if we are trying to ascertain what a piece of music ‘means’, we may well come to the conclusion
that this is different to what the composer’s inspiration was. This is why so many older books on classical music
are at best intellectual supposition and at worst, ill-informed conjecture and gossip. Often people will talk of what
was going through a composer’s mind when he or she wrote something, as if that in and of itself determines what
the piece ‘means’.
History, Music and Analysis
Plato said, “Let me make the songs of a nation and I care not who makes its laws.” (Ball, 2010.384). Whatever
music may or may not ‘mean’, its power over people is something that has been long recognised by the public
and governments alike. This is why in the early Greek constitutions music was heavily policed and regulated.
Even as recently as the 20th Century the power of music was something totalitarian and fascist regimes both feared.
Hitler’s Germany tried to determine which elements of jazz could safely be listened to by its people. Such was
the power of Shostakovich’s music in provoking the mood of the Russian people, it is rumoured that at one point
he was so convinced the government were going to take him away, that he slept in a bed by the front door so as
not to disturb his family when they came for him. Martin Luther, a German professor of theology and someone
who never resisted the urge to remove anything superfluous from his services, reveled at the power of music,
saying “Next to the word of God, the noble art of music is the greatest treasure in the world. It controls our
thoughts, minds, hearts and spirits.” (Ball, 2010. 385). If music does indeed possess the kind of power people
both revered and feared, then it surely must ‘mean something’. Otherwise what’s all the fuss about? According to
Alan Stephen’s book Why We Think The Things We Think, French art theorist Eugene Veron said that art was
“more than pretty pictures or pleasing arrangements of sounds and words. Art is the expression of human ideas
and emotions, and moreover, the medium through which these expressions are communicated between people.”
(Stephen, 2015.42). That’s why they fear it.
The Development and Evolution of Analysis
Earlier I referred to books on classical music often romanticising the role of the composer and indulging in wild
conjectural hypothesis about what composers were thinking when they wrote their music. Even within
Beethoven’s own life people openly tried to interpret his music and figure out what it was supposed to ‘mean’.
Inevitably words were written about Beethoven and others, and still are, because of the overwhelming desire to
fathom what the music is ‘about’. The desire to understand what is ‘meant’ by music was considered by many to
be beyond the pale because it strayed way beyond the formalist structural analysis, prevalent in the Enlightenment,
which had limited the ‘enlightening’ to understand, chronicle and classify music structure rather than ask what it
all ‘meant’. What it meant was way out of the bounds of formalist analysis. Such romantic, navel-gazing selfindulgence was unthinkable in Bach’s day.
In those days, as I alluded to earlier, the music was analysed in a descriptive, scientific way, to understand the
inner structures of the music and how it functioned; but the motive was never about suggesting meaning or
unearthing emotion. This was purely descriptive analysis.
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What this gave way to, eventually in the post-Enlightenment period, was a less formal analysis and more of a
desire to unearth meaning, i.e. what are we supposed to feel? Some people are fans of the Enlightenment and less
friendly about the later period, which continues to this day, where the emphasis seems to be more about what
music means to ‘us’ than it is about understanding music and unearthing and identifying interesting structural
characteristics. Some people are less friendly about the Enlightenment, suggesting that debate was science-based,
centred on identifying and classifying structural and harmonic structures in order to understand music. The issue
with this approach, so it goes, is that once they had arrived at a description and scientific logical explanation for
how a piece of music was structured, there ended the discussion. There was no ‘why?’. There was no ‘this is all
very interesting but what does it all mean’. There was no discussion about what all this meant to us in terms of
what emotions might be generated by specific harmonic structures, for example.
My own analysis
I would describe my analysis as part Enlightenment and part post-Enlightenment. I think one type of analysis
needs the other. If we arrive at conclusions about musical structure, this means nothing without trying to figure
out intellectual, aesthetic, philosophical and emotional questions which inevitably arise. I don’t think that trying
to figure out what it all means, beyond science-based explanations, is indulgent at all. Above all else, analysis is
the search for the truth. Indeed, it was American novelist and poet Jack Kerouac who said “The only truth is
music.” Whatever truth emerges about how and why music might mean something or create feelings and
emotions, needs a more formalist scientific analysis to underpin it and to attempt to validate conclusions. Analysis
is a mixture of undisputed facts and intellectually based conjecture. Facts are needed to underpin subsequent
conjecture regarding the effect music has on us. Although ideas regarding what emotions and feelings and
‘meanings’ might be created in the minds of listeners are not always entirely provable, neither are they wildly
speculative. Never in my analysis, having discussed harmony, do I end a sentence with “and therefore that’s why
Father Christmas is real”, or “so hey, that’s who shot Kennedy”. Any conclusions regarding emotion, feeling
and even meaning, are based on sound scientific research and reasoned supposition, deduction and assumption.
Where did music come from?
Other theories include music being used in mediation in early
civilisations, or being used as a tool to educate infants. One theory
which is probably the best one I’ve heard of is from Mark Changizi
who wrote a book called Harnessed: How Language and Music
Mimicked Nature and Transformed Apes to Man. His work
encompasses many areas related to how we feel the way we do and why
we do the things we do. Mark suggests that our fascination with music
lies partly in the fact that it utilises ancient brain mechanisms and
abilities for what was, and still is, an exciting purpose. His book also
discusses how music is part of us because we designed it based on our
own requirements.

Fig.1

As discussed earlier in this book, music, ultimately is a construct of humanity. It should not be a surprise that we
are so close to music. It should not be a surprise that we possess what I have sometimes referred to as a ‘quasiunderstanding’ of harmony; not one based on an understanding of the language of music but one based on
something deep, abstract, emotional, and essentially unprovable within our memories.
As I have alluded to earlier, we all experience exposure to music from before birth to the moment of our death.
Tagg says, “At the age of minus four months most humans start to hear. By the time we enter this world and long
before we can focus our eyes at varying distances, our aural faculties are well developed.” (Tagg, 2012.58). We
have skills of aural perception which are much more advanced than we realise. As an example, if our ears were
only as sensitive as our eyes we would hear less than an octave. According to Leonard Bernstein, “The first
communicative uses of sound were sung.” (Clynes, 1981.25).
This is true but it is perhaps a little strange to wrap our heads around the fact that we sung before we spoke,
because when we, as 21st Century humans, think of singing we think of ballads and microphones and CDs. The
thought of stone-age man bursting into song is a bit hard for us to grasp. If music served no purpose in life and
had never served a purpose in life, we would not be as close to it as we are. Our desire to understand, comprehend
and analyse music, even at a basic level, is ingrained.
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Music is part of what turned us into the modern humans we now are. It played a pivotal role in the development
of mankind. As Victoria Williamson puts it in her excellent 2014 book You Are the Music:
“Music, along with language and reading, is what turned apes into humans.
We, by definition, are the musical animal”
(Williamson, 2014.6)
Stephenson says, “We all have an inner life of the mind, thoughts, beliefs, feelings and emotions” (Stephen,
2015.47). And Clynes says, “Pitch probably is perceived by higher animals in nearly the same way as by humans.
But animals are not spontaneously motivated to listen to abstract pitch successions, nor do they respond
emotionally to such events.” So the thing that makes us more able to extract more meaning from music is our
unique emotional characteristics.
As I have detailed elsewhere, I believe all people possess an unconscious quasi-knowledge of music, which helps
them understand music in a way few people give them credit for. For this to be the case people need good
memories, otherwise where would they store such a vast archive of information? Victoria Williamson discusses
memory and how it relates to music very well. I was particularly interested in her description of ‘semantic
memory’ and ‘implicit memory’ (Williamson, 2014.170) because these are memories we are barely aware of and
which I believe are at least partly responsible for our astounding ability to store complex memories of music.
But being able to store stuff is no good unless you know where and how to find it, and in this respect our ability
to subconsciously retrieve harmonic knowledge and memories with which to compare and contrast with new
experiences is simply incredible. This wouldn’t be possible were it not for humanity’s close and unique
relationship with music. Some say our memory of music is merely textural but it is also harmonic too; otherwise
we wouldn’t recognise cover versions: if we heard the original Beethoven’s 5th Symphony opening in its original
key but then heard it a month later in a different key played on a piano, we would still join the dots in our mind
and realise what it was. Our deeply embedded memories of music are able to recognise and respond to subtle
changes, relative to any key and inclusive of different textural contexts.
As an example of the peculiar and quite special relationship we have with music, consider the fact that musical
memory can often survive even when other memories have failed. Many dementia or Alzheimer’s sufferers retain
musical memories when most other memories have gone. Some believe that musical memories survive longer
because of the unique way they are formed in the first place, and this certainly cements the notion that our memory
relationship with music is something very special indeed. Its unique speciality is not lost on science either. After
all, it was Einstein himself who said, “If I were not a physicist I would probably be a musician. I often think in
music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.”. Heavy.
Hunter S Thompson said:
“Music has always been a matter of Energy to me, a question of Fuel.
Sentimental people call it Inspiration, but what they really mean is Fuel.”
This is an interesting observation, particularly the bit about inspiration being a sentimental word. I talk about this
very thing in my first book, where I discuss the various sentimental words people have become used to using to
describe music (Morrell, 2013.18). American poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow called music, “The universal
language of mankind” and Hans Christian Andersen said, “Where words fail, music speaks.”
Some of the greatest thinkers and artists in history are seemingly in no doubt about the unique speciality that is
music. Some have been minded to call music a ‘universal language’ but like so many things that are said of music,
we have to be a bit careful. Music is a universal phenomenon, and of course it is also a language. But this does
not mean that all the sounds and harmonies have similar meanings in all cultures. If I traveled to a remote part of
the South American jungle and played Williams’ theme from E.T. I would probably be the one in tears, not them.
This is not because they would be incapable of feeling emotion, more that in order to enjoy Western romantic
harmony one would assume you would need to be predisposed to it.
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Our Relationship with Film Music
If you don’t remember the music, then it’s done its job properly.
A commonly held belief is that we often don’t always listen to underscore music when we’re watching a film.
Yes, we listen to the themes but all that other stuff we ‘don’t remember’. The common mantra is that if you don’t
remember it then it’s done its job properly. After all, it’s not there to be listened to and remembered as music, it
is there to make the film translate better emotionally. But this view is more than misleading because it accidentally
suggests that not remembering something means it hasn’t entered your memory on some other, deeper level. If
we assert that people definitely don’t remember the music in any way, then, as I said before, what’s the point in
having it in films? The whole point of music in film is to help the film communicate to its audience, and in this
pursuit music adheres to structural, harmonic, textural and narrative traditions so that people will understand and
benefit from it not just in one film but in all films. And because of the intrinsically similar way we’re all wired
most people get broadly the same experience. That’s why it works. Music is an emotional, universal language.
There is a sameness to its usage just as there is a sameness to everything in life we do or read or watch or listen
to. So whether people realise it or not, they do remember the music. Also, when people talk of ‘not remembering’
the music, it’s worth noting that attention and consciousness are not the same thing, as Anhid Kassabian points
out in her 2013 book, Ubiquitous Listening when she says:
“In relation to traditional approaches to Hollywood scoring, film
music should be beneath both attention and consciousness. But that
doesn’t make the two the same thing.”
(Kassabian, 2013.xx)
Just because we don’t always appear to be able to remember the underscore in films, doesn’t mean we haven’t
absorbed it emotionally and remembered, classified and categorised some of the details for subconscious
comparison at a later date. Just because we can’t articulate the grammar, doesn’t mean we haven’t distilled it.
Otherwise. As I keep saying, what’s the point of film music? If we really believe that music has no meaning and
that even if it did, people can’t remember even listening to it in a film, then why do directors go to all the trouble,
expense and upheaval of putting it in film? They put it in film because it does mean something and it distills itself
in the mind of the listener on a deep subconscious level.
Why is Film Music so Important?
We have discussed this area numerous times in my first three books and it will no doubt surface in this series too.
Our lives are not accompanied by a film score. The reasons why something which does not accompany everyday
life becomes so crucially important in the telling of stories in film, are complex. If you were making a film which
wanted to create a gritty reality, it would seem absurd to include music; music which the actors can’t hear but
which the audience can. Straight away, one would think, the illusion of reality is broken; after all, we don’t have
a soundtrack accompanying our lives so why on earth would we want music behind a film which is supposed to
be real? you don’t need music to accompany a real, lived event in your own life because you’re living it. But
usually you need it in films in order to generate an emotional bond between you and the story you’re being asked
to believe.
“Psychological tests have shown that music helps you understand what’s going on” (Powell, 2016.92). This is
undoubtedly the case. In my own work I give numerous examples which show music working in conjunction with
the film to create a greater sense of awareness on the part of the listener / viewer. Almost each and every example
I have ever given is a testament to the special relationship people have with music; the ‘unconscious knowledge’
I talk of. The existence of music would not be as successful and important to film were it not for the fact that the
music manages to communicate feelings and emotions to viewer. But if you think about it, the music works
independently of the film, too. If a film starts with a man walking down a street, the way we contextualise this
will be directly related to the music. If the music makes us feel anxious, it manages that on its own, unless in the
film there is an axe murderer right behind the man, unbeknown to him. There are plenty of examples where the
music works in conjunction with film but equally films are littered with examples where the music alone creates
a specific feeling. The existence of the film gives the viewer something to be anxious about, i.e. it gives him or
her something on which to project their anxiety.
“A soldier walking through a crowd of civilians is more easily picked out by the viewer if solo military trumpet is
involved in the music” (Powell, 2016.92). So, because our brains are always analysing and searching for meaning
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in what they see and hear, music can draw your attention to a person or a situation. Our brains join the dots to
reach the conclusion the director and composer wanted us to arrive at. Often such conclusions are not narrative
facts or absolute events, but subtler, to get viewers thinking along specific lines. Shock horror moments in film
are almost always scored to make the moment more believable, or in most cases the music feeds us fear and
apprehension leading up to the moment. Music will often get louder leading to the moment. Our brains fear this
on an instinctual almost primordial level; our brains associate something getting louder with something getting
nearer – that’s why music growing louder has a genuine and real effect on us.
The Practical Benefits of Film Music
Music in film helps in simple pragmatic ways too; for example, it helps us forget that we are actually in a strange
situation: we have entered a large room with perhaps 500 -1000 seats, full of people we don’t know, with the
lights turned down. Then we end up staring at a huge screen and we’re asked to suspend our rational belief and
believe what we’re about to see and hear. Music helps us forget about the screen and the room and the people and
the darkness, and instead it helps us become immersed in the film. In addition, music can help reduce the amount
of dialogue spoken on screen. If there’s no music to complete the emotional context of the film, characters on
screen would be forced to speak more to add more context. Storylines and scripts don’t always have enough space
in them for complicated plot points to be explained, and even if they did it would be absurd for every emotional
or dramatic point to be explained. Just put music in the scene and dialogue can be greatly reduced. One way of
looking at is to think of a film as something that depicts a series of events, actions and words that we, the viewer
and listener, is supposed to get excited or emotional about. But the film is also supposed to relay often complex
plot points, so most of the time it is simply too busy telling the story to tell us how to feel. If the composer has
done his or her job properly, the film will benefit from emotions generated by the music.
Time and Location
Films are rarely portrayed in ‘real time’. A two-hour film might exist over a perceived ‘film time’ of days or
weeks or even years. Also few films have only one location. There are multiple locations and many jumps between
one place and the next place, or between location and time. These edits are often only made smooth by the
existence of music, which often glosses over the edits. If you get hold of a Blu-ray of a TV show, and if the sound
is oriented in 5.1, mute the centre channel, which will usually get rid of just the music. Then watch an episode
and see how all those edits work without music or how the emotion feels without music to trigger you.
Diegetic and Non-diegetic (music or emotion)
Often composers are required to write around diegetic music (diegetic music is music which is part of the story,
which the characters are aware of, or, as some refer to it, music which exists in ‘the film world’). Non-diegetic
music therefore is the other kind of music in film, i.e. the music the composer writes, which the characters are
unaware of but the audience hear. You would have thought that viewers would find it problematic listening to
music, some of which is ‘in the film and for the film’ and some of which is not literally in the film but for the
benefit of anyone watching the film. It is a strange situation, that’s for sure. But it is made easier because of the
way the brain categorises what it hears, not just in terms of harmony and texture, etc, but also in terms of what its
role is. John Powell says, “In our daily lives our brains are forever trying to work out what’s going on around us
and one way do this is by combining what we are seeing with what we are hearing” (Powell, 2016.103). Powell
goes on to use the analogy of a film scene in which a character walking down the street sees a busking violinist.
As viewers we locate our knowledge of buskers and contextualise the busker in the film exactly as a character in
the film would when they saw the busker. We accept that this is music in the film, not for the film.
In a chapter in the 2007 book Beyond The Soundtrack, edited by Daniel Goldmark, entitled The Fantastical Gap
Between Diegetic and Non-diegetic, Robyn Stilwell says: “The non-diegetic becomes space of fantasy, at least in
part because of anxiety over its impossibility.” The infamous comment by Hitchcock to composer Hugo
Friedhoffer, when he asked “But where is the orchestra?” in reference to the underscore to the 1944 film Lifeboat
which was set at sea, speaks volumes. The concept of non-diegetic music only bothered Hitchcock when the scene
was set somewhere where there wasn’t at least the possibility of an orchestra in the next room, or beyond a nearby
horizon. Friedhoffer replied that the orchestra is, “in the same place as the camera.” What a superb put-down.
Maybe non-diegetic music in the shower scene in Psycho didn’t bother Hitchcock because he knew that, deep
down, there could theoretically be a string orchestra in the room next to Marion Crane.
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At any rate clearly non-diegetic music’s “impossibility” was troubling to him. He was trying to create a feeling
of reality and deep within himself, he thought the concept of musical accompaniment was absurd. And he is right,
unless you understand why music works.
Probably few directors understand why film music works. As I have said many times, people experience film
music almost purely as emotion, and are affected emotionally by the application of film music; film music and
picture in this sense are inseparable and their contexts become one experience.
As I alluded to earlier, in our normal life our brains constantly analyse what we see and hear, trying to reconcile
the images with the sounds; we combine what we see and hear together into a single stream of information. If we
hear music playing and we notice a car with its windows open, then we immediately join those two experiences
into one. But if we are unable to link music we hear in a film to a visual source in the scene, we focus instead
almost purely on its emotional content, which we then link to what we’re watching. In other words, we distinguish
between diegetic and non-diegetic. This is what Hitchcock didn’t understand, when he said, “But where is the
orchestra?”
Because film music communicates mainly emotionally is what makes it so good with films. It’s like being touched
by something that - although you can often subconsciously recognise and categorise and classify - you cannot
explain or rationalise in the same way you do with things you understand, like images and words. As an example,
Olufar Arnalds’ music for Broadchurch is a great way to prove all of what I’ve just said; the music affects us
emotionally and sometimes profoundly; we often react to the types of harmonies and textures he uses, recognising
them when they reappear and gaining an emotional attachment to, but because we don’t have the ability (and the
burden) of being able to understand, explain and literalise how and why it’s happening, it nevertheless remains an
abstract experience, which makes it ideal to put behind pictures.
As film viewers, the level to which people can effortlessly drop in and out of different complex contexts is a credit
to their willingness to enter into the fictional world of the film, but equally it’s our ability to distinguish between
music that’s supposed to be there and music which is heard by us – the audience. Few films ever mix diegetic and
non-diegetic too closely for fear of confusing the delicate balance which enables us to understand and enjoy a
film. If we thought characters in a film could hear the film music it would completely mess up this fine balance
our brains have created for us. There are, however, a few examples of films and TV shows which have done this
to great effect:
1) At the end of the 1974 satirical comedy Blazing Saddles, in the middle of a desert scene we begin to hear
a jazz orchestra playing ‘April in Paris’, accompanying a scene of a man on a horse. We naturally assume
the music is film music, but as the camera pulls away we see the Count Basie Orchestra playing ‘April in
Paris’. The realisation that what we thought was film music is actually diegetic music is hilarious.
2) In an episode (season 7, episode 2) called ‘Father of the Bride’ from the hit TV comedy show Frasier,
Frasier’s dad Marty is reminiscing back to his past when his kids were children, when he says “I can still
remember dropping him off for his first class…seems like it was only yesterday”. At this point we hear
a harp cadenza, the sort of thing which is frequently used to signify the start of a dream sequence. But
when the harp starts Marty looks stunned and confused; clearly he can also hear the harp, which wouldn’t
be the case if it was film music. The camera pans to a harpist in Frasier’s apartment (Frasier had been
auditioning harp players for a wedding he’s paying for). Again, the humour is down to the confusion.
For once the actors and viewers shares the same confusion.
3) At 01.04.00 into the film Atonement, stunned and traumatised solders walk along a war-torn beach scene.
The music begins – a soft, romantic, serene and mildly contemplative and tragic piece – as the scene
progresses. About a minute later the music merges in with a hymn that a group of soldiers are singing.
The ‘Whittier Hymn’ which contains the words “Dear Lord and Father of mankind, forgive our foolish
ways; re-clothe us in our rightful mind, in purer lives thy service find, in deeper reverence praise…” The
truly wonderful thing about this scene, and something that helps make it an unforgettable moment, is that
the film score weaves its way into the hymn. Some of the harmonies work (i.e. they are the same as the
original hymn chords) whereas some retain the filmic integrity by being different from the ‘correct’ hymn
chords. So the film music doesn’t wholly succumb to become diegetic; moreover, it actually succeeds in
being both diegetic and non-diegetic, one of the very, very few times this has ever worked.
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4) 59.50 into the comedy Airplane 2 we see the main character go from the cockpit of a commercial
passenger-carrying space shuttle into the avionics bay to try and solve a problem. The camera is behind
the character. The low basses and cellos play a typical anxious line in octaves as the man heads into
danger, and suddenly we see the character stop. The music also stops abruptly. He glances around as if
he’s heard something. When it is all silent he carries on and the basses and cellos come back in. He stops
again, looking around quizzically. At that point we, the viewers, burst out laughing because we realise
he can hear the film music. At face value this is not something one would imagine would make people
laugh, but it did.
Film Music Must Serve the Film
“The relationship between film and music has long been discussed as a tension
between possibilities of synchronism and counterpoint, implying a degree of
autonomy and even incommensurability between the two forms. That is, because
of their profound essential differences, they have to made to (seem to) fit, or else
played off against each other.”
(Goldmark, 2007.250).
Goldmark is right in that most of the discussion tends to focus on synchronisation or counteracting. This is partly
a hangover from the days before people realised Theodore Adorno was an idiot. He thought the notion of music
playing any kind of subservient role to film debased music. Accordingly, he preferred it when music countered
the scene, causing dramatic friction whilst, in his mind, retaining the legitimacy of music. Music’s use as narrative
support he described as ‘crass’. But both the Goldmark comment and Adorno’s perspective negates the other great
service music brings to film; subtext. It pays to remember the possible functions of film music; and that they don’t
all simply either ‘synchronise’ or ‘counter’ the pictures. Along with ‘playing’ or ‘countering’ the character or the
scene, film music can create emotion which addresses or alludes to subtext; the wider story; the broader discourse
surrounding the story. A lot of the music featured in my first three books and especially this one, will feature
music’s great ability to contextualise stories.
The biggest part of a composer doing their job properly is to understand all the above and realise that their music,
above all else, has to be functional. It has to serve the film. It’s truly not about writing what you think might be
great music, because people – from the director right through to the audience - aren’t really listening to your music
as music. They’re listening and watching to see if your music serves the film and does a whole load of pragmatic,
realistic, down-to-earth jobs. If your music is not doing the jobs it’s supposed to do, not only will it sound out of
place, it will distract the audience. If people come out of film screening and say they thought the music was
brilliant, what they’re really saying, truth be told, is that what your music did was great. Whether music is
musically interesting and commercially viable is a completely different thing to whether it is any good as film
music.
Think of yourself not as a composer; think of yourself as one of a group of people who together make the film.
Half the trouble we have running a BA Film Composition Degree isn’t finding students who can write music –
they can all do that; the real issue is trying to get them to recognise that this is not about them writing music that
impresses people or is nice or is exciting. Above all and anything else, the music must serve. It must function.
Directors will never say to you, “well the music doesn’t work with the film but hey, it’s written beautifully and
orchestrated well and produced well so we’ll have it anyway”. Trying to get composers to realise that their job is
about hard practicalities and perhaps dozens of ‘acknowledgments’ (where a director wants the music to highlight
or italicise a specific point). These are issues which require a mind-set that can deal with both technical issues and
emotional considerations. The director might want the faintest of inflections to subtly highlight a certain point. So
it’s not all about writing great tunes. Very little of it is about that.
One mistake some new composers make is that they try and impress people, musically. Often this can be
catastrophic. Think about it: you are asked to do a 20-minute short film which is probably quite average, made on
a shoestring budget by a recent graduate, featuring some burning social issue they want to address through film.
Then you steam in there trying to be James Newton Howard with your EastWest cloud subscription samples and
cues which would make people think “wow, this guy is great.” Only, they won’t think it’s great; chances are
they’ll just think it’s indulgent and that you didn’t understand the film because if you had understood the film at
all your music would be much more grounded and down to earth and less fancy and perhaps simpler. All your
cool harmonies and rich voicings are lost on a film like this. Your music will distract. Leave your ego at the door.
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For context, let’s portray a visual equivalent is this: imagine the same low-budget film and in the second scene
suddenly from nowhere Tom Cruise appears. He’s a great Hollywood actor but he would overwhelm your film.
People would stop watching your film and begin asking you, perhaps not unreasonably, how you got Tom Cruise
into your film. Ultimately films are made not just in context of the story they seek to tell, but in context of
themselves. Hans Zimmer doesn’t score student short films, and even if he did it, as a favour, he wouldn’t score
it like a blockbuster because if he did the context is completely shot to pieces. I watched a student film on YouTube
recently; a 10-minute sci-fi ‘world is about to end’ type film. The film itself was actually very good but what
ruined it was a cue from James Newton Howard’s superb score to King Kong. Imagine the sheer absurdity of
fabulous film music ruining a film. The film and its music have to be compatible. If the mix is unbelievable then
it will not be believed. Your music is judged not on what it is musically, but on the emotion it brings. Never, ever
try and impress or dazzle directors with how good your music is. Try to create the best emotional response you
can to the pictures, story, narrative or subtext, or whatever the director has asked you to address.
The hilarious spectacle of people who don’t understand music, trying to talk music.
Most directors are not musicians, much less composers, and yet a lot of them make the mistake of trying to use
musical terminology when talking to a composer. I’ve had this and it’s sometimes painful but it can also be really,
really funny. One once said, “yeah man, I can hear semibreves in my head.” I think he was maybe hearing things
other than semibreves in his head. One turned to me and said, “Can this be in Bb? Bb means a lot to me. My dad’s
favourite piece was in Bb.” I just said to him, without missing a beat, “No, Bb is not a good key to be honest with
you. Very, very unstable and unreliable. Hardly any film music is written in Bb.” This was utter bullshit but given
that he was talking bullshit too I thought I’d join him; bullshit became, briefly, a language we could communicate
through. One once said to me “I’d like it…more purple.” I really don’t know what’s worse – directors trying to talk
in a musical language which is clearly alien to them or the ones that try and talk to you in colours. The answer,
therefore, is simple: if you like your temp tracks that much, use them. Nobody will mind. Nobody will call the
police. The awful experiences of Lalo Schifrin and Alex North (2001 and The Exorcist) is the stuff of legend.
Freidkin and Kubrick ought to have just gone with their temp tracks from the beginning. If that’s what you want,
don’t try and commission a sound-alike or a pale imitation.
As we come to the end of this volume, I thought I would collect and share some comments by composers which
are interesting and enlightening.

“To achieve great things, two things are needed; a plan and not quite enough time”.
Leonard Bernstein
Any film composer will tell you that time is something they never have. There are some real horror stories of
composers being given criminally short timeframes to complete the job: James Horner ended up having two weeks
to score Aliens because the eternally detached-from-reality James Cameron overran on the shoot and ate into
Horner’s time. The two fell out over the issue and only reconnected ten years later for Titanic. James Newton
Howard got three weeks to score King Kong after Peter Jackson had fired Howard Shore. Leaving aside the bizarre
notion that Shore could ever get fired, Newton Howard and his army of orchestrators and copyists worked through
the nights to ensure the music got done. And the music really is, unquestionably superb; and therein lies the point
Bernstein was really making, which is that sometimes it is precisely the lack of time which creates the stress which
provokes you to have ideas that maybe wouldn’t have come if you’d had enough time. It’s an uncomfortable truth
that Horner’s music, which gained him an Academy Award nomination, features a cue which went to achieve
legendary status and ended up being one of the most used music cues ever written. He very nearly had a nervous
breakdown but the music was superb.

“One of the problems with temp music is they’re all finished tracks and you can just
pick the best scores and music ever written and just line them up one after the other.
One of my directors put up ‘Adagio for Strings’ and everybody loved it and I was just
going, “what are you trying to do? Kill me? The burden of that is impossible.”
Hans Zimmer
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We discussed temp tracks in my third book, where the issue had its own chapter (Morrell, 2015.296), so I will not
belabour the point here, suffice to say that Temp Tracks have become a cancer in the world of film music. On the
one hand, if I were trying to communicate with someone whose language I did not speak, I would try and employ
ways of communicating that were common to both of us, in order to be understood. But I would also realise that
such a system is fraught with problems, because I’m never going to fully understand the other person. Similar to
the person in a foreign country who doesn’t speak the language, communication will be difficult and basic at best.
It’s a well-known problem with some British people that when they go abroad they simply shout in English in a
desperate attempt to be understood. Temp tracks could be compared to that. Rather than directors leaving the
conceptualisation up to composer, they shout at him or her with their temp track.
I fully realise it must be frustrating for directors to have an idea of the kind of music they want but not be able to
articulate it explicitly. In those circumstances it’s perfectly fair to use examples of other music as a guide. The
problem is when directors have specific tracks and they ‘temp’ the film with music written by someone they don’t
know and music that was never written for their film. Because the music wasn’t written for their film aesthetically,
artistically and practically it is never going to wholly fit, because how can it? So if you force the composer to
follow the temp, you are also denying your composer – the person for whom music is a specialism – the chance
,to create something completely bespoke for the film.
Temp tracks were never needed before because directors trusted composers. Also directors were able to shoot and
edit films without the drug-like necessity of a track running across everything. But now directors are under huge
pressure to produce the next big hit, or to at least not have a failure, so they try and pre-empt as much as they can.
Music is the one area that hitherto they had no real power over, other than to choose the right composer and guide
him or her stylistically. Now, most directors will ‘temp’ a film with something which the composer is essentially
asked to copy. This is ethically, morally and artistically wrong and should not happen. And it does not only happen
at a high level where the stakes are enormous; young directors still at university use temp tracks right from the
start of their career. They are not taught about music. And most directors listen only to film music. Perhaps it
wouldn’t be so bad if their palette was a little broader and included music in general. Film music is not supposed
to be a genre or a style. Film music is any music which functions non-diegetically in a film.
Temp tracks compromise the composer’s natural instincts. Don’t forget, 99% of all the great films and the great
scores were not temped. The reason we got such excellent and original music for Psycho, Jaws, ET, Close
Encounters, Star Wars or Batman Returns or Scissorhands and all the other ones, were because the composers
were allowed to conceptualise and actually have an opinion. Tim Burton never temped a film before Danny
Elfman got his hands on it. Spielberg never temped before working with Williams on a project. Hitchcock never
temped anything for Bernard Herrmann. Temping is something which ought to be unthinkable but is instead, now,
sadly, the norm. Also nowadays directors sometimes burn a BPM into the film before the composer gets it. Some
shots and scenes and edits are based on a BPM, so the composer comes along and a) is given some music to copy,
and b) is given the speed of the piece. Inevitably this has made a great majority of film music into generic soundalikes. Horror films in particular now have become so clichéd not just in the way they are written and scripted and
directed, but also in the way they are scored. But I say again, think back to all the great horror films you’ve
watched and if they feature a specially commissioned score it almost certainly won’t be the result of a composer
working under ‘temp’ conditions.
I have heard it argued that placing a BPM in the film for the composer to follow is good practice because it enables
the composer to get straight into it and follow the beat. But this presupposes that a composer will think that
following the beat to that extent is a good idea. You can always tell a film or TV drama or documentary where
the composer is following the film rather than the evil twin sisters of a Temp and a built-in BPM. Technicians in
film music editing have arrived at the conclusion that if something’s possible, you should do it. To quote Dr. Ian
Malcolm from Jurassic Park, “You were so preoccupied with whether or not you could, you didn’t stop to think
if you should.” Temp tracks and the use of BPM are both considered labour saving devices by a whole raft of
industry people – none of them remotely qualified to speak on film music. They are designed not just to save time
and money - which they don’t really do either - but they are also designed to guide and point music scoring in
ever more clichéd ways, to the great detriment of film music and film itself.
When you next fly somewhere, I’ll bet you anything that a film director doesn’t go into the cockpit and say to the
captain, “Hey, this is how I’d like you to fly the plane.” A surgeon never has someone come up to them and say,
“Hey, this is how I think you should take this guy’s appendix out.” It’s got so bad now that in many cases you can
tell the temp tracks that were used simply by definition of the anodyne version subsequently written by the
composer working to temp. I just finished watching a TV drama called The Reckoning. A good story, well written
and directed but compromised by music clearly temped by John Murphy’s 28 Days Later soundtrack.
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Almost weekly something I watch will have music which is a cheap, bland version of something else. Something
happens to music that is copied to that level. Something is lost in translation. It’s not just that the music won’t sound
as if it belongs in the film; it will sound inauthentic too. I have watched films with friends who didn’t spot the temp
reference but nevertheless just thought the music was lacklustre, lifeless and tame. Some have suggested that the
gross industrialisation and avid technicalisation of what film music production now is, will ultimately damage
music.
Danny Elfman refers to temp tracks as “The bane of my existence”. One way to try and educate directors and wean
them off the drug-like reliance on temp music is to try and get them to realise that the main reason they’re employing
it in the first place is because they fear a loss of control. When it comes to music, they will never really have control
and this is simply something they have to accept. They have to trust the composer. Directors have to realise that the
film is the only reference a good composer needs. And if there is no film yet, then the story. Sure, it’s okay for
directors to mention composers they like and films whose music they like because these are just literally reference
points that anybody would use in order to communicate with someone whose language they didn’t speak. That’s
what it’s about: they do not speak your language so you both have to find a way of communicating which doesn’t
just end in a cop-out with you both speaking through the interpretative medium of temp tracks. When we look back
to Horner’s legendary fall-out with James Cameron following Aliens, where the overshoot ran into Horner’s time
(something Horner himself spoke to me about) you realise that ultimately it is about power and control. When you
overshoot into the composer’s time and you can’t push the theatrical release back and so instead bully the composer,
you know that somewhere we’ve lost something along the way.
“Music is music whether it is for the stage, rostrum or cinema. Form may change,
the manner of writing may vary, but the composer needs to make no concessions
whatsoever to what he conceives to be his own musical ideology.”
Eric Wolfgang Korngold
This is dodgy, because it presupposes that a composer’s vision is always going to be right and to change your
mind about your vision because a director thinks it won’t work is wrong. There has been some great music to film
from composers who went back to the drawing board after a director questioned their first draft. Jerry Goldsmith’s
first draft for the beginning of Alien featured a piece which, to this day I think would have worked better than the
one he subsequently wrote, but the second draft is also fantastic. The first one took all day but the second one he
almost wrote in real-time. Rewriting something because a director doesn’t like it is not akin to selling your soul
to the Devil. It’s just the way it goes. The reason it can become problematic is when a director hasn’t guided the
composer as much as they should. Directors can guide composers extremely well stylistically without resorting
to throwing an entire temp track at them. One issue is that most directors only listen to film music in terms of
reference. If they had a wider stylistic palette, composers would be less likely to homogenise. People forget that
film music isn’t a genre. Music becomes film music when it is used in film. If we have got to the point where we
can spot film music, then the styles and approaches have become overused. Think of Star Wars and then Close
Encounters and then Alien and then Star Trek and then Interstellar. They are all such radically different scores.
There is nothing homogenised about the scores. Excessive use of the temp track is basically a very public
admission of failure on the part of directors to communicate with composers properly.

“I can’t understand why people are frightened of new ideas. I’m frightened of the
old ones.”
John Cage
Never a truer word spoken. John Cage gets a bad rap from too many people, largely because they do not understand
what he was trying to do with sound and music. The point he makes here was not aimed at film score composers
because at the time the statement was made film music had not fallen victim to homogenisation. Composers and
directors have a duty to the industry they are temporarily working within to ensure that - whilst acknowledging
that film is a commercial art form - it evolves and grows and features original ideas. If everyone is frightened of
new ideas and new concepts or everyone is tethered to cliché, then we are heading for a difficult future.
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“The old idea of a composer suddenly having a terrific idea and sitting up all night
to write it is nonsense. Night-time is for sleeping.”
Benjamin Britten
Benjamin Britten obviously never worked with James Cameron or Peter Jackson, because if he had he’d realise
that night time is just another opportunity to write music. Maybe if he’d been walking through London and seen
a London bus go past with an advert for Peter Grimes, advertising an opening night three days hence, and he
hadn’t yet finished it, perhaps he’d know how it felt to be James Horner or James Newton Howard. What I would
say though, in support of Benjamin Britten, who I have the utmost respect for as a composer, is that his statement
against the general notion of composers “suddenly having a terrific idea” is right, because most of the time it
doesn’t work that way. Composing is romanticised by the media to the extent where people think it’s all about
waiting for the great inspiration and shouting “Oh my God, I’ve got it” and then scribbling furiously on manuscript
paper with an ink pen before the candle dies. Composers I’ve spoken to over the years attest to the fact that very
rarely is it like that. Most of the time it’s like any other job insofar as you have a job of work to do and you have
an allotted amount of time and you make it happen within that time. It’s about hard work and perspiration. It’s not
about waiting for the great inspiration. Inspiration happens when your brain has located the answer to the question
you’ve been asking it for the past half an hour. There is no cosmic significance or divine intervention. You just
get on with it and write music, because that’s what you do; that’s your job.

“I met Villa-Lobos when he arrived in Hollywood [to score the film Green Mansion], and
I asked him whether he had yet seen the film and how much time they were allowing him
to write the music. He was going to see the picture tomorrow, he said, and told me the
music was already completed. They had sent him a script, he told me, translated into
Portuguese, and he had followed that, just as if he had been writing a ballet or opera. I
was dumbfounded; apparently nobody had bothered to explain the basic techniques to
him. ‘But Maestro,’ I said, ‘what will happen if your music doesn't match the picture
exactly?’ ‘In that case, of course, they will adjust the picture,’ he replied. Well, they
didn’t. They paid him his fee and sent him back to Brazil. Bronislau Kaper, an
experienced MGM staff composer, fitted his music to the picture as best he could.”
Miklos Rozsa
The only thing I would add to this sad story is to say that your music has to be loyal to the director’s vision. Even
in the examples I have given where directors have deliberately wanted the composer to come up with ideas
uncluttered by the film itself, a basic story existed, which the composer used to inform their ideas. In most cases
if a director wants a general textural and harmonic reaction to a concept or an idea of a story, then composers will
do a good job, which in all probability then helps the director shape the film he or she subsequently shoots. But
the Villa Lobos case shows what can happen when you ignore the film and just think that all you do is write to a
script and everything will be fine. The director is equally to blame though, so we should poke fun at him too.
“So, it becomes an exercise in futility if you write something that does not express the
film as the director wishes. It's still their ball game. It's their show. I think any successful
composer learns how to dance around the director's impulses.”
Danny Elfman
It’s handy having this quote directly following the last one, because it highlights the importance of writing music
in a style which the director approves of and/or suggested in the first place. What makes writing film music such
a hard job is no always the ‘writing music’ bit; it’s understanding what directors want and what the film is about.
It’s about suggesting ideas but ultimately respecting the director and what they want in the music. That’s very,
very hard to do, and this is one area where many people fail. Ultimately it’s about communication. It’s about
developing and nurturing a sense of trust and belief between yourself and the director. There are surprisingly few
examples where composers have written music for a film that they personally didn’t like or approve of or think
was a great idea, so that goes to show that most of the time film composers do manage to communicate. That said,
there are a few examples of films where composers have left following ‘artistic differences’.
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“When I’m writing film music, I feel like I'm more a filmmaker than a composer. It's more
about what the film needs. I’m basically part of the team that’s creating a film, and the
music is a very important part, but it’s just one part of many.”
Johann Johannsson
This is probably the quote that sums up the very best attitude of a composer. This was a man without ego, a person
who realised truly the collaborative art that film composing really is. A subtle and intelligent composer, taken too
soon.
“A film composer needs to understand that this is not music for its own sake, but it is music
for a collaborative art. For me, a great film composer is always someone who not only has
musical talent, but also a talent for telling a story with music. This is what makes film
scoring a unique musical expression. It’s all about how the composer can assist the telling
of the story as well as write great music.”
Hans Zimmer
Definitely could not put that better. Again, like Johansson and Elfman and Williams and Horner and Newton
Howard and all the true ‘greats’, he realises that ultimately the music has to work. You’re not really writing
‘normal’ music (whatever that is) but instead part of your music will encompass stylistic ideas and guidance given
to you or suggested to you by the director.
“The fact that certain composers have been able to create first-class music within the
medium of film proves that film music can be as good as the composer is gifted.”
Jerry Goldsmith
This doesn’t contradict the last quote but it does highlight that although you are writing collaboratively and having
to give way to non-musical people in the development of your music, this doesn’t or needn’t stop your music
having artistic and creative context. Goldsmith knows that when he, like others of his generation, chose to write
what some call ‘serious’ music (which I take to mean music which has no commercial guidance and isn’t
subservient to a greater commercial endeavour, such as film), such music had much more freedom than would
have been the case with film music. So what he is really saying is that writing film music needn’t stop you from
writing good music. Yes, you can feel incredibly hemmed-in and perhaps frustrated at times, but that shouldn’t
stop you from writing the best music you can do given the limitations and restrictions placed on you. It would be
a fallacy to presume that ‘serious’ music did not have restrictions and limitations, just as song-writing does. They
have all to be listened to and digested by the general public, so they all have to have elements of commerciality
and they all have to ‘behave themselves’.
“I'll admit that writing doesn't always come, but I'm totally against walking around
looking at the sky when you're experiencing a block, waiting for inspiration to strike
you. Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov didn't like each other and agreed on very few
things, but they were of one opinion on this: you had to write constantly. If you can't
write a major work, write minor trifles. If you can't write at all, orchestrate something.”
Dimitri Shostakovich
This is one of the best quotes in terms of realism. Not an egotistical man at all, Shostakovich was a ‘just get on
with it’ type of guy. His belief that at all costs you need to write and write and write, was a belief I passionately
share. His comment about orchestration though is the most interesting point here, and one which I believe
completely. I have often told students to orchestrate other people’s music more, because the simple act of
arranging music that you yourself did not write, makes you a more disciplined orchestrator. Freed from the artistic
ownership of composition, you are free to think texturally and harmonically and structurally rather than each of
those categories having an initial compositional slant.
“You're composing not in relation to the spectacle, but in relation to the drama on the
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screen.”
Howard Shore
This is crucial because it highlights the need to take yourself out of the glam and glitz and spectacle of the film
and instead concentrate on the drama on the screen and in story. He is known for seeing the craft of film
composition more as storytelling and this is an important distinction because it makes you become more interested
in the underlying story than necessarily concentrating or fixating purely on the picture and the images. But he is
critical of composers who, he argues, have been complicit in dumbing down their art.
“Film composers have themselves underestimated their own contribution and, in so
doing, they have made directors and producers accustomed to very fast working times
– not the least by resorting to myriads of clichés,”
Howard Shore
An excellent point, well made. Music is always the bit that comes last. I realise that we can’t avoid that, but
directors must allow more time for composers, otherwise, as Shore says, they will have little alternative but to
resort to cliché. During the now legendary overshoot of Aliens, James Cameron spent three days perfecting the
sound of laser guns, and then gave Horner two weeks to score the movie.

Ennio Morricone said of John Williams’ score to Star Wars:
“He is an exceptionally gifted composer whom I greatly respect, but even he is criticised
for making a commercial choice about the space epic franchise. It was understandable, but
still commercial. I could not have scored Star Wars in that way”.
Well, Ennio Morricone is definitely right about one thing – he couldn’t have scored Star Wars as John Williams
did. If you want to know what a ‘Biff Tannen alternate 1985’ looks like, imagine what film music might have
become, post 1970s if John Williams hadn’t scored Star Wars. There will be some out there who might think
Morricone was right. Forgive me for poking fun at Morricone, whom I really believe is a fabulous composer (his
music featured regularly in my last three books and his wonderful score to Frantic is in this one) but it is a trifle
unfair to accuse Williams of over-commercialism, as others have done too, perhaps thinking that for a film set in
the future Williams should have chosen more difficult and abstract 21st century harmonies.
What people forget is that Star Wars was a kids’ film. It’s easy to comment retrospectively, knowing the eventual
success of Star Wars; it’s easy to think that, given the phenomenal success of the film franchise, that it could have
been a great opportunity to score something more challenging. But there’s the rub; Williams’ music only seems
simple. When you scratch the surface of the rousing melodies and examine the harmonies and orchestration that
support the themes, it is complex and complicated. Williams has the ability to contextualise absolutely
extraordinarily abstract harmonic colours by wrapping them in exciting orchestration and digestible themes.
Nobody expected Star Wars would still be around 50 years later. Williams thought it was a film that might last
the summer and that would be the end of it. But even so, the central fact remains that even if they’d known the
huge commercial success it would become, why spoil a kids’ film with music they wouldn’t understand? If
Williams had done that and George Lucas had gone along with it to please a few academics, chances are we
wouldn’t be discussing either of them now, fifty years later. And let us not forget that the unparalleled success the
franchise became, along with Jaws, Close Encounters and a few others, are generally credited with saving the
film industry. Williams correctly saw it for what it was – a Western in space. He thought back to the movies he’d
seen as a child and, again correctly, scored it for people to enjoy, not for people to discuss intellectually at dinner
parties while quaffing red wine. The music was an integral key factor in the success of the film, so if he’d scored
it as some wanted, it would have probably bombed. And anyway, commercial though it was, it is quite rightly
regarded as one of the great film scores. I love Ennio Morricone’s music; I love his later scores for films like
Mission to Mars and Wolf, but I think his comment about Williams and Star Wars was wrong.
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“John Williams is the anti-Christ of Film Music…his music has ruined many a good film”
So said the legendary 20th Century composer and international world-renowned expert on film music, Brian Eno.
Eno was famous for composing bite-size pieces of music for Microsoft. He is a man of many opinions and like
his music for Microsoft, most of them are of short duration. I realise that there is context to this quote, and yes I
have watched the entire interview; but Eno was so obviously trying to shock. There is a debate to be had about
the prolific amount of orchestral music in films, but that is an entirely different thing to referring to Williams as
the ‘anti-Christ of Film Music’. Such comments are shameful and display a serious lack of judgment.
And finally, functionality
In my previous books and in this one too, the issue of the functionality of film music comes up regularly. If the
music functions well, it will be perceived and remembered as being great music. So let’s just finally look at a few
quick examples of the various roles and functions of film music.
1 When music has an opinion
Music has the ability to ‘comment’ on something without using words. Music can create feelings which, when set
to picture, can guide the way people feel about what’s on-screen. In fact one of the best functions of film music
is when it manages to ‘comment’ on a scene, a character or the story in general. This is where film music can have
an opinion, an opinion which is heard and reflected on by the viewers. Commenting is something that shouldn’t
be overdone and you have to remember that the film will already have character and style which will push viewer
opinion in a specific direction. Music can and often does, give the film a gentle push in the right direction by
emphasising or italicising a point. Music can pass a judgment on certain scenes. In the early days of film music
the function of the music was to be duplicative; most of the time most of the commentary was on the images.
2 When music helps elements of the story connect
Music works brilliantly well in helping the story connect when there are shifts in location or time. As I said earlier
edits between time or location can look very uncomfortable unless they are scored. There are numerous examples
of this in my previous three books. Also if films have montage scenes which even within one ‘scene’ might
reference several different times and locations, music can help bridge the gap between abstraction and reality.
3 The ability to create the right atmosphere
Because of its unique ability to create emotion, it can create and generate specific atmospheres within the film.
This is one of the strongest functions of music. It can set the tone of the film, right from the start. Think of how
many films you’ve watched which create a very specific atmosphere right from the start, then watch the same clip
with the sound turned down. It is a wholly different experience. Look at the opening credits to Star Trek - The
Motion Picture and Star Trek II The Wrath of Khan, and look at how music totally colours the intro to The Silence
of the Lambs. People will never forget the opening music; it stays with them for a long time into the film. Equally,
the closing credit roll music is crucial because the audience will leave with this in their heads. They will remember
the music much more than the visual ending, even though it is easier to digest and interpret the pictures than the
music.
4 The ability to emphasise and italicise
Music can be used to emphasise characters and relationships and complicated plot points. The so-called leitmotifs
were established by Wagner and used widely in Opera and this is just one of the many things film music inherited.
Film music did not come from nowhere and nor did films themselves. They both inherited a rich context and
history from theatre and opera and other visual and musical arts which you can see and hear when you watch early
films. Few things literally come from nowhere, and film and film music are no different. Although the use of
leitmotif in films is not as prevalent nowadays, this is because the nature of storytelling through film has itself
evolved. But they are still there.
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5 The ability to portray emotions and feelings and meaning
Music can be used brilliantly to portray certain emotions. If music accompanies an emotional scene and it is
composed sensitively, then the initial scene itself need not necessarily be as ‘on the nose’ as it would have to be
without music. If a director trusts a composer, he or she may well deliberately tone down a scene’s emotion
because they know the composer will colour it in later. If the scene is already dripping with emotion and then the
composer steams in and pours even more emotion, we would refer to this as being ‘over-cooked’. If you come
across a scene like this, your music can sometimes take some of the heat out of the situation by using chords,
harmonies and textures which are fairly neutral and therefore allow the scene some breathing space. A character’s
face which has a neutral expression can ‘appear’ to be more emotional simply with the right music added.
6 Music will tell you where you are and when you are
Perhaps the most obvious functional use of music is when you’re trying to reference a particular period in history
or geographic location. Music typical of the period of placement will automatically put people ‘in the zone’. You
would think this might be an obvious or clumsy way of reinforcing location or period, but in fact the effect of it
is quite subtle because don’t forget, the pictures themselves will represent the biggest clue regarding a change of
location or period.
7 Music; the great manipulator
All types of functionality are manipulative in some way; that is the nature of what music does in film. It is there
to reinforce and to create an emotional bond between viewer and film. Music is not called the ‘emotional language’
for nothing. If you consider the hugely problematic thing that music must be for a director, given that they do not
read music or understand how it is created and therefore have little power over it, if they could get away without
using it I’m sure they would. Directors have relative control over the other aspects of film-making because none
of them are sufficiently abstract enough to not be understood. But music is.
Hearing is Believing
Film music must be a massive pain to be involved with if you don’t understand it. And yet people still use it. They
use it because it works; something most people can’t see or touch or understand affects them emotionally. It does
something to them. It makes them believe what they’re seeing on screen. Hearing is believing.
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TRANSCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
I hope you have gained some knowledge and awareness from reading this book. I wanted to talk briefly about the
method and processes involved in producing my transcriptions and analysis, as many have asked me how it’s
done.
I begin my process by watching films, listening to relevant cues, and deciding which cues to transcribe and
analyse. Inevitably the cues I choose are the ones I think are important, but that does not necessarily mean that
they are the most obvious or thematic. I deal a lot with the kind of dense underscores which often offer so much
emotional context to film, but which can get overlooked if one is looking only for highlights. Also, if you get
hired to write film or TV music, your ability to do the ‘dense stuff’ will be key, and it probably won’t come as
naturally as thematic writing. Writing themes is not as hard because it is more related to how ‘normal’ music is
constructed; themes can help and guide you through a cue and they can create a structural template on which to
hang the harmony, counterpoint and orchestration that supports them. But ‘themeless’ music involves skills of a
very different order; trying to generate emotion via the subtle colours and emotional gestures of harmony,
counterpoint, texture and arrangement is more challenging because it lacks the convention, convenience and
certainty of melody. Harder still is applying this to a narrative situation where your music is simply part of a larger
emotional and sonic tapestry, and making it seem natural. That’s why many cues in my books are related to the
underscore.
Transcription
I try to ensure that my transcriptions and analysis are as broad as possible in terms of styles and approaches, to
offer as much stylistic variety as I can. I usually try and feature at least three or four cues from films and TV
shows, although sometimes this varies depending on how compelling the music is and how much can be said
about it. I decide on the cues and make a note of the sync points in the film. Then I buy the album and try and
locate the audio track titles with the sync points in the film. This can be an extraordinarily long and tedious process,
not least because the tracks on the albums are often different from the versions in the films. I try my best to make
sure there is an audio track for readers to listen to, whether they buy the albums or find them on YouTube. But
sometimes, if there is no audio track, I end up transcribing straight from the film.
I give all the cues a ‘figure’ number (i.e. fig.1, fig.2), then lay these out in a Word file. I split the task of
transcription from the task of analysis, having learned the hard way that transcription is a fundamentally different
skill compared with analysis; transcription is mainly technical and needs my attention to be focussed on listening
to the various chords and lines to ensure they are transcribed properly. I transcribe as I hear, only consulting a
piano ocassionally, when I have finished, to double-check the notes are right. I usually feature just the salient and
important parts of the cue but occasionally will write out cues in full. I usually score out in Sibelius using a
different number of staves according to the level and depth of the analysis. I can usually tell instantly what a chord
is but often replay chords to decipher the exact voicing, because this is crucial to understanding how orchestration
works. I always begin by scoring out the main harmonic blocks, irrespective of what section is carrying them. I
then replay the cue, adding counterpoint, melody and altering anything I may have misjudged the first time round;
transcription is more an evolutionary process than a wholly linear one, i.e. as the score becomes fuller I might
notice things I may have deliberately left out until I had a better mental and sonic picture of the music. If I notice
points of interest I will annotate the score, but I usually leave analysis until after the transcription is finished, for
reasons already stated.
Analysis
I will usually complete all the transcriptions for a chapter first, before embarking on my analysis. At the analysis
stage I play the scene repeatedly and make a note of the physical and emotional hit points and wider points about
how the different sections function, musically and emotionally. I then add the analytical text, often wrapping it
around the notation, adding arrows which point to specific devices or chords.
Throughout my life the combination of sight and sound has helped me understand music; analysing a written score
without the accompanying audio does not allow me to really ‘get inside’ a piece of music, just as using audio
alone will not allow me to ‘see’ the music.
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This dual method is one I encourage students to adopt; some of the difficulties people have in working out why a
piece works, or generates emotion, is depending purely on the audio track itself, with no visual reference. I
sometimes refer to experiencing a cue with the audio track and the score akin to ‘hearing music in 3D’. Students
have used this phrase too.
In terms of how long the process of writing my books takes; the first two books were written in 2013 with the
third volume being completed in 2015. My most recent book (this one) is being released at Christmas 2020.
Hearing is Believing – Film Music and What it does to us - has taken from August 2019 to December 2020 and
encompasses 380,000 words (although this may shrink in editing). My fascination for transcription is borne from
a love of music and a desire to find out how it works; how something which is not understood literally by its
audiences can nevertheless have such power over them.
My younger years playing in orchestras, together with my years orchestrating for theatre and composing for TV
generated within me a thirst for a wider understanding of how music communicated to its audience; when you are
in the thick of it, busy composing and orchestrating, you do not usually have the time to consciously think of
‘what it all means’. In any case, writing and orchestrating music sometimes involves a different technical and
emotional process to the one we use to evaluate and analyse. Creativity can sometimes be reactionary, spontaneous
and exciting when we’re trying to figure out how to write a scene. Transcription has to be cold, calculated and
uncluttered by sentiment. Analysis is about emotional perception and understanding functionality in music, so this
is more about creativity and emotional awareness. This is where I try and fathom how the music generates the
emotion within us, and the relevance of this to the film.
Friends and colleagues often presume that transcription is less enjoyable than the analysis which follows, but for
me this isn’t true. I enjoy transcription more because the process is akin to a detective trying to crack a case. Once
the case is cracked, they then have to prove it. Analysis is about proving that what I transcribed actually was as
relevant as I thought it was, and it’s about figuring out why. I usually have a feel for the music in a cue and how
it interacts with the film, but it’s not until I have cracked the transcription that I can put my initial ‘feel’ to the test
and start looking and listening to the interaction between the audio, the transcription and the scene, to justify my
initial feelings and turn them into rational, reasoned suggestions and conclusions.
The analysis I undertake, for the books I write, is my attempt to understand the secret world of film music.
Brian Morrell
December 25th 2020
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